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QUALIFICATIONS 


I am the Chief Operating Officer of SoundExchange, Inc. ("SoundExchange"). I have 


held this position since July 2001. Before I became Chief Operating Officer, I served as 


SoundExchange's Senior Director of Data Administration, beginning in November 1999. Prior 


to that, I worked as a database and technology consultant for the Recording Industry Association 


of America, Inc. (RIAA) for seven years. There, I developed the certification system for Gold, 


Platinum and Multi-platinum record sales, and created the royalty distribution system for the 


Alliance of Artists and Recording Companies (AARC). 


My responsibilities as SoundExchange's Chief Operating Officer include overseeing the 


collection and distribution of royalty payments for the performance of sound recordings on 


webcast, cable, and satellite services. In this capacity, I supervise SoundExchange staff who 


receive royalty payments fi-om webcasting and broadcasting services, determine the amounts 
/ r 


owed copyright owners and performers, and distribute the royalties to those individuals and 


entities. Additionally, I oversee SoundExchange's license compliance activities, manage its 


budget, and coordinate its systems requirements, development, and testing. A statement of 


experience is attached to my testimony. 


OVERVIEW 


In Section I of my testimony, I describe how SoundExchange collects and distributes 


royalty payments. In Section 11, I discuss a number of issues related to the terms that are adopted 


for the administration of the statutory licenses found in 1 7 U. S .C. 8 rj  1 1 2(e) and 1 1 4(d)(2). 


Among other things, I briefly explain the importance of full and accurate census data to 


SoundExchange's ability to distribute royalties to their rightful owners, a topic that has been 


thoroughly reviewed in SoundExchange's filings with the Copyright Office and the Copyright 


Royalty Board ("CRB" or "Board") in the notice and recordkeeping rulemakings. I also explain 







i why a collection/distribution system with a single agent responsible for both collecting and 


distributing royalties is more efficient and reliable than a system with multiple agents. Finally, I 


address proposed changes to a number of the terms currently applicable to eligible 


nonsubscription transmission services and new subscription services. 


DISCUSSION 


I. SOUNDEXCHANGE'S COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES 


A. Overview of SoundExchanne 


SoundExchange is a 501 (c)(6) nonprofit performance rights organization established to 


ensure the prompt, fair and efficient collection and distribution of royalties payable to performers 


and sound recording copyright owners for the use of sound recordings over Internet, cable, and 


satellite radio services (hereinafter collectively "services" or "licensees") via digital audio 


transmissions. Originally an unincorporated division of the RIAA, SoundExchange was 
/ 


i 
separately incorporated in September 2003. 


Collecting royalties from hundreds of services and distributing the royalties to thousands 


of payees is an enormous undertaking. To fulfill its function, SoundExchange has invested 


significant time and money to develop systems that facilitate the receipt and distribution of 


royalties in the most efficient manner possible. Working together with statutory licensees, 


artists, unions and record labels, we endeavor every year to streamline our processes and ensure 


that the maximum mount of royalties we collect are paid out to those entitled to them. 


SoundExchange has automated many of its functions (and such automation is critical to ensuring 


efficient distribution of royalties), but, in many cases, SoundExchange staff still must undertake 


the laborious process of tracking down individuals entitled to royalties and correcting or 


completing misreported performance data. 







Although SoundExchange is a non-member corporation, we frequently refer to those 


record labels and artists who have specifically authorized us to collect royalties on their behalf as 


"members." We have thousands of such record label and artist members, but also pay non- 


members - copyright owners and performers alike - as if they were also members. We do not 


discriminate between members and non-members; in fact, current Copyright Office regulations 


require us to treat members and non-members equally when initially allocating statutory 


royalties. Members, however, can agree among themselves as to alternative distribution policies 


as described in more detail below, see infra at 13. 


SoundExchange has been the representative of artists and record labels on a vast array of 


issues, including notice and recordkeeping and rate-setting through the CARP process and the 


new CRB process. Throughout, on behalf of all artists and record labels, SoundExchange has 


sought the establishment of marketplace royalties and regulations that enable the prompt, fair and 


efficient distribution of royalties to all those artists and copyright owners entitled to such 


royalties. 


B. Royalty Collection and Distribution 


SoundExchangeYs core mission is to collect and distribute statutory royalties as 


efficiently and accurately as possible. As discussed throughout this statement, SoundExchange 


has made significant investments in systems and infrastructure and personnel to perform the task 


of royalty collection and distribution. These investments were made over several years and will 


likely require further improvements ("extensions" in the language of softvvare developers) as the 


demands on the royalty system increase over time. For example, we will strive to further reduce 


costs by automating certain functions and will look to increase the Erequency of our distributions. 


For managing royalty collection and distribution, SoundExchange employs the following 


operational procedures. I have attached a flow-chart illustrating these steps as SX Ex. 21 1 DP. 







Step 1 : Payment and Log Receipt 


SoundExchange's Royalty Administration Department receives from statutory licensees 


royalty payments and, ideally, three reports: Statements of Account ("SOAs") that reflect the 


licensee's calculation of the payments for the reporting period; Notices of Election which 


indicate whether the licensee has utilized any optional rates and terms pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 


5 262.3(a); and reports of use that log performances of sound recordings. Samples of these 


reports are provided as SX Ex. 212 DP, SX Ex. 213 DP, and SX Ex. 214 DP. 


Upon receipt of payment from a licensee, the payment is logged into our licensee 


database. If this is the first payment from a licensee, a new profile is created for the licensee. If 


the licensee has previously paid royalties, then the payment is entered under the existing profile. 


Where licensees operate under more than one statutory license, the royalty payments from a 


licensee are allocated among the various licenses under which the service is operating. 
t 


Similarly, where one parent corporation is paying royalties for multiple corporate "children," 


such as in the case of a broadcast station group paying for individual terrestrial radio stations 


simulcasting their signals on the Internet, the royalty payments are allocated among the 


individual radio stations to the extent the licensee provides sufficient information for the 


allocation. For example, if a broadcast network provides royalty accounting for its 70 radio 


affiliates on a per-radio station basis, but pays the royalties owed by all of the affiliates with a 


single check, then SoundExchange will allocate a portion of that total payment to each of the 70 


individual stations. Allocating payments to individual stations is critical for distributing royalties 


because distribution is based on the performance information in reports of use, which should be 


submitted on a per-station basis. 


Once a licensee has paid royalties and its payment is entered into our database, we also 


seek to confirm whether the licensee has filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings Under 
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Statutory License with the U.S. Copyright Office. If a service has not filed such a Notice of Use 
C 


with the Copyright Office, then my understanding is that the service does not enjoy the 


protections of the statutory license even if they are paying royalties. The filing of a Notice of 


Use with the Copyright Office does not mean that a service is making transmissions. The Notice 


of Use is supposed to be filed before a service commences transmissions or the making of 


ephemeral phonorecords but just because a service files a Notice of Use does not mean it has 


commenced streaming. 


The reports of use ("logs") provided by services are loaded into SoundExchange's system 


by the Distribution Operations Department. SoundExchange is currently receiving performance 


logs from Music Choice, Muzak, XM Satellite Radio, Sirius Satellite Radio and a handful of 


other services. The vast majority of subscription and nonsubscription services, however, do not 


currently provide performance logs to SoundExchange because regulations specifying the format 
i 


and delivery specifications have not yet been promulgated. The following discussion of log 


processing is therefore based principally upon SoundExchange's experience handling logs from 


preexisting subscription services and the satellite radio services. 


Occasionally, logs - which contain text information about the song title, album, artist, 


label and other information, in addition to other transmission information - will fail to conform 


to SoundExchange's existing format and delivery specifications. When a log does not conform 


to those specifications, it fails to load automatically. SoundExchange personnel must then 


review the reports, identify errors, obtain a corrected log from the service (or in some cases 


rectify the errors internally) and then re-upload the reports into the SoundExchange computer 


software system. The failure of logs to follow a standardized format creates enormous burdens 


for SoundExchange and decreases our efficiency in managing royalties. It is also frequently the 







case that services fail to accurately report identifying data for sound recordings by, for example, 


identifying an artist as "Various," reporting a performer as "Beethoven" or "Mozart," or simply 


not providing required information. In each of these instances my staff has to research the 


partially identified sound recording in order to identifl accurately the sound recording copyright 


owner and performers entitled to royalties. It is my understanding that the only penalty that a 


service may be subject to for failing to file a proper report of use is an infringement action. 


Step 2: Matching 


SoundExchange's Distribution Operations staff run the software program to match the 


data reported in licensee logs with information in the SoundExchange database identifying 


copyright owners and performers of particular sound recordings. Our complex log loading 


algorithm attempts to match identical and similar data elements and combinations of data 


elements from the incoming log against performance information previously received from the 
i 


services. If there is a match for a particular sound recording, then the program identifies the 


corresponding copyright owner and performer information. If there is not a match, we then 


conduct research as described in step three below. 


Each description of a performance on a service's log is retained in our database, even if 


the description incorrectly identifies a sound recording and SoundExchange staff has corrected it 


before uploading the log. Our system assumes that services will continue to report the 


performance incorrectly in future logs. Rather than correct these performances each time they 


appear in a log, the system matches to the incorrectly reported performances and then applies the 


corrected information. 


Step 3: Research 


If there is no match for a sound recording, Distribution Operations personnel manually 


examine the entry for the sound recording and attempt to determine whether it is new to the 







( SoundExchange database or whether it is already in the database under different identifying 


information. This research requires a significant amount of staff time. Such research is often 


required for new releases, works reported for the first time, works from small labels, compilation 


albums and foreign repertoire. In the case of compilation albums, for example, finding copyright 


ownership information is particularly time-consuming because, although the album is issued by 


one label, each of the sound recordings on it could be owned by a different label. 


SoundExchange previously identified the problem of compilation albums in its filings with the 


Copyright Office on notice and recordkeeping. See Reply Comments of the Recording Industry 


Association of America, Inc., in Docket No. RM 2002-1A at 57058,60 (Apr. 26,2002) (SX 


Ex. 414 DP); see also Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America, Inc., in 


Docket No. RM 2002-1A at 64 (Apr. 5,2002) (SX Ex. 41 5 DP). 


SoundExchange conducts extensive data quality assurance work to ensure the correct 
", 


association of copyright owners and performers, on the one hand, and particular performances, 


on the other. For example, the SoundExchange system detects what we call "performances in 


conflict," a situation in which performances of the same sound recording are reported as being on 


more than one label. In such cases, we conduct research to determine the correct label for the 


sound recording. We also review situations in which an artist has performances of different 


sound recordings with different labels or with "unassociated labels," which may indicate that the 


label information provided to us was incorrect. 


Step 4: Account Ass imen t  


SoundExchange's Account Managers assign sound recording performances to accounts 


belonging to copyright owners and performers. For example, a performance of Stevie Wonder's 


Isn 't She Lovely from his Songs in the Key of Life album under the Motown record label (part of 


Universal Music Croup ("UMG")) would be assigned to (1) Stevie Wonder's account and 
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i" (2) Motown's account. Performances of Motown's sound recordings would be consolidated with 


other UMG labels and the resulting royalty payment would be made to UMG. Account 


assignments are based on the copyright owner and performer information provided by the 


licensee as well as any information already in the SoundExchange database that copyright 


owners and performers have supplied. 


Not all performances can be assigned to a copyright owner or artist account in the time 


leading up to a distribution. Performances for which a copyright owner or artist account is not 


identifiable are assigned to a "suspense" account for later review and research. As soon as the 


identification is made, these royalties are released in the next scheduled distribution. 


Step 5: Royalty Allocation and Distribution 


Once we have processed all of the logs by a given class of services for a given period, we 


are able to allocate royalties. Allocation takes place only after all quality assurance steps are 


taken to ensure accounts are payable, address and tax identification information is complete, 


performances in conflict are resolved and copyright owner conflicts are resolved (to the extent 


possible). 


Allocation is the process by which a service's royalty payments (made on a channel-by- 


channel or station-by-station basis) for a given distribution period are paired with the 


transmissions of sound recordings by that service during that period. The Royalty 


Administration Department first identifies the services and associated royalty payments that will 


be distributed. Minimum fees must be prorated to the period to which they apply. Once 1 have 


reviewed and certified the prorating of the minimum fees and the amount of the total fees, those 


fees are entered into the distribution portion of our system. The allocation and distribution 


processes are then run. 







i As stated above, allocation pairs royalties collected from a service with the service's 
i 


sound recording performances. Once all allocations are completed, "adjustment processing" is 


run. Adjustment processing involves assigning debits and credits to accounts in order to rectify 


errors that occurred in a prior distribution. Upon completion of necessary adjustments, the 


distribution occurs. 


Distribution begins with consolidating allocations according to earning entity (i.e., the 


copyright owner or featured artist who has "earned" the money for tax purposes). The 


consolidated allocations are then assigned to copyright owners, artists or other payees based on 


the payment schedule for each. SoundExchange staff create a series of distribution certification 


reports, which I review and then certify. Next, the system generates a payment file, which we 


transmit to our banking partner. The bank then makes the payments in the form of a check or 


electronic funds transfer. For performances of sound recordings, 50% of the royalties net of 
i 


allocable deductions are paid to copyright owners, 45% are paid to featured artists and their 


third-party payees,' and 5% are paid to non-featured artists; in accordance with 17 U.S.C. 


8 114(g)(2). Royalties paid for the making of ephemeral phonorecords under 17 U.S.C. § 112(e) 


are allocated solely to sound recording copyright owners. SoundExchange provides each 


royalty-earning entity with a statement that reflects the performances (and the licenses under 


which the sound recordings were performed) for which the royalty payment is made. Sample 


statements for copyright owners and featured artists are attached as SX Exs. 252 DP and 253 DP 


hereto. 


1 A third-party payee is an individual to whom an artist has authorized SoundExchange to pay a portion of 
the artist's statutory royalties. Producers and managers are common third-party payees. 


* We pay the 5% non-featured artists' share to an independent administrator who is responsible for the 
further distribution of those funds to nonfeatured vocalists and musicians. 







SoundExchangeYs database containing payee information is derived from account 
i 


\ 


information received from record labels and artists, and includes such payees as the copyright 


owners and artists themselves, management companies, production companies, estates and heirs. 


We must, however, verify address and other information and secure appropriate tax forms 


directly from each artist and label. If an earning entity3 fails to provide SoundExchange with tax 


information, then we can still distribute royalties but must withhold a portion of the royalties 


pursuant to Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") guidelines. All of the information provided to 


SoundExchange from copyright owners and performers must be entered manually into the 


royalty system. We hope to allow copyright owners and performers to input their information 


directly into our systems in the future, but there are costs and security issues involved in building 


those extensions into our current system. 


The threshold for distributing royalties to a payee is $10. Rather than distribute smaller 
i 


amounts (and incurring significant additional transaction costs), SoundExchange waits until a 


payee is owed more than $10, at which point the full amount is distributed. 


SoundExchange presently conducts distributions four times a year, at least twice for 


statutorily licensed performances (i.e., performances pursuant to 17 U.S.C. $ 5  112(e) and 114) 


and twice for non-statutorily licensed performances for which SoundExchange has collected 


royalties, typically from non-U.S. performing rights organizations who have money for U.S. 


performers or copyright owners. We are working to increase the frequency of distributions. 


Payments for which SoundExchange lacks sufficient information to distribute to the appropriate 


copyright owner and performer are allocated to separate accounts in accordance with 37 C.F.R. 


An "earning entity" is the person or entity who has earned the royalties from a tax standpoint and does 
not have to be the person who receives royalties. 







$8 260.7,261.8 and 262.8. When SoundExchange subsequently obtains the information 


necessary to distribute royalties to a particular copyright owner or performer, it will do so during 


the next scheduled distribution. Recipients of royalty payments may contact SoundExchange 


regarding any perceived errors in distributed payments. Errors in payment distributions may 


occur as a result of a service's reporting incorrect or incomplete information for a given 


performance. 


Step 6: Adiustments 


In the event an improper amount of royalties is paid to an entity (either too little or too 


much), SoundExchange staff will make adjustments to accounts to correct any errors in a royalty 


distribution. For example, if Copyright Owner A was incorrectly reported as the copyright 


owner of Song X and received royalties for Song X, but the actual owner of that song was 


Copyright Owner By then SoundExchange would need to credit Copyright Owner B in a fkture 


distribution and debit Copyright Owner A's account for the improper distribution. Adjustments 


typically take the form of an additional payment or a reduced payment to an existing account in 


the next scheduled distribution. For copyright owners and artists who are newly identified and 


for whom royalties have been accruing, a new account is created and royalties attributed to the 


suspense account are transferred to the new account. 


C. Challenges Faced by SoundExchange 


While these operational steps may sound straightforward and although SoundExchange 


has gained tremendous efficiencies through its custom software system, the massive scope of the 


undertaking and the frequency with which novel circumstances arise render the actual task of 


collecting and distributing royalty payments extremely complex. SoundExchange maintains 


licensee accounts for more than 1,800 webcast, cable, and satellite services that play sound 


recordings originating from all over the world, in many cases twenty-four hours a day, seven 







days a week. SoundExchange distributes royalties to nearly 15,000 copyright owner and 
1 
( 


performer accounts. To date, SoundExchange has processed over 650 million sound recording 


performances. And it is important to remember that those 650 million performances are 


principally from the preexisting subscription services and the satellite services. That number will 


increase tremendously once reporting regulations are finalized for the subscription and 


nonsubscription services for whom rates are being established in this proceeding. I would not be 


surprised if we had to match billions of performances each year once all webcasters start 


providing reports of use. 


The process of matching performances of specific sound recordings to individual 


copyright owners and performers is often difficult because many business arrangements in the 


recording industry are intricate and continually evolving. For a given sound recording, there 


may be multiple artists as well as multiple payees entitled to receive a portion of the royalties, 
,/' 


including production companies and management companies paid under Letters of Direction, as 


well as the IRS. Further, members of a band often change over the course of the band's 


existence. When a band whose members have changed releases multiple versions of the same 


song, each release may involve payments to different people. Matching the performing band 


members to a particular sound recording of such a song can be complicated. The make-up of the 


Grateful Dead, for instance, changed several times during the three decades that the band played 


(1965 to 1995, when Jerry Garcia died), and the band regularly released studio albums and live 


albums (and it continues to release "new" recordings from its vault of concert tapes). Because 


The examples of band compositions that make distribution of royalties difficult illustrate a few reasons 
why sufficient data to identify a specific sound recording is critical to SoundExchange's ability to 
distribute royalties to the parties to whom they rightly belong, as SoundExchange explained in its 
Supplemental Comments concerning the proposed notice and recordkeeping requirements. Comments 


footnote continued on next page) 







the membership of the Grateful Dead was not static, identifying which members are entitled to 


royalties for performances of a particular sound recording is exceedingly difficult where the 


same titled song appears on multiple albums. Fleetwood Mac similarly has undergone multiple 


changes in membership since it originally formed in 1968, making the task of determining which 


royalties belong to which members arduous. And Sade is the name of both the individual artist 


Sade Adu and the band with which she has sung. When SoundExchange receives reports from 


licensees that list only "Sade" as the performing artist, it can be difficult to determine whether 


Sade Adu or Sade the band is the proper recipients of royalties for a sound recording 


performance. 


Band members may also share royalties on an unequal basis. In the easy case, bands or 


artists have a corporation that receives the royalties and the corporation assumes responsibility 


for dividing and distributing royalties among the band members. In some cases, however, 


SoundExchange itself has to locate the information regarding shares, divide the royalties, and 


make the payments to each band member. 


The general rule we have created is to distribute royalties on a pro rata basis among the 


members of a band, but that is not always as easy as it may sound. For example, there is no 


guidance in the statute or legislative history on how SoundExchange should distribute royalties 


to Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers. Is Tom Petty entitled to 50% of the featured artist share 


with the remaining 50% allocated on a pro rata basis among the members of the Heartbreakers? 


Similarly, should there be a special split for the Dave Matthews Band, where the name of the 


band is the name of one of the members of the band? And what about in the case of Diana Ross 


of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Aug. 26,2005) (SX Ex. 41 7 DP); Reply Comments of 
SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Sept. 16,2005) (SX Ex. 418 DP). 
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p & the Suprernes versus The Supremes? In one instance Diana Ross is identified separately, but 


does this mean her share of royalties should increase? 


Distributions are also complicated if an artist is deceased and there are multiple heirs 


(each of whom may have a different share) entitled to the royalties from the performance of a 


single sound recording; this is particularly true where the artist is a group and more than one 


group member is deceased. 


Distributions could become far more complicated if the members of a band were 


represented by different agents, with one member of a band represented by one collective and all 


remaining members represented by SoundExchange. Under the theory of certain entities, the 


members paid through SoundExchange would receive less than the members paid through 


another entity due to the possibility of others free riding on SoundExchange's investments 


without having to share in the cost of those investments. And, if there were multiple collectives, 
/ 


i 


then the difficulties associated with allocating royalties and deducting costs could be 


exacerbated, as explained in more detail below. See infra at 16. 


In an effort to maintain accurate information on artists' arrangements for division of 


royalties as well as basic contact and tax infomation, SoundExchange actively engages in artist 


outreach. SoundExchange regularly attends music industry conferences and makes presentations 


to artist management firms, record labels, performing rights organizations and law firms that 


represent artists. SoundExchange also works with music associations to spread awareness of its 


services, and it advertises online, on television, in print and over the radio. SoundExchange 


personnel are available to artists (as well as to copyright owners and licensees) to provide 


information and answer questions, and we do so on a regular basis. SoundExchange encourages 


copyright owners and performers to join as members but, as explained above, provides 







information and distributes royalties to copyright owners and performers regardless of 
i 


membership. 


For undistributed royalties, eight SoundExchange staff members' responsibilities include 


conducting research to locate artists and obtain their payee information. Even where 


SoundExchange is able to determine the identity of the artist and record label, that does not mean 


that SoundExchange knows where to locate them. Locating accurate payee information for a 


sound recording can be very difficult, especially if the recording is listed in a non-active, deep 


"catalog," or involves an artist who does not have a U.S. corporate entity designated to receive 


royalties on his or her behalf. Through niche programming, services perform many sound 


recordings of smaller, less well-known labels and performers who are hard to find (and the 


problem is magnified if they are no longer in existence). SoundExchange spends a significant 


amount of time addressing this problem in two ways. First, SoundExchange personnel publicize 
i 
i 


\\ 


the organization, its mission, and its functions in order to ensure that artists and copyright owners 


are aware that they may have royalties owed to them. We hope that individuals who learn about 


us will contact us to provide us with the information we need to pay them. Second, 


SoundExchange performs extensive research to locate and contact individuals who may be 


entitled to royalties. For example, we rely on databases such as Celebrity Access and All Music 


Guide as well as information provided by other organizations within the music industry, both 


domestic and foreign, to locate artists. SoundExchange also utilizes temporary employees and 


interns to assist in locating individuals and entities entitled to royalty payments. I suspect that 


the number of "difficult-to-pay artists" and labels will increase tremendously once webcasters 


start providing reports of use to SoundExchange following the promulgation of format and 


delivery specifications. 







Under my direction, SoundExchange has conducted a total of nine royalty distributions 


covering over 650 million sound recording performances, the most recent having occurred on 


September 20,2005. To date, SoundExchange has allocated more than $55 million in royalties. 


SoundExchange strives to minimize the administrative costs associated with royalty collection 


and distribution, and it has decreased those costs each year that it has been in operation. 


SoundExchange maintains a staff of fewer than 20 individuals. We project administrative costs 


(exclusive of expenses incurred in participating in rate adjustment proceedings) of under 12.5% 


of total revenue for 2005 and under 10% of total revenue for 2006. For comparison purposes, I 


believe the administrative costs for the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers 


("ASCAP") and BMI are typically around 16% of total revenue. 


11. A SINGLE COLLECTIVE SHOULD BE DESIGNATED TO COLLECT AND 
I' DISTRIBUTE ROYALTIES 


As a practical matter (and generally as a legal matter as well), SoundExchange (or its 


precursor) has operated as the sole collection and distribution agent for royalties under the 


Section 112 and 114 licenses. Other than Royalty Logic, Inc. ("RLI") and the small number of 


copyright owners and performers it purports to represent, I am not aware of any copyright owner 


or performer - let alone any service - who will advocate for the creation of a multi-tier 


system for collection and distribution of royaltiesS or for the designation of multiple agents.6 In 


fact, the licensee webcasters appear to object to the creation of a multi-tiered system or any 


Under a multi-tier system, SoundExchange would be required to collect royalties and then transfer them 
to another agent that has been designated by a copyright owner or performer to distribute its royalties. 
Allocations would need to be run to determine what portion of collected royalties should be paid to 
another agent who may represent only one copyright owner or performer. 


Under a multi-agent system, licensees could have to make their royalty payments to different agents 
according to the designations made by copyright owners and performers. 







i obligation to provide payments and reports of use to any entity other than SoundExchange. See 


Joint Comments of Radio Broadcasters in Response to the Copyright Royalty Board's 


Supplemental Questions Regarding Format and Delivery in Docket No. RM 2005-2 at 23 


(Aug. 26,2005). This is true even though the large commercial webcasting services in the first 


webcaster proceeding presented Ron Gertz, the owner of RLI, which purports to be a competing 


collection and distribution agent, as a rebuttal witness on their behalf. If the services are not 


supporting the creation of a multi-tiered system and the overwhelming majority of copyright 


owners and performers, as represented by SoundExchange, oppose such a system, I question how 


such a system could be created under the willing buyerlwilling seller standard set forth in the 


statute. 


I discuss the problems associated with a system that includes more than one collection 


and distribution agent because I anticipate that RLI will raise the issue in this proceeding. If a 


system were created to allow for at least two collection and distribution agents, then I question 


how the rationale could be applied to limit the number of agents to two. If each copyright owner 


or performer had the right to designate hisher own agent, then the Board would potentially have 


to allow an unlimited number of collection and distribution agents to collect and distribute 


royalties. See id. If this were the case, then there would be an incentive for copyright owners 


and performers - even SoundExchangeYs members - to designate agents other than 


SoundExchange so that they could avoid certain costs that SoundExchange incurs for the benefit 


of all copyright owners and performers and shift those costs to the copyright owners and 


performers remaining with SoundExchange. Adding multiple distribution agents to the process 


would substantially increase the administrative costs SoundExchange already incurs, as 


explained in more detail immediately below, and the result would be substantially increased 
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overall administrative costs associated with the royalty collection/distibution process. Thus, a 
\ 


multi-agent system would appear inconsistent with the concept of an efficient licensing system 


whose costs are borne by all copyright owners and labels. 


The purpose of the royalty collection and distribution process is "to make prompt, 


efficient and fair payments to Copyright Owners and Performers with a minimum of expense." 


67 Fed. Reg. 45,240,45,267 n.46 (July 8,2002) (SX Ex. 407 DP). Each of SoundExchangeYs 


procedures that I have outlined above is designed to hrther this purpose. The Librarian of 


Congress has recognized that "Copyright Owners and Performers commend Sound Exchange . . . 


[and prefer it as] a non-profit organization that has already invested heavily in a system designed 


to locate and pay Copyright [Olwners and Performers." Id. at 45,267. Indeed, through our five 


years of experience collecting and distributing royalties and our substantial investments in 


recruiting and training the SoundExchange staff and in developing our custom computer 
i 


software system, we have developed an efficient process for prompt and fair payments. 


Much of that efficiency would be lost if additional agents were inserted into the 


collection and distribution process. The Librarian was right to express skepticism of a system 


involving more than one collection or distribution agent on the grounds that it would likely add 


unnecessary expense and administrative burden. See id. A multi-agent system would be costly, 


overly complicated, prone to delay and unreliable. 


Based on previous discussions with outside software consultants, other collecting 


societies as well as my staffs and my experience with adjustments, conflicts in ownerships and 


claims and dispute resolution (to track the affiliations of each copyright owner and performer on 


a sound recording-by-sound recording basis), I estimate that modifying our systems to 


accommodate a multi-agent system would cost, at a minimum, between $250,000 and $350,000. 
/ 







ii For example, if only one member of a band were represented by someone other than 


SoundExchange, then SoundExchangeYs system would have to be modified to track that 


r e l a t i~nsh i~ .~  If different administrative rates were to be applied to copyright owners or 


performers represented by an entity other than SoundExchange, the system would also have to be 


configured to calculate different administrative rates for each sound recording in the database. 


Given that each performance has at least two entitled payees (exclusive of the non-featured share 


of royalties) - (1) the featured artist (which could be a group with multiple entitled parties) and 


(2) the copyright owner - each of the copyright owner and the featured artist could be 


represented by a different distributing agent. A multi-agent system thus has the potential of 


requiring SoundExchange to account for every performance identified in a report of use multiple 


times in order to properly allocate, distribute and adjust royalties. This would not be an easy 


task, and it would place an enormous accounting burden on SoundExchange. 


SoundExchange's system presently contains entries for 150,000 copyright owners and 


performers8 and over 700,000 sound recordings. For the system to recognize multiple agents, 


SoundExchange would have to expend significant resources, both human and monetary, to create 


the accounting platform necessary to track innumerable distributing agent relationships, keep 


accounts current when entitled parties change affiliation with multiple agents, and still ensure 


timely distributions. 


' Lester Chambers, a member of The Chambers Brothers, previously expressed an interest in having RLI 
collect and distribute royalties on his behalf. As the default agent, however, SoundExchange would 
collect and distribute royalties on behalf of all the other members of The Chambers Brothers. 


For example, Paul Simon as a solo artist and Simon & Garfunkel as a group are two such performers of 
the 150,000 even though Paul Simon may receive a single check for all of his performances as a solo 
artist and as a member of a group. 







Under a two-tier system with SoundExchange as the receiving agent and multiple 


distributing agents, SoundExchange would have to alter its procedures for processing SOAs and 


royalty payments. SoundExchange currently processes the two simultaneously because the 


functions are complementary, thereby minimizing administrative costs, reducing total processing 


time and limiting the number of staff involved. But, if SoundExchange were not the exclusive 


distributing agent, it might not be able to release a payment for distribution until it agreed with 


all other distributing agents that the SOAs for the distribution period were in order. It is 


foreseeable that situations will arise where another distributing agent identifies as problems 


entries on an SOA that SoundExchange would not consider problematic. SoundExchange would 


be restricted from using its discretion when dealing with paperwork that is incomplete, non- 


standard or otherwise problematic. Instead, it would have to confer with a11 other agents to reach 


a consensus on how to manage issues arising with services' SOAs, payments and other required 


paperwork. Considerable delays in distribution are foreseeable where payments cannot be 


processed until such issues are resolved. Similarly, if a licensee failed to pay royalties in a 


timely manner, SoundExchange and the other agents might need to discuss what steps needed to 


be taken and by whom to ensure the payment of royalties and any late fees due. And, if any late 


fees were owed and paid, there would be additional accounting to split them among distributing 


agents. 


SoundExchange would also have to alter its system to ensure that adjustments to correct 


for distribution errors are properly debited or credited to royalty recipients whose affiliation with 


a particular distributing agent changes over time.9 SoundExchange would no longer be able to 


In a multi-agent systems, regulations would have to specify how and when a copyright owner or 
performer may switch designations. 







, rely on its current procedure of crediting or debiting individual copyright owner and performer 
i 


accounts, but would have to reach agreement with the other distributing agents on an adjustment 


system and inter-agent dispute resolution process, which would add further costs and delays. 


Based upon SoundExchangeYs prior experiences with RLI, I am not convinced that these issues 


can be worked out easily. When RLI was granted designated agent status in the first webcaster 


arbitration it imposed significant delays in the simple matter of designing the SOAs and 


ultimately did nothing to contribute to the creation and final form of the SOAs. I therefore 


believe that the regulations governing a multi-tiered distribution system would have to set forth 


in great specificity all of the steps to be taken to resolve problems, disputes or claims among 


multiple agents and include a continuing role for the Board to resolve disputes, if any arose, 


provided that such a role for the Board is permitted under statute. 


Another example of how a multi-agent system would complicate the royalty 
I 


collection/distribution process is the hindrance it would cause to licensees' ability to obtain 


reliable information about the statutory license. Many licensees and potential licensees rely on 


SoundExchange staff to answer questions, walk them through the process of complying with the 


terms of the statutory licenses, calculating royalties owed, and complying with reporting 


requirements. With a multi-agent system, licensees would not be able to rely on information 


from the single source of SoundExchange and would likely have to contact multiple agents 


according to the various affiliations of the copyright owners and performers whose sound 


recordings they have performed. For example, different agents may have different 


interpretations of the provisions of a statutory license (e.g., what level of interactivity is 


permitted, if any, or how should the sound recording performance complement be interpreted for 


purposes of classical recordings) or governing regulations, and a licensee, to avoid potential 







liability for copyright infringement, may feel the need to contact each agent in order to protect 


itself. Under a multi-tier system with distinct receiving agents and distributing agents, it would 


be unclear which entity's information would be definitive. The confusion associated with such a 


system inevitably would add costs and delays not present in a single-agent system, particularly if 


licensees relied upon information Erom an agent other than SoundExchange, information which 


SoundExchange disputed. In the alternative, SoundExchange might still have to field all of these 


inquires and incur the expense of providing information to licensees, and other agents could 


avoid these burdens by referring everyone to SoundExchange, without having to share in any of 


the associated costs. 


A multi-agent system could create problems for distribution policy matters, such as how 


royalties to orchestras and non-human performers (e.g., Elmo), should be paid, what rules should 


apply for distributing to bands where there are disputes among band members, etc. Currently, 


SoundExchange endeavors to develop policies that apply fairly to all interested parties but if 


each distribution policy decision also has to be worked out with multiple distributing agents - 


who may disagree with SoundExchangeYs proposed policies - then many distributions could be 


suspended or delayed due the inability of the agents to agree on allocation guidelines. 


A multi-agent system could also raise problems for enforcement and audits. For 


example, if the copyright owners and performers represented by other agents claimed that they 


were not subject to any of the costs incurred by SoundExchange for audits and enforcement, 


would SoundExchange have to share any recoveries obtained through enforcement or audits with 


such other collection and distribution agents? I would hope not. If certain entities choose not to 


share in the costs that are expended for the benefit of all copyright owners and performers, then I 


do not believe the copyright owners and performers represented by SoundExchange should have 







to share any late fees, collection of unpaid royalties or audit recoveries with such entities. But 


saying this in theory may create problems in practice, particularly when a service remits overdue 


royalties afier receiving a demand letter from SoundExchange. The question of how those 


overdue royalties should be allocated will likely result in a dispute in a multi-agent environment, 


particularly where some agents seek to avoid joint costs, but want to share in "joint" rewards. 


These examples are illustrative of the added complications, costs and delays that a rnulti- 


agent system would create. Further inefficiencies and delays are foreseeable, particularly when 


disputes among and between potential distributees are considered. Moreover, based on 


SoundExchangeYs experience in collecting and distributing royalties to date, I believe that there 


likely are additional inefficiencies that are unforeseeable. Each year that SoundExchange has 


been in operation, I have been confronted with conflicts and complications in the collection and 


distribution process, some of which I have described above, that neither I nor my colleagues 


foresaw when SoundExchange began operating. Injecting one or more additional agent(s) into 


the equation, in my opinion, would likely result in many new conflicts and complications that we 


cannot predict. 


The Librarian of Congress has recognized the natural efficiency of a single collection and 


distribution agent for royalties associated with digital performance of sound recordings. 63 Fed. 


Reg. 25,394,25,412 (May 8, 1998) ("designat[ing] a single entity to collect and distribute the 


royalty fees creates an efficient administrative mechanism") (CARP proceeding on digital 


performance of sound recordings by pre-existing subscription services) (SX Ex. 41 1 DP). 


Countries around the world have found that a single agent reduces administrative costs and 


speeds distribution, and a single collective for receipt and distribution of digital performance 







f4 royalties is the international norm.1° A single agent will best further the purpose of the collection 
[ 


and distribution process - "to make prompt, efficient, and fair payments to Copyright Owners 


and Performers with a minimum of expense," 67 Fed. Reg. at 45,267 n.46 - and should be 


designated for collecting and distributing royalties for the digital performance of sound 


recordings under Sections 112(e) and 114 of the Copyright Act. 


111. MODIFICATIONS NEEDED TO LICENSE TERMS 


I am concerned that the terms for the payment of royalties and the terms for 


recordkeeping, once adopted, may be left unchanged in future proceedings which are likely to 


focus primarily on royalty rates. SoundExchange's experience over the past several years 


demonstrates that a few of the terms found in 37 C.F.R. Part 262 must be modified to facilitate 


the prompt, fair and efficient administration of the statutory licenses. As explained below, there 


are a few of the current terms that frustrate SoundExchange's ability to perform its function. 
\ 


These terms make no sense in the context of the statute's overall goal of providing fair 


compensation to artists and record labels. SoundExchange requests that the CRB modifL the 


terms accordingly. 


I am assuming for the purposes of my testimony that the general structure of the current 


system - with SoundExchange serving, in effect, as the sole agent designated to receive and 


distribute statutory royalties - will continue. If that structure were to change to accommodate 


multiple collectives, which SoundExchange strongly opposes, then there would likely have to be 


10 Over 60 other countries - including those with the most sales of sound recordings, i.e., the United 
Kingdom, Germany, Japan, and Canada - operate under a system in which a single collective collects 
and distributes royalties. To my knowledge, only Brazil, Colombia, and the United States have 
competing collectives that receive and distribute royalties for a particular right. In Brazil and Colombia, 
disputes between collectives often result in royalties that are either delayed or never paid. 
SoundExchange's efforts to pay royalties to artists in those countries pursuant to reciprocal payment 
agreements are often frustrated because of the uncertainties attributable to the multi-collective systems. 







substantial revisions to the regulations to account for the complexity of a multi-agent system and 


how conflicts and adjustments would be made among multiple agents. 


A. Importance of Census Reporting 


Although recordkeeping requirements are not set forth in Part 262, I do want to briefly 


reiterate SoundExchange's long-standing request for census reporting. SoundExchange has 


previously submitted extensive comments on recordkeeping and, in particular, the need for 


census reporting in response to the Copyright Office's and the Board's notice and requests for 


comments in connection with their rulemakings on recordkeeping. I incorporate those comments 


by reference and have attached copies of the most recent Comments (exclusive of attachments). 


See Comments of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2002-1H (May 27,2005) (SX Ex. 416 


DP); Comments of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Aug. 26,2005) (SX Ex. 417 


DP); Reply Comments of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Sept. 16,2005) 


(SX Ex. 41 8 DP); see also Reply Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America, 


Inc., in Docket No. RM 2002-1A at 69-78 (Apr. 26,2002) (SX Ex. 414 DP). I will not belabor 


what we have said in those submissions, but I emphasize here that accurate data is critical to the 


integrity of the collection and distribution process that I have described above. As 


SoundExchange's comments explain, receiving reports of use in census form and in a uniform 


format is the only way to ensure that copyright owners and performers receive accurate payments 


for the use of their sound recordings. 


B. The Terms Should State that the Failure to Pay Royalties When Required Followed 
by Payment of a Late Fee does not Preclude a Copyright Infrin~ement Claim 


Statutory licensees are generally required to pay their statutory royalties 45 days after the 


end of each month. Unfortunately, many licensees fail to pay their royalties in a timely manner. 
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X When a licensee fails to pay royalties when due, they are subject to a late fee of 0.75% per 
I 


month. 


I believe that there was an outstanding question as to whether the inclusion of a late fee 


provision in the regulations precluded a copyright owner fi-om filing an infringement action 


against a service that failed to pay royalties in a timely manner. For example, I understood that it 


might have been possible for a service to argue that, when it was sued for copyright infringement 


for the failure to pay royalties, the service might have been able to make that litigation disappear 


if the service simply paid the unpaid liability plus interest. If this were true, then I think there 


would be a significant incentive for services to not pay royalties in a timely manner, particularly 


if they could never be sued for infi-ingement and only had to pay a minimal late fee if challenged 


by copyright owners. 


I understand that Congress, in the Copyright Royalty and Distribution Reform Act 
i 


t 
("CRDRA"), amended Section 114 to make clear that the inclusion of a regulatory term 


providing for late fees does not affect a copyright owner's other enforcement rights. 17 U.S.C. 


5 803(c)(7) ("A determination of Copyright Royalty Judges may include terms with respect to 


late payment, but in no way shall such terms prevent the copyright holder fi-om asserting other 


rights or remedies provided under this title"). So that the terms established through this 


proceeding clearly reflect the statutory preservation of copyright owners' remedies for 


infringement and put licensees on proper notice, I believe the Board should adopt regulations 


that make clear that a licensee that fails to make royalty payments on a timely basis may be 


subject to liability for infringement in addition to late fees. 







C .  The Interest Penalty for Failing to Pay Royalties When Required Should be 
Increased and Interest Charges Should Accrue After a Demand for Payment 


As noted above, licensees are generally required to pay royalties 45 days following the 


end of the month for which the liability is calculated, but many services fail to meet this 


deadline. 37 C.F.R. § 262.4(c). Late payments can range from a few days to a few months. In 


some instances, services have gone several years without paying royalties. We also have 


experience with a service failing to pay royalties for several years, filing for bankruptcy to have 


its debt discharged, and then a purchaser of some, but not all, of the assets of the bankrupt 


licensee claiming to be a successor to the bankrupt entity for one purpose (to benefit from below- 


market rates) but not for other purposes (with respect to unpaid liabilities). 


I do not believe the current interest rate of 0.75% per month is an effective deterrent to 


ensure that licensees pay royalties when they are due. In comparison, credit card companies that 


do not receive payments from users by the due date are permitted to charge rates that are 


significantly higher than the rate charged to webcasters. To ensure prompt payment of royalties, 


reduce SoundExchangeYs costs of obtaining payment from licensees, and to create disincentives 


for licensees to delay payments, T strongly encourage the Board to increase significantly the 


interest charges to be paid when a service fails to pay royalties when due. I believe increasing 


the monthly rate from 0.75% to 2.5% would be appropriate. 


While some may view a higher interest rate as a penalty, I believe it is better 


characterized as motivation for those who seek the benefit of the statutory license to actually 


comply with the provisions of the license. A higher interest rate would also level the playing 


field between those services that compIy with regulations and those that do not. When one 


combines a low interest rate (0.75%) with the high cost of bringing an infringement action for 







,' failure to pay royalties, it is easy to see that there is an economic incentive for services to pay 


royalties when they feel like it rather than when the payments are due. 


We have had varying degrees of success invoicing services for late fees." Many services 


pay late fees when requested, which is typically within three weeks from the date we send out a 


letter requesting payment of late fees. However, there have been occasions where a service has 


been reluctant to pay interest penalties. We had a recent situation where a licensee received a 


demand letter for late fees in July 2005, but failed to pay the late fees until October 20,2005, 


without being subject to any additional penalties. 


To ensure that licensees do not have an incentive to refuse to pay late fees upon receipt of 


a demand letter from SoundExchange, I would encourage the Board to adopt a regulation that 


specifically addresses this situation. I propose that when SoundExchange requests the payment 


of late fees fiom a service, the service be given a 20-day grace period in which to pay its late 
( 


fees. The 20-day period would run fiom the date of the letter or the postmark on the envelope, 


whichever is later. If a service failed to pay the late fees within the 20-day period, then the late 


fee amount should be doubled every five days that the late fee amount remains unpaid. 


If a licensee makes an intervening payment for a monthly liability while a late fee penalty 


is still outstanding, the regulations should provide that the intervening payment is first applied to 


current liabilities and only after those are discharged will any surplus be applied to outstanding 


11 SoundExchange cannot calculate interest charges until payment is actually received. If a service has 
failed to pay monthly royalties and we send a demand notice for payment, we alert the licensee to the 
fact that it will be subject to interest charges but then do not invoice the service for late fees until we 
receive the unpaid monthly royalties. This is because Iate fees are calculated by multiplying the amount 
of royalties actually paid by the late fee rate established in the regulations, dividing that product by 30 
(the estimated number of days in a calendar month) to calculate the daily late charge, and then 
multiplying the daily late charge by the number of days between the due date and received date. 







i late fees. I believe that only by making the financial penalty for failure to pay late fees 
I 


significant will copyright owners and performers be ensured of prompt payment. 


In order to avoid confusion about when payments are due, I would also encourage the 


Board to clarify in any regulations that when a payment due date falls on a weekend or federal 


holiday, that the due date be extended to the next business day. The current regulations provide 


that payments are due by the 45th day after the end of a month, which means that payments not 


received by the 45th day, even if that day falls on a weekend or federal holiday, are arguably late. 


SoundExchange has voluntarily refrained from charging late fees until the second business day 


following the 45th day after the end of a month if the 45th day falls on a weekend or federal 


holiday. Clarification of this issue would benefit licensees and SoundExchange, and I believe 


the clarification should be codified in the regulations. 


D. Penalties Should Also Apply for Services that Fail to Submit Completed Statements 
of Account and Reports of Use 


Current regulations require services to submit completed statements of account ("SOAs") 


at the same time that the service remits payment to SoundExchange. 37 C.F.R. 9 262.4(f). 


Unfortunately, services frequently fail to submit completed SOAs or even any SOA. Because we 


require SOAs to confirm payments and to allocate royalties, it is critical for us to receive these 


forms from licensees. There is currently no penalty for failing to submit a completed and signed 


SOA short of the filing of an infringement action. I expect that copyright owners would be 


unlikely to file an infringement action against a service that paid royalties but failed to file an 


SOA, even though this failure creates significant problems for SoundExchange (including the 


inability to verify whether the licensee has paid the correct amount). I therefore encourage the 


Board to impose a late fee charge on any service that fails to submit a completed SOA when due. 
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t‘ The late fee should be calculated as if the service had failed to pay royalties when required, even * 
a 


if royalties were paid in a timely manner. 


Similarly, I believe late fees should also apply where services fail to submit valid reports 


of use in a timely manner. Without a financial incentive to comply with regulations, I am afraid 


that many services will fail to submit their reports of use when required. 


E. Licensees' Statements of Account Should be Public 


Copyright owners and performers periodically ask SoundExchange for information about 


royalty payments for particular services' performances of their sound recordings under the 


licenses established by Sections 112(e) and 114. They want to know details such as how much 


in royalties they are earning from performances of their work by a given service and whether 


they are owed royalties that have not been paid. This is the information licensees supply in their 


SOAs (hereinafter "payment information"). See 37 C.F.R. 8 262.4(f). The current regulations 
( 
\ 


nevertheless contain a confidentiality provision that precludes disclosure of SOAs even to 


copyright owners, performers and SoundExchange Board Members who are copyright owners or 


performers. 37 C.F.R. $ 262.5. While copyright owners and performers may receive 


information about royalties in aggregated form from SoundExchange, i.e., the total amount of 


royalty payments they receive for a given distribution period, 37 C.F.R. 8 262.5(c), they are 


precluded from obtaining information about specific services' royalty payments, 37 C.F.R. 


' 2 ~ y  contrast, the Copyright Act provides for copyright owners to receive notice of the use of their sound 
recordings. 17 U.S.C. $ 114(0(4)(A) (directing the Copyright Royalty Judges to "establish requirements 
by which copyright owners may receive reasonable notice of the use of their sound recordings"). The 
Copyright Office has rejected the claim that reports of use should be kept from copyright owners based 
on a theory that services have a proprietary interest in prohibiting the disclosure of their playlists. 63 
Fed. Reg. 34,289,34,295 (June 24, 1998) (concluding, in announcement of interim notice and 
recordkeeping requirements for pre-existing subscription services, that copyright owners must have 


footnote continued on nextpage) 







Licensor copyright owners and performers need payment information for several 


purposes. When a given service has failed to comply with a license by not paying royalties, 


copyright owners need details concerning the non-payment in order to make an informed 


decision about what action to take. They need to know how much in royalties a given service 


owes (i.e., how much money is at stake), how fiequently they pay late, and how overdue the 


payments are in order to decide whether a copyright inhngement suit would be economically 


justified. For example, it might not make sense to spend thousands of dollars on an infhngement 


action if a service had typically been paying a few hundred dollars a month and then went three 


or four months without paying any royalties. Conversely, if a service had been paying royalties 


of tens of thousands of dollars a month and then stopped paying, copyright owners might be 


more willing to initiate litigation against the service. By the same token, licensors need to know 


how far in arrears a service is in order to gauge what action is appropriate; one or two months in 
i 
I, 
\ 


arrears may warrant measures less severe than if the service were six or more months in arrears. 


Copyright owners also request payment information for budget purposes. They want to 


include estimates of incoming royalties in their revenue projections. They also need this 


information when they are negotiating collectively with licensees. Licensee services have 


occasionally directed SoundExchange to disclose details about their royalty payments to their 


outside counsel, but then refused to allow similar disclosure to sound recording copyright 


owners. I simply do not understand why the owners of the sound recordings transmitted under 


access to reports of use after weighmg services' confidentiality interests against copyright owners' 
interest in receiving the reports as well as the services' own interest in minimizing administrative costs). 
Services that transmit sound recordings pursuant to Section 112(e) or 114 by definition transmit them 
publicly, and the playlists that they have performed are "historical fact." Id.; see also Unif. Trade 
Secrets Act 8 l(4) (1985) (defining "trade secret" to mean information that "derives independent 
economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily 


footnote continued on next page) 







t' statutory license should not have information on services' use of their sound recordings. It is my 


understanding that in their direct licenses (i.e., licenses negotiated in the marketplace rather than 


established by statute), copyright owners receive detailed information on the usage of their 


recordings by licensees. See, e.g., Testimony of Steve Bryan (Warner Music Group); Testimony 


of Mark Eisenberg (Sony BMG); Testimony of Ken Parks (EMI); Testimony of Larry Kenswil 


(Universal Music Group) (submitted herewith as part of SoundExchange's direct written case), 


Simply because a service takes advantage of a statutory license rather than a direct license - 


when the same recordings are being transmitted or distributed - should not preclude a copyright 


owner from learning about the uses of hishedits product and revenue derived fiom such use. 


Copyright owners and performers have also asked for payment information in the context 


of bankruptcy proceedings, for use in determining what action to take, if any, concerning 


royalties owed by a service that has filed for bankruptcy. SoundExchange's inability to disclose 
{ 
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information on a bankrupt service has hindered its ability to work with its copyright owner 


members on royalty collection strategies. In addition, where regulations preclude us from 


disclosing information to individual copyright owners, those owners are themselves handicapped 


if they wish to file their own claims in the bankruptcy proceeding but lack sufficient information 


to file a proof of claim. 


The current regulations, by precluding SoundExchange's disclosure of licensee-specific 


information to individual copyright owners, fail to recognize that SoundExchange itself likely 


lacks an independent cause of action against a service that fails to pay royalties. My 


understanding of the law is that, in order to file an infringement action, only the owner or 


ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or 
use and is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy"). 







exclusive licensee has standing. SoundExchange, when granted specific rights by copyright 
i 


owners, is only a non-exclusive licensee, and when it is acting on behalf of non-members, it 


likely would not have any right of enforcement. Therefore, current regulations limit payment 


and financial information to the agent that has no rights to pursue a claim to unpaid royalties, and 


precludes disclosure to the principals that do have enforceable rights. This situation strikes me 


as absurd and unworkable. 


In addition, SoundExchange needs to be able to share payment information with its Board 


of Directors, all of whom are either copyright owners or performers. SoundExchange Board 


Members need full information about the royalties that the organization is responsible for 


collecting and distributing in order to make informed policy and operational decisions. 


Decisions on enforcement actions (which are funded from royalties), budgeting, and other Board 


responsibilities, are dependent upon the ability to review information about royalty payments. 
i 


Moreover, it is an odd situation to be prohibited by regulation to disclose relevant and material 


information to my Board. 


SOAs should be available not just to copyright owners and performers, but to the public 


as well. Much of the information about services' statutory activities - e.g., the number of 


listeners or tuning hours - is publicly reported by industry analysts such as Arbitron. I 


understand that services voluntarily supply that information to the analysts and then attempt to 


capitalize on the analysts' reports for their own benefit. SoundExchange, by contrast, is not 


permitted to disclose to the public the information that it possesses on streaming services' 


activities, which could contradict the information being reported by third parties or the services 


themselves. The tams for the Sections 1 12(e) and 1 14(d)(2) licenses should not provide 







, services with the ability to restrict disclosure of information about their operations to instances 
\ 


where only they benefit from the disclosure. 


I have not heard any public policy justification for allowing payment information from 


statutory licensees to be kept from the public generally or from copyright owners, performers 


and SoundExchange Board Members (who are themselves representatives of copyright owners 


and performers) specifically. Comparable information concerning other statutory licenses, e.g., 


the Section 11 1 license for cable television systems and the Section 1 19 license for satellite 


carriers, is filed publicly. I have attached to my testimony as SX Exs. 259 DP - 264 DP sample 


statements of account filed by cable television systems and satellite carriers - which specify the 


licensees' royalty payments for the statement period and are available to the public at the 


Copyright Office. I do not believe there is a basis to conclude that simply because licensees 


deposit their SOAs with SoundExchange rather than the Copyright Office the information they 
i 


report should be kept confidential. 


Services benefit greatly from being able to transmit all of their royalty payments to a 


single collective agent rather than having to deal with copyright owners and performers on an 


individual basis.13 Licensors rather than licensees pay for that convenience in the form of 


reduced royalty payments, as SoundExchangeYs administrative costs come out of the royalties 


licensees pay. This benefit to licensees should not come at the further price of licensors' 


inability to obtain information that they would have if services paid royalties and reported 


directly to them. Because the licenses are public in nature, copyright owners and performers, 


131f the arguments of RLI for a multi-agent collection/distribution system are accepted, services might be 
required to provide reports of use directly to an unlimited number of agents for copyright owners and 
agents. If such a system were adopted, it would make no sense for an unlimited number of agents to 
receive information f?om licensees without that information also being made available to the principals 
of those agents. 







their representatives and the members of the Board of SoundExchange should be entitled to 


receive all of the information that the services deliver to SoundExchange. If the services do not 


want to have this information disclosed publicly, then they have the right to seek a direct license 


from individual copyright owners. If the services believe that payment information is too 


sensitive for public disclosure, then they should have to at least negotiate over that right at arm's 


length rather than having federal regulations grant them protections that do not serve the public 


interest. 


The terms adopted in this proceeding therefore should not include confidentiality 


limitations on the SOAs submitted by licensees, and SoundExchange should be permitted to 


make such information available to copyright owners, performers, its Board and the general 


public. 


F. The Regulations Must be Modified to Facilitate Prompt and Efficient Verifications 
of Royalty Payments from Licensees 


Current regulations provide for the verification of SOAs and accompanying royalty 


payments. 37 C.F.R. 5 262.6. SoundExchange's experiences with an analogous provision that 


applies to preexisting subscription services, 37 C.F.R. 8 260.5, indicates that the regulations on 


verifications14 should be modified in the following respects: 


1. The regulations should be clarified so that it is clear that the verification is to confirm 


the information reported on a SOA. All information necessary to verify the data reported on a 


141 intentionally use "verificationy' rather than "audit" because I understand that the word "audit" may 
have specific meaning to accountants. I have been told that an audit generally refers to the fairness of a 
company's financial statements, which is much more extensive an inquiry than what SoundExchange 
and copyright owners and performers may want, which is an examination or verification of the 
calculation of royalty payments due from a service. I therefore believe the regulations should refer to 
verifications or examinations rather than an audit. 







f 
SOA, including financial records, computer server logs, etc., should be subject to the verification 


t 


procedure set forth in Section 262.6. 


2. Section 262.6 provides that only the Designated Agent, SoundExchange, is permitted 


to conduct a verification. This provision is the result of negotiations that took place during the 


first Webcaster arbitration (in 2001) and would appear to deprive copyright owners and 


performers - the entities entitled to royalties - of substantial rights. Specifically, I do not 


understand why a copyright owner or performer should be denied the right to verify royalty 


payments if SoundExchange, for its own business reasons, decides not to conduct a verification. 


For example, the copyright owner or performer of a niche genre of music may wish to verify the 


payments from a service that plays music from that niche, but SoundExchange, for legitimate 


and sound business reasons, may decide that a verification of that niche service does not make 


economic sense. Should the owners and performers of that music be deprived of the right to 
d 


verify payments from the service because of SoundExchange's reluctance? I do not believe that 


is fair or appropriate, and I request that the Board modifl the regulations so that all interested 


parties may conduct a verification of a statutory licensee's SOA. Such a change would be 


consistent with the provision found in Section 260.5(g) of the Copyright Office's regulations. 


37 C.F.R. 8 260.5(~)." 


3. The language of Section 262.6(b) - allowing SoundExchange to conduct a single 


verification of a licensee "during any given calendar year, for any or all of the prior 3 calendar 


years" -may have appeared straightforward when it was drafted by lawyers, but in practice it 


"section 260.5(g) provides: "[Flor the purposes of this section, interested parties are those copyright 
owners who are entitled to receive royalty fees pursuant to 17 U. S .C. 1 14(g), their designated agents, or 
the entity designated by the copyright arbitration royalty panel in 37 CFR 260.3 to receive and to 
distribute the royalty fees." I believe performers should also be deemed interested parties now that they 
have been granted a right for direct payment. See 17 U.S.C. 5 114(g)(2)(D). 







has caused confusion. For example, if SoundExchange files a notice of intent to verify payments 


in December 2005, I think the provision allows SoundExchange to verify the years 2002,2003 


and 2004, even if the actual work will not begin until 2006, but there is at least an argument that 


2002,2003 and 2004 are not the three years prior to 2006, the year in which the work will 


actually take place. I think the regulation should make clear that the notice of intent to verify the 


payments of a service covers the three-year period prior to the year in which the notice is given, 


even if the audit work does not occur until an even later year. From SoundExchange's 


perspective, it would be better if the regulations allowed a verification of the year in which 


notice of intent to veriQ is given andlor any of the three prior years, provided that no year may 


be subject to an audit more than once. 


4. Section 262.6(c) requires SoundExchange to file with the Copyright Office a "Notice 


of Intent to Audit." While I think I understand why this is required (to allow other potentially 


interested parties to have knowledge of the verification in case they want to also participate), I 


question whether this provision as drafted makes sense. For example, although the regulation 


requires the notice, it does not explain what happens after the notice is filed. SoundExchange 


has to file the notice and then the Copyright Office has to publish it within 30 days, but does this 


mean that the verification cannot commence until after the 30-day period runs? Can the 


verification commence immediately following publication of the notice in the Federal Register or 


must there be some additional delay? Also, what happens if other parties want to participate in 


the verification; what precisely would be the respective rights and responsibilities of the different 


parties participating in the verification?16 


16~nd,  as noted above, in a multi-agent system, you could have one agent conducting a verification that 
the other agents refuse to pay for, but then have those non-paying agents seek to share in any recoveries. 
This is an example of why a multi-agent system does not make sense when you are talking about a 


footnote continued on nextpage) 







I view this language as vague, and we at SoundExchange have had to guess as to how 


long to wait after filing a Notice of Intent to Audit to commence the verification. This ambiguity 


should be clarified or the provision should be stricken and each interested party should have an 


independent right to conduct a verification regardless of whether any other party had previously 


conducted a verification. 


5. Section 262.6(c) also requires that an "audit . . . be conducted by an independent and 


qualified auditor identified in the notice."17 The regulations, however, do not specify what 


independent means. For example, SoundExchange has used one company to conduct a 


verification where some of the principals of the company have acquired copyrights to both 


musical works and sound recordings. I understand that this practice is not unusual in the music 


industry where auditors frequently understand the value of copyrights based on their work and 


consequently buy copyrights as investments. But the ownership of unrelated sound recording 


copyrights should not preclude a person or entity from being deemed independent. 


The provisions of Section 262.5(d)(2) also use the language of "independent and 


qualified auditor." It is my understanding that the proper interpretation of that language is also 


the interpretation that makes the most sense given the regulation's objective, viz., that the 


independence of an auditor goes more to whether the person or entity is independent of the 


licensee that is the subject of the verification, not independent vis-8-vis the licensor that has 


requested the verification. Someone whose rights are potentially infringed by a service's failure 


statutory license, where all copyright owners and performers should share in the costs of securing 
benefits for everyone. 


"I do not understand why an auditor has to be identified in the notice. If for some reason SoundExchange 
needed to switch auditors after an initial selection and publication in the Federal Register, 
SoundExchange should not have to file a new notice with the Copyright Office and await another 
publication in the Federal Register. 







r to calculate and pay appropriate royalties should certainly have the right to conduct a 


verification. I therefore believe that the verification provision should be amended so that it is 


clear that the independence of an auditor means independence from the licensee and not the 


requesting licensor. 


6. Those entitled to verify the payments from a service also should not be limited to 


individuals who are Certified Public Accountants ("CPAs"), as CPAs are more expensive than 


non-CPAs. This would needlessly increase costs, particularly to smaller entities who may wish 


to audit a service. It is my understanding that in the music industry, non-CPAs (such as business 


managers and other professional representatives of copyright owners and artists) frequently 


conduct verifications on behalf of artists, and I see no reason why that practice should not be 


applied under the statutory license. The scope of who is qualified to conduct a verification 


therefore should be expanded in both Sections 262.5(d)(2) and 262,6(c) to include non-CPAs. 
f' 


The regulations should also make clear that a qualified individual does not mean only one 


experienced in interpreting financial books and records. In many instances a verification of 


statutory liability will require an ability to interpret server logs to determine whether 


performances or aggregate tuning hours were properly reported. I therefore believe the 


regulations should allow verifications by individuals who are competent to determine whether a 


service has properly calculated its statutory liability. 


7. Finally, Section 262.6(g) requires the party conducting the verification to pay for the 


costs of the verification unless the underpayment by a licensee is determined to be 10% or more 


of the actual liability. I believe this threshold of 10% is too high and creates an incentive for 


services to underpay their statutory royalties. At a 10% threshold, services could have an 


incentive to underpay by 9%, knowing that the only likely consequence is an obligation to pay 







the underpayment (excluding for the moment the possibility of an infringement action). This 


does not seem justified. Services are in sole possession of the information necessary to calculate 


their royalty payments and they should have to bear the risk of paying for a verification if they 


underpay by 5% or more. The lower the threshold for burden shifting, the greater the likelihood 


that services will accurately calculate their liability. Shifting the costs of verifications to 


SoundExchange or sound recording copyright owners or performers who do not have the right to 


refuse to license a service - even one with poor credit or a poor history of payment compliance 


- seems inappropriate. I therefore encourage the Board to reduce the threshold in 


Section 262.6(g) to 5%. 


G. The Remlations Should Authorize the Collection of Refunds in the Event of 
Incorrect Distributions 


I understand that when the Copyright Office makes partial distributions of royalties under 


Sections 11 1 and 119 it requires the Phase I claimants to sign a document that obligates them to 


refund money to the Copyright Office in the event a Phase I claimant receives royalties in excess 


of the amount finally determined to be allocable to them. A copy of such a document is attached 


hereto as SX Ex. 265 DP. I believe the regulations adopted in this proceeding should establish a 


similar rule - obligating copyright owners and performers who receive a distribution in excess of 


the amount to which they are entitled to refbnd such monies to SoundExchange, upon written 


demand. 


As noted above, there are instances where an incorrect amount of royalties is distributed 


to copyright owners and performers. In most instances, the incorrect distribution amount will be 


adjusted in a subsequent distribution. But, if the amount of an incorrect distribution is too large, 


it may take an extended period of time for the incorrect distribution to be fully recovered. So as 


not to harm entitled parties or reward those who received an improper distribution, I respectfully 







request that the Board include a regulation that requires the repayment of royalties in the event of 


an improper distribution. Such a regulation will ultimately benefit all copyright owners and 


performers and ensure that only those who are entitled to royalties ultimately receive them. 


H. No Waiver of Rights fiom SoundExchanne's Acceptance of Royalty Payment 


SoundExchange has heard that certain services have argued that because they have paid 


statutory royalties to SoundExchange and SoundExchange has accepted such payments, the 


copyright owners and performers represented by SoundExchange have waived the right to argue 


that the service is making transmissions not eligible for statutory licensing. I believe this 


argument has no legal merit, but it does call for clarification in the regulations. 


In light of the large number of services that can pay royalties to SoundExchange and 


SoundExchange's limited staff and resources, it is simply impossible to expect SoundExchange 


to evaluate each service's eligibility for statutory licensing for every month that the service pays 


royalties. Moreover, because SoundExchange collects royalties on behalf of all copyright 


owners and performers, not simply those who have specifically authorized it to serve as an agent, 


SoundExchange does not necessarily have the authority to reject royalty payments on behalf of 


those copyright owners for whom it does not have written authorization. In addition, different 


copyright owners may have different opinions as to whether a particular service or functionality 


is eligible for statutory license. Also, SoundExchange likely does not have the right to file an 


infringement action. For these reasons, SoundExchange's acceptance of statutory royalties 


should not be deemed a waiver of the rights of any copyright owner. 


I believe language similar to that found in the disclaimer that SoundExchange has posted 


on its website - "SoundExchange's acceptance of a service's payment does not express or 


imply any acknowledgment that a service is in compliance with the requirements of the statutory 


licenses. SoundExchange, its members and other copyright owners reserve all their rights to take 







enforcement action against a service that is not in compliance with those requirements" - 


should be codified in regulations so that all services are aware that SoundExchangeYs acceptance 


of payment from a service does not waive the rights of any of the copyright owners on whose 


behalf SoundExchange is accepting royalties, whether as an express agent or a default agent. 


h t t p : / / m .  soundexchange. corn/licensee home.htm1. 


I. Transmission of Recordings of Comedic Performances Should be Clarified as 
Cornpensable 


I am aware of at least two services that are making transmissions of copyright sound 


recordings of comedic performances. SoundExchange also has received inquiries from 


representatives of comedic performers about whether statutory licensees are paying royalties for 


the public performance of these non-musical work sound recordings. This is an issue that 


admittedly has not received a great deal of attention from SoundExchange, copyright owners or 


1 
i licensees, but it is important because of its impact on comedic performers. 


I suspect that the services transmitting comedic performances are likely making such 


transmissions from sound recordings and not the audio portion of an audiovisual work. So that 


the performers on comedic works are compensated for the transmission of their works, I believe 


the regulations should specify that the transmission of such recordings are compensable. I also 


believe such works should not be classified as "talk" programming (e.g., news, talk, sports or 


business programming), which in my mind refers to live programming and not programming 


specifically recorded for release to the public on a CD or in digital form. 


J. Provisions Providing for Successor to SoundExchan~e Should be Deleted 


Section 262.4 of the current regulations contains detailed provisions as to what should 


happen if SoundExchange is not incorporated as a separate entity, dissolved or ceases to be 


governed by a board consisting of equal numbers of representatives of Copyright Owners and 







i Performers. 37 C.F.R. 8 262.4@)(2)-(3). Because SoundExchange has been separately 


incorporated and has no plans for dissolution or changing its board structure, I believe 


Section 262.4@)(2)-(3) should be deleted from the current regulations. These provisions were 


an issue at the time the rates and terms for 2003 and 2004 were negotiated and are no longer 


applicable. 


CONCLUSION 


SoundExchange has developed an effective and efficient mechanism for accomplishing 


the enormous task of collecting and distributing royalties for the hundreds of millions of sound 


recordings performed annually under Sections 1 12(e) and 1 14 of the Copyright Act. To 


maximize that distribution of royalties, SoundExchange should remain the sole collection and 


distribution agent. Consistent with the Copyright Act, it should be made clear that where a 


copyright owner has satisfied the elements of a claim for copyright infringement, the regulatory 
l 
$ 


provision concerning payment of late fees does not preclude the claim. And information about 


payments under the public licensees conferred by Sections 112(e) and 114(d)(2) should be 


available publicly. The existing regulations should also be amended to account for the additional 


issues that I have described above. 







I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct to the i 
best of my knowledge. 


Barrie L. Kessler 
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1 Freundlich for Royalty Logic.  We had, I


2 think, discussed - I think Mr.  Watkins on


3 that phone call, that we were going to go


4 second.  We have one witness, and it just


5 made, we thought, logistical sense to just


6 put our witness on, get all the cases on


7 that side in first, and then have the


8 broadcasters come after that.  But I just


9 want to sort of clarify that, because I have


10 to make plans to go back to L.A., and then


11 to get back here with my one witness.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  You have no


13 response at this point, but we'll get you


14 one soon.


15             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Thank you.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


17 Perrelli.


18             MR. PERRELLI:  Thank you, Your


19 Honor.  Sound Exchange would call Barrie


20 Kessler.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you,


22 Ms. Kessler, for remaining standing.  Would
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1 you please raise your right hand.


2 WHEREUPON,


3                  BARRIE KESSLER


4 was called as a witness and, after having


5 been first duly sworn, was examined and


6 testified as follows:


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you. 


8 Please be seated.  


9             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, with


10 your permission, I'll hand out binders with


11 Ms. Kessler's testimony.  Thank you, Your


12 Honor.


13                DIRECT EXAMINATION


14             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


15       Q     Ms. Kessler, can you give your


16 full name for the record?


17       A     Barrie Kessler.


18       Q     And can you tell the Board your


19 job title?


20       A     Yes.  I'm the Chief Operating


21 Officer of Sound Exchange.


22       Q     And in that job, what are your
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1 responsibilities?


2       A     All the operational functions of


3 the organization report to me, including the


4 membership outreach function, all of the


5 distribution operations functions, the


6 accounting and royalty administration


7 functions, and the general legal and


8 compliance functions.  In addition, the IS&T


9 function, the systems development and


10 extensions report to me.


11       Q     And when you say IS&T, what does


12 that refer to?


13       A     Information Systems & Technology.


14       Q     And how long have you served in


15 that position?


16       A     Since the summer of 2001.


17       Q     And what was your position before


18 your current job?


19       A     I was the Director of


20 Distribution Operations.


21       Q     For Sound Exchange?


22       A     For Sound Exchange, yes.
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1       Q     And how long did you serve in


2 that role?


3       A     That was since November of `99 to


4 the summer of 2001.


5       Q     And what were your job


6 responsibilities in that job?


7       A     In that role, my responsibilities


8 were to ascertain the business and systems


9 requirement for the royalty distribution


10 system, to design, build, and implement that


11 system, and all of the data ingestion


12 requirements around that system, meaning the


13 performance logs, as well as the royalty


14 accounts.


15       Q     So with respect to the royalty


16 collection and distribution systems now


17 operating in Sound Exchange, were you in


18 charge of developing those?


19       A     Yes, I was the architect.


20       Q     I want to start with an overview


21 and ask you just how you describe sort of


22 overall an overview of what it is that Sound
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1 Exchange does.


2       A     Sound Exchange is responsible for


3 the collection and the timely, and


4 efficient, and transparent distribution of


5 royalties under Sections 112 and 114 of the


6 Copyright Act.


7       Q     Okay.  From whom do you collect


8 royalties?


9       A     We collect royalties from a


10 number of licensee types, including the pre-


11 existing services, the SDARS, business


12 establishment services, and the webcasters.


13       Q     Do you also collect royalties


14 from foreign collecting societies?


15       A     Yes, we have limited collections


16 from foreign collecting societies.


17       Q     And how many -- can you identify


18 how any different services you collect


19 royalties from?


20       A     With respect to each one of those


21 categories?


22       Q     Sure.
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1       A     The PES, we currently have two;


2 the SDARS we currently have two; the


3 business establishment services two;


4 webcasters over 570, I believe.


5       Q     Now when you talk about 570


6 webcasters, does that reflect the number of


7 webcasting channels that are available to


8 the public?


9       A     No, in no way does that number


10 reflect the number of channels.  That number


11 is substantially higher.  You have your


12 large commercial webcasters who have many,


13 many, many channels of music.  You also have


14 licensees who are reporting as part of a


15 broadcast group, so there's one reporting


16 by, for example, a Clear Channel, but that's


17 on behalf of many terrestrial stations that


18 are simulcasting over the internet.


19       Q     Do you also have webcasters


20 reporting who are aggregators?


21       A     Yes, we do.  In the case of Live


22 365, they aggregate many, many individual
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1 webcasters, many hundreds.


2       Q     And to whom do you distribute


3 royalties?


4       A     We distribute royalties to the


5 copyright owner of the sound recording


6 transmitted, as well as the featured


7 performer, and also the non-featured


8 performers through their union.  That would


9 be AFTRA and AF of M.


10       Q     And how do you decide how much to


11 give each of those groups?


12       A     It's set by the statute.  There's


13 a statutory split of 50 percent to the


14 copyright owner, 45 percent to the feature


15 performer, and 5 percent total to the non-


16 feature performers.  And that's with respect


17 to the 114.


18       Q     And with respect to Section 112?


19       A     That is 100 percent of those


20 royalties are distributed to the copyright


21 owners.


22       Q     Do you have to be a member of
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1 Sound Exchange in order to receive royalty


2 distributions?


3       A     No, you do not.  Membership is


4 not required, and we make no distinction


5 between a member of a non-member with


6 respect to collections and distributions.


7       Q     And can you give the Board a


8 rough sense of the number of performances of


9 sound recordings that Sound Exchange has --


10 on which Sound Exchange has received reports


11 to-date?


12       A     Yes.  We have currently processed


13 just about  700 million performances from


14 licensees who are reporting.


15             MR. PERRELLI:  Okay.  With the


16 Court's permission, I'm going to put up the


17 demonstrative exhibit.  And for the record,


18 this is a blown-up versions.  It's labeled


19 Sound Exchange Demonstrative 54, but it is a


20 blown-up version of Sound Exchange Exhibit


21 211DP.  We're going to get into these issues


22 in a little bit more detail.
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1             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


2       Q     Can you describe what this


3 demonstrative exhibit reflects?


4       A     Yes.  This demonstrative reflects


5 the basic functions of Sound Exchange from


6 the moment we collect the royalty to the


7 point where we distribute the royalties to


8 copyright owners, and artists, and some of


9 the post-distribution activities that ensue.


10       Q     Okay.  And what was your role in


11 developing these processes?


12       A     I was the architect of these


13 business processes.


14       Q     And how long did it take Sound


15 Exchange to develop the system?


16       A     Sound Exchange spent a great


17 deal, a tremendous amount of time, energy,


18 and money developing both the business


19 processes and the systems that model those


20 processes to effect the distribution to


21 copyright owners and artists.  And while


22 there was an initial investment in these
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1 systems and services, we have since expended


2 additional resources refining, expanding,


3 and making more efficient the business


4 process, as well as the underlying computer


5 system.


6       Q     Does that process continue to


7 this day?


8       A     I expect it will always continue.


9       Q     I want to go step-by-step through


10 the various steps of your collection and


11 distribution efforts.  First of all, does


12 Sound Exchange bill webcasters for their


13 usage of sound recordings?


14       A     No, we don't.  We're not a kind


15 of typical business that has a product,


16 sells the product, invoices for the product,


17 receives payments, and then delivers the


18 product.  We're in a situation of self-


19 invoicing by the licensees.  All of the


20 information that Sound Exchange needs to


21 distribute the royalties are in the


22 possession of the webcasters, and that
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1 includes the performances that they've


2 transmitted, as well as the number of


3 listeners to those performances.  And in


4 addition, all the financial information is


5 in their possession.


6       Q     And what kind of information does


7 Sound Exchange need from, in this instance,


8 webcasters in order to conduct its


9 collection and distribution operations?


10       A     Ideally, we receive several


11 pieces of information.  First is an election


12 of which license metric they're going to be


13 making their payments.  We receive, ideally,


14 the payment itself, along with a statement


15 of account reflecting how the royalty


16 obligation was calculated.  Concurrent with


17 the receipt of those three documents is the


18 performance log, which lists all of the


19 performances performed during a specific


20 period.


21       Q     And just so we're clear, when you


22 talk about a performance, what are you
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1 referring to?


2       A     Performance is a transmission of


3 a sound recording that's listened to by an


4 end-user.  It's a non-interactive digital


5 transmission.


6       Q     You talked about several


7 different pieces of paper.  Can you explain


8 what information that you receive on each,


9 for example, the statement of account?


10       A     Yes.  Depending if the webcaster


11 is paying on a percentage of revenue,


12 percentage of cost, per performance, or


13 aggregate tuning hour, it reflects that


14 metric, and the usage of the content times


15 the applicable rate resulting in the royalty


16 obligation.  In addition to the extent a


17 minimum fee was paid, that royalty


18 obligation is reduced by the minimum fee,


19 and if the minimum fee is not exhausted,


20 then the balance is the current royalty


21 obligation.


22       Q     And, again, on the reports of
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1 use, what is the report of use, and what


2 information does it provide Sound Exchange?


3       A     A report of use is a listing of


4 sound recordings transmitted, which includes


5 information, such as the title, the artist,


6 the album, the marketing label, in some


7 cases the catalogue number, in other cases


8 an ISRC, and it reflects transmissions


9 during a relevant period.  It will also


10 reflect the number of performances or


11 aggregate tuning hours for that performance.


12       Q     Now does Sound Exchange always


13 get those different pieces of paper, those


14 different pieces of information from


15 webcasters?


16       A     No, we commonly don't get all of


17 the paperwork, payment, and logs at the same


18 time.  We sometimes receive payments without


19 any statement of account.  The alternative


20 is true, we get statements of account


21 without the attendant payment.  We are


22 currently not receiving performance logs
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1 from many, many, many of the webcasters, but


2 it is not uncommon for us not to receive all


3 the items necessary to log the receipt of


4 the payment, and ultimately distribute those


5 royalties.


6       Q     Now without a statement of


7 account, are you able to actually distribute


8 royalties?


9       A     No, we are not.  The statement of


10 account reflects the period for the payment,


11 and in order to match the payment with the


12 log, we need to know what date the payment


13 is for, what period the payment is for.  In


14 addition, certain services are paying on


15 behalf of a great many stations, or they are


16 paying multiple royalties in one check, and


17 so without the statement of account, we have


18 no idea how to attribute that money on a


19 station-by-station basis, or to which


20 service that licensee is paying for.


21       Q     And without the reports of use,


22 are you able to distribute royalties?
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1       A     No, the reports of use are the


2 basis for the distribution.  Without that,


3 we have no way of knowing which performer's


4 recordings have been transmitted, or


5 copyright owners, as well.


6       Q     You mentioned that you don't get


7 reports of use from at least some


8 webcasters.  Can you explain why?


9       A     Currently there are no final


10 regulations with respect to the reports of


11 use for the webcasters to the extent of the


12 format of those reports, and the mechanism


13 that they are to deliver them to Sound


14 Exchange.  There are regulations in place


15 with respect to the information they're


16 supposed to retain and ultimately report to


17 us, but without the format, the file format,


18 the manner in which they actually deliver it


19 to Sound Exchange, those regulations have


20 not been promulgated.


21       Q     Why is the file format important


22 to Sound Exchange?
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1       A     Well, it's critical to the


2 efficient processing of the performances. 


3 If webcasters can report in any old file


4 format with information in any order they


5 please, there's no way that we could build


6 an efficient system that would ensure the


7 prompt and efficient payment to the


8 copyright owners and artists that these


9 services are building their businesses on.


10       Q     Let's go through the process. 


11 Assuming you've gotten the statement of


12 account and the report of use, can you


13 explain the first step once Sound Exchange


14 receives payment from a licensee?


15       A     When we receive the payment, of


16 course, we log that payment and deposit the


17 check.  We review the statement of account


18 for completeness, and accuracy, and we


19 forward the logs to our distribution


20 operations department.


21       Q     And what's the next step in your


22 processing of payment and in the logs?
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1       A     Well, in some cases in step one


2 there is some follow-up required, if


3 information is missing, or a payment is


4 received late, so there may be special


5 follow-up in step one.  But presuming that


6 everything is received together and on time,


7 we're able then to move to step two, which


8 is the loading of the performance log into


9 our computer system for identification.


10       Q     And can you explain that log


11 loading process and how it operates?


12       A     Yes.  First, we receive the log


13 and the system tries to recognize the log,


14 and verify that the log is structurally


15 loadable, meaning that the format is proper


16 and can be loaded.  Upon successful loading


17 of the log, then each performance in the log


18 is examined to see if we have received that


19 performance in the past from this or another


20 webcaster, and to the extent that it has


21 been seen before, we match it to an existing


22 record in our database.  If the performance
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1 has not been matched, we move into step


2 three, and manual identification.  The


3 system kind of learns as it goes along.  We


4 retain all the performances from all the


5 webcasters, and all the licensees who have


6 ever reported.  And we know that webcasters


7 and licensees don't always report everything


8 exactly correctly in the title, artist,


9 album, label, catalogue, copyright owner,


10 and so on in those fields, and so we expect


11 to see the same performance reported


12 incorrectly or improperly repeatedly from


13 the same service.


14       Q     And how does your software


15 account for that or address that problem?


16       A     We take all of those improperly


17 reported records and ascertain what the


18 proper text representation is for that sound


19 recording, and so we match all these


20 incorrect incoming - incorrect from a text


21 standpoint incoming sound recordings, and


22 match it to our standard actor processing
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1 value, so it's kind of our master version of


2 all those variations of how a sound


3 recording can be reported.


4       Q     You talked about matching it


5 against an existing database.  Where did


6 Sound Exchange get that database?


7       A     Sound Exchange built that


8 database from the reports of use from the


9 licensees themselves.  It was not pre-loaded


10 by any other source.  This has all be


11 discerned from the perfection of data


12 reported by the services.


13       Q     Is there any requirement for


14 copyright owners to register their works


15 with Sound Exchange?


16       A     No, unfortunately there is no


17 requirement for copyright owners to register


18 with Sound Exchange for the payment of their


19 royalties, and as a result, we only get the


20 information from the licensees themselves.


21       Q     And when you're talking about


22 matching, how many records are you talking
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1 about matching in any particular report of


2 use or log?


3       A     Well, as I said, we processed


4 over or nearly 700 million individual


5 performances, and the amount of performances


6 from log to log varies depending on what


7 period we're loading, but it's in the tens


8 of millions of records.  And our system is


9 able to identify in the exact matching step


10 number two, typically anywhere from around


11 70 percent to all the way up to 93 or 95


12 percent matching.


13       Q     If you have the artist and the


14 name of the sound recording, is that enough


15 to tell Sound Exchange to whom to pay


16 royalties?


17       A     No, it's not enough information


18 to ascertain that.  Just having a title of a


19 song and an artist's name doesn't lead us to


20 the exact recording being reported.


21       Q     Why not?


22       A     Because artists record the same
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1 songs, multiple versions of the same songs


2 throughout the life of their career, which


3 could span many decades.  If the artist is a


4 group, the group members may be different on


5 one version of the sound recording to the


6 next, and the feature performer, the non-


7 featured performers, the background


8 vocalists and musicians will change from


9 version of the sound recording to the next,


10 even though it's the same song and the same


11 group.


12       Q     Why can't Sound Exchange simply


13 pay Fleetwood Mac if it's a Fleetwood Mac


14 song?


15       A     Well, Fleetwood Mac is a good


16 example of a featured artist who over their


17 30 or 35 year career has changed the


18 composition of their group frequently,


19 almost from album to album, and they've re-


20 released songs that they previously recorded


21 on a subsequent album, and so in their case


22 we pay the individual members of the group. 
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1 And unless we know what album the track has


2 been performed, we don't know which version


3 of the group it is.  If we don't know which


4 version of the group it is, then we don't


5 know who the individual performers are who


6 are entitled to the royalties.


7       Q     Is it sufficient for Sound


8 Exchange to pay out artists and copyright


9 owners to get a sample of data from an


10 individual webcaster showing a sample of the


11 performances?


12       A     No.  There's nothing that I'm


13 aware of that says some artists should be


14 paid and some shouldn't, or some copyright


15 owners should be paid and some shouldn't. 


16 And by definition, a sample will exclude


17 copyright owners and artists from the


18 receipt of those royalties to the extent


19 they're not present in the log, simply by


20 virtue of it being a sample.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin.


22             MS. ABLIN:  Your Honor, I would
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1 object to this last question and answer and


2 move to strike it.  Sample reporting is an


3 issue that's been dealt with in the separate


4 record keeping proceeding.  It's not a part


5 of this proceeding.  I think the statute is


6 clear that the terms to be set in this


7 proceeding are terms of royalty payments,


8 not record keeping terms.  There's a


9 separation provision, I believe 114(f)(4)(A)


10 that talks about the record keeping


11 requirements.  As Ms. Kessler testified,


12 there are already interim requirements in


13 place at the Copyright Office, and now it's


14 in the Board's hands, are dealing with


15 issues like sample versus census.  It's been


16 considered in this separate proceeding. 


17 However, Mr. Simson, when he testified


18 earlier in this proceeding, admitted that


19 this was not an issue, sample versus census


20 and record keeping is going to be determined


21 by the Board here.  In the other proceeding,


22 there are lots of other parties that are not
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1 privy to the testimony going on in here


2 which is an adjudicatory proceeding as


3 opposed to a promulgation of regulations


4 done by notice and comment, so I would move


5 to strike that, as well.  That list of


6 exhibits which we can handle now or later


7 that Ms. Kessler is sponsoring and that deal


8 exclusively with the record keeping


9 proceeding.


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin, I


11 appreciate your attention to relevance to


12 the matters before the Board, but


13 unfortunately at this point, if we had


14 applied that standard to the evidence we've


15 received, about 80 percent of what we've


16 heard would not have been heard.  Your


17 motion is denied.


18             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


19       Q     Ms. Kessler, I want to take you


20 back and finish this topic.  You talked


21 about Sound Exchange looking at sampling. 


22 Has Sound Exchange looked at the impact of
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1 sampling on the distribution of royalties to


2 copyright owners and performers?


3       A     Yes, we have.  Based on census


4 reporting supplied by a webcaster, we


5 conducted a sample on those performances


6 which reflect the two week sample per


7 quarter which has been indicated in the


8 interim regulations, and we found that over


9 40 percent of the artists performed in the


10 census were not picked up by the sample. 


11 And those that were picked up by the


12 samples, some of those artists were over-


13 paid, and some of the artists, of course, we


14 under-paid.


15       Q     On whom does that problem fall


16 most directly in the artist and copyright


17 owner community?


18       A     It falls -- the displacement of


19 the royalty payments falls most heavily on


20 independent copyright owners, the small


21 copyright owners, and the feature artists.


22       Q     We talked about Sound Exchange's
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1 automated matching.  Is the software that


2 Sound Exchange uses off-the-shelf software?


3       A     No.  It's completely custom


4 built.


5       Q     Now if the software is unable to


6 match a particular sound recording with an


7 existing sound recording on Sound Exchange's


8 database, what's Sound Exchange's next step?


9       A     The next step is the system will


10 present to a computer user a listing of all


11 of the sound recordings that have not been


12 matched; in other words, we have not yet


13 seen them reported or identified them


14 previously.  In some cases, these sound


15 recordings are new releases, and we expect


16 around a 7 or 8 percent new release rate, so


17 we anticipate not matching everything.  But


18 it also includes sound recordings that may


19 have a match in our database, but based on


20 the complex algorithm in the matching, the


21 automated matching, it was unable to a


22 degree of certainty match that sound
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1 recording, and so one of our staff has to


2 look at the computer screen with the


3 unmatched recording, and then below that are


4 typically a list of six or so possible


5 matches that represent that same sound


6 recording.


7       Q     Are there particular kinds of


8 sound recordings or works that raise more


9 difficult issues for matching purposes?


10       A     Yes.  Sound Exchange has a couple


11 of categories of problematic performances. 


12 The first is the compilation album, where a


13 copyright owner is marketing the overall


14 album and licensing tracks from other


15 copyright owners.  I can think of, like for


16 example, the Soprano soundtrack. I believe


17 it's a Sony compilation, but of course, they


18 license independent and other major label


19 content.  Very often licensees will report


20 compilations not with the individual


21 copyright owners of each track, but the


22 overall marketing label for the sound
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1 recording.


2             Further, they often won't


3 identify who the featured artist is, but


4 rather they'll report the featured artist as


5 various because it's a compilation and


6 different artists are on different tracks. 


7 Kind of a running joke at Sound Exchange is


8 the first band that's named various is in


9 for quite a windfall because we've got a


10 number of recordings that are reported that


11 way.  But Sound Exchange, of course, has to


12 undertake the tremendous research involved


13 in finding alternate sources of information


14 to truly identify who the copyright owner


15 is, and who the featured artist is, so


16 compilations are challenging.


17             Classical music is another big


18 challenge for us.  I can't tell you how many


19 times a sound recording is reported, the


20 featured artist is really the composer, and


21 so it's -- we know who the composers are. 


22 What we're trying to find out are who the
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1 featured artist is, and so sometimes based


2 on other information on the record, for


3 example, the album, or the track title, we


4 can get a sense of who the featured artist


5 may be, which symphony recorded that


6 particular composition.  But often, it


7 requires a tremendous amount of research to


8 make that determination.


9       Q     Are there particular problems


10 caused, challenges posed by foreign works?


11       A     Yes.  Foreign works are another


12 challenge, in part because there's not a lot


13 of candidates for staff that have extensive


14 knowledge of all types of world music.  But


15 remember, Sound Exchange is paying out sound


16 recordings that are transmitted by services


17 that are playing a vast array, a great


18 breadth and depth of music, and that


19 includes quite a lot of world music, so


20 we're not just paying U.S. artists, we're


21 paying artists who are all over the world,


22 and their content is being performed by
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1 these services, and it makes it quite


2 difficult to identify with certainty what


3 the sound recording is.


4       Q     And what kinds of additional


5 information is helpful to Sound Exchange


6 when it's engaged in this kind or research?


7       A     We rely on additional sources of


8 sound recording information.  We rely quite


9 a lot on All Music Guide with whom we have a


10 license to use their information.  And their


11 information is far more extensive than the


12 title, artist, album, label type of


13 information.  It has biographical


14 information, members of the groups, liner


15 notes, years an artist recorded, what other


16 bands or groups they may have participated


17 in and recorded with.  And sometimes that


18 additional information, in conjunction with


19 the limited fields that are reported to us,


20 we're able to discern what the sound


21 recording really is.


22             With respect to our classical
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1 music challenge, we provided AF of M, the


2 non-featured union, with a list of, I want


3 to say over 90,000 records to review.  They


4 have quite a lot of -- they have staff who


5 are quite experienced with respect to


6 classical music, and so we rely on these


7 types of partners to help us through the


8 identification process.


9       Q     And how large is Sound Exchange's


10 staff that works on this kind of research?


11       A     Well, it will fluctuate depending


12 on that initial match rate that's


13 established, but anywhere from four to eight


14 staff members are working through the


15 unmatched performances.


16       Q     Now what happens if you cannot


17 identify what sound recording a particular


18 performance, what sound recording artist a


19 particular performance is?


20       A     If we can't identify the sound


21 recording, then we can't determine who's the


22 entitled party of the sound recording that's
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1 entitled to the distribution of the


2 royalties.


3       Q     Do Sound Exchange employees


4 continue to research unmatched performances?


5       A     Oh, yes.  I mean, we never stop


6 in our quest to identify what the sound


7 recording really is.  And sound recordings


8 are placed in a separate account and noted


9 as unidentified, and we continually go back


10 and look, and refine, and perhaps down the


11 road another licensee will report something


12 like that track, and it will show up in one


13 of the potential matches for the sound


14 recording.  And this is an ongoing process


15 that continually is occurring.


16       Q     Once you have a match for the


17 sound recording, are you able then to pay


18 out the royalties owed for that sound


19 recording?


20       A     No.  A simple identification of


21 what sound recording this actually is, is


22 really just the start for being able to pay
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1 out on that sound recording.  Each


2 performance has a copyright owner


3 entitlement, a featured artist entitlement,


4 and a non-featured artist entitlement, and


5 so we have to identify who the copyright


6 owner is, how they want the royalties to be


7 paid to them.  In other words, their 50


8 percent share, who to make the check out to,


9 where to send the check, where to deposit


10 the funds if it's a direct deposit or a


11 wire.  And similarly, on the artist side, we


12 have to assign the appropriate account to


13 the artist side of the performance, because


14 as I mentioned, just because you know it's


15 Fleetwood Mac, doesn't mean it's a Fleetwood


16 Mac from the 80s is the same Fleetwood Mac


17 that reported in the 90s, so you have to


18 identify with certainty the sound recording,


19 and which account it should be assigned to


20 for purposes of that payment.


21       Q     Now this account assignment


22 process, is it automated or manual?
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1       A     It's automated to the extent that


2 we have seen the performance before and it's


3 assigned to an account.  It's not automated


4 if it's a new performance, or if it's one of


5 the performances that we're able to identify


6 who the sound recording is, but we never got


7 information from the copyright owner or


8 artist of how to pay out on that track, so


9 artists, we find artists, artists come to us


10 and then we register them as an account in


11 the system, and attach their performances to


12 that account.  And then we establish how the


13 money is to be paid out on those particular


14 tracks.


15       Q     How do you decide how to pay out


16 particular artists of a particular track?


17       A     We will always take the direction


18 of the artist, and we will pay it out the


19 way the artist instructs us to.  To the


20 extent that that artist is a group, the


21 whole group will tell us how to pay out


22 those tracks.
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1       Q     You talked about how the artist


2 might tell you to pay out a particular


3 track.  What kinds of directions do you get


4 from artists in terms of different ways to


5 distribute royalties for particular tracks?


6       A     Well, typically when the artist


7 is an individual, they may have a company


8 that they want us to send their royalties to


9 for business purposes.  Some artists want us


10 to make the check out to them and send it to


11 someplace other their home.  Some artists


12 want us to pay them the royalties and send


13 it to a particular address.  Some artists


14 who are living abroad will have to have tax


15 withholding on their royalty distributions,


16 and so in the simple case of the individual


17 artists, it's typically 100 percent of the


18 royalties go to them or their company that


19 is handling the accounting for them.


20             With groups it can become more


21 difficult.  Absent the direct instructions


22 from the group members, Sound Exchange has a
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1 number of policies on how to split the


2 royalties among those artists.


3       Q     And can you describe some of


4 those policies?


5       A     Yes.  I guess it's important to


6 note here that the objective is to be as


7 fair and transparent as possible with


8 respect to the distribution of royalties, so


9 in no case do we have -- the approach is to


10 value the members of the group fairly, and


11 so each member of the group will get their


12 pro rata share.  So if there's four members


13 of the group, each will get 25 percent of


14 the performance for that sound recording. 


15 And remember, that's of the 45 percent of


16 the performance's value, so they get 25


17 percent or 45 percent.


18             In the case where, by virtue of


19 the sound recording it's not so easy to


20 split it evenly among the group members, and


21 this is an example in classical music where


22 you have the orchestra, the soloist and the
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1 conductor, and they've all contributed to


2 the creation of the sound recording - those


3 are the kinds of things that Sound Exchange


4 will not in a vacuum make a policy decision


5 about.  We go out to the artist community in


6 the form of roundtables with artist


7 managers, artist attorneys, and the artists


8 themselves, present some of these examples


9 and complications to those groups.  We try


10 to determine what current business practices


11 are with respect to the division of


12 royalties, with the whole objective to have


13 our stakeholders buy into the policy and


14 help Sound Exchange establish them.


15             Then the policies go to a Sound


16 Exchange committee called the Distribution


17 Policy Committee, which was created by


18 virtue of the bylaws.  And the policies are


19 presented to that committee, with options or


20 recommendations that Sound Exchange has


21 gathered through these roundtables that


22 we've held.  The Distribution Policy
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1 Committee then will decide the best course


2 of action, and make a recommendation to the


3 full board for adoption.


4       Q     And who makes up the Distribution


5 Policy Committee?


6       A     It's evenly comprised of three


7 copyright owner members and three artist


8 members.


9       Q     And who makes up Sound Exchange's


10 Board?


11       A     That is also equally comprised of


12 artists and copyright owners, nine copyright


13 owners and nine artists.


14       Q     When Sound Exchange distributes


15 its royalties to individuals, does it


16 identify for the artist, for example, how


17 the royalties may have been divided up among


18 other members of a group, for example?


19       A     Yes.  Sound Exchange produces a


20 very detailed and thorough statement to each


21 artist and copyright owner, for that matter,


22 who is paid a royalty.  And without showing
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1 confidential information, such as Tax Ids or


2 addresses, we do show each artist how that


3 group's royalties were split, so the 25


4 percent or whatever they're instructed us,


5 however they have instructed us to split the


6 royalties.


7       Q     What happens if there are


8 disputes among a group, for example?


9       A     We do have some disputes where


10 the members of the group can't decide how


11 the royalties, or can't agree on how the


12 royalties should be split.  In those  cases,


13 we immediately put the account on hold and


14 simply accrue the royalties earned by those


15 sound recordings for future distribution,


16 and we hold those royalties until the


17 dispute is resolved.


18       Q     And what role does Sound Exchange


19 play in resolving that dispute?


20       A     Sound Exchange would never make a


21 determination of how to split the royalties. 


22 What we do try to do, however, is facilitate
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1 the communication among the disputing


2 parties, remind them that the royalties


3 aren't going to get distributed if they


4 can't agree on how to allocate the payments


5 of those royalties.  And we're more in kind


6 of a broker situation than anything else.


7       Q     I don't mean to interrupt you. 


8 Do you want to finish your answer?


9       A     We haven't yet had a situation


10 where a dispute has gone on for a long


11 period of time where it had to be referred


12 to another one of Sound Exchange's


13 committees, which is the Dispute Resolution


14 Committee.


15       Q     And has that committee ever


16 decided any dispute?


17       A     Not to-date.  I have no doubt


18 there will be an occasion when it will have


19 to, but so far, no.


20       Q     One of the things we didn't talk


21 about was, are you distributing monies just


22 to artists, or also to their heirs, for
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1 example?


2       A     Sound Exchange has seen in its


3 performance log such a breadth of music


4 spanning many decades, and we have quite a


5 number of featured artists who have died,


6 and so rather than trying to pay the


7 featured artist, we're looking for their


8 heirs.  And when you look at the breadth of


9 music being performed, and the  vitality of


10 it, you see that in some cases we're


11 actually looking for heirs of heirs, so


12 we're always looking to find those entitled


13 to the royalties from a particular artist's


14 recordings.


15       Q     Do performances by non-human


16 performers, Barney, for example, or the


17 Muppets, do those raise particular problems?


18       A     Yes, that's another area that


19 Sound Exchange, I'm telling you, didn't


20 anticipate when we first launched, but we do


21 have the Muppet characters, and the


22 Chipmunks, and Barney, and on and on.  And
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1 again, webcasters do perform a lot of


2 children's music.  It's a wonderful array of


3 children's music, and a lot of times these


4 are animated characters or non-human


5 characters, and Sound Exchange struggled


6 with this issue, and took it to our


7 roundtables and to our committee, and we


8 looked at the legislative history, and we


9 pondered our options around this.  And it


10 was ultimately determined that we should try


11 to find the voices behind the animation, or


12 the voices in the costume.  And that's


13 exactly what we're doing, so we are trying


14 to find outlets to determine who the actual


15 voice is that recorded that sound recording.


16       Q     You've talked a number of times


17 about the breadth of music performed.  What


18 do you expect to happen with respect to the


19 breadth of music on which you're going to


20 receive reports when all of the webcaster


21 data comes in eventually?


22       A     Once all the webcasters are
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1 reporting, and we  do look forward to that


2 day, I expect that just the shear volume


3 will increase by virtue of going from a


4 handful of licensees reporting, to the 570,


5 plus all of their individual stations, in


6 the Live 365 example, I expect that we're


7 going to see an absolute explosion in the


8 number of performances reported.  I would


9 also not be surprised if we see sound


10 recordings that aren't new releases, but


11 have never been performed by the services


12 currently reporting, again, because there's


13 just this incredible breadth of music that's


14 being transmitted by the webcasters.


15       Q     We've gotten to the account


16 assignment section of this chart.  If you


17 can't figure out who the copyright owner or


18 performer is, what happens to that account?


19       A     The performances for whom we


20 can't identify the artist, or we don't


21 receive them from the artists instructions


22 on how to pay them, they're assigned to an
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1 account, an escrow account where we continue


2 to accumulate those royalties in the hope


3 that our various outreach mechanisms will --


4 that artist will eventually come forward or


5 the copyright owner will eventually come


6 forward and make a claim to those


7 performances.


8             If we've been able to identify


9 the copyright owner but not the artist, we


10 will pay the copyright owner 50 percent


11 share.  If we're able to find the featured


12 performer but not the copyright owner, we'll


13 pay that, so we pay to the extent that we


14 can.  But if on either side we're unable to


15 fulfill that payment obligation, we escrow


16 those funds and identify those performances


17 as undistributable.


18       Q     And for those copyright owners


19 and performers you able to identify, do you


20 have any obligations with respect to income


21 tax, for example?


22       A     Can you repeat that?
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1       Q     With respect to copyright owners


2 or performers you are able to identify, do


3 you have any obligations with respect to the


4 Internal Revenue Service?


5       A     Yes.  Unless we receive the


6 proper tax information from the featured


7 artist or copyright owner, we're required to


8 withhold a certain percentage of the


9 royalties and pay that to the IRS.  And if


10 it's an artist who's resident in the United


11 States, it's a certain percentage, but if


12 it's an artist resident in another country,


13 which we have quite a number of artists


14 residing all over the world, then we have to


15 determine what the tax treaties are, what


16 the proper withholding is.  And even if they


17 do provide us with tax information, there is


18 sometimes a tax withholding obligation, so


19 we have to be cognizant of any of the latest


20 changes in any of those tax treaties, and


21 constantly reviewing our processing of


22 foreign artists' royalty payments to make
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1 sure the withholding is done properly.


2       Q     Once you've identified the


3 copyright owner or performer, does that mean


4 you know how to locate the individual or the


5 company?


6       A     Oh, no, I wish it were so.  We


7 spend a tremendous effort on locating


8 artists, and you think if you're an


9 organization, that's primary function is to


10 cut checks and pay the deserving artists and


11 copyright owners, it would be an easy job. 


12 But we have found that, once again, the


13 breadth of the content and the vast array,


14 and just the shear numbers of artists who


15 are entitled to the royalties, it's quite a


16 daunting task to locate, find, and not only


17 that, but get the artist to tell us where to


18 send the check to.  Sometimes filling out a


19 simple piece of paper, an artist isn't


20 always the easiest to get that information


21 from them.  So, of course, we need to know


22 where to cut the check, or the bank routing
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1 information where to make the deposit.


2       Q     Once you've -- let's assume


3 you've got all that information and you're


4 ready to move to the next step, step five,


5 allocation and distribution of royalties,


6 what does Sound Exchange do there?


7       A     Allocation and distribution is


8 kind of the culmination of this process


9 where we actually get to send royalties to


10 the deserving copyright owners and artists. 


11 The allocations happen four times a year on


12 a quarterly basis.  Distributions have been


13 done on a quarterly basis, but we're looking


14 at more frequent distributions in order to


15 get more money to more artists more


16 frequently, more timely.  


17             The first step in that process


18 is, as I said, the allocation, and the


19 allocation is where we take the royalties


20 received by each licensee and allocate them


21 to the performances reported by that


22 licensee.  In the case of just one
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1 webcaster, if they paid us $100 and there's


2 100 performances, each one of those


3 performances is valued at a dollar.  In the


4 case of a broadcast group, for example,


5 Clear Channel that's reporting for many,


6 many, many, many different stations, and


7 this goes back to why we need the statement


8 of account, we take the money attributable


9 to each station and allocate that money


10 across those performances.  


11       Q     Why isn't the value of a


12 performance the same regardless of the


13 licensee?


14       A     First, not all webcasters have


15 opted for the per-performance or the


16 aggregate tuning hour metric of payment, but


17 more importantly, because we're in a


18 situation where it's just sample reporting;


19 in other words, the two weeks per calendar


20 quarter of reporting, we don't have a full


21 accounting of each and every performance to


22 value at the per performance rate, so our
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1 only option then is to allocate the


2 royalties received across those


3 performances.


4       Q     Can you explain in a little bit


5 more detail how you actually allocate


6 particular performance with or particular


7 set of featured artists or copyright owners?


8       A     Yes.  As I said, the first step


9 is allocating the royalties received on a


10 station-by-station, channel-by-channel,


11 licensee-by-licensee basis.  Once that has


12 been done for the entire group of licensees


13 to whom we're distributing, we then


14 consolidate those allocations on the


15 copyright owner and the artist level.  So in


16 the example I gave before, if there's 100


17 performance, each performance is $1.00, and


18 Madonna has one performance, and then on


19 another allocation there's $1,000, the same


20 100 performances, and her performance is


21 worth $10, that performance consolidated is


22 $11.  That $11 is then split based upon the
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1 statutory requirement of 50 percent to the


2 copyright owner.  In the Madonna example, I


3 think it's Warner, and then 45 goes to


4 Madonna, and 5 percent goes to the non-


5 featured unions.  So there's the allocation,


6 the application of the statutory split, and


7 the consolidation of all these allocations.


8             Once you've allocated, then you


9 have to figure out based on the account


10 assignment how to pay out the featured


11 artist portion, the 45 percent.  So if you


12 take an artist, for example, Eric Clapton,


13 who's been a solo performer, a member of the


14 group Cream, Blind Faith, Derrick and the


15 Dominoes, and all the collaborations he's


16 done, he may have a different split on a


17 variety of performances, but we still send


18 him one check consolidating all those


19 individual allocations.


20       Q     Do you report to him how each of


21 those allocations was made?


22       A     Yes, we do.
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1       Q     At that point, are you ready to


2 cut a check?


3       A     Not quite.  Not quite.  We make


4 sure that we've got the right tax


5 withholding applied to the distribution, and


6 then we create a banking file, which is an


7 electronic file that we transmit to our


8 banking partner, and then they process that,


9 and actually cut the checks, or effect the


10 direct deposit.  While that's going on,


11 we're running our statements, which is a


12 detailed comprehensive listing of each and


13 every sound recording to whom the recipient


14 is being paid.


15       Q     You've got another step that


16 comes after the allocation and distribution


17 step, which refers to adjustments.  Can you


18 describe for the Board what that is?


19       A     Yes.  Typically, Sound Exchange


20 will see a spike in customer care calls


21 after a distribution.  Each distribution


22 we're distributing to more artists, and more
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1 copyright owners.  Some cases, it's the


2 first payment received by a particular


3 artist or copyright owner.  As they're


4 reviewing their statements, they may find


5 misallocations on their statements; in other


6 words, performances that we are paying them


7 for that aren't really their's, or we'll get


8 calls or emails from recipients that say,


9 you know, I know my recording was performed


10 on this service, and why isn't it on my


11 statement, and so the statement is our


12 product and our mechanism for communicating


13 with our artists and our copyright owners to


14 further refine the data that we've


15 distributed on.  Remember that we're


16 distributing based on what the licensees


17 have reported, based on all the research and


18 perfection of the data that we can, but we


19 will inevitably get an allocation and a


20 distribution incorrect.  We have this


21 sophisticated adjustment engine that permits


22 us to debit the improperly paid party, and
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1 credit the party to whom we should have


2 originally made the payment. 


3             And then in the next distribution


4 cycle, that adjustment is manifested or is


5 actually effected, so it's out of future


6 royalties from the improperly paid artist,


7 they pay back the credit that we've made to


8 the artist that we should have paid.


9       Q     Do you sometimes hear from


10 artists saying that they shouldn't have been


11 paid?


12       A     Yes.  We have, on occasion, heard


13 from artists who will send a check back


14 along with a statement and say, you know,


15 I'm not that John Williams.  I'm a different


16 John Williams, and by the way, I know how


17 you can reach him, and here's his contact


18 information, so that has happened by virtue


19 of, again, the incredible amount of music


20 being performed, the not common but not


21 particularly uncommon occurrence when we


22 incorrectly pay out a royalty.
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1       Q     At the end of this process, what


2 happens with royalties that can't be


3 distributed?


4       A     Again, those royalties are held


5 in separate accounts and we continue to chip


6 away at the undistributed royalties in an


7 effort to maximize the amount of royalties


8 that we're paying through to the deserving


9 featured artists and copyright owners.


10       Q     Now do the Copyright Office's


11 regulations provide for what's supposed to


12 happen to that money?


13       A     Yes.  The regulations say that


14 we, after three years from the time of


15 payment by the licensee, the undistributed


16 funds may be used to offset the cost of


17 administering the royalties.


18       Q     And has Sound Exchange ever


19 applied that provision?


20       A     No, we have not.


21       Q     What has Sound Exchange decided


22 to do?
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1       A     We have our first three


2 distributions that under this three-year


3 rule would technically be eligible for this


4 type of release and offsetting of


5 administrative costs.  Our board has twice


6 voted to delay and defer the release of


7 those funds to give Sound Exchange ample


8 time to implement its variety of artist and


9 copyright owner outreach activities to reach


10 as many as possible entitled parties to the


11 royalties.  And most recently, the


12 Distribution Policy Committee has


13 recommended if a release of these funds is


14 going to occur, that we limit it to the


15 first distribution; in other words, not all


16 three distributions that otherwise would be


17 eligible will be released.


18       Q     Does Sound Exchange have a goal


19 for what percentage of the royalties it


20 hopes to distribute?


21       A     Yes, my staff doesn't like to


22 hear this, but 100 percent.  We would like
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1 to pay absolutely every penny out to every


2 artist and every copyright owner.  That's an


3 ideal that I don't expect that we will ever


4 reach, but our goal by October of this year


5 is to be able to pay out 65 percent of the


6 artist royalties, and 85 percent of the


7 copyright owner royalties.


8       Q     Now how does that compare to the


9 ability of other collecting societies of


10 which you're aware in terms of paying out


11 royalties?


12       A     I think one good comparison is


13 SENA, which is the Dutch collecting society. 


14 It took them approximately 10 years to get


15 to between a 90 and a 95 percent pay through


16 rate.  Sound Exchange is in its fifth year,


17 and we expect to be at 65 percent, and are


18 quite proud of that achievement.  But it's


19 important to kind of compare the two


20 organizations.  I mean, SENA is paying Dutch


21 artists, and Sound Exchange is not just even


22 paying American artists, we're paying
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1 artists worldwide, so the task before us is


2 far greater than that of the Dutch, but we


3 will strive to meet that mark.


4       Q     I want to move on to some other


5 aspects of Sound Exchange's operations. 


6 First of all, we've talked a number of times


7 about outreach.  Can you talk a little bit


8 about Sound Exchange's efforts to find


9 copyright owners and performers?


10       A     Yes.  You know, this is a fairly


11 new entitlement, and Sound Exchange has some


12 general outreach activities that it year-in


13 and year-out undertakes, and those include


14 attendance at industry conferences and


15 events, participation on panels, speaking


16 engagements, attendance at music festivals,


17 participating in these roundtables with


18 artist groups,  and then, of course, general


19 advertising, both print and we've gotten an


20 occasional story done on television about


21 us, and so we work those angles.  And those


22 are kind of our general, here's what Sound
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1 Exchange is.  We exist.  We might have money


2 for you.


3             We have some print ads that we


4 also place.  For example, we had the back of


5 the ASCAP magazine for a few months that was


6 meant to reach out to those songwriters who


7 happen to be recording artists, as well, so


8 we have our general outreach.  We also have


9 a number of specific outreach activities


10 that we undertake.


11       Q     Can you describe the more


12 specific outreach opportunities?


13       A     Yes.  We have found that one of


14 the most efficient ways to find artists who


15 are entitled to these royalties is to work


16 in conjunction with other organizations


17 whose membership may overlap with our


18 artists that we are to-date unable to find


19 and pay.  Those organizations include our


20 two unions, AFM and AFTRA.  We've done


21 matching exercises with their membership and


22 our unpaid artists, and been able to get
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1 contact information for a great many


2 featured performers by virtue of this


3 exercise.  CD Baby sent out an email blast


4 to about 100,000 artists, many of whom own


5 their own copyright, so they're entitled to


6 both the featured artist portion and the


7 copyright owner portion of the sound


8 recording.  Our phones rang off the hook or


9 two and a half weeks as a result of that


10 mailing, and we found many, many, many


11 artists and copyright owners through that


12 endeavor.


13             We work with the Grammy


14 organization, MARIS, and the Latin Grammys,


15 LARIS.  We've done coordinated outreach


16 efforts with the Blues Foundation, the Folk


17 Alliance, all the individuals escape me at


18 this moment, but there must two dozen


19 different organizations that we've worked


20 with in our effort to find featured artists


21 and sound recording copyright owners, and


22 also let them know that we exist, this right
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1 exists, and we may have royalties owed to


2 you.


3       Q     Do you also work with foreign


4 collection societies on locating artists


5 overseas?


6       A     Yes, we do.  We have found that


7 entering into reciprocal arrangements with


8 foreign societies helps us find a great many


9 artists that are citizens of other


10 countries.  For example, we have such


11 arrangements with PPL in the UK, SENA in the


12 Netherlands, Abramus in Brazil.  We're


13 working with RAAP to pay through - that's


14 Ireland, we pay RAAP for Irish artists, and


15 we're working on -- we're in the process of


16 negotiating about a dozen more of these


17 reciprocals.  It's our view that the local


18 society will have better reach to their


19 artists.  They know who their artists are,


20 they keep up with changes of address and


21 that sort of thing, and so it's a very


22 efficient way for us to get these royalties
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1 paid to those artists.


2       Q     Why doesn't Sound Exchange have


3 agreements with a broader range of foreign


4 societies?


5       A     Well, not all territories have


6 collecting societies.  Some territories have


7 what we call emerging societies where the


8 right is relatively new, like in our


9 country, and are not yet established.  And


10 we're a little circumspect with whom we


11 enter into these agreements because we


12 believe that these organizations need to be


13 similarly situated as Sound Exchange,


14 meaning the philosophy of paying through the


15 maximum amount of royalties as quickly and


16 efficiently as possible.  We like the


17 organizations to have a similar status, the


18 non-profit status, or some sort of


19 government designation so that we know that


20 they are a credible organization, and we


21 have restrictions in our agreements that


22 require them to return money to us to the
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1 extent that in three years they're unable to


2 pay it through to their artist. 


3             Now I did kind of want to make


4 the distinction that even if we pay RAAP for


5 Irish artists, and Irish artists can


6 certainly come directly to us, and we will


7 always honor paying the artist directly. 


8 This is just one more thing we can do to get


9 as much of the royalties out to the featured


10 artists and the copyright owners.


11       Q     Talked a lot about Sound


12 Exchange's operations.  How large is Sound


13 Exchange staff?


14       A     We're 26 full-time employees, we


15 have two positions vacant at the moment, so


16 a total of 28.  We also have the unpaid


17 interns that help Sound Exchange out. 


18 Occasionally, we hire temporary help,


19 depending on the spikes in our workload.


20       Q     What kind of skills do you look


21 for in employees at Sound Exchange to do


22 this kind of work?
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1       A     Well, a knowledge of music is the


2 most important skill with respect to being


3 able to do this matching research and


4 outreach.  I think there's only four of us


5 on staff that aren't musicians or performing


6 artists.  It's remarkable how little talent,


7 for example, I have, compared to my staff,


8 but many of them are aspiring performers. 


9 You know, obviously, we have certain roles


10 that require certain skill sets, like our


11 general counsel services and so forth, but a


12 lot of this work, a lot of this process,


13 it's just never been done before in the


14 United States, and we're building it and


15 refining it as we go, and our staff is very


16 dedicated, with a deep understanding that


17 they're in the service business, that their


18 job is to get this money out as quickly,


19 efficiently, and as accurately as possible.


20       Q     Does Sound Exchange calculate an


21 administrative rate?


22       A     Yes, we do.
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1       Q     And can you describe for the


2 Board what that is?


3       A     Sure.  The administrative rate is


4 a percentage that reflects the cost Sound


5 Exchange has incurred compared to the amount


6 of royalties is has collected.


7       Q     And what Sound Exchange's


8 administrative rate been over time?


9       A     Well, in the early years it


10 hovered around the 20 percent figure.  And,


11 again, that was when royalties were low, and


12 we have start-up costs.  It has consistently


13 dropped each year.  Last year our final


14 admin rate was a little over 7-1/2 percent,


15 and this first quarter I don't have


16 finalized financials for the first quarter,


17 but it looks like it will be south of that.


18       Q     And does that figure include


19 repayment for prior proceedings to set


20 royalty rates?


21       A     It includes current, but not the


22 original CARP that established the
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1 webcasting rate.  That proceeding is being


2 repaid through, we have a promissory note,


3 and the terms of that require us to pay the


4 difference between our actual admin rate and


5 20 percent, and that differential is used to


6 pay down that debt.  At spinoff, when we


7 spun-off and became an independent


8 organization, we repaid $3 million of an


9 original $9 million debt, and based on this


10 differential, we've been able to pay down


11 the debt every year.  And this year we have


12 a balance of just a little bit more than 2-


13 1/2 million dollars.  And I suspect that


14 based on the royalties that we've collected


15 for the first quarter, and the containment


16 of our costs, that we will easily repay the


17 remainder of that debt based on the results


18 of 2006.


19       Q     You talked about Sound Exchange's


20 admin rate.  How does that compare to other


21 entities that are collecting monies for


22 public performances?
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1       A     It's far lower.  Our 7-1/2 admin


2 rate compares to, I don't know, 14, 16


3 percent for ASCAP and BMI, so it's very low,


4 and getting lower.


5             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I


6 still have a ways to go, but I actually am


7 at a breaking point.  I don't know what the


8 schedule the Court intends for this


9 afternoon, if we're going to continue until


10 3:1, or if this would be a time for a break.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Go ahead and


12 continue.


13             MR. PERRELLI:  Okay.  Thank you,


14 Your Honor.


15             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


16       Q     Ms. Kessler, I want to shift a


17 little, and we've covered a lot of ground


18 about collection and distribution.  I want


19 to talk about how all of this might be


20 different if there are multiple designated


21 agents, all administering the same statutory


22 license.  First of all, I want to ask you,
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1 can you explain the distinction between a


2 statutory license and its rates and terms


3 set by the CRB, and a direct or voluntary


4 license?


5       A     Yes.  The statutory license is a


6 license that is one set of rights, one set


7 of terms, one set of rates that applies to


8 everybody evenly, and ultimately those rates


9 and terms will be set by this Board.  And


10 compared to a direct license, which permits


11 a copyright owner to directly negotiate with


12 a service as to those rates and terms for


13 the use of their sound recordings.  And this


14 could be the copyright owner themselves, or


15 through someone that they've designated to


16 negotiate that direct license.


17       Q     So if a copyright owner doesn't


18 like the rates and terms that come out of


19 this proceeding, are they able to actually


20 license their content separate and apart


21 from this proceeding?


22       A     Yes, the statutory license is
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1 non-exclusive.  We can't force anyone to


2 operate under the statutory license.  Any


3 copyright owner is free to negotiate


4 directly and establish whatever rates and


5 terms are in their interest.


6       Q     You talked in your written


7 testimony about a multi-tier designated


8 agent system.  Can you explain what that is?


9       A     The way I understand the multi-


10 tier system is there would be the concept of


11 a receiving agent, and then designated


12 agents, and so the first level would be the


13 receiving agent would receive all the


14 royalties, and the reports of use, and the


15 paperwork, and the statements of account and


16 all that sort of thing, and then they would


17 figure out how to distribute, or they would


18 administer the distribution to each of the


19 individual distributing agents for their


20 downstream distributions.


21       Q     How is that different from a


22 multi-agent system?
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1       A     The way I understand the multi-


2 agent system to work is, anybody could be a


3 designated agent, and you could have two, or


4 ten, or a hundred of them, and you would


5 eliminate the receiving agent concept.


6       Q     Now of the -- well, who would


7 decide how much to be paid to each


8 designated agent under the multi-agent


9 system?


10       A     I can only presume the licensee


11 would have to figure out how to do the


12 splits in the payments to the individual


13 designated agents.


14       Q     Why couldn't each designated


15 agent bill the webcasters?


16       A     Well, the way it works now is we


17 don't have the information available.  A


18 designated agent wouldn't have that


19 information available to them until the


20 licensee reported to them, so it's based on


21 the usage of the sound recordings.  And the


22 sound recordings could be represented by the
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1 same -- one sound recording could be


2 represented by multiple agents, so until you


3 get the performances, you wouldn't be able


4 to determine what the split is.


5       Q     Now among the three options, the


6 single agent system, a multi-tier system, a


7 multi-agent system, which one is more


8 efficient?


9       A     Oh, a single designated agent is,


10 by far, the most efficient way to administer


11 a single license, like a statutory license


12 with a single rate and a single set of


13 terms.  In my view, the statutory license


14 should be administered with a single set of


15 rules, and one organization should be tasked


16 with the administration and implementation


17 of those rules.


18       Q     What would the impact on overall


19 costs of distribution of royalties be from


20 having a multi-tier or a multi-agent system?


21       A     They would increase tremendously.


22       Q     What would the impact be on the
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1 time, the promptness of distribution of


2 royalties for a multi-agent or a multi-tier


3 system?


4       A     I have no doubt that in a multi-


5 agent system  there will be disputes, and


6 those disputes among the agents will cause


7 delays, and some of those disputes, I don't


8 know how they would get resolved.  And it


9 would ultimately impact the timely,


10 efficient, and fair distributions to all the


11 copyright owners, and all the artists who


12 are entitled to the royalty under the


13 statutory license.


14       Q     Does the fact that we're talking


15 about the administration of a single


16 statutory license, rather than a set of


17 voluntary licenses, affect your thinking on


18 this?


19       A     Yes.  I mean, it seems common


20 sense to me that you've got one statutory


21 license, one set of terms, there's one price


22 set, there's one rate, and there should be
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1 one set of rules on how that is


2 administered.  In a direct license


3 situation, you could be licensing a whole


4 panoply of rights and different rates and


5 different terms for different business


6 purposes, but on behalf of that copyright


7 owner, so the alternative to the statutory


8 scheme is always direct licensing.  But in a


9 statutory situation, there's no -- it seems


10 inefficient, and excessively and unnecessary


11 costly to have multiple agents.


12       Q     Couldn't you have cost


13 competition among designated agents?


14       A     Well, to me, cost competition is


15 really nothing more than an incentive to


16 free ride, and by that I mean, I could


17 foresee in a multi-agent system where one


18 designated agent undertakes all of these


19 costs, and all of this marketing and


20 outreach, and all of these efforts to pay


21 through royalties, and another designated


22 agent just free riding on all of the work
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1 done by the other designated agent.  And


2 that's with respect to whether it's the


3 costs associated with a rate setting


4 proceeding, or trying to draw down - reduce


5 the undistributed royalties, or what have


6 you.


7       Q     What's the benefit of that kind


8 of free riding?


9       A     Well, that the designated agent


10 who's free riding doesn't incur the costs. 


11 They potentially have a lower admin rate. 


12 We can't compete on price here, we can only


13 compete on costs.  And in spite of all the


14 good work that the one designated agent is


15 doing, the other designated agent enjoys the


16 benefit of the cost reduction.  And to the


17 extent that designated agent is a for-profit


18 company, they get to keep that.  


19       Q     What is the effect on the


20 incentive to do research, for example, on


21 unmatched performances in a system like


22 that?
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1       A     I think it creates a disincentive


2 to dedicate resources to those types of


3 activities, that it's to the benefit of the


4 free rider not to distribute royalties


5 rather than distribute them.


6       Q     Going back up to the


7 demonstrative exhibit, can you explain to


8 the Board the kinds of additional costs and


9 inefficiencies that you would find in a


10 multi-agent system each step along the way?


11       A     Yes.  I believe that there are


12 complications, delays, and increased costs


13 throughout this series of steps that are


14 required to distribute royalties timely and


15 efficiently.  I think in step one, the first


16 area of confusion will be with the licensees


17 themselves, who do they report to, who do


18 they pay, how much do they pay, how do they


19 figure out their split among the designated


20 agents.  For them when they call, for


21 example, Sound Exchange, they get consistent


22 information about the statutory license,
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1 about the rates and terms and what they have


2 to do to comply.  Now do they have to call


3 all the designated agents to make sure that


4 they're operating under the same


5 understanding with respect to the license,


6 so I think it will be difficult for the


7 licensees, in the first instance.


8             The actual splitting of the


9 money, I'm not sure how that will occur,


10 because you would essentially have to go


11 through this entire process practically to


12 distribution, and then come back and say


13 okay, well, that results in so much money


14 going to this designated agent by virtue of


15 which artists and copyright owners are


16 represented by the individual designated


17 agents, so I'm not sure even how the


18 payments are made.  And if there's some


19 approximation of how the payments are to be


20 allocated among the multiple, the two, the


21 ten, hundred designated agents, I would


22 fully expect there to be disputes about
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1 shares of who gets what.  I don't know how


2 those disputes get resolved, but I assure


3 you that those disputes will cause delays in


4 the distribution to copyright owners and


5 artists.


6             In addition, Sound Exchange


7 doesn't spend any significant amount of time


8 requiring compliance from its licensees so,


9 for example, someone doesn't pay on time and


10 we send them a late payment notice, if Sound


11 Exchange does that and receives a payment


12 for late fees, how is that split among the


13 designated agent?  So audits and enforcement


14 is another area of how do you fairly spread


15 those costs among all the designated agents


16 to avoid this idea of free rider, where one


17 designated agent might engage in an audit on


18 the payment side of things, and resulting in


19 additional royalties to copyright owners and


20 artists, and yet the free rider agent


21 benefits from those additional royalties


22 without having done a single thing, so that
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1 is with respect to payments and the logs,


2 those are some of the complications, delays


3 and additional costs that I see.


4       Q     Do you see additional


5 inefficiencies and costs in the matching and


6 research aspects of the collection and


7 distribution operations?


8       A     Sure I do.  I mean, again, Sound


9 Exchange firmly believes that the proper


10 identification of what that sound recording


11 is, is essential to the accurate and prompt


12 payment of the royalty.  We expend resources


13 both manual and automated, and we're


14 constantly refining our matching algorithm


15 and efficiency with the use of technology. 


16 Another designated agent may decide you know


17 what, we're just not going to spend those


18 kinds of resources.  We'd rather keep that


19 money for something else, and not process


20 the logs in the same level that Sound


21 Exchange or another designated agent might,


22 which will ultimately result in one
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1 designated agent thinking the sounding


2 recording and the log is something, and


3 another designated agent saying it's


4 something else all together.  And again,


5 this all leads to the improper distribution


6 of royalties, so I think just in these two


7 steps alone, there's a free rider issue, as


8 well as a different result among the


9 designated agents.


10       Q     Moving to account assignment, do


11 you see additional inefficiencies and costs


12 from a multi-agent system, or a multi-tier


13 system?


14       A     Yes.  The account assignment, and


15 remember, that's identifying that it's


16 Fleetwood Mac, and then identifying all the


17 different versions of the group, and all the


18 different pay splits on the track.  This is


19 where my head explodes.  I don't know how


20 you are going to figure out account


21 assignment when you've got two or more


22 designated agents applying different policy
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1 splits, or different valuations of the


2 performance.  I mean, one designated agent


3 could say, you know what, drummers always


4 deserve 5 percent more than everybody else,


5 and Sound Exchange values every performer,


6 feature performer evenly, and you could end


7 up in a situation where the claim on the


8 sound recording is in excess of 100 percent. 


9 And I just don't know how you work that with


10 multiple agents who are operating under a


11 single license, the point of which is to pay


12 all artists and all copyright owners fairly,


13 without respect to membership in an


14 organization, and then you get the situation


15 where rules are being established by


16 designated agents that are inconsistent with


17 one another.  So I don't know how this


18 works.  


19       Q     Would you expect to see


20 competition among designated agents for


21 drummers or trombone players?


22       A     Well, I mean, that's the extreme
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1 of this.  Of course, that could happen, but


2 I also see the designated agent spending


3 money just in general on marketing to


4 artists and copyright owners to have them


5 join their organization, an unnecessary


6 expense, in my view.  We would much prefer


7 to spend those funds on finding actual


8 artist contact information to effect the


9 royalty, rather than competing for


10 performers to join our organization.  And,


11 again, there's no differentiation between


12 members and non-members under the statutory


13 scheme.


14       Q     Moving to the allocation and


15 distribution of royalties, do you see


16 additional inefficiencies and costs by a


17 multi-agent or a multi-tier system?


18       A     Now that piece almost has to


19 happen first in order to make the initial


20 distribution among the designated agents, so


21 this whole thing gets out of order.  But


22 let's presume we were even able to make the
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1 original allocation of the royalties among


2 the agents, and now we're at the point where


3 there's an allocation and distribution.  As


4 I said earlier, we do have the situation


5 where based on the reports of use from the


6 licensees, we've inadvertently paid an


7 artist or a copyright owner for something


8 that wasn't their's.  Now we're in a


9 situation where you have two or, I don't


10 know, 50 or however many designated agents,


11 and we're seeing that we inadvertently paid,


12 or allocated this royalty to one of their


13 artists that they represented, versus one of


14 our's, and now you've got inter-agent


15 adjustments going on.  How you ever


16 reconcile that, resolve disputes around


17 that, how the money gets reattributed


18 properly to the right designated agents, it


19 would require so much in terms of systems


20 development, accounting systems, and also,


21 some agreement among the agents, so I just


22 don't know how any of that would work.
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1       Q     In looking at these various


2 systems, the single agent, the multi-agent,


3 and the multi-tier system, did you look at,


4 or did you consider other models in other


5 countries or in the United States?


6       A     We've looked at how other


7 countries handle the similar right to the


8 statutory license, and most countries have a


9 single entity charged with the


10 administration of the license.  Even


11 countries where the copyright owner was


12 administered apart from the featured artist,


13 we're seeing mergers occur.  For example, in


14 the UK, PBL which represents the copyright


15 owners, and Pamra and Aura, which represent


16 the artists, have now merged into a single


17 type line, and it's for the very reasons of


18 efficiency, to eliminate cost duplication,


19 and to better serve copyright owners and


20 artists collectively, that they have merged. 


21 And another example in the UK is with the


22 Mechanical Rights Society and the Performer
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1 Society, MCPS and PRS, they also merged,


2 again for efficiencies and economies of


3 scale.  And when you look at countries that


4 have multiple agents, for example, Brazil,


5 which at one point had 14, it's highly


6 dysfunctional, with tremendous delays,


7 royalties never getting anywhere near the


8 entitled parties, and little by little we're


9 seeing a reduction from those 14 societies. 


10 I think they're down to maybe eight now, so


11 elsewhere in the world the model when you're


12 comparing the statutory license with a


13 similar right elsewhere, it's a single


14 organization.


15       Q     Did you consider ASCAP, BMI, and


16 SESAC, all of which administer public


17 performance rights for music publishing?


18       A     You know, that's not an apples-


19 to-apples comparison.  Sound Exchange is


20 operating under a statutory license, that's


21 what's at issue here, and its rates and


22 terms that will be decided in this
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1 proceeding.  ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC are more


2 akin to the direct licensing, where on


3 behalf of members, their members, and their


4 members only, negotiate in the marketplace


5 rates and terms for a variety of uses of


6 their copyrights.  They engage in these


7 negotiations and rate settings independent


8 of one another, and only for their members. 


9 In a statutory license, it's really


10 everybody, it's all the copyright owners,


11 it's all the artists, without distinction of


12 membership, and if a copyright owner wishes


13 to escape the statutory rates and terms,


14 they are welcome to do that through a direct


15 license.  And so that this is in no way a


16 comparison and, therefore, was not a model


17 we considered.


18       Q     Do your comments about the


19 additional costs and inefficiencies apply


20 whether there are two, or ten, or fifty


21 designated agents?


22       A     Well, the moment a second
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1 designated agent is introduced into the


2 statutory scheme, you're going to incur


3 costs in systems, revamping systems,


4 revamping business processes, retraining


5 staff, developing marketing campaigns, so


6 all the costs are introduced the minute a


7 second designated agent exists.  And it only


8 increases exponentially with each and every


9 other designated agent that comes along.


10       Q     Would you also envision delays in


11 the distribution of royalties?


12       A     I have no doubt there will be


13 extensive delays in distributions.


14       Q     Now has Sound Exchange looked at


15 the cost that would be required to modify


16 its systems for a multi-agent system?


17       A     Yes, we have looked at the cost


18 of just modifying the systems, and I believe


19 it's between a quarter of a million and


20 $350,000 simply to remodel this, and that's


21 just the start, I mean, that's just a drop


22 in the bucket of the way the costs will
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1 increase.  That's just technology, that's


2 just this piece of the technology.


3       Q     So that $250,000 does not include


4 personnel and other costs?


5       A     It does not.


6             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, if


7 this is a time for a break, I imagine I have


8 20 minutes or so remaining.  


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We'll recess


10 for 10 minutes.


11             MR. PERRELLI:  Thank you.


12             (Whereupon, the proceedings went


13 off the record at 3:13 p.m. and went back on


14 the record at 3:28 p.m.)


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you. 


16 We'll come to order.  Mr. Perrelli?


17             MR. PERRELLI:  Thank you, Your


18 Honor.


19             BY MR. PERRELLI:


20       Q     Ms. Kessler, just to finish up


21 the subjects that we were talking about


22 before the break, have you heard from
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1 licensees about whether they would prefer to


2 pay and send reports of use to a single


3 licensee -- sorry, a single designated agent


4 or multiple designated agents?


5       A     No, the licensees have repeatedly


6 stated that they want to submit payments,


7 paperwork, and reports of use to just one


8 agent.


9       Q     Now, in SoundExchange's history,


10 have you experienced working in a multi-


11 agent system before?


12       A     Yes.  RLI was designated for the


13 '98 to '02 period, and we did have occasion


14 to attempt to work with them on one aspect


15 of the distribution services.


16       Q     Can you explain that experience


17 of attempting to work with RLI?


18       A     Yes.  We were working under a


19 deadline where we had to post a statement of


20 account on our website and make that


21 available to licensees for the calculation


22 of their royalty obligation.  And as we
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1 understood, the designated agents were


2 required to work together to come up with,


3 you know, paperwork, the statements of


4 account that were jointly created.


5             And so in the first instance, it


6 was difficult to get the meeting with RLI's


7 principals to even begin the conversation. 


8 And, again, we were working under a


9 deadline, so time was of the essence.  We --


10 you know, finally after, you know, a couple


11 of tries we were able to get a meeting in


12 the form of a conference call with Ron Gertz


13 and Doug Brainin -- I think he's the CFO of


14 MRI or RLI or both of them.


15             And they clearly had not given


16 any thought to the statement of account. 


17 They had little or no opinion about the


18 statement of account or how this would work. 


19 They asked questions that I found irrelevant


20 to the purpose of that meeting, which was to


21 come up with a statement of account.  And so


22 SoundExchange went ahead on its own and
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1 designed the statement of account and posted


2 the statement of account for all licensees,


3 irrespective of, you know, how many


4 designated agents or who ultimately would be


5 administering the royalties.


6             So that experience led me to


7 believe that if on something as simple as a


8 statement of account there wasn't


9 cooperation, I couldn't imagine on the more


10 complicated issues that might arise that


11 they would be any more cooperative.


12       Q     Now, in that 1998 to 2002


13 timeframe, did RLI distribute any royalties


14 under the statutory license?


15       A     No, not to my knowledge.  They


16 didn't come forward with -- as representing


17 any copyright owner or artist during that


18 time period.


19       Q     Since that 2002 timeframe, can


20 you describe SoundExchange's experiences


21 with RLI?


22       A     Yes.  In the '03/'04 period where
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1 the rates were ultimately pushed forward and


2 settled by the parties, RLI forced a CARP


3 based on the sole term of the designated


4 agent status.  And, of course, SoundExchange


5 encountered costs in both money and time


6 preparing a case to argue our position on


7 the multi-agent scheme.  And inexplicably,


8 before the proceeding commenced, RLI


9 withdrew, and, you know, SoundExchange had


10 already incurred not insignificant


11 expenditures preparing that case.


12       Q     Again, since that 2002/2003


13 timeframe, have you -- what efforts have you


14 seen RLI undertake on behalf of copyright


15 owners and performers?


16       A     They have done absolutely


17 nothing.  In fact, they have worked contrary


18 to the interests of copyright owners and


19 artists, supporting the rates of the music


20 users, not trying to maximize the benefit to


21 copyright owners and artists.  They have not


22 advocated for census reporting, which would
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1 ensure the accurate and fair distribution of


2 royalties to copyright owners and artists.


3             I have seen no indication of them


4 working for copyright owners' and artists'


5 interests.  And, in fact, you know, their


6 sister company, MRI, as I understand it, the


7 objective is to get the lowest possible


8 price for -- that music users have to pay


9 for copyrights.


10             MR. STEINTHAL:  Your Honor, I


11 rise to object on foundation grounds to the


12 last comment, which is also unresponsive to


13 the question itself.


14             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I raise the same


15 exact objection.  There was no foundation. 


16 She is speculating about what MRI does or


17 doesn't do.


18             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm happy to ask


19 her questions about what MRI does or doesn't


20 do, and to lay the foundation for that


21 question.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  You don't
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1 resist their motion.


2             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm not going to


3 resist their motion.  I'm happy to ask a


4 couple of questions.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Objection


6 sustained.


7             BY MR. PERRELLI:


8       Q     Ms. Kessler, are you aware of


9 what MRI's business is?


10       A     To an extent, yes.


11       Q     Okay.  What is the extent of your


12 knowledge?


13       A     They represent music users with


14 respect to musical works, and the objective


15 is to get the lowest possible price that


16 they have to --


17             MR. STEINTHAL:  You Honor, I


18 again move to strike.  There's no foundation


19 for her testimony as to what MRI's objective


20 is.


21             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Same objection. 


22 She is completely speculating.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  So the


2 objection is that "their objective is" as


3 opposed to "I observed that they."


4             MR. STEINTHAL:  Right.  I don't


5 believe she has established a foundation for


6 commenting on what MRI's business is or what


7 its objective is.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Sustained.


9             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm just going to


10 move on, Your Honor.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.


12             BY MR. PERRELLI:


13       Q     Ms. Kessler, at the end of your


14 written testimony there are a number of


15 terms -- issues discussed, specific areas,


16 specific terms issues.  Why is SoundExchange


17 proposing changes to a number of terms in


18 the statutory license?


19       A     We have found that, through our


20 experience in administering the license,


21 that there are some things that we propose


22 be changed, in some cases tweaks or in some
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1 cases terms that we would like changed or --


2 in order for us to fulfill our mission of


3 the prompt and efficient distribution of


4 royalties.


5             I believe that, you know, a lot


6 of these were established before there was


7 an agent in the role of administering the


8 royalty and the license, and so there are


9 just some things that we believe should be


10 adjusted in order, you know, to facilitate


11 the prompt distribution of royalties.


12       Q     Among the recommendations that


13 you make are some changes to issues related


14 to late payment.  Can you describe those for


15 the Board?


16       A     Sure.  Right now there's -- when


17 a licensee pays late, there is a nominal


18 late fee that is required on the amount of


19 royalties paid.  And, you know, it's a low


20 amount and we would hope for something that


21 would give us more teeth and more -- and


22 incentivize licensees to pay their royalties
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1 on time.


2             You know, the prompt payment of


3 royalties is the first step in a prompt


4 distribution.  And so, you know, at the low


5 amount of interest that they're paying on


6 their late fee, in conjunction with the only


7 other remedy available to us, which would


8 likely be a copyright infringement suit, we


9 had hoped that there would be something in


10 between where penalty and interest could be


11 applied to the late payment of royalties.


12       Q     And has SoundExchange indeed had


13 problems with late payments?


14       A     Yes, we've had problems with both


15 non-payment and late payment that have gone


16 on for weeks, months, years.  And so


17 particularly where there are licensees who


18 are paying just minimum fees or small


19 amounts, it's not likely going to be the


20 economic decision of the copyright owners to


21 bring an infringement action, yet those


22 licensees continue to enjoy the use of the
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1 sound recordings on their services.


2       Q     Have you also had problems with


3 late or failure to submit statements of


4 account and reports of use?


5       A     Yes.  This is a problem for


6 SoundExchange.  There's no penalty, there's


7 no late fee assigned to the non-compliance


8 of submitting paperwork.  And so, again, but


9 for a copyright infringement action, I don't


10 know of any way that we can, you know,


11 encourage or incentivize licensees to submit


12 their paperwork timely and as required by


13 the regs.


14       Q     Has SoundExchange had problems


15 under the current confidentiality


16 regulations that govern the statutory


17 license?


18       A     Yes.  There are a couple of


19 specific areas where the confidentiality


20 clause causes SoundExchange some difficulty


21 and frustration.  You know, the first is


22 with respect to the audit provision.  You
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1 know, our Board is comprised of copyright


2 owners and artists, and we're unable, under


3 the current terms, to share the results of


4 an audit with copyright owners.


5             And so unless we get permission


6 from the licensee that we've audited, we're


7 unable to share information from the audit


8 report that would allow them to make the


9 appropriate next step business decisions of


10 how to proceed, you know, based on the


11 royalties at stake as determined by the


12 audit process.


13             We're also unable to share


14 payment history of a particular licensee


15 with our copyright owners.  Remember that


16 our copyright owners are sitting on our


17 Board.  Our Board approves, you know,


18 financial and programmatic, you know,


19 activities of SoundExchange, and so we're


20 only permitted to share with them in the


21 aggregate our receipts, but not with respect


22 to any particular licensee.
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1             This is particularly problematic


2 with respect to copyright owners trying to


3 determine if there are other things that


4 they want to engage in with respect to, you


5 know, a potential infringement or non-


6 compliance by the licensee.  Without being


7 able to share that information, they are


8 unable to make those business decisions.


9       Q     What information can you share


10 with copyright owners about a particular


11 licensee that's, say, delinquent in payment?


12       A     What we can say -- you know, that


13 they have a history of paying on time or not


14 paying on time, but not the amount of money


15 at risk.


16       Q     Why do the copyright owners want


17 that information?


18       A     Because one of the factors in


19 determining what next actions to take is,


20 you know, the cost of, you know, engaging in


21 copyright infringement action makes sense


22 against the amount of royalties that may be
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1 collected.


2       Q     You also make some proposals


3 about audit provisions.  Can you explain the


4 audits that SoundExchange currently


5 conducts?


6       A     Yes.  We have conducted two


7 audits of the pre-existing services, and we


8 have noticed about a dozen audits that we


9 intend to conduct this year.


10       Q     And without going into specific


11 details about what you found in any


12 particular audit, can you explain generally


13 what you find in these audits?


14       A     Well, what we find primarily is


15 that it's very -- it's impossible to share


16 the results of the audit with our Board or


17 with our appropriate committees because of


18 the confidentiality issues.  And so it makes


19 it difficult for us to go to the next step


20 in resolving issues identified in the audit.


21             MR. PERRELLI:  I believe, Your


22 Honor, I think we will -- I will conclude
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1 the examination of Ms. Kessler and leave the


2 rest of the specific details to her written


3 testimony.  Thank you, Your Honor.


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you. 


5 You're not next, Mr. Freundlich.


6             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Okay, Your


7 Honor.  Can I just ask a quick question?  I


8 didn't catch the last words that he -- that


9 you said.  Leave the rest of the details --


10 I just didn't hear what you said.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  For her


12 written -- for her written statement.


13             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Oh, okay.  I'd


14 like to ask to go next, but if it's Your


15 Honor's preference that I don't, then I'll


16 stand back.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Based on our


18 rotation that has been established, you're


19 pretty near the end of the line.


20             MR. FREUNDLICH:  All right.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


22 Steinthal?
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1             MS. ABLIN:  Your Honor?


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes, ma'am.


3             MS. ABLIN:  If I may, before we


4 move into the cross examinations, I'd just


5 like to ask for some clarification on one


6 thing.  I understood Your Honor's ruling


7 earlier today about Ms. Kessler talking


8 about census versus sample that sample --


9 I'm sorry.  I understood Your Honor's ruling


10 earlier today about Ms. Kessler talking


11 about -- testifying about census versus


12 sample reporting -- I just wanted to clarify


13 whether the denial of that motion also


14 applied to the exhibits, which I don't


15 believe I squarely raised, but I would like


16 to do so now just to, again, receive further


17 clarification.


18             Exhibits 414 through 418 were a


19 set of pleadings that had been filed in


20 various recordkeeping proceedings that


21 lawyers, I believe, from the Recording


22 Industry Association of America, and then
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1 SoundExchange had filed, signed by their


2 counsel, that dealt with various


3 recordkeeping issues that they have proposed


4 to admit through Ms. Kessler's testimony.


5             I just would, again, squarely


6 move to -- or, you know, seek clarification


7 whether you have also denied moving to


8 strike those and just point out that if


9 those stay in evidence -- and perhaps this


10 is just going to be the unfortunate result


11 -- certainly the parties on this side would


12 feel compelled, if there's record evidence


13 on recordkeeping issues handled elsewhere


14 that's admitted into the record, you know,


15 in the upcoming rebuttal phase, we're going


16 to feel compelled to put those same


17 submissions in if, you know, Exhibits 414


18 through 418 stay.


19             So if you could just clarify,


20 Your Honor, if those -- if my motion to


21 strike those exhibits was denied, and, you


22 know, we can act accordingly in the next
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1 phase.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin,


3 that's not a proper form to address that


4 issue, in an oral motion in the middle of


5 the testimony, so you'll present that in


6 writing or in more -- consistent with the


7 regulations on dealing with the provisions


8 of a written statement.


9             MS. ABLIN:  Okay.  We will do


10 that, Your Honor, in the written submission.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you.


12             MS. ABLIN:  Thank you.


13                 CROSS EXAMINATION


14             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


15       Q     Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


16       A     Good afternoon.


17       Q     You mentioned at the beginning of


18 your testimony that there were some 570


19 webcasters I think that you said that were


20 making payments, is that right?


21       A     That's correct.


22       Q     Is it correct that more than 90
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1 percent of the webcasting royalties come


2 from less than 10 of those webcasters?


3       A     I don't know if it's -- it's 10. 


4 You know, it could be as many as 15 or 20,


5 but it's not 10.


6       Q     Okay.  The 570 webcasters that


7 are making payments, do they include the


8 simulcasters or radio signals?


9       A     Yes, they do.


10       Q     Do you know roughly how many of


11 those 570 are engaged in simulcasting as


12 opposed to non-simulcast webcasting?


13       A     Well, it's difficult to ascertain


14 from that number, because, again, the


15 broadcast simulcasters would be counted once


16 as a broadcast group, but they would


17 represent quite a large number of stations. 


18 So I don't have that figure for you.


19       Q     But in terms of that 570, roughly


20 how many are entities that are engaged in


21 simulcasting?


22       A     I don't know the answer to that.
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1       Q     Is it over half?


2       A     I wouldn't expect so, no.


3       Q     And you mentioned that there were


4 difficulties in reporting or that there was


5 bad reporting from your perspective.  Can


6 you draw any conclusions as to what


7 categories of companies have been the


8 greatest violators in your view, compared to


9 others?


10       A     No, I can't.  I never quantified


11 the data in that regard.  We load logs and


12 for efficiencies consolidate those


13 performances irrespective of licensee for


14 the purposes of the identification and the


15 account assignment.  So there was never any


16 operational reason to examine the data in


17 that regard.


18             I will tell you that it has not


19 been my experience that one licensee is a


20 particularly bad actor or a bad data


21 reporter over another.  I think that, you


22 know, each log has its issues, and, you
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1 know, each log is dealt with by staff in the


2 manner that I described earlier.


3       Q     Are there specific objections you


4 have with the reporting made by the DiMA


5 companies?


6       A     I'm not sure --


7       Q     I'll be more specific, so that --


8 in particular, Microsoft and AOL and Yahoo


9 and Live365 that are testifying in this case


10 for DiMA?


11       A     I don't understand the question. 


12 That they've objected about the reporting or


13 --


14       Q     No, no.


15       A     -- that I have objections or


16 SoundExchange has objections --


17       Q     Right.  That SoundExchange --


18       A     -- to the way they're reporting?


19       Q     -- had specific objections with


20 the manner of reporting by those four


21 companies.


22       A     Well, remember that there aren't
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1 any regulations in place with respect to the


2 format and delivery of those reports of use. 


3 As a result, those webcasters who


4 voluntarily report, the reports are coming


5 in inconsistently.  But I would expect that


6 once the regulations are promulgated that


7 SoundExchange would work with their


8 licensees -- your DiMA companies -- to work


9 through those issues.


10       Q     And when you talk about the


11 regulations being promulgated, through what


12 process does that happen?  It's a process


13 different than this proceeding, correct?


14       A     Well, prior to CARP reform, the


15 process was through a notice in


16 recordkeeping proceedings.


17       Q     Right.  And is it your


18 understanding that the notice in


19 recordkeeping proceeding process still goes


20 on with respect to matters that have been


21 subject to those kinds of proceedings


22 before?
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1       A     I understand that terms are under


2 the auspices of this Board, and I don't know


3 the -- where the notice in recordkeeping


4 will be determined.


5       Q     Okay.  And by that, you mean


6 where -- the issues relating to


7 recordkeeping and reporting?


8       A     Correct.


9       Q     I just want to ask you some


10 questions about the terms portion of your


11 testimony, which start at page 24, and as to


12 which Mr. Perrelli just asked you a few


13 questions towards the end of your


14 examination.


15       A     Thank you.  I'm sorry.  You said


16 page?


17       Q     It starts at page 24.  Section 3


18 of your written testimony is modifications


19 needed to license terms.  And you only spent


20 a little bit of time on your oral testimony


21 on that subject, and there are certain


22 questions I wanted to ask about that.  
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1             First of all, the importance of


2 census reporting, which starts at page --


3 starts on page 25 of your written testimony,


4 and you did testify a bit about that this


5 afternoon.  Is it your testimony, Ms.


6 Kessler, that no sample can be accurate for


7 purposes of providing SoundExchange with


8 ample information to distribute royalties


9 collected?


10       A     No.  My testimony is that I have


11 never seen any evidence by any of the


12 licensees that prove that a sample results


13 in the proper allocation and distribution of


14 royalties.  That wouldn't disenfranchise


15 certain artists or copyright owners.


16       Q     Well, you're familiar with the


17 fact that internationally it's common, is it


18 not, in particular for radio, for


19 collections by collecting societies to be


20 distributed on a sample basis, correct?


21       A     I'm not aware if that's common. 


22 I do know that over the years other
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1 organizations that distribute royalties are


2 moving to census reporting that is conducted


3 through technology, you know, monitoring


4 services of each and every performance.


5       Q     But are you familiar with the


6 fact that, for example, in broadcast radio


7 the general practice of collecting societies


8 has been to distribute based on a sample and


9 not a census?


10       A     Well, no, I understand that ASCAP


11 and BMI have been monitoring radio stations


12 for quite some time now through their joint


13 ventures with technology services companies


14 like Media Guide to -- and those are census


15 collection.  I mean, they collect all the


16 data.  And one of the purposes for that is


17 to distribute royalties.


18       Q     Is it your testimony that they


19 actually distribute for broadcast radio


20 based on a census rather than a sample at


21 this point?


22       A     I don't know if they are or
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1 they're not.  I know that the -- one of the


2 chief purposes of investing in this joint


3 venture was to collect the broadcast


4 performance information.


5       Q     And while I would certainly agree


6 with you that a census is better than a


7 sample in terms of getting more information,


8 is it correct that samples can be created


9 that are generally accurate barometers of


10 the greater use being made of a given media?


11       A     Well, since all that information


12 is in the possession of your clients and the


13 broadcasters, I would like to see that


14 analysis done on that census reporting


15 applying various samples to see if there is


16 a mathematical and scientific and


17 statistical way.  I have never seen any


18 evidence, and to the contrary


19 SoundExchange's own analysis reveals, you


20 know, that based on information reported by


21 certain webcasters to SoundExchange's sample


22 does not remotely result in the fair
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1 distribution of royalties to artists and


2 copyright owners.


3       Q     Other than that one snapshot that


4 you looked at, are you aware of any other


5 tests of samples that have been done of


6 webcaster performances under the statutory


7 license to see how accurate a sample could


8 be?


9       A     I'm unaware, and I'm unaware of


10 any evidence put in by your clients in any


11 notice and recordkeeping proceeding that


12 would prove your supposition that sample is


13 appropriate.


14       Q     I'm not supposing anything.  I'm


15 just asking you some questions, okay?


16       A     Well --


17       Q     Now, in Section B, starting on


18 page 25 of your testimony, it deals with


19 your request that the terms state that the


20 failure to pay royalties when required,


21 followed by payment of a late fee, does not


22 preclude a copyright infringement claim.  So
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1 is it your testimony, then, that you want


2 the regs or the law to explicitly state that


3 non-payment of a statutory fee could result


4 in copyright infringement penalties to the


5 entity that didn't pay on time?


6       A     Penalties?


7       Q     Copyright infringement penalties.


8       A     Is your question about my written


9 testimony?


10       Q     Yes.


11       A     Can I take a moment and --


12       Q     Sure.


13             (Pause.)


14       A     Can you repeat your question,


15 please?


16       Q     I first want to find out what the


17 proposal is.  Is the proposal that if a


18 statutory licensee doesn't pay on time that


19 you want the statute to read, or the regs to


20 read, that a statutory licensee can be


21 liable for copyright infringement for having


22 failed to pay its statutory royalties?
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1       A     The objective of this request to


2 change to the term is so that a persistently


3 delinquent licensee who doesn't pay on time


4 and, in fact, could go months and, you know,


5 in one case years of not paying their


6 statutory obligation had simply, by paying


7 those royalties and getting those up to date


8 and paying the attendant late fee, does not


9 absolve them from a potential copyright


10 infringement action.


11       Q     So you -- well, let me ask it


12 this way.  Do you have any basis that you're


13 aware of for legislating that the failure to


14 pay a licensee fee during a time period when


15 someone is operating under a statutory


16 license could render that entity liable for


17 copyright infringement during that time


18 period?


19       A     I'm not an attorney, but my


20 understanding is that failure to comply to


21 the rates, the payment of the royalty


22 obligation and the terms, would expose a
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1 licensee to a potential copyright


2 infringement action.


3       Q     Did you have any basis for


4 proposing what is set forth in Section B of


5 your testimony in terms of support from any


6 other medium or any other statutory license


7 regime?


8       A     Well, again, you know, this


9 requested change in the term is just to


10 clarify that simply by making the payment


11 and paying the late fees does not absolve


12 you or -- or inhibit a copyright owner from


13 bringing an infringement case, simply


14 because you ultimately, after many months or


15 however long of non-payment, you know,


16 finally paid your royalties and late fees. 


17 That's all this is saying.


18       Q     I understand what you're saying


19 it's saying.  My question was:  did you have


20 any basis, in other statutory licenses or


21 any other support, for the request to change


22 the terms being made in this aspect of your
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1 testimony?


2       A     You know, I think this is clear


3 in -- I don't remember -- maybe the -- with


4 respect to the PES.  I'm not sure.  But it's


5 not done in a vacuum.  This is not a new


6 term.


7       Q     But you don't cite PES, meaning


8 the pre-existing services, statutory


9 license?


10       A     Well, it's not cited in the


11 testimony, no.


12       Q     And are you familiar with the


13 fact that copyright infringement penalties


14 are pretty draconian, up to $150,000 per


15 infringement, if it's wilful?  Are you


16 familiar with that?


17       A     Well, I wouldn't agree that they


18 are draconian.  I would agree that they are


19 not insubstantial.


20       Q     Well, hypothetically, if a


21 licensee owed $150 for a given license


22 period, and it could be rendered liable for
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1 just one infringement at $150,000, wouldn't


2 you believe that to be fairly draconian


3 relative to the amount of royalties due?


4       A     No, I do not believe that.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  It would be


6 a big incentive.


7             MR. STEINTHAL:  Excuse me?


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  It would be


9 a big incentive.


10             (Laughter.)


11             MR. STEINTHAL:  That's for sure.


12             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


13       Q     Now, aren't there other less


14 draconian ways to arrive at the same result


15 that you'd like to get, meaning


16 incentivizing people to pay on time?


17       A     I think that there are a


18 combination of changes that could be made


19 that would incentivize licensees to pay on


20 time.  I do not, however, believe that if a


21 licensee doesn't pay on time, and doesn't


22 pay their late fees or otherwise comply with
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1 the various aspects of the statutory


2 license, that a copyright owner -- again,


3 this isn't my decision, it would be the


4 copyright owners' decision -- if they chose


5 to pursue a copyright infringement action,


6 that's completely up to them.


7       Q     Well, let me ask you this.  Did


8 you consider, for example, whether to solve


9 the very problem you're talking about, which


10 is having to sue people for not making


11 payments on time -- did you consider, for


12 example, whether if the regulations were


13 amended to provide that in any action


14 brought by SoundExchange to collect for non-


15 payment SoundExchange would be entitled to


16 the attorney's fees incurred as part of any


17 such effort, might be another way of making


18 sure that SoundExchange is not out of pocket


19 for having to pursue late payers?


20       A     I don't disagree that there are


21 ways in which SoundExchange could -- or the


22 regulations or the terms could be written to
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1 incentivize folks to pay on time and to


2 submit the appropriate paperwork, and I've


3 made a number of suggestions in my testimony


4 of how that would happen.  But it's not


5 SoundExchange's copyright.  You know, we're


6 administering the license, and if a


7 copyright owner feels that non-compliance


8 with the terms of the license, you know,


9 warrants a copyright infringement action


10 they should absolutely be entitled to do so. 


11 And one doesn't impact the other.


12       Q     Then, why do you need to change


13 the rest?  If your position is that a


14 copyright owner has the right anyway, why do


15 we have to saddle the regs with explicit


16 language of the nature that you're seeking?


17       A     To make it clear.


18       Q     So apparently it's not that


19 clear, is it?


20       A     I wouldn't be requesting a change


21 in my testimony if it were crystal clear.


22       Q     Okay.  So it's not clear that an
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1 entity that doesn't pay a statutory license


2 fee is liable for infringement simply for


3 failing to pay, correct?


4       A     Again, failure to comply with the


5 statutory license -- it's my understanding,


6 as a non-lawyer, that a copyright owner does


7 have the avenue of bringing a copyright


8 infringement action.


9       Q     But that was the very thing that


10 you just said was unclear, which is why you


11 wanted to clarify it, right?


12       A     No.  I wanted to make clear that


13 by simply finally making your payments


14 didn't absolve you of the -- or protect you


15 from a potential copyright infringement


16 action is what I said.


17       Q     I guess that just puzzles me,


18 then, as to why you need the change in the


19 regulation.


20             Let me have you turn to page 27


21 where you talk about the interest penalty. 


22 And is it true -- I mean, I'm just reading
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1 from your testimony here on pages 27 to 29


2 -- that you seek a change in the regs to


3 increase the late payment fee from .75


4 percent to 2-1/2 percent per month, right?


5       A     That's correct.


6       Q     So if I get that right, that's 30


7 percent per annum?


8       A     I trust your calculation.


9       Q     Do you know of any other


10 collecting society that has late payment


11 fees as high as 30 percent per annum?


12       A     Well, I think the point here is


13 that, you know, we want to disincentivize a


14 licensee from waiting and waiting and just


15 paying this nominal amount.  And if they're


16 similar to the IRS that charges penalties


17 and interest when taxes aren't received,


18 that that would incentivize licensees to pay


19 on time.


20       Q     Do you view SoundExchange as


21 operating essentially like the IRS?


22       A     I do not, nor would I want to
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1 undertake that massive undertaking.  But I'm


2 using that as an example of, you know, the


3 concept of some sort of graduated or


4 escalating penalty for lengthy and repeated


5 non-payment of royalties that inhibit


6 SoundExchange's ability from making the


7 timely distributions that it is charged to


8 make.


9       Q     Well, wouldn't a better analogy


10 be to whatever the late payment fees are


11 that are prevalent with collecting societies


12 in the United States and elsewhere?


13       A     I don't know what those late fees


14 are, and I haven't really given thought to


15 whether those would be, you know, applicable


16 or not.


17       Q     So where did --


18       A     I was trying to --


19       Q     I'm sorry.  Where did the 2-1/2


20 percent come from, then?


21       A     In my testimony I'm trying to


22 solve an administrative problem that we have
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1 seen where licensees for months and months


2 aren't paying their royalties, or repeatedly


3 they do not pay their royalties on time. 


4 And I can only surmise that having a rate of


5 .75 percent isn't a very big problem for


6 them if they continue to pay late.  


7             And this is a suggestion of what


8 may give some teeth to the requirement --


9 and, I mean, it's the requirement in the


10 first instance -- to pay on time.


11       Q     I understand that.  I'm not here


12 to defend deadbeats.  I'm here to try to


13 make sure that whatever the regs are that


14 are ultimately rendered are fair.  Okay?  Do


15 you know of any collecting society that


16 comes near a 30 percent annual rate for late


17 payments?


18       A     I don't know if it would be near


19 or not, because I don't know what their late


20 fee percentages are.


21       Q     Is it the fact that the number


22 just came out of SoundExchange's desire to
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1 make sure that people pay on time, so let's


2 pick a high number, that they don't want to


3 have to pay as a late fee, without any


4 consideration of comparable late fees


5 existing in other collecting society


6 arrangements?


7       A     Can you repeat the question?


8       Q     Let me rephrase it this way.  Is


9 it true that the number that was taken here


10 was taken without consideration of any other


11 comparable collecting society late fee


12 arrangements, the 2-1/2 percent per month?


13       A     You know, I -- the number was


14 reflective of what credit card companies


15 charge when you don't pay on time, and it


16 was something that we felt was a substantial


17 enough late fee to disincentivize licensees


18 from paying late.  That's where it came


19 from.


20       Q     And when you talked before about


21 a graduated late fee for people that are


22 recalcitrant, this proposal isn't a
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1 graduated late fee, is it?  It's just a --


2 basically changing the late fee to 2-1/2


3 percent per month or 30 percent per annum,


4 is that right?


5       A     Let me take a second to look at


6 this, please.


7             (Pause.)


8             Well, when I talked about the


9 graduated late fee, I was really referring


10 to the second paragraph on page 28, with


11 respect to the grace period, and then late


12 fees would be doubled.


13       Q     Doubled on top of --


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     -- the 2-1/2 percent --


16       A     So that's the --


17       Q     -- per month or --


18       A     -- graduated.


19       Q     Right.  Let's turn to page 29, if


20 you will.  When you talk about penalties


21 should also apply for services that fail to


22 submit completed statements of account and
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1 reports of use.  Let me ask you this:  did


2 you consider how one would resolve


3 situations where entities might not have


4 every bit of information on a SoundExchange


5 reporting form and what the implications


6 would be if they were subject to late


7 payment fees for failure to provide


8 information that doesn't exist?


9       A     Well, my job is to consider how


10 SoundExchange distributes royalties timely,


11 efficiently, transparently, and accurately. 


12 And so in order to get the royalties out on


13 time, we absolutely need a completed and


14 accurate statement of account.  That's the


15 first step in this entire process and will


16 result in delays in distributions otherwise.


17             So what I considered was what


18 might be an approach to solve the problem of


19 missing statement of accounts or -- or


20 incomplete statements of account.  And, you


21 know, there's a 45-day window after the end


22 of the month where the statements of account
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1 can be prepared, and that seems ample time


2 to collect the information on the statement


3 of account -- a statement of account, by the


4 way, which the licensee opted to take.  


5             So if they were unable to report


6 and comply with that, then perhaps the


7 statutory license wasn't the way for them to


8 go.


9       Q     Well, we don't even have, as you


10 said at the beginning, final reporting and


11 recordkeeping regulations, right?


12       A     That's on the reports of use, not


13 on the statement of account information.


14       Q     But on the reports of use -- your


15 proposal here applies to both statements of


16 account and reports of use, right?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     So you're proposing that there be


19 late payment penalties for incomplete


20 reporting for reports that we don't even


21 know what they're going to be, and whether,


22 for example, a given reporting obligation
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1 would be applicable to every individual


2 licensee, right?


3       A     So that was a multi-part


4 question, and I -- I'll try to address --


5 address it.  You know, there is an


6 obligation for a licensee to report the use


7 of the sound recording to the copyright


8 owner.  That is their obligation.  The


9 mechanism for doing that is through the


10 reports of use.  Reports of use have been in


11 operation with the pre-existing services for


12 a long period of time, and, you know, so the


13 -- you know, the idea that reports of use


14 are something brand new and unknown just


15 really isn't the case.


16             The piece of the notice in


17 recordkeeping that's outstanding is not what


18 data elements should be reported, and it's


19 what format should the file be in, and how


20 do you physically deliver that file or


21 electronically deliver that file to


22 SoundExchange.  So maybe I'm not answering
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1 your question.


2       Q     Well, for example -- let me ask


3 it this way.  I'll do it in little bits and


4 pieces.


5       A     Thank you.


6       Q     If we go to what an ISRC code is


7 -- would you tell the Panel what an ISRC


8 code is?


9       A     Yes, I know what an ISRC code is.


10       Q     What is it?


11       A     It's the International Sound


12 Recording Code, which uniquely identifies a


13 sound recording.


14       Q     And doesn't SoundExchange want


15 licensees to report the ISRC code with


16 respect to all of their transmissions?


17       A     Yes, we do.


18       Q     And isn't it true that it doesn't


19 exist with respect to all of the sound


20 recordings?


21       A     Isn't it true that it doesn't


22 exist with all the sound recordings.
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1       Q     There isn't an ISRC available to


2 every webcaster for each sound recording


3 that it transmits, is there?


4       A     Well, I know that at least for


5 the last 16 or so years ISRCs have been


6 assigned to new releases.  I mean, that's


7 quite a bit of catalog.  But we're not


8 asking for ISRC to the exclusion of other


9 information.  If you read the reporting


10 requirements, you know, licensees have the


11 option of reporting the ISRC or the


12 marketing label on the album or some other


13 combination of fields.  


14             So it's not -- it's not a


15 requirement.  It's an either/or situation. 


16 To the extent that you have it, it's a great


17 bit of information for us to have.  If you


18 don't, then go ahead and report these other


19 elements.


20       Q     But in a situation where you're


21 proposing that a report that's not


22 "complete" when so many fields of
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1 information are being requested, could


2 render a licensee liable for late payment


3 penalties when they've done their best


4 efforts to comply, isn't that a bit penal


5 when the issue of what is complete or not


6 complete may depend on the eyes of the


7 beholder?


8       A     I don't believe completion of the


9 file is remotely unknown.  I think the


10 regulations are quite clear that if you're


11 going to report the ISRC you need not report


12 other fields.  If you report the other


13 fields, you need not report the ISRC.  A


14 computer program can examine that file and


15 ascertain, to the extent on a record-by-


16 record basis, what is complete and what


17 isn't, what has adhered to the reporting


18 requirements and what has not.


19             And, no, I do not think that it's


20 unreasonable to expect a licensee to comply


21 with, you know, the terms of the statutory


22 license when they get the tremendous benefit
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1 of using copyright owner and artist sound


2 recordings.  So I think they should report


3 and report timely and completely in order


4 for us to get through this entire process


5 and distribute the royalties.


6       Q     And I'm not suggesting otherwise. 


7 However, when a licensee is reporting, as


8 you said, hundreds of thousands of


9 performances of sound recordings during a


10 given reporting period, have you or have you


11 not seen situations where the licensee feels


12 that it has reported completely, and


13 SoundExchange feels that there are a couple


14 of things missing?


15       A     Well, first, you know, the


16 regulations aren't final.  So, you know,


17 currently while webcasters are required to


18 retain the information, they aren't yet


19 required to deliver those reports of use to


20 SoundExchange.


21             Secondly, you know, I'm not


22 really understanding your characterization
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1 of reporting.  I mean, first of all, you


2 know, I believe I have all the fields right,


3 but it's title of the sound recording, it's


4 the artist, it's the marketing label and


5 album, or the ISRC, and then the number of


6 performances in your transmission category


7 and some other elements about the licensee.


8             But with respect to identifying a


9 sound recording, it's a handful -- truly a


10 handful of fields.  That is not unreasonable


11 when the sound recording and the information


12 about the sound recording and the act of


13 transmitting that sound recording is in the


14 possession of the licensee.


15       Q     Isn't it true, Ms. Kessler, that


16 the basis of the information that the


17 licensee has is directly from the record


18 companies that provide it with the sound


19 recordings for purposes of airing?


20       A     I'm not sure how webcasters


21 obtain the product from which they stream. 


22 I don't know if they're getting it directly
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1 from the record company or through a third


2 party, like a Loudeye.  I don't know where


3 your clients are getting either the sound


4 recordings or the information.


5       Q     So do you have any basis for


6 testifying that every one of those fields is


7 information that the webcasters have for


8 every one of the sound recordings that they


9 stream?


10       A     You know, at the risk of


11 repeating myself, it's not that all five


12 fields are required.  It's some combination


13 of them that are required.  And the purpose


14 of it is to identify the sound recordings,


15 so we can pay it out.  And if you don't


16 provide it to us, where will SoundExchange


17 -- SoundExchange won't know --


18       Q     The suggestion is not --


19       A     -- the information --


20       Q     -- that you not get these


21 reports, ma'am.  The suggestion is not that


22 at all.  The question is whether, when you
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1 have a proposal, that because a report in


2 your judgment is not complete, even though a


3 licensee has endeavored to provide


4 information in response to a reporting


5 obligation, that if there is this dispute


6 between SoundExchange and a licensee over


7 the completeness of their report, they


8 should be rendered liable for late payments


9 when they have endeavored to comply but


10 there is a dispute as to the completeness of


11 it.


12       A     Well --


13       Q     Is it your position that there


14 should be a late payment fee in that


15 circumstance?


16       A     I firmly believe that a late


17 payment should be in place when a service


18 simply doesn't send us any report of use. 


19 You know, SoundExchange's experience has


20 been -- as I've explained in this process,


21 we get misreported information, poorly


22 reported information, all the time.  And we
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1 expend a lot of resources to clean up those


2 -- those records of use in order to get our


3 job done and distribute the royalties.


4             If after all of this we still


5 don't know what the sound recording is


6 because one of your clients is reporting


7 Bach as the featured artist and -- or


8 various as the featured artist or something


9 like that -- we have no remedy to require


10 you, or we have no resource of funds to go


11 out and do something else, apart from


12 depleting the statutory royalties that are


13 going to copyright owners and artists.


14             The intent of this is to


15 disincentivize sloppy recording and the


16 untimely delivery of reports of use.


17       Q     Is it your position that a good


18 faith effort to report, that nonetheless


19 yields not as much information as


20 SoundExchange would like, should render a


21 licensee liable for late payment fees?


22       A     Well, let me answer it this way. 
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1 SoundExchange has demonstrated its


2 willingness to work with licensees on the


3 reporting issues.  We have, and we will, and


4 we do.  But to the extent that there is


5 repeated behavior of not making any attempt


6 to rectify issues identified in trying to


7 process those reports of use, I think, yes,


8 there should be a penalty of -- you know,


9 short of a copyright infringement action for


10 that repeated type of behavior.


11             But in the first instance, not


12 reporting -- you know, not even sending a


13 log in at all should definitely -- there


14 should definitely be a penalty for that.  It


15 delays our entire process when we don't


16 receive logs on time.


17       Q     You didn't answer my question. 


18 In the instance where there is a good faith


19 effort to report -- I didn't say a recurring


20 problem, which is what you answered -- in


21 the instance of a good faith effort to


22 comply with the reporting obligations, and a
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1 disagreement or dispute between


2 SoundExchange and the licensee as to whether


3 the information provided is complete, is it


4 your position that SoundExchange in that


5 situation should get a late payment fee?


6       A     I think that SoundExchange -- and


7 I did answer this, and I said that to the


8 extent SoundExchange works with the


9 licensee, and when you see improvement in


10 the reporting, and we work together to try


11 to rectify the problems, then there is no


12 problem.  


13             But to the extent that there is,


14 you know, no effort being made to report the


15 very basic five fields, not even -- some


16 combination of that information, in order


17 for us to definitively know what sound


18 recording was transmitted, yes, I think that


19 a penalty should be applied.


20       Q     So when you said in your answer


21 that you didn't think there was a problem


22 when there's a good faith effort to comply
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1 and an exchange of information between


2 SoundExchange and the licensee, I gather


3 when you said there was no problem that your


4 position is there's no need for a late fee


5 for that particular circumstance.


6       A     I would say that when we work


7 with licensees and they demonstrate a


8 willingness and an improvement that


9 SoundExchange -- this is on a case-by-case


10 basis, and I don't have the particulars in


11 front of me, but it -- you know, it should


12 be our -- you know, we would have the option


13 of waiving those late fees.  But not to have


14 them in the first instance would give us


15 absolutely no ability to require accurate


16 and timely reporting.


17       Q     Well, isn't another way of


18 dealing with it to make clear that good


19 faith efforts to comply on a non-recurring


20 basis don't yield a payment -- a late


21 payment obligation as distinguished from


22 your request to have it across the board,
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1 and the ability of SoundExchange and its


2 discretion to waive?


3       A     I think that's an alternative,


4 but I prefer my recommendation.


5       Q     Well, I'm sure you would.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I'm somewhat


7 puzzled by your questions focusing more on a


8 fault issue.  Isn't the issue who is in the


9 best position to provide information in


10 order to have an efficient system as opposed


11 to fault?


12             MR. STEINTHAL:  Well, Your Honor,


13 I think that there is a -- this whole issue


14 of the terms is one that is full of data


15 issues and the like.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Right.


17             MR. STEINTHAL:  It's not just a


18 question of fault.  In other words, our


19 objections here -- and we didn't have notice


20 of these proposed terms until SoundExchange


21 filed its case.  And to the extent we have


22 any concerns about these terms, we will deal
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1 with them in our rebuttal case.  What I


2 wanted to do in this cross is just simply,


3 on certain of the issues that I know our


4 clients have some concerns about, ask


5 questions as to what the bases are and what


6 the limits are of the proposals.


7             So, for example, in this


8 instance, Your Honor, it's simply a question


9 of I don't dispute the notion that repeat


10 offenders that either don't pay or don't


11 report in a good faith, accurate manner


12 should be subject to some term provisions,


13 whatever they may ultimately be.  


14             But one of the things that I have


15 trouble with in reading these terms is its


16 over-precautionary in favor of SoundExchange


17 approach.  So, for example, there is a lot


18 of data here.  The witness is talking about


19 the fields.  We're talking about hundreds of


20 thousands of sound recordings.  It is not


21 uniform.


22             The data that the webcasters get,
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1 as you'll hear, is not uniform.  Some of


2 them are old sound recordings where there is


3 no ISRC number.  The data we get is -- you


4 know, we rely on the sound recording


5 providers that give it to us or what's in


6 the actual album or the CD that we, you


7 know, digitize to put on the server to get


8 that information.


9             So the universe of information


10 isn't perfect.  And I'm simply trying to ask


11 questions, so that we can ultimately get to


12 a world in which good faith efforts to


13 report, which may not be exactly what the


14 licensors wanted to have, don't render


15 somebody responsible for financial


16 penalties.  I'm not here to argue in favor


17 of deadbeats, as I said before.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Right. But


19 my -- my question deals with -- because I


20 would think that the focus is on who is in


21 the best position to provide the


22 information, and perhaps some incentives are
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1 required on one part or the other as part of


2 the terms in order to encourage people to do


3 that.  But --


4             MR. STEINTHAL:  But we're only in


5 the position --


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I hear you


7 all talking about who is at fault, and that


8 just doesn't seem very important.


9             MR. STEINTHAL:  Well, this seems


10 to be -- their proposal seems to be a no-


11 fault situation, where if the data isn't


12 complete you get penalized.  And if we don't


13 have the data, and we have no way of getting


14 better data than what we have, then that, in


15 our view, is an unfair system.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  But if


17 you're determined to be the one in the best


18 position to provide the data, then the fact


19 that you don't have the data is no excuse.


20             MR. STEINTHAL:  Well, again, Your


21 Honor, the question is:  do you require of a


22 licensee -- a statutory licensee to report
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1 data that may not exist?


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Which


3 wouldn't be a very good regulation.


4             MR. STEINTHAL:  No, it wouldn't


5 be.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes.


7             MR. STEINTHAL:  And that's our


8 concern.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Right.


10             MR. STEINTHAL:  And to have a no-


11 fault situation where completeness is


12 required, otherwise you have a late payment


13 fee, and if we don't have the information in


14 the first place -- and that's the nature of


15 the question.  We will deal with these in


16 more detail.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  If the


18 system requires data that doesn't exist,


19 then the system needs changing.


20             MR. STEINTHAL:  Exactly.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Okay.  Thank


22 you.
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1             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


2       Q     Now, there's a provision in your


3 proposed terms regarding audits.  And am I


4 correct that the proposal is that


5 SoundExchange be permitted to audit


6 licensees with its own staff rather than


7 requiring independent outside auditors doing


8 the auditing of the licensees?


9       A     If you don't mind, if you could


10 give me a page reference, so that I --


11       Q     I believe it's in Section F


12 starting on page 35.


13       A     Thank you.  And I'm afraid I'm


14 going to have to ask you to repeat the


15 question.


16       Q     Well, my question is whether the


17 SoundExchange position is that SoundExchange


18 ought to be able to conduct the audit with


19 its own staff rather than use an outside


20 independent auditor to do the auditing


21 function.


22       A     Well, let me answer your question
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1 this way.  SoundExchange is confronted with


2 a situation where audits rather than being


3 financial in nature are data and analytic or


4 technical in nature.  And so we are


5 wondering if there should not be a


6 clarification as to what an independent


7 auditor is.


8             And to the extent that


9 SoundExchange has the technical capability


10 of doing the data analytics, you know, our


11 -- the question is:  what makes an auditor


12 independent or not?  I believe that's what


13 we're getting at here.


14       Q     Well, isn't the -- in the past,


15 under statutory licenses, hasn't


16 SoundExchange or its predecessor been


17 required when conducting audits to do


18 independent audits with outside auditors?


19       A     Isn't SoundExchange required --


20       Q     Or its predecessor, RIAA, when it


21 was doing --


22       A     To engage an outside auditor. 
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1 The way I understand the regulation that's


2 in place right now is that an independent


3 auditor is to conduct the examination. 


4       Q     And in suggesting that


5 SoundExchange be able to do that itself


6 without requiring an independent auditor,


7 what's the basis for seeking to change a


8 system that requires outside independent


9 auditors to one where SoundExchange can


10 conduct the audits with their in-house


11 people?  Or is that just something that


12 SoundExchange would like and it has put it


13 in the regs as something it would like?


14       A     I'm just reading again.


15             (Pause.)


16             Where is this language that


17 you're referring to?


18       Q     It -- I'm not sure where this


19 specific language is, but it's the subject


20 of what you're testifying to.


21       A     I just want to make sure I


22 respond.
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1             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  You might try


2 point 5 on pages 38 and 39.


3             THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Your


4 Honor.


5             MR. STEINTHAL:  I thank you as


6 well.


7             THE WITNESS:  You know, this


8 discussion is really about what does


9 independence mean.  I mean, that's -- we've


10 come cross auditors who own copyrights, and


11 the question is, you know, does that


12 disqualify them under the independence


13 factor, because they own copyrights, as


14 opposed to independence from the licensor.


15             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


16       Q     Well, then, is it your testimony


17 that SoundExchange is not seeking to be able


18 to conduct the audits, whether they be


19 technical or financial, through their own


20 in-house people?


21       A     Well, I think to the extent that


22 SoundExchange develops technology that can
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1 examine the server logs in a cost effective


2 manner that we should -- we would like to be


3 able to conduct those types of technical


4 data analytic audits.


5       Q     And are you familiar with any


6 precedent and other statutory license


7 schemes that permits the licensor to conduct


8 audits through their own in-house staff


9 rather than through independent outside


10 auditors?


11       A     Well, remember, you know --


12       Q     Just yes or no would be fine.


13       A     Well, I can't -- I can't just


14 answer yes or no.  I can say that, you know,


15 SoundExchange doesn't own any copyrights. 


16 We're administering a license.  It's


17 copyright owners who own -- own -- and


18 they're not exactly licensing their content. 


19 A statutory license is being taken by virtue


20 of it being established by the government. 


21 So, you know, no, to answer your question,


22 I'm not aware of what you're referring to,
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1 but I just wanted to make clear that we're


2 not the licensor.  We're administrating the


3 statutory license.


4       Q     And my question is simply whether


5 you are familiar with any other statutory


6 license scheme where the licensor or its


7 administrator is permitted to conduct the


8 audits through their own in-house staff as


9 distinguished from relying on outside


10 independent auditors?


11       A     I'm not familiar with how other


12 statutory licensees conduct their audits.


13       Q     And to be clear, is it


14 SoundExchange's proposal that just the


15 technical audits be able to be conducted by


16 their in-house staff or technical and


17 financial as well?


18       A     Just the examination of the


19 server logs, the technical audits where


20 we're looking at the numbers of performances


21 reported on the statements of account.


22       Q     So you're not seeking to have a
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1 system in which the financial audits, to the


2 extent they're conducted, of a licensee be


3 conducted by anyone other than an outside


4 independent auditor?


5       A     I had not contemplated that, no.


6       Q     And there are outside independent


7 technical auditors, are there not, including


8 Mr. Bernstein's company, which is currently


9 under contract by SoundExchange to conduct


10 audits of the very licensees in this


11 proceeding?


12       A     Royalty Review Council is one


13 auditor that we identified who may have the


14 capability of doing these types of audits. 


15 We've identified him in our notices of


16 intent to audit.


17       Q     And to be clear, that's in


18 relation to notices that were sent by


19 SoundExchange to, among others, AOL and


20 Yahoo and Microsoft and Live365, in


21 connection with a prior license period?


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     Okay.  Now, there's another


2 provision that you propose in relation to


3 the audits, which is on pages 39 to 40,


4 where you propose a change in the -- what


5 I'll call the error threshold for which


6 penalties are imposed where you basically


7 propose that the current 10 percent leeway


8 be changed to 5 percent, is that right?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     And just to be clear, currently


11 under the regs, if an audit reveals a


12 differential of less than 10 percent, then


13 SoundExchange pays for the cost of the


14 audit.  But if the differential is greater


15 than -- is 10 percent or greater, then the


16 licensee has to pay for the cost of the


17 audit.  Is that what your --


18       A     That's my understanding, yes.


19       Q     And you propose to change that 10


20 percent to 5 percent, correct?


21       A     That's correct.


22       Q     Do you have any basis in other
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1 statutory licenses for changing that 10


2 percent to 5 percent?


3       A     No.  The basis for this change is


4 that this could essentially result in a 10


5 percent discount to the licensee.  It's that


6 for, you know, the audit period they could


7 underreport, you know, and not hit this 10


8 percent threshold and never have -- be


9 required to reimburse SoundExchange for the


10 cost of the audit.  And it just seems like


11 an incentive to underreport, and it should


12 be tightened.


13       Q     Do you have any evidence --


14       A     It's a practical solution to a


15 problem that we have identified.


16       Q     Do you have any evidence under


17 the current statutory license of licensees


18 deliberately underreporting by 9 percent?


19       A     Do you mean with respect to


20 webcasters?


21       Q     Yes.


22       A     We haven't conducted the audits
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1 yet.


2       Q     So when you talk in paragraph 7


3 about -- at the bottom of page 39 you say,


4 "At a 10 percent threshold, services could


5 have an incentive to underpay by 9 percent,


6 knowing that the only likely consequence is


7 an obligation to pay the underpayment,


8 excluding for the moment the possibility of


9 an infringement action," that's just a


10 hypothetical assumption on your part,


11 because you've got no evidence that under


12 the current system people are actually


13 deliberately underreporting at 9 percent,


14 right?


15       A     We have not conducted the audit,


16 so I have no results to examine.


17       Q     And have you undertaken before in


18 making this proposal to look at other


19 collecting society arrangements to see what


20 the prevalent practice, if any, is with


21 respect to where there is a cost shift for


22 the cost of an audit in terms of
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1 underreporting?


2       A     No, I did not.


3       Q     Did you look at any other


4 benchmarks to justify the change from 10 to


5 5 percent?


6       A     No, I did not.


7       Q     Take a look on page 42 and


8 Section I, the section on transmissions of


9 recordings of comedic performances.  What's


10 the basis for this change?


11       A     Again, it's a clarification that


12 a sound recording consisting of spoken word


13 is also compensable under the statutory


14 license as opposed to musical content.


15       Q     Is it SoundExchange's position


16 that under the prior license comedic


17 performances are not required to be paid


18 for, and this is a change to -- to elaborate


19 upon the existing performances, subject to


20 license?


21       A     SoundExchange believes comedic


22 performances are compensable, but we wanted
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1 to make it absolutely clear in the event


2 that there might be some confusion with


3 respect to what licensees were required to


4 pay.


5       Q     Have there been any disputes


6 between licensees and SoundExchange over the


7 issue of comedic performances?


8       A     I wouldn't characterize it as a


9 dispute.  I would characterize it as a


10 reporting issue that they were unaware that


11 they might have to report performances on


12 their spoken word channels, and that, in


13 fact, yes, they should and they are


14 compensable.


15             MR. STEINTHAL:  No further


16 questions, Your Honor.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Let me just


18 follow up on that last question.  Is there


19 any difference between comedic reporting --


20 recordings versus any spoken word


21 recordings, or is that just --


22             THE WITNESS:  This was one
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1 specific clarification that we requested. 


2 And to the extent that, you know, spoken


3 word booked as a sound recording -- it seems


4 to me it should be compensable as well.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you. 


6 Okay.


7                 CROSS EXAMINATION


8             BY MS. ABLIN:


9       Q     Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


10       A     Good afternoon.


11       Q     It's good to see you again.  I'd


12 like to start by asking you about a


13 statement or -- that you made on page 2 of


14 your testimony.  Actually, let's go straight


15 to page 16, shorten this a little bit.  Go


16 to page 16.  That's the more direct


17 statement.


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     And I believe that back in


20 October 31st or thereabouts when direct


21 cases were due, you testified that


22 SoundExchange had allocated more than 55
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1 million in royalties.


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     And just so we have all the


4 figures down, what is that number today?


5       A     As of the distribution we're


6 conducting right now, that's nearly 70


7 million.


8       Q     And that's out of how much in


9 royalties that's been collected?


10       A     This distribution represents two


11 quarters of -- am I permitted to say this?


12             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm not sure I


13 know the answer to -- to the extent the


14 witness is going to get into restricted


15 testimony about a particular licensee or


16 licensee payments, it may require us to go


17 into closed session.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  What


19 restricted testimony?


20             MR. PERRELLI:  Well, I don't


21 believe she has any restricted testimony in


22 her direct testimony, but it's -- as I
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1 understand from the witness' hesitance, she


2 may feel that the question requires her to


3 reveal some restricted information.


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Well, you'll


5 have to be more specific before you're


6 persuasive.


7             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm not sure I can


8 be more specific, since I don't -- to the


9 extent that the question is seeking


10 information about specific payments by


11 specific licensees, that is information that


12 is -- has been treated as restricted under


13 the protective order, and this is


14 specifically confidential under the


15 regulations.


16             So to the extent that the


17 question seeks that information, and Ms.


18 Kessler was about to provide that


19 information, that information should be


20 restricted, and I think pursuant to the


21 regulations needs to be treated as


22 restricted.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  What


2 regulation?


3             MR. PERRELLI:  It's 261 -- or --


4 sir, I believe it's the PES.  If it relates


5 to the PES, it's 262 -- 261.  And if we're


6 talking about --


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I'm sorry. 


8 I didn't understand -- with your


9 interchange, I didn't understand your


10 answer.


11             MR. PERRELLI:  If it relates to


12 the pre-existing subscription service, it's


13 36 CFR 261.  If it relates to the satellite


14 digital audio radio services, that relates


15 to the prior -- a private agreement, which


16 is subject to the confidentiality provisions


17 within that agreement and has been treated


18 as restricted in this proceeding.  


19             It may make sense for Ms. Ablin


20 to ascertain from the witness what types of


21 information she is seeking to elicit, so


22 that we can identify most appropriately the
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1 basis for the restriction.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  You're


3 saying that under the regs 361 --


4             MR. PERRELLI:  261.  I'm sorry,


5 Your Honor.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  -- 261 for


7 pre-existing.


8             MR. PERRELLI:  Yes, sir.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  And 262 for


10 satellite?


11             MR. PERRELLI:  For satellite,


12 that is the subject of a private agreement


13 --


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Private


15 agreement --


16             MR. PERRELLI:  Which has


17 confidentiality provisions in it that


18 restrict that information.


19             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:   That's not


20 the question nor the answer that has been


21 given, so please proceed, Ms. Ablin.


22             MS. ABLIN:  Thank you, Your
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1 Honor.


2             BY MS. ABLIN:


3       Q     And how much of -- I believe my


4 question right before the little break was


5 how much -- you had said that nearly 70


6 million in royalties had been allocated. 


7 How much had been collected?  That's


8 70 million that has been allocated out of


9 what bigger number?


10       A     Oh, the total collected to date? 


11 I don't know what that number is.  What I


12 can say is that the distributions have taken


13 us through collections on the PES and the


14 SDARS through the end of 2005.  Remember,


15 the webcasters haven't been required to


16 report because of the outstanding


17 regulations on format delivery and -- file


18 format and delivery specifications.  So


19 without the logs we can't distribute those


20 royalties, and I just don't have that figure


21 off the top of my head.


22       Q     Okay.  So for the --
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1       A     So we've distributed royalties


2 collected through Q1 of 2004 for the


3 webcasters, and through the end of 2005 for


4 the PES and the SDARS.


5       Q     Okay.  Well, let's start with the


6 webcasters, the money that you have


7 distributed through Q1 2004.  How much total


8 webcaster money, through that quarter, has


9 been collected?  Putting aside what happened


10 after Q1 2004.


11       A     I have innumerable reports that


12 say all this.  Off the top of my head


13 sitting here in this moment, I can't recall


14 what the exact number of -- of what we've


15 distributed.  I know that for the '98 to '02


16 period it was in excess of $10 million, but


17 I'd have to refer to my distribution reports


18 to be able to answer your question with


19 accuracy.


20       Q     I guess what I'm trying to get at


21 is, out of the money, approximately -- out


22 of the money that has been collected through
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1 Q1 2004 where you do have a basis for paying


2 it out, what percent of that money has been


3 distributed versus the percent that is


4 sitting in an account because you haven't


5 been able to find, for example, the


6 copyright owner that it needs to go to?


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I couldn't


8 hear your question.


9             MS. ABLIN:  I'm sorry.  I can try


10 to repeat all of that again.


11             BY MS. ABLIN:


12       Q     I'm trying to get at how much --


13 of the total money that has come in, how


14 much of the -- for webcasters, through Q1


15 2004, how much of that money has been


16 distributed versus the money that has not


17 been distributed, for whatever reason, it


18 has either not been allocated or it is


19 sitting in an escrow account, because you


20 don't know how to allocate it?


21       A     So with respect to the copyright


22 owners' share of the royalty, 85 percent of
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1 the money has been paid through to the


2 copyright owner, and 15 percent is


3 unidentifiable, either because of our issue


4 with the sound recording or our issue of


5 locating the copyright owner that we should


6 pay.


7       Q     For copyright owners, what about


8 the artist money?


9       A     On the artist side, we're at


10 about a 60 percent pay-through rate to


11 featured artists, and we expect to hit the


12 65 percent pay-through rate by October.


13       Q     October of this year.


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     And can you -- I know you can't


16 give a number with precision without looking


17 at reports, but can you just give a ballpark


18 of how much money we're talking about that


19 has come in, just to your best recollection?


20       A     Well, if we take the 70 million


21 that we've allocated and approximate, you


22 know, between the artists and the copyright
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1 owners, whatever that blended percentage is


2 paid through, that would result in what we


3 have been able to not only allocate but pay


4 through.  So I think that blended rate must


5 be what is -- 35 and 15, it's, you know, 60


6 percent or whatever it happens to be.


7       Q     Let me just make sure I'm on the


8 same page with you.


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     The 70 million -- because I don't


11 know that I am -- the 70 million that has


12 been allocated, has that amount also been


13 distributed, or has it just --


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     -- been allocated?


16       A     Yes.  No, we allocate and


17 distribute --


18       Q     Okay.


19       A     -- at the same time.


20       Q     So when you testify that a


21 certain amount of money has been allocated,


22 it has also been distributed?
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1       A     No.  The distinction is that the


2 allocation has occurred, and the


3 distribution from the sound recording to the


4 accounts has occurred but may not have


5 resulted in an actual payment due to the


6 lack of address information or identify of


7 the artist or copyright owner to pay.  So we


8 distributed the funds to the sound recording


9 level.  It just hasn't necessarily resulted


10 in a check to a recipient.


11             And those percentages that I was


12 describing to you, the 65 percent pay-


13 through or the 85 percent pay-through is


14 what we have been able to successfully


15 allocate and distribute in the form of a


16 payment.  The remaining percentage is what


17 is in our unidentified escrowed accounts


18 waiting identification.


19       Q     Okay.  I'll leave that.  Not


20 quite sure, but I'll have to -- I'll go


21 back.


22       A     And if you're asking, you know,
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1 what is collected versus what is allocated,


2 we're -- we've allocated through 2005 for


3 two of -- the PES and the SDARS.  But due to


4 this lack of reporting on the webcasters, we


5 have only been able to distribute through Q1


6 of 2004.


7       Q     And then, how does the amount of


8 money sitting in what I think -- I believe


9 you testified was called a suspense account,


10 how does that amount of money relate to what


11 is allocated?


12       A     That is what has been allocated


13 but not paid out, so --


14       Q     Okay.  And about what percentage


15 of the total royalties collected for


16 webcasters is sitting in an expense account


17 -- a suspense account, rather?


18       A     It's that similar percentage --


19       Q     Okay.


20       A     -- and spread across all our


21 royalty streams.  Thirty-five percent of the


22 artist entitlement and 15 percent of the
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1 copyright owners has yet to be distributed


2 in the form of a payment to those entitled


3 parties.


4       Q     Okay.  If you could -- I guess


5 you are on page 16 of your testimony still,


6 correct?  And you said there that you


7 projected that SoundExchange's


8 administrative costs, exclusive of expenses


9 incurred in participating in proceedings


10 such as this one, at the time you projected


11 a figure of 12-1/2 percent as of October


12 2005.


13       A     Yes.


14       Q     Now, I thought I heard you say a


15 couple of hours ago that the actual number


16 was 7-1/2 percent?


17       A     A  little bit more than 7-1/2


18 percent for 2005.  That's correct.


19       Q     And did you ever provide -- did


20 you provide documents to your counsel that


21 showed the basis for this number?  Because I


22 don't see -- obviously, it's a recent
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1 number.  It didn't appear in your written


2 direct statement.


3       A     We will provide documents -- I


4 mean, I have documents, obviously, that


5 calculate the administrative rate and the


6 factors that go into it, and that I provided


7 to counsel -- I mean, I'm assuming I


8 provided that report to counsel, but -- I


9 think that I did.


10       Q     Okay.  


11       A     But not the 7-1/2 percent,


12 because we just closed our books for '05. 


13 So the 12-1/2 was based on a budget


14 projection, and in actuality the admin rate


15 was a little north of 7-1/2 percent after we


16 closed our books for 2005.


17       Q     And the books closed on what


18 date?


19       A     Recently.  We just had our


20 accountants take a look at them and certify


21 them, and we're about to be audited for that


22 2005 period.
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1       Q     Now, in the 7-1/2 percent rate,


2 were legal fees -- I think you said legal


3 fees, for example, for this proceeding are


4 included in -- for the current proceedings,


5 I'm not talking about the past CARP


6 proceedings, are --


7       A     Well, any legal fees, whether it


8 was this proceeding or some other licensing


9 activity, your general legal is included in


10 the 7-1/2 percent, except the CARP


11 repayment.  The CARP repayment that we're


12 making is based on the differential between


13 our actual admin rate last year of a little


14 more than 7-1/2 percent and a 20 percent


15 cap.


16       Q     So your 2006 projections, then,


17 do they take account of -- for example, if


18 current legal proceedings are now going to


19 be included in the administrative rate on a


20 going-forward basis, did the 2006 estimate


21 account for, for example, the legal fees


22 getting incurred right now in this room, in
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1 this proceeding?


2       A     We estimated just some amount for


3 the purposes of coming up with the admin


4 rate.  And remember that the cost of the


5 proceeding is for a five-year license


6 period.  So under accounting procedures you


7 would capitalize those costs over the term


8 of the license.  


9             So with respect to the expression


10 of the admin rate, we're taking one-fifth of


11 our estimated cost for each year of the


12 license.


13       Q     But you are, in fact, including


14 the one-fifth in there.


15       A     It is in there, yes.


16       Q     Okay.  I'd like to hand you a


17 document in a minute here, which is going to


18 be marked as Services Exhibit 134.


19                       (Whereupon, the above-


20                       referred to document was


21                       marked as Services


22                       Exhibit No. 134 for
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1                       identification.)


2             Actually, before I do this, I'll


3 just direct you to your witness statement


4 again where you say on page 16, for


5 comparison purposes when you're, again,


6 discussing your admin rate, that you believe


7 the administrative costs for ASCAP and BMI


8 are typically around 16 percent of total


9 revenue.


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     I just wanted to -- we're going


12 to explore that statement a little bit.  And


13 I'm going to hand you a document that we


14 received in discovery from your counsel. 


15 It's Bates numbered SX74113 to 114.  It's a


16 -- actually, why don't you describe this


17 press release for us, Ms. Kessler.  Are you


18 familiar with this?  Have you seen this


19 press release?


20       A     No.  I'll have to -- may I first


21 read it?


22       Q     Certainly.
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1             (Pause.)


2             Have you finished reading --


3       A     I have.


4       Q     -- the press release?  I will


5 represent to you that this was produced by


6 your counsel as a document that supported


7 the statement that you made in your witness


8 statement concerning the administrative


9 expenses.  Have you ever seen this document


10 before today?


11       A     I believe I have read this


12 before.


13       Q     You have read this document. 


14 Okay.  And could you describe the document?


15       A     It's a description of BMI and its


16 reporting for the '04/'05 fiscal period. 


17 It's collections, it's costs, and it's


18 describing the year that it had.


19       Q     And just for the record, the


20 document is dated September 12, 2005?


21       A     Yes, it is.


22       Q     It's covering the fiscal year
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1 spanning the 2004/2005 timeframe?


2       A     I'm not sure what BMI's fiscal


3 year is.


4       Q     Well, at least the document says


5 that on the -- in the first sentence it's


6 covering whatever they call "fiscal


7 '04/'05."  It's reporting a rate over a


8 period of -- let's back up.  The document is


9 reporting revenues over a period of time


10 that they are describing as fiscal


11 2004/2005.


12       A     Yes.  But, again, I don't know if


13 --


14       Q     Sure.


15       A     -- fiscal year 2005 ends in


16 January of '05 or September of '05.


17       Q     Well, that's fine.


18       A     I don't know what 12-month period


19 they are describing here.


20       Q     But in any event, the revenues


21 that BMI posted for the period of time were


22 728 million?
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1       A     Yes, according to this press


2 release.


3       Q     And they also state that BMI's


4 royalty distribution out of those -- that


5 revenue pool to BMI affiliated songwriters,


6 composers, and publishers was over 623


7 million for the time period?


8       A     That's what this document says.


9       Q     And it states that BMI's


10 operational expenses as a percentage of


11 revenues were 14.2 percent?


12       A     That's correct.  That's what this


13 says.


14       Q     So in other words, the amount


15 that BMI did not distribute, I take it,


16 would be the difference between the revenues


17 that they received and the money that was


18 actually paid out, right?


19       A     You'll have to ask them.  I don't


20 know what their undistributed royalties


21 consist of.


22       Q     Okay.  Well, at a minimum, the
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1 press release says that their operating


2 costs were 14.2 percent of their revenues,


3 correct?


4       A     That's what this press release


5 says, yes.


6       Q     Okay.  And if you just simply


7 perform the calculation of taking the money


8 that they -- that BMI reports in here as


9 having been collected, and you divide into


10 that the money that they actually paid out


11 -- and, actually, I'd like you to do that


12 for us.  I brought a calculator.


13       A     I'll accept your characterization


14 that the difference between the 700 million


15 and the 623 million is what they incurred in


16 their admin cost.  Is that what -- how you


17 --


18       Q     Okay.  Which is -- I was just


19 trying -- right, and that number comes out


20 to be approximately what they report as 14


21 --


22       A     Fourteen percent.  Okay.  I
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1 accept that.


2       Q     Okay.  Fair enough.  Now, BMI,


3 just like SoundExchange, that performance


4 rights organization engages in license


5 negotiations on behalf of its affiliated


6 songwriters and publishers, and what-not?


7       A     BMI, on behalf of its members,


8 and their members only, negotiates the


9 rates.  That's right.


10       Q     And BMI also participates in


11 rate-setting proceedings -- well, let me


12 back up.  BMI operates pursuant to a consent


13 decree, correct?


14       A     I understand that BMI operates


15 under a consent decree, yes.


16       Q     And there is a rate court that


17 has been established to litigate fee


18 disputes when BMI is not able to reach


19 agreement with potential licensees over


20 funds?


21       A     When BMI is unsuccessful in its


22 negotiations, which I don't even know the
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1 last time that happened, then they would be


2 subject to a rate-setting procedure.


3       Q     You're not aware of the BMI/Music


4 Choice, for example, rate court proceedings?


5       A     I don't -- no, I'm not.


6       Q     In any event, BMI, when they


7 don't reach agreement, they do participate


8 in these rate court proceedings.  And the


9 purpose of those is to set a rate.


10       A     My understanding is that, absent


11 a negotiated deal, they are subject to a


12 rate-setting procedure, yes.


13       Q     And BMI also, on behalf of its


14 members, or perhaps with the participation


15 of its members, also engages in direct


16 enforcement actions or copyright


17 infringement actions on behalf of its


18 members, correct?


19       A     I would assume that BMI enforces


20 its license and engages in compliance


21 activity, although I certainly can't speak


22 to what, if anything, they do.  I would
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1 assume that BMI does those things.


2       Q     You know, if BMI engages in --


3 and all of those activities are activities


4 that SoundExchange engages in, correct?  Or


5 let's back up.


6       A     Go ahead and ask the question.


7       Q     SoundExchange, like BMI, engages


8 in license negotiations.


9       A     No, no.  SoundExchange is nothing


10 like BMI.  We are not a membership


11 organization.  We have to pay -- we pay


12 copyright owners and artists, whether they


13 are members or not of SoundExchange.  So


14 we're not a membership organization.  We're


15 not remotely like BMI in that respect.


16             You know, BMI, in my view, is


17 engaged in more of a direct licensing type


18 of a situation, where SoundExchange is


19 operating under a statutory license.  I


20 think those things are completely different,


21 and so I wouldn't agree with you that


22 SoundExchange and BMI operate the same way.
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1       Q     Well, no, that's actually not


2 what my question was.  I simply asked


3 whether SoundExchange, like BMI, engaged in


4 the activity of license negotiations.  BMI,


5 in fact, negotiates licenses and


6 SoundExchange negotiates licenses.


7       A     If you oversimplify it, that's


8 the case.  But, again, the license that


9 we're involved with, which is a statutory


10 license and the license that BMI is


11 negotiating, which is akin to a direct


12 license, are just different.  But licensing


13 occurs, if that's what you're asking.


14       Q     Yes, that is, and --


15       A     Licensing occurs.


16       Q     And so BMI -- all I'm trying to


17 get at is BMI incurs costs in negotiating


18 licenses.


19       A     I assume that they do, yes.


20       Q     Okay.  Just like SoundExchange


21 incurs costs in negotiating licenses.


22       A     Oh, we incur costs with respect
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1 to licensing, yes.


2       Q     Now, I believe you testified that


3 for 2005, although your stated


4 administrative rate was a little over 7-1/2


5 percent, the actual deduction was 20


6 percent, because there's still this


7 outstanding CARP repayment figure that has


8 not been repaid.  And so the monies that are


9 actually being deducted for administrative


10 expenses by SoundExchange total 20 percent


11 of collections for 2005?


12       A     That's correct.  But remember


13 that the 7-1/2 percent is the cost of


14 actually operating SoundExchange.  And that


15 pursuant to a promissory note for the


16 repayment of some startup costs with respect


17 to the rate-setting for Webcaster I are


18 being repaid over time through these


19 royalties.


20       Q     Right.  But for the year 2005,


21 the activities that we're talking about that


22 are included in the CARP repayment rate are
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1 the same types of activities -- namely,


2 participating in a rate-setting proceeding


3 -- that BMI engages in as part of its


4 operations.


5       A     Well, the way in which the rate


6 was established for Webcasting I is not, as


7 I understand it, the way BMI's rates are


8 set.  But if what you're saying is that the


9 differential between actual operating costs


10 and the 20 percent is what we are required


11 to pay down the promissory note for the


12 startup arbitration cost, that's correct. 


13 But that was from a prior period.  That's


14 not the current -- a current cost to


15 SoundExchange.


16       Q     But it's --


17       A     This is repayment of startup


18 costs.


19       Q     Just looking at the year 2005,


20 though, in fact, SoundExchange took a 20


21 percent deduction.


22       A     SoundExchange took a little more
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1 than 7-1/2 percent to cover operations, and


2 the differential between the 20 percent and


3 the 7-1/2 percent was used to repay the


4 debt.  That's the way I characterize it.


5       Q     So the total deduction from both


6 of those sources was 20 percent.


7       A     Twenty percent.


8       Q     For 2005.


9       A     For 2005.


10       Q     And according to this press


11 release, BMI's deduction was 14.2 percent,


12 correct?


13       A     According to this press release,


14 yes, their admin rate is 14.2 percent.


15       Q     So actually, for 2005, BMI


16 deducted a lesser percentage from its


17 revenues received as SoundExchange -- than


18 SoundExchange did, correct?


19       A     See, I think that you're


20 incorrect in how you're characterizing this


21 admin rate.  When we talk about the 20


22 percent, it's on certain royalty streams. 
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1 Other royalty streams are -- the 7-1/2


2 percent are applied.  So blended across our


3 various royalties, the admin rate is not 20


4 percent.  


5             I believe that this number that


6 BMI is reporting is, if you broke it down


7 into various licenses that they administer


8 and enforce, that sort of thing, some would


9 be in excess of the 14 percent, and some


10 would be below, you know, would be around


11 this 14.2 percent.


12             But this number is not well


13 described to the extent of, what is it


14 really costing them to enforce in their


15 clubs, and this number may be artificially


16 reduced from -- you know, from royalties


17 that we're receiving.  And so that's why I


18 want to be very clear in how we describe


19 SoundExchange's admin rate.  That on certain


20 royalty streams, the way you're describing


21 it the admin rate is 20 percent simply


22 because of the repayment of this debt.
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1             But the actual cost of operation,


2 which is what I think this percentage


3 reflects, or is the comparable to


4 SoundExchange's number, is 7-1/2 percent.


5       Q     Let's talk about the webcasting


6 stream, though.  I take it that the


7 webcasting CARP royalties -- or CARP


8 expenses, rather, have not yet been repaid.


9       A     From the CARP I, Webcast I --


10       Q     Yes.


11       A     -- CARP proceeding, we owe a


12 balance of $2-1/2 million for those costs.


13       Q     So the deduction in


14 administrative expenses to the webcasting --


15 in the webcasting stream of royalties was,


16 in fact, 20 percent.


17       A     That was 20 percent, but our


18 blended admin rate is not 20 percent, which


19 is what -- I think this admin rate that


20 they're reporting is a blended admin rate


21 across licenses.  Do you understand what I'm


22 trying -- you know, I'm trying to, you know,
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1 understand what this number is across all


2 their royalties, which is what I think they


3 are reporting and what SoundExchange reports


4 across all of its royalties.


5       Q     When you refer to -- when you say


6 "blended admin rate," though, the 7-1/2


7 percent number, as I understood your


8 testimony, was not a blended rate.  That was


9 your actual operating cost?  It did not


10 include the CARP repayment?


11       A     That's right.


12       Q     So what would --


13       A     That's right.


14       Q     Do you know what the blended rate


15 is?


16       A     I actually don't have that report


17 in front of me, so, no, but it's not 20


18 percent.


19       Q     But the webcaster deduction was,


20 in fact, 20 percent.


21       A     The webcaster deduction for that


22 license is 20 percent, and the difference
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1 between actual cost and the 20 percent is


2 used to repay the bank.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin,


4 could I clarify confusion that I have from


5 that last answer?  Do I understand correctly


6 that they have been no distributions on


7 webcasting since first quarter 2004?


8             THE WITNESS:  Yes.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  So how can


10 there be a deduction of 20 percent in


11 distributions in 2005 if you've made no


12 distributions?


13             THE WITNESS:  Well, that's an


14 excellent question.  So we don't take our


15 admin rate at the moment; the money goes


16 through this entire cycle.  We're permitted


17 to deduct the cost of operating


18 SoundExchange from the royalties received.  


19             So at the moment of distribution,


20 we know that costs for any particular period


21 -- in this example 7-1/2 percent -- that's


22 what we -- that's when we book the admin
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1 rate for accounting purposes.  But in order


2 to operate SoundExchange, we need the admin


3 rate, you know, on a cash basis to pay for


4 the costs of operating SoundExchange.


5             So, and I know this is a little


6 complicated, it confuses our auditors all


7 the time, but the booking of the admin rate


8 and the taking of the admin rate aren't the


9 same thing.


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you.


11             THE WITNESS:  You're welcome.


12             MS. ABLIN:  Your Honor, I note


13 the time, and I'm about to move into another


14 area.  Perhaps it might be --


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That's a


16 good suggestion.  Thank you.  We'll recess


17 -- Mr. Handzo, did you have --


18             MR. HANDZO:  No, I'm sorry.  I


19 just wanted to alert the Board that what


20 we're going to do is pick up with Mr.


21 Kenswill tomorrow, because of scheduling


22 issues.  So we'll bring Ms. Kessler back
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1 after that.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That's


3 understood.


4             MS. ABLIN:  And if I might


5 clarify, because it obviously involves me,


6 will Ms. Kessler -- is she scheduled to


7 appear at the end of Mr. Kenswill's


8 testimony or --


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That's what


10 he went over this morning.


11             MS. ABLIN:  I'm sorry.  I must


12 not have been here.


13             MR. HANDZO:  Yes, she is.  I


14 mean, I think our assumptions have been that


15 Mr. Kenswill is likely to go all day, but --


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We don't


17 need this on the record.  You all can have


18 that conversation.  All right.  We'll recess


19 until 9:30 in the morning.


20             (Whereupon, at 5:11 p.m., the


21 proceedings were adjourned, to reconvene at


22 9:30 a.m., the following day.)
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1               P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


2                                      (9:34 a.m.)


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


4 Perrelli?


5             MR. PERRELLI:  Yes, sir.  We are


6 prepared to resume with Ms. Kessler.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


8 Thank you. 


9             Ms. Kessler, I remind you that


10 you're under oath.


11             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.


12 WHEREUPON,


13                  BARRIE KESSLER


14 was recalled as a witness and, having been


15 previously duly sworn, resumed the witness


16 stand, was further examined and testified as


17 follows:


18            CROSS EXAMINATION (cont'd)


19             BY MS. ABLIN:


20       Q     Good morning, Ms. Kessler.


21       A     Good morning.


22       Q     First, I'd like to revisit just a
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1 couple of the issues that we touched upon on


2 Tuesday, just for a few questions here.


3       A     Would you mind speaking up a


4 little, please?  


5       Q     I'm sorry.  Yes.  I'd like to go


6 back and touch on a couple of questions that


7 relate to our conversation last Tuesday.  Do


8 you recall when we talked about


9 SoundExchange's allocation -- and I believe


10 you testified that they had allocated


11 approximately 70 million to date?


12       A     That's correct.


13       Q     And I just -- I don't believe I


14 ascertained how much of the total royalties


15 they had collected to date.  Could you give


16 me your best approximation, as the Chief


17 Operating Officer, of that number?


18       A     Yes.  Remember that we're unable


19 to distribute webcasting royalties as a


20 result of awaiting the regulations with


21 respect to format and delivery.  And I


22 believe those amounts are about $10 million
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1 for that period.  In addition, we have not


2 distributed the first quarter distributions


3 for 2006, which is approximately $15


4 million.


5             So remember that we allocate and


6 distribute in arrears, because we're


7 awaiting reports of use and the payments,


8 and so forth.  So that's my best estimate.


9       Q     So the total amount collected to


10 date is still the number I'm trying to get


11 at, which I take it has got to be a number


12 in excess of $70 million.


13       A     That's correct.  It would be the


14 $70 million plus the 25 that I just


15 identified.


16       Q     So $95 million.


17       A     Approximately.


18       Q     Okay.


19       A     Is my best recollection.


20       Q     Sure, sure.  We won't hold you to


21 specific dollar amounts.  Just to give us a


22 ballpark.
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1             And then, I also don't believe I


2 got from you how much money has actually


3 been paid out to date across all statutory


4 licensees, the money coming in from all


5 statutory licensees getting paid out.


6       A     Yes.  Of the 70 million


7 allocated, which is the only way I can


8 express the pay-through rate, if you assume


9 about 45 percent goes to the featured


10 artist, we're paying for almost 65 percent


11 of that money.  Of the copyright owner's


12 share, which would be 50 percent of that


13 money, we're paying through about 85 percent


14 of that money.


15             The undistributed royalties are a


16 result of the inability to identify the


17 sound recording with certainty, or being


18 unable to identify or locate a copyright


19 owner or a featured artist.  Or it's a


20 result of not having payment information in


21 which to actually cut a check to a copyright


22 owner or a featured artist.
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1             So the first quarter royalties


2 for 2006 have not been allocated or


3 distributed, and then of the 70 million that


4 we have allocated, that's the pay-through.


5       Q     And what about the five percent


6 that goes to the unions?


7       A     That goes direct to them.  That's


8 fully paid through.


9       Q     Okay.  Thank you.


10             Now, we also talked for quite a


11 while on CARP repayments.  I'm sure you


12 recall that testimony.  I just wanted to


13 ascertain from you -- are there any other


14 CARP proceedings, besides the prior


15 webcaster proceedings, for which


16 SoundExchange was repaying CARP fees in


17 2005?


18       A     CARP fees?


19       Q     In what SoundExchange has called


20 CARP repayment -- the CARP repayment costs,


21 the initial $9 million.


22       A     The $9 million was all from the
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1 PES and Webcasting I CARP proceeding. 


2 That's it.


3       Q     Okay.  And the only CARP


4 proceeding that was still getting repaid in


5 2005 was the webcaster proceeding?


6       A     The PES and the webcasting


7 proceeding.


8       Q     Okay.


9       A     That's correct.


10       Q     And is the preexisting


11 subscription services CARP repayment


12 complete, or will there be a repayment on


13 that category of services for 2006?


14       A     It's combined with the


15 webcasting, so the CARP repayment includes


16 both -- both -- you know, both licenses,


17 both the PES and the webcasting.


18       Q     Okay.  And then, I'm sure you


19 also recall our discussion Tuesday about


20 BMI's administrative or operating costs, and


21 we talked at some length about those costs


22 vis-a-vis SoundExchange's costs.  Do you
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1 recall that testimony?


2       A     Yes, I do.


3       Q     And in your written testimony, I


4 believe also in your oral direct testimony,


5 you drew a comparison between the two


6 operating expenses of SoundExchange on the


7 one hand and ASCAP and BMI on the other.  Is


8 that right?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     And we went through some


11 activities that BMI engages in as part of


12 its operations.  Do you remember that


13 testimony?


14       A     I remember you describing what


15 those activities were.


16       Q     And do you remember, for example,


17 affirming that BMI participates in rate


18 court proceedings -- for example --


19       A     I understand that BMI


20 participates.  I have no way of knowing if


21 those costs are reflected in the admin rate


22 expressed in that document you showed me,
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1 however.


2       Q     Well, how else would BMI fund


3 rate court proceedings, if not from their


4 royalties?


5       A     I have no idea.


6       Q     Okay.  Fair enough.  And one


7 activity we did not touch upon I think with


8 BMI is statutory license rate-setting


9 proceedings.  And I believe you testified


10 that BMI is not participating in this rate-


11 setting proceeding under Section 114.  But


12 it is true, is it not, that BMI participates


13 in other statutory license proceedings?


14       A     I'm not sure what rate settings


15 they participate in.


16       Q     Well, are you aware, for example,


17 that there is a Section 118 statutory


18 license that covers non-commercial


19 broadcasting?


20       A     I know there's a Section 118.  I


21 wouldn't begin -- I couldn't begin to


22 explain what 118 covers.
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1       Q     Are you aware at least that


2 Section 118 concerns musical work public


3 performances?


4       A     Honestly, I'm not sure what the


5 118 does.


6       Q     Okay.


7       A     I'm not -- you know, I'm in the


8 114 and the 112 world, so --


9       Q     Okay.  Well, at a minimum that's


10 a proceeding that SoundExchange does not


11 participate in.


12       A     That I can say.


13       Q     Okay.  


14       A     We are not participating in that.


15       Q     Are you familiar with the Section


16 118 jukebox license, statutory license?


17       A     No, I am not.


18       Q     Are you familiar with any other


19 statutory licenses besides the 112 and 114?


20       A     I know a little about the 115,


21 but not much.


22       Q     But no others, okay.  Now, you
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1 also testified that -- about ASCAP's


2 administrative costs.  We've been mostly


3 focusing on BMI up until now.  Is that


4 correct, that you -- you did, in fact,


5 testify in your written statement about


6 ASCAP's operating expenses in addition to --


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     -- BMI's.


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     And I believe you gave a 16


11 percent estimate of their operating expenses


12 in your written statement?


13       A     Yes, I did.


14       Q     What did you base that number on


15 for ASCAP?


16       A     Just my knowledge and experience


17 in what others state that the admin rate for


18 ASCAP is.


19       Q     Did you do any independent


20 checking on ASCAP's website, or did you call


21 anyone at ASCAP to --


22       A     I looked on ASCAP's website and
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1 don't recall if there was a figure on there


2 or not.  But I did look on their website,


3 yes.


4       Q     Well, let's take a look at --


5 we're going to take a look at a document


6 here that's being marked as Services Exhibit


7 151.  I'll give you a moment to review it.


8                       (Whereupon, the above-


9                       referred to document was


10                       marked as Services


11                       Exhibit No. 151 for


12                       identification.)


13             Are you finished?  Okay.  And,


14 Ms. Kessler, I will represent to you that


15 this is a document that was -- it was


16 printed off ASCAP's website on June 5, 2006. 


17 And could you tell us the date of this


18 document and the title of the document, or


19 the title of the release?


20       A     The date I see is March 13, 2006,


21 ASCAP Adapts to Rapidly-Changing Music


22 Market and Reports Record Revenues, Royalty
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1 Payments, for the Year 2005.


2       Q     And in this document, ASCAP


3 reports its operating expenses at 12-1/2


4 percent, is that correct?


5       A     Yes, that's what it says.


6       Q     And like BMI -- let me rephrase. 


7 ASCAP engages in the same types of


8 activities as BMI by and large, does it not?


9       A     That's my understanding.


10       Q     Okay.  And, in fact, ASCAP also


11 participates in, for example, tape surveys


12 to survey radio station performances, is


13 that correct?  That would be another


14 activity undertaken by ASCAP?


15       A     I don't know if they are still


16 doing that.  I know that they at one time


17 did that.  But with their joint venture with


18 Media Guide, they are doing full monitoring


19 of broadcast stations.  So I'm not sure if


20 they're still engaged in that activity or


21 not.


22       Q     Okay.  Ms. Kessler, I'm about to
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1 hand you another document, actually, that is


2 going to be marked as Services Exhibit 152. 


3 And while the exhibit is getting marked, I


4 will represent to you that this is going to


5 -- that this memo --


6                       (Whereupon, the above-


7                       referred to document was


8                       marked as Services


9                       Exhibit No. 152 for


10                       identification.)


11       A     I'm sorry.  I can't really hear


12 you.


13       Q     I'm sorry.  I will represent to


14 you that this document was also printed off


15 ASCAP's website on June 7, 2006.  And if you


16 could just take a look at the radio


17 description in the middle of the page there,


18 and then I'll ask you a question or two


19 about that.


20       A     Okay.


21       Q     Now, this is a document that's --


22 at the top of the page it's described as
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1 about ASCAP identifying performances,


2 correct?


3       A     Yes.


4       Q     And in the radio section in the


5 middle of the page ASCAP, as of June 7th,


6 still publishes on its website that it


7 conducts tape surveys of actual broadcasts,


8 correct?


9       A     Okay, yes.


10       Q     Okay.  I'm going to switch gears


11 for a minute now, and we're going to talk


12 about some of the terms that you are


13 proposing to be changed.  If you could turn


14 to pages 39 and 40 of your testimony.


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     And one of the terms that you


17 propose to be changed is the audit


18 underpayment term.  You propose that the


19 cost for the audit be flipped to the


20 licensee at a five percent underpayment in


21 lieu of the current 10 percent underpayment,


22 correct?
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1       A     Yes.


2       Q     And are you aware that the 10


3 percent cost flipping underpayment term was


4 a term agreed to by all of the parties,


5 including the Recording Industry Association


6 of America, for the license period 1998 to


7 2002?


8       A     I know that that is a term.  I'm


9 not sure that -- I don't recall if it was


10 negotiated or agreed upon or -- I don't know


11 how it came to be, but I understand that the


12 five percent is the -- I'm sorry, the 10


13 percent threshold is the number in the term.


14       Q     Ms. Kessler, when were you first


15 hired as SoundExchange's Chief Operating


16 Officer?


17       A     I was promoted in the summer of


18 2001.


19       Q     And at the time, SoundExchange


20 was an unincorporated division of the


21 Recording Industry Association of America?


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     So when the terms were being


2 discussed in the CARP proceeding that


3 occurred in 2001 covering the period 1998


4 through 2002, did you have any input into


5 what those terms would be?  Did RIAA's


6 counsel consult you at all concerning the


7 terms?


8             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm going to


9 object to the extent that this is starting


10 to get into communications with counsel


11 about that proceeding.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  In addition,


13 Ms. Ablin, let me ask, why is it relevant


14 what somebody agreed to in -- prior to 1998


15 as to what we're doing in 2006?


16             MS. ABLIN:  Your Honor, just to


17 -- I was just trying to establish that the


18 terms that are in place now were -- were


19 terms that at least at one point in time


20 SoundExchange was willing to accept.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Why is that


22 relevant?
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1             MS. ABLIN:  Well, I think it is


2 relevant that -- if a party at one point in


3 time is willing to accept terms, and if


4 there has been no material change in


5 circumstances since that time --


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Do you think


7 it's conceivable that you can show that


8 there's no change -- material change of


9 circumstances from 1998 to 2006?


10             MS. ABLIN:  I think with some of


11 the terms I can, yes, Your Honor, including


12 this one.  And if you'll permit me to ask


13 one or two more questions.  And if it


14 doesn't work, I can move on.


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  The


16 objection is sustained.


17             MS. ABLIN:  Well, Your Honor, I


18 understood the objection to be getting into


19 attorney-client privilege material.


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That's


21 correct.


22             MS. ABLIN:  Okay.  Okay.  So I'll
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1 rephrase my question.


2             BY MS. ABLIN:


3       Q     Did you participate at all in


4 setting the terms or in -- yes, in setting


5 the terms for the 1998 to 2002 proceeding?


6       A     Did I participate?  My job is to


7 implement the license, the administration of


8 the license, the terms of it.  And to the


9 extent that -- I don't recall if -- you


10 know, my involvement in those rates and


11 terms, but my job is to implement those


12 terms, you know, and to establish the


13 guidelines for staff and the computer


14 systems to interpret those terms correctly.


15       Q     Okay.  So you just don't recall


16 one way or the other if --


17       A     I wouldn't have been asked -- I


18 just -- I'm not a copyright owner.  I run


19 the operations of the organization, and my


20 role is to give input as to the


21 administrability of terms, not what they


22 ought to be.
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1       Q     Ms. Kessler, I'm going to hand


2 you a document that has been marked as


3 Services Exhibit 153.  I'm going to see if


4 this document refreshes your recollection at


5 all.


6                       (Whereupon, the above-


7                       referred to document was


8                       marked as Services


9                       Exhibit No. 153 for


10                       identification.)


11             I will represent to you that this


12 is a document entitled Request to Enter the


13 Party's Proposed Terms Into the Record, and


14 the date at the top of the document is


15 December 20, 2001.  If you could turn to the


16 second page of the document.  Do you see at


17 the top of the page it's been signed by


18 Michelle Woods from Arnold & Porter?


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     Who is Michelle Woods?


21       A     She is an attorney with Arnold &


22 Porter who worked on the first CARP.
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1       Q     And so she represented


2 SoundExchange as part of RIAA during the


3 1992 to -- 1998, rather, to 2002 proceeding?


4       A     Yes.


5       Q     And do you see on -- if you flip


6 back to page 1, the second paragraph.  Do


7 you see on here the language that says,


8 "After a long and detailed settlement


9 negotiation, the parties have reached


10 agreement on all but one of the proposed


11 terms.  That issue concerns the appointment


12 of an agent to receive and distribute


13 royalties."  And then, going on to the third


14 sentence, "The parties, therefore, request


15 that the agreed-upon terms attached hereto


16 as Exhibit A be admitted into evidence."  Do


17 you see --


18       A     Yes, that's what it says.


19       Q     Have you ever seen this document


20 before today?


21       A     Probably.


22       Q     Can you flip to Attachment A of
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1 the document?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     And if you could turn to page 7,


4 and Section 5G on that page, do you see


5 there that one of the terms that RIAA and


6 many other parties agreed to was a 10


7 percent cost of living provision?


8       A     A one percent --


9       Q     A 10 percent threshold for


10 flipping the costs of the audit at which --


11 let me back up.  It's a 10 percent threshold


12 -- underpayment threshold past which the


13 costs for conducting an audit flip --


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     -- from -- okay.  Flip to the


16 licensee --


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     -- being audited.  Okay.  And I


19 believe you testified on Tuesday that


20 SoundExchange has not conducted -- not yet


21 conducted any audits of any webcasters --


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     -- in this proceeding.  So you


2 don't know whether any webcasters have, in


3 fact, underpaid by any amount.


4       A     I wouldn't be able to without an


5 audit.


6       Q     Okay.  Are you aware that


7 SoundExchange again voluntarily agreed to


8 extend this 10 percent term for the


9 2003/2004 license period?


10       A     I understand that SoundExchange


11 agreed to the whole package that was


12 extended for the '03/'04 period.


13       Q     Including this term?


14       A     This term wasn't there.


15       Q     Okay.  Ms. Kessler, if you could


16 turn to page 26 of your testimony. 


17 Actually, before we do that, I wanted to ask


18 you, have you seen Attachment A -- going


19 back to this agreed-upon terms document we


20 were discussing, you said that you had seen


21 this document before.  Have you seen


22 Attachment A?
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1             MR. PERRELLI:  I'll object. 


2 You're mischaracterizing the witness'


3 testimony.  Her only answer on the document


4 was probably -- whether she had seen it


5 before was "probably."  She didn't confirm


6 whether she had seen it or not.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Sustained.


8             MS. ABLIN:  I'll rephrase.


9             BY MS. ABLIN:


10       Q     Ms. Kessler, have you seen this


11 document before?  Let me ask that again.


12       A     Likely that I have seen this


13 attachment.


14       Q     Have you seen Attachment A


15 before?


16       A     It is likely, it is probable that


17 I saw it -- this attachment, yes.


18       Q     Do you recall whether you had any


19 input into the creation of Attachment A?


20       A     Again, my job is to implement


21 terms and --


22       Q     But my question was:  do you
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1 recall whether you have had input into this


2 document?


3       A     It's unlikely that I would,


4 because my job is to implement the terms and


5 ascertain the administrability of the terms,


6 not what the terms would have been.


7       Q     So it's unlikely you had input


8 into this document.


9       A     That's right.


10       Q     Okay.  Now, if you could turn to


11 page 26 of your testimony.  And on that page


12 you make a request of the Board to adopt


13 regulations that state that a licensee that


14 fails to make royalty payments on a timely


15 basis may be subject to liability for


16 infringement in addition to late fees, is


17 that correct?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     Now, I just want to explore that


20 statement with you a little bit, just to


21 make sure I understand fully your position


22 on that request.  Is it your position that
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1 copyright owners should have a right to sue


2 a licensee for infringement if a licensee


3 is, for example, 30 days late in paying its


4 license fees?


5       A     I think that decision is up to


6 the copyright owners.


7       Q     So they should have the right to


8 sue for infringement?


9       A     Again, I think the decision is


10 not mine to make.  It's up to the copyright


11 owner to decide if a 30-day late payment


12 rises to the level of a copyright


13 infringement action.


14       Q     But your position is that it


15 should be up to the copyright owners to


16 decide that.


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     And they should have the rights


19 under the regulations in the first instance.


20       A     I'm not sure I understand that


21 question.


22       Q     It's your position that the
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1 copyright owners should have that right to


2 decide whether to sue for infringement.


3       A     I think it is their decision to


4 make.


5       Q     And they should have that right


6 --


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Kessler,


8 you're not answering the question.


9             THE WITNESS:  Then I must --


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Please


11 listen to the question and answer it.


12             BY MS. ABLIN:


13       Q     Are you asserting that the


14 copyright owners should have the right to


15 sue for infringement if a licensee is 30


16 days late in making payments?


17       A     If that is their decision, yes,


18 they should have the right to sue, if they


19 feel that that non-compliance warrants a


20 copyright infringement action, yes.


21       Q     And would that still be your


22 position for a licensee that's, say, one day
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1 late in making payments?


2       A     I can't imagine that a copyright


3 owner would make that decision, but, again,


4 if -- if they wanted to sue under that


5 situation, they should be entitled to sue


6 under that situation.


7       Q     Okay.  I'm just trying to


8 understand what your position is.


9       A     One day, 30 days, you know.


10       Q     Okay.  And would that also be


11 your position irrespective of the amount in


12 fees by which a licensee is late?  For


13 example, if a licensee is late in paying,


14 say, $10.


15       A     This is theoretic.  Again, I


16 can't imagine in a business situation a


17 copyright owner under those circumstances


18 would sue.  But I think that they should be


19 permitted to, if they so desire.


20       Q     Okay.  So in other words, just to


21 sum up this last string of questions, your


22 position is that a copyright owner should
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1 have the right to sue for infringement if


2 literally a licensee is a day late and a


3 dollar short.


4       A     If you want to characterize it


5 that way, you can.  That's not what I said. 


6 I think in a real business situation that


7 wouldn't occur, but it is their right to sue


8 for copyright infringement if they feel that


9 a licensee is, you know, not complying with


10 the statutory license.  So yes.


11       Q     Okay.  And would that also be


12 your position if SoundExchange had accepted


13 payment of the full fee plus the late fee


14 and deposited it?


15       A     Just say that one more time,


16 please.


17       Q     Yes.  Would your position remain


18 the same even if the licensee had paid in


19 full the license fees due plus the late fee,


20 and SoundExchange had cashed the check or


21 deposited the check?


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     Okay.  If you could turn to --


2 you're almost there -- pages 27 to 29.  I


3 think that's in the vicinity of where you


4 are.  Now, there I believe you've asked for


5 an increase in the late payment interest


6 rate from .75 percent per month to 2.5


7 percent per month?


8       A     That's correct.


9       Q     Okay.  And I believe you


10 discussed with Mr. Steinthal on Tuesday that


11 on an annual basis 2.5 percent a month is 30


12 percent -- 30 percent interest per annum?


13       A     I accepted his calculation, yes.


14       Q     Okay.  Well, in fact 2-1/2 times


15 12 is 30.


16       A     Okay.


17       Q     Okay.  And, of course, that


18 calculation would just be of simple


19 interest.  Are you seeking compound interest


20 or simple interest?


21       A     I think SoundExchange would be


22 pleased with compound interest, but would
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1 likely take not compounded interest.


2       Q     Okay.  Are you aware that the .75


3 percent a month interest term was also a


4 term that was agreed upon in 2001 to cover


5 the period '98 to 2002 by the recording


6 industry?


7       A     I understand that that was a term


8 in that agreement, yes.


9       Q     And you understand also that that


10 term was then extended by agreement to apply


11 to the 2003/2004 license period as well?


12       A     Yes, along with all the other


13 terms.


14       Q     Okay.  Are you aware that some


15 states have usury laws that limit the


16 maximum amount of interest that can be


17 charged?


18       A     No.  I assume that they do, but I


19 don't know for certain that they do.  But --


20       Q     Okay.  So in coming up with the


21 30 percent interest request for the late fee


22 amount, did you do any analysis of what
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1 those usury laws might say and how they


2 might limit interest rates for their -- in


3 their state?


4       A     No, I did not.


5       Q     Okay.  So you're not aware of


6 whether an annual interest rate of 30


7 percent would exceed any state's usury law.


8       A     No, I am not.


9       Q     Okay.  Okay.  Now, in addition to


10 the 30 percent annual interest rate that


11 you're seeking, you've also requested I


12 believe that the late fee amount would


13 double every five days that the amount


14 remains unpaid -- and please correct me if I


15 get this wrong -- in excess of 20 days after


16 the postmarked date on a demand letter from


17 SoundExchange?  I refer you to page 28 of


18 your testimony.


19       A     Yes, that the -- after the 20-day


20 period the late fee should be doubled every


21 five days.


22       Q     Okay.  Let's walk through an
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1 example of this request, just to make sure I


2 understand your position here.  We've


3 already established that if a service is


4 late in paying royalties the initial


5 interest rate that you've sought would be 30


6 percent --


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     -- per year.  And then, suppose


9 that SoundExchange sends a demand letter and


10 the service would -- pays royalties let's


11 say 46 days after the postmark on the demand


12 letter -- 46 days.  So I take it that that


13 service would get a 20-day grace period --


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     -- and then after -- the fifth


16 day after the 20 days -- so in other words


17 the 25th day after the postmark of the


18 demand letter, the late fee amount would


19 double.


20       A     Yes, every five days.


21       Q     Okay.  So on the 25th day the 30


22 percent per year interest rate would double
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1 to 60 percent per year.


2       A     I don't know if the math works


3 like that,  but -- I mean, it's clear from


4 my statement that the amount of late fees


5 should double.


6       Q     Okay.  Well, and in fact, two --


7 if you take two percent of $100, that's $2,


8 correct?


9       A     Right.


10       Q     And if you double the two


11 percent, you come up with four percent.


12       A     That's correct.


13       Q     And four percent of $100 is $4.


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     Four is double two, four percent


16 is double two percent, correct?


17       A     Yes, that's correct.


18       Q     Okay.  So then, that means that


19 on day 30, which is an additional five days


20 after day 25, the 60 percent would double to


21 120 percent.


22       A     The $4 would double to $8, yes.
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1       Q     And on day 35, the 120 percent


2 would double to 240 percent?


3       A     The $8 would go to $16.


4       Q     On day 40, just to -- I'm trying


5 to get us to the 46 days I posited.  On day


6 40, 240 percent would double to 480 percent?


7       A     I'm not sure how you're doing


8 your math.  It's fairly simple.  The amount


9 of late fees owed would double every five


10 days.  So, you know, 2 to 4 to 8 to 16 to


11 32, and so on, yes.


12       Q     And that means that the annual


13 percent would also double?  If the absolute


14 amount doubles, that's equivalent to the


15 percent rate -- the percent --


16       A     The way you're describing it,


17 that seems right.  But I don't know.


18       Q     Well, we can all go back and


19 check it, and I'm sure your counsel will


20 tell me if I'm wrong in his submission.  So


21 on day 40 we're up to 480 percent, day 45,


22 the 480 percent would then double to 960
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1 percent, correct?


2       A     That's quite a disincentive to


3 pay late, isn't it?


4       Q     Yes, it is.  And so now we're at


5 day 46, so that service is paying the


6 equivalent of a 960 percent interest rate.


7             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Excuse me, Ms.


8 Ablin.  Are you suggesting that that's the


9 APR?


10             MS. ABLIN:  Yes.


11             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  You might want


12 to check your math.  Okay.  Well, we will do


13 that, Your Honor.


14             BY MS. ABLIN:


15       Q     And you've also testified that


16 you want the same increase in late fees,


17 whether it's doubling the amount or doubling


18 the interest rate, however you want to look


19 at it.  Those late fees would apply even to


20 a service that has paid on time if they have


21 an error, for example, in their statement of


22 account?
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1       A     If the statement of account or


2 the performance logs are delinquent or


3 incomplete, and SoundExchange is, therefore,


4 unable to timely distribute royalties, I


5 think that they should be penalized for it. 


6 And this is the metric we're using for that


7 interest and penalty, yes.


8       Q     So if a service has left out a


9 piece of -- one bit of information from a


10 statement of account, your position would be


11 that SoundExchange has the right to assess


12 the late fees at the levels we've just been


13 discussing?


14       A     That is not what SoundExchange


15 does.  SoundExchange works with its


16 licensees to help them through the statement


17 of account process, so that it is -- the


18 objective is to have it accurate and


19 complete, so that we can conduct our


20 distributions timely.  And I can't imagine


21 that SoundExchange wouldn't go back to a


22 licensee and say, you know, "You left out
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1 this calculation," or "did you" -- you know,


2 "You haven't sent us a statement of account


3 at all."


4             And in a situation where that


5 behavior is persistent, I think we'd need


6 something apart from copyright infringement


7 action to give us some teeth and some


8 incentive -- and to incentivize the


9 licensees to comply with the terms of a


10 license that they took.


11       Q     But in the first instance,


12 though, your position as a theoretical


13 matter is that SoundExchange should have the


14 right -- irrespective of what happens in the


15 real world, SoundExchange should have the


16 legal right to charge these late fees, if a


17 statement of account is incomplete.


18       A     You're asking me to answer a


19 question in a theoretic sense that I know


20 with SoundExchange would not happen.  But if


21 you want to take it to that extreme and that


22 level of absurdity, the answer would be yes. 
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1 But that's not what would happen with


2 SoundExchange.


3       Q     Okay.  And it's not what would


4 happen, because that wouldn't be reasonable


5 for SoundExchange to do that, would it?


6       A     It wouldn't happen, because


7 SoundExchange -- SoundExchange's objective


8 is to get the money to the featured artists


9 and the copyright owners.  And the only way


10 we can do that is to obtain information


11 that's in possession by the licensees.  And


12 if we don't get it timely, then our artists


13 and our copyright owners suffer the


14 consequences.


15       Q     Now, you testified just a few


16 minutes ago I believe that even if


17 SoundExchange has accepted payment in full


18 from a licensee that was late, along with


19 the late fee, and deposited that money, they


20 should still -- SoundExchange -- the


21 copyright owners should still have the right


22 to sue for infringement?
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1       A     The request is to make it clear


2 in the terms that simply by finally paying


3 your royalties and meeting your late fee


4 obligation does not release you from a


5 copyright infringement action.  That's what


6 we're requesting.


7       Q     And I believe on -- and I'm


8 referring to page 41 of your testimony, if


9 you'd like to take a look at it.  I believe


10 that you've stated that the contrary


11 argument that --


12       A     I'm sorry.  41?


13       Q     Yes, I believe it's 41.  I


14 believe you stated on that page that the


15 contrary argument that copyright owners will


16 have waived the right to argue that the


17 service is making transmissions not eligible


18 for statutory licensing.  Therefore, they


19 would be entitled to sue -- would not be


20 entitled to sue has "no legal merit."


21       A     Just give me a moment.  I'm not


22 seeing that language.
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1       Q     Sure.  


2       A     So are you referring to the


3 sentence that says, "The copyright owners


4 and performers represented by SoundExchange


5 have waived the right to argue that the


6 service is making transmissions not eligible


7 for the statutory license"?


8       Q     Yes.  And then, the following


9 sentence where you say, "I believe this


10 argument has no legal merit."


11       A     Yes.  But it does call for


12 clarification.  That's what we're seeking.


13       Q     Right.  Well, I just want to


14 focus on your "no legal merit" statement. 


15 You don't hold a law degree, do you?


16       A     No, I don't.


17       Q     Maybe that's a blessing.  You


18 wouldn't spend so much time in proceedings


19 such as this.  Have you ever attended law


20 school?


21       A     No, I have not.


22       Q     Have you ever taken any legal
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1 courses?


2       A     Yes, I have.


3       Q     Taught -- well, let me finish my


4 question.  Have you ever taken any legal


5 courses that would have taught that that


6 specific position that you testified to has


7 no legal merit?


8       A     No.


9       Q     Okay.  Okay.  If you could turn


10 to page 30 of your testimony.  Now, here you


11 include a request that licensees' statements


12 of account should be made public?


13       A     That's right.


14       Q     Okay.  Let's talk about this


15 request for a few minutes.  Again, I take it


16 you're aware that the confidentiality terms


17 currently in place were, again, part of the


18 package of terms that was agreed to for the


19 '98 to 2002 proceeding, and then agreed to


20 again for the 2003/2004 proceeding by the


21 recording industry.


22       A     Yes.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin,


2 you continue to return to that, and you've


3 never established any basis on which any of


4 that is relevant.


5             MS. ABLIN:  Okay.  Well, we'll --


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  This is


7 about the fourth time that you've gone into


8 it now.


9             MS. ABLIN:  Well, Your Honor, I


10 believe it is relevant if at one point a


11 party agrees to a term and there are no


12 material --


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  You've never


14 shown us any relevance, so we're waiting for


15 that.


16             MS. ABLIN:  Well, going back to


17 the audit provision, for example, Your


18 Honor, with the cost -- if there has been --


19 I believe the burden is on the party seeking


20 a change in the term to demonstrate that


21 there has been a material change in


22 circumstances that would justify the change
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1 from something that they had agreed to.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Now, why do


3 you say that?


4             MS. ABLIN:  That the burden would


5 be on them to seek a change?  Otherwise,


6 they would have to demonstrate good cause


7 for something that has been agreed to.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Why do you


9 say that?


10             MS. ABLIN:  I think it's self-


11 evident.  But if it's not, then we can --


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Do you mean


13 if somebody makes an agreement one year, and


14 five years later they make another


15 agreement, the fact that they made a prior


16 agreement, they've got to explain why


17 they're taking a different position?


18             MS. ABLIN:  Your Honor, I think


19 that it's, at a minimum, relevant to the


20 current argument that a term change is


21 sought, and, you know, how relevant it is


22 would go more to the weight of that
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1 position.  In any event, I will refrain from


2 making this point any more and move on.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Nobody has


4 objected, so I just -- I've still been


5 waiting on you to clarify why any of that is


6 relevant.  That's why I asked.


7             MS. ABLIN:  Okay.  We'll save


8 that for briefing.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.


10             MR. STEINTHAL:  Your Honor, if I


11 may on that point --


12             MS. ABLIN:  No, Mr. Steinthal,


13 we'll go ahead with Ms. Ablin.


14             MR. STEINTHAL:  Okay.


15             BY MS. ABLIN:


16       Q     Okay.  Going back to the


17 confidential information terms that we've


18 been discussing, one of the reasons that you


19 give for why copyright owners should have


20 access to information relating to statements


21 of accounts -- let me back up.  You list a


22 number of reasons in your written testimony
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1 I believe as to why you're seeking this


2 change.


3       A     Yes, that's correct.


4       Q     And one of those reasons that you


5 give is that you believe that copyright


6 owners should have it, so they can decide


7 whether to sue for copyright infringement,


8 is that correct?


9       A     I think that copyright owners are


10 entitled to know how much a licensee has


11 paid or paid late or their payment history


12 with respect to non-payment, so that they


13 can make the business decision and move


14 forward with some future action, including


15 copyright infringement action, yes.


16       Q     Well, it's true, is it not, that


17 the current regulations already allow


18 SoundExchange to disclosure the identities


19 of services that have obtained licenses and


20 whether or not -- licenses under Section 112


21 or 114, and whether or not those services


22 are current in their obligations to pay
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1 minimum fees and submit statements of


2 account?


3       A     That's true, but not the amount. 


4 And that's a critical element when you're


5 making a decision whether to proceed with a


6 lawsuit.


7       Q     But at a minimum, SoundExchange


8 is able to disclose those licensees that are


9 delinquent.


10       A     At the very minimum.


11       Q     Copyright owners, Ms. Kessler,


12 are always free to track music use on


13 various services themselves, aren't they?


14       A     Well, I'm not sure how a


15 copyright owner could track music usage


16 without an audit or being able to review the


17 reporting of SoundExchange --


18       Q     Well, at a minimum, a copyright


19 owner would be able to find out from


20 SoundExchange who in fact is delinquent,


21 correct?


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     And then, they would be able to,


2 just as anyone in the general public is able


3 to, go online and listen to the webcast and


4 see if their music is being played, correct?


5       A     Well, for anything presently


6 being performed, not necessarily things that


7 have happened in the past or in the future


8 when they are unable to listen.


9       Q     Sure.  But to get a sense of the


10 extent to which their music is being played


11 on that service, to get a rough sense, they


12 could in fact listen online to the service


13 itself.


14       A     They could listen, but remember


15 the webcasters are playing such a breadth


16 and depth of music that, you know, it's


17 conceivable that it would take, you know, 24


18 hours for them to hear something that they


19 owned, particularly if they're a small


20 copyright owner or an artist who owns their


21 own masters.  So while, yes, that's one way


22 to gather the information, it's not a
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1 particularly good way.


2       Q     When you were formulating this


3 request that SoundExchange be permitted to


4 disclose this type of information to


5 copyright owners, were you aware that ASCAP


6 radio -- that the ASCAP radio broadcaster


7 license agreement requires ASCAP to treat


8 similar information from radio station


9 licensees as confidential and forbids ASCAP


10 from disclosing that to its members?


11       A     I hadn't -- I did not know that.


12       Q     So you didn't research or compare


13 with any of the license agreements that


14 ASCAP has done.


15       A     I didn't look at ASCAP.  My job


16 was to address SoundExchange's needs.


17       Q     Okay.  So you also wouldn't have


18 looked at any BMI license agreements to see


19 what their confidentiality provisions would


20 look like.


21       A     No, I did not look at BMI.


22       Q     Now, another reason you give in
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1 support of your request to -- for a change


2 to the confidentiality terms is to enable


3 copyright owners to include royalty


4 estimates in their revenue projections.  Is


5 that correct?


6       A     That's correct.


7       Q     Now, putting aside the question


8 for the moment of whether it's appropriate


9 under the regulations to use licensee data


10 for independent business reasons other than


11 royalty collection and distribution, we're


12 putting that issue aside, copyright owners


13 already are able to see royalty payment


14 information in aggregate form across all


15 licensees, so long as no individual licensee


16 is identifiable?


17       A     That's correct.


18       Q     And receiving that type of


19 aggregated royalty information would enable


20 copyright owners to estimate incoming


21 royalties for the purposes of including them


22 in their revenue projections, wouldn't it?
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1       A     Reviewing the history would give


2 someone a basis for projecting future


3 royalties, yes.


4       Q     Okay.  And another reason that


5 you gave, I believe -- we're still on page


6 31 of your testimony -- for a change to this


7 term is that copyright owners need payment


8 information when they are negotiating


9 collectively with licensees.  Is that


10 correct?


11       A     That's correct.


12       Q     I take it you were talking about


13 negotiations under the statutory licenses at


14 issue here --


15       A     That's correct.


16       Q     -- when you made that statement. 


17 And so those negotiations, as I believe you


18 testified on direct, would lead to statutory


19 rates that would apply to everyone within


20 the category of service for the license


21 being negotiated?


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     And so, again, copyright owners


2 are able to see aggregated information


3 across various categories of licensees under


4 the current regulations, is that right?


5       A     They are able to see the license


6 royalties in the aggregate.  But when you're


7 in the negotiating period and negotiating


8 with such a vast array of groups,


9 individually and not collectively, in order


10 for them to make good decisions and informed


11 decisions, they need to know with more


12 specificity the receipts.


13       Q     But SoundExchange doesn't


14 typically negotiate with individual


15 licensees one by one, do they?  Their job is


16 to establish statutory rates that would


17 apply to categories of licensees, is that


18 true?


19       A     Can you repeat that?


20       Q     SoundExchange does not engage in


21 license negotiations with individual


22 services, individual licenses for a
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1 particular service, as opposed to licenses


2 that would apply more generally across a


3 group of similarly situated licensees.


4       A     Yes.  SoundExchange would be


5 involved in negotiations with groups of


6 licensees, such as the participants that are


7 here today.


8       Q     Now, you're aware that both


9 SoundExchange and DiMA have proposed, as one


10 of their -- at least one of their license


11 metrics, a percentage of revenue fee metric


12 in this proceeding?


13       A     I'm aware that DiMA -- I'm sorry. 


14 I just want to make sure I --


15       Q     I'll break that into two pieces.


16       A     Thank you.


17       Q     Are you aware that SoundExchange,


18 your company, has -- your organization,


19 rather, has proposed rates in this


20 proceeding that include a rate based on a


21 percentage of the service's revenues?


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     And are you also aware that DiMA


2 has proposed in this proceeding a rate based


3 on the service's percentage of revenues?


4       A     I believe that's true, yes.


5       Q     So under your proposal to change


6 the confidentiality provisions so that


7 copyright owners can see information related


8 to statements of account, that would enable


9 copyright owners to see individual services'


10 revenue data, would it not, if a revenue fee


11 metric is adopted?


12       A     That's correct.


13       Q     Okay.  We are going to switch


14 gears now.  We're done with the terms.  Now,


15 if you could turn to page 2 of your


16 testimony.  And I just wanted to focus on


17 one of your statements there.  You say that


18 you believe there are hundreds of services


19 from whom SoundExchange collects statutory


20 royalties, correct, on this page?


21       A     Yes.


22       Q     And if I remember correctly, I
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1 believe that you stated that the number of


2 services paying royalties was on the order


3 of -- correct me if I'm wrong -- 570?


4       A     That's correct.


5       Q     Okay.  Now, you're aware that


6 there was a CARP proceeding, because we've


7 talked about it on several occasions, that


8 was convened in 2001 to establish rates for


9 the 1998 to 2002 period?


10       A     That's correct.


11       Q     And rates were set through that


12 CARP proceeding process and approved by the


13 Librarian of Congress as a result of that


14 proceeding?


15       A     Yes, I am.


16       Q     And then, you're also aware that


17 those rates were extended by agreement, with


18 a few tweaks here and there, but largely


19 unchanged through 2003/2004, that period?


20       A     Yes, the rates were pushed


21 forward.


22       Q     Now, those rates that were set
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1 through the CARP process, those are not the


2 only rates under which services pay


3 royalties to SoundExchange, are they?


4       A     That's correct.


5       Q     In fact, some services pay under


6 alternative agreements that were negotiated


7 pursuant to the Small Webcasters Settlement


8 Act?


9       A     That's correct.


10       Q     And that act resulted in


11 agreements that apply to both commercial


12 services and non-commercial services?


13       A     That's correct.


14       Q     And you're also aware that RIAA


15 and NPR negotiated a separate license


16 agreement?


17       A     For the -- which period?


18       Q     For the '98 to at least I believe


19 the 2004 period?


20       A     That's correct.


21       Q     And so some webcasters have paid


22 royalties to SoundExchange through that
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1 agreement, the NPR agreement.


2       A     That's correct.


3       Q     Now, just to get a better sense


4 of who we're talking about here, I'm going


5 to show you a document that we've marked as


6 Services Exhibit 154.  And I will represent


7 to you this is a document we received after


8 the close of business the eve of your


9 testimony on Tuesday.  


10             I should also point out at this


11 time that the document I handed out has been


12 marked as restricted.  And I'm about to ask


13 some questions about this document and


14 wanted to give counsel for SoundExchange the


15 opportunity to move -- to go into closed


16 session.


17                       (Whereupon, the above-


18                       referred to document was


19                       marked as Services


20                       Exhibit No. 154 for


21                       identification.)


22             MR. PERRELLI:  If you'll give me
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1 just a moment to review.


2             MS. ABLIN:  Certainly.


3             MR. PERRELLI:  I know there was


4 some restricted information, but it was


5 redacted off that document.  And so we may


6 not need -- I don't believe -- I think the


7 restricted information was licensee


8 information, a particular licensee on the


9 second page.  So, actually, I don't believe


10 we need to go into restricted session.


11             BY MS. ABLIN:


12       Q     Now, this document was Bates


13 numbered before it was produced to us as


14 pages, just for the record, SoundExchange


15 114258 through 261, and it's titled Receipt


16 and Enforcement Effectiveness Tracking.  Ms.


17 Kessler, are you familiar with this


18 document?


19       A     Yes, I am.


20       Q     Can you describe the document for


21 us?


22       A     Yes.  As the title describes,
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1 this is an analysis of the receipts and the


2 effectiveness of some of our enforcement and


3 compliance activities, which includes


4 minimum fee analysis, total receipts


5 analysis, payment receipt date analysis, as


6 well as a series of other analyses which


7 breaks the licensees into various


8 categories.


9       Q     Did you play a role in the


10 creation of this document?


11       A     No, I did not.


12       Q     Do you know who did?


13       A     Yes, I do.


14       Q     Who is that?


15       A     That would be our legal


16 department, under the direction of Gary


17 Greenstein.


18       Q     Did you review the document


19 before it was produced to us to verify


20 whether it was accurate?


21       A     I reviewed the document before it


22 was produced, yes.
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1       Q     And can the figures on here be


2 trusted to be accurate?


3       A     Yes, they can.


4       Q     Now, if you could turn to page


5 SX114260?  I believe it's the third page of


6 this document.  Now, I believe you just


7 testified that this page and the following


8 page list various categories of services,


9 and it also lists the number of each


10 services -- the number of such services in


11 each category that paid royalties at any


12 time during the listed year.


13       A     That's correct.


14       Q     And 2005 is the most recent year


15 reflected on this chart for which license


16 fees have been -- are in place, is that


17 correct?


18       A     Yes.  This license expired in


19 2005, but there is an ongoing requirement to


20 pay under the current rates for 2006.


21       Q     Sure.  But I'm just trying to get


22 at the fact that no rates are in place yet. 
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1 Regardless of the payment obligation, there


2 are no rates in place for 2006.


3       A     That's correct.


4       Q     Okay.  So let's look at the data


5 in the 2005 column, then.  And I see -- the


6 first category listed on here is commercial


7 webcasters, is that correct?  And you list


8 248 services that were commercial


9 webcasters?


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     And those commercial webcasters


12 would have paid under the rates set through


13 the CARP proceeding that were then extended


14 through 2003/2004?


15       A     That's correct.


16       Q     And then, I should say later


17 extended by statute through 2005?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     And then, the next category on


20 this document contains information about new


21 subscription services.


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     And the new subscription services


2 listed -- there are 20 such new subscription


3 services listed, is that correct?


4       A     That's correct.


5       Q     And those services also would


6 have paid under the CARP rates -- for ease


7 of reference, I'm going to call the rates --


8 the rates that were set in the '98 to 2002


9 proceeding, and then extended all the way


10 through 2005, I'll refer to those as CARP


11 rates.  Is that acceptable?


12       A     That's acceptable.


13       Q     Okay.  So the new subscription


14 services listed here, would they all have


15 paid under the CARP rates?


16       A     Yes.


17       Q     Okay.  And then, the third


18 category there, could you explain what


19 services would be included there, even


20 though it's a null set?


21       A     These are the eligible non-


22 subscription services, and I'm not sure what
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1 the NSTS stands for.  But the ENTS are the


2 eligible non-transmission services.


3       Q     Could it possibly be --


4       A     Non-commercial perhaps.


5       Q     Could it possibly be new


6 subscription transmission services?


7       A     Oh, yes.  New subscription


8 transmission services, yes.


9       Q     And would the -- if there were


10 any services listed in the 2005 category,


11 those services would also pay pursuant to


12 the CARP rates?


13       A     That's correct.


14       Q     Okay.  Moving on to the fourth


15 category, which is labeled SWSA Commercial,


16 there are 26 such services listed in the


17 SWSA Commercial category?


18       A     There are 26 services in the SWSA


19 category, Swissa (phonetic) Commercial.


20       Q     Swissa (phonetic), okay.  I'll


21 refer to -- Swissa (phonetic) is a term that


22 you use to denote SWSA.
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1       A     Internally, that's what we call


2 SWSA.


3       Q     Okay.  I'll try to refer to that


4 as Swissa (phonetic) myself.


5       A     And those 26 SWSA commercial


6 services, I take it, would have paid under


7 the SWSA small commercial rates that were


8 established pursuant to the SWSA?


9       Q     You're correct.  Which again,


10 just so the record is clear, SWSA denotes


11 the Small Webcasters Settlement Act,


12 correct?


13       A     Correct.


14       Q     And then, moving on to the next


15 category, in 2005 there are 68 services


16 listed in the category called SWSA Non-Comm?


17       A     That's correct.


18       Q     Now, the services in that


19 category I take it would be non-commercial


20 services other than non-commercial


21 educational entities that would have paid


22 under SWSA rates?
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1       A     I believe so.  That's correct.


2       Q     And moving on to the next


3 category, which is SWSA educational, there


4 were 203 such services listed in that


5 category?


6       A     Yes.  According to this report,


7 203 SWSA educational services, yes.


8       Q     And those services would have


9 paid under the SWSA non-commercial


10 educational entity rates, is that correct?


11       A     That's correct.


12       Q     And finally, we have as the last


13 category the Non-SWSA Non-Comm category. 


14 And I note 13 such services for 2005, is


15 that right?


16       A     Correct.


17       Q     And those services, I take it,


18 would have paid under the non-commercial


19 CARP rates, is that correct?


20       A     The non-commercial CARP rates,


21 not the SWSA rates.  That's correct.


22             MS. ABLIN:  Okay.  Your Honor,
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1 I'd like to offer this Exhibit 154 into


2 evidence.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


4 objection to Exhibit 154?


5             MR. PERRELLI:  No objection.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Without


7 objection, it is admitted.


8                       (Whereupon, the above-


9                       referred to document,


10                       previously marked as


11                       Services Exhibit No. 154


12                       for identification, was


13                       admitted into evidence.)


14             THE WITNESS:  Your Honors, may I


15 ask when we might be having a break?


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We normally


17 stop a little bit after 11:00.  Do you want


18 to stop now?


19             THE WITNESS:  No, no.  I was just


20 wondering.


21             BY MS. ABLIN:


22       Q     Just to be clear, then, Ms.
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1 Kessler, if we add up the number of services


2 for 2005, I came up with the number 578,


3 which largely aligns with your 570 number


4 that you provided earlier.  I'm happy to


5 have you verify the 578, or if you can


6 accept that, we can --


7       A     I'll accept that.


8       Q     -- go through the math if you'd


9 like.  Okay.  And another question about


10 this document -- I don't see a category


11 listed for NPR stations.  Are they reflected


12 in this document?


13       A     I would imagine they are in one


14 of the other categories under which they


15 fit.  But I'm not sure, because like you I


16 don't see the breakdown of the individual


17 licensees.


18       Q     All right.  But NPR stations


19 don't pay pursuant to CARP rates, do they?


20       A     Well, absent a rate or absent a


21 negotiation or a settlement with NPR, they


22 need to be paying under one of the existing
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1 rates, right?


2       Q     Okay.  Let me rephrase the


3 question.  We established earlier that there


4 is an NPR agreement in place, correct?


5       A     Yes.  I'm not sure when that


6 agreement expired.  And to the extent that


7 it expired prior to --


8       Q     Oh, I see.


9       A     -- then they would have to be


10 paying under an alternate rate.  But, again,


11 I just -- it just escapes me sitting here


12 today which rate they're paying under.


13       Q     Okay.  For at least the -- the


14 NPR agreement was in place in 2004, correct?


15       A     I think it went for -- at least


16 from '98 to '04, but I don't recall what


17 happened after that.


18       Q     Okay.  So those NPR stations that


19 were -- that are licensed and paying


20 royalties pursuant to the NPR agreement, are


21 they reflected anywhere in this document for


22 2004?
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1       A     Again, I'm assuming they are, but


2 absent a detailed listing of all licensees I


3 can't say for certain.


4       Q     Okay.  Just so we're clear on the


5 math on this document, just a couple of


6 other questions before we leave it.  Just so


7 we have a count of the services for 2004, I


8 take it we would get the count listed in


9 this document again by adding up the various


10 categories of services and coming up with a


11 number, is that correct?


12       A     Yes, I would imagine that the


13 math in -- the 420 equals the individual


14 categories, yes.


15       Q     I'm sorry.  The math in the?


16       A     In the column 2004, where it says


17 number of services that paid royalties at


18 any time during the year, the 420 figure.


19       Q     Yes.  Okay.  At this point, Ms.


20 Kessler, I'd just like to see if you can


21 help me clear up some honest confusion


22 between a couple of documents we received in
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1 discovery, so I'm going to hand out a


2 document.  It has previously been marked as


3 Services Exhibit 98.


4             And I note that this document is


5 marked restricted.  When it came up before,


6 I know we went into closed session, so I


7 will hand a copy to your counsel and allow


8 him the opportunity to so move at this time,


9 if he chooses.


10             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm going to allow


11 Ms. Ablin to ask a question about it, and


12 then I'll make an appropriate motion.


13             BY MS. ABLIN:


14       Q     I will represent to you, Ms.


15 Kessler, that this document was produced to


16 us by your counsel as support from an


17 assertion in Mr. Simpson's witness statement


18 concerning the number of services paying


19 royalties and the amounts paid by them for


20 the year 2004.  


21             And I will also represent to you


22 that when I asked -- attempted to ask him
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1 about this document, he said that, despite


2 the fact that it supported a statement in


3 his testimony, that you would be the person


4 more familiar with the document.  Have you


5 seen this document before?


6       A     I don't know if I have.


7       Q     Could you take a look at the


8 document and tell us -- describe the


9 document for us?


10       A     It appears to be a listing of


11 services' parent name, the amount -- some


12 amount, I'm assuming it's royalties, and it


13 looks to be perhaps what is a percentage --


14 I don't know -- of some sort, perhaps the


15 total.  I don't know without doing the math. 


16 But that's what it looks like to me.


17       Q     And at least according to the


18 document, if you flip to the last page of


19 it, there are three lines there that says


20 total webcaster payments for 2004, and it


21 lists a figure of just under 9.7 million.


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     And it says that the top 10


2 webcaster payments for 2004 comprised 8.95


3 million, give or take?


4       A     That's what it says, yes.


5       Q     And the percentage of royalty


6 payments represented by the top 10


7 webcasters it lists as 92.4 percent?


8       A     For 2004, yes.


9       Q     For 2004, yes.  


10       A     That's what it says.


11       Q     Do you know who -- I guess I'm


12 still puzzled at -- do you know who within


13 SoundExchange would have prepared this


14 document?


15       A     It possibly came out of our


16 Royalty Administration Department or it was


17 created at the direction of our general


18 counsel for compliance purposes or some


19 other licensee-specific purpose.


20       Q     Do you recognize the formats in


21 the document as a document that was


22 generated by someone at SoundExchange?
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1       A     Well, it's clearly an Excel


2 spreadsheet.


3       Q     But do you recognize it to be


4 information that would have come -- would


5 have been generated by SoundExchange?


6       A     Well, certainly, the information


7 contained in here appears to be information


8 from our database of licensees and parents


9 as this document describes.  So I'm assuming


10 it -- you know, it came from a SoundExchange


11 source.


12       Q     Can the document be relied upon


13 to be accurate in the numbers?


14       A     These numbers look like numbers


15 I've seen in other documents, so I would say


16 yes.


17       Q     I take it SoundExchange would


18 attempt in documents it's generating to be


19 accurate.


20       A     Absolutely.  Of course we would.


21       Q     Okay.  Well, my question -- and


22 this truly is just a matter I was confused
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1 about.  If you look at the left-hand column


2 here, you see the handwritten notations


3 which I will represent to you are from me,


4 just the 10, 20, 30, 40, the numbers on


5 here.  I was just trying to obtain a count


6 of the services, and I came up with 309. 


7 And I was just confused as to the difference


8 between the 309 listed on this document


9 versus the 420 or so listed on the document


10 we've just been looking at.


11       A     Well, if you note, that column


12 heading is parent name.  And a parent may be


13 paying and reporting for multiple services,


14 multiple broadcast stations, that sort of


15 thing.  So that's one possibility for the


16 difference in the figure.


17       Q     Is that the only possibility that


18 sitting here today you can think of?


19       A     You know, I'm not sure when this


20 list was prepared.  But it's possible


21 licensees paid late for this period and we


22 didn't receive the payments until 2005 but
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1 attributed them to 2004.  So, you know, this


2 information is just more current -- is


3 likely more current than this, depending,


4 again, when this information was prepared.


5             MS. ABLIN:  Okay.  Your Honor, I


6 would offer Services Exhibit 98 into


7 evidence.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


9 objection to Exhibit 98?


10             MR. PERRELLI:  No objection, Your


11 Honor.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Exhibit 98


13 is admitted.


14                       (Whereupon, the above-


15                       referred to document,


16                       previously marked as


17                       Services Exhibit No. 98


18                       for identification, was


19                       admitted into evidence.)


20             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Just for


21 purposes of clarity in the record, Ms.


22 Kessler, when you say that this document's
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1 figures are more up to date -- I forget how


2 you characterized it -- could you identify


3 which document you're --


4             THE WITNESS:  Oh, I'm sorry. 


5 Yes, I would assume that the exhibit marked


6 154 is more up to -- is likely more up to


7 date than Exhibit 98.


8             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Okay.  Thank


9 you.


10             THE WITNESS:  You're welcome.


11             BY MS. ABLIN:


12       Q     While we're on the subject, Ms.


13 Kessler, of services -- making counts of


14 services making royalty payments, I'm about


15 to show you another document that's getting


16 marked as Services Exhibit 155.


17             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I


18 neglected on Services 98 to ask that it be


19 admitted into the record on a restricted


20 basis.  The document includes licensee-by-


21 licensee payments for the year 2004, so


22 individual licensees and individual
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1 payments.  The discussion -- the question


2 and answer -- was all public, but the


3 document itself is required to be


4 confidential under -- pursuant to the


5 regulations, 37 CFR 261.  So I move to have


6 the document admitted on a restricted basis.


7             MR. MALONE:  Your Honor, please,


8 may I be heard on that?


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Just a


10 moment.  Ms. Ablin?


11             MS. ABLIN:  I have no objection.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes, sir. 


13 Mr. Malone?


14             MR. MALONE:  It seems to me that


15 the case then has been made only for


16 restricting that part of the document which


17 has names of licensees.  So I would suggest


18 as a more appropriate and less restrictive


19 alternative that only the names of the


20 licensees be restricted, which would leave


21 us to address the numbers apart from the


22 names of the licensees in the open.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  How can that


2 be accomplished, Mr. Malone?


3             MR. MALONE:  Well, simply that


4 the restrictive order extends beyond the


5 record, in the sense that it says who may


6 have the -- I take it the information.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  The exhibit


8 is what is being offered.


9             MR. MALONE:  Right.  But I think


10 that restrictions on the use of the exhibit,


11 and what I think should -- is more


12 appropriate under the circumstances, that


13 the use of the non-confidential information


14 be permitted under the terms of the order,


15 even though the document itself, without


16 that blanked out, could not be.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I'm sorry. 


18 I still don't understand.  How could that be


19 accomplished?


20             MR. MALONE:  Well, I'm not asking


21 the Board to do anything.  What I am asking


22 is simply that there be no restriction on
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1 the use of the non-confidential portions of


2 the document.  And that's counsel's


3 responsibility, as is in the case with any


4 restricted document.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I don't


6 think we have the ability to -- I don't


7 think there is an ability under the


8 protective order to apply the protective


9 order to the portion of an exhibit and not


10 provide the other portions of the exhibit. 


11 I think you are -- I'm suggesting you're


12 asking a physical impossibility.


13             MR. MALONE:  At the risk of


14 trying your patience, the -- 


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I've ordered


16 the patience.


17             (Laughter.)


18             MR. MALONE:  Yes, Your Honor.  It


19 seems to me that the order does two


20 different things.  One, it says that you may


21 not disclose a document to an unauthorized


22 person.  It also I think prevents counsel
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1 from simply orally reading the document to


2 an unauthorized person.


3             What I am saying is that to the


4 extent the reading of the document is


5 confined to non-confidential information, I


6 think that should be permitted under the


7 order that has been entered.  And I would


8 like it clear from the fact that we have now


9 established that parts of the document


10 contain confidential information, and


11 severable parts of the document do not. 


12 Counsel is at liberty to disclose the non-


13 confidential information to unauthorized


14 persons.


15             JUDGE ROBERTS:  Mr. Malone, if we


16 were to do that for this document, how does


17 that impact the other documents that have


18 been admitted into evidence, many of which


19 are subject to the protective order?


20             MR. MALONE:  At this point at


21 least, I don't think you're establishing a


22 precedent beyond this particular document as
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1 to which the question has been raised.  So


2 far as I'm aware, the question has not been


3 raised to any of the other documents to


4 which you refer.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We are


6 simply not able to enforce a modification of


7 the protective order that is in place for


8 each exhibit.  And our -- you are completely


9 free, of course, to take information from


10 this that you think is not subject to the


11 protective order and use that.  But that


12 would be subject to your part when you get


13 to cross examination.


14             MR. MALONE:  Thank you.


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  The


16 objection is overruled.  The motion is


17 granted.


18             BY MS. ABLIN:


19       Q     Ms. Kessler, I'm now going to


20 hand you a document that has been marked as


21 Services Exhibit 155.  And I will represent


22 to you that this is an interrogatory
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1 response that we received from your counsel


2 in the course of this proceeding, and it's


3 specifically Interrogatory Response Number


4 9.  And before I --


5                       (Whereupon, the above-


6                       referred to document was


7                       marked as Services


8                       Exhibit No. 155 for


9                       identification.)


10       A     Okay.


11       Q     I'm sorry.  Before I --


12       A     I'm not a lawyer, so this is --


13 what do you -- is there a number 9 I'm


14 supposed to be looking for?


15       Q     No.  I was just stating for the


16 record that this, in fact, is


17 SoundExchange's ninth interrogatory


18 response, as reflected on the second page of


19 the document.


20       A     Okay.  Gotcha.


21       Q     And before I move on, I will note


22 that there was an attachment, Attachment 1,
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1 produced in conjunction with this


2 interrogatory response that contains


3 information that SoundExchange has


4 designated as restricted.  And, again, I


5 will pause to allow SoundExchange counsel to


6 move -- to go into closed session if it so


7 chooses.


8             MR. PERRELLI:  Once again, Your


9 Honor, I'll wait for a question and answer


10 to see if it leads to restricted


11 information.


12             BY MS. ABLIN:


13       Q     I would like to focus your


14 attention, Ms. Kessler, specifically on the


15 attachment to this document.  Could you


16 please take a look at the attachment?  And


17 after you've had a chance to review it, if


18 you could describe it for us.


19       A     It appears to be a listing of


20 services, licensees, and their parent, and


21 unfortunately this copy has -- you know, the


22 heading names aren't so clear.  It's a
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1 little difficult to read, but it has their


2 -- what type they are, the amount, which I


3 assume is a royalty payment amount, looks


4 like perhaps that says -- my eyes aren't as


5 good as they used to be -- station letters


6 or -- and then various amounts throughout --


7 from 19 -- I think that's an 8, 1998,


8 through 2005.


9       Q     Are you familiar with this


10 document?


11       A     I'm familiar with these types of


12 documents, yes.


13       Q     And this one, in particular, sets


14 forth a list of non-commercial services,


15 specifically, and the payments they have


16 made to SoundExchange for the time period


17 you described, is that correct?


18       A     The legend includes non-


19 commercial SWSAs, yes, it appears to be.


20       Q     Were you involved in the


21 preparation of the document?


22       A     I don't recall.
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1       Q     Did you oversee those who did


2 prepare it?


3       A     I have overseen similar types of


4 things, but this particular document I'm not


5 certain.  But we generate this type of stuff


6 within SoundExchange.


7       Q     Okay.  And do you believe the


8 information in the document to be accurate?


9       A     Yes, I do.


10       Q     And just so it's clear to


11 everyone here, could you just explain the


12 simulcast column on the left-hand side?  I


13 see true and false as the two possible


14 options listed in that column.  What does


15 that denote?


16       A     That's our way to differentiate


17 between a broadcast radio station


18 simulcasting over the web compared to a


19 licensee who is what we call internet only. 


20 They are only transmitting over the web,


21 they don't have a terrestrial counterpart.


22       Q     Okay.  
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1       A     So true would mean that they are


2 a simulcaster, broadcast simulcaster.


3       Q     And, again, just so it's clear


4 for the record, in the legend at the top,


5 the service categories listed in the


6 document include, for example, the -- well,


7 actually, let's look at the fourth column of


8 the document.  Let's start there.  You see


9 there's a big grouping of services that have


10 been categorized as NCPB services, and those


11 will be, according to the legend, non-SWSA,


12 non-commercial public broadcast services.


13       A     That's correct, yes.


14       Q     So those would be services, I


15 take it, paying under the CARP, the non-


16 commercial CARP rates?


17       A     I would assume so, yes.


18       Q     And then, the next category was


19 to -- going down the column 4 is NCW?


20       A     I'm sorry.  The non-commercial


21 CARP rates include in your definition the


22 NPR agreement, correct?
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1       Q     Not in my definition.


2       A     Not in your definition.  So, yes,


3 I'm not -- I'm not sure if these are NPR


4 stations or these are non-commercials paying


5 under the CARP rate.


6       Q     Okay.  So --


7       A     I just don't remember what this


8 category means.


9       Q     So the NCPB category would either


10 be, then, I guess services paying under the


11 non-commercial CARP rates or possibly


12 services paying under the NPR agreement.


13       A     It may be, yes.


14       Q     Possibly, okay.


15       A     I just can't say for certain.


16       Q     Okay.  And then, moving on to the


17 next category, which is NCW --


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     -- those services denote,


20 according to the legend, non-commercial


21 services paying under the Small Webcasters


22 Settlement Act of 2002?
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1       A     Yes.


2       Q     And I take it those would be all


3 SWSA and non-commercial webcasters except


4 for SWSA non-commercial educational


5 entities?


6       A     Yes.


7       Q     Okay.  And then, flipping through


8 the pages until we hit another category


9 listed, we come a few pages down to NEE --


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     -- as a category.  And those


12 services would be the non-commercial


13 educational entities paying pursuant to the


14 SWSA rates.


15       A     That's right.


16             MS. ABLIN:  I would like to offer


17 Services Exhibit 155 into evidence.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


19 objection to 155?


20             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I have


21 no objection.  We would only ask, Your Honor


22 -- move, Your Honor, that it be subject to
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1 the protective order for the same reason as


2 the prior document we discussed, which it is


3 a document that has licensee by licensee and


4 specific payment information, and it should


5 be protected as confidential under the


6 regulations.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  This is


8 undecipherable to me.  Where are you


9 referring to licensee-by-licensee specific


10 information?


11             MR. PERRELLI:  I apologize.  This


12 is the attachment, Attachment 1, which is a


13 spreadsheet which has individual stations


14 and their payments on a year-by-year basis.


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Where are


16 the payments?


17             MR. PERRELLI:  They are on the


18 right-hand side of the spreadsheet under


19 columns for individual years.


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  The columns


21 that are blacked out?


22             MR. PERRELLI:  I don't think
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1 they're -- they are shaded, and, therefore,


2 difficult to read, but those are -- I


3 believe they read, at least the last eight


4 columns, read 1998, '99, 2000, 2001, and so


5 on.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  The payments


7 of what is what I'm -- I haven't heard yet


8 what you're --


9             MR. PERRELLI:  I apologize, Your


10 Honor.  Payments of royalties to


11 SoundExchange.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  And where do


13 you see that that -- these are payments of


14 royalties to SoundExchange?


15             MR. PERRELLI:  I believe that is


16 clear from the question, the interrogatory


17 question, which is Interrogatory Number 9,


18 and the answer thereto.  This attachment is


19 a response to that question, Interrogatory


20 Number 9.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


22 objection to the application of the
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1 protective order to Exhibit 155?


2             (No response.)


3             No objection.  The motion is


4 granted.


5             Any objection to the admission of


6 Exhibit 155?


7             MR. PERRELLI:  No objection, Your


8 Honor.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Without


10 objection, the exhibit is admitted.


11                       (Whereupon, the above-


12                       referred to document,


13                       previously marked as


14                       Services Exhibit No. 155


15                       for identification, was


16                       admitted into evidence.)


17             THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, would


18 it be possible to request a break now?


19             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We'll recess


20 for 10 minutes.


21             (Whereupon, the proceedings in


22             the foregoing matter went off the
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1             record at 11:06 a.m. and went


2             back on the record at 11:19 a.m.)


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  On the


4 record.


5             BY MS. ABLIN:


6       Q     Ms. Kessler, are you aware that


7 record labels frequently or at least


8 sometimes provide terrestrial radio stations


9 with free CDs in the hopes of obtaining air


10 play for those particular recordings?


11       A     I'm aware they provide product to


12 the stations.  I'm not sure what the intent


13 behind it is.


14       Q     Okay.  Are you aware that labels


15 sometimes provide product to radio stations


16 in advance of the commercial release date of


17 a particular sound recording?


18       A     I've heard that that happens,


19 yes.


20       Q     Are you aware that the copies of


21 those sound recordings or products provided


22 sometimes only contain information
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1 concerning the title of a sound recording


2 and the featured artist?


3       A     I've heard that as well, yes.


4       Q     Now you referred, I believe --


5 Let me direct you to page 25 of your


6 testimony and you refer there to


7 SoundExchange's longstanding request for


8 census reporting.


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     And of course, sample versus


11 census reporting is an issue that's already


12 been addressed at length in a separate


13 record-keeping rulemaking proceeding.  Is


14 that correct?


15       A     Notice in record-keeping, there's


16 been extensive discussion of this.  Yes.


17       Q     Are you aware that as ASCAP and


18 BMI only require sample reporting of


19 terrestrial radio stations?


20       A     I know that in the past they've


21 relied on samples for their distributions,


22 but I'm also aware that they monitor 24/7
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1 comprehensively terrestrial radio stations


2 currently.


3       Q     But the activity of monitoring


4 though is an activity that ASCAP and BMI


5 undertake.  Correct?


6       A     That's correct.


7       Q     It's not an activity that the


8 radio stations are required to do.  Correct?


9       A     I know the radio stations don't


10 do that and that ASCAP and BMI undertake


11 that activity.  Yes.


12       Q     Okay.  And as for the radio


13 stations themselves, ASCAP and BMI do not


14 require them to submit census reporting.  Is


15 that true?


16       A     I believe so, but I'm not exactly


17 sure of what requirements ASCAP and BMI have


18 with respect to  reporting.


19             MS. ABLIN:  Okay.  Well, let me


20 show you a document then that has been


21 marked as Services Exhibit 156 that I will


22 represent is a document printed off BMI's
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1 website on June 7, 2006.


2                       (Whereupon, the above-


3                       referred to document was


4                       marked as Services


5                       Exhibit No. 156 for


6                       identification.)


7             THE WITNESS:  Okay.


8             MS. ABLIN:  And just if you could


9 let me when you're finished reviewing the


10 document.  Are you finished?  Okay.


11             BY MS. ABLIN:


12       Q     Ma'am, this document is titled


13 "Royalty Information: U.S. Radio Royalties." 


14 Correct?


15       A     That's correct.


16       Q     And if I could direct your


17 attention to the paragraph in the middle of


18 the page on the first page entitled -- It's


19 immediately after the heading, "Commercial


20 Radio."  It states there that "BMI uses


21 information provided by its commercial radio


22 station licensees to determine performances. 
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1 All licensed stations are requested to log


2 performances for a three-day period each


3 year with different stations logging each


4 day of the year.  This sample is unfactored


5 to create a statistically reliable


6 projection of all future performances on all


7 commercial music format radio stations


8 throughout the country."  Is that correct?


9       A     That's what it says, yes.


10       Q     So at according to this BMI


11 document, they require samples from radio


12 stations of music use for only three days


13 per year.


14             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I'm


15 going to object to this.  The witness is


16 reading a document that she's seen for the


17 first time and hasn't indicated she knows


18 what it is and for her to say this is what


19 BMI does I think is an improper use of this


20 document.  If she wants to ask Ms. Kessler


21 what she knows or doesn't know, I think she


22 can do it.  Simply reading from the document
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1 I don't think makes it evidence.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin.


3             MS. ABLIN:  I'll rephrase the


4 question.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.


6             BY MS. ABLIN:


7       Q     Ms. Kessler, are you aware in


8 fact of what BMI's sample versus census


9 music use reporting requirement is for


10 commercial radio stations?


11       A     As I said, I know that ASCAP and


12 BMI have relied on samples in the past, but


13 they also have technology ventures with


14 companies that are doing comprehensive


15 monitoring.  To the extent that they are


16 using that for their royalties, I don't


17 know.


18       Q     But I guess that wasn't exactly


19 my question.  My question is are you aware


20 of what BMI requires radio stations to


21 report.


22       A     Apart from reading this document,
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1 I wasn't aware of this three-day situation.


2       Q     Okay.  Are you aware of what


3 ASCAP requires radio stations to report?


4       A     I believe that at one point again


5 they required a sample.  I forget how many


6 hours sitting here today, but also they have


7 their Media Guide which does comprehensive


8 24/7 monitoring of terrestrial radio


9 stations.


10       Q     Right, but again that's not an


11 activity that radio stations are required to


12 undertake.  Correct?


13       A     No, they are doing the


14 monitoring.  So --


15       Q     ASCAP is doing the monitoring.


16       A     ASCAP is doing the monitoring. 


17 That's correct.


18       Q     Are you aware that the Section


19 118 regulations governing noncommercial


20 public broadcasters require samples for only


21 one week a year?


22       A     No, I'm not aware of that.
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1       Q     Now do you recall in your


2 testimony I believe on Tuesday during your


3 direct examination that you stated, I


4 believe, that SoundExchange analyzed a


5 sample of census reporting supplied by a


6 webcaster to determine how many artists were


7 captured in the sample?


8       A     We conducted -- Yes, that was my


9 testimony.


10       Q     When was that analysis conducted?


11       A     It was probably we did that third


12 quarter last year perhaps.


13       Q     And just for the record, what


14 months were included in that quarter?


15       A     Of the analysis?


16       Q     Oh, I'm sorry.  That's when you


17 conducted the analysis.


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     The third quarter and that would


20 have been in the time frame of which three


21 months?


22       A     You know, September, October,
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1 November time frame probably.


2       Q     Okay.  And who conducted the


3 analysis specifically?


4       A     SoundExchange conducted the


5 analysis.


6       Q     Who within SoundExchange worked


7 on this project?


8       A     Jonathan Sowers, Christine Patton


9 conducted the analysis at my direct,


10 supervision and review.


11       Q     So SoundExchange employees in


12 other words conducted the analysis.


13       A     That's correct.


14       Q     And what was the census period


15 covered in the analysis?


16       A     It was a three month period.  I


17 believe it was the first quarter of 2005 if


18 I'm not mistaken.


19       Q     And just so it's clear, would the


20 first quarter 2005 refer to the last three


21 calendar months of 2004 or are you talking


22 calendar quarters?
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1       A     No.  January, February, March


2 2005.


3       Q     Okay.


4       A     I believe.


5       Q     So the census period was the


6 first three months of 2005 was the census. 


7 Correct?


8       A     I believe so, yes.


9       Q     And what was the sample that you


10 analyzed?


11       A     We examined two conservative


12 seven day periods.


13       Q     And do you recall which seven day


14 periods within the quarter you analyzed?


15       A     I know they were randomly


16 generated, but I don't recall specifically


17 which two conservative seven day periods


18 were identified.


19       Q     And how many webcasters did you


20 analyze in this study?


21       A     One.


22       Q     Which webcaster was that?
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1       A     XM.


2       Q     How did you decide to analyze,


3 which one to analyze?  How did you settle


4 upon XM?


5       A     Well, they're the only ones


6 reporting census data to SoundExchange. 


7 Remember that there are no regulations


8 promulgated for the webcasters and so we


9 could only rely on information that was


10 voluntarily reported and the interim


11 regulations state that webcasters are only


12 required to submit two seven conservative


13 day periods throughout a calendar quarter. 


14 And so the fact that we had one webcaster


15 who was voluntarily reporting in the first


16 instance and secondly, providing census


17 data, they were the logical candidate to


18 conduct the study because obviously you


19 can't do a sample if you don't have census


20 reporting.


21       Q     Were there other webcasters for


22 which you had data that you considered
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1 analyzing?


2       A     No.


3       Q     And XM transmits a number of


4 channels, does it not?


5       A     Yes, they do.


6       Q     Do you know about how many?


7       A     I don't recall, no.


8       Q     Did you analyze all of XM's


9 channels?


10       A     Yes, we did.


11       Q     Do you know how many genres of


12 music XM transmits?


13       A     No, I don't.


14       Q     But in any event, did you analyze


15 all of the genres how many ever there are


16 that XM transmits?


17       A     Yes.


18             JUDGE ROBERTS:  Ms. Kessler, XM


19 is voluntarily offering this information I


20 presume because they were already providing


21 information for their satellite services. 


22 Is that right?
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1             THE WITNESS:  That's correct.


2             BY MS. ABLIN:


3       Q     I know you stated that the two


4 seven day periods, two conservative seven


5 day periods, were randomly generated.  Could


6 you describe how the random generation


7 process worked?


8       A     Yes, there's a function in Excel


9 called Random or Random Number or something


10 like that and so based on all the available


11 days Excel randomly generated the first day


12 of the first seven day period and another


13 one for the second.  It's a function in


14 Excel.


15       Q     Did you analyze any other


16 quarters besides the one quarter, the first


17 quarter of 2005?


18       A     No, we did not.


19       Q     You just analyzed one quarter.


20       A     That's correct.


21       Q     What were the confidence limits


22 on the percent of artists that you stated
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1 were not picked up in the sample?


2       A     I'm not sure what you mean by


3 confidence level.  We simply looked at those


4 that were included in the sample and those


5 that weren't included in the sample and


6 that's how we determined being a percentage


7 of all artists compared to those that were


8 missed.


9       Q     Did you perform any sort of


10 statistical analysis on the result or you


11 just simply ran a count of X songs appeared


12 in the sample versus why songs appeared in


13 the census?


14       A     The analysis we looked again are


15 of those artists that were performed during


16 the three-month period compared to those


17 that were picked up by the sample and what


18 the difference was.  That's what we


19 examined.


20       Q     And I guess what I'm getting at


21 is did you perform any sort of statistical


22 analysis apart from what you just described.
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1       A     We did what I described.  We


2 compared what was in the census to what was


3 missed in the sample, what was in the sample


4 and how the artists who were in the sample


5 were either over compensated or under


6 compensated for their performances of sound


7 recordings.


8       Q     So beyond that, you didn't


9 perform any sort of -- Beyond what you just


10 described, you performed no other sort of


11 analysis.


12       A     No, the analysis I described is


13 what we conducted.


14       Q     Now XM is not a radio


15 simulcaster, are they?


16       A     No, they are not.


17       Q     Did you perform any sample versus


18 census analyses on any radio simulcasters?


19       A     We have no data from radio


20 simulcasters.  So we were unable to do so. 


21 That information is in the possession of the


22 radio stations and to the extent they would
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1 conduct that analysis, I would be interested


2 to see those results.


3       Q     So I take it that's a no.


4       A     No.


5       Q     So your analysis consisted then,


6 just to recap, of a single webcaster, that


7 is XM, for a single two weeks or two


8 conservative seven day periods during a


9 single calendar quarter.  Correct?


10       A     Correct.


11       Q     Now as a mathematician and data


12 analyst, you would agree, would you not,


13 that the larger a sample the more accurate


14 it becomes?


15       A     Well, I'm either a statistician


16 or a mathematician.  I have analyzed data


17 extensively and obviously the more you


18 analyze things the more you'll see a trend. 


19 But we analyzed the data we had available to


20 us.


21       Q     And in considering the size of


22 the sample, you don't typically consider the
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1 data from just one source, do you, but from


2 all sampled sources?


3       A     I would love to work with the


4 broadcasters and the webcasters to examine


5 the data and see if there is something


6 beyond census reporting that would result in


7 the equitable distribution of royalties, but


8 I don't have that information.  So I'm


9 unable to do so, but I would love to have a


10 much larger size of data to examine.  Yes.


11       Q     Did your written direct testimony


12 discuss this analysis at all?


13       A     Through I think incorporation of


14 all my comments and SoundExchange's comments


15 with respect to notice and recordkeeping,


16 yes.


17       Q     So the analysis that was


18 performed in the first quarter of 2005 is


19 ste forth in one of the exhibits that was


20 submitted.


21       A     I think that's right or it was a


22 prior study that we did.
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1       Q     I'm sorry.  Could you repeat


2 that?


3       A     It was either the study that I


4 described that was in my notice, in


5 SoundExchange's notice and recordkeeping


6 comments or a prior analysis.


7       Q     And that's something that's been


8 submitted in this proceeding as evidence?


9       A     Yes, by incorporation, those


10 documents are exhibits -


11       Q     Could you point me to the


12 document?


13             (Discussion off the microphone.)


14             BY MS. ABLIN:


15       Q     Ms. Kessler, if I could just


16 interrupt you for one minute?  Did you state


17 earlier that you performed this analysis in


18 October or November of 2005?


19       A     Yes, I believe we conducted the


20 analysis in the third quarter of `05, yes.


21       Q     Which would be October, November


22 and December of `05?
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1       A     Third quarter would be July,


2 August, September.


3       Q     July, August, September.


4       A     Yes, sorry about that.


5       Q     Okay.


6             (Discussion off microphone.)


7             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I


8 think it will speed things along if I can


9 identify the section, assist the witness


10 rather than having her page through many


11 exhibits.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I'm afraid


13 that's not permitted, Mr. Perrelli.


14             MR. PERRELLI:  Fair enough, Your


15 Honor.  Thank you.


16             THE WITNESS:  So I think it's


17 Exhibit 418DP page 13 where the discussion


18 of sample reporting takes place and since


19 the exhibits to this document aren't in this


20 book I'm not sure of the study is


21 incorporated with this document.  There may


22 be a reference in an earlier discussion
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1 however.  I'm unable to locate it --


2             (Discussion off microphone.)


3             BY MS. ABLIN:


4       Q     Ms. Kessler, did you prepare a


5 study plan before conducting the analysis


6 outlining what the purpose of the analysis


7 would be?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     And is that provided in one of


10 the exhibits that we received?


11       A     I don't know.


12       Q     In any event, a minute ago you


13 were not able to find the study or documents


14 related to the study.


15       A     Yes, I haven't been able to find


16 it yet.


17       Q     Did you keep a record of the


18 techniques you used to analyze the data?


19       A     Yes, we did.


20       Q     Is that included in any of the


21 exhibits?


22       A     I don't know.
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1       Q     You were not able to find it a


2 minute ago in any event.


3       A     That's correct.


4             MS. ABLIN:  I have no further


5 questions.


6             THE WITNESS:  I might have found


7 it.  It appears that on page nine -


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Just a


9 moment.  Are there any questions by NPR?


10             MS. BROWN:  Yes.


11              CROSS EXAMINATION (NPR)


12             BY MS. BROWN:


13       Q     Good morning, Ms. Kessler.


14       A     Good morning.


15       Q     My name is Kris Brown and I


16 represent National Public Radio.  I just


17 have a few questions for you to clarify some


18 of the documents that Ms. Ablin asked you


19 about.  If you could turn first to Services


20 Exhibit 154.  It's the full page printout


21 that was just produced.  If you turn to page


22 three of that exhibit that's marked
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1 SX0114260.


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     Under the column ENTS NSTS


4 analysis.


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     I see that two services are


7 listed there for 2004.


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     Do you know which two services


10 those were?


11       A     No.


12       Q     Okay.  And you'll see in 2005


13 that that number is reduced to zero.


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     Do you know if those two services


16 under 2004 and ENTS NSTS were moved to


17 another category?


18       A     They likely were but I'm not


19 sure.


20       Q     Do you know which category they


21 were moved to?


22       A     No, I don't.
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1       Q     If you turn to the next page


2 marked SX114261 under category NONSWSA


3 NONCOM analysis.


4       A     Yes.


5       Q     I believe in response and clarify


6 me if I'm incorrect to Ms. Ablin's question,


7 you said that you thought NPR and CPB funded


8 station were reflected in this category.


9       A     I said I didn't know which


10 category they might be reflected in.  I


11 think that's what I said.


12       Q     So is it your belief that NPR and


13 CPB funded stations are reflected somewhere


14 in this document?


15       A     I don't know if they're reflected


16 in this document or not.


17       Q     What is your basis for your


18 belief that they may be reflected in the


19 NONSWSA NONCOM analysis?


20       A     Well, to the extent that their


21 license agreement expired and again I'm not


22 sure what year they expired they would
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1 likely have to pay under one of the existing


2 CARP rates which would be or the SWSA rates


3 which are the ones presented here.


4       Q     Are you aware that there are


5 approximately 799 CPB funded and NPR member


6 stations?


7       A     I know there are hundreds of NPR


8 stations, yes.


9       Q     And here in this category under


10 NONSWSA NONCOM analysis for 2004, there are


11 14 services listed.  Is that correct?


12       A     That's correct.


13       Q     And that's less than 799.


14       A     Yes, it is.


15       Q     And for 2005, there are 13


16 services listed.  Is that correct?


17       A     That's correct.


18       Q     And that's less than 799.


19       A     Yes, it is.


20       Q     And for 2006, there are seven


21 services listed.  Is that correct?


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     And that's less than 799.


2       A     It is and to the extent that NPR


3 was reported as broadcast group with all of


4 its hundreds of stations then they might be


5 represented as one in one of those numbers.


6       Q     Do you generally receive reports


7 from all NPR member stations or at least


8 those that are performing webcasting?


9       A     What type of reports?


10       Q     Reports as required by


11 SoundExchange in terms of webcasting by NMP


12 member organizations.


13       A     Again often broadcast groups


14 report, they pay with a single check and


15 their statements of account are supposed to


16 indicate all the individual stations


17 broadcasting, but they often neglect to do


18 so.


19       Q     And to the extent that you had


20 received a lump sum payment from NPR, do you


21 think that would be reflected on this chart


22 here?
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1       A     To the extent -- Well, the lump


2 sum payment I believe was for 1998 through


3 2002 but again I'm not sure when that


4 license expired.  So to the extent that it


5 extended to 2004, it may be reflected in


6 there.  I simply can't say.


7       Q     Okay.  I'd like to draw your


8 attention to Services Exhibit 155 and if you


9 would turn to Tab 1.  Again this is just to


10 clarify Ms. Ablin's question and correct me


11 if I misheard you, but I think that you said


12 that you thought that NPR and CPB funded


13 stations were reflected in the category


14 that's denoted on this chart as NCPB or


15 NONSWSA NONCOMMERCIAL public broadcasts.


16       A     Yes, I said that they may be.  I


17 didn't know.


18       Q     And looking on page one which


19 I'll represent to you is the only page that


20 contains the notation for NCPB according to


21 this category, under that if you look a few


22 lines down ComedyCentral.com is listed
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1 there.  Can you tell me why that's included


2 in the NCPB category?


3       A     No, I can't.


4       Q     And to your knowledge, is Comedy


5 Central an NPR or CPB funded station?


6       A     I don't know.


7       Q     And you'll look going down,


8 several of these stations are listed with


9 the parent name Moody Broadcasting Network.


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     And to your knowledge are any of


12 the stations with the parent Moody


13 Broadcasting Network part of NPR or CPB?


14       A     I don't know.


15       Q     And I'll represent to you that


16 for the category NCPB there are 42 stations


17 listed on this chart.


18       A     I'm sorry.  Repeat that.


19       Q     There are 42 stations listed on


20 this chart.


21       A     Categorized as NCPB?


22       Q     NCPB.  I'll represent that to you
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1 and that's far less than the 799 NPR and CPB


2 member stations.  Is that correct?


3       A     It's far less than the 700 figure


4 you quoted me, yes.


5             MS. BROWN:  May I have one


6 moment, Your Honor?  No further questions.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


8 Freundlich, any questions?


9             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Yes, Your Honor.


10         CROSS EXAMINATION (ROYALTY LOGIC)


11             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


12       Q     Good morning, Ms. Kessler.  I'm


13 Ken Freundlich of Royalty Logic, Inc.


14       A     Good morning.


15       Q     I have a few questions for you. 


16 In listening to your testimony over these


17 past two days, is it fair to say that you


18 oppose Royalty Logic's attempt to get DARPA


19 which we refer to as Direct Accounting


20 Royalties Payment and Auditing directly from


21 the licensees as the same basis as


22 SoundExchange does because you think
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1 competition would create inefficiencies?


2       A     So that's a complicated statement


3 that you made.  Let me characterize it this


4 way.  SoundExchange believes that under a


5 single license with a single set of rates


6 and terms that there should be one set of


7 rules and those one set of rules should be


8 administered by one organization.  To the


9 extent that a copyright owner or a licensee


10 for that matter wishes to engage in a direct


11 deal and conduct direct licensing, of course


12 they are welcome to do so.  The statutory


13 license is nonexclusive and in that


14 situation, if the copyright owner or the


15 licensee wanted to identify an agent to do


16 that on their behalf, they are welcome to do


17 so.


18       Q     I appreciate you reconstituting


19 my question, but my question was do you


20 think that competition would create


21 inefficiencies.


22       A     I think that competition in a
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1 statutory framework leads to free ridership


2 and it's inefficient and overall costs right


3 across all copyright owners and all artists


4 would increase.


5       Q     So is that a yes to that


6 question?


7       A     Yes, it would introduce cost


8 inefficiencies.


9       Q     Okay, and what about those


10 artists and copyright holders that do not


11 want to be affiliated with RIAA and


12 SoundExchange that want their own


13 representation?  What about those people?


14       A     Copyright owners are free to


15 engage in direct licensing and could have


16 any representation they so desired.


17       Q     So they can direct license but


18 they can't appoint another agent to do their


19 business on the same basis as SoundExchange. 


20  Is that your testimony?


21       A     My testimony is that we're the


22 sole designated agent right now and we
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1 represent members and nonmembers alike, all


2 copyright owners and artists entitled to


3 payment under the statutory license, but


4 anyone who wants to engage in direct


5 licensing may do.


6       Q     But doesn't the law, Ms. Kessler,


7 give nonmembers of SoundExchange the choice


8 to designate their own agents?


9       A     There is the concept of common


10 agents somewhere in the law, but it's not


11 clear if they're acting in the capacity of a


12 designated agent or simply a common agent


13 which would represent that artist or


14 copyright owner subsequent to the


15 distribution from SoundExchange.


16       Q     I know you're drawing a


17 distinction between designated agents and


18 common agents, but my question would be


19 would that choice that the law gives that


20 you just referred to be meaningful if a


21 nonmember of SoundExchange was not paid the


22 same amount of money  for the same
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1 performance as a member of SoundExchange.


2             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm going to


3 object to the extent that he's trying to


4 characterize the law and ask a nonlawyer to


5 provide some form of interpretation.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Please


7 rephrase, Mr. Freundlich.


8             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Okay.


9             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


10       Q     Would it be fair for a Royalty


11 Logic member to receive payments on a


12 different basis, a different amount, for the


13 same performances as a member of


14 SoundExchange, Ms. Kessler?


15       A     Again, SoundExchange is not a


16 membership organization.  We do not


17 discriminate between members and nonmembers. 


18 But should a collection of members of an


19 organization wish to differentiate the value


20 of those performances I would imagine that


21 they could.


22       Q     But only after SoundExchange
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1 processed and took their own administrative


2 costs out of the payments.  Isn't that


3 correct?


4       A     In the event that they are a


5 common agent  receiving royalties from


6 SoundExchange, yes.  Their downstream


7 distribution, I'm assuming that with the


8 agreement of the membership they could apply


9 any rules they so chose.


10       Q     Right, and the performances would


11 not be valued, get the same amount of money,


12 as the ones that went through SoundExchange


13 to SoundExchange payees.


14       A     SoundExchange doesn't


15 differentiate among members or nonmembers. 


16 All performances are valued equally and it's


17 a question of their rotation or listenership


18 that one performance will earn more money


19 than another.


20       Q     Ms. Kessler, isn't direct


21 accounting reporting payment and auditing


22 from the licensees the only way that a non
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1 SoundExchange payee can assure that they get


2 the same amount for the same performances as


3 a SoundExchange payee?


4       A     I'm not sure I understand the


5 question.


6       Q     Well, if Royalty Logic, for


7 example, was not getting direct accounting


8 royalties payment and auditing rights from


9 the licensees, how could they assure that


10 their members would get payments on the same


11 basis as a SoundExchange person?


12       A     Again, I'm not sure what you're


13 asking.  I mean SoundExchange reports in


14 great detail to every recipient of royalties


15 exactly what they're being paid


16 SoundExchange for and as far as I


17 understand, a copyright owner or artist as


18 an audit rep to SoundExchange and certainly


19 could examine our allocations and


20 distributions.  Our system is completely


21 transparent and doesn't differentiate in any


22 way.
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1       Q     So the copyright owners would get


2 to audit SoundExchange.  That's what you're


3 saying.


4       A     They can audit SoundExchange.  I


5 believe that's right.


6       Q     So Royalty Logic would be in the


7 same position.  They would have to audit


8 SoundExchange in order to see what the


9 payments were that came in from the


10 licensees.


11       A     No, again, we're not permitted to


12 show individual licensee payments.  We're


13 only allowed to do so in the aggregate. 


14 That aggregate figure is displayed on the


15 statement so they know precisely what the


16 pool of money is that's being allocated and


17 distributed.  From there, they see their


18 individual performances as a copyright owner


19 or as an artist and what performance was


20 valued and then they see their statutory


21 split applied to that.


22       Q     So the Royalty Logic people
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1 wouldn't get the same information as the


2 SoundExchange people then.  Is that correct?


3       A     If Royalty Logic is a common


4 agent on behalf of a copyright owner or an


5 artist, they would get the same information


6 that any other recipient of royalties from


7 SoundExchange would get.


8       Q     From SoundExchange, but they


9 wouldn't get the same information that


10 SoundExchange got from the licensees, would


11 they?


12       A     They would not get the reports of


13 use or the individual payment information


14 that SoundExchange gets.  That's correct.


15       Q     So non SoundExchange payees, the


16 members of Royalty Logic, are going to be


17 forced then under your interpretation to


18 rely on the SoundExchange Recording Industry


19 of America (RIAA) auditing for your


20 decisions of when you're going to audit, how


21 you're going to audit, the licensees.


22       A     You know SoundExchange has an
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1 audit with respect to the licensees and


2 we've asked that copyright owners, any


3 copyright owner, have the same right to


4 audit.  It may be collectively.  There may


5 be a business reason to audit services or


6 not audit other services that we don't think


7 we should stand in the shoes of each and


8 every copyright owner with respect to that


9 audit right and we've requested that any


10 copyright owner be permitted to audit a


11 service.


12       Q     To audit the licensees.


13       A     Correct.


14       Q     And would that include RLI?


15       A     To the extent that RLI is a


16 copyright owner which I don't think they


17 are.


18       Q     So it wouldn't include RLI if


19 they were designated as an agent for their


20 members.


21       A     Well, again this is theoretic but


22 if RLI is a designated agent by this board,
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1 then they would be operating under some set


2 of rules that I would assume includes an


3 audit right.


4       Q     And what if RLI were a common


5 agent?


6       A     To the extent RLI is a common


7 agent representing copyright owners those


8 copyright owners have an audit, should have


9 an audit right to the licensees.


10       Q     But RLI would not under your


11 interpretation?


12       A     You're drawing a distinction.  If


13 they are representing a group of copyright


14 owners who wish to audit a service, then


15 whether it's the RLI conducting the audit or


16 the copyright owner giving permission to RLI


17 to conduct the audit, I'm not sure how that


18 would work since we don't have regulation or


19 rules around that.


20       Q     Ms. Kessler, do you think that


21 Royalty Logic's members would compromise


22 their right to choose a collective based on
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1 SoundExchange's notion of what's efficient


2 and what's not efficient?


3       A     Repeat the question please.


4       Q     Do you think that a Royalty Logic


5 member would compromise its right to choose


6 whichever collective it wanted to affiliate


7 with based on your company's notions of


8 efficiency?


9       A     I think --


10             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I'm


11 going to object to asking her to guess


12 what's in the mind of the Royalty Logic


13 members with her, I guess, the premise of


14 this question.


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


16 Freundlich.


17             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I'll rephrase


18 the question.


19             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


20       Q     Do you think it's fair to make


21 Royalty Logic members and non members of


22 SoundExchange or non payees of SoundExchange
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1 compromise their right to choose based on


2 SoundExchange's notion of what's efficient


3 and what's not?


4       A     You know I tried to make this


5 clear that I think under a statutory license


6 with a single right and a single set of


7 rates and terms that there should be a


8 single set of rules and that those rules are


9 best administered by a single agent who like


10 SoundExchange represents copyright owners


11 and artists.  They're on our board of


12 directors.  They participate in our various


13 committees and that is the appropriate place


14 for the administration of this statutory


15 royalty.


16       Q     But haven't the Royalty Logic


17 members in fact demonstrated what they think


18 about SoundExchange's decision making by


19 affiliating with Royalty Logic because


20 they've not had a good experience with the


21 RIAA and the major labels in the past?


22             MR. PERRELLI:  I object again.  I
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1 don't know how she could possibly testify


2 about whatever experience Mr. Freundlich is


3 representing.


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Sustain.


5             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


6       Q     I want to go back to the other


7 question which you still haven't answered,


8 Mr. Kessler.  Do you think it's fair that


9 Royalty Logic members should have to not


10 have a right to choose which collective they


11 want to do their bidding with respect to


12 these royalties and take it through


13 SoundExchange?


14       A     You know again a copyright owner


15 has the right to engage in direct licensing


16 and determine what they feel is fair outside


17 of the statutory license.  Once a statutory


18 license is in place, however, I think this


19 is across all copyright owners and all


20 artists and services can take that license. 


21 So if you're operating in a statutory


22 framework, again I feel a single
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1 organization better serves that collective


2 community for both efficiencies and cost


3 saving reasons.


4       Q     You keep referring to the


5 efficiencies, Ms. Kessler, but isn't this


6 really about choice?


7       A     In a statutory license, I'm not


8 sure what choice you have.  Again, if you


9 want choice, you may direct license.  Under


10 statutory license, the price is set, the


11 terms are set, the ways in which you can


12 exploit those sound recordings is set.  So


13 there is not choice in that situation.  The


14 choice exists outside of that license.


15       Q     Are the methods of payments to


16 your copyright holders set?


17       A     The method of payments to our


18 copyright owners and artists are mandated by


19 statutory splits and further with respect to


20 the payees' schedules by the recipients


21 themselves.


22       Q     I'm not talking about the
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1 amounts.  Are the frequency of payments set


2 or is that something the SoundExchange board


3 decides?


4       A     As far -- No, there is no term


5 with respect to a requirement with the


6 frequency of distributions that


7 SoundExchange conducts quarterly with


8 respect to allocations of new royalties and


9 more frequently with distributions of


10 checks.


11       Q     But that's a decision that


12 SoundExchange makes.  Correct?


13       A     That is a decision that


14 SoundExchange makes in conjunction, well,


15 with the approval and direction of its


16 committees and it's board of directors


17 comprised equally of copyright owners and


18 artists.


19       Q     But it's not comprised of any


20 Royalty Logic members, is it?


21       A     To my knowledge, Royalty Logic is


22 not a copyright owner and to the extent they
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1 have members, I'm not sure who they are.  So


2 I can't --


3       Q     But you're not aware that any of


4 your committees and board of directors are


5 populated by any Royalty Logic members.


6       A     No, I'm not aware of that.


7       Q     And in terms of the auditing, are


8 the auditing policies of SoundExchange also


9 set by its board?


10       A     Well, the auditing provisions are


11 set forth either in the statute or in


12 regulations.  So that's where those are set.


13       Q     Are you talking about the


14 auditing rights of the -- The frequency with


15 which you're going to conduct audits is set


16 by the regulations?


17       A     No, the regs or the terms are


18 silent with respect to frequency.  It does


19 establish the right however.


20       Q     So you set your own audit


21 policies then,  SoundExchange does.


22       A     Again with the input direction
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1 and oversight of our board, yes.


2       Q     Right, but there are not RLI


3 members on that board to your knowledge, are


4 there, Ms. Kessler?


5       A     That's correct.


6       Q     Okay.  Now you described in some


7 detail in your direct written statement as


8 well as in earlier testimony, the manner in


9 which you receive payment logs, I guess you


10 refer to those as statements of accounts,


11 from webcasters and how they are logged in


12 and processed by SoundExchange.  Correct?


13       A     Yes.


14       Q     Ms. Kessler, is this receipt and


15 logging of statements by SoundExchange


16 anything different than what any data


17 processing entity would have to do with 


18 that material like ASCAP or BMI or Harry


19 Fox?


20       A     I can't speak to how they process


21 paperwork.  I can speak to how SoundExchange


22 deals with its statements of accounts,
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1 payments and reports of use.


2       Q     But wouldn't you say that having


3 logs occasionally failed to conform with


4 format and delivery specs in the job of


5 matching and research to assure correct


6 association of copyright owners and


7 performers with performance is something


8 that a data processing entity like


9 SoundExchange has to do to perform its


10 function?


11       A     You know SoundExchange has


12 undertaken a number of activities with a


13 level of thoroughness and comprehensiveness


14 in order to ensure that royalties are


15 received by absolutely everyone entitled to


16 them and to the extent that SoundExchange


17 has gone through this very broad process of


18 making sure that sound recordings are


19 identified accurately and that we conduct


20 all the necessary outreach to pay out as


21 much of the royalties as we possibly can,


22 that is something that SoundExchange in its
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1 philosophy has undertaken.  What other


2 collecting societies or similarly situated


3 organizations do, I just can't speak to.


4       Q     But aren't all these things that


5 SoundExchange has undertaken in fact common,


6 everyday functions of the business of


7 copyright research and royalty accounting?


8       A     Again, I think that depending on


9 a company's membership, their profit motive,


10 their other activities, may trade off one


11 thing for another.  SoundExchange is simply


12 administering a single license with single


13 terms and doing that as fairly,


14 transparently and efficiently as possible. 


15 So I can't speak to the business decisions


16 or where resources are expended in other


17 organizations.


18       Q     And you're administering those


19 licenses based on in part on the regulations


20 and in part on the decisions of


21 SoundExchange's board and all those


22 committees you described.
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1       A     You know we're heavily regulated


2 and we adhere to those regulations and to


3 the extent that the regulations or the terms


4 are silent or unclear on issues we engage


5 our copyright owner and artist community


6 with input and guidance on the most


7 efficient and transparent way to implement


8 those policies.  So it is with the very


9 people who are receiving the benefit of the


10 royalty distributions that are making the


11 decisions of what to do with those


12 royalties.


13       Q     But none of those very people


14 include members from Royalty Logic to your


15 knowledge, do they?


16       A     No, they don't.


17       Q     Now in your direct statement and


18 in some of your testimony, you state that


19 millions of performances that SoundExchange


20 logs in are principally from the preexisting


21 subscription services and satellite


22 services.  Do you remember making that
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1 statement, Ms. Kessler?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     And these would include Muzak,


4 Music Choice, DMX, XM and Cirius.  Is that


5 right?


6       A     That's correct.


7       Q     So processing information from


8 these five services constitutes the lion


9 share of your experience at SoundExchange. 


10 Would that be correct, Ms. Kessler?


11       A     The lion share with respect to


12 processing performances or in general?


13       Q     Right, processing performances.


14       A     Yes, that's correct.


15       Q     So your system essentially


16 receives the bulk of its data from these


17 five sources.  Is that correct?


18       A     That's correct.


19       Q     And each of these five companies


20 has very sophisticated play lists and data


21 presentation in your requested format, don't


22 they?
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1       A     Sophisticated?  I think it's the


2 minimum necessary to get to the point where


3 you can fairly and efficiently distribute


4 royalties.  I'm not sure quite sure how


5 sophisticated it makes it though.


6       Q     But your testimony in this case


7 just so we can be clear is based on reports


8 primarily received from these five companies


9 and conjecture with respect to the rest who


10 are not reporting because there are no rules


11 in place for the formats of those reports.


12       A     Well, there are interim


13 regulations in place with respect to the


14 data elements and other information that the


15 services will likely be required to report. 


16 So we are not in the dark with respect to


17 the data content.  What we are in the dark


18 about is what file format and by what


19 mechanism those reports are delivered to


20 SoundExchange.


21       Q     And are you aware, Mr. Kessler,


22 that for example MRI processes reports from
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1 over 300 different local television stations


2 each with their own or slightly different


3 formats of data presentation?


4       A     I'm unaware of what data


5 ingestion MRI conducts.


6       Q     And that the television use, the


7 MRI reports, are generally excerpts of


8 songs, three second cues, five second


9 background cues which are even more


10 difficult to match than those that you've


11 described at SoundExchange.


12       A     First, I couldn't speak to the


13 difficulty of the matching, but I can't


14 speak to what MRI ingests as I've stated.


15       Q     Now on page 14 of your written, I


16 don't think you have to go there, but you


17 refer something called the "theory of


18 certain entities."  Is that so, Ms. Kessler? 


19 It's on page 14 if you want to take a look. 


20 It's the second full paragraph.


21       A     Page 14?


22       Q     Where you say -- I'll read it
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1 into the record for clarity here.  You're


2 saying "Distributions could be formal or


3 complicated if the members of a band were


4 represented by different agents with one


5 member of the band represented by one


6 collective and all remaining members


7 represented by SoundExchange.  Under the


8 theory of certain entities, the members paid


9 through SoundExchange receive less than the


10 members paid through another entity due to


11 the possibility of others free riding on


12 SoundExchange's investments without having


13 to share the cost of these investments and


14 if there were multiple collectives, then the


15 difficulties associated with allocating


16 royalties and deducting costs could be


17 exacerbated as explained in more detail." 


18 Do you remember that statement?  Is that a


19 true statement?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     So is it your testimony that if


22 there are multiple collectives the system of
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1 collection and payment of royalties would


2 more inefficient and complicated?


3       A     If there are multiple agents,


4 it's my view that the cost would be


5 increased, delays would increase and it


6 would be far more difficult to distribute


7 royalties, yes.


8       Q     So is it your belief, Ms.


9 Kessler, that a system with any checks and


10 balances to SoundExchange is cost structure


11 and investment is more efficient?


12       A     SoundExchange has extensive


13 checks on its costs and expenditures because


14 of its board oversight.  I mean again the


15 recipients of the royalties are on our board


16 and on our committees and they are the ones


17 that review our budget, approve our


18 programs, have twice deferred the taking of


19 the undistributed royalties to reduce


20 SoundExchange's costs to give us an


21 opportunity to reach more and more copyright


22 owners and artists who deserve the
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1 royalties.  So I disagree with your


2 characterization that SoundExchange's


3 expenditure of funds goes unchecked in some


4 way.


5       Q     But it's -


6       A     That's not the case.


7       Q     So you're describing checks and


8 balances then that are internal to


9 SoundExchange.  Correct?


10       A     By its committees and its board,


11 yes.


12       Q     But there aren't any Royalty


13 Logic members on those committees or board,


14 are there, Ms. Kessler?


15       A     No, there is not.


16       Q     Isn't it true, Ms. Kessler, that


17 the board of SoundExchange does not


18 represent all copyright holders and


19 performers?


20       A     Well, SoundExchange's board


21 consists of nine copyright owners.  So it -


22       Q     But that's not my question.  My
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1 question is isn't it true, Ms. Kessler, that


2 the board of SoundExchange does not


3 represent all copyright holders and


4 performers.


5       A     SoundExchange represents members


6 and nonmembers.  So to that extent,


7 SoundExchange does represent all copyright


8 owners who aren't direct licensing outside


9 of the statutory license.


10       Q     But aren't there in fact many


11 independent labels and artists that are


12 members of Royalty Logic that are not


13 represented by SoundExchange?


14       A     I don't know who they are.


15       Q     But hypothetically, if there are


16 some, is it your testimony that


17 SoundExchange still represents them even


18 though they don't want to be represented by


19 SoundExchange?


20       A     SoundExchange pays all copyright


21 owners regardless of membership in


22 SoundExchange.
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1       Q     And sets policies as you


2 described before based on information they


3 received from persons other than the Royalty


4 Logic members?


5       A     SoundExchange sets its programs


6 and its policies and its budget based on


7 approval by its board of directors, yes.


8       Q     But you agree, Ms. Kessler, don't


9 you, that all artists and performers deserve


10 a say in how their dollars are spent by


11 their collective?


12       A     In a perfect world, every


13 statutory recipient would be involved in and


14 participate.  But there are tens of


15 thousands of featured artists, some of whom


16 are groups, and have group members of three


17 or four or five people.  There are thousands


18 of copyright owners here in the United


19 States and around the globe.  There are many


20 artists who own their own masters and in my


21 view and the decision lies with this board


22 of what organization is going to be charged
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1 with the humbling task of fairly


2 distributing these royalties to those


3 entitled parties.


4       Q     So are you advocating, Ms.


5 Kessler, denying Royalty Logic's members and


6 others a say in how their chosen collective


7 spends their money and how their payments


8 are calculated?


9       A     I can't speak to what those


10 members decide or not.  It's up to them.


11       Q     But you're saying they don't have


12 a choice.


13       A     I'm saying again at the risk of


14 repeating myself that in a statutory


15 framework it makes more sense to have a


16 single agent administering a set of rules


17 that apply to all copyright owners and


18 artists who are within the statutory


19 framework and those that don't like it may


20 direct license outside of it.  That's what


21 I'm saying.


22       Q     Are you familiar with artists
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1 known as Dr. Dre and Metallica?


2       A     Yes, I am.


3       Q     And that they sold million of


4 records over the past roughly 10, 15 years.


5       A     Yes, I am.


6       Q     Okay.  So you're saying that Dr.


7 Dre and Metallica for example shouldn't be


8 entitle to a choice in their collectives and


9 receive royalties on the same exact basis as


10 a SoundExchange member for equivalent


11 performances?


12       A     I'm saying that Dr. Dre and


13 Metallica receive their royalties on the


14 same basis as anybody else who received


15 royalties from SoundExchange and I'm not


16 denying Metallica their say.  We would


17 welcome them to participate on our advisory


18 committees and we have artists' seats on our


19 board and we would welcome their


20 participation.


21       Q     But that would be involuntary


22 though because Dr. Dre and Metallica and
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1 others do not want to be affiliated with


2 SoundExchange and the Recording Industry of


3 America.


4       A     I'm not sure --


5             MR. PERRELLI:  Objection, Your


6 Honor.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Sustained.


8             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


9       Q     Isn't it true, Ms. Kessler, that


10 if SoundExchange is acting as the


11 monopolistic funnel through which all


12 royalties flow that an non SoundExchange


13 member would receive less than a


14 SoundExchange member for the same exact


15 performance?


16             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm going to


17 object one on simply just arguing with the


18 witness and making statements too.  I think


19 she has answered the question over and over


20 again that talks about copyright owners and


21 performers whether they're members or not


22 and how they are paid.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


2 Freundlich.


3             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I'll try to


4 rephrase the question.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Rather than


6 rephrase, can you not go over the same


7 things you've covered many times.


8             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Fair enough,


9 Your Honor.


10             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


11       Q     Now, Ms. Kessler, you've


12 presented to us samples of statements of


13 account from SoundExchange to its members. 


14 Correct?  We have some of those that are


15 attached to your testimony.  We have seen


16 those.


17       A     SoundExchange statements to its


18 recipients?


19       Q     Right.  To its members.


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     Now do these statements show the


22 recipient of funds from SoundExchange, how
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1 the calculations were arrived at?  For


2 example, what costs were first deducted from


3 the gross receipts?


4       A     I'm not sure if the admin rate is


5 on the statements.  The total amount of


6 royalties collected are and then the


7 payments made to recipients is what is


8 displayed, not the admin rate.


9       Q     Not the admin rate or any other


10 information about cost deductions.  Isn't


11 that correct, Ms. Kessler?


12       A     In our annual reports, all of


13 that is fully expressed.


14       Q     But it's not on the any of the


15 reports to the artist, is it, to the members


16 I should say?  Sorry.


17       A     Well, again we send statements to


18 members and nonmembers and as I said, the


19 admin rate is not on the statement, but it's


20 elsewhere within SoundExchange's public


21 information.


22       Q     Could you tell me which exhibit
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1 it is that you're looking at there for that


2 information?


3       A     Do you mean where the admin rate


4 is -


5       Q     Yes, well, you just looked at


6 some portions of the exhibits that -


7       A     Yes, 252 is a statement from


8 SoundExchange.


9       Q     Now you say though, Ms. Kessler,


10 that one of the goals of SoundExchange is to


11 create a fair system of royalty payment and


12 allocation.  Isn't that correct?


13       A     Yes.


14       Q     So how can a member determine


15 that SoundExchange is being fair if the


16 statement's giving so little information


17 about how SoundExchange is arriving at the


18 net payment to them?


19       A     Again SoundExchange posts an


20 annual report on its website so that artists


21 and copyright owners, the general public,


22 whomever, can examine what our costs are and
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1 what our effective admin rate is.


2       Q     And how do you tell the members


3 about the fact that in order to find out


4 what costs are being deducted they have to


5 go to the SoundExchange website?


6       A     Well, if they inquire at


7 SoundExchange a staff member will certainly


8 tell them what the admin rate is and what


9 the link is where they can see the annual


10 report.


11       Q     So then if they don't make a


12 phone call to your customer service person


13 asking the question, they have no way of


14 finding that out, do they?


15       A     They can find out.  I mean it's


16 not hidden what SoundExchange admin rate is. 


17 It's on our website.  So they're welcome to


18 come and see that.


19       Q     Right, but if they don't ask for


20 the information how are they going to know


21 that they could go to the website?


22       A     I don't know how they would know.
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1       Q     Is it fair that you haven't


2 communicated that to them as part of their


3 statements?


4       A     No -- Well, if you're saying is


5 the admin rate absent from the statement,


6 yes, it is and it's an excellent suggestion.


7       Q     And on the website, is there


8 information with respect to each member's


9 statement as to how much of an overall cost


10 has been deducted off of their statements?


11       A     Well, every copyright owner and


12 artist is subject to a single admin rate. 


13 Again in a statutory license, it seems to be


14 fair to me that all recipients of the


15 statutory royalty share equally in the costs


16 of administration unless of course the


17 licensees want to pay for the administration


18 and statutory license.


19       Q     And none of the members have any


20 independent way of knowing, for example,


21 that that $9 million that the RIAA lent to


22 SoundExchange to start itself, the startup
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1 costs, are being deducted from their


2 royalties, do they?


3       A     No, it's evident from the annual


4 report on our website what the CARP


5 repayment is.  We've never attempted to not


6 discuss the CARP repayment.


7       Q     But again just to be clear, the


8 only way that a member can find out about


9 this CARP repayment again is to go on the


10 website.  Right?


11       A     Yes, I think I've answered that.


12       Q     Okay.  Thank you.  But isn't it


13 true, Ms. Kessler, that in order for the


14 system to really be transparent and


15 auditable by its members that statements


16 would have to be more detailed?


17       A     Again, if you look at the


18 statements, they are quite detailed with


19 respect to the list of sound recordings but


20 I'll certainly take back the idea of putting


21 the admin rate on each statement.  The


22 problems is that there's an admin rate that
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1 differs from royalty stream to royalty


2 stream.  So it's going to further complicate


3 the statements, but I think it's a great


4 idea.


5       Q     Right, but until you heard that


6 idea from me, had anybody at SoundExchange


7 considered putting that amount of


8 information on the statements so they could


9 be more transparent?


10       A     Not to my recollection.


11       Q     And how complicated would that be


12 to provide that information on a statement?


13       A     I don't know.  I'll have to ask


14 our Development Team how difficult it will


15 be.


16             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Your Honor, we


17 have until 12:45 p.m. today.  Is that the


18 timing?


19             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes, you're


20 right.


21             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Okay.


22             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:
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1       Q     Now on page 16 of your written


2 testimony, you make the statement that there


3 have been nine royalty distributions to


4 date.  I just want to make clear.  Has there


5 been another one since then?


6       A     There have been several, yes.


7       Q     So how many royalty distributions


8 have there been to date?


9       A     I think we're up to -- We skipped


10 No. 13.   We didn't skip a distribution, but


11 we didn't incorporate 13 as a distribution. 


12 I think we're up to 16 now.  Can you tell me


13 what page it is on?


14       Q     It was 16 at the top.  I think --


15 Yes, the very first line.


16       A     Yes, we're up to, I think, 14 or


17 16.


18       Q     Is there any reason why there


19 couldn't be more frequent payments to


20 members, maybe on a monthly basis?


21       A     Again we're examining


22 distributions and increasing the frequency
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1 from quarterly to perhaps every six weeks or


2 monthly in order to expedite the receipt of


3 royalties to feature performers who


4 previously we were unable to find that we


5 have located or that they've come forward,


6 but these are business decisions and with


7 respect to cost containment any given


8 distribution is not an expense free


9 activity.  So we try to balance the costs of


10 those distributions with the frequency of


11 those distributions.  But certainly as the


12 royalties have grown over the years, we have


13 increased those distributions and


14 demonstrated that to our artists and


15 copyright owners that we have increased the


16 frequency.


17       Q     Let's turn to the unallocated


18 money.  You testified that there's a bulk of


19 money that is remaining in an unallocated


20 escrow account.  Is that correct?


21       A     There is a percentage of


22 undistributed royalties that are accounted
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1 for that we're unable to pay the copyright


2 owners and artists as of this day, yes.


3       Q     And that would be the 35 percent


4 for the artists and the 15 percent for the


5 copyright holders.


6       A     That's correct.


7       Q     That's the flip side of what you


8 say could be paid through.


9       A     That's correct.


10       Q     Okay.  And is that -- I've come


11 up with a rough figure of what I think that


12 is.  I just want you to let me know if


13 that's in the ball park of $16 million. 


14 Does that sound correct?


15       A     That sounds high to me but it is


16 millions of dollars.


17       Q     Is it more than $10 million?


18       A     Yes, probably.


19       Q     Is it more than $15 million?


20       A     I don't think so.  We're


21 analyzing all of that right now.  So I can't


22 say with specificity.
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1       Q     Now you also testified that the


2 SoundExchange board voted or recommended


3 that SoundExchange hold over that


4 unallocated amount for more than the three


5 years that the statute allows.  Is that


6 correct?


7       A     Well, to be clear, the regulation


8 permits the reduction of costs of


9 administration by the undistributed funds


10 three years after the date of payment by the


11 service and SoundExchange's board has twice


12 delayed the use of those funds to offset


13 costs to permit SoundExchange ample


14 opportunity to ramp up its undistributed


15 funds strategies to reach the maximum number


16 of copyright owners and artists as possible.


17       Q     Is there any idea, as of in


18 discussions, as to when in fact those moneys


19 will be applied to reduction of costs of


20 administration of funds?


21       A     Yes, there has.  There is a board


22 meeting in a couple of weeks where I believe
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1 that decision will be made, but the policy


2 committee recently came to a recommendation


3 that will be presented to the board that


4 only the undistributed funds with respect to


5 SoundExchange's very first distribution of


6 over five years ago be subject to this type


7 of release and offsetting of costs.  So it's


8 a fraction of the figure that you stated.


9       Q     Do you anticipate that they're


10 going to roll that in over time then, just


11 starting way back then and rolling forward. 


12 Is that what's been discussed?


13       A     The recommended policy is to


14 stagger that and again at each stage,


15 reviewing the progress that SoundExchange


16 has made with respect to pay-through rate to


17 determine when the appropriate time is to


18 make that release.


19       Q     Doesn't this current system with


20 the three-year recoup, with the permission


21 to recoup costs of administration after


22 three years, or as extended by the policies,
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1 doesn't that create an incentive for


2 SoundExchange not to locate unidentified


3 artists so that they can apply the money at


4 some point to the recoupment of costs?


5       A     On the contrary, if our copyright


6 owners and artists as represented our board


7 wanted to get that money somehow to offset


8 costs then they wouldn't have extended the


9 release of those funds nor would they as a


10 matter of course fund activities and


11 programs that SoundExchange recommends to


12 reduce that figure.  So I think that by


13 virtue of the ownership of SoundExchange,


14 again the copyright owners and artists who


15 are entitled to these royalties, they have


16 demonstrated their commitment to reducing


17 that pay-through rate.


18             In addition, I think other


19 societies around the world recognize that


20 commitment of SoundExchange by entering into


21 reciprocal payment arrangements with


22 SoundExchange.  They have the same
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1 philosophy as SoundExchange with respect to


2 paying through absolutely as much as


3 possible.


4       Q     Are those societies helping


5 SoundExchange to identify some of the


6 unallocated recipients?


7       A     Yes, they are.


8       Q     And wouldn't an additional


9 collective in this situation help to


10 identify even more of those unallocated


11 recipients?


12       A     If you're referring to would RLI


13 help, I have no idea if their motives would


14 be such that they would want to reduce the


15 undistributed royalties.  RLI is a for-


16 profit company and it gives me pause to


17 think they may participate in that way.


18       Q     Ms. Kessler, you are aware, are


19 you not, that the DiMA Companies and RLI


20 have entered into an agreement for DiMA to


21 provide RLI with direct accounting reporting


22 payment and auditing?
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1       A     I understand that there is some


2 arrangement that RLI or MRI and DiMA have. 


3 I have no idea with respect to the


4 particulars.


5       Q     It's RLI, isn't it?  It's not


6 MRI.


7       A     Again, I'm not sure what the


8 particulars are.


9       Q     Have you seen the agreement?


10       A     No, I have not.


11       Q     Were you aware of this agreement


12 when you made the statement on page 17 of


13 your written statement that "webcasters


14 object to having to report to more than one


15 collective"?


16       A     No, I was not.


17       Q     So that statement is false now. 


18 Correct, Ms. Kessler?


19             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm going object,


20 Your Honor.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Basis?


22             MR. PERRELLI:  Objection.  He's
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1 trying to characterize it as a false


2 statement based on something that she


3 doesn't know and he hasn't been able to put


4 before her related to an agreement.  He just


5 simply is purporting to exist.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Objection is


7 overruled.


8             THE WITNESS:  Can you repeat the


9 question please.


10             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


11       Q     So your statement on page 17 that


12 "webcasters object to having to report to


13 more than one collective" is not false. 


14 Isn't that correct, Ms. Kessler?


15       A     Without being able to see what


16 the agreement is to see what, if any,


17 reporting is required under that with


18 respect to any aspect of that agreement, I


19 certainly can't say if this statement in my


20 testimony is inconsistent that time has


21 passed.  At the time I made this statement,


22 it was absolutely true and today I would say
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1 it is still true absent any evidence that it


2 is not.


3       Q     Okay.  And you say that the


4 overwhelming majority of copyright owners


5 and performers oppose such a system, a


6 system with more than one collective.  Is


7 that also correct, Ms. Kessler?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     Did this overwhelming majority


10 that you described even know that there was


11 a choice?


12       A     I would say that this


13 overwhelming majority are receiving payments


14 from SoundExchange, reports from


15 SoundExchange and they are with


16 SoundExchange and we receive so many


17 positive feedback  from our artists and


18 copyright owners that we're reporting


19 transparently with respect to their sound


20 recordings and how they're being exploited


21 by these services.  So I think that they're


22 exercising their opinion by staying with
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1 SoundExchange and their feedback to


2 SoundExchange.


3       Q     Are you saying that your reports


4 to your payees are transparent when they


5 don't include any information whatsoever


6 about costs deducted from the gross


7 royalties?


8       A     I am saying that SoundExchange's


9 statement are transparent and comprehensive.


10       Q     Transparent in what respect?


11       A     With respect to the sound


12 recordings for which they are receiving


13 royalty payments.


14       Q     But not transparent with respect


15 to the costs that you're deducting from the


16 moneys that you're getting for those sound


17 recordings.


18       A     We discussed this.  Our admin


19 rate is on our website.  It's a great


20 suggestion to put that on  the statements


21 and when I go back, I will certainly make


22 that recommendation.
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1       Q     But as they exist right now, the


2 statements are very transparent, are they?


3       A     I am saying that they are


4 transparent.


5       Q     Isn't it true, Ms. Kessler, that


6 the settlement for the periods following


7 Webcaster 1 had SoundExchange agreeing to


8 extend the then existing rates only if the


9 webcasters would agree that SoundExchange


10 was the sole collective entitled to receive


11 royalties?


12       A     I know that the rates and terms


13 for that period were extended.  It was


14 likely done considering many factors, one of


15 which was that.


16       Q     So SoundExchange insisted that


17 they would be the only collective.  Right?


18       A     As I said, that was one of the


19 terms with respect to that agreement moving


20 forward.


21       Q     Now you're familiar, are you not,


22 with Mr. Simson's occasional postings
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1 talking about RLI and the fact that there is


2 a competitor afoot for this function?


3       A     What do you mean by "postings"?


4       Q     On the website, occasionally Mr.


5 Simson writes a point of view on the website


6 and he's described on the website I gather


7 for the SoundExchange payees to look at the


8 fact that RLI exists and that there's


9 competition.  Right?


10       A     He has probably mentioned RLI in


11 our newsletter.


12       Q     So you acknowledge on the one


13 hand SoundExchange acknowledges that there


14 is marketplace competition, but now you're


15 sitting here trying to eliminate that


16 competition through the regulatory process.


17       A     I don't know how many times I can


18 say this.  It's my belief that in a


19 statutory framework where there is no price


20 competition that this competition that


21 you're describing leads to increased costs,


22 delays in distributions, confusion in the
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1 marketplace with respect to what rules are


2 being implemented.  It will lead to


3 confusion with licensees, who they pay, how


4 they report, where they're getting their


5 information of walking through the statutory


6 requirements and so that is my testimony.


7       Q     So that's your opinion then, Ms.


8 Kessler.  Right?


9       A     No, that is -- 


10       Q     Is it based on any empirical


11 studies that you've done?


12       A     It is based on my knowledge and


13 experience of the daunting task of


14 distributing royalties to tens of thousands


15 of artists and many, many hundreds of


16 copyright owners and administering a


17 statutory royalty where all of the


18 information we've received is in the hands


19 of the licensees and to wade through those


20 massive amounts of information to effect the


21 prompt and efficient distribution of


22 royalties to those entitled parties.  That's
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1 what my comments and testimony are based on.


2       Q     Now, Ms. Kessler, it is true


3 though that  at SoundExchange you created a


4 system that does not accommodate multiple


5 agents.  Isn't that correct?


6       A     My testimony is that it would


7 cost roughly $250,000 to $350,000 to modify


8 it so that it could address at least what


9 we've been able to identify are the massive


10 complications of a multi-agent system.


11       Q     Right.  But you created a system,


12 did you not, that didn't accommodate


13 multiple agents?  Right?


14       A     Yes, our system was created to


15 administer based on the business rules that


16 were established at the time.


17       Q     On business rules established by


18 the SoundExchange board?


19       A     By the regulation, by the


20 license, by the terms in the license, by the


21 statutory mandated splits and by other such


22 information, for example, requirements of
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1 the IRS and that sort of thing.


2       Q     So it's your testimony then that


3 SoundExchange is using its funds, moneys


4 that it intends to recoup against royalty


5 statements to build a system to create a


6 national monopoly for itself without


7 competition.


8       A     That is so not my testimony.


9       Q     Okay.  Well, isn't it a fact that


10 SoundExchange is using its members' funds to


11 build such a system to create a national


12 monopoly for itself without competition?


13       A     No, it is not.


14       Q     Well, isn't that the effect of


15 what you're doing by eliminating all other


16 agents including my client from this playing


17 field?


18       A     No, it is not.


19       Q     So are you saying that my client


20 can compete on the same basis as


21 SoundExchange then?


22       A     I'm saying that your client can
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1 engage in direct licensing to the extent


2 that he can summon up  copyright owners


3 selecting RLI to engage in that direct


4 licensing.   That's what I'm saying.


5       Q     So based on that statement, why


6 are you objecting then to this board giving


7 Royalty Logic the same rights and


8 obligations as SoundExchange has for direct


9 auditing, reporting, payment and accounting


10 directly from the licensees?


11       A     Because under a statutory


12 framework where there is a single set of


13 rates and a single set of terms, there


14 should be a single set of rules and those


15 rules should be administered by an


16 organization that overwhelmingly represents


17 copyright owners and artists or an


18 organization that makes no distinction based


19 on membership, that is a nonprofit and


20 engaged in activities that promote the fair


21 and efficient distribution of royalties.


22             So it is the decision of this
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1 board if they feel that a multi-agent system


2 would better serve copyright owners and


3 artists.  But my testimony is that it would


4 only increase those costs.  It would be a


5 disservice to copyright owners and artists


6 and that in a statutory framework cost


7 competition is nothing more than an


8 incentive to free ride.


9       Q     Well, you testified, I think,


10 earlier, correct me if I'm wrong, that if


11 the copyright holders that, I want to


12 designate Royalty Logic, that Royalty Logic


13 can make direct licenses and achieve what


14 their goal is essentially to get direct


15 payments from the licensees.  Is that


16 correct?


17       A     It would completely bypass the


18 statutory  license by engaging in direct


19 licensing.  That's correct.


20       Q     So they can't do that under the


21 statute.


22       A     Again it's a statutory license. 
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1 There is a single rate.  There is a single


2 set of terms.  If copyright owners want


3 different rates and different terms, they


4 are welcome to go outside of the statute and


5 engage in direct licensing.


6       Q     You are aware of Section 111,


7 that the statutory license contains Section


8 111.


9       A     I know very little of 111.  I


10 know there is a Section 111.


11       Q     Are you aware that in that


12 section Congress provided for the collection


13 of moneys by the Copyright Office and a


14 process by which copyright owners could


15 receive their moneys as allocated in a CRB


16 proceeding, for example?


17       A     I'm not aware of what 111 says.


18       Q     Do you contend, Ms. Kessler, that


19 the collection of statutory royalties in


20 Sections 112 and 114 is a natural monopoly,


21 that it must be served by just one


22 collective and that this collective should
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1 be SoundExchange?


2       A     I am saying that it is more


3 efficient.  It  reduces cost for a single


4 designated agent to administer a statutory


5 royalty with a single set of rates and a


6 single set of terms.  Yes, that's what I'm


7 saying.


8       Q     Wouldn't it be more fair to those


9 that have not designated SoundExchange to


10 perhaps a neutral third party body that is


11 not the Recording Industry of America's


12 child to receive those royalties and then


13 pay them out on an equal basis to all of the


14 copyright owners?


15       A     SoundExchange does pay out to


16 copyright owners and artists on an equal


17 basis.  We make no differentiation between


18 membership and non membership.  We have been


19 spun off from the RIAA since September of


20 2003.  We are independent of the RIAA and at


21 the risk of repeating myself, I do believe


22 that SoundExchange fairly and efficiently
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1 represents the administrative needs of


2 copyright owners and artists under the 112


3 and the 114.


4       Q     Now on page 18 of your written,


5 you say that "a multi-agent system is


6 inconsistent with the concept of efficient


7 licensing."  That is your testimony.  I


8 think you said that before.  Is that


9 correct?


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     Now are you suggesting that


12 ASCAP's fees would not be lower if BMI did


13 not exist?


14       A     You know I don't think ASCAP, BMI


15 and SESAC is an apples-to-apples comparison


16 to what we're discussing today.  But by


17 virtue of having multiple PROs engaged in


18 essentially the identical activities 


19 necessarily duplicates or triplicates costs.


20       Q     So you don't think that ASCAP's


21 fees are lower because of the competition


22 with BMI.
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1       A     I think that they spend more


2 money on marketing than they otherwise would


3 need to spend, duplication of systems that


4 they otherwise might need to, but again


5 they're not even remotely the same types of


6 organizations or operating under the same


7 framework that we are.


8       Q     But ASCAP has 20 million members


9 and processes data in and out just like


10 SoundExchange does, doesn't it?


11       A     They are members of that


12 organization, yes.


13       Q     ASCAP is?


14       A     Those 20 however many.  I don't


15 know what the number of ASCAP's membership


16 is or BMI's membership, but again, they're


17 membership organizations.


18       Q     Okay.  So ASCAP has payees. 


19 Let's call them payees for the moment. 


20 Doesn't ASCAP process data coming in from


21 broadcasters and put out data going out to


22 copyright owners just like SoundExchange
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1 does?


2       A     Yes, they do.


3       Q     Okay, and doesn't having more


4 than one collective in the PRO arena


5 actually keep ASCAP and BMI honest with each


6 other?


7       A     Again what I'm saying is that


8 when two organizations are undertaking the


9 same sets of activities that they are


10 necessarily duplicating those costs.  That


11 they may have other business reasons or


12 their members prefer one organization over


13 another for something apart from the


14 administrative aspect of the license.  They


15 have that choice.  We're talking about the


16 administration of the single license.


17       Q     Are you aware of the practice,


18 Ms. Kessler, in some bands for instance to


19 affiliate two of the band members with BMI


20 and two of them with ASCAP to see which


21 statement gives them the most funds?


22       A     I'm not aware of that.
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1       Q     Would it surprise you if that


2 practice existed?


3       A     I don't know that I'm


4 particularly surprised, no.


5       Q     Would it surprise you further


6 that in many cases the numbers are not the


7 same?


8       A     I don't know that answer to that.


9       Q     So for the same performances that


10 are reported by ASCAP and BMI, they come out


11 with different amounts for payments.


12       A     Perhaps if they had census


13 reporting that wouldn't be the case.


14       Q     Okay.  On page 18, you also state


15 that "the purpose of the royalty collection


16 process is to make prompt, efficient and


17 fair payments to copyright owners and


18 performers with a minimum of expense."  Is


19 that correct?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     And this is in fact what it says


22 in The Federal Register as well.  Correct?
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1       A     I'm not sure that The Federal


2 Register says.


3       Q     But it's what SoundExchange's


4 policy seeks to effectuate.


5       A     Absolutely.


6       Q     So if the purpose of the system


7 is to make payments to the copyright owners


8 and performers with a minimum of expense,


9 isn't it true that owners and performers


10 would benefit from another agent with


11 systems that they have in place leverage to


12 prevent excessive costs from having to be


13 borne by its members?


14             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I


15 think I'm going to object.  It's been asked


16 and answered.  I think we've been over this


17 quite a bit.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


19 Freundlich.


20             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I think it's a


21 different question.  I'm talking about now


22 the systems that one collective may have in
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1 place over another.  I don't have anything


2 further on this particular point, but I


3 don't see why that question -


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


5 Overruled.


6             THE WITNESS:  Can you repeat the


7 question please.


8             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


9       Q     If the purpose of the system is


10 to make payments to the owners and


11 performers with a minimum of expense, isn't


12 it true that owners and performers would


13 benefit from another agent with systems that


14 are already in place to leverage to prevent


15 excessive costs from having to be borne by


16 its members?


17       A     Again if you have two or ten or


18 hundred designated agents all developing


19 systems, maintaining systems, extending


20 systems that the overall cost to the group


21 of copyright owners and artists who are


22 entitled to the payments under the statutory
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1 license would increase.  There would not be


2 a cost savings there.


3       Q     Ms. Kessler, how many parties are


4 here seeking to become or get status on an


5 equal basis with  SoundExchange?  Are there


6 two, ten or 100?


7       A     There is one.


8       Q     Okay.


9       A     But that doesn't preclude many


10 more from coming forward.


11       Q     Right, but there's only one here


12 today before this board.


13       A     Right.  One here today.  That's


14 correct.


15       Q     And what if the alternative


16 collective for example would offer advances,


17 guarantees or other methods of financing to


18 its copyright owners and performers of the


19 royalty streams under 112 and 144?  Wouldn't


20 that be a fair choice to offer to those


21 copyright owners and performers?


22       A     So you mentioned advances?  And
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1 what else?


2       Q     Advances, guarantees or other


3 methods of financing.


4       A     You know it's contrary to -- In


5 the statutory license, there is a set pot of


6 money.  If you're advancing money to a


7 particular artist or a particular copyright


8 owner, you're taking it away from other


9 copyright owners and artists.  I don't see


10 how that fair or transparent or efficient.


11       Q     That's assuming that all the


12 money comes from a zero sum, isn't it?


13       A     But again, SoundExchange's role


14 here is to administer the statutory license. 


15 So again, it's one license, one set of


16 rules, one pot of money.


17       Q     But the rules haven't been set


18 with respect to how you're going to treat


19 your copyright owners with respect to giving


20 advances, guarantees or other methods. 


21 That's just a policy of the SoundExchange


22 board.  Correct?
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1       A     Well, you may not differentiate


2 between members and nonmembers and


3 SoundExchange does not differentiate within


4 its members the value of their performances,


5 no.


6             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Would this be a


7 good time?


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Well, is it


9 a good time for you to conclude your


10 examination?


11             MR. FREUNDLICH:  No, I have


12 probably another half hour.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We will


14 recess until 3:00 p.m.  Off the record.


15             (Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the


16 above-entitled matter recessed to reconvene


17 at 3:00 p.m. the same day.)


18             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Your Honor, I


19 have revisited my 30 minute estimate.  I


20 think it's going to be quite a bit shorter.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Well, that's


22 good news.  Thank you.
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1             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I knew you'd


2 like to hear that.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Not personal


4 to you, but from anyone.


5             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I understand.


6             BY MR. FREUNDLICH:  


7       Q     You testified, Ms. Kessler, about


8 the fact that Royalty Logic members can


9 directly license if they so choose not to


10 deal with the licenses that Sound Exchange


11 is procuring.  Is that correct?  Is that how


12 I understand your testimony this morning?


13       A     Not that we procure, the


14 licensees take the license.  It's really the


15 license we're administering.


16       Q     But your testimony was that the


17 Royalty Logic people could go directly to do


18 that, as well.


19       A     Yes.  That's correct.


20       Q     So what you're really saying then


21 is that a disaffected Sound Exchange member


22 who might choose to go to RLI, their only
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1 choice is to go to RLI to do a voluntary


2 license, which means they would have to


3 forego the statutory license?


4       A     The rates and terms that they


5 determine are in their benefit could be the


6 statutory rates and terms, or something all


7 together different.


8       Q     So they could potentially enter


9 into statutory licenses, but not have any of


10 the same regulations apply to them that


11 Sound Exchange does.  Is that what you're


12 saying?


13       A     I'm saying that a direct license


14 can have any rates and terms that the


15 parties negotiate.


16       Q     But if it turns out that that's


17 statutory, wouldn't it be more efficient to


18 just have everybody  on the same playing


19 field?


20       A     You know, again, the statutory


21 license should be governed by one set of


22 rules.  And one organization is best suited
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1 to do that to eliminate duplicative costs


2 and all the other efficiency reasons I


3 stated before.  So to the extent a copyright


4 owner wants to bypass that structure for


5 whatever reason, they certainly can do so.


6       Q     Now do you say that -- are you


7 contending here that Sound Exchange should


8 be the sole agent for voluntary licensing,


9 as well?


10       A     No, I'm not saying that.


11       Q     Is Sound Exchange doing any


12 voluntary licensing?


13       A     Sound Exchange has some payment


14 reciprocals with foreign societies.


15       Q     How about the SDARS agreement, is


16 that a voluntary license?


17       A     It is a voluntary license.


18       Q     So there could potentially be


19 other situations where Sound Exchange is


20 making voluntary deals as opposed to the


21 statutory deals.


22       A     Well, yes.  Sound Exchange is
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1 administering that license, and it's with


2 respect to the members of Sound Exchange.


3       Q     So then you would agree, would


4 you not, that under your system here, that


5 an RLI member in order to receive direct


6 payments on statutory licenses, as opposed


7 to payments through the Sound Exchange


8 funnel would have to have two agents, one


9 for statutory licensings, which would be


10 Sound Exchange, and one for the voluntary


11 licenses, which would be RLI?


12       A     Again, if a copyright owner


13 wanted a single agent for both purposes,


14 they could direct license.


15       Q     But my hypothetical is that there


16 are, and we know that there are because


17 Royalty Logic is here and has members


18 representing to you that.  If you're saying


19 that Royalty Logic should go and get the


20 voluntary licenses, then isn't the system


21 that you're positing that a member of


22 Royalty Logic needs to have two separate
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1 agents, one for the voluntary license and


2 one for the statutory license?


3       A     Well, that copyright owner could


4 still receive payment through Sound Exchange


5 for the statutory license.  That's true.


6       Q     And would that be fair and


7 efficient to those members, that they'd have


8 to go through both collectives?


9       A     Again, the fairness and the


10 efficiency is really on behalf of all


11 copyright owners and all featured


12 performers, as well as the non-featured, so


13 we're really looking at a collective group,


14 not any one individual because they still


15 have the direct license right if they want


16 to do something else.


17       Q     How many copyright owners and


18 performers do you think would opt for such a


19 complicated system, to have one agent for


20 the voluntary and one agent for the


21 statutory?


22       A     That's a hypothetical.  I have no
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1 way of knowing what the answer to that is.


2       Q     But isn't this whole event here


3 Sound Exchange's attempt to keep Royalty


4 Logic off of this playing field on an equal


5 basis really just an effort to create a


6 monopoly in the statutory area so that you


7 can gain an advantage in the marketplace


8 overall for statutory and voluntary


9 licensing?


10       A     No, it is not.


11             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I don't have


12 anything further.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Malone. 


14             MR. MALONE:  Thank you, Your


15 Honor.  Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


16             THE WITNESS:  Good afternoon.


17             MR. MALONE:  I'm Bill Malone,


18 representing some of the college


19 broadcasters and webcasters.


20                 CROSS EXAMINATION


21             BY MR. MALONE:  


22       Q     In your testimony in the written
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1 form, and then on the stand in the past


2 couple of days, you've put, I think, a good


3 deal of emphasis on the word "efficiency." 


4 In fact, as look I look at page 2 of your


5 written testimony of the paragraph, the


6 second sentence of the paragraph at the


7 bottom of the page, you speak of


8 "facilitating the receipt and distribution


9 of the royalties in the most efficient


10 manner possible."  And I take it -- well,


11 let me ask this.  In this context, how do


12 you define, how do you measure efficiency?


13       A     Oh, I think there's a number of


14 ways you can measure efficiency.  I think


15 it's cost containment, it's the numbers of


16 copyright owners and artists an entity is


17 representing and paying.  I think it's how


18 quickly - in Sound Exchange's case, how


19 quickly we developed our royalty


20 distribution and began distributing.  I


21 think it's measured by the frequency and the


22 increase in frequency with which you
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1 distribute the royalties.  I think it can be


2 measured by the throughput of Sound Exchange


3 staff with respect to setting up accounts,


4 the accuracy of those accounts.  I think it


5 can be measured by the acceptance in the


6 world of PROs.  Sound Exchange is a partner


7 with organizations such as PPL, RAAP, SENA,


8 and so on, so I think it would be measured


9 by quite a lot of factors, which I'm sure I


10 haven't identified all of those.  But


11 certainly, it is measured by the speed with


12 which, and at the minimum cost that you're


13 able to fulfill the obligations of


14 administering the royalty.


15       Q     You referred to, I think,


16 administrative costs or administrative


17 ratio.  Relate that to efficiency, please.


18       A     I think that's an expression of


19 the costs the organization incurs compared


20 to the royalties that it collects and


21 distributes.


22       Q     And this is the percentage that,
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1 I think with justifiable pride, you


2 mentioned had fallen from what - 18-20


3 percent to 7-1/2 percent?


4       A     That's correct.


5       Q     So there are actually two


6 numerical terms that go into the calculation


7 of that ratio, one are the revenues, and the


8 other are the expenses.


9       A     It's the royalties and the cost,


10 yes.


11       Q     Okay.  Thank you.  And so one can


12 improve the efficiency ratio by increasing


13 the amount of revenue per dollar costs that


14 you incur.


15       A     That's correct.


16       Q     Well, let's look at page 10, and


17 the paragraph in the middle of page 10 talks


18 about the threshold for distributing


19 royalties to a payee of $10.  Can you relate


20 that for me to the administrative ratio?


21       A     I don't know what that questions


22 means.
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1       Q     All right.  Let me ask it this


2 way.  You say here that, you say rather than


3 distribute smaller amounts and incur


4 significant additional transaction costs,


5 you wait until there's $10 to pay out, at


6 which point that's distributed.  Explain to


7 me how that contributes to the efficiency.


8       A     Sure.  With every distribution


9 there are transactional costs, including


10 preparation of data, staff time, and then


11 the physical act of producing a distribution


12 in the form of paper, checks, postage,


13 customer care, all those types of things. 


14 The $10 threshold was established because


15 that's when the IRS requires that you issue


16 a 1099, and so that seemed like a good


17 number.  It wasn't as large as, for example,


18 RLI's $100 figure, but it was a number that


19 was based by a government agency, and we


20 were able to eliminate certain incremental


21 and transactional costs, and feel that a $10


22 amount wasn't so unreasonable or even
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1 objectionable to an artist or a copyright


2 owner.


3       Q     I'm persuaded.  Now that's on the


4 distribution side.  Does the same principle


5 apply on the income side?


6       A     We don't receive royalty payments


7 that are that small, and I don't think that


8 you can really compare the two, because the


9 royalties received are really the value for


10 the use of all of the music that's


11 available, that's commercially released, so


12 there's a value to that.  I'm not sure what


13 you're asking.  If you're asking would we


14 not process a payment of $10 or less?


15       Q     Well, let's sneak up on it a


16 little bit this way.  There is a cost in


17 processing a payment to you.


18       A     Yes, of course.


19       Q     And if that cost is very large in


20 relation to the amount of the payment that's


21 being booked, then your administrative


22 ratio, at least for that part of the
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1 business goes to hell, doesn't it?


2       A     Well, I think that's a strong


3 term, but I think that you could have high


4 transaction costs when the transaction


5 dollar value is smaller, I think as a


6 general rule.


7       Q     Percentage-wise.


8       A     Okay.


9       Q     So that would -- to the extent


10 that the administrative ratio measures


11 efficiency like that's going to be tracked


12 from the favorable administrative ratio.


13       A     Yes, but there are so few


14 situations where you would parse out the


15 work of administering a royalty to a task-


16 by-task basis.  You look at all the tasks


17 involved with collection and distribution of


18 royalties, and you base your decisions on


19 the overall efficiency, not just one piece,


20 because certainly, we spend more time and


21 money on certain aspects than others.


22       Q     Well, let's focus for a moment at
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1 least, please, on payment size.  If your


2 sole objective is to improve efficiency,


3 which translates into the administrative


4 ratio, you're going to try to minimize the


5 number of payments that have a high cost in


6 relation to the amount times our payment,


7 receipts.  You're going to try to minimize


8 the number of transactions in which the


9 receipts are small in relation to the cost.


10       A     Well, remember, too, that with


11 each payment, there's a cost associated with


12 it, so you have to balance first the point


13 at which the cost of conducting the


14 transaction exceeds the benefit.  And so


15 there is that, but certainly -- and also


16 because of the breadth of content that's


17 being performed on the services, we have


18 occasion where performances are in fractions


19 of pennies, so it makes no sense to


20 distribute every single performance that has


21 earned a  royalty when it could potentially


22 be less than a penny, and so we chose the
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1 $10 threshold for the reasons I described


2 earlier.


3       Q     In a sense, these two things


4 somewhat relate.  That is, if you have


5 reports, statements of account I guess you'd


6 call them, and remittances coming in that


7 are small and represent a few listeners, a


8 few hours, whatever the measure is, and


9 that, in turn, leads to small distributable


10 amounts, and you put a cap or a floor,


11 rather, on the distributable amount, why,


12 there's going to be some payments coming in


13 that are just going to get absorbed by the


14 system because you know from the outset that


15 they're never going to show up on the


16 distributions.


17       A     I don't know that I can agree


18 with that statement.


19       Q     Well, if you have remitters,


20 users, who are using, shall we say unpopular


21 musical works, for want of a better term,


22 they're not going to be remitting very much
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1 money, and the works, because they're


2 unpopular, are not going to have very much


3 money in the pool.  And if that money is


4 less than $10, the remittance goes to no


5 end.


6       A     Well, again - I mean, if you look


7 at this on a licensee-by-licensee basis, a


8 licensee paying a $500 minimum fee may


9 result in a performance value of fractions


10 of pennies.  But when you have hundreds and


11 hundreds of these types of services, and you


12 add those pennies up, you end up with a


13 check in excess of $10 and you will be paid.


14       Q     Only, however, if there's an


15 overlap in the works being played.


16       A     Yes.  It would require that those


17 sound recordings are played across multiple


18 services.


19       Q     Now there have been two exhibits


20 that you've discussed this morning, Services


21 Exhibit 155, which I think we call a


22 receipts log/payment report.  
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1       A     You're referring to the Exhibit 1


2 on -- 


3       Q     The Attachment 1, yes.


4       A     Yes.


5       Q     And then there's Exhibit 98,


6 which is a list of receipts by, I guess, 309


7 remitters.  


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     And the Services Exhibit 98


10 appears to be confined to 2004.


11       A     Yes.


12       Q     All right.  So relate what's on


13 Services Exhibit 155 for 2004, and what's on


14 Services Exhibit 98 for 2004.


15       A     So there's -- I haven't compared


16 these service-by-service, or parent-by-


17 parent, so I can't do a complete overlap,


18 but I would assume that the parent name on


19 Exhibit 98 and the parent name on Exhibit


20 155, that there would be an overlap for a


21 column that is named 2004.


22       Q     Well, except for the fact that
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1 the population of 98 covers commercial


2 services of some size.  


3       A     I'm sorry?


4       Q     All right.  For example, Yahoo


5 seems to be your big remitter on Exhibit 98,


6 and I don't think one finds Yahoo on Exhibit


7 155.


8       A     Well, maybe they're under Launch. 


9 I don't know.  I'd have to look.  So Yahoo -


10 let's see, parent, Yahoo.  I don't see an


11 entry for Yahoo.


12       Q     Well, in point of fact, on 155,


13 you don't see any entries for the large


14 commercial webcasters at all.


15       A     Okay.


16       Q     So they've been screened out.


17       A     Well, I don't know they've been


18 screened out.  Maybe that wasn't the intent


19 for this -- 


20       Q     I think you're right. 


21 Absolutely.


22       A     Yes, I don't know.
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1       Q     But within the overlap of


2 populations then, the numbers should be, in


3 general terms, about the same for the


4 webcasters who are listed in 155.


5       A     Yes.  I think that would be


6 right.


7       Q     Now there was some uncertainty in


8 your testimony in answer to questions from


9 both Ms. Ablin and Ms. Brown as to where NPR


10 stood.  And you alluded to a couple of the


11 aspects of what I understand to be the


12 contractual arrangement between Sound


13 Exchange and NPR, or RIAA, as the case may


14 have been.


15             MR. MALONE:  And I'm going to ask


16 to mark Services Exhibit 157, which is  a


17 document of roughly 15 pages, Bates numbered


18 SX00585154-SX0085169, which is marked


19 "Restricted".


20                       (Whereupon, Services


21                       Exhibit No. 157 was


22                       marked for
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1                       identification.)


2             MR. MALONE:  And it, I think I


3 may say safely, that it is the webcasting


4 performance and ephemeral license agreement


5 dated November 13th, 2001 between Sound


6 Exchange and NPR and Corporation for Public


7 Broadcasting.


8             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, at


9 this point, I'd like to enter an objection. 


10 This is -- this license agreement is subject


11 to an express provision prohibiting its


12 disclosure, provision 5.2 of the agreement,


13 which expressly prohibits the introduction


14 or use by any person, including the parties


15 and any public radio station, with respect


16 to the rates, terms, or reporting


17 obligations to be established for the making


18 of ephemeral phono records or the digital


19 audio transmission of sound recordings under


20 17 USC Section 112 and 114, et cetera.


21             That provisions applies, and we


22 think precludes any use of this agreement in
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1 this proceeding, whether attempt to


2 introduce it into evidence or ask Ms.


3 Kessler about it.  I would note that the


4 same agreement, which was entered into prior


5 to the decision of the Webcaster-1 CARP was


6 also excluded by them, and not used by them


7 in any way, shape, or form, as part of their


8 deliberations.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Who is this


10 agreement with?


11             MR. PERRELLI:  It's between, at


12 that time, when Sound Exchange was an


13 unincorporated division of the Recording


14 Industry Association of America and National


15 Public Radio, the corporation, National


16 Public Radio and the Corporation for Public


17 Broadcasting.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Which does


19 not include Harvard Radio.


20             MR. PERRELLI:  That's correct,


21 Your Honor.  So the person offering it is


22 not a party to this agreement and,
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1 therefore, not bound by the terms of the


2 agreement.


3             MR. PERRELLI:  The argument I'm


4 making, I think, is not that Mr. Malone or


5 his clients are contractually bound, but


6 that agreements such as this - this is the


7 identical issue to the issue raised in our


8 motion on the SDARS agreement, which I know


9 is pending before the Board.  And I wanted


10 to interpose that objection, and to the


11 extent that the Court wants us to file


12 something short to include use of this


13 agreement, or introduction of this agreement


14 in this proceeding on the same grounds, we


15 can do that, or I'm happy to have it simply


16 be added as part of an oral motion.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Restate the


18 last phrase again.


19             MR. PERRELLI:  I apologize, Your


20 Honor.  We're happy to provide a written


21 motion to the Court if you would like us to


22 file a written motion, which argues that
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1 this agreement, for the same reasons that


2 the SDARS agreement cannot be introduced


3 into evidence in this proceeding.  But I am


4 making an oral motion at this time.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


6 We'll accept this issue as part of the


7 pending issue on the SDARS agreements.  And


8 as I recall, and you all help me with this,


9 what we've done with those is proceed


10 subject to a motion to strike pending the


11 exclusion of those agreements.


12             MR. PERRELLI:  That's correct,


13 Your Honor.  Thank you.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.


15             MR. MALONE:  In the event that --


16  


17             MR. PERRELLI:  Pardon me, Your


18 Honor.  Assuming you're going to go into


19 questioning on this - I'll let you ask the


20 question before I move to go into restricted


21 session.


22             MR. MALONE:  In the event then,
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1 Your Honor, that the Board should rule


2 against provisional allowance of the


3 exhibit, then I would want to move to strike


4 the testimony of the witness that


5 contradicts the terms of the agreement as


6 set forth in the exhibit.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  In the event


8 that the Board grants the motion to strike?


9             MR. MALONE:  In the event that


10 the Board grants the motion to exclude or


11 grants the objection, however you wish to


12 put it, then I think that I would like to,


13 nonetheless, move to strike the answers of


14 the witness that are inconsistent with the


15 excluded exhibit.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin,


17 remind me.  Didn't I tell you on a similar


18 motion that that was not the proper form to


19 raise that issue?


20             MS. ABLIN:  Yes, that's correct,


21 Your Honor.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Just as long
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1 as I'm consistent, that's not the proper


2 form to raise that issue.


3             MR. MALONE:  Thank you, Your


4 Honor.  


5             BY MR. MALONE:  


6       Q     You have the contract in front of


7 you, and I direct your attention to


8 Paragraph 3.1.  And the question is, does it


9 have a provision for a lump sum payment?


10             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, at


11 this time, I would move to go into


12 restricted session.  The document was marked


13 "Restricted".  It's also subject to a


14 confidentiality provision in Section 5.1


15 concerning disclosure of this information


16 and requires treatment of it as confidential


17 information.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That


19 involves parties that aren't at issue now.


20             MR. PERRELLI:  Well, Your Honor,


21 I think for purposes of the record, I think


22 this has to remain a restricted document
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1 subject to the protective order.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  It does not. 


3 You have to meet your burden of proof to


4 establish that it fits within the protective


5 order before it's restricted.


6             MR. PERRELLI:  Well, Your Honor,


7 I think this is a contract between two


8 parties, both of whom are in this room, who


9 elected to make it confidential by its


10 terms, similar to license agreements


11 between, for example, record companies and


12 licensees, which I think have been treated


13 as restricted, and those confidentiality


14 provisions have been upheld, or have been


15 honored for prior witnesses.  I think the


16 same provisions and the same rules would


17 apply here, as well.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That


19 argument is not persuasive, Mr. Perrelli. 


20 Do you have any other argument?


21             MR. PERRELLI:  The specific


22 question that Mr. Malone is asking relates
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1 to a specific term, the financial term of


2 this agreement, and I think that we have, I


3 think fairly consistently with respect to


4 such questions, included those in restricted


5 session when we're talking about a license


6 agreement, a voluntary license agreement,


7 that includes a provision compelling


8 confidentiality.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  On which


10 paragraph did you ask, Mr. Malone?


11             MR. MALONE:  I asked with respect


12 to Paragraph 3.1.  


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  3.1.


14             MR. MALONE:  And the question I


15 asked -- 


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I remember


17 the question.


18             MR. MALONE:  Okay.  And that


19 relates to the answer the witness had


20 previously given so that I don't think with


21 that question I have gone beyond where we've


22 been before.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Malone,


2 do you intend to disclose the number in


3 Paragraph -- 


4             MR. MALONE:  That would be my


5 next question, Your Honor.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


7 objection to applying the protective order


8 to the specific term contained in Paragraph


9 3.1 of Exhibit 157?  No objection, motion is


10 granted.


11             (Whereupon, the proceedings went


12 into Closed Session.)


13


14


15


16


17


18


19


20


21


22
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1             MR. MALONE:  I would like to mark


2 as 158, Mr. Reporter, 158.


3             COURT REPORTER:  Yes.


4                       (Whereupon, Services


5                       Exhibit No. 158 was


6                       marked for


7                       identification.)


8             MR. MALONE:  And this is a two-


9 page document being Bates numbered


10 SX0075778a and Bates number SX00757778b. 


11 And it's headed "Sound Exchange Financial


12 Statement Inception Through Calendar 2005." 


13             BY MR. MALONE:  


14       Q     And I'll ask the witness if she


15 is familiar with this financial statement.


16       A     Yes, I am.


17       Q     And am I correct that the first


18 page, that is  (a) is devoted to expenses?


19       A     That is correct.


20       Q     And then the second page - I'm


21 sorry - the second page is split, so again,


22 looking at the first section of the
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1 statement above the first appearance of the


2 word "redacted", that also deals with


3 expenses.


4       A     That's correct.


5       Q     All right.  Then the remainder of


6 page (b) deals with royalties collected or


7 revenues.


8       A     Royalties and interest, that's


9 correct.


10       Q     Will you please clarify the


11 notation on page (b) that appears for


12 several entries, "RECON."


13       A     Yes.  That was simply a


14 verification of the math done in a prior


15 section of the spreadsheet.


16       Q     Of this spreadsheet or of another


17 spreadsheet, or one of which this was part?


18       A     Of this spreadsheet.


19       Q     Of this spreadsheet.  So the word


20 stands for reconcile?


21       A     Reconciliation.  


22       Q     Reconciliation.  All right.  I
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1 think then the information I seek is


2 contained solely on the (b) page.  And in


3 terms of the administrative ratio, is it


4 simply a matter of dividing the, for


5 example, for fiscal 2004, again, dividing


6 the 15,860,587 on the line total revenues


7 reconciliation with the line seven or eight


8 lines above which is marked total expenses


9 reconciliation, to divide the bottom number


10 into the higher number, the upper number,


11 and get something that approximates the


12 administrative ratio?


13       A     The administrative rate is


14 calculated by taking the costs, less the


15 interest received as the numerator, and the


16 denominator would be the total royalties


17 received.


18       Q     All right.  You're going to have


19 to help me a little bit, find these figures. 


20 The total expenses are 2,936,550 less the


21 offset of 228,111?


22       A     Correct.
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1       Q     And then the revenues that we're


2 using as the divisor is here in the line


3 marked "total revenues" of the 15,860,587?


4       A     That 15 million total royalty is


5 corrected, the 15,632,000.  It has the


6 interest -- 


7       Q     All right.  I understand.  Thank


8 you.  Now returning to the revenue side in


9 Services Exhibit 98, which is the 2004


10 itemized receipts, and don't answer before


11 counsel has an opportunity to object,


12 because I'm not quite sure where we are


13 here, but I'd like to -- you suggested, I


14 think, in your testimony this morning some


15 uncertainty as to the last column that --


16  the last full column which starts with a


17 number somewhere in excess of $25 million.  


18       A     I'm looking at Exhibit 98.


19       Q     Yes.  And I'm looking at the


20 first line of that and trying to identify


21 the column that I'm attempting to address.


22       A     The sum of amount, you're looking
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1 at the dollar value?


2       Q     Well, I'm looking one over in the


3 percentages.


4       A     The percentage, yes.


5       Q     Yes.  All right.  And then look


6 at the fragmentary column, which is


7 percentages that's on the far right.


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     And would you agree that the


10 number in the far right column is simply a


11 cumulation of the percentages in the column


12 to the immediate left up to that point?


13       A     That looks right, yes.


14       Q     All right.  And so that one would


15 say that if you got down to the 20th entry


16 here as identified by the numbers at the


17 extreme left of the chart -- 


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     -- you have picked up 97.0212


20 percent of the total revenues, license fees


21 for 2004.


22       A     That's what the percentage
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1 appears to be displaying, yes.


2       Q     All right.  Now turn over,


3 please, to the fifth page which is


4 SX0073698, and the line that's marked 270.


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     And I would, subject to


7 objection, would ask you to state the number


8 that's on the far right of that line,


9 percentage.


10       A     .0028 percent.


11       Q     And do I understand the chart


12 correctly in the sense that what we're


13 saying is that that particular remitter


14 contributed towards the total 2004 license


15 revenues 0.0028 percent of the total.


16       A     That's what I believe that


17 percentage does reflect, yes.


18       Q     And so trying to sum up here a


19 little bit, the amount of revenues left


20 after line 20 is 3 percent of the total


21 webcaster payments for 2004.


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     And that's divided among 289


2 remitters.


3       A     Approximately.


4       Q     So it gets pretty thin down


5 there, doesn't it?


6       A     It adds up.


7       Q     Now I'd like to talk about that


8 portion of your testimony here which deals


9 with recommendations and the matter for


10 penalties or increase in penalties for


11 incomplete reports, which I guess you call


12 statements of account.


13       A     Okay.


14       Q     And you told us -- 


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Malone,


16 we've reviewed that three times now on cross


17 examination.  I hope that you'll focus on


18 things that may be not have been covered


19 three times before.


20             MR. MALONE:  Your Honor, I can


21 almost warrant that.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you.  
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1             MR. MALONE:  I don't think we've


2 seen anything like this before.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That got


4 everybody's interest.


5             MR. MALONE:  It was intended to,


6 159.


7                       (Whereupon, Services


8                       Exhibit No. 159 was


9                       marked for


10                       identification.)


11             BY MR. MALONE:  


12       Q     I have marked as Services Exhibit


13 159 four pages of photocopies of what


14 appears to be an album or a recording.  The


15 first page appears to be a picture of the


16 album cover, and I note in the upper right-


17 hand corner what appears to be a retail


18 price label.  And  this is for the new


19 exciting album called "AstroLaunch."  And I


20 ask you to note immediately to the left of


21 the top of the L on the first page a number


22 which I make out as ES751, and I also call
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1 your attention to the legend at the upper


2 right-hand corner, which refers to the


3 Estrus, E-S-T-R-U-S Manufacturing Company.  


4             Turning to the second page, this


5 appears to be the backside of the album.  It


6 also bears the number in the upper right-


7 hand corner of ES751, and what do you take


8 the description in the upper left-hand


9 corner of the back of that cover to be?


10       A     You mean where it says "A Side -


11 B Side"?


12       Q     Yes.


13       A     Two sides to whatever -- 


14       Q     Is inside.


15       A     -- this is.  


16       Q     And would you interpret that as


17 there being two separate works, in your


18 parlance, on each side?


19       A     We wouldn't call those works.


20       Q     Songs?


21       A     They could be two disks, or two


22 sides of a media.
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1       Q     Well, now -- 


2       A     I'm sorry.  Are you referring to


3 "A Side" and "B Side"?


4       Q     Yes.


5       A     Yes, two sides of a physical


6 media.


7       Q     So you would admit in your


8 experience the possibility that there's an A


9 record and a B record?


10       A     There's an A side over there, and


11 then there's a B side.


12       Q     But it's what, as a layman, I


13 would call one record.


14       A     Well, yes, on an LP.  But on a CD


15 it might be two CDs -- 


16       Q     I see.


17       A     -- referred to as Side A and Side


18 B.


19       Q     I see.  All right.  But there -- 


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I'm sorry. 


21 That's strange, you can have a two-sided CD?


22             THE WITNESS:  No, that's what I'm
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1 saying, it would be two different disks.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Two


3 different disks.


4             THE WITNESS:  Yes.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Okay.  I


6 didn't think I'd ever heard of that.  


7             BY MR. MALONE:  


8       Q     And can you infer that we're


9 talking about two different songs or works,


10 whatever your terminology is on A, and on B,


11 whatever it may be?


12       A     I don't know what's on Side A and


13 Side B.  I don't know if it's a single sound


14 recording, or multiple tracks.


15       Q     I see.  In other words, you don't


16 identify "Philip K. Dick" in the Pet Section


17 of the Walmart as one song, and "The Man


18 From Uncle" as being the second song?


19       A     It may be, it could be.


20       Q     Believe me, this is closer to


21 your generation than it is to my generation. 


22       A     I think you under-estimate my
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1 age.


2       Q     That's never dangerous.  Now,


3 let's look at page 3, and are you able to


4 perceive whether there are one or two, or


5 some different number of bands on side 2?


6       A     I -- 


7             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I'm


8 going to object.  He hasn't established that


9 she's ever seen this, and to ask her to try


10 to interpret the number of  bands on this


11 document, I don't see how the witness could


12 do that.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Number of


14 what?


15             MR. MALONE:  Bands.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Bands?


17             MR. MALONE:  Yes.  There's a


18 space between bands, so that if there are


19 six songs on a side in an LP, there will be


20 six visible breaks.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Can you see


22 that?
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1             MR. MALONE:  I think I can.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I can't see


3 that.


4             MR. MALONE:  Well, I can


5 understand that.  The light is a little


6 better here.  But the witness in answer to


7 the objection, Your Honor -- 


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  The


9 objection is overruled.


10             MR. MALONE:  Thank you.


11             BY MR. MALONE:  


12       Q     And, similarly, page 4 appears --


13  


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Do you want


15 an answer to your question?


16             MR. MALONE:  Well, yes.  


17             BY MR. MALONE:  


18       Q     Can you discern that?


19       A     No.


20       Q     No.  All right.  And I would, as


21 to page 4, I would ask the same question.


22       A     I can't tell.
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1       Q     Now, with reference then to your


2 testimony Tuesday afternoon, does it look at


3 all probable to you based on your experience


4 in the music industry, which you've told us


5 that a large percentage of your staff has,


6 that the ISRC, would you translate for me,


7 please?


8       A     ISRC, the International Sound


9 Recording Code.


10       Q     All right.  Is it probable as to


11 this particular disk, which appears to be


12 seven inches vinyl, that the SRIC is there?


13       A     I don't know what this is.  I


14 don't know if there's an ISRC on it or not. 


15 If this is an LP that was released before a


16 certain time, it's unlikely it would be on


17 there, but I don't know what this is.


18       Q     All right.  Then you testified


19 that in default of a code embedded on the


20 record, that the licensee would be required


21 to provide certain other data elements in


22 order to allow you to identify the bands on
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1 the record.  Which of the - I think you


2 mentioned five - and which of the five do


3 you find on this record album in this


4 record?


5       A     I don't know if this is the


6 complete packaging for this product or not. 


7 I have no way of knowing if all the


8 information is here, so I don't know what


9 this is.


10       Q     Well, if you will assume, please,


11 for the purpose of my question that it is


12 the complete package of ES751 as it was sold


13 retail.


14             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I'm


15 going to object.  I think he's just asking


16 her to read from a document that she's never


17 seen before and can't identify.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Overruled.


19             THE WITNESS:  Can you repeat your


20 question?


21             BY MR. MALONE:  


22       Q     Of the elements that you say that
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1 the licensee should resort to in default of


2 the embedded code, how many of those


3 elements, or which of those elements do you


4 find from the exhibit?


5       A     Well, these are a little bit of


6 an assumption because I'm looking at this in


7 a vacuum -- 


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  No, wait a


9 minute.  A minute ago you said -- you asked


10 the same question, but you asked her to


11 assume that this was the entire package, the


12 entire retail package.


13             MR. MALONE:  Yes.  Thank you,


14 Your Honor.  Under that assumption.  I mean,


15 you've got it.


16             THE WITNESS:  So Estrus could be


17 a company, a marketing label that put it


18 out, AstroLaunch would be the name of the


19 artist, the tracks on Side A are "Philip A.


20 Dick in The Pet Section of Walmart", and


21 there's probably another track called "The


22 Man From Uncle", and Side B there are
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1 "Transmissions from Venus 94", which would


2 be the title of the song, and "Time Bomb


3 (The Avengers 6)" would be the title of


4 another song, so marketing label, artist,


5 title.  I'm not sure which is the album, and


6 let me just read all this other text.  Yes,


7 because when you read this it says


8 "Transmission from Venus 94", which has 94


9 after it because it is a `94 version of a


10 `93 song, so I'm assuming that's the track


11 title.  So those are the fields that I would


12 likely identify in this.


13       Q     All right.  And what would you


14 demand in addition in order to not charge


15 the webcaster with an incomplete report?


16       A     Well, again, the regulations ask


17 for in addition to the name of the licensee


18 and the transmission category and the


19 program title, artist, album, and marketing


20 label, or ISRC, which you have, so this is


21 complete.


22       Q     And unambiguous.
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1       A     And unambiguous.


2       Q     You're absolutely certain about


3 what you're drawing from this album.


4       A     Well, I'm not the service that


5 selected this track to put in my playlist,


6 so if I had the benefit of that, this might


7 be perfectly obvious to me who is what,


8 because they selected to put that in their


9 playlist.


10       Q     But not having the benefit of


11 that, you're not totally certain.


12       A     I'm not totally certain, no.


13             MR. MALONE:  All right. I'm going


14 to mark for identification Services Exhibit


15 160.


16                       (Whereupon, Services


17                       Exhibit No. 160 was


18                       marked for


19                       identification.)


20             BY MR. MALONE:  


21       Q     The document has three pages,


22 which I will represent the first page is the
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1 cover of a Jason Molina album, the second


2 page is one side of a 45 rpm disk, and the


3 third page is the other side of that same 45


4 rpm disk.  And I am informed looking at page


5 2, I am informed that the Magnolia Electric


6 Company is the name of Mr. Molina's band,


7 and the small printing on the circumference


8 of the label at the center of the side of


9 the disk that's on page 3 I read as the


10 Chucklet Magazine located at P.O. Box 2514


11 in Athens, Georgia, which I guess fits with


12 Magnolia, from that part of the country. 


13 And I would ask you, again, as to this


14 exhibit, if I correctly described it,


15 whether you think the 45 rpm disk has the


16 code embedded in it?


17             MR. PERRELLI:  I'm going to


18 object, Your Honor, to the extent if Mr.


19 Malone, as he did before, wants to make a


20 representation that we should assume that


21 this is the entire packaging and the entire


22 material, as he did before.  Otherwise, I
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1 would object to ask her to just simply make


2 a guess as to what is or what is not in the


3 packaging of this record.


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Sustained.


5             BY MR. MALONE:  


6       Q     For the purposes of my next


7 question, or that question, would you please


8 assume that this is the complete product as


9 sold in retail distribution channels.  And


10 my question then, subject to that


11 assumption, is, is it likely that the code


12 is embedded in this 45 rpm record?


13       A     I have no way of knowing if the


14 ISRC code is embedded without reading it


15 with an ISRC reader.  Again, if I had more


16 information, I could make a more informed


17 guess.  


18       Q     How far are you able to go with


19 what you have in front of you in identifying


20 the default elements, in default of the


21 code?


22       A     The required data elements in the
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1 interim regulations require ISRC or album


2 name and a marketing label, so I think the


3 information from here we could probably


4 discern that.


5       Q     May I try you as to each of those


6 elements, please?


7       A     Jason Molina is the artist, "No


8 Moon on the Water" is the track title, or


9 "In the Human World" is the track title,


10 Magnolia Electric Company might be the


11 marketing label or the name of the album, I


12 can't tell from this.


13       Q     You would exclude the possibility


14 that it's the name of the band.


15       A     I would say Jason Molina is the


16 featured artist.  I'm guessing.  "In the


17 Human World", I think Jason Molina is the


18 featured artist, and the Magnolia Electric


19 Company is the marketing label.


20       Q     I'm sorry.  And is?


21       A     I would guess that Jason Molina


22 is the featured artist, and Magnolia
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1 Electric Company is the name of the company,


2 but I'm not familiar with this recording.


3             MR. MALONE:  I think that


4 concludes my questions for the witness.  Oh,


5 Your Honor, please, I have, I think, three


6 exhibits hanging there that I would like to


7 move into evidence.  I would like to move


8 into evidence subject to the pending


9 objection, the NPR contract.  


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  What exhibit


11 numbers?


12             MR. MALONE:  157, Your Honor.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


14 That's already -- 


15             MR. MALONE:  I'd like to -- 


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Just a


17 moment.  We've got a motion pending.


18             MR. MALONE:  I'm sorry.


19             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, we


20 would object to the admission for the same


21 grounds of our motion to strike, so we would


22 request any ruling of the Court on that
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1 exhibit to be subject to that motion, and


2 also would request that, as required by the


3 terms, that it be subject to the protective


4 order, if it is entered into evidence, be


5 subject to the protective order.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Motion to


7 admit is taken under advisement.


8             MR. MALONE:  I'd like to move the


9 admission of the Exhibit pertaining to the


10 financial statement which was 158.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


12 objection to Exhibit 158?


13             MR. PERRELLI:  No objection, Your


14 Honor.


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Exhibit 158


16 is admitted.


17                       (Whereupon, Services


18                       Exhibit 158 was


19                       admitted.)


20             MR. MALONE:  I'd like to move the


21 admission of Services Exhibit 159.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  On what
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1 basis?


2             MR. MALONE:  On the basis that


3 the conduct of the witness on the stand in


4 terms of answering the presence or absence


5 of the alternate elements showed, I think,


6 grave difficulty, and I think that is a


7 reasonable proxy for what a program director


8 would face when up against making out a


9 report, such as Sound Exchange requires, and


10 threatens to penalize for incompleteness.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Malone,


12 I didn't hear you answer my question.  On


13 what basis can this exhibit be admitted?


14             MR. MALONE:  I think it should be


15 admitted, Your Honor, in that it is a


16 demonstrative exhibit, if you will, in the


17 sense that the witness -- 


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


19  Demonstrative exhibit summarizes evidence.


20             MR. MALONE:  Well, it also


21 demonstrates in a more literal sense of the


22 term the practical difficulty that her
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1 proposal would impose on the licensees.  And


2 I don't think that you can fully interpret


3 her reaction on the stand without the


4 exhibit in front of you.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That may be


6 a proper use of something that has been


7 admitted, but I still haven't heard you say


8 what basis there is to admit this exhibit.


9             MR. MALONE:  This exhibit is the


10 exterior of the kind of works that Sound


11 Exchange's license covers.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Is there any


13 evidence on that?


14             MR. MALONE:  I can ask the


15 witness that.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  She's not


17 familiar with it.  She's already said that. 


18 Maybe I'm going too far.  All right. 


19 Anything else?


20             MR. MALONE:  No, Your Honor.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


22 In response to Exhibit 159?
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1             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I


2 would object.  The witness has never seen


3 the exhibit, can't make any statements or


4 representations about the actual -- a series


5 of questions based on assumptions, but not


6 on what the document is.  She couldn't


7 identify it, and  there's no basis for any


8 testimony about the voracity of anything


9 that, or of Mr. Malone's representations of


10 that.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any further,


12 Mr. Malone?


13             MR. MALONE:  Well, I would like


14 to respond to the terms of the objection, in


15 that it's not being offered for the voracity


16 of the content.  It's being offered to


17 illuminate the difficulty that Sound


18 Exchange seeks to impose on its licensees. 


19 And I think the point is that she had before


20 her on the stand everything that a program


21 director would have had for him when he was


22 filling out the report.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  No, there's


2 no evidence of that.


3             MR. MALONE:  No, I suppose not,


4 but there are certain things I think that


5 would be obvious to someone in the industry,


6 as she says she is, and I don't think


7 there's any doubt there as to what the


8 practical problem is.  


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  The


10 objection is sustained.


11             MR. MALONE:  Well, I will offer,


12 also, Exhibit 160, which is subject to the


13 same objection.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


15 objection to the offer of 160?


16             MR. PERRELLI:  Same objection,


17 Your Honor; no foundation.


18             MR. MALONE:  Then, if I may, Your


19 Honor, I will bring in a live witness when


20 my time comes to --  CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


21  Based on the objection, the objection is


22 sustained.
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1             MR. MALONE:  Thanks.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


3 Perrelli, any redirect?


4             MR. PERRELLI:  I do, Your Honor.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Go ahead.


6             MR. PERRELLI:  I can continue, or


7 take a break.  I'm happy to go either way.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Recess ten


9 minutes.


10             MR. PERRELLI:  Thank you, Your


11 Honor.


12             (Whereupon, the proceedings went


13 off the record at 4:15:05 p.m. and went back


14 on the record at  4:24:53 p.m.)


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you. 


16 We'll come to order.  Mr. Perrelli.


17             MR. PERRELLI:  Thank you, Your


18 Honor.  Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


19               REDIRECT EXAMINATION


20             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


21       Q     During your testimony, we've


22 talked a good deal about statements of
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1 account.  I'd like to direct you to Exhibit


2 212 that is attached to your written direct


3 statement.  My only question is I'd like you


4 to point out in this exhibit what a


5 statement of account looks like, and what


6 information is required.


7       A     The statement of account


8 describes which license you're reporting


9 for, so this is for an eligible non-


10 subscription transmission service, where to


11 send payment, and the statement of account,


12 contact information, requesting the period


13 for the reporting on the statement of


14 account, the name of the entity and the


15 service name, and the URL, and in this case, 


16 the numbers of performances during whatever


17 months is covered by this statement of


18 account, annual liability section, and a


19 signature page.


20       Q     So how many pages is that?


21       A     Three.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  What was the
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1 one before signature?


2             THE WITNESS:  The annual


3 liability.


4             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


5       Q     You were asked a number of


6 questions about your rate of paying through


7 to artists.  Has that number improved over


8 time?


9       A     Yes, it has.


10       Q     And can you identify what your


11 pay through to artists was a year ago?


12       A     A year ago it was approximately


13 45 percent to 50 percent.


14       Q     And where is it today?


15       A     About 65 percent.


16       Q     Did the decision of Sound


17 Exchange's award not to distribute or not to


18 distribute to Sound Exchange royalties that


19 had been paid more than three years ago


20 affect that number?


21       A     Yes.  By not releasing those


22 undistributed costs to offset cost, it gave
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1 us opportunity to further reduce the


2 undistributed funds.


3       Q     You received some questions about


4 monitoring webcasts.  Let me take a step


5 back for a minute.  When we talk about a


6 performance by a webcaster, what are we


7 talking about?


8       A     We're talking about the


9 transmission of a sound recording and a user


10 listening to it.


11       Q     Okay.  When we talk about


12 monitoring webcasts, can you identify,


13 without the assistance of webcasters, can


14 you by monitoring identify the number of


15 performances that a webcaster performs?


16       A     You can only identify the sound


17 recording, but not how many people were


18 listening to it, which is part of the


19 definition of a performance by a webcaster.


20       Q     Can you calculate the liability


21 of a webcaster paying on a per-performance


22 basis without information from the webcaster
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1 about listeners?


2       A     No, you can't.


3       Q     And again, who has that data?


4       A     The licensees are in possession


5 of that information.


6       Q     And do you know in what form that


7 data exists?


8       A     No.


9       Q     You were asked some questions


10 about a sample, sampling project that Sound


11 Exchange had done.  I'd like to direct your


12 attention to Exhibit 417, again, attached to


13 your written testimony, and ask you to look


14 at page 9.  These are comments Sound


15 Exchange filed on August 26th, 2005, and just


16 ask if that page refreshes your


17 recollection, page 8 and 9, refreshes your


18 recollection about the sampling project that


19 was done?


20       A     Yes, it does.


21       Q     And can you again describe that


22 project for the Board?
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1       A     Yes.  We conducted a sample based


2 on a random period and a system identified


3 by Barry Massarsky, and we conducted the


4 sample against census reporting that


5 identified the titles and the artists that


6 are absent in the sample in the census


7 period.


8       Q     And who is Mr. Massarsky?


9       A     He's an economic consultant to


10 Sound Exchange.


11       Q     Okay.  You were asked some


12 questions about terms from 2001.  In 2001,


13 did Sound Exchange have much experience


14 administering the statutory license?


15       A     No, we did not.


16       Q     In 2003, how much experience did


17 Sound Exchange have in administering the


18 statutory license?


19       A     Some experience.


20       Q     Today, how much more experience


21 has Sound Exchange had in administering the


22 statutory license?
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1       A     We have massively more experience


2 with respect to administering the statutory


3 royalty.


4       Q     And how did that experience


5 affect the recommendation that you made to


6 the Board with respect to the terms?


7       A     It was the basis of those


8 recommendations.


9             MR. PERRELLI:  Okay.  I'd like to


10 mark as Sound Exchange Exhibit 1 just for


11 identification.


12                       (Whereupon, SX Exhibit


13                       No. 1 was marked for


14                       identification.)


15             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


16       Q     Ms. Kessler, this is part of the


17 Copyright Office regulations concerning the


18 pre-existing subscription services.


19             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I'm puzzled


20 by your designation - Sound Exhibit 1?


21             MR. PERRELLI:  We labeled our


22 original exhibits according to with Sound
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1 Exchange TP001 for trial, public.  We're


2 happy to change that designation.  We


3 haven't had occasion to introduce exhibits


4 other than those that were with our written


5 direct testimony.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  This is the


7 first exhibit to -- 


8             MR. PERRELLI:  This is our first


9 exhibit.  I think, and I don't intend to


10 offer this in evidence, I merely want to


11 refresh the witness' recollection.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Go ahead.


13             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


14       Q     Ms. Kessler, if you'll look at


15 260.2(d) which says "The licensee shall pay


16 a late fee of 1.5 percent per month, or the


17 highest lawful rate, whichever is lower",


18 does that refresh your recollection with


19 respect to the late fee owed by pre-existing


20 subscription services under the regulations


21 governing them?


22       A     Yes, it does.
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1       Q     Now in your experience with


2 webcasters, has the .75 percent monthly late


3 fee been successful in encouraging


4 webcasters to pay on time?


5       A     I don't find it to be a


6 disincentive to pay late.


7       Q     With respect to the pre-existing


8 subscription services, have you found that


9 the 1.5 percent per month late fee has been


10 successful in encouraging them to pay


11 timely?


12       A     No, we have chronic late-payers


13 with respect to the past.


14       Q     Now, Ms. Kessler, there were a


15 number of questions you were asked about


16 confidentiality, confidentiality provisions


17 and your recommendations with respect to


18 that.  Just so we're clear, what information


19 can you provide copyright owners under the


20 current terms governing the statutory


21 license that went through 2005?


22       A     We can only provide royalties
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1 received in the aggregate, and with respect


2 to any specific licensee, just if they are


3 current or not in their payments.


4       Q     If a licensee is one month late,


5 what can you tell a copyright owner?


6       A     That they're not current with


7 their payments.


8       Q     If a licensee is 12 months late,


9 what can you tell a copyright owner?


10       A     That the licensee is not current


11 in their payment.


12       Q     If you believe a licensee is


13 underpaying by $5, what can you tell a


14 copyright owner?


15       A     We can't tell them what that


16 underpayment is.


17       Q     And if you believe a licensee is


18 underpaid by $100,000, what can you tell


19 them?


20       A     We cannot tell them that they are


21 $100,000 short on their royalty obligation.


22             MR. PERRELLI:  Okay.  I'd like to
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1 mark - this would be Sound Exchange TP


2 Exhibit 2, and again, only for


3 identification to refresh the witness'


4 recollection.


5                       (Whereupon, SX Exhibit


6                       No. 2 was marked for


7                       identification.)


8             BY MR. PERRELLI:  


9       Q     Now, Ms. Kessler, this is, again,


10 part of the rates and terms for pre-existing


11 subscription services, Copyright Office


12 regulations.  If you'll look at 260.6(f),


13 talks about the cost of verification


14 procedure, and discusses the cost shifting


15 provisions.  Does that refresh your


16 recollection about the percentage rate at


17 which the costs would shift to a pre-


18 existing subscription service for


19 underpayment?


20       A     Yes, it does.


21       Q     And what is that?


22       A     Five percent.
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1       Q     And is that consistent with what


2 you were recommending for this statutory


3 license?


4       A     Yes, it is.


5       Q     Now you were asked questions


6 about whether or not you have experience


7 with respect to auditing webcasters.  Do you


8 have experience with respect to auditing


9 pre-existing subscription services?


10       A     Yes, we do.


11       Q     And without going into specific


12 licensees and the specific numbers, what


13 have those audits found?


14       A     Significant under payments.


15             MR. PERRELLI:  Your Honor, I


16 don't have anything further.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


18 Steinthal, any further cross?


19             MR. STEINTHAL:  No, Your Honor.


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Ablin,


21 any further cross?


22             MS. ABLIN:  Yes, Your Honor, if I
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1 could have just 30-60 seconds.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes, ma'am. 


3                RECROSS EXAMINATION


4             BY MS. ABLIN:  


5       Q     Ms. Kessler, Mr. Perrelli a few


6 minutes ago just showed you a couple of


7 provisions concerning the terms governing


8 the pre-existing subscription services.  Do


9 you recall that?


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     Are you aware that certain of the


12 terms that you are seeking changes for are


13 actually terms that have been in effect with


14 respect to the pre-existing subscription


15 services?


16       A     Some of the changes that Sound


17 Exchange is requesting are terms that exist


18 for the pre-existing services, yes.


19       Q     Right.  But some of the other


20 terms, as they currently exist in the


21 webcaster, or rather the eligible non-


22 subscription services and new subscription
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1 transmission services terms, provisions,


2 exist in their current form in the pre-


3 existing subscription services' terms.  Is


4 that correct?


5       A     I'm not sure what those are.


6       Q     Okay.  Well, let's start with the


7 confidentiality provision.  That's one of


8 the terms that your testimony seeks a change


9 for, the terms governing confidentiality and


10 statement of account information provided by


11 licensees.


12       A     Yes.


13             MS. ABLIN:  I'm going to show you


14 a document that's been marked as Services


15 Exhibit 161. 


16                       (Whereupon, Services


17                       Exhibit No. 161 was


18                       marked for


19                       identification.)


20             MS. ABLIN:  And if you could take


21 a look at Part D to this term.  And just for


22 the record, this exhibit is 37 CFR Part
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1 260.4, titled "Confidential Information and


2 Statements of Account."


3             BY MS. ABLIN:  


4       Q     Now, it's true, is it not, that


5 the pre-existing subscription services'


6 terms contain a confidentiality provision


7 like the current confidentiality provision


8 that's found in the webcaster terms?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     And that terms restricts access


11 to the confidential information pertaining


12 to the royalty payments from going to


13 employees or officers of the sound recording


14 copyright owner or performing artist. 


15 Correct?


16       A     Yes, and we'll likely ask for


17 this confidentiality provision to be changed


18 when we commence the PES proceeding.


19       Q     Are you aware that this term, the


20 pre-existing subscription services' term


21 has, in fact, been in place since 1998, so


22 it's been in place for eight years?
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1       A     1998 or 1996?


2       Q     Well, perhaps it's been in place


3 for ten years.


4       A     Yes, I'm aware of when the PES


5 came into existence.


6       Q     So your testimony is the term has


7 been in place for ten years?


8       A     I'm not sure if this specific


9 term was a result of the extension of the


10 license, or this was in the original terms. 


11 I don't know.


12             MS. ABLIN:  Ms. Kessler, I'm now


13 having marked as Services Exhibit 162 the


14 terms provisions governing pre-existing


15 subscription services as they were in place


16 in 1998.


17                       (Whereupon, Services


18                       Exhibit No. 162 was


19                       marked for


20                       identification.)


21             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.


22             BY MS. ABLIN:  
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1       Q     And if you could just flip to


2 page 25414 of this document, and take a look


3 at Section 260.4(d).


4       A     Yes.


5       Q     So does this refresh your


6 recollection whether the confidentiality


7 provision that we've been discussing was in


8 place, in fact, since at least 1998?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     With respect to the pre-existing


11 subscription services.


12       A     Yes.


13       Q     Are you aware that the Section


14 114 statutory license terms governing the


15 pre-existing subscription services also


16 include a term requiring that audits of both


17 statements of account and royalty payments


18 be conducted by independent auditors?


19       A     That sounds familiar, yes.


20       Q     And are you aware whether that


21 term has, in fact, been in place with


22 respect to pre-existing subscription
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1 services since at least 1998?


2       A     I think that's right.


3       Q     You have the document in front of


4 you, if you would like to verify that that's


5 correct.


6       A     I'd like to verify it.


7       Q     Yes, let's do that.  


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Do you want


9 to refer her to a section?


10             MS. ABLIN:  Yes.  It would be the


11 same page that you were on before, which was


12 25414, again Section 260.4(d)(2).  


13             THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  That's


14 260?


15             MS. ABLIN:  .4(d)(2).


16             THE WITNESS:  .4(d)(2).  Yes.


17             BY MS. ABLIN:  


18       Q     And that provision, in fact,


19 allows only independent and qualified


20 auditors who are not employees or officers


21 of a sound recording copyright owner or


22 performing artist to access the pre-existing
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1 services confidential information.


2       A     No, it says that "An independent


3 qualified auditor who is not an employee or


4 officer of the sound recording copyright


5 owner or performing artist, but is


6 authorized to act on behalf of the


7 interested copyright owner with respect to


8 the verification of the royalty payments,


9 verification of the royalty payments."


10       Q     Right, which is the -- 


11       A     Not the confidential information. 


12 This is discussing the audit, yes.


13       Q     Well, this is, in fact, a term


14 that talks about who can see the


15 information.  Correct?


16       A     Yes, that's right.  Excuse me,


17 yes.


18       Q     Okay.  And so, in fact, this


19 provision restricts access to that


20 information to independent and qualified


21 auditors who are not employees or officers


22 of sound recording copyright owners or
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1 performing artists?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     And that term has been in place


4 since at least May 8th, 1998?


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     Now, Mr. Perrelli also asked you


7 a series of questions about the sample


8 analysis that you and I spent a little bit


9 of time talking about this morning. 


10 Correct?


11       A     Yes.


12       Q     And I believe you testified a few


13 minutes ago with Mr. Perrelli that Barry


14 Massarsky conducted that analysis?


15       A     He didn't conduct the analysis,


16 he set up the parameters for the analysis,


17 and my staff carried out the actual data


18 analysis.


19       Q     And if you could look at page 9,


20 which I believe is the page Mr. Perrelli


21 directed you to, of Sound Exchange Exhibit


22 417 TP.  
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1       A     417?


2       Q     Yes, 417.


3       A     Page 9.


4       Q     Page 9, yes.


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     And the first sentence refers to


7 a declaration of Barry Massarsky.  Correct?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     And I take it that that


10 declaration is where the analysis of the


11 sample that he performed was described?  The


12 declaration that was attached to this


13 exhibit describes the analysis, the sample


14 analysis that he performed?


15       A     The parameters that he came up


16 with, yes.


17       Q     And that declaration was not, in


18 fact, included as an exhibit to this -


19 included as an attachment, rather, to this


20 exhibit?


21       A     No.


22       Q     Now I believe you told me that
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1 the sample used in the analysis you referred


2 to earlier today was a sample consisting of


3 two seven-day periods.


4       A     Two consecutive seven-day


5 periods, that's correct.


6       Q     In a quarter.  And again,


7 directing your attention to page 9 where you


8 are, Mr. Massarsky, according to this


9 document, conducted a sample analysis using


10 samples consisting of a one-week period, a


11 three-day period, a three non-consecutive


12 day period, and a one-day period, so he


13 conducted four separate sample analyses. 


14 Correct?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     But according to this document he


17 did not, in fact, conduct an analysis with


18 respect to two seven-day periods within a


19 quarter.  Is that correct?


20       A     That's correct.


21       Q     And I believe you testified


22 during your direct testimony a couple of
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1 days ago that in your analysis of the sample


2 of two seven-day periods, and I'm frankly


3 perplexed where that appears in the


4 Massarsky document, that you found that over


5 40 percent of the artists performed in the


6 census were not picked up by the sample.


7       A     That's correct.


8       Q     If you could turn to page 10 of


9 this document, take a look at the first full


10 paragraph.  That's a paragraph providing the


11 results of Mr. Massarsky's work, is it not?


12       A     The paragraph that begins, "The


13 results for the performers comparable".


14       Q     Correct.


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     And there's nothing on this page,


17 is there, that says that over 40 percent of


18 the artists performed were missed in either


19 a one-week sample, or in a sample of two


20 seven-day periods.  Is there?


21       A     No, it doesn't mention the two-


22 week sample, no.
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1             MS. ABLIN:  I have no further


2 questions.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Brown,


4 any further questions?


5             MS. BROWN:  No, Your Honor.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


7 Freundlich, any further questions?


8             MR. FREUNDLICH:  I have no more


9 questions, Your Honor.


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Malone?


11             MR. MALONE:  No further


12 questions, please.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


14 Perrelli, anything arising from that cross


15 examination?


16             MR. PERRELLI:  No, Your Honor.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Anything by


18 the Court?  Thank you, ma'am.  You're


19 excused.


20             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.  


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


22 Perrelli, who will be your witness Monday
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1 morning?


2             MR. PERRELLI:  We will have


3 Michael Kushner testifying on Monday


4 morning, and he will be our last witness,


5 subject to our efforts to report to the


6 other side.  I'm working on a schedule for -


7 - 


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Do you


9 expect Mr. Kushner to take more than one


10 day?


11             MR. PERRELLI:  We anticipate him


12 to last the day, but based on consultation


13 with the other side, I think we all believe


14 he will be on and off on Monday, but it will


15 be the bulk of the day.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  So as we


17 described earlier, then we would be in


18 recess Tuesday and start back on Wednesday


19 with Mr. Freundlich.


20             MR. FREUNDLICH:  Just one


21 clarification.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes, sir.
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1             MR. FREUNDLICH:  If for some


2 reason the witness doesn't conclude on


3 Monday, are we then going to start Royalty


4 Logic's case on Thursday?


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes, sir.


6             MR. FREUNDLICH:  So there's


7 always going to be one full day in-between.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  One full day


9 in-between.  We've got too much ahead of us


10 to not leave that time.


11             MR. PERRELLI:  I think there's


12 incentive to have Mr. Kushner be on and off


13 on Monday, so we'll do our best.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you


15 very much.  We'll recess until Monday at


16 9:30.


17             (Whereupon, the proceedings went


18 off the record at 4:53 p.m.)
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please be seated.


MR. KIRBY: Good morning, Mr.


Blatter.


THE WITNESS: Good mornlng.


DIRECT EXAMINATION


BY MR. KIRBY:


Q What is your full name?


A My name is Steven Gary Blatter.


Q ~hnd where are you employed, Mr.


Blatter?


A


Radlo.


Q


A


I’m employed at Sirius Satellrte


And what is your posltion there?


I am the Sen~or Vice President of


Music Programming.


Q What did you do professionally


before you came to Sirius?


A Immedlately prior to S~rlus, I was


the Chief Strategist for a media consultlng


company called Sabo Media.


Q All right, and before that?


A Prior to that, I spent all of my
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hosts. Are there other people that work for


you or under you, I guess I should say?


A Yes, there are.


Q How many and what do they -- just


in general terms, what are their functions?


A Yeah. Well, l~edlately below me,


there’s a tler of Senlor Directors of


Programming, two of which essentially split


the 64 commercial-free channels among


themselves and they’re responsible for the


day-to-day programmlng of those channels.


There’s also a third Senior Dlrector who


operates more in a operational capacity and


reports directly ~nto me.


Below the Senior Dlrectors are


Directors of Programming and they each are


specialists in a particular genre of music,


whether it be country, 3azz, rock and so on.


~hnd reportlng into each of those Directors of


Progran~ning are what we refer to as Format


Managers who typlcally oversee the programming


of anywhere from one to three channels.
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1 career as a progranuner in terrestrial radio.


2 Q Okay, dld you speclallze in any


3 particular format?


4 A Unlike most radio progran~ners that


5 I’ve come in contact in my 20 years, I


6 actually -- who typically specialize in one


7 format, I’ve actually had the opportunity to


8 program in a number of formats particularly


9 country music and rock muslco


10 Q When did you 3oln Sirius?


ii A I 3oined Sirius 3ust about four


12 years ago.


13 Q Okay. And what are your


14 responslbllltles as the Senior Vice President


15 of Muslc Progranunlng?


16 A I’m responsible for the music and


17 non-muslc content, including approximately 150


18 on air host plus all the interstitial pre-


19 produced elements you might hear in between


20 the songs as well as the overall packaging


21 each of our 64 commercial-free music channels.


22 Q You mentioned you have 150 music


(202) 234-4433 Neal R Gross & CO., Inc.


1 There’s also a team of coordinators who


2 support all the programmers in the department,


3 who are responsible for handling some of the


4 nuts and bolts of producing each of our


5 commercial-free music channels.


6 Q And then is there a group -- I


7 think you mentioned in your dlrect testimony


8 which we’ll get to in just a second, of talent


9 and industry relations.


i0 A Yes, there’s a separate group


ii called the Talent and Industry Relations


12 Department that is primarily responslble for


13 working directly with the music community


14 which, you know, I’m deflnlng as consisting of


15 the record companies, the artist management


16 companies and publlclty people to handle the


17 booking of artlsts, interviews and live


18 performances at Sirius and in some cases if


19 somebody were to call Sirlus and not know who


20 a particular speclallst was for a format,


21 let’s say It’s an independent artist who


22 wasn’t familiar wlth the inner workings of
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1 SlrlUS, they would call the Artist and Talent


2 Relations Department and they would refer them


3 to the appropriate cohort.


4 MR. KIRBY: Your Honor, slnce I


5 mentioned the wltness’ direct testimony, I’d


6 like to have that passed out at this point and


7 if I heard correctly, and I’m looking to Mr.


8 Joseph to correct me here, I belleve this


9 would be Exhibit -- Slrlus Exhibit 36, Sirius


i0 Exhlbit 36, your Honor.


Ii (Slrlus Trzal Exhibit 36


12 marked for identlflcatlon.)


13 BY MR. KIRBY:


14 Q Mr. Blatter, do you recognize


15 Sirius Exhibit 36 as your written direct


16 testimony in this proceeding with attached


17 exhibits?


18 (Wltness proffered document.)


19 A I’m sorry, could I have the


20 exhablt nu~0oer agaln?


21 Q It should be on the cover, I


22 belzeve. It’s Exhiblt 36.
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1 A The approxlmate number today is


2 250 employees.


3 Q And that’s 3ust the result of --


4 what caused that difference in the number?


5 A Actually two things. One is


6 we’ve, you know, added additional staff to


7 support our growth.    We’ve also converted a


8 number of outsade contractors to become part


9 time employees over the last several months.


i0 Q All right. Turn, af you would, to


ii page 7, paragraph 14, please. And paragraph


12 14, Mr. Blatter, you’re llstlng music statlons


13 devoted exclusavely or almost so to musac


14 recorded before 1972. Should there be -- and


15 you mention two, Sirius Gold and 60s


16 Vibrations. Should there by any addatlonal


17 channel identified there?


18 A Yes, there’s one additional


19 channel called Elvls Radlo which 1s a channel


20 that plays all Elvls Presley.


Q All right, and turning over --


actually, begannlng at the bottom of that page


(202) 234-4433 Neal R Gross & CO, lnc.
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1 A Yes.


2 Q All rlght, and that is your direct


3 testimony, correct? You can trust me.


4 A Yes, it is.


5 Q If you look from the back of the


6 last tab, you will see that I bel~eve what you


7 can identify as your signature.


8 A Yes, it is.


9 Q And that indlcates that you


10 executed this document on October 30; is that


ii correct?


12 A That is correct.


13 Q Mr. Blatter, one of the trues of


14 life is that time passes and I’d like you to


15 help me perhaps bring this statement up to


16 date a little bit. Turn first, af you would,


17 to page 2, the second lane down in paragraph


18 2, up at the top of the page. Now, you were


19 3ust testifyang as to the number of employees


20 that you supervise and it says there that you


21 supervase approximately 200 employees. What


22 as the approxlmate number today?
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1 in paragraph 15, we have a list appearing at


2 the top of page 8 of other music statlons that


3 make substantaal use of pre-’72 recordings.


4 Do you see that list?


5 A Yes, I do.


6 Q Is that list current?


7 A There are three channels listed


8 there that are actually no longer available on


9 SlrlUS.


10 Q Which channels are those?


ii A They’re Rolling Stones Radio, the


12 Who Channel and Standard Tame.


13 Q All right. Starting from the


14 bottom there, what happened to the Standard


15 Tlme slot?


16 A The Standard Time slot recently


17 was converted into a channel we call Slrlusly


18 Slnatra, whach is a Frank Sanatra branded


19 radio statlon that plays a substantial amount


20 of Frank Sanatra’s music.


21 Q All rlght, and then what in the


22 world happened to the Rolling Stones and the
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1 Who?


2 A Well, both of those -- the Rolllng


3 Stones channel and the Who channel were meant


4 to be limited run channels from the get-go.


5 Those channels were developed in conjunction


6 with the artists as a way to work wlth them to


7 promote at the tlme -- both bands had released


8 new albums and were tourlng the US and they


9 felt that having their own radio station on


i0 Slrius that there were some, you know,


ii promotional benefits to that and so these


12 channels were put on the air to sync up wlth


13 thelr albums releases and US tours.


14 Q And eventually that rationale


15 evaporated?


16 A Well, thelr tours ended. Their


17 new released had kind of run their course and


18 as did the channels.


19 Q All right. Moving down if you


20 would, to paragraph 18 on the same page where


21 you’re talking about that Sirius has developed


22 channels and programs in conjunction with


(202) 234-4433 Neal R. Gro~s & CO., Inc. wwwmealrgross.com


1 MR. KIRBY: I’m suggestlng, your


2 Honor, that these glasses may not be exactly


3 what I need.     I’ll have to thlnk through the


4 impllcations of the question.


5 BY MR. KIRBY:


6 Q While I’m doing that, Mr. Blatter,


7 do any changes need to be made in the next few


8 sentences to make this paragraph current?


9 A        Yes, slnce thls testlmony was


10 written, there is actually a country radlo


Ii station in Los Angeles now. New York remains


12 without a country radio station.


13 Q What about the classlcal -- work


14 your way through the prograrmmlng.


15 A Also, in the classical genre,


16 Philadelphia, Houston and Atlanta remain


17 without a classzcal statzon but one was


18 recently added zn Detroit.


19 Q All right.


20 A Otherwise the remalnder of that


paragraph is correct.


Q And I’m hoping with those changes,
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1 well-known artzsts, we talked about the Who


2 and Rolling Stones that those channels are no


3 longer functioning. Should anything be added


4 to that paragraph to bring it current?


5 A Yes, we recently announced that we


6 were going to be co-developing a radio station


7 with a band, the Grateful Dead, so a Grateful


8 Dead channel will actually be launching later


9 thls summer on SlrlUS.


i0 Q All right. And then the last of


ii these updates, if you’ll take a look at page


12 9 over to page 10, paragraph 22, and there


13 you’ll see you’re talking about omissions


14 forced by the constraints on territorial


15 radio. Do you see that paragraph?


16 A Terrestrial radlo, yes.


17 Q Terrestrial, excuse me,


18 terrestrial radio, I’m sorry.    The next few


19 sentences --


20 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Are you


21 suggesting that terrestrial radio is


22 territorial?
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1 we belzeve that this wrltten direct testimony


2 is true as of today?


3 A Yes, it ls.


4 Q All rlght.


5 MR. KIRBY: Your Honor, I would


6 move that admission of Sirius Exhibit 36


7 consisting of his written direct testimony


8 with exhibits.


9 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: ~ny objectlon


i0 to Exhibit 36?


Ii MR. HANDZO: No, your Honor.


12 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Without


13 ob3ectlon, it’s admitted.


14 (Sirius Trial Exhibit 36


15 marked for identification was


16 received in evldence.)


17 MR. KIRBY: And your Honor,


18 various parts of this had been designated as


19 confldentlal but I think we’re going to pare


20 that down substantially.


21 //


22 BY MR. KIRBY:
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1 Q I would ask you, sir, Mr. Blatter,


2 to turn to page 17, paragraph -- I will see


3 what paragraph it is, paragraph 38.


4 MR. KIRBY: Your Honor,


5 originally, all of paragraph 38 had been


6 deslgnated as confidential but at this polnt,


7 I’d like to focus attention slmply on the


8 flrst sentence, of paragraph 38 in which the


~wltness identlfies slx channels that kept


i0 track of the information involving contacts


ii wlth the record labels that then appear in the


12 chart on the next page.


13 The witness has indlcated that the


14 numbers on the chart need not be preserved.


15 This is on page 17 and 18, your Honor. The


16 witness has no -- I proffer, your Honor, that


17 the wltness does not have confidentiality


18 concerns with respect to the contents of the


19 chart itself, but he believes it would be


20 competitively disadvantageous to ident±fy the


21 particular channels that kept track of thls


22 information as appears in the flrst sentence
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1 MR. KIRBY: Thank you.


2 BY MR. KIRBY:


3 Q Mr. Blatter, what qualified you to


4 be Senlor Vlce President of Music Programming


5 at Slrlus Satelllte RadlO?


6 A What qualified me is not only my


7 experience in multiple numbers of music


8 formats, but also my background. For a few


9 years during my career, I was the head of


i0 progran%ming for a national radio network


ii called MJI Broadcasting which gave me exposure


12 to pretty much ever genre of muslc, much l~ke


13 we have at SlrlUS where we offer, you know, a


14 number of genres in music as part of our


15 service. And also, you know, I had an


16 excellent track record in my tlme in


17 terrestrlal radio and a proven ablllty to, you


18 know, create compelling radio stations.


19 Q Well, do you think that your


20 exper±ence in terrestrial radio translates


21 into what you’re dolng at SlrlUS?


22 A I think my experlence in


(202) 234-4433 Neal R Gross 8~ CO, Inc www nealrgross corn


1 of paragraph 38, both because it would


2 interfere with relations between those


3 progra~hmers and the record label people that


4 they deal with and because it would open the


5 door for XM to exploit the fact that Sirius


6 has been recording and making use of these


7 contacts in their context with these record


8 labels.


9 So, your Honor, we would move that


10 the flrst sentence of paragraph 38 be


ii identified as confidential under the Court’s


12 order. And that is the only portlon of this


14 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any objection


15 to applylng the protectlve order to the flrst


16 sentence?


17 MR. H~UqDZO: No, your Honor.


18 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Without


19 ob3ection, the motion is granted. Mr. Kirby,


20 that’s the klnd of preclsion on the protective


21 order that we’ve been seeking all along.


22 Thank you.
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1 terrestrial radlo and also the relationshlps


2 that I’ve developed over the years wlth the


3 record industry is very helpful to me. Many


4 of the prlnclples that I learned as a


5 programmer in terrestrial radio are applled in


6 our day-to-day progran~nlng at Sirius.


7 However, at Sirles we are able to clearly


8 offer a much greater variety of music channels


9 than what we were able to, you know, offer at


i0 terrestrlal radio and the mere fact that our


ii radio stations at Sirius are commercial-free


12 as well, I think, dlfferentiate them.


13 Q All rlght. You mentioned your


14 dealings with the record labels. Have you


15 dealt with representatives at the record


16 labels over the years?


17 A I’ve had extensive relationships


18 throughout my career wlth record company


19 executives, both at, you know, New York based


20 record labels, Los Angeles based record labels


21 and because of my experience in country muslc~


22 I’ve dealt with the national based operations
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1 of all the ma3or record labels as well.


2 Q Are there particular components or


3 units within the labels that you tend to have


4 dealings with?


5 A Typically, most of the major


6 record labels have separate departments that


7 are staffed with radio promotion executlves


8 that either work in the three locations we


9 just talked about and they also have regional


i0 promotlon executives located throughout the


ii country calling upon radlo stations wlthln a


12 particular reglono


13 Q And what are they trying -- I’m


14 sorry.


15 A ~nd I’ve dealt wlth all types°


16 Q All right, I dldn’t mean to step


17 on your answer there. What are these


18 promotlonal executives trying to get radio


19 statlons to do?


20 A Typically, one thing and one thlng


21 only and that is they’re seeklng air play on


22 these radio stations for the artists that
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1 they’re promoting at that time.


2 Q Do these same unlts wzthin the


3 record labels continue to deal wzth the people


4 you supervlse at Sirius?


5 A ~solutely. The typical promotion


6 person that calls Sirius are the same radlo


7 promotion people that are calling terrestrzal


8 radio statlons.


9 Q ~d what are they asklng Slrlus to


i0 do?


ii A The same thing they ask


12 terrestrial statlons, which is, you know,


13 "Would you be interested in playlng this


14 particular artlst’s song", that they’re


15 promoting at that time.


16 Q Now, are they primarily calling


17 you directly?


18 A NO, if they were to call me


19 dlrectly, I probably wouldn’t have much time


20 to manage my staff and lead the department,


21 but I do delegate that responsibility to each


22 individual programmers that work for me.


1 Q Okay. Well, that leads me then to


2 suggest that we turn back to that paragraph 38


3 where we marked the flrst sentence as


4 confidential. That would be -- that flrst


5 sentence was on page 17, but I actually want


6 to dlrect your attentzon to the chart


7 contained within that paragraph that appears


8 on page 17.    Are you there, Mr. Blatter?


9 A Yes.


10 Q All rlght. Mr. Blatter, what is


ii this chart -- what does thls chart displaying?


12 A Well, I asked the programmers of


13 the channels mentioned there to record the


14 nun~er of tlmes they were contacted by a radio


15 promotlon person at the labels that have


16 called upon us and you can see for this given


17 week which began October 16th of last year,


18 there were approximately 170 promotional


19 contacts for that week, plus another 108


20 mailings which included CDS and other


promotional materials that were sent to us by


the record companles.


www.nealrgross.com(202) 234-4433 Neal R Gro~s & Co., Inc.


i Q NOW, how did th±s particular week


2 -- was there something special about this


3 partlcular week?


4 A No, nothlng special about that


5 week at all. In fact, the amount of


6 promotional actlvlty between the record


7 companles and Slrius has only increased since


8 this sample was done.


9 Q Okay, and how do you know that?


i0 A That’s been reported to me by my


ii programmers who keep me abreast of the


12 activities between themselves and the record


13 companles.


14 Q All right, now the third -- if you


15 look at the left-hand column, you talk about


16 e-mall and instant messages and then calls and


17 then you see somethlng called promo mall and


18 CDS, slngles, concert tickets. Explain what


19 that entry means, if you would, please?


20 A Well, it includes -- you know,


21 Slrlus doesn’t or rarely would ever pay for


22 music. CDS or sometimes MP3 fzles will be
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1 sent to the programmers for their


2 consideration for air play. There also are


3 other malllngs we might receive that would in


4 some cases be advertisements for the songs


5 that the record labels are promoting at that


6 time. And then as one way to garner interest


7 of our programmers, the record companies wlll


8 often invite myself or my programmers to see


9 artists perform llve the songs that they’re


10 seeking air play on the radlo.


ii Q All right. So when you say they


12 might invite you, that’s the reference to


13 concert tickets down there?


14 A That’s correct.


15 Q Is there another reason why record


16 companies sometime provide concert tlokets to


17 Sirius?


18 A Yeah, there is. Sometimes the


19 labels wlll supply us with concert tickets to


20 give away on the air to our listeners as a way


21 to further engage them zn that artist’s muslc.


22 Q All right. Do artists ever appear
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1 spent over 20 years in radio, it’s become


2 almost conventional wisdom in radio and the


3 record industry that the most effective way to


4 sell recorded music to consumers is through


5 receiving air play on the radio.


6 Q Okay, and do you have any


7 understanding as to why -- strike that.


8 Okay. Have you received any


9 feedback through the contacts wzth artists or


i0 the record industry as to whether the air play


ii by Slrlus is effective in its -- in promoting


12 record sales?


13 A Yes, I have and that feedback,


14 particularly I think over the last six to 12


15 months has increased pretty signlflcantly but


16 on a falrly regular basis now, we’ll receive -


17 - we’ll have e~ther verbal communication with


18 record promotion people who are thank±ng us


19 for thelr air play or they’ll sometimes e-mall


20 us with a thank you and "Without your help it


21 wouldn’t have been possible for this band to


22 have had the success they’ve had to date".
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1 live on Sirius?


2 A Yeah, rather often.


3 Q Okay. Do the record labels play


4 any role in that?


5 A Typlcally, they do. You know,


6 like I said earlier, you know, the record


7 labels wlll sometimes invlte the programmers


8 out to see these bands perform live. Other


9 times they’ll ask the programmer, "Hey, would


i0 you be interested in havlng thls artist come


ii up to your studies and perform live for the


12 llsteners of your channel and you know, they


13 typically view that as another way to draw


14 attentlon to their artlsts on Slrius besides


15 9ust playing the recorded music.


16 Q From your dealings with the record


17 company representat±ves and the reports you


18 get now from the people underneath you, do you


19 have any understanding as to why the record


20 companies are approachlng Szrlus zn the ways


21 that they do?


22 A Yes, I do. Having, you know,
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1 hd at times, the programmers will


2 even receive gold and platlnum records for the


3 artists that they were supportive of and as a


4 result of the a~r play and the effect we had,


5 the record companies would sometimes reward


6 the individual progranamers of those channels


7 wlth, you know, gold and platinum records.


8 Q Okay, those are those plaques that


9 I see all around your offlce when I’m


ii A Yes.


12 Q All right.


13 A My offlce and pretty much the


14 offlces of all the programmers now at Sirius.


15 Q Right. Can you think of any


16 specific examples of where air play on Sirius


17 has had a promotional benefit to an artist?


18 A Yeah, there are a number of


19 examples.


20 Q Give us one, if you will.


21 A One partlcular example is the band


22 Evans Blue, which is one that we actually
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1 started playlng at Slrlus before they had been


2 slgned to a major record label and we were


3 told by the ma3or label that one of the ma3or


4 reasons that they signed that band is because


5 the band had already proven itself on the


6 radio on Sirius and they felt that, you know,


7 there was less rlsk in signing this band


8 because they had already been proven to be


9 successful for SlrlUS on its channels.


i0 Q In the muslc industry we sometlmes


Ii hear reference to charts or to Top 40 whlch I


12 think is a reference to a chart. What are


13 those charts?


14 A Those charts are a reflection of


15 what a particular trade paper, in this case


16 it’s probably Radio and Records/Billboard or


17 the Mediabase Monrtorlng Servlce. Those


18 charts that are compiled by those companies


19 are a reflection of what the most influential


20 radio stations in America are doing in a


21 particular format and the chart reflects the


22 success of a particular song withln that
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1 their ch~ts was driven, from what I was told


2 by the trade papers, primarily by the record


3 companies.


4 Q Okay. ~nd how does chart position


5 translate to the objectives of the promotional


6 unlts in the varlous record companles? Are


7 the promotional units and the record companles


8 concerned about chart position?


9 A ~!gsolutely. In fact, you know,


i0 having spent, you know, much of my career


ii working with these promotion executlves at the


12 major labels, their -- A, thelr performance in


13 most cases is 3udged more on air play than it


14 is for record sales in the promotion


15 departments, but also at least the ma3or label


16 executives and promotion who I’ve come into


17 contact in my 20 years and all my colleagues


18 would say the same thing, the record


19 companies’ promotion people acknowledge that


20 radio air play translates into more record


21 sales.


Q Now, do the record labels use play
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1 format.


2 Q Okay. Now, you sald it reflects


3 what’s happening on the most influential radio


4 stations in America, I believe you sald.    So


5 not every radio station Is included in the


6 data on the chart.


7 A       No, not every radlo statlon is


8 included. The charts only represent what the


9 -- typically the editors at these trade


i0 publlcatlons believe to be the most


ii influential stations zn Amerlca.


12 Q Is air play on Sirius included in


13 those charts now?


14 A Air play on Sirius is included on


15 those charts and it has been now for I think


16 approximately a year and I should add to that,


17 that those decisions by the editors of these


18 trade publicatlons are very much influenced by


19 the record companies and their desire to want


20 to see air play on particular channels. And


21 I do know that the decislon by the trade


22 publications to include Slrlus’ air play in
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1 on SlrlUS for any purpose other than building


2 up their chart position and revlewlng the


3 success of thezr promotional crews? What


4 other uses do record labels make of air play


5 on Slrius?


6 A I’m not sure, can you repeat that?


7 Q Yeah, you attached several


8 industry ads to your dlrect testimony as one


9 of the exhlblts. What were we showing through


10 those industry ads?


ii A Right, well, you know, over the


12 years now, Szr~us has built up a reputation as


13 being an outlet that has an ability to break


14 new music.    I’ve also recrulted a number of


15 fairly successful progranuners in their


16 particular genres of music and as a result


17 now, SlrlUS playing a new song from an artlst,


18 labels wlll often buy ads in trade


19 publlcatlons and in those ads they will list


20 some of the radio stations that have recently


21 added muslc from that partlcular artist, and


22 in many cases now they’re including the name
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1 of the channel on Slrius that is playlng that


2 new plece of music as well as some of the


3 other terrestrzal stations that mzght be


4 playing it as well.


5 Q Okay, and you attribute this --


6 the label’s use of Slrius air play to SlrlUS’


7 reputation; is that right?


8 A Yeah.


9 Q Okay. Are there any other reasons


10 besides Slrlus’ reputatzon why the labels you


ii alr play on Slrlus is particular promotlonal?


12 A Well, the air play, you know, they


13 recelve on Sirius, I thlnk that is sometimes


14 used -- for instance, if we’re playing a new


15 song by an artist and we’re one of the earlier


16 stations on that record, that informatlon, you


17 know, Sirius Hits i, for instance is playing


18 thlS song 50, 60 times a week. That


19 information is they used by record promotion


20 people to inform other programmers around the


21 country that, "Hey, look Sirius Hits 1 has


22 3umped out. They’re playing this thlng 50 or
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1 Q So I don’t have to slt there and


2 hope the DJ mentions the artlst agaln at the


3 end of the song.


4 A Sometimes they will but if you


5 didn’t happen to catch it or you wanted to


6 know what that song was lm/aedlately, you don’t


7 want to walt for the DJ to announce what that


8 song was, you can see it right on the screen


9 as you’re hearlng it.


10 Q Does Sirius have any --


ii JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Did it ever


12 cause any auto accidents?


13 THE WITNESS: Not that I’m aware


14 of.


15 MR. KIRBY: That’s the cell phone,


16 your Honor, our competitor is the cell phone.


17 BY MR. KIRBY:


18 Q Does Sirlus have any competltlve


19 advantages wlth respect to developing new


20 artists, baby artists?


21 A Well, because of the number of


22 channels that we offer at Szr~us we’re able to
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1 60 times a week. You might want to play ~t,


2 too".


3 Q Do the record -- in your


4 experlence, do the record labels encourage the


5 on-air host to be sure to identify the artist


6 and song when they play a song? Is that a


7 source of friction sometimes between the


8 record labels and the hosts?


9 A Well, over the years, in


i0 terrestrlal radlO, the record companies would


ii be partlcularly frustrated wlth terrestrial


12 radio and its inab±llty to identify the muslc


13 that’s being played. Sometimes it’s been


14 referred to in the record and radio industries


15 as "back announclng". ~nnd it’s something that


16 terrestrial radio 3ust doesn’t do a very good


17 3ob of. Because we’re a dlgltal service, back


18 announcing not only happens on Sirius but


19 because we’re a digital service, we’re able to


20 display the artlst and title of any song


21 that’s playlng on the actual screen whlle it’s


22 playing.
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1 A, devote certaln music channels Wlthln a


2 particular genre, whether it be country or


3 rock, where those channels would play almost


4 all new music.    So for instance, in the rock


5 genre, our Left of Center channel plays almost


6 entirely, you know, new alternatlve rock that


7 in most cases isn’t heard you know, on


8 terrestrial radlo at that stage.


9 Also because of the commercial-


10 free nature of our channels, we just


Ii essentially have more time in a particular


12 hour to fill up. Terrestrlal radio, as you


13 probably know, plays anywhere from, you know,


14 12 to in some cases 17, 18 mlnutes of


15 commercials an hour and we’re able to take


16 that tlme and be able to play on statlons that


17 play a lot of new muszc even more new music


18 than you might hear on terrestrial radio.


19 Q You mentioned the concept of being


20 commercial-free. Are all of the Sirius muslc


21 channels commercial free?


22 A Yes, they are.
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1 Q And I think I sklpped over thls at


2 the very beginning, I apologize. How many


3 such commercial free music channels does


4 SlrlUS have?


5 A Well, there are 64 that we produce


6 here in the US.


7 Q All right, and are there others?


8 A There are five addltlonal


9 channels, bringing the total to 69 that are


I0 produced by our partners In Canada, Sirlus


ii Canada.


12 Q Okay, of that total, which ones


13 are you responsible for?


14 A I’m responslble for the 64


15 channels that orlglnate here in the US.


16 Q Now, when you say these channels


17 are co~nercial free, what do you mean by


18 commerclal free?


19 A By co~u~erclal free, I mean, there


20 is absolutely no commercials or any


21 sponsorships or underwriting something, you


22 know, you might hear on MPR Outlet sometimes,
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1 Canada have any effect on Sirius’ ability to


2 reach music listeners wlth particular or


3 narrow interests?


4 A Yes, it does. Sirius is able to


5 take a genre of music and carve it up, you


6 know, a number of different ways so for


7 instance, in the -- I’ll 3ust use the rock


8 genre as an example, there are rock channels


9 on Slrlus that are -- play much harder rock


i0 music and are more aggressive in sound, but we


ii also have a second rock channel, in this case,


12 I’m referrlng to Octane, which is the harder,


13 more aggressive rock channel.


14 Then we have another rock channel


15 which is a little bit softer in sound and not


16 quite as aggresslve called All Nation, which


17 targets an audlence that wants to hear a


18 little, you know -- still wants to hear new


19 music but in a much more mellower environment.


20 And as a result of that, I think that we’re


21 able to better serve the part±cular audiences


22 for those two channels and further engage them
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1 that thls hour of progranlmlng is underwritten


2 by such and such.    Slrlus’ muslc channels are


3 clean.    There’s no commercials, no


4 sponsorships, no underwritlng.


5 Q All rlght, and you indicated that


6 one result of that is you have more time


7 avallable to devote to the music and the play


8 list. Does the lack of commercials have any


9 other benefit for Slrlus programming?


10 A Yes, it does. I believe that not


Ii having jarring commercials come on every 15 or


12 20 minutes allows us to create a more


13 immersive experience for our subscribers and


14 further engages then in -- and garners even


15 more Interest in the artists that we’re


16 playing and the songs that we’re playing and


17 creates more passion and ultimately, I


18 belleve, you know, it results in more records


19 being sold as a result of the air play on


20 Sir±us.


21 Q Does the fact that Sirius has 64


22 muslc channels under you and a few more from
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1 in the kind of music that we’re playing.


2 Q Does Sirius have classical


3 programming?


4 A Yes, it does.


5 Q Okay, is that something that’s


6 generally available to most Americans over


7 terrestrial radlo?


8 A       Not particularly. It is


9 available. I think I mentioned ~n my


10 testimony in, I guess it would be seven of the


ii top 10 markets, but as you start to get out


12 into the medium and more smaller and rural


13 sized markets, it is often difficult to find


14 a full time classical statlon. You might have


15 a weekend program dedicated to classlcal music


16 for you know, blocks on the weekends but


17 that’s a genre of music that once you get


18 outside of the big markets, it’s very


19 difficult to find on the radlo today.


20 Q And classical muslc, I guess is


21 one of those terms. You have a classical


22 music station. Do you also have an opera
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1 muslc station?


2 A We actually have three classical


3 statlons or three stations that we would


4 classify as classical. One of them zs a


5 symphonic classical channel but there are also


6 two others. One is a pops channel with, you


7 know, stuff like from the Boston Pops and such


8 and then the third channel is an opera channel


9 which in the case of Slrlus is a channel that


i0 we co-produce with the Metropolitan Opera in


ii New York City and that channel conslsts


12 primarily of live recordings or llve


13 performances directly from the Metropolitan


14 Opera in New York.


15 Q I grew up in Lake Charles,


16 LOulSlana, whlch is over on the western border


17 next to Texas. What do you think the chances


18 are that when I got up on a Monday morning, I


19 could find a heavy classical or light


20 classical and a full time opera channel on


21 terrestrial radio?


22 A Slim to none.
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1 considerlng the small AM stations?


2 THE WITNESS: Well, I think there


3 are a few small stations, yes, I think there


4 are some of those, you know, in Kentucky and


5 wherever that play Bluegrass full tlme but


6 that’s the extent of it.


7 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Probably not


8 full tlme but --


9 THE WITNESS: Not even full t~me.


i0 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: -- they


ii include a lot of Bluegrass wlth their country


12 muslc.


13 THE WITNESS: It’s usually


14 relegated as a speciality show on a country


15 channel in the South.


16 BY MR. KIRBY:


17 Q And since country came up, how


18 many country channels does Slrlus have?


19 A Slrlus has about flve country


20 channels.


!i Q All right, why? Isn’t country,


country?
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1 Q On the other end of life --


2 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: You could get


3 Houston statlons, couldn’t you?


4 MR. KIRBY: Sometimes, your Honor,


5 it is pretty flat, but if you were getting


6 Houston stations, how much -- I won’t go


7 there.


8 BY MR. KIRBY:


9 Q But talking about the other end of


10 the spectrum, perhaps, Mr. Blatter, what about


ii Bluegrass, does Sir±us have a Bluegrass


12 channel?


13 A Sirius does have a full time


14 Bluegrass channel.    That’s another, you know,


15 nltch style of muslc that really isn’t


16 supported by terrestrlal radio. There might


17 be, you know, a few Bluegrass stations located


18 around the country but for the most part,


19 that’s a genre of music that just does not get


20 air play on radio.


21 Q All right.


22 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Are you
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1 A NO, country is not country. I


2 mean, country is a huge format. I thlnk as


3 far as shear nuraber of stations, it’s actually


4 the most popular format at terrestrial radio,


5 although those terrestrlal stations are all


6 essentially programmed the same. At Sirius we


7 not only have a new country channel which


8 would be a similar format to what you get on


9 terrestrial radio but we also have two kind of


i0 gold-based is what we refer to in the


ii industry, country channels that are more era


12 based. You know, one of them plays country


13 music from the "80s and "90s and the other


14 gold-based channel plays classic country which


15 also is a format that you probably won’t flnd,


16 you know, the old Whalon Jennings records on


17 the radio much on terrestrial radio any more


18 but we’re able to serve that audience with a


19 classic country channel.


20 Q Why is Sirius able to malntaln


21 flve country channels when you don’t find


22 anything llke that in those terrestrial radio
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1 markets?


2 A Well, having spent, you know, most


3 of my career in terrestrial radio, the goals


4 are a bit different at Sirlus. At terrestrlal


5 radio, the goal is to create a radzo format


6 that will reach a number -- enough listeners


7 to make the statlon attractive to advertisers.


8 Without advertisers at terrestrial radio, you


9 don’t have a buslness. At Sirlus because our


I0 music channels are commercial free, we’re not


ii really concerned about what advertlsers think


12 about our music channels, so we’re able to


13 offer channels on Sirlus that we know would


14 never -- would be very difficult to have a


15 successful business at terrestrial radlo, for


16 ~nstance with a Bluegrass channel or a reggae


17 channel or, you know, a classlcal jazz


18 channel, but on Sirius, like I sald because we


19 don’t have to meet the needs of advertzsers,


20 we can offer a lot of styles of muszc ±n


21 dlfferent formats that would 3ust never be


22 successful at terrestrlal radio.
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1 terms you use there is stationality. What zs


2 statzonalzty as Sirius uses that term?


3 A Stationality is an industry term


4 that we use in the radio buslness to define


5 what we belleve to be the overall personallty


6 of that station. ~nd when I say personality,


7 what I mean ls the Combination of the music


8 that that statlon plays but even more


9 importantly, the style of the on-air host and


I0 how they communicate dlrectly with the±r


ii audience. The interstitlal pre-produced klnd


12 of statlon ID’s that we play in between the


13 songs, how they’re written and produced, as


14 well as on the appropriate channels we may be


15 do±ng certain contests, the types of contests


16 we might do on a certain channel, so all of


17 that klnd of wraps in -- wraps up Into what we


18 refer to as the statlonallty for a particular


19 statlon.


20 Q Okay. Now, is muslc selectlon and


21 music sequencing part of what contributes to


22 stationality?


1 JUDGE ~OBEKTS: Mr. Blatter, are


2 there non-music channels offered by Sirius


3 that are commercial free?


4 THE WITNESS: Not that I’m aware


5 of.


6 BY MR. KIRBY:


7 Q Are you responslble for the non-


8 music channels, Mr. Blatter?


9 A No, I am not responsible for those


10 channels.


ii Q Okay.


12 A I should, to be correct, there is


13 one non-music channel that I do oversee called


14 Maxlm Radio wh±ch zs a station that we do wlth


15 the Maxim magazine. It’s a talk station that


16 I am responsible for.


17 Q And does it have co~erclals?


18 A That does have con~nerclals.


19 Q All right. Mr. Blatter, your


20 written direct talks a lot about the


21 programming process at Sirzus and I’m not


22 going to go through all of that but one of the
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1 A It’s one part of it. If the


2 station is a very aggresszve hard rocking


3 channel or if it’s very mellow soft rock type


4 channel, the way in which we would sequence


5 and schedule those songs would be different


6 and that ultimately, yes, does contrlbute to


7 the overall statlonality.


8 Q Well, let’s start first wzth music


9 selection and then we’ll talk about music


10 sequenclng. How does SlrlUS go about


ii selecting the music that’s golng to form the


12 library for a particular channel?


13 A Well, the first thlng we do is


14 first deflne who it is we’re trying to reach


15 with that particular channel. Once we define


16 that, sometlmes, we’ll, you know, we’ll write


17 it up on paper, you know, very speclflcally as


18 to who zt is we’re trylng to reach. But once


19 we do that, we would then look at the total


20 available body of music and then from that,


21 depending on the format but in most cases, we


22 would identlfy the most famlllar, popular and
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1 compatzble songs within that body of muszc


2 that we thlnk that audlence mlght want to


3 hear.


Q ~nd ultlmately you put together


5 something called a play list; is that rlght?


6 A Ultimately, that body of music


7 actually is then hand-coded by the indzvldual


8 programmers of a partlcular channel by


9 different characterlstlcs such as era, the


i0 gender of the person singlng the song, the


Ii texture of the song, and a number of other


12 characteristics that might be speclflc to a


13 particular genre of music.


14 Once each song is fully sound-


15 coded, is what we refer to it in the industry,


16 then those songs are put into our music data


17 base and we do use a system called music


18 master to help the programmers schedule the


19 music on a particular channel, and that system


20 really 3ust -- you know, the programmer gives


21 it a certain set of rules to apply and the


22 computer system essentially just takes a first
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1 So when we sequence it, we’re


2 controlling for the flow, whether it be on


3 tempo or if there are country artlsts~ for


4 instance, that have had big successes, pop


5 artlsts as well, you might not want to play


6 those two klnd of artists back to back because


7 the country artist is sometimes -- the country


8 llstener is sometlmes sensltive to hearing,


9 you know, a Shan~a Twain type artist or Rascal


i0 Flats who now are blg pop artists as well,


ii they don’t like -- the country artlsts tell us


12 they don’t like when those artists come up too


13 much together. So we’ll in the hand massaglng


14 process a lot separate those artlsts better to


15 make the station more appealing.


16 Q But why do you need all the fru-


17 fru? Isn’t a record song pretty much a


18 recorded song? Why can’t you 3ust play it?


19 A Well, you can’t 3ust play it. A


20 recorded song is not 3ust a recorded song.


21 It’s important that our programmers stay very


22 close in touch with what their audlences want
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1 swipe at sequencing the songs for a particular


2 day’s worth of music but it is far from done.


3 In fact, it typ~cally takes and average


4 programmer anywhere from you know, 45 mlnutes


5 to upwards of a couple of hours to hand-


6 massage the music before it actually is then


7 sent to the DJ’s assumlng it’s not a channel


8 where the DJ’s are plcklng their own music.


9 Q Okay, now I don’t want to go into


10 great detail on this but what sort of factors


ii do you take into conslderatlon in sequencing


12 the music?


13 A Well, when it comes to sequencing,


14 I’ll just use the country format as an example


15 zn th~s case, but in the country format there


16 are a lot of artists that tend to have slow


17 songs, you know, ballads which often do very,


18 very well, but I know from experience as a


19 country programmer, that you want to make sure


20 that if you’re going to play a lot of ballads,


21 that those ballads don’t play back to back and


22 there’s a nice flow of muslc.
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1 and I found over the years as a terrestrlal


2 prograrmmer, that when you go through and


3 diligently code the songs as we do at SlrlUS


4 and you go in and hand massage the muslc as we


5 do at S~rlus that you’re able to provide a


6 much more satisfactory l~stening experlence


7 for the intended audience of that channel.


8 Q Now, the last toplc I would llke


9 to explore with you briefly, your direct


i0 testimony mentions that Sirius maintains some


Ii artists’ channels; is that correct?


12 A Yes, it does.


13 Q What are the artists’ channels?


14 A Can I turn to that page in the


15 testimony? Is that okay?


16 Q Yes, you can, except I don’t know


17 which one it is but let me see if I can find


18 it for you.


19 A I can’t f~gure it out off the top


20 of my head.


21 Q I wrote down paragraph 18.    I


22 wonder if that’s where we have it.
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1 A I thlnk it’s on page 8 at the


2 bottom.


3 Q Okay, yes, it is, paragraph 18,


4 page 8 at the bottom~ Looking at that


5 paragraph where you talk about having


6 developed channels and programs zn conjunction


7 with well-known artlsts, describe what Slrlus


8 lS dolng there.


9 A Well, what we’ve done and I’ll use


10 the most recent case of the Grateful Dead


ii channel, because we did 3ust announce that


12 channel and it wlll be alrlng later thzs


13 summer as I mentioned, but the Grateful Dead


14 is collaborating with Szr±us to create therr


15 own Grateful Dead brand of channel as a way to


16 promote the band’s music and kind of keep


17 thelr muslc allve on the radlo, whether it be


18 their recorded muslc or live recordings that


19 the band has accumulated over the years.


20 On the Slrius side, we belleve the


21 artlsts’ channels are important to us because


22 they -- the artists’ channels provide us wlth
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Rolllng Stones and the Who channel went away,


mean that SlrlUS iS givlng up on thls concept


of artlsts’ channels?


A No, absolutely not. I mean, the


Who channel and the Rolling Stones channel


were always intended to be limited run


channels and we’ve been told by both artists


that when they have somethzng else to promote,


whether ltls another tour or a new album


comlng out, that they’d love to do zt agaln.


MR. KIRBY: Your Honor, I don’t


recall exactly when we typlcally take the


morning break. I’m very nearly through but if


we were to take a break now, perhaps, I could


let Mr. Joseph remind me of all the subjects


I’ve overlooked and then we could continue.


CHIEF ~UDGE SLEDGE: All right.


We’ll recess for i0 minutes.


MR. KIRBY: Thank you, your Honor.


(A brief recess was taken at 11:02


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We’ll come to
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1 more exclusive content that you’re not going


2 to get anywhere else. So there’s no other


3 place on the radlo that you can hear an all


4 Elvls channel other than on Slrlus radio,


5 called Elvis Radio. The same would go for a


6 channel that we co-produce with Emlnem called


7 Shade 45 and Jimmy Buffet is another example


8 of an artist that co-produces a channel with


9 us called Radio Margaritavllle.


i0 Q And this also is done, for example


ii with the Metropolltan Opera?


12 A Yes, it is. We have partnered


13 with the Metropolitan Opera and have created


14 an opera channel that when the Metropolitan


15 Opera zs llve in New York, we broadcast those


16 performances live on Sirius and when the opera


17 is not llve, we’re typlcally playlng live


18 performances that were recorded at the


19 Metropolitan Opera, datlng back, you know, to


20 50 -- dating back to up through 50 or 60 years


21 ago.


22 Q Okay, so does the fact that the
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i order.


2 Mr. Kzrby?


3 BY MR. KIRBY:


4 Q Just one more short subject. Mr.


5 Blatter, during the previous witness’


6 testimony, the question was asked if Slrius zs


7 adding all thzs exciting new non-music


8 content, how come your channels get all the


9 great numbers down at the bottom of the dial?


10 Do you have any understandzng of


ii why that’s so?


12 A Well, first off, I was not with


13 the company when the declslon was made to put


14 the muszc channels where they are today


15 starting at channel 1 and going up.


16 But I can say that first off, it


17 does make sense when you have some decades


18 type channels llke 60s, 70s and 80s to put


’19 them on channels 6, 7, and 8. But with that


20 said, I have been part of some dlSCUSSlOnS


21 that have come up as to where we might place


22 certaln non-music channels on the dial and it
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1 3ust seemed to make the most sense that if we


2 were golng to add a new channel, that was non-


3 music, that we shouldn’t disrupt the order and


4 sequencing of all the music channels to put a


5 non-muslc channel within that tler.


6 Q The believe is that subscribers


7 aren’t interesting in relearning the line-up?


8 A Yes, and the subscribers become,


9 you know, they create certain habits and they


i0 start to know certain channel members, so if


ii we were to start putting non-muslc channels in


12 the music section, that would cause a rather


13 large dlsruption and would potentlally have a


14 pretty material effect on the satisfaction of


15 our service.


16 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Would you talk


17 to our local cable TV about that?


18 (Laughter.)


19 THE WITNESS: I can try.


20 MR. KIRBY: Your Honor, that


21 concludes my direct examlnatlon.


22 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: One follow-up
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to what you just sald. You’ve got 69 channels


and is your bandwidth completely -- well, you


sald you had to pre-empt for sports


programming, you haven’t said, but the


testimony is you have to pre-empt for extra


sports programs. So all your bandwidth is


used up.


THE WITNESS: I’m not responsible


for the actual bandwidth allocations. So to


the best of my knowledge, we’re pretty close


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Let me just


get to my question. You’re not able to use


the other 30 channels that haven’t been used?


THE WITNESS: Not right now, no.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Okay, thank


you.


(Pause.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: While I’ve


interrupted, a llttle test. Are you famlllar


wlth the song Daniel’s Parade?


THE WITNESS: I am not.
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1 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It’s an old


2 country song. Waylon Jennings. Wondered


3 where that would be in your five channels.


4 THE WITNESS: That would be in our


5 classlc country channel.


6 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any questions


7 by XM?


8 MR. RICH: No questions.


9 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mus±c Cholce.


10 MR. F~/<LER: No, Your Honor.


Ii CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Cross by


12 SoundExchange?


13 MR. HANDZO: Thank you, Your


14 Honor.


15 CROSS EX~!~INATION


16 BY MR. HANDZO:


17 Q Good morning, Mr. Blatter.


18 A Good morning.


19 Q We haven’t met before, but my name


20 is Dave Handzo and I represent SoundExchange.


21 Now Mr. Blatter, I’m going to


asklng you to turn to paragraph five


1 of your written testimony which we put in the


2 record as Sirius Exhiblt 36. And at the end


3 of that paragraph you say that you supervise


4 and work with extensive listener research that


5 you conduct to evaluate new formats and


6 identify the most attractive music for those


7 formats.


8 Do you see that?


9 A Yes, I do.


I0 Q Who conducts that survey research


ii or listener research?


12 A Well, there are many different


13 types of listener research that we conduct and


14 there are a number of companies that we use


15 third parties to conduct that research for us.


16 Q Does that research typically


17 result in written reports to you?


18 A Sometlmes it does, but not always.


19 It would depend on the nature of the study


20 itself.


21 Q Are those studles, do those


22 studies include formal listener surveys?
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1 A Yes, they do.


2 Q Is that survey work done under


3 your supervision?


4 A It would depend on the llstener


5 survey itself. There are certain surveys that


6 yes, I do oversee the administration of those


7 surveys. There are others that collectively


8 among myself and the other heads of


9 programming of Slrlus~ along wlth the research


10 department would be responsible for those


ii studies.


12 Q And what’s sort of toplcs do those


13 studies explore?


14 A Which studies are you referrlng


15 to?


16 Q Well, let’s start with the ones


17 that are done under your direction?


18 A Well, the ones that are under my


19 dlrection are typically researching the


20 audience for a particular channel on SlrlUS,


21 for instance, we’ll just stick with the


22 country audience as an example.    So we would
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1 Q And I take it those surveys might


2 address things like customer satlsfactlon and


3 how customers respond to the various offerlngs


4 of Sirlus?


5 A Some of those surveys have


6 attempted to measure customer satisfaction and


7 the value of certain other types of content


8 that we offer.


9 Q Okay. Now you did not attach to


i0 your written statement any of that survey


ii research, did you?


12 A I don’t believe I did.


13 Q And you don’t cite to any of that


14 survey research in support of the opinions


15 that you offer in your wrltten testimony, do


16 you?


17 A I don’t think dlrectly I did, but


18 I think I dld say in my written testlmony that


19 we do use that research and it’s just one of


20 many tools that we use to guide cur instincts


21 as programmers.


22 Q Okay, but in your written


1 find a representative sample of a particular


2 country channel.    Let’s say our new country


3 channel and we would do one of two things.


4 One is we would research the entire potential


5 body of music that we mlght play on that


6 particular channel w~th that representative


7 sample, or we might take a much more narrower


8 view of things and 3ust research the newer


9 songs played on that channel which is


i0 somethlng we actually do now on a weekly basis


ii for any of our new music-oriented channels.


12 Q Is there any other subject that


13 you research in the research done under your


14 dlrectlon?


15 A Solely under my direction, those


16 are the only types of studies that come to


17 mind r~ght now.


18 Q I take there is research one under


19 the dlrectlon of others that you receive in


20 the ordinary course of business?


21 A There are other surveys which I


22 have seen, yes.
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1 testimony, you don’t point to any particular


2 research that supports the oplnlons that you


3 offer, do you?


4 A I’d have to read through the


5 entlre thlng to give you a total positive


6 answer, but I don’t think I cited any specific


7 studles in thls testimony.


8 Q Now Mr. Blatter, you don’t track


9 how many CDs or downloads are sold as a result


i0 of alrplayon Slrlus, do you?


ii A I don’t. I don’t regularly track


12 that, no.


13 Q Are you able to say how many CDs


14 or downloads are sold as a result of airplayon


15 Sirius?


16 A It would be difficult for me to


17 glve you speclflC nurabers. But having spent


18 my entire career zn radio as well as what my


19 colleagues tell me at Slrlus and even the


20 conversations I have with the record community


21 on a regular basls, it ls my opinion that


22 radio alrplayon Slrlus does result in more
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1 record sales for the artists that we play.


2 Q But you can’t quantify how much,


3 can you?


4 A It’s difficult for me to quantify


5 how much and I think it would be for most


6 radio programmers in ~/nerica to quantify


7 exactly how much music they’re selling as a


8 result of the alrplay on that channel.


9 I think it’s important to mention


i0 that as a radio progran~ner, I’m judged by the


ii satisfaction and to a certain extent the


12 listenership on our channels. My performance


13 isn’t necessarlly judged by how many records


14 we’re selling. It’s something that we’ll keep


15 an eye out for, but it’s not something that we


16 would closely follow in the normal course of


17 bus±hess as a radio progra~er.


18 Q Okay, so because you’re judged by


19 consumer satlsfactlon wlth the channels that


20 you’re responsible for, you’re not going out


21 and trying to figure out how many CDs or how


22 many downloads are sold as a result of
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1 A Well, zt would be difficult for me


2 to say no, only because when I talk to record


3 executives, you know, they regularly thank us


4 for the alrplay on Slrlus and I received an


5 emall just a week or so ago saying look,


6 w±thout your support, this band wouldn’t have


7 had the success that it had. So and they are


8 ultimately measure success by the record,


9 number of records that they’re sell±ng.


10 So if a high-level executive is


ii thanking me for the alrplay on SlrlUS because


12 they’re selling more records, then I’d have to


13 believe that our alrplay is contributing to


14 the success of that band.


15 Q I may not have been clear in my


16 questlon, Mr. Blatter.


17 My question is you can’t translate


18 any of that into dollars and sales or numbers


19 of CDs sold, can you?


20 (Pause.)


21 A I think that’s a very dlfflcult


22 thing for me to quantify right now.


1 program/~lng on Sirius, are you?


2 A Not necessarily trying to figure


3 it out, but we do have very close


4 relationships wlth the record company


5 promotion executlves and work very closely


6 wlth them to help them rate new artists and


7 further established, more familiar artists


8 that maybe have a track record already, but


9 they’re looklng to take their career to the


i0 next level.


II We spend an inordinate amount of


12 our time actually working with those promotion


13 executives to see how we can work, collaborate


14 together to help further the careers of these


15 artists.


16 Q But you can’t translate any of


17 that into numbers, can you?


18 A I don’t actively track SoundScan


19 data to measure how many records are being


20 sold as a result of airplay on SlrlUS.


21 Q So the answer to my question is


22 no?


1 Q Mr. Blatter, you haven’t seen any


2 survey research which supports your vlew that


3 consumers who get SlrlUS spend more money on


~ CDs or downloads, have you?


5 A There might have been some


6 research surveys in the past that have touched


7 on this area, but I don’t really recall the


8 specifics of it.


9 Q So there’s nothing as you sit here


i0 today that you can point us to as a survey


ii that supports your opinion that alrplay on


12 SlrlUS generates record sales?


13 A I can only say that in 20 years in


14 radio I’ve never come across a radio


15 prograrmaer in my 20 years or for that matter


16 a radio promotion or even a record executive


17 that doesn’t believe that radio airplay


18 translates into record sales.


19 Q ~nd again, let me just be clear


20 with my questlon. You haven’t seen a survey


21 which supports that, have you?


22 A I have seen surveys that support
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1 that radlo alrplay ms a drlver and is the


2 prlmary and nu~tber one driver of record sales.


3 Q Can you tell us what survey you’ve


4 seen?


5 A One survey that I recall offhand


6 and I have seen a number over the years, but


7 one survey I recall offhand is a survey that


8 was conducted by Edison Research several years


9 ago that asked that questlon.


i0 Q That survey doesn’t address


Ii whether alrplay or whether Sirius might also


12 have the result of causing people to buy fewer


13 CDs or fewer downloads, right?


14 A Well, I believe that survey was


15 conducted prlor to Slrius belng commercially


16 available, so it wouldn’t be a fair question


17 to ask if it weren’t available.


18 Q So the survey that you’re


19 referring to doesn’t address Sirius at all, is


20 that right?


21 A It asked people, you know, what


22 influenced them most and the number one


1 influencer of record sales was radlo airplay.


2 Q That’s terrestrial radlo alrplay?


3 A I don’t think it was defined as


4 one or the other, it was 3ust defined as radio


5 alrplay.


6 Q But you’re saylng the survey was


7 done before Sirlus was commercially avallable?


8 A It might have been 3ust becoming


9 available at that tlme.


i0 Q And the survey dld not explore


ii whether satelllte radio caused an off-setting


12 effect of causlng people to buy fewer CDs or


13 downloads, correct?


14 A I’m sorry, can you restate that?


15 Q Sure. The survey that you are


16 referring to didn’t address whether


17 subscribing to satellite radlo would cause


18 people to buy fewer CDs or downloads, isn’t


19 that right?


20 A Well, considering we weren’t


21 really commercially available at that time, I


22 don’t think that they’d really have any reason
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1 to research that at the time.


2 Q So the survey that you’re talking


3 about would have been addresszng the affected


4 terrestrial radio airplay, is that right?


5 A No, it wasn’t speclflC to any type


6 of radio airplay that I’m aware of. But it


7 3ust --


8 Q That’s all there was at the time,


9 it sounds like, rlght?


10 A I couldn’t speak with certainty on


ii that. I’m not sure of the exact dates of the


12 survey.


13 Q /hnd to the best of your


14 recollection, all the survey dld was ask


15 people where they heard the music they ]ust


16 bought?


17 A I’m not sure of the precise


18 questlon ztself, but I know that it was


19 looking to demonstrate what has the most


20 influence on the buying declslon.


21 Q Okay, so the survey that you’ve


22 referred me to, you’re not sure whether it was


1 done when Sirius was even in exlstence and


2 you’re not sure what the question was that


3 they asked, right?


4 A I didn’t say I wasn’t -- I said


5 that the question that was asked, I don’t


6 remember specifically how it was worded, but


7 I do know what they were intendlng to do was


8 to demonstrate the influence that radio


9 airplay has on record sales.


i0 Q Mr. Blatter, let me ask you to


ii look at paragraph 38 of your written


12 testimony.


13 (Pause.)


114 And the flrst sentence there you


15 list six channels, do you see that?


16 A Yes, I do.


17 Q Can you tell me what kind of music


18 those channels play?


19 A Sure.


20 MR. KIRBY: Excuse me. This is


21 the one sentence in the whole thlng.


22 MR. HANDZO: I speczflcally tried
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1 to ask the questlon in a vague enough manner


2 that it didn’t call for any restrlcted


3 information.


4 MR. KIRBY: Your Honor, I thlnk


5 when you start describlng certainly wlth any


6 detail the kind of music that particular


7 channels on Sirius play, zt tends pretty


8 quickly to identify what channel.


9 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ob3ection


I0 overruled.


ii BY MR. H~DZO:


12 Q Mr. Blatter, can you descrzbe to


13 me what kinds of music these channels play?


14 A They play rock music.


15 Q Have these channels typzcally


16 played more recent rock music?


17 A Generally speaking, yes.


18 Q So these are not classic rock


19 channels, rlght?


20 A Well, one of them might play class


21 rock.


22 Q Mlght? You’re not sure?


1 releases?


2 A Yes. I think that would also


3 deflne how you’re definlng a new release.


4 Q Generally, Mr. Blatter, what the


5 record companies are trylng to promote is new


6 releases, correct?


7 A ON these particular channels, they


8 are typically looking to promote newer


9 releases.


10 Q But generally, new releases are


ii what the record companles try and promote,


12 right?


13 A Generally, but not in all cases.


14 Q Well, and in fact, in paragraph 32


15 of your wrltten testlmony, Mr. Blatter, you


16 say record companles typically focus thelr


17 promotlonal efforts on new muslc rather than


18 existing catalog, do you see that?


19 A Yes, typically. I say generally.


20 Q And so the channels that you chose


21 to survey here are the kinds of channels that


22 are playing new releases which is what the
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A I’m just a llttle uncomfortable


getting into the speclflCS of these channels


because I’m trying to protect the integrity of


my own programmers°


In fact, I’m not really


comfortable really -- I already mentioned it,


but I’m not comfortable even giving the genre.


FiR. KIRBY: Your Honor, if we


could enforce the protective order at thzs


point and ask people that aren’t entitled to


hear confldentzal information to leave.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Motlon is


denied.


BY MR. HANDZ0:


Q Mr. Blatter, these are channels


that play a lot of new releases, right?


Can you define "a lot" for me?


General play 50 percent of new


A


releases?


A Roughly, yes.


Q Maybe a little more. Some of the


channels play more than 50 percent new
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1 record companies would most want to promote,


2 r~ght?


3 A Yes.


4 Q Are you the person who chose these


5 slx channels to survey for the purposes of


6 your testimony in paragraph 38?


7 A I belleve I was, yes.


8 Q Mr. Blatter, turnlng to paragraph


9 31 of your testlmony, you say that most


i0 consumers typically do not decide to purchase


Ii music based on a story in a newspaper or


12 magazine, do you see that?


13 A Yes.


14 Q Isn’t it true, Mr. Blatter, that


15 there are lots of ways for consumers to sample


16 music and learn about music?


17 A How are you deflnlng "lots"?


18 Q Let’s go through some. People can


19 go to a store, a * (11:34:51) and sample the


20 music there, right?


21 A Yes, they could.


22 Q People learn about muslc from
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1 music on internet radio, right?


2 A I’ve heard about that, but I


3 actually haven’t come into contact with too


4 many people that have learned about new music


5 through lnternet radio.


6 Q You’re familiar wlth internet


7 radio, aren’t you?


8 A I’m familiar with music that’s


9 dellvered over the lnternet.    I’m not so sure


i0 I would actually categorize is as radio.


ii Q Well, there are varzous types of


12 music servlces that operate over the lnternet,


13 right?


14 A Yes.


15 Q And that’s another way for


16 consumers to find out about new music, rlght?


17 A Potentially, sure.


18 Q There are music servlces that


19 stream music over cell phones, right?


20 A There are some services that I’ve


21 become aware of.    I have never come across


22 anyone that pays for that, but yes.
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1 other ways for people to discover muslc beyond


2 izstening to Slrlus satellzte radio, correct?


3 A There are other ways to discover


4 new muslc, but what I’ve learned in my 20


5 years in programming and radio, the number one


6 drzver by far of people not only learnzng


7 about music, but then actually going out and


8 buy the records is through radio airplay.


9 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Handzo,


10 was your question about televlsion dlrected to


ii video transmissions or audlo transmisszons?


12 MR. H~DZO: Falr question, Your


13 Honor. Let me go back over that.


14 BY MR. H/LMDZO:


15 Q You actually could learn about new


16 muslc through audio transmlssions over


17 televzszon, rzght? There are services that


18 provide music over the television?


19 A Yes.


20 Q But you could also learn about it


21 through video transmlsslons like some time


22 ago, maybe still, MTV?


1 Q That’s another way for consumers


2 to find out about new muslc?


3 A I’m not fam~izar enough w~th most


4 of the offerings that are out there to know


5 how much new music they’re playing, so I can’t


6 really comment on that.


7 Q There are internet clrcle networks


8 like MySpace that people use to discover new


9 muslc, right?


i0 A People could come across a new


ii band on MySpace, yes.


12 Q People learn about new music from


13 their friends, true?


14 A They could.


15 Q People learn about new music by


16 golng to concerts, right?


17 A Not typically, but you could in


18 certain cases.


19 Q People learn about new music from


20 televlsion, right?


21 A At tlmes that could happen, yes.


22 Q So there are at least all of these
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1 A It MTV happens to be playlng music


2 video whlch they don’t do much of these days,


3 you might learn about something new.


4 Q There are other channels that play


5 muslc videos?


6 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That’s why I


7 asked the question. I can’t think of any.


8 THE WITNESS: There is one other


9 one that I’m aware of called Hughes, but it


i0 reaches a very, very small --


ii BY MR. HANDZO:


12 Q Mr. Blatter, you are --


13 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The Dlnah


14 Shore Show is gone.


15 (Laughter.)


16 MR. H/LNDZO: So is Ed Sullivan, I


17 believe.


18 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: But


19 apparently not forgotten.


20 BY MR. HANDZO:


21 Q Well, Mr. Blatter, your background


22 is in programmlng, not in marketlng or selling
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1 music, right?


2 A My background zs zn programming,


3 but I am responsible for how each of our


4 channels or any channel I’ve been responsible


5 before is marketed on air.


6 Q But in terms of marketing and


7 selllng music, selling CDs, selling downloads,


8 that’s certainly not been something that


9 you’ve ever done, right?


I0 A NO, I haven’t been involved in the


Ii con~nerclal aspects of selling music in my


12 career.


13 Q Mr. Blatter, turning to paragraph


14 32 of your testimony --


15 A Can I 3ust go back for one second


16 actually to add something to my response?


17 Q I’m tempted to say no, but I’m


18 sure your counsel would bring it out on


19 redlrect anyway. So go ahead.


20 A Yes, I mean there was an instance


21 I want to say about a year and a half or so


22 ago where we were approached by one of the


1 paragraph, as I understand it, addresses why


2 in your view terrestrial radio, I’m sorry, why


3 Sirius would have advantages over terrestrial


4 radio with respect to promotion, is that


5 right?


6 A Yes, it is.


7 Q Okay, now most of what you say


8 there with respect to satellite radio would


9 also be true wlth respect to internet radlo or


I0 internet music servlces, rlght?


ii A Not all internet radzo services,


12 no.


13 Q Well, let’s take a look, for


14 example, of the first bullet point, where you


15 say that Sirius displaced the name of the


16 artist and song continuously?


17 A Yes.


18 Q Internet radio services do that as


19 well, do they not?


20 A Not all internet radio services.


21 I know by law I think they’[re supposed to,


22 but I’ve come across a number of internet


1 ma3or record companles to -- where they were


2 going to create a CD which was actually more


3 for promotlonal value but we did get involved


4 with the record company in selecting songs to


5 put on the CD that were all, I think on


6 Universal artists and that CD was packaged as


7 an Outlaw Country whlch is the channel on


8 Sirius CD which then was included for sale in


9 a magazine. I think it was called Paste.


10 And the labe! was looklng to work


ii w~th us because they knew the association and


12 the promotional benefit they would recelve on


13 Sirius would be a benefit to those artists.


14 Q So that’s your one experlence with


15 selling CDs?


16 A       There mlght have been others in my


17 career.    That’s one that comes to mlnd rlght


18 now. But there have been times where radio


19 stations have collaborated with the record


20 labels to actually sell recorded muslc.


21 Q Let me take you to paragraph 32 of


22 your written testimony, Mr. Blatter. And that
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1 radlo services over the years that do not


2 display art±st and title.


3 Q In fact, the ones that ablde by


4 the law and do what they’re supposed to,


5 display artist and song and album, right?


6 A I’m not sure if they display


7 album.


8 Q You don’t know?


9 A I don’t think they do, actually.


I0 There might be some that do. The ones that


ii I’ve had experience with, I don’t recall


12 seelng album there.


13 Q But you know that internet radio


14 stations are required to display the same


15 informatlon you’re talklng about here?


16 A Yes.


17 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Why did you


18 say they’re required?


19 MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I belzeve


20 the performance complement does require the


21 display of that znformatlon.


22 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Did your
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1 questlon assume servlces that are transmitting


2 under the license?


3 MR. H~2gDZO: Yes, I’m sorry.


4 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Statutory


5 license?


6 MR. HANDZO: Yes.


7 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That’s a big


8 assumption, other than what your question


9 included.


i0 BY MR. H~NDZO:


ii Q Let me put it to you this way, Mr.


12 Blatter, you are aware that there are lnternet


13 radio statlons for lnternet muslc services


14 that do display artlsts and song, right?


15 A I’m aware of them. I can’t speak


16 to how many people are actually listening to


17 that, but I’m aware that there are servlces


18 out there.


19 Q And with respect to your second


20 bullet point, you say that SlrlUS offers 64


21 music channels, do you see that?


22 A Yes.
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1 than anyth±ng else that ls out there.


2 Q Okay so you can’t speak, for


3 example, to the care and resources that


4 lnternet radio services devote programming or


5 how deep into play lists they go?


6 A Well, it has been my experience


7 and it is why I hesitate to call these radio


8 stations on the lnternet, internet radio


9 because it’s in my professional opinion that


10 those services that are available are not


ii really radio stations. They’re nothing more


12 than on-line 3ukeboxes where there is not much


13 care given and thought given to the actual


14 selection and sequencing of the songs.


15 Q But I think you just said that you


16 don’t pay that much attention to them?


17 A Well, that’s one of the reasons


18 that I don’t. Not only do I not feel that


19 they are reachlng enough audience, but when I


20 have listened, it’s 3ust not a -- I don’t


21 belleve it is even a close to competltzve


22
product to what we offer on Sirius.
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1 Q There are internet radio services


2 that offer far more music channels than 64,


3 right?


4 A There mzght be. I don’t really


5 follow closely what’s going on lnternet radlo


6 space because I don’t think that any one


7 lnternet radio servlce has reached a critical


8 mass, per se, that it’s something that we


9 would watch that closely from a competitive


i0 standpoint.


ii Q In your fifth bullet point, you


12 talk about having different and distinct


13 channels that allow you to go deeper into the


14 music catalog. The same is true of lnternet


15 radio services, correct?


16 A Like I sald, I really don’t follow


17 internet radio all that closely because they -


18 - I wouldn’t actually, you know -- my primary


19 competitor is terrestrial radio today, so


20 while I watch what’s happening on internet


21 radio passively, my primary focus is learning


22 what’s happening on terrestrial radio more so
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1 Q Now are you aware that there are


2 internet radio stations that allow the


3 consumer to clzck on a buy button and


4 in~aediately buy the music that they are


5 hearing?


6 A I think I’ve seen that when


7 listening to internet radlo, certain lnternet


8 radlo outlets before.


9 Q That is a benefit that Slrlus does


10 not offer to record companies, correct?


ii A I don’t think it is a beneflt that


12 we offer today. No.


13 Q And are you aware that there are


14 internet radio services that allow listeners


15 to actually rate the song that they are


16 hearlng at the tlme of their hearing it?


17 A Yes, and I’ve explored that rather


18 extenslvely myself and don’t see much value In


19 that kind of information.


20 Q Are you aware that there are


21 record companies that do value that


22 lnformatlon?
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1 A     I’m not. I’ve never in my


2 conversatlons with record company promotlon


3 executives have had them cite to me research


4 data provided to them by some internet radio


5 outlet that gives the consumer the abzlzty to


6 rate a song on a certain scale.


7 Q In any event, that sort of rating


8 data is not somethzng that Slrlus can supply,


9 correct?


i0 A I don’t think that it is something


Ii that we can supply today. I will say that we


12 are asked by, and this is typically how it


13 happens in the terrestrial radio world and in


14 the world of Sirius satellite radlo is the


15 radio promotlon executives that call upon


16 SlrlUS. They are always very interested to


17 know how a certaln song might be performing.


18 And the kind of research that I have descrlbed


19 earller where we will measure the appeal of


20 certaln newer songs, what the intended


21 audlence of that channel. And that is


22 lnformatlon that the record companies, zf we
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1 pay lnternet radio services.    I’m sure there


2 are many free ones, too, but I don’t thlnk you


3 can make a blanket statement about that


4 segment as a whole.


5 Q Isn’t ±t entirely log~cal to


6 expect that having paid $12.95 a month out of


7 pocket to subscribe to Slrlus~ a consumer may


8 have already spent some or all of thezr budget


9 on muslc for the month?


10 A I don’t think so. I mean, if you


ii break down the $12.95 to, you know, 50 cents


12 a day, I don’t thlnk the cost of a local


13 newspaper is golng to really have that much of


14 an impact on somebody’s ablllty to buy more


15 music.


16 Q Are you suggesting that you thlnk


17 SlrlUS could raise its subscrlptlon prlce and


18 have no effect on the nun~er of subscrlbers?


19 A I dzdn’t state that.


20 Q Well, in fact, there is some price


21 sensltlvlty by consumers wlth respect to how


22 much they’re wllllng to spend on music,


1 disclose it to them. And a lot of tlmes we


2 choose not to for confidentiality purposes,


3 but if we disclose it to them, they are


4 usually qulck to share that with other radio


5 outlets as a way to znfluence them to get them


6 to play this new artist as well. That


7 information I hear shared and talked about a


8 lot by the record companies.    I’ve never once


9 heard them talk about any sort of ratlng on an


10 internet radio outlet.


ii Q Now Mr. Blatter, the last bullet


12 polnt, going over to the next page, talks


13 about who values Slrlus broadcasts enough to


14 pay for them. It’s true, of course, that


15 consumers don’t pay out of pocket for FM


16 radlo, correct?


17 A No, they don’t. FM radlo is free.


18 Q And in many cases people don’t,


19 excuse, pay money cut of pocket for ~nternet


20 radio services, rlght?


21 A Again, I really can’t speak to


22 internet radio. I know that there are many
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1 correct?


2 A Can you restate that?


3 Q Sure.    How much consumers have


4 available to spend on music is going to be --


5 well, actually, let me state ~t a different


6 way. Isn’t it reasonable to expect that If


7 consumers have already spent $12, $13 ~n a


8 month on music, on music through Sirius or XM,


9 that’s that much less they’re going to be


10 willing to spend on buying CDs or downloads?


ii A No, I don’t belleve it is and I


12 think it’s important to note that many of our


13 subscribers, I don’t have the speclflC


14 numbers, choose to not pay for the servlce on


15 a monthly basls. They’re paylng either on an


16 annual bas~s or on a quarterly basis. So I


17 don’t think they’re iOoklng at it in terms of


18 the $12.95 or as I put it earlier, the 50


19 cents a day.


20 Q But whether they’re paying


21 monthly, semi-annually, annually, that’s that


22 much money out of thelr pockets that they view
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1 as not being available for other muslc


2 purposes, right?


3 A I’ve never heard that concern


4 voiced by any of our existing subscrlbers that


5 I’ve come into contact wlth and that’s never


6 been a concern that’s been expressed to me by


7 anybody I’ve come into contact with either in


8 radio or the record industry.


9 Q Don’t you think that’s an entlrely


ii A No, I actually believe that the


12 radio alrplay on Sirius will only generate


13 more awareness for the artists that we’re


14 playlng on Slrlus and results in more record


15 sales for those artists.


16 Q So it zs your opinion, as I


17 understand it that spending $12.95 a month


18 isn’t going to have any effect on how much


19 people are wllllng to spend on music


20 otherwlse, is that rlght?


21 A That’s correct.


22 Q In your testimony orally today,
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1 A It’s possible on terrestrial


2 radlo, but that happens on SlrlUS radio as


3 well. I think I had mentioned ~n my oral


4 testimony that the Roll~ng Stones channel was


5 developed in con3unction with the Rolling


6 Stones to coincide with their tour as a


7 promotional vehicle to help sell concert


8 t~ckets for that tour.


9 Q Let me, actually that raises


i0 somethlng I wanted to ask you about. The


ii Rolling Stones channel that you talked about


12 before, I think you said was a llmlted-run


13 channel?


14 A Yes, it was.


15 Q !hnd that was a llmlted run in


16 connection wlth some promotions that the


17 Rolling Stones were trying to do, is that


18 rlght?


19 A Yes, but I should define that the


20 limited run was initially, I think supposed to


21 be three or four months in cooperation with


22 The Band. It was extended, I think just over
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1 Mr. Blatter, you mentioned on terrestrial


2 stations you sometimes have DJs who talk about


3 the music that they’re playing. Do you recall


4 that?


5 A Yes, I do.


6 Q And you use the phrase which I now


7 forget, back --


8 A Back announcing.


9 Q Back announcing. Thank you. One


i0 of the things that terrestrial stations can do


ii because they’re local is to do back announcing


12 that promotes a particular concert that’s


13 coming to a particular city or a visit by an


14 artist to that city, correct?


15 A I’ve heard them do that before,


16 but not always.


17 Q So that it’s possible for record


18 companies, for example, to build a promotion


19 in a local market around a concert announcing


20 by the local DJ in that area, get the artist


21 into that local station and build a promotion


22 locally, ±s that r~ght?
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1 a year, 12 or 13 months.


2 Q Was there an agreement entered


3 into with the Rolling Stones to put that


4 channel together?


5 A There was an agreement, I believe,


6 and I did not do the speclflc negotiations on


7 that deal, but I belleve the agreement was


8 with the Rolling Stones, who gave us their


9 approval, as well as Vlrgln Records, who was


i0 putting out thelr -- I believe owns their


ii masters now, was putting out their current


12 release at the time.


13 Q So there was an agreement wlth the


14 entitles that were trying to promote the


15 Rolling Stones, the Rolling Stones and the


16 record company that was promotlng them, rlght?


17 A Yes.


18 Q Was there any payment to the


19 Stones or to the record company for this


20 channel?


21 A Not that I’m aware of. I don’t


22 think there was.
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1 Q Was there any agreement in that


2 between the Rolling Stones or the record


3 company and Sirius wlth respect to royalties


4 that would be paid for the use of the music?


5 A No, there was not other than the


6 royaltles they would normally receive under


7 their current agreement.


8 Q So they weren’t willing to walve


9 royalties in order to put together this


i0 promotional channel, is that right?


ii A Can you be more specific? I’m not


12 sure that I follow you.


13 Q Sure. As part of the agreement to


14 put together this promotional channel for the


15 Rolllng Stones, the Rolling Stones were not


16 wllllng to waive the royalties that they would


17 get pald for the use of that music, were they?


18 A This kind of goes a little bit out


19 of my area of expertise, but I’ll try to


20 answer you. We -- they did recelve or would


21 ultimately, I would hope, receive or imagine


22 that they would receive thelr royalties
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1 waive the royalties?


2 A I don’t think they did, but I


3 don’t


5 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Mr. Blatter,


6 your attorney can’t answer the question for


7 you.


8 THE WITNESS: No, I saw hlm move.


9 I thought he was golng to stand up. I dldn’t


10 think he was going to answer for me.


ii BY MR. HANDZO:


12 Q Now Mr. Blatter, you would agree


13 with me that Sirius competes for listening


14 tlme with other audio entertainment services,


15 right?


16 A Prlmarlly terrestrial radio, but I


17 believe we compete with all forms of


18 entertainment for listenlng time.


19 Q So to the extent that somebody is


20 llstenlng to Slrlus in the car, they’re not


21 listening to a CD or a download, right?


22 A Typically not. That would be


1 through SoundExchange as they normally would


2 for an airplay on Slrlus. We did receive a


3 waiver from their record company, you know,


4 Virgin EMI, that allowed us to play an


5 unlimited amount of Rolling Stones music on


6 that partlcular channel, and I don’t believe


7 that it was at any cost to Sirlus.


8 Q So as I understand the agreement,


9 you could play as much Rolling Stones music as


i0 you wanted, but they then got the royalties


ii for the playing of that music, right?


12 A Well, as would any other artist on


13 Sirius, you know, who when we play thelr music


14 they would get the royalties through


15 SoundExchange.


16 Q The Rolllng Stones were not


17 willlng to waive their royalties in return for


18 whatever promotional benefit they were getting


19 from this channel, correct?


20 A I couldn’t speak to that. I


21 wasn’t involved at that level of negotiation.


22 Q Okay, but you know they didn’t
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1 difficult to listen to two sources at the same


2 time.


3 Q And isn’t it just logical, Mr.


4 Blatter, that to the extent that llstenzng to


5 Sirius displaces tlme that might have been


6 spent listening to CDs or downloads, people


7 are golng to buy fewer CDs or downloads?


8 A If I understand what you mean,


9 Szrius listening might replace listening to


10 somethlng else. What sort of impact it has on


ii the actual cell of recorded music, I can’t


12 speak to that. It actually could stlll


13 contribute to more record sales as a result of


14 that alrplay, regardless of how much tlme


15 they’re listening to it.


16 Q Well, I think you mentioned before


17 that there is still no country statlon in New


18 York, right?


19 A No.    There’s no country music


20 outlet in the New York market.


21 Q So if I were drlvlng in New York


22 and I was stuck ~n traffic on West 57th and I
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1 wanted to listen to country musicr before


2 Sirius or XM, I would have had to put a CD or


3 a cassette in the stereo, right?


4 A That would be one way to l±sten to


5 country music, sure.


6 Q But now wlth Sirius I’ve got a


7 choice of flve country music channels, right?


8 A With SlrlUS, yOU have the choice


9 of five country channels and another 100 and


i0 some odd channels of a lot of other things.


ii Q Right, but if I want to listen to


12 country while I’m stuck at West 57th, I don’t


13 need a CD anymore, do I?


14 A No, of course you still would want


15 a CD.


16 Q I don’t need it for listening in


17 my car, do I, because I’ve got flve country


18 music channels on Sirius?


19 A I don’t bel±eve that radio is a


20 replacement for the CD.    I’ve never seen any


21 evidence of that either.


22 Q Well, you know that Slrlus
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1 pre-1972 music has been remastered, do you?


2 A I’ve never quantified that, no.


3 Q Do you know the extent to which


4 sound recordings are played on kids’ channels?


5 A Excuse me?


6 Q On kids’ channels?


7 A The extent of which?


8 Q Yes.


9 A I can only speak to the -- we have


I0 two kids’ channels on Slrlus.    I’m only


ii responsible for the progran~aing on one of them


12 which is on Klds Stuff channel. The other is


13 Disney Radio which is supplied to us from a


14 third party and is not one of our commercial-


15 free music channels.


16 Q Are there sound recordings played


17 on the k~ds’ channel that you’re responsible


18 for?


19 A Yes, there are.


20 Q Do you know whether there are


sound recordings played on some of the talk


22     shows llke Howard Stern?
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1 replaces tlme spent listening to CDs, right?


2 A It could very well.


3 Q You just don’t think there is a


4 connection between time spent listening and


5 the number of CDs that you buy?


6 A I do not.


7 Q And you don’t think it’s


8 reasonable to expect that if people are


9 listening to CDs less, they’re going to buy


10 less?


ii A I do not.


12 (Pause.)


13 Q You were asked a couple of


14 questions on direct, Mr. Blatter, about pre-


15 1972 music, do you recall that?


16 A Yes.


17 Q Now some of the pre-1972 music


18 that Sirius plays has been digitally


19 remastered, right?


20 A Some of it probably has been


21 remastered, yes.


22 Q And you don’t know how much of the
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1 A I’m responsible for the 64


2 commercial-free music channels. I can’t speak


3 too knowledgeably about how much music is


4 played on the Howard Stern show. To the best


5 of my knowledge, he doesn’t play much music,


6 if any at all.


7 Q But I take then you wouldn’t know


8 how much music mlght be played on other


9 channels that you’re not responsible for?


i0 A If I’m not responsible for it, I


ii wouldn’t be comfortable going on record


12 telling you how much they’re playing.


13 Q Mr. Blatter, you talked a little


14 bit in your testimony, I belleve, about the


15 use of on-alr personalities and DJs, do you


16 recall that?


17 A Yes.


18 Q Now is it falr to say there are


19 some subscribers to Sirius who don’t like the


20 DJ chatter, rlght?


21 A Generally speaking, I don’t think


22 that’s an issue for us, no.
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1 Q Haven’t you seen emails to SlrlUS


2 saying they want -- consumers want less DJ


3 chatter, not more?


4 A I’ve seen those same comments


5 conslstently for my entlre 20-year career as


6 a radlo program~er.    What I’ve learned over


7 the years, when I see that comment is when you


8 dig further with that person that makes that


9 comment, what they really mean is the DJ on


10 that particular channel is not relating and


ii communicating to me in the way I’d expect them


12 to. So in their words, they’re saying there’s


13 too much DJ chatter, but what they really mean


14 is hey, I like this channel, but the DJ is not


15 talking about things I want to hear about.


16 Q But in fact, Mr. Blatter, in terms


17 of the emalls that Slrlus gets from consumers,


18 you get emalls from consumers that say I want


19 less DJ talk, I want less DJ chatter, right?


20 A I personally get very few, if any,


21 emails izke that.


22 Q Slrlus gets such emalls?
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1 Mr. Blatter, thls is an emall to


2 you from Darren Smzth, is that correct?


3 A Yes, it is.


4 Q ~nd for the record it starts with


5 SlrlUS Bates Number 22992.


6 Mr. Blatter, who is Darren Smith?


7 A Darren is one of the three senior


8 directors of programmlng that I had mentioned


9 earlier in my testimony.


i0 Q So he reports to you?


ii A Yes, he does.


12 Q 7hld did it appear to you what Mr.


13 Smith was doing zn thzs ema~l to you was


14 giving you information on responses to a


15 survey?


16 A It appears as such, although it is


17 very difficult for me to say what survey thzs


18 is from and when it was conducted.


19 Q I’m golng to ask you to turn to


20 the second to last page. Do you see there


there is an emall that says "attached are the


verbatim response to foreclosed and
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1 A Like I said like any radlo outlet


2 in America, you’re going to get -- if you have


3 DJs on a channel, you’re going to get certain


4 people that might say hey look, I want less DJ


5 chatter. But what I’ve learned is that --


6 what that really means is hey look, the DJ on


7 when I listen doesn’t really relate to me. So


8 what we do is we take that lnformatlon and my


9 programmers then coach and direct the talent


10 to better communlcate with the intended


ii audlence for that channel.


12 When we do that, we see that the


13 number of emails you might get about too much


14 DJ chatter declines dramatically.


15 Q Let me mark this as SoundExchange


16 Trial Exhibit 37.


17 (Whereupon, the above-


18 referred to doctunent was


19 marked as SoundExchange


20 Trial Exhlblt 37 for


21 identlflcatlon.)


22 (Pause.)
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1 questions"?


2 A Yes.


3 Q So does it appear --


4 A Sorry to have a random response to


5 a closed-ended questlon, but go ahead.


6 Q But in any event, thls appears to


7 you to be a breakdown of the responses to a


8 survey or surveys that Sirius conducted,


9 correct?


i0 A Yes.


ii Q ~nd it breaks down what


12 subscrlbers like most about SlrlUS and what


13 their complarnts about Sirius are, rlght?


14 A Yes.


15 Q Thls was provided to you in March


16 of 2006, rlght?


17 A Yes, it was.


18 MR. H~DZO: Your Honor, I would


19 move the aCh~lsslon of Sound Exchange Exhibit


20 37?


21 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any ob3ection


22 to the Exhlbit No. 37?
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MR. KIRBY: NO.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Without


ob3ectlon, Exhibit No. 37 is admitted.


(The document, havlng


been marked prevlously


for identification as SX


Exhlbit No. 37, was


received in evldence.)


BY MR. H~!qDZO:


Q Mr. Blatter, looking at the flrst


page --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Kzrby?


MR. KIRBY: Yes, Your Honor. Thzs


is relatively current research data concerning


what our customers llke and don’t llke about


our service, at least that’s what I understand


it to be.,    Such informatlo~ of course,


obviously is hlghly competitlvely sensitive


and I would move that it be protected under


the Court’s confidentiality procedure.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It is not


highly sensitlve in my experience. Do you
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1 it,if I could do It legally.


2 Q Do you know of any legal way that


3 you could get thzs klnd of information about


4 XM?


5 A NO, I do not.


6 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: An ob3ection


7 to applying the protectlve order?


8 MR. HANDZO: No, Your Honor.


9 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Wzthout


i0 objection, the motlon is granted.


ii BY MR. HANDZO:


12 Q Mr. Blatter, turning to the first


13 page of thzs Exhlbzt No. 37, if you see two


14 thlrds of the way down the page there’s a line


15 for DJs?


16 A Yes, I do.


17 Q And those numbers there state the


18 nu~er and the percentage of people who said


19 they liked the DJs?


20 A I’m not sure ~f that’s people who


21 mentioned DJs as a descriptor for them or they


mentioned individual DJ names.
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1 want to pursue that further?


2 MR. KIRBY: May I voir dire the


3 wltness~ please, Your Honor?


4 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes.


5 VOIR DIRE


6 BY MR. KIRBY:


7 Q Mr. Blatter, is this information


8 the type of information that Sirius would


9 typically make avazlable to XM?


i0 A We typically, you know, in our


ii normal course of buslness, do not make any of


12 our znternet research avazlable to XM.


13 Q I understand. Would there be --


14 do you believe that there would be competltlve


15 consequences if this information were made


16 available?


17 A Absolutely.


18 Q If you had this klnd of


19 information about XM, would it help you in


20 making programming choices against XM’s


21 program?


22 A I would love to get my eyes on
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1 Q Which ever one it is, this appears


2 to be people who llke elther DJs generally or


3 speczfic DJs?


4 MR. KIRBY: Your Honor, that


5 mzsstates the exhlbzt. The quest±on appears


6 is what do they like most about Sirius,


7 instead of this response would be people who


8 liked DJs most. CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


9 Handzo?


i0 MR. HANDZO: I’m happy to rephrase


ii the question, Your Honor.


12 CHIEF J~DGE SLEDGE: All right.


13 BY MR. H~i~DZO:


14 Q Let me 3ust ask this, Mr. Blatter.


15 The one that says DJs, you understand that to


16 be a reference either to DJs on Sirzus


17 generally or specific DJs, right?


18 A No, I’m not sure if it includes


19 specific DJs rolled up into that number or


20 not. I do notice at the bottom here there is


21 a DJ mentioned, Pat St. John, and there are


22 other DJs scattered throughout here. I’m not
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1 sure if that DJ’s total number there includes


2 individual DJ mentions or DJ mentlons 3ust as


3 a whole.


4 Q Well, if you go to the next page


5 of this, do you see down the page there’s a


6 llne that says "less DJ chatter"?


7 A Yes, I do.


8 Q So there’s people who think the


9 best thing of Slrlus has less DJ chatter?


I0 A Yes, 8 out of the 2048 said they


ii want less DJ chatter, statistically


12 meanlngless number.


13 Q Now if you turn to the fourth


14 page.


15 A Yes.


16 Q Do you see the category that says


17 "complaints, Sirius complaints"?


18 A Yes, I do.


19 Q And there’s a llst of complaints


20 that runs on for one, two, three, four,


21 carrying over to the fifth page?


22 A Yes.
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1 A At two percent, I wouldn’t


2 consider it to be a top complaint, no.


3 CHIEF 0UDGE SLEDGE: You have not


4 responded to the question.


5 THE WITNESS: Well, can you


6 explaln to me what you mean by top complalnt?


7 BY MR. H~LNDZO:


8 Q Well, 3ust looking at the izst, we


9 agreed that the complaints are ranked in order


I0 of the number of people who responded with


ii that complalnt, right?


12 A Yes, I mean they’re ranked in


13 order.


14 Q !hnd DJs talk too much is ranked


15 very much near the top, isn’t it?


16 A Well, there’s a huge disparity


17 between one receptzon of 19 percent and DJs


18 that talk too much at 2 percent. So I think


19 it’s a little bit misleading to say it’s a top


20 complaint.


Q But it is ranked near the top,


rlght?
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1 Q And it appears to be the -- the


2 responses appear to be ranked in order of the


3 number of people who made that complaint?


4 A Well, I’m not so sure if these are


5 necessarily all complaints because as I look


6 at the bottom, some of these -- while they’re


7 classified as complaints, they’re just asking


8 for more of something else, so more classic


9 rock or more dance channels and so on.    I’m


i0 not sure if complalnts, I know that’s the way


Ii it’s referred to in this document, but they’re


12 not necessarily all complaints.


13 Q Okay. There’s a llne in the


14 fourth page of this doco!nent which says "DJs


15 talk too much"? DO you see that?


16 A Yes, that’s actually what I


17 belzeve to be a remarkably low percentage


18 based on what I’ve seen in my 20 years as a


19 radio progran~ner havlng researched this


20 subject before.


21 Q It’s actually one of the top


22 complaints that is listed here, isn’t it?
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1 A It’s ranked number six, yes, out


2 of a number of things, but like I said, to me,


3 as an industry veteran and done nothing my


4 entire career but programmed radio, two


5 percent is a remarkably low number.


6 Q ~hnd if you fllp to the next page


7 you’ll see a llne that says "Jim Brewer"? Is


8 he a DJ?


9 A He’s a talk show host. Also


i0 former cast member of Saturday Night Live and


ii has appeared in a bunch of movies.


12 Q And the next page you’ll see a


13 line for Rick Dees, is that a DJ?


14 A He’s a DJ, but he’s not on Sirius.


15 (Laughter.)


16 I thlnk it’s important to mention


17 as well that radio is generally a passive


18 medium. And when you go back and ask people


19 to respond to these types of questlons, they


20 often don’t glve you accurate responses,


21 particularly when it comes to DJ names.


22 That’s a good example. Rick Dees isn’t even
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1 a DJ on Slrlus.


2 JODGE WISNIEWSKI: What does that


3 have to do wlth it being a pass±ve media?


4 THE WITNESS: People sometimes


5 have a hard time recollecting what they heard


6 because it is a passive media.


7 BY MR. H~iqDZO:


8 Q Mr. Blatter, I’m golng to show you


9 what was marked as SoundExchange Trial Exhlblt


i0 38.


ii (Whereupon, the above-


12 referred to document was


13 marked as SoundExchange


14 Trial Exhibit No. 38.)


15 (Pause.)


16 Do you recognize this document as


17 an emall to you from Steve Leeds?


18 A Yes, I do.


19 Q Who is Mr. Leeds9


20 A Mr. Leeds is my Vice President of


21 Artist and Talent Relations.


22 Q What is his 3ob? What does he do?
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1 CHIEF 0~JDGE SLEDGE: Without


2 ob3ection, Exhlblt 38 is submltted.


3 (The document, havlng


4 been marked previously


5 for ldentiflcation as SX


6 Exhlblt No. 38, was


7 received in evidence.)


8 MR. KIRBY: May I have one moment,


9 Your Honor, on the confldentiallty issue I


i0 mlght explore?


ii (Pause.)


12 Thank you, Your Honor. I have no


13 motion with respect to thls document.


14 BY MR. HANDZO:


15 Q Now in this email to you, Mr.


16 Blatter, Mr. Leeds refers to the tried and


17 true avenues of exposure. Do you see that?


18 That’s near the top of the emall?


19 A Yes.


20 Q !~qd what he Is talking about there


is the trled and true avenues for exposure for


new music, right?
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1 A He’s responsible for the group of


2 people I mentioned earlier in my testimony


3 that work closely with the record companles to


4 have them participate in our programming or


5 artist interviews and speclal progran~ning that


6 we mlght be doing in some cases enhance the


7 programming of the channel. In other cases it


8 is to help that artist get some addltlonal


9 promotion for what it is they are promotlng at


i0 that tlme.


ii Q So he is somebody who works with


12 the record companles a lot?


13 A Yes, he is.


14 Q This email was sent to you by Mr.


15 Leeds on Apr~l 9, 2006. Is that rlght?


16 A Yes, it is.


17 MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I move


18 the admission of SoundExchange Trial Exhlblt


19 38.


20 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any ob3ectlon


21 to Exhibit 38?


22 MR. KIRBY: No, Your Honor.
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1 A Well, he doesn’t appear to be


2 speclflc to new music.


3 Q Well, he is talking about in the


4 prevlous sentence the labels. Do you see


5 that?


6 A Yes.


7 Q And that is a reference to the


8 record companles, right?


9 A Right.


i0 Q And in that context, you


ii understand hlm to be talking about the tried


12 and true avenues of exposure for the record


13 companies?


14 A Appears to be, yes.


15 Q Okay, and he is saying that the


16 tried and true avenues for exposure are


17 television, cable, prlnt, retall exposure, and


18 websltes, right?


19 A That appears to be hls oplnlon,


20 yes.


21 Q And he doesn’t say anything about


22 satellite radio though, does he?
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1 A Not rlght there, no.


2 Q In fact, when he does talk about


3 satelllte radio down below, what he says is


4 right now we are offered the more newer baby


5 acts. Do you see that?


6 A Yes, I do.


7 Q ]Lnd what he’s telllng you there is


8 that in terms of getting artists to perform


9 live on Sirius, the only thzngs that you were


10 being offered were the baby acts, right?


ii A That was his oprnlon at that time.


12 Q Okay, and you weren’t getting the


13 A level acts, right?


14 A That was his oplnlon at that time.


15 Q But he zs your guy who deals with


16 the record companles, right?


17 A No, my entire programming team


18 deals with the record companies. He’s one of


19 many.


20 Q But it is his 3ob to go out and


21 get artists to perform on Slrius, isn’t it?


22 A That’s part of hls job, but hzs


1 department does act more as a facllltator. In


2 a lot of cases, it is the programmers


3 themselves where the requests come in through


4 and then they are then referred to the talent


5 department or the talent department will


6 sometimes znitlate that request as well. It


7 doesn’t all fall on the artlsts and talent


8 department.


9 Q I thznk you told us at the outset


10 of your oral testlmony, Mr. Blatter, that


ii there zs a group under your supervlslon called


12 the talent and industry relations group, is


13 that right?


14 A Yes.


15 Q Is that the group that Mr. Leeds


16 runs?


17 A Yes, and I thlnk I’ve stated that


18 group works very closely wlth my prograramers


19 to conduct their actlvltles.


20 Q In terms of brlnglng in talent to


21 do llve concerts on Sirius, it is Mr. Leeds


22 group, talent and industry relatlons group,
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that deals wrth the record companzes, rzght?


A No, that is not correct. They


work very closely with my progra~imers to book


those intervlews or llve performance or


whatever it mlght be.


Q But Mr. Leeds is talking to the


record companies about those sub3ects?


A He does as a well as all of my


prograrmmers.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: When you were


respondlng to talent and industry, I thought


you said earller it was artlst and talent.


THE WITNESS: Yes, they get used


somewhat lnterchangeably or have in the past.


I’m actually trying to clean that up a little


bit internally in the industry. We’re now


referring to the department as the artlst and


talent relations department.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Now with respect to getting


artlsts to do live concerts on SlrlUSI havlng


those llve concerts is a benefit to Slrlus, is
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1 it not?


2 A         In some cases it’s a beneflt to


3 Sirius.    In other cases, it’s more of a


4 benefit to the artists themselves.


5 Q But certalnly there are well-known


6 artlsts with respect to whom it is very


7 beneficial to Sirlus to have an excluslve live


8 concert from that artist, right?


9 A I’m sorry, can you restate that?


i0 Q Sure. For more popular artzsts,


ii zt is very benef~czal to Sirius to have that


12 artist come on Sirius and do a live, exclusive


13 concert, rlght?


14 A I wouldn’t say It’s more


15 beneficial to Sirlus. I mean --


16 Q I dldn’t mean to put it in terms


17 of relative importance. It is helpful to


18 Sirius to have those artists come on and do


’19 concerts for you, right?


20 A We think that’s somethlng our


21 subscribers like hearlng, yes.


22 Q So ls it fair to say that getting
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1 artists to come on and do live concerts for


2 SlrlUS is a two-way street.    There’s some


3 benefit to the artists and there’s some


4 beneflt to Sirius from that?


5 A Yes, but there are many instances


6 where there actually is very little benefit to


7 us, but we do it to help further our


8 relatlonshlp with the record companies.


9 Q !hnd there are situations where you


10 think there is very real benefit to Sirius,


ii correct?


12 A I don’t thlnk any one concert


13 performance has a real beneflt to SlrlUS. I


14 think in aggregate, if we do a lot of live


15 performances that our subscribers want to


16 hear, then zt zs a benefzt to us, but I think


17 it’s important to note that a lot of times we


18 do these izve performances, in a lot of cases


19 it’s actually a turnoff to our subscribers,


20 but we’re doing it to help the record company


21 establ±sh that new artzst.


22 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Why?Are you
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1 spendzng a lot of tzme worklng with record


2 companies to break new artlsts. That puzzled


3 me. If you get no benefit out of it, why


4 would you do It?


5 THE WITNESS: We get no benefit


6 out of the actual recorded sale of the music.


7 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: I understand


8 that part, but do you get some benefzt? Do


9 you feel you get some benefit?


i0 THE WITNESS: Well, on certain


ii channels that are new music intensive, I thlnk


12 it’s important for those channels to continue


13 to sound fresh and bring new artists into the


14 fold that we thlnk the listeners to that


15 channel mlght find interesting.


16 Most new artists that we actually


17 play don’t ever actually become successful, so


18 in a gzven week a typlcal channel has three or


19 four new songs, when the year is done, if we


20 added 150 new songs a year on that partlcular


21 channel, if ten of them really stuck and


122 became bxg successes, that would be a good
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1 just good hearted?


2 THE WITNESS: Well, it’s not that


3 we’re good hearted, but we’re in some ways in


4 this for the muslc too and certaln channels


5 that are music oriented, we do llke to take


6 risks and work with the record companies to do


7 whatever we can to help them break a band and


8 sometlmes havlng them come up to our studlos


9 and perform live while the audience for that


i0 channel mzght not have ever heard of thls


ii artist before, we’re saying hey, check thls


12 out. We think it’s good. You might llke zt


13 too. A lot of t~mes when we do that, the


14 listeners of the channel are saylng who 1s


15 thzs new act? I don’t even llke them and now


16 they’re playzng llve on your alr? Why are you


17 doing this? We say, you know, it’s a risk we


18 take, but we do it to further our


19 relationships with the record companies.


20 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: When you


21 mentioned that before -- and pardon me for


22 interruptzng Mr. Handzo, you talked about
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1 year.


2 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: I understand


3 that you take a r~sk. That’s what all


4 businesses do. They take a risk, don’t they,


5 in order to eventually have some success and


6 get some benefit out of taking those risks?


7 Isn’t that a fair statement?


8 THE WITNESS: There is rlsk in


9 playing these new artists.


10 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Doesn’t that


ii work here too that you get some benefit out of


12 if zf they succeed?


13 THE WITNESS: We don’t get a


14 dlrect financial benefit of thelr success, but


15 I think it is helpful to the radio station to


16 help contribute to the success of that


17 artist’s career.


18 JUDGE ROBERTS: Mr. Blatter, you


19 used the word "risk" several tlmes.    What


20 risk?


21 THE WITNESS: Well, if we play too


22 many new songs on a particular channel, you
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1 will find that the satlsfactlon to that


2 channel and ultimately the service as a whole


3 could go down. So it’s a very fine line that


4 we tread as programmers trying to figure out


5 how much new music to play on a particular


6 channel. If it’s not a channel that plays


7 nothing but new music and even on there you


8 have to have some boundarles and some limit to


9 the amount of new music that you play, but on


10 most of the channels that we offer, there is


Ii I guess a dlmlnlshlng return when it comes to


12 satisfaction which is ultimately what we’re


13 3udged by, depending upon how much new music


14 you play.


15 JUDGE ROBERTS: SO some music is


16 good, that drives the satisfactlon level up,


17 but there’s some point out there that it


18 starts to go down?


19 THE WITNESS: Well, if we play too


20 much new music on a particular channel, then


21 satisfaction could come down. Yes. And where


22 that line is is different by channel.
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1 said earlier, not all of them always stick,


2 but we do think it’s important to introduce


3 new artists to keep the station sounding


4 fresh.


5 CHIEF 0UDGE SLEDGE: I guess I


6 have trouble both with country artists and


7 NASCAR drivers understanding how audio helps


8 them since the declsion of successful country


9 artists and NASC~R drivers depends on their


10 physical appearance more than anythlng else.


ii (Laughter.)


12 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And you can’t


13 portray thelr physical appearance.


14 THE WITNESS: NO, we can’t. But I


15 wlll say in a country format, I thlnk there


16 are plenty of artists that have been


17 successful where the±r physlcal appearance had


18 no impact on their -- it didn’t hold them back


19 from being successful.


20 CHIEF J~JDGE SLEDGE: In the last


21 fzve years?


(Laughter.)
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1 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: While we’re


2 all 3umping in, the responses to Judge


3 Roberts’ questions makes me curious why you


4 add the qualifier to Judge WlSnlewskl’s


5 questions that it’s a benefit to have new


6 artists if they’re successful. If what the


7 ultlmate result of their career, why is that


8 important as to whether it adds freshness to


9 a channel and make a channel more satlsfying?


i0 THE WITNESS: Why is that


ii important to us?


12 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, why is


13 it zmportant to you?


14 THE WITNESS: Well, I think, for


15 instance, in the country format, whether


16 there’s actually a falr amount of stablllty


17 with the new artists that are exposed on


18 country radzo, but every few years a couple of


19 new artists do b£eak through and become very


20 successful and for a format not to get stale,


21 it is important to be able to introduce new


22 artists on a fazrly regular baszs. Like I
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1 THE WITNESS: I can’t think of any


2 offhand, but I believe there have been.


3 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: They appear


4 to be more pin up people than they are


5 slngers.


6 Mr. Handzo?


7 M!~. HANDZO: Thank you.


8 BY MR. HANDZO:


9 Q Mr. Blatter, I think you stated


10 earlier in your testimony that in your


ii posltlon, you’re judged by whether subscribers


12 to Sirius are satisfied with the music


13 channels, right?


14 A Yes.


15 Q And so when you make decisions


16 about whether to play new muszc or how much


17 new music to play or whether to get live acts,


18 baslcally what you’re trying to do is as much


19 as you can increase subscrzber satlsfactlon


20 with the music channels that you’re


21 responsible for, right?


22 A I think that’s the ultimate goal
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1 in any deClslon a programmer makes day to day,


2 is will this help further satisfy the intended


3 audience for this channel.


4 Q So the answer to my question is


5 yes?


6 A I thlnk you only asked it speczflc


7 to music, but I’m saylng it’s -- there are a


8 number of things that contribute to the


9 satlsfactlon of the channel that go beyond the


ii Q But with respect to the decisions


12 you make about what music to play and what


13 live acts to put on, that’s your guldlng


14 prlnclple, rzght, what’s going to increase


15 subscriber satisfaction?


16 A I don’t think the programmers day


17 to day think of it in such terms, but


18 ultlmately that is our goal is to, as a whole,


19 all of our programmlng should be as -- we’re


20 trying to create the most satlsfactory


21 experience that we can.


22 Q Thank you. That’s all I have.
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1 did you dlscuss It with Mr. Leeds?


2 A Yes, I do recall a discusslon that


3 Mr. Leeds and I had soon after this e-mall was


4 sent to me. ~nd we discussed what he wrote in


5 this e-mall zn great detail, and I think it’s


6 important to note that, llke in any business,


7 certain people have really bad days. This e-


8 mail was wrrtten after Steve had a really bad


9 day. I th~nk you can see on top there it was


i0 written pretty late at night.


ii And after Steve and I had a pretty


12 in-depth conversation about what he put in


13 thls e-mall,    he even sald to me, "You know


14 what? You’re right. I think I kind of blew


15 things a little bit out of proportion, and I


16 agree wlth you that things in our


17 relatzonshzps w~th the record companles and


18 the artists they represent are a lot stronger


19 than the way they’re made out to be in this


20 document."


21 Q Even though Mr. Leeds was having a


bad day, I direct your attention to the last
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1 CHIEF 0UDGE SLEDGE: We will


2 recess for the mld-day break for one hour.


3 (Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the


4 hearlng was recessed, to reconvene at 1:30


5 p.m.)


6 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Handzo?


7 MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I’ve


8 completed my cross.


9 CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Okay. Any


i0 redlrect?


ii MR. KIRBY: Yes, Your Honor.


12 REDIRECT EXAMINATION


13 BY MR. KIRBY:


14 Q Mr. Blatter, turn back if you


15 would to Exhibit 38, the e-mall from a Mr.


16 Leeds. Do you have that in front of you?


17 A Yes, I do.


18 Q Okay. When was this e-mall sent?


19 A Thzs e-mail was sent on April 9,


20 2006, so approximately one year and two months


21 ago.


22 Q After you received this e-mall,
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1 paragraph there. Dzd what he said in that


2 last paragraph turn out to be perceptive?


3 A Yes, it was. And as I think I


4 stated earller in my testlmony, many of the


5 Sirlus muslc channels now are reporting radio


6 stations to the ma3or trade publicatlons


7 withln the radio industry. As a result of


8 becoming reportzng stations, the cooperation


9 that we’ve had from the record companies and


10 management companies and publlclsts has


ii increased substant~ally since this document


12 was wrltten over a year ago.


13 Q ~nd when he talks in the last


14 sentence there about, "The senior promo execs


15 will be forced into treating Sirlus on a level


16 playing field," have in fact you found that


17 the senior promo execs are treating Sirius as


18 the promotional equivalent to terrestrlal


19 radio?


20 A Not only as an equivalent, in some


21 cases they are treating us even better than


22 terrestrial radio.
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1 Q I want to talk 3ust very brlefly


2 wlth you about thls Issue of substitutlon of


3 Slrlus for CD sales. Just looking back over


4 your 20-plus years of experience in


5 terrestrial radio and with Slrlus in the


6 programmlng area, has any representative of


7 any music label ever said to you, "Steve,


8 you’ve got to stop playing our music; it’s


9 kllllng our sales"?


[0 A That has never once happened to me


Ii or any colleague that I work wlth at Sirius,


12 or, for that matter, I don’t know of any radio


13 program in ]haerlca that was ever asked by a


14 record company to stop playing a partlcular


15 piece of music.    In fact, I don’t ever recall


16 speaking to a record executive that has ever


17 told me that they’ve asked a radio station to


18 stop playing a particular piece of music.


19 Q And what about artlsts? Has any


20 artlst called up and said, "Steve, you’re


21 glvlng me too much exposure here.    People are


22 listening to you; they’re not buying my CDs.
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You’ve got to take me off the air"?


A No.    Never once in my career has


an artist asked us to not play their music.


MR. KIRBY: That’s all I have,


Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any other


questions from the services? ~ny further


cross?


MR. HANDZO: No, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:]hny questlons


from the bench?


(No response.)


Thank you, sir. That’s all.


THE WITNESS: Thank you, Your


Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Joseph?


MR. JOSEPH: Your Honor, Mr. Sturm


will call our next wltness.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


MR. STURM: Your Honor, Slrlus


calls Chrlstlne Heye.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Heye,
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From: "Leeds, Steve" </O=SIRI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SLEEDS>
To: "Blatter, Steve" <SBlatter@sifiusradio.com>
Subject: Where we stand ......
Date: 04/09/2006 00:29:29 UTC
I noticed you were surprised when I described some of the label’s attitude toward satellite radio---
SIRIUS in particular.
Given the horrible state of things at almost all the labels; its hard for them to focus on anything other
than what they know and to keep their job. The traditional tried and true avenues of
exposure...television, cable, print, retail exposure and websites provide a comfort level that most veteran
label marketers can relate to.. AOL has spent several years building their music franchise and their reach
and global nature have made them an addition to artist launches.( I pioneered the first urban and
latin artists with Nelly and Paulina Rubio) The more adventuresome souls or I rather call ’era
enlightened seem to come from the indic and/or urban sector. Given the reduced marketing/promo
budgets; most labels attempt to analyze or "research" how and where to spend their money and
place manpower. Artist availability and willingness to work forces a need for setting priorities Since we
don’t fit into a established box-its difficult to quantify in their world exactly what our impact is.
SWR is the first baby step.
Right now we are offered the more newer baby acts. Eventually we get the "A" level acts as we
continue to wear down the excuses. The goal is for SIRIUS to become "top of mind" at not just some of
the labels ; but everywhere! As our subscriber base grows this will happen.
XM has key outside relationships that they pay for which provides them with a continuous flow of live
concerts. I believe we beat them everytime when it comes to the major acts .....Stones, Gilmour, Nelly,
Springsteen etc. Our relationships are stronger,
To help eliminate some of the label excuses and clearly show our strength as a marketing partner; we
need to provide basic, broad overview data that quantifies our reach and potential impact. (I realize that
some of this info may be difficult to provide currently)


¯ Ranking in order of our most listened to music channels (top 107)
¯ Interactivity-requests ..how we gauge listener feedback-perhaps a request chart?
¯ Extrapolation of audience numbers. Age and gender
¯ Geographic hotspots where we have concentrated listeners
¯ A question that is frequently asked is: if we have the technology, like cable, to


address subscriber’s radios--why don’t we use that technology to learn more
about our subscribers musical preferences? (why is that not part of our business
plan?)


The above data, if provided in a simple one page bullet form document, will help resolve concerns at
those labels who want to know more about our audience. The other area we need to focus in on is how
we can get full fledged reporting status @ R&R. While it seems almost foolish--much of the music
industry does still look at those charts. When our ability to spins songs impacts those charts (like it does
@ BDS); the senior promo execs will be forced into treating SIRIUS on a level playing field. The goal
here is to accelerate the timetable.


Ultimately we will succeed


SX Trial Ex. ~
SIR00032477
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.


In the Matter of:


Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings
For a New Subscription Service


)
)
)
)
)
)


DOCKET NO. 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA


DIRECT TESTIMONY OF DR. TASNEEM CHIPTY
(ON BEHALF OF SIRIUS SATELLITE RADIO INC.


AND XM SATELLITE RADIO INC.)


I. Introduction and Qualifications


1. My name is Tasneem Chipty. I am a vice president of CRA International


("CRA"), an economic and business consulting firm headquartered in Boston,


Massachusetts. My fields of specialization within economics are industrial organization


and econometrics. I have served on the faculties of The Ohio State University, Brandeis


University, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where I taught courses in


microeconomics, industrial organization, antitrust and regulation policy, and


econometrics. I have published several articles in peer-reviewed professional journals,


and have made numerous invited presentations to various government and academic


institutions. I received my Ph.D. in Economics from the Massachusetts Institute of


Technology in 1993 and my Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics and Mathematics


from Wellesley College in 1989.


2. In the course of my academic research and consulting work, I have studied


economic issues in cable television, terrestrial radio, music performance rights, concert


promotion, and sports. I have examined questions of market definition and abuse of


market power and am familiar with the Department of Justice and Federal Trade


Commission’s joint Horizontal Merger Guidelines. I have served as a consultant to a
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variety of businesses in the entertainment industry, including cable television operators,


content providers, terrestrial and satellite radio companies, and sports leagues, as well as


the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"). I have assisted businesses involved


in licensing negotiations as well as rate setting hearilags. A copy of my resume, which


describes my background, including education and publications, is attached as Exhibit 1.


3. I have been retained by counsel for Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. ("Sirius")


and XM Satellite Radio Inc. ("XM") to determine a reasonable royalty rate for the use of


sound recording performance rights on digital audio channels transmitted as part of a


bundled package of channels provided by a Multichannel Video Programming Distributor


("MVPD") to its residential consumers.~ I understand that the statutory standard for


determining rates in this proceeding is the "willing buyer - willing seller" standard for


new subscription services. This statutory standard does not involve consideration of the


801(b) factors, which play a role in the pre-existing services proceeding. Beginning on


May 20, 2004, Sirius partnered with the DISH Network ("DISH") satellite television


service2 to bring 63 commercial-free music channels and 1 kids’ channel3 to DISH’s


more than 12 million subscribers.4 Similarly, beginning on November 15, 2005, XM


partnered with the DirecTV satellite television5 service to bring 70 commercial-free


music channels (including the channel "Special X"), 2 kids’ channels, and 1 talk channel6


~ An MVPD is a term defined by the FCC to include cable system operators, such as Comcast Cable
Communications or Time Warner Cable, as well as Direct Broadcast Satellite ("DBS") services, such as
DISH and DirecTV.
2 Sirius.com - News Releases, "Sirius Satellite Radio Now Offered to Millions of Dish Network Homes,"


http://investor.sirius.corn/releasedetail.cfrn?ReleaselD=152259&Cat=&newsroom= (accessed October 22,
2006); and Memorandum of Agreement between EchoStar Satellite L.L.C. and Sirius Satellite Radio Inc.,
February 11, 2004 (hereafter "Sirius-DISH Agreement").
a Sirius offers fewer channels on DISH than it does on its satellite radio service. Reported channel counts


were compiled by CRA and are based upon a complete listing of Sirius channels on DISH, obtained from
the DISH website, as of the last week of September 2006. See Appendix 1 for the actual listing.
4 EchoStar Communications Corportation 10-K, 2005 (hereafter "Echostar 10-K, 2005"), pp. 1-2.


5 XMradio.com - Press Releases, "XM Satellite Radio Channels Now Available on DIRECTV,"
http://www.xmradio.corn/newsroom/sereen/pr.2005.11.15.html (accessed October 22, 2006); and Letter
Agreement between DirecTV, Inc. and XM Satellite Radio Inc., August 18, 2005 (hereafter "XM-DirecTV
Agreement").
6 XM offers fewer channels on DirecTV than it does on its satellite radio service. "Special X" does not


appear on XM’s satellite radio lineup. Reported channel counts were compiled by CRA and are based
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to DirecTV’s more than 15 million subscribers.7 I understand that all of these Sirius and


XM channels use commercially released music. For convenience, I use the term "music


channels" to refer to all ofthese channels.


4. In forming my opinions I have reviewed a variety of materials, most of


which are referenced in this report. In particular, I have reviewed the contracts between


Sirius and DISH and XM and DirecTV, Sirius and XM’s financial statements, as well as


various analyst reports. I have interviewed XM’s Mr. Stephen Cook, Executive Vice


President, Automotive, and Sirius’ Mr. Douglas Kaplan, Senior Vice President for


Business Affairs, Entertainment, and Sports, to understand XM’s and Sirius’ businesses


and their motivation for partnering with an MVPD. I have also reviewed previous


decisions relating to the determination of reasonable fees paid by Music Choice to


Broadcast Music, Inc. ("BMI") and to the Recording Industry Association of America


("RIAA"), by webcasters to RIAA, and by Showtime to the American Society of


Composers, Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP"). I have reviewed publicly available


information on Music Choice, including its revenues and subscriber base, and as Music


Choice is available only through third parties, the number of Music Choice channels


offered by Comcast, Time Wamer, and Cox Communications to their cable television


subscribers. (See Appendix 3 for a list of materials reviewed.) In addition, I have relied


upon my training and experience as an economist specializing in industrial organization.


The analyses that I present in this report have been performed by me or under my


direction. As additional evidence becomes available prior to trial, I reserve the right to


refine my analyses.


II. Summary of Opinions


5. To determine the appropriate license terms for the public performance of


sound recordings on digital audio channels carded by an MVPD, I begin with a


consideration of the relevant economic framework and the "willing buyer-willing


seller" standard for new subscription services. In applying this standard, I have looked to


upon a complete listing of XM channels on DirecTV, obtained from the DirecTV website, as of the last
week of September 2006. See Appendix 2 for the actual listing.
7 DirecTV Group Inc. 10-K, 2005 (hereafter "DirecTV 10-K, 2005"), pp. 2-3.
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a variety of benchmarks to evaluate both the appropriate rate as well as the appropriate


base to which this rate should be applied. As a practical matter in rate-setting


proceedings, royalties for use of intellectual property are typically established by


reference to comparables or "benchmarks" rather than derived explicitly from


fundamentals of cost or value considerations.


6. There are a number of potential benchmarks available for determining the


rate in this proceeding, including ASCAP and BMI’s recent proposals to Sirius for use of


musical works rights in public performances on DISH, Music Choice’s rate with BMI,


and the pre-existing digital audio radio subscription services ("PSS") rate for Music


Choice, DMX, and Muzak with SoundExchange. Benchmark analysis begins with


consideration of the comparability of the potential benchmark rate to the new


subscription service and. the nature of the specific fights at issue. These considerations


can result in adjustments to account for material differences between the benchmarks and


the new service. I have considered the importance of potential cost and value differences,


including the effect of secondary benefits from other streams of revenue for sound


recording performance rights holders, as well as to Sirius and XM, on the reasonable rate.


The following points summarize my main conclusions:


Sirius and XM’s core business is subscription satellite radio delivered direct-to-


the-consumer.


The significance to Sirius and XM of carriage by an MVPD stems from its


subscriber acquisition value - that is, the value in attracting new subscribers to


their core line of business. Royalties associated with this value will be


determined in the upcoming satellite digital audio radio ("SDARS") proceeding.


Accordingly, the rate which I focus on in this proceeding is a through-to-the


listener/viewer rate for the standalone use of sound recording rights for public


performances on Sirius and XM’s digital audio channels carried by an MVPD.


Upon consideration of available benchmarks, it is my opinion that a competitive


rate under the willing buyer - willing seller standard would range between 5.30


percent and 5.83 percent of revenues that appropriately reflect the standalone


value associated with the carriage agreements.


4
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Consideration of the terms of Sirius and XM’s agreements with DISH and


DirecTV suggests that the actual value associated with the agreements is difficult


to interpret. Indeed, these terms conflate the direct value of providing music


content through an MVPD with the promotional value of this carriage to Sirius


and XM’s satellite radio services. In the case of Sirius, for example, the terms


involve a two way stream of payments that result in no net payment.


Accordingly, the individual components of the stated flow of payment from DISH


to Sirius, or vice versa, may not be easily interpretable.


I estimate a revenue base for Sirius and XM based on the revenues earned by


Music Choice, one of the pre-existing services, from cable operators for provision


of a bundle of audio music channels to be sold as part of a larger package of video


programming. The estimated revenues based on Music Choice (referred to


hereafter as "attributed revenues") provide an upper bound on a reasonable


revenue base for Sirius on the DISH Network and XM on DirecTV.


A Music Choice equivalent service would generate about $0.28 per subscriber in


2006 (or $0.0233 per subscriber per month) for a bundle of audio music channels


for distribution to residential subscribers. Accordingly, the attributable revenues


for Sirius and XM, to which a reasonable royalty rate can be applied, are


calculated by multiplying the estimated revenue per subscriber and the number of


MVPD subscribers receiving the Sirius and XM music channels. Based on


current subscriber counts, attributed revenues for Sirius are at most [[


l]. Similarly, attributed revenues for XM are at most [[ l].


To the extent that Sirius and XM would have a higher revenue base because they


provide more music channels to DISH and DirecTV than Music Choice provides


to cable operators, I have also estimated attributed revenues on a per subscriber,


per channel basis. However, there is no evidence to suggest that the incremental


value of additional music channels is proportional to the number of channels.


7. The remainder of this report discusses each of these points in detail. In


particular, the next section describes the economic framework and the statutory standard.


Section IV provides relevant industry background. Section V discusses the significance
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to Sirius and XM of carriage by an MVPD. Section VI describes the Sirius-DISH and


XM-DirecTV agreements. Section VII contains a discussion of the potential benchmarks


for determining the appropriate rate in this proceeding. Section VIII describes the


calculation of an appropriate revenue base. Section IX presents a calculation of the


implied SoundExchange fees as well as a discussion of extending the methodology


forward to cover the term of the license. Section X concludes.


III. Economic Framework and the Statutory Standard


8. In a competitive marketplace, buyers and sellers of sound recording rights


for use in public performances over digital audio channels carried by MVPDs would


negotiate directly over an appropriate sound recording performance rate. In such a


setting, the market mechanism would inherently balance buyers’ value, sellers’ costs, and


other factors such as risk and secondary benefits from the transaction not captured


elsewhere. Accordingly, the market price would appropriately reflect the marginal value


and the marginal cost associated with the transaction, provide a competitive return to


sellers, and generate the socially efficient outcome.


A. Buyers’ Value


9. In this context, the buyers are Sirius and XM, who use sound recording


performance rights as inputs into the production of their product, which in this matter is a


bundle of digital audio entertainment channels provided to DISH and DirecTV. These


MVPD services, in turn, sell different packages of channels to their subscribers that may


include the digital audio entertainment channels. The inherent value of the sound


recording performance rights for this use derives from two potential sources. The first is


the direct value to the consumers or listeners of the music on an MVPD service. The


second is the promotional value associated with the effect of listening to music over an


MVPD service on the sale of additional subscriptions to the satellite radio services of


Sirius and XM.


10. This promotional value plays two important roles. First, Sirius and XM


are willing to accept less from DISH and DirecTV, respectively, than would a content


provider like Music Choice. In this way, DISH and DirecTV also benefit from the


promotional value realized by Sirius and XM. Second, to the extent that listening to


6
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music on these MVPDs leads to increased sales of subscription satellite radio (Sirius and


XM’s core business), Sirius and XM would receive additional subscription revenue.


Recording rights owners would receive additional payments from Sirius and XM for the


sound recording performance rights associated with this additional subscription revenue


(at an appropriate rate determined in the SDARS proceeding). Accordingly, this


secondary effect would benefit Sirius and XM, as well as sound recording performance


rights owners. This benefit to sound recording performance rights owners should, if


anything, place downward pressure on the arms-length rate in this proceeding.


B. Sellers’ Costs


11. The sellers are the record companies. According to the RIAA, record


companies spend substantial amounts of money creating new sound recordings, which


ultimately enable the public performance of recorded music. Record company costs


cover everything from recording, producing and manufacturing, to marketing and


promotion of new music; these costs also include the cost of failed creations,s While


some of these functions, such as recording and producing, are required to create the


sound recording itself, others are required for the creation and sale of a physical CD. The


costs associated with the creation of pre-existing sound recordings that enable public


performances are sunk costs, that is, these costs have been incurred and are not


recoverable. Accordingly, these costs would not affect the market price for sound


recordings rights in public performances over digital audio channels carried by an


MVPD. Costs of creating new sound records over the term of the license agreement have


not yet been incurred and as such, may place some upward pressure on the competitive


price. According to Warner Music Group, the third largest record company and part


owner of Music Choice, nearly half of its recorded music sales stem from its catalog of


existing music and the other half from the sale of its new album releases.9


8 RIAA.com- Press Room, "Cost ofa CD," http:/]www.riaa.com/news/marketingdata/cost.asp,


(accessed October 16, 2006).
9 According to Warner Music Group, 83 percent of total revenues are t?rom the sale of recorded music, and


43 percent of total revenues are from the new album releases. Accordingly, I estimate that 48 percent of
revenues from the sale of recorded music derive ~rom the sale of pre-existing, catalog music (i.e. 1 -
43/83). (See Warner Music Group, 2005 Annual Report, p. 6 of Introduction.)
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12. Whether and by how much the cost of new albums not yet incurred by the


record companies would influence the price in a well-functioning market for sound


recording performance rights depends upon the degree to which these costs are


incremental to the sale of the rights at issue. To understand this point, consider two polar


examples. On the one hand, suppose that none of the additional albums would be


developed without an agreement with Sirius and XM for the use of sound recording


performance rights over digital audio channels carded by an MVPD. In this case, all of


these new album costs would be relevant to the negotiation, and they would place


substantial upward pressure on the transaction price. On the other hand, suppose that all


of the additional albums would be developed regardless of whether an agreement with


Sirius and XM were reached. In this case, none of these new album costs would be


relevant to the negotiation, and they would have no effect on the transaction price, even


though these costs were not sunk. The answer to the question of whether and by how


much new album costs affect the transaction price lies somewhere in between these two


extremes, but is likely much closer to the second scenario.


13. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine that but-for the sale of sound recording


rights for public performances over digital audio channels on an MVPD’s service, record


companies would forgo their worldwide revenues from new recorded music. Record


companies earned a total of $24.4 billion from worldwide sales in 2005.1° Based on my


calculations, I estimate that sound recording performance fights owners would receive


about $0.4 million, calculated as 5.83 percent of attributed revenues of no more than


approximately $7.4 million, though as I explain below, even this amount is too high.


Even if these companies received ten times this amount, sound recording rights fees


would be less than 1/50 of a percentage point of the total revenues earned from the retail


sale of recorded music. Accordingly, it is unreasonable to believe that the decision to


license recording rights for public performances over an MVPD’s service would have any


material effect on the record companies’ decision to create new music. Thus, it is my


opinion that the costs borne by the record companies, whether or not they are sunk, are,


101 estimate worldwide record company sales of $24.4 billion by dividing Warner Music Group’s $2.924
billion in worldwide recorded music sales by its 12 percent shares of retail record sales. (Warner Music
Group, 2005 Annual Report, p. 2; and Market Share Reporter, 2007, Volume 1, "Top Music Finns
Worldwide, 2006," p. 446.)
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for all practical purposes, irrelevant to the negotiations for the rights at issue in this


proceeding.


C. SoundExchange and the Statutory_ Standard


14. Because the transactions costs for licensing recording rights can be


extremely high, rights holders are permitted to centralize or coordinate sale of their


rights, through SoundExchange, in order to reduce these costs. At the same time, out of


concern that this centralization itself may allow rights holders to exercise market power,


the compulsory licensing and regulatory regime established by policymakers requires that


the licensing terms satisfy a "willing buyer - willing seller" that reflects relevant


"economic, competitive, and programming information.’’1~ Given the policy goal of


mitigating market power created by the centralization of the sale of recording rights


coupled with the socially desirable aspects of the perfect competition paradigm, it is


reasonable to interpret the willing buyer- willing seller standard to mean the rates that


would have prevailed in a competitive marketplace. From an economist’s perspective, a


benchmark stemming from a more competitive marketplace is preferred to one from a


less competitive marketplace. Consistent with this interpretation, I am not aware of any


regulatory body that uses another paradigm as a backdrop to generate the appropriate


regulatory benchmark. Furthermore, both the Librarian of Congress in determining


sound recording performance rights fees as well as the Federal Courts in enforcing the


ASCAP Consent Decrees have held this interpretation.~2’13


15. As a matter 0f economic analysis, it is typically not possible to determine


explicitly the rates that would prevail in a competitive marketplace based on a ground-up


analysis of costs and values. The difficulties here stem both from the fact that the


marginal cost associated with the use of intellectual property is essentially zero or near


" 17 U.S.C. Sec 112(e)(4), Title 17 - Copyrights, Chapter 1 - Subject Matter and Scope of Copyright,
Section 112. Limitations on Exclusive Pdghts: Ephemeral Recordings, p. 3 of 9.
12 2002 Librarian’s Decision, Library of Congress, Copyright Office 37 CFR Part 261, Docket No. 2000-9


CARP DTRA1 &2, Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital Performance of Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, Federal Register, Volume 67, No. 130, 912 F.2d 563, July 8, 2002,
pp. 45244-5.
13 ASCAP v. Showtime/The Movie Channel, No. 90-6034, United States Court of Appeals for the Second


Circuit, 912 F. 2d 563, 1990,pp. 1, 4.
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zero and from the fact that the value to the user of the sound recording performance right


is .commingled with the value of other inputs to production, including value the use of


musical works. For these reasons, it is more customary to rely on comparable rates set in


a marketplace similar to the marketplace at issue, rather than to determine these rates


based on a ground-up analysis. Because benchmark analysis requires careful


understanding of the market environment, I turn next to a description of the relevant


industry background.


IV. Industry Background


16. Sirius and XM are licensed in the United States by the Federal


Communications Commission as digital audio radio satellite ("DARS") services. Their


core business is to sell nationwide subscription radio services that include a wide array of


commercial-free music, comedy, talk shows, news programs, and sports entertainment. 14


In addition to buying a subscription plan, subscribers must also purchase a radio either


through a retail outlet or through automobile manufacturers, which offer Sirius and XM


radios in new models. Both companies engage in a variety of activities designed to


attract new subscribers to their subscription radio service.


17. As of end of fiscal year 2005, Sirius had gross revenues of $242.2 million


and net losses of $863.0 million. XM had gross revenues of $558.3 million and net


losses of $666.7 million. Subscription radio fees accounted for about 95 and 90 percent


of Sirius and XM revenues, respectively.~5 The balance of their revenue was accounted


for by advertisements, activation fees, radio equipment sales, and revenues from carriage


on satellite television services, the last of which is relatively small compared to the other


components, particularly for XM. The significant losses for both companies reflect the


substantial past and on-going investments in programming, delivery infrastructure, radio


technology, and other subscriber-acquisition activities required to produce and sell a


competitive subscription satellite radio service. 16


14 Both companies offer a short menu of prices, including a discounted fee for additional radios and


monthly, annual, and multi-year subscription plans. "Satellite Radio Outlook," Kagan Publishing, 2005, p.
71.


Sirius 10-K, 2005, pp. 33, F-4; and XM 10-K, 2005, pp. 30-32 and F-13.


Sirius 10-K, 2005, pp. 17-22, 43; and XM 10-K, 2005, p. 20-25.
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. 18. Sirius and XM have carriage agreements with Dish and DireeTV, pursuant


to. which DISH and DirecTV provide certain digital audio channels to their subscribers.


(See Appendices 1 and 2.) DISH and DirecTV are Direct Broadcast Satellites that


provide MVPD services to households and businesses in the United States. DISH


distributes over 180 television program channels through various subscription packages


to its more than 12 million subscribers.17 Beginning in May 2004, DISH also offers a


total of 64 music channels from Sirius, across its various tiers of services offerings.


Similarly, DirecTV distributes over 250 television program channels to its over 15


million subscribers.18 Beginning in November 2005, DirecTV also offers a total of 73


channels from XM, across its various tiers of service offerings. MVPD subscribers get


different numbers of music channels depending on which tier of service they choose. (See


Exhibit 2.)


19. Other companies that provide digital audio channels over satellite or cable


television include DMX, Muzak, and Music Choice. DMX and Muzak provide their


services pdmarly to commercial customers,19 while Music Choice’s service focuses


primarily on residential customers. Specifically, Music Choice sells a bundle of digital


audio music channels for distribution to cable television households, and as such is likely


most functionally similar to Sirius and XM, relative to DMX and Muzak.20 Music


Choice is a partnership between Microsoft Corporation, Motorola Inc., Sony Corporation


of America, Warner Music Group Inc., EMI Music, Adelphia Cable Communications,


Comcast Cable Communications, Cox Communications and Time Warner Cable.21’22


Music Choice offers 58 commercial-free music channels, music videos, artist interviews,


17 See, for example, DishHD Platinum, http://www.allamericandish.com/dishhd_.platinum.htm (accessed


October 22, 2006). See also EchoStar 10-K, 2005, p. 1-2.
18 See, for example, DirecTV- Total Choice Premier, http://www.directv.com/DTVAPP/packProg/charmel


Chartl.jsp?assetld= 900041 (accessed October 22, 2006). See also DirecTV 10-K, 2005, p. 3.
~9 Dmxmusic.com - DMX Corporate Profile, http://www.dmxmusic.com!dmx_profile.htm (accessed


October 22, 2006). Muzak.tom, http://muzak.corn/muzak.html (accessed October 22, 2006). See also
Pacific Business News, "That Background Music Is a Big Business," July 11, 2003.
20 Before November 2005, Music Choice was also available on DirecTV. Satellite News, "DirecTV Takes


First Step Into Music Business with XM Deal," October 3, 2005.
21 Music Choice Company Blurb, http://company.monster.com/w17419174w/(accessed August 28, 2006).


22 Several of these companies are represented by SoundExchange in this proceeding.
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and performances on-demand and reaches approximately 3 8 million cable television


subscribers.23 Of the three PSS providers, Music Choice has a comparable product


offering to both the Sirius - DISH service and the XM - DirecTV service in terms of


their channel offerings and their distribution, as we,ll as the value placed on their


programming by residential consumers who listen to their programming on satellite or


cable television.


20. There are some notable differences between Sirius and XM, on the one


hand, and Music Choice, on the other. First, Music Choice does not operate a


subscription radio service, so its revenues from provision of its music programming to


cable operators are not affected by the incentive to promote its radio subscription service


via satellite or cable television. Second, Music Choice also sells its content through


mobile services and video on demand, revenues which are not subject to the PSS rate.2a


Finally, there are fewer Music Choice channels on cable television than there are Sirius


and XM channels on DISH or DirecTV, respectively. I consider each of these differences


in using Music Choice as a benchmark to calculate both an appropriate rate as well as


revenue bases for Sirius and XM.


V. Significance to Sirius and XM of Carriage on DISH and DirecTV


21. It is my understanding, based on the testimonies of Mr. Douglas Kaplan


and Mr. Stephen Cook, Sirius’ Senior Vice President for Business Affairs, Entertainment,


and Sports and XM’s Executive Vice President, Automotive, respectively, that Sirius and


XM provide their services to DISH and DirecTV for the potential subscriber acquisition


value, that is, as a way of exposing consumers to their satellite radio services.25


23 Hoover’s Company Record - Basic Record, Music Choice, August 22, 2006; Music Choice Company


Blurb, http://company.monster.com/w17419174w/(accessed August 28, 2006). See also Music Choice
Channel Descriptions, http://www.musicchoice.com/what we are/channel_ descriptions.html (accessed
October 20, 2006).
24 MusicChoice - FAQs, http://www.musicchoice.com/what we are/faqs.html (accessed October 22,


2006).
25 Sirius and XM also engage in a number of different subscriber acquisition activities that are designed to


attract subscribers to their subscription radio service. Both companies offer factory installed radios through
their automaker partners which in some cases include prepaid trial subscriptions to the satellite radio
service. Both companies have strategic partnerships with car rental companies to provide satellite radio
service in the rental fleet: XM has partnership agreements with AVIS, Alamo, and National, while Sirius
has partnered with Hertz. In addition, XM has strategic partnerships with United Airlines, AirTran, and
JetBlue that make XM audio channels available in-flight, an agreement with Hyatt to provide XM service
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Ac.cording to Mr. Cook, satellite radio subscribers are more likely than the general


population to have a subscription to satellite television, suggesting that satellite television


subscribers who currently do not subscribe to satellite radio may be receptive to


purchasing a subscription to Sirius or XM. In his conclusions, Mr. Cook cited survey


data from the Simmons Market Research Bureau’s National Consumer Study ("NCS")


from both 2004 and 2005 that show that satellite television subscribers were both more


likely to own satellite radio and somewhat more likely to buy a satellite radio


subscription over the next twelve months. (See Exhibit 3.) In fact, it is my understanding


that XM relied on these NCS surveys in deciding whether to pursue a carriage deal with


DirecTV.


VI. Sirius and XM’s Agreements with DISH and DirecTV


22. The Sirius and XM agreements with DISH and DirecTV conflate the


promotional value of carriage by an MVPD for satellite radio and the direct value of the


suite of audio music channels provided through an MVPD. Accordingly, the individual


components of the stated flow of revenues from DISH to Sirius (or DirecTV to XM), or


vice versa, may not be directly interpretable. As such, I do not rely on the actual terms of


the agreements themselves, but rather I estimate the standalone value of the use of sound


recording performance rights over digital audio music channels carried on an MVPD’s


service - recognizing that this approach is likely to overstate the appropriate revenue


base. Nonetheless, I provide here an overview of both agreements.


23. In February 2004, Sirius and EchoStar, the parent company of DISH,


signed an agreement under which Sirius would provide Sirius’ music channels on a non-


exclusive basis to DISH. The terms of the agreement through December 31, 2005 were


as follows:


in guest rooms, and has partnered with Bally’s Total Fitness, giving new Bally’s members a free XM
satellite radio device, with free car kit and waived activation fee. Each company has engaged in various
subscriber acquisition activities through its sports broadcasting parmers (including Major League Baseball,
the PGA Tour, and the Indy Racing League for XM and the National Football League, NASCAR, and the
National Basketball Association for Sirius). Finally, both companies engage in more traditional forms of
advertising, such as radio, television, and billboard. (See Sirius 10-K, 2005, pp. 2-4; and XM 10-K, 2005,
pp. 1, 2, and 5. United.com - Press Release Archive, "United Airlines Goes Beyond AM, Beyond FMTM
with In-Flight Music Programming by XM Satellite Radio," March 2, 2006, http://www.united.com/press/
detail/0,6862, 53718-1,00.html (accessed October 29, 2006). XMradio.com - Bally Total Fitness, "Tune-
In and Tone-Up with Bally and XM," http://www.xmradio.com/bally/index.jsp (accessed October 29,
2006)).
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1]


24. It is noteworthy that the two way stream of payments, from Sirius to DISH


and from DISH to Sirius, completely offset each other, and it is my understanding that no


money actually changes hands. [[


26 Sirius-DISH Agreement, [[


27 Sirius-DISH Agreement, [[


28 Sirius-DISH Agreement, [[


29 Sirius-DISH Agreement [[


30 Sirius-DISH Agreement [[
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11
25.    In August 2005, XM and DirecTV ,signed an agreement under which XM


would provide XM music channels [[ 1] to DirecTV [[


]]3~ Under the agreement:


33


32


3411


26. The direct value of this deal to XM depends on the fair market valuation


of the advertising commitments. To see this, suppose that XM would have sold all of its


advertising spots to others had DirecTV not agreed to purchase advertising. In this case,


DirecTV’s commitment to buy one million in advertising has no direct value to XM. In


addition, if XM would have advertised on DirecTV anyway, the one million dollar credit


translates directly into one million dollars in value. In any case, the revenues associated


with the deal can be no more than $2.50 million.


27.    It is my understanding that Sirius and XM would not have entered into


these agreements absent the promotional value of attracting subscribers to subscription


radio. Accordingly, the terms of the contractual agreement conflate the value of music on


satellite television (i.e., on Dish and DirecTV) and the promotion value of the agreement


to Sirius and XM. If the promotional value is large enough, the stated payments


31 In particular, XM agreed not to provide its channels to DISH and DirecTV agreed not to carry Sirius


channels. See XM-DirecTV Agreement, Section 3b, p. 2.
32 XM-DirecTV Agreement, Section 12, p. 3.


33 XM-DirecTV Agreement, Section 1 1, p. 3.


34 XM-DirecTV Agreement, Section 10, pp. 2-3.
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ass9ciated with the deals could well be zero. In such a situation, it is possible for the


parties to structure the terms of their agreements to result in any level of payments. [[


]] It is conceivable that the parties could restate these


terms to have no payments in either direction. As this example highlights, the stated


revenues may not be interpretable and as such, reliance on the actual terms to assess


reasonable royalties for the public performance of sound recordings may not be


appropriate. For this reason, I do not rely on the stated revenues associated with these


deals themselves. Instead, I rely upon an imputed revenue base, which I describe in more


detail below.


VII. Potential Benchmark Rates


28. In determining an appropriate rate for the license of recording rights for


public performances over digital audio channels carried by an MVPD, I rely upon three


different benchmarks. These benchmarks include: (i) recent offers from ASCAP and


BMI to Sirius for the use of musical works on channels sold through DISH; (ii) the


recently decided Music Choice - BMI rate; and (iii) the PSS - SoundExchange rates from


1998 and 2003. I discuss each in turn.


A. On the.Use of Musical Works Benchmark for Sound Recording Rights


29. All of the proposed benchmarks, either directly or indirectly involve the


use of a musical works benchmark for sound recording public performance rights. I note


as an initial matter that there is precedent in using a musical works rate as a benchmark


for determining the appropriate sound recording rights fee.35 I also understand that the


musical works rates are set under the Consent Decrees under a standard equivalent to the


35 For example, the 1998 CARP Decision was based on a musical works benchmark. See Library of


Congress, Copyright Office, "In re: Determination of Statutory License Terms and Rates for Certain Digital
Subscription Transmissions of Sound Recordings," Docket No. 96-5 CARP DSTRA, Report of the
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel, ¶ 167-169, 201-202. See also the 1998 Librarian’s Decision, Library
of Congress, Copyright Office, "Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital Performance
of Sound Recordings," Docket No. 96-5 CARP DSTRA, FederalRegister, Vol. 63, Number 89, May 8,
1998, p. 25403.
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willing buyer- willing seller standard required in this proceeding. Nonetheless, in


evaluating the issue, it is useful to consider both the value generated by and the costs


associated with each of the music works and sound recording rights. On the value side,


the musical works and the sound recording performance rights are inextricably linked in


producing the value of a public performance. Even if one were to believe that the sound


recording rights on a particular song were not worth the same as the musical work rights


for that song, I am aware of no evidence that there is a difference in the value of these


rights across an entire library of songs. Further, I am aware of no evidence to suggest


that consumers of public performances tend to value renditions/recordings more than the


musical works/lyrics themselves.


30. On the cost side, there is also no reason to suppose any systematic


differences between musical works performance rights and sound recording performance


rights. As I have explained earlier, the sunk costs and the future incremental costs


associated with the creation of music are immaterial to the willing buyer - willing seller


dynamic for licensing rights for the use of music carried by an MVPD. The only relevant


costs are those that are likely to influence the hypothetical negotiation between a willing


buyer and a willing seller. In this context, the relevant incremental costs associated with


the public performance of both musical works and sound recordings are zero or near zero.


31. Finally, to the extent that there are material differences in other


fundamentals of the payment for musical works performance rights relative to the


payment for sound recording performance rights, reliance on a musical works benchmark


is likely to be conservative. First, to the extent that ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC have


some market power, the musical works benchmark would likely result in a higher implied


rate for Sirius and XM than a competitive benchmark.36 Second, to the extent that


listening to music on an MVPD’s service stimulates sales of recorded music, owners of


sound recordings would benefit significantly more than owners of the musical works


~6 Though ASCAP and BMI are constrained by the courts, as a result of the Consent Decrees, they may still


be able to charge supracompetitive rates, at least to the extent that litigation risks and transactions costs
prevent users from involving the courts. In addition, SESAC rates are not subject to rate court review.
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copyrights.37 This additional promotional value would likely place downward pressure


on the transaction price, i.e. the price at which a willing buyer and willing seller of sound


recording performance rights for use over an MVPD’s service would trade. Third, fees


for the use of musical works in public performances cover all copyrighted music in the


libraries of ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC, whereas users of sound recordings in public


performances do not need to pay for the use ofpre-1972 sound recordings. In addition,


the public performance of sound recordings for the use over an MVPD’s service is


limited by the "Complement" rule, that is Sirius and XM cannot play in any three-hour


period, without explicit permission from the record companies, more than three songs


from a particular album, including no more than two consecutively, or four songs by a


particular artist or from a boxed set, including no more than three consecutively.3s The


use of musical works is not subject to the same restriction. Finally, the musical work


rate is typically expressed as a percentage of adjusted revenues - adjusting, for example,


for a percentage of subscriber acquisition costs. The effect of these adjustments is to


reduce the revenue base, so that an equivalent rate stated as a percent of total revenues


would be somewhat lower. Accordingly, for all of these reasons, a sound recording


performance rights rate based on a musical works benchmark is likely to be too high.


B. Sirius - DISH - Musical Works Rate


32. It is my understanding that ASCAP and BMI have each recently proposed


to Sirius a rate of 2.5 percent of revenues, based on the recently decided Music Choice -


BMI decision, for the use of musical works rights for public performances on DISH.


This is an appealing benchmark for three important reasons. First, the proposal


represents an offer by willing sellers to a potentially willing buyer and, as such, directly


satisfies the statutory standard. Second, given that the rate is a proposal from the seller,


not the buyer, it is likely to represent the upper bound of the rate that may ultimately be


agreed upon. Third, there is no issue of comparability in terms of the value of the


3~ I understand, for example, that record companies expend a great deal of effort arranging for "airplay" and


that the owners of musical works rights do not do the same. This behavior by itself suggests that record
companies benefit disproportionately from the sale of recorded music, relative to owners of musical works.
38 See FederalRegister, Vol. 62, No. 121, June 24, 1997, p. 34035,


http://www.copyright.gov/fedreg/1997/62fr34035.html (accessed October 30, 2006).
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services offered or the cost of distribution, because the proposal is specifically for Sirius


on, DISH, which is the service under review in this proceeding.


33. Thus, I use this musical works rate to calculate the corresponding rate for


the use of sound recording performance rights over DISH and DirecTV. My calculation


assumes that the BMI rate would be equal to the ASCAP rate. I understand that


historically, payments to ASCAP were somewhat higher than the payments to BMI;39


however, more recent evidence suggests that the two are now equal.4° My calculation


also assumes that the SESAC rate would be approximately 6 percent of the combined


ASCAP and BMI rates. The SESAC portion is calculated based on Sirius and XM’s


actual payments to ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC for the use of musical works performance


rights on satellite radio.41 The implied fee for the use of sound recording performance


rights on DISH and DirecTV is 5.30 percent of revenues.42


C. Music Choice - BMI Rate


34. It is also my understanding that the Music Choice - BMI rate was recently


set at 2.75 percent for past payments and 2.5 percent for on-going payments. Like the


Sirius - DISH - musical work rate, this is an appealing benchmark for a number of


reasons, chief among which is the functional similarity between Music Choice on cable


systems and Sirius and XM on satellite television. It also has the advantage that the


musical works rate was set under the willing buyer-willing seller standard, the same


standard required in this proceeding. Assuming, as before, that the ASCAP rate would


39 1998 Librarian’s Decision, p. 25403.


40 For example, terrestrial radio payments from 2004 to 2006 to ASCAP are the same as its payments to


BMI. (ASCAP - FAQ, See http://www.radiomlc.corrgascap_faq.html (accessed October 29, 2006) and
BMI - FAQ, http://www.radiomlc.com/faq.html (accessed October 29, 2006).) In addition, Music Choice
and ASCAP reached an agreement in 2002 for a rate of 1.75 percent, based on the Music Choice I decision
of 1.75 percent. (See Music Choice III, United States of America, Music Choice, v. Broadcast Music, Inc.,
No. 64 Civ. 3787 (LLS), p. 2.)
4~ Based on actual payments by XM and Sirius for SDARS over 2005 and 2006, payments to SESAC equal


approximately 6 percent of the combined payments to ASCAP and BMI. Given both that XM and Sirius
payments to ASCAP during this time were actual, not interim, payments, and that the BMI payments were
equal to the ASCAP payments, this relationship between SESAC and combined ASCAP BMI payments
provides a reasonable indication of what SESAC would receive, relative to the others, for use of musical
works on satellite television.
42 The 5.30 percent rate is calculated as the sum of 2.50 percent for BMI, 2.50 percent for ASCAP, and 0.30


percent for SESAC.
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equ.al the BMI rate, and that the SESAC rate would be approximately 6 percent of the


combined ASCAP and BMI rates, the implied fee, based on the 2.5 percent going


forward rate, for the use of sound recording performance rights on DISH and DirecTV is


5.3 0 percent of revenues.43


D. PSS - SoundExchange Rate


35. Finally, I consider the rate paid by Music Choice, DMX, and Muzak, the


three pre-existing satellite services, to SoundExchange for sound recording performance


rights over an MVPD’s service as a potential benchmark for the determination of the rate


for XM and Sirius in this proceeding. The similarities between Music Choice’s content


and distribution over cable television (Music Choice has also provided its programming


to satellite television operators in the past) and the Sirius - DISH and XM - DirecTV


arrangements suggest that this is an obvious benchmark, but there are at least two


complications in the use of this benchmark that need to be addressed.


36. First, the PSS - Soundexchange rate of 6.5 percent of gross revenues, set


in 1998, was based on a Music Choice - ASCAP rate that was being adjudicated at the


time.44 Recognizing that this benchmark rate itself was still being decided, both the


Librarian and the CARP based the PSS rate on "an upper limit on the value of the


performance right for the musical compositions.’’4s The benchmark rate, however, was


ultimately decided at a rate below this upper limit.46 Had the CARP and the Librarian


known the actual benchmark rate at the time of their decision, they would have likely


chosen a lower rate.


37. To see this, consider the effect of the benchmark rate on the determination


of the final rate. While the actual "upper limit" considered by the Librarian and the


43 As before, the 5.30 percent rate is calculated as the sum of 2.50 percent for BMI, 2.50 percent for


ASCAP, and 0.30 percent for SESAC.
44 1998 Librarian’s Decision, pp. 25404. 25414.


4s 1998 Librarian’s Decision, p. 25403.


46 In 2002, following the Music Choice I decision of a 1.75 percent rate, Music Choice and ASCAP reached


a settlement agreement for 1.75 percent. The Music Choice - BMI decision, however, was appealed
successfully twice, before Music Choice and BMI was decided at a rate of 2.75 percent for the past time
period. (See Music Choice I, United States of America v. Broadcast Music, Inc., No. 64 Cir. 3787(LLS),
Memorandum and Order, July 23, 2001, p. 1).
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CARP is not available in the public decisions, it is reasonable to assume (at least in


principle) that the upper bound would reflect an offer from ASCAP (the seller) to Music


Choice (the buyer). In the Music Choice - BMI proceeding, which was taking place


simultaneously, BMI offered Music Choice a rate of 3.75 percent.47 To the extent that


this offer was similar to the offer made by ASCAP to Music Choice, the rate of 3.75


percent may reflect the "upper limit" the Music Choice - RIAA decision was based on.


Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the starting point for the PSS rate, based on this


benchmark rate, would have been 7.95 percent - the sum of 3.75 for ASCAP, 3.75 for


BMI, and 0.45 percent for SESAC. This rate was then lowered to 6.5 percent, upon


consideration of the 801 (b) statutory factors used to evaluate the rate in the pre-existing


services proceeding.48 Had the CARP and the Librarian started with a benchmark rate of


2.75 percent, instead of 3.75 percent for BMI - ASCAP, they would have imputed a


total PRO benchmark rate of 5.83 percent,49 instead of 7.95 percent. Accordingly,


they would have ultimately decided on a lower Music Choice - RIAA rate than 6.5


percent.


38. Putting aside this substantive complication, there is also the issue that the


PSS - SoundExchange rate was established in the context of 801(b) factors, which are


not applicable to new subscription services. The appropriate use of the PSS benchmark


for the new subscription services proceeding requires consideration not of the final rate,


but rather the initial rate before the consideration of the 801(b) factors - which in this


case would have been 5.83 percent. Accordingly, 5.83 percent serves as a useful


upper bound for an appropriate rate in this proceeding. A caveat is that 5.83 percent is


likely too high even as an upper bound because it is a rate based on adjusted revenues,


47 See Music Choice I, pp. 5-6.


48 The four statutory objectives are: (a)To maximize the availability of creative works to the public; (b) To


afford the copyright owner a fair return for his creative work and the copyright user a fair income under
existing economic conditions; (c) To reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner and the copyright user
in the product made available to the public with respect to relative creative contribution, technological
contribution, capital investment, cost, risk, and the contribution to the opening of new markets for creative
expression a media for their communication; and (D) To minimize any disruptive impact on the structure of
the industries involved and on generally prevailing industry practices. (See 17 U.S.C. 801(b)(1).)
49 The rate of 5.83 percent is calculated as the sum of 2.75 percent for ASCAP, 2.75 percent for BMI, and


0.33 percent for SESAC.
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not total revenues. The equivalent rate stated as a percent of total revenues would be


somewhat lower.


VIII. Using Music Choice to Impute the Appropriate Revenue Base for Sirius on
DISH and XM on DirecTV            ,


39. Each of the benchmark rates considered above is applied against revenues


associated with the provision of music services over an MVPD’s service. However, as I


have explained, the revenues associated with the Sirius - DISH and the XM - DirecTV


agreements conflate the direct value of music provided through an MVPD with the


promotional value of the agreements, and as such, the actual terms of the agreements may


not be interpretable.


40. I estimate the appropriate revenue base using a benchmark analysis based


on Music Choice’s revenues. Other possible candidates for this analysis include DMX


and Muzak. However, data limitations restrict their use; in particular, publicly available


revenue numbers do not identify revenues from residential subscribers to cable television.


As I have explained, DMX and Muzak’s focus is on commercial, not residential


subscribers, accordingly their revenues are likely to substantially differ from the relevant


revenues that Sirius on DISH and XM on DirecTV may earn, even putting aside the


promotional value issue. By contrast, Music Choice focuses primarily on residential


subscribers and as such is more comparable to Sirius and XM in the services they provide


to satellite and cable television operators.


41.    A significant difference between the services is that the revenues of Music


Choice are not affected by the promotional value of attracting subscribers to its core


business. Indeed, MVPD service is Music Choice’s core business. This difference has


the advantage, on the one hand, in that it makes Music Choice a useful benchmark for


estimating Sirius and XM’s true revenue potential in deals that reflect the standalone


value of the use of sound recording performance rights on an MVPD’s service. On the


other hand, I recognize that the standalone value of providing music over satellite radio is


likely greater than the actual value of the service when the principal motivation of


providing the service in the first instance is promotional. As such, reliance on attributed


revenues based on this standalone value is conservative.
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42. Another potential difference is that Sirius and XM use a variety of talent,


including personalities and programmers with genre-specific expertise, to develop music


programming in order to make their music channels more attractive to listeners. By


contrast, Music Choice offers continuous music generated primarily by computer-


generated playlists. To the extent that enhanced music programming generates more


listening over television, revenues based on Music Choice’s experience may be too low.


However, there is no evidence to suggest that enhanced music programming generates


more listening over television. Accordingly, the available evidence suggests that Music


Choice’s ability to generate revenues serves as an appropriate benchmark to estimate the


standalone revenues XM and Sirius would earn in the absence of the subscriber


acquisition value.


43. Based on publicly available information, Music Choice earned total


revenues of $10.3 million in fiscal year 2005.5° I use these revenues as a starting point in


valuing the Sirius and XM agreements. It is noteworthy, however, that these revenues


likely include total revenues from all of Music Choice’s lines of business, including cable


television, mobile services,51 as well as video-on-demand.52 At the present time, I do not


have information on Music Choice revenues from cable television only. Thus, my


reliance on total revenues is conservative, in that it will result in an overestimate of the


appropriate revenue base.


44. My analysis adjusts for the fact that Music Choice reaches substantially


more subscribers than do either Sirius on DISH or XM on DirecTV. In particular, Music


Choice reaches about 38 million subscribers,53 while Sirius on DISH reaches [[


50 Hoover’s Company Record - Basic Record, Music Choice, (accessed August 22, 2006).


51 Music Choice provides a bundle of music channels to Sprint PCS, Cingular Wireless and MobiRadio


customers. (See MusicChoice - FAQs, http://www.musicchoice.com/what we are/faqs.html (accessed
October 22, 2006). MusicChoice - Mobile, http://www.musicchoice.com/what we are/mobile.html
(accessed October 22, 2006). Market Wire, "Music Choice Tapped By MobiTV," November 2005.)
52 Between November 2004 and August 2006, more than 400 million video on-demand orders were placed,


and more than 7 million orders were placed per week on average during the first three weeks of July 2006.
(See Market Wire, "Music Choice On-Demand Remains the Leading Video-on-Demand Music Service in
the Country, Surpassing 400 Million Orders," August 2, 2006.)
53 Music Choice: Hoover’s Company Record - Basic Record, Music Choice, (accessed August 22, 2006).
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]] subscribers,54 and XM on DirecTV reaches an estimated [[         11


subscribers.55 On a per subscriber basis, a Music Choice-like service would have earned


$0.27 per subscriber per year, or equivalently $0.0225 per subscriber per month in 2005.


Based on the increase from 2005 to 2006 in the "Cable Networks" producer price index


("PPI"), published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics ("BLS"),56 1 estimate that a Music


Choice-like service should earn slightly more, about $0.28 per subscriber per year or


equivalently $0.0233 per subscriber per month in 2006. Further, based on current


subscriber counts, I estimate attributed revenues associated with a comparable Sirius-


DISH contract are at most [[ ]] for Sirius. Similarly, the attributed revenues


associated with a comparable XM-DirecTV contract are at most [[ ]] for


XM. (See Exhibit 4.)


45. For the purpose of illustration, I have also calculated revenues on a per


subscriber basis assuming that about 5 percent of Music Choice’s $10.3 million in gross


revenues is attributable to other lines of business. This adjustment lowers the revenue per


subscriber for a Music Choice-like service from $0.28 per subscriber per year to $0.26


per subscriber per year in 2006. Based on current subscriber counts, attributed revenues


for a comparable Sirius-DISH contract are at most [[ ]1 for Sirius. Similarly,


attributed revenues for a comparable XM-DirecTV contract are at most [[ ]]


. for XM. (See Exhibit 4.)


46. Finally, while there is no evidence to suggest that increases in music


offerings are associated with a proportional increase in revenue, I have considered


calculations that adjust for differences in both the number of television subscribers


reached as well as the number of music channels offered. The number of channels


offered by Music Choice varies somewhat by cable operator as well as by the operator’s


54 Communication from Sirius. Approximately [[
Sirius’ music channels.


]] of DISH’s 12.46 million subscribers receive


5~ Using information on Sirius’ penetration on DISH, I estimate that [[
million subscribers receive XM music channels.


]l DirecTV’s 15.5


~6 The BLS’ PPIs are based upon the North American Industrial Classification System codes ("NAICS


codes"), which are developed by the Economic Classification Policy Committee on behalf of the Office of
Management and Budget. Prior to 2002, NAICS code 513210 was called "Cable Networks." After 2002,
the NAICS code description was updated to "Cable and Other Subscription Programming," although the
BLS maintained its original name. See the discussion below, in Section IX, for a full description of this
NAICS category.
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tiers of service offerings. Based on a systematic review of the carriage practices of


Comcast, the largest of all cable operators in the country, I found that of Comcast


programming packages that offer Music Choice channels, the average number of


channels offered by a cable operator is about 46 and that there was little variation in the


number of Music Choice channels offered by tier of service. 57,58 (See Exhibit 5)


Accordingly, on a per subscriber, per channel basis, a Music Choice-like service would


have earned $0.0060 per subscriber, per channel per year in 2006. (See Exhibit 6.)


47. Calculation of the attributed revenues for Sirius and XM based on this


approach requires more detailed information on the number of Sirius and XM channels


offered on DISH and DirecTV, respectively. DISH offers 59 Sirius channels on its


America’s Top 120, America’s Top 180, America’s Everything Pak, and DishLatino


packages, and it offers 64 Sirius channels on its high definition packages. I understand


that about [[ ]] of DISH’s 12.46 million subscribers actually receive Sirius


music channels and of these, [[ 1] subscribers receive the channels through


DISH’s Latino packages. Further, I understand that about 4 percent of DirecTV’s


subscribers actually subscribe to its high definition packages. Assuming that DISH


achieves the same penetration for its high definition packages, I estimate that about 96


percent of DISH subscribers that receive Sirius music channels receive 59 channels and


57 My analysis of Comcast’s carriage of Music Choice channels involves a four-step process. First, I


identified 717 principal communities served by Comcast, using the 2006 Television and Cable Factbook
("Factbook"), the on-line edition. Next, I imputed homes passed for 133 of the 193 principal communities
that were missing this information, using Comcast’s average penetration rate across all Designated Market
Areas ("DMAs"). I then identified the top 20 Comcast DMAs, as measured by the number of homes
passed. Finally, I examined the carriage of Music Choice channels for the largest principal communities
within each DMA, surveying sufficient principal communities to account for the majority of Comcast
homes passed within each DMA. This procedure identified a total of 55 Comcast communities across 20
DMAs.


Information on channel offerings was obtained from the Comcast website, which provides a detailed
listing of charmels by zipcode. For each principal community surveyed, I used the zipcode given in the
Factbook (when available) or the US Postal Service’s main post office. I obtained the channel counts for at
least three digital tiers of service (where available), including an introductory, midsize, and full digital
package. In a handful of instances, where the information on the website was ambiguous, I relied on
information provided by a Comcast customer service representative, obtained by telephone. (See Exhibit
5.)
~8 A similar pattern is observed in an initial review of Time Warner and Cox service offerings. See e.g. their


websites (http://www. timewamercable.com/CustomerService/CLU/TWCCLUs.ashx?ChangeCLU=true
(accessed October 29, 2006)), (http://www.cox.com/gocox/digitalcable/musicchoice.asp (accessed October
29, 2006)).
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the remaining receive 64 channels. Accordingly, the attributed revenues associated with


a comparable Sirius-DISH contract are at most [[ ]] for Sirius. (See Exhibit


6.)
48. DirecTV offers only 2 XM channels on its Family Choice package, 7 XM


channels on its Seleccion Extra package, 49 XM channels on its Total Choice package,


56 XM channels on its Seleccion Mas, 67 XM channels in its Total Choice Plus and Total


Choice Premier packages, 70 XM channels on its Titanium package and 72 XM channels


in its Seleccion Premier and Seleccion Ultra packages. (See Exhibit 2.) At present, I do


not have information on the distribution of subscribers across the different tiers of


DirecTV service offerings. Assuming that all DirecTV subscribers who receive XM


music channels receive the same number of channels and that this is the maximum


number of channels offered, I estimate attributed revenues associated with a comparable


XM-DirecTV contract would be at most [[ ]1 for XM. (See Exhibit 7.)


However, it is unreasonable to suppose that all subscribers buy packages with the largest


number of channel offerings. For the purpose of illustration, I have recalculated the


implied revenues using a per subscriber, per channel approach based on a hypothetical


distribution of subscribers. Based on this distribution, I estimate attributed revenues for


XM would equal at most [[ 11 for XM. (See Exhibit 7.)


IX. Calculation of SoundExchange Fees


49.    Based on this analysis, I find that the reasonable range of rates for sound


recording public performance rights for use over digital audio channels carried on an


MVPD’s service is [| ]] percent, though the upper bound is likely too high. I


also estimate that a Music Choice-like service should currently earn gross revenues of


about $0.28 per subscriber per year or $0.006 per subscriber per channel (per year).


Finally, I estimate attributed revenues associated with the Sirius-DISH contract to be no


more than [[ 11 for Sirius and attributed revenues associated with the


XM-DirecTV contract to be no more than [[ ]] million for XM.


50.    Going forward over the term of the license, SoundExchange fees can be


calculated by multiplying the royalty rate, the number of subscribers to DISH or DirecTV


that receive Sirius and XM’s music services, and the imputed revenues per subscriber per
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year. In thinking about applying this methodology to future years, I consider increases in


both the number of DISH and DirecTV subscribers that receive Sirius and XM’s music


channels as well as the revenue per subscriber estimate. Growth in Sirius and XM’s


penetration of MVPD homes over the term of the license will automatically be reflected


in the going-forward number of subscribers, which Sirius and XM should be able to


provide.


51. In practice, growth in revenues per subscriber can be handled in a number


of different ways. For example, revenues might be recalculated in each year based on the


then Music Choice experience. Not only is this option cumbersome, but it requires Music


Choice to remain like Sirius and XM, at least in terms of their services over television,


over the term of the license.59 Another, more reasonable altemative is to allow revenues


per subscriber to grow with inflation. In particular, it makes sense to grow these


revenues using the Cable Networks PPI.6° As described by the BLS, this index covers


"establishments primarily engaged in operating studios and facilities for the broadcasting


of programs on a subscription or fee basis. The broadcasting programming is typically


narrowcast in nature (e.g. limited format, such as news, sports, education, or youth-


oriented). These establishments produce programming in their own facilities or acquire


programming from external sources. The programming material is usually delivered to a


third party, such as cable systems or direct-to-home satellite systems, for transmission to


viewers.’’61


52. It is my understanding that the BLS generates this PPI (along with a long


list of others) on a monthly basis. It also forecasts forward for several months. A review


of the historical cable and other subscription programming PPI shows that this index has


been increasing slightly over time. (See Exhibit 8.) Accordingly, I expect that this


adjustment will result in slight increases in the revenue per subscriber estimate over time.


59 AS I have explained, Music Choice also provides mobile content and video on demand services. To the


extent that these business lines develop into the future, it will become more difficult to use Music Choice as
a benchmark for the revenue analysis.
60 The BLS’ cable networks PPI reflects price general inflation for the "cable and other subscription


programming" industry, a North American Industry Classification System ("NAICS") classification.
61 "2002 NAICS Definitions: 515 Broadcasting (except Internet)," http://www.census.gov/epcd/naics02/


def/NDEF515.HTM (accessed October 28, 2006).
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X. Conclusion


53. I have assessed a reasonable royalty rate and revenue base for Sirius and


XM’s use of recording rights for public performances over digital audio channels on an


MVPD’s service. Upon consideration of available benchmarks, it is my opinion that a


reasonable rate under the willing buyer - willing seller standard would range between


5.30 percent and 5.83 percent of revenues.


54. Further, it is my opinion that this rate should be applied to attributed


revenues, not the stated revenues associated with the Sirius and XM agreements. As I


have explained, the actual terms of Sirius and XM’s agreements with DISH and DirecTV


conflate the direct value of carriage on an MVPD’s service with the promotional value


associated with attracting subscribers to satellite radio. Indeed, I understand that carriage


on satellite television in and of itself is of no importance to Sirius and XM and that their


core business is satellite radio sold directly to final consumers. For these reasons, it is


possible that the agreements are structured to have no actual payments. To be


conservative, I estimated revenues attributable to these agreements based on Music


Choice. Music Choice provides a bundle of audio music channels to be sold as part of a


larger package of video programming to cable operators. Given this functional similarity,


its revenues provide a meaningful benchmark for determining a reasonable revenue base


for Sirius on the DISH Network and XM on DireeTV. However, Music Choice does not


benefit from any secondary promotional value from carriage on an MVPD’s service.


Accordingly, estimated revenues using this approach provide an upper bound on a


reasonable revenue base for Sirius on the DISH Network and XM on DirecTV. In


particular, I estimate attributed revenues associated with the Sirius and XM agreements


of no more than $0.28 per subscriber per year or ¢2.33 per subscriber per month for the


bundle of audio music channels they provide to DISH and DirecTV.


55. I understand that Sirius and XM are proposing a rate of ¢0.1235 per


subscriber per month, calculated by multiplying the rate of 5.30 percent and attributed


revenues of ¢2.33 per subscriber per month. Such a rate is consistent with my analysis.


This per subscriber rate can be adjusted for inflation going forward based on the BLS’


Cable Networks PPI.
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56. Finally, I note that my analysis of both the sound recording performance


rights rate as well as the rate base is generally conservative. All of my rate benchmarks,


either directly or indirectly, involve a musical works rate. As I have explained, there are a


number of reasons why a musical works rate is likely higher that the corresponding


performance rights rate. These include the potential market power of ASCAP, BMI, and


SESAC; the fact that owners of sound recordings would benefit significantly more from


additional sales of recorded music (that might result from listening to music on an


MVPD’s service), relative to owners of the musical works copyrights; the fact that fees


for the use of musical works in public performances cover all copyrighted music, whereas


users of sound recordings in public performances do not need to pay for the use of pre-


1972 sound recordings; the "Complement" rule, which limits the use of public


performances of sound recordings, but not musical works; and the fact that the musical


works rate is stated as a percent of adjusted revenues. Accordingly, for all of these


reasons, a rate based on a musical works benchmark is likely to be too high.


57. In addition, I have estimated attributed revenues, based on Music Choice’s


ability to generate revenues. Sound recording performance rights fees are then calculated


by applying the relevant rate to these revenues. However, as I have explained, Sirius and


XM would accept lower payments from DISH and DirecTV than would another content


provider, like Music Choice, for whom there is no promotional value. Further, Music


Choice’s revenues themselves are likely too high, as they likely include revenues from


Music Choice’s other lines of business (like mobile and video on demand). As such,


reliance on attributed revenues based on this standalone value is too high, and thus,


conservative.


58. For all of these reasons, it is my opinion that (while there may be


assumptions embedded within my analysis that could result in an understatement of the


appropriate sound recording performance right fees) my analysis on balance overstates


the appropriate fees, and as such is conservative.
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Dated: Boston, MA


October 30, 2006
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Vice President


Ph.D. Economics,
Massachusetts Institute of


Technology


B.A. Mathematics and
Economics, with honors,


Wellesley College


Dr. Chipty is an expert in the area of industrial organization and econometrics. She has assisted
numerous clients in the entertainment industry, including cable television operators, content
providers, terrestrial and satellite radio companies, as well as sports leagues. She has designed
and conducted numerous economic and econometric analyses in cases involving antitrust iiabiiity
and damages. She has also provided expert consultation to businesses involved in licensing
negotiations, rate setting hearings, and breach of contract matters. Dr. Chipty has extensive
experience working with data, including company financials. She has published articles in scholarly
journals, and is author of a nationally recognized article on vertical foreclosure in the cable
television industry. She is also an experienced public speaker. Prior to joining CRA, Dr. Chipty
served on the faculties of a number of different universities, where she taught courses in antitrust
and regulation, industrial organization, and econometrics.


Dr. Chipty has been a consultant with CRA International since 1999.


She has worked on a wide range set of cases involving class certification, antitrust liability, mergers
and acquisitions, and damage analyses.


Examined the effects of vertical integration between cable system operators and program
service providers in the cable television industry to determine whether integrated program
services tend to foreclose or exclude their rivals from distribution.


¯ Assisted a successful merger between two telecommunications equipment manufacturers,
including submitting a report on behalf of the parties to the Department of Justice. With Dr.
Stanely Besen and Dr. Andrew Dick.


Submitted an expert report to the European Commission, DG Competition Bureau, on behalf of
the European Liner Affairs Association, analyzing the impact of shipping conferences on
carriers’ ability to collude on prices. With Dr. Nils Von Hinten Reed and Professor Fiona Scott
Morton.
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Assisted a generic drug manufacturer in its successful acquisition of the branded drug, including
giving a presentation to the Federal Trade Commission explaining the likely affects of the deal.
With Professor Steven C. Salop.


Advised a National Football League team in an antitrust liability against a cable television
operator, in a matter involving allegations of refusal to deal.


Provided expert advice to a physician group with a financial interest in an ambulatory surgical
center in a lawsuit involving allegations of collusion and monopolization.


Developed an econometric approach to analyze patterns of discounting and led a team that
analyzed the discounts observed in defendants’ customer contracts, on behalf of plaintiffs in a
case involving allegations of predatory bundling of mainframe software.


Dr. Chipty has also calculated damages in matters involving allegations of patent infringement,
breach of contract, conspiracy, fraudulent advertising, and vertical foreclosure. Examples of her
work in this area are described below:


¯ Provided expert advice to cable operator Media One, Inc. in a damage calculation for a matter
involving fraudulent advertising.


Designed an approach for damage calculations in a case involving alleged piracy of satellite
cable program signals.


Worked on behalf of Spanish Broadcasting Systems, Inc. to calculate damages in a radio
antitrust matter involving allegations of vertical foreclosure.


Calculated damages and provided written testimony to a software company in a breach of
contract claim against the Department of Defense.


Dr. Chipty has experience valuing intellectual property and structuring incentives for innovation.
Examples of her work in this area are described below:


Provided expert advice and calculations to a regional sports programming network in
negotiations with a cable operator for an appropriate affiliate fee.


Provided expert consultation to cable program service provider HBO, in order to assess
reasonable fees for music performance rights, for use in both business negotiations as well as
litigation.


Provided business consultation to a satellite radio provider, in order to assess reasonable fees
for music performance rights, for use in both business negotiations as well as litigation.
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Assisted a national sports league in assessing the ability of local economy to support a
professional sports team, including the ability of the local media markets to generate the
necessary revenues from sports coverage.


Performed sales, profitability, and present value analyses to determine economic damages,
including the calculation of lost profits, reasonable royalty, and prejudgement interest in a
patent infringement case against a tobacco company.


Provided litigation support for plaintiffs’ in a civil RICO case against certain tobacco
manufacturers and associations involving allegations of conspiracy to suppress information
and to suppress innovation. Dr. Chipty led the CRA team on behalf of the Department of
Justice in U.S.v. Phillip Morris, et. al.


Dr. Chipty is an expert in the area of econometrics and has been successful at using econometric
arguments to both construct affirmative arguments in litigation as well as criticizing the use of
econometrics by opposing experts. Examples of Dr. Chipty’s work in this area are described below:


Developed and drafted a report on behalf of defendants in the In Re: Monosodium Glutamate
Litigation in support of a defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiff’s expert testimony based upon
improper use of econometrics.


Used advanced regression analysis to demonstrate that the pattern of prices and sales in the
marketplace was consistent with dumping strategies on the part of foreign rivals, in a series of
antidumping cases brought before the International Trade Commission involving cold rolled
steel, corrosion resistant steel, and structural steel beams.


Used advanced statistical techniques along with a large volume of administrative data, on
behalf of United Parcel Service, to evaluate the Postal Service’s expert testimony on variable
costs.


Led a team to collect data and develop an econometric model to analyze the impact of a
proposed government sale of that metal on market price, on behalf of an international metal
supplier.


Dr. Chipty has served on the faculties of a number of different universities where she conducted
research on the strategic use of vertical integration for market foreclosure, the role of firm size in
bilateral business negotiations, and the effects of regulations on firm behavior. She has taught
graduate and undergraduate level courses in industrial organization, antitrust and regulation,
microeconomic theory, as well as courses in econometrics and statistics. Dr. Chipty also
supervised graduate and undergraduate student dissertations and served on a number of
department and university committees.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Visiting Associate Professor of Economics, 2005


Brandeis University - Assistant Professor of Economics at Brandeis’s Graduate School of
International Economics and Finance, 1997-1999


Osaka University- Visiting Foreign Scholar, 1995


Ohio State University - Assistant Professor of Economics, 1993 - 1997


Researcher, 1997-1999. In this Department of Health and Human Resources funded collaboration
that included the states of Massachusetts, Alabama, and Florida, Dr. Chipty worked with state
governments to design research experiments, develop econometric models, and process large
administrative databases, in an effort to understand the structure, administration, and impact of
minimum standards regulations.


"Vertical Integration, Market Foreclosure, and Consumer Welfare in the Cable Television Industry,"
American Economic Review, Vol. 91, No. 3, June 200t, pp. 428-453.


"The Role of Buyer Size in Bilateral Bargaining: A Study of the Cable Television Industry" (with
Christopher Snyder), Review of Economics and Statistics, May 1999, 81(2): 326-340.


"Economic Effects of Quality Regulations in the Daycare Industry," American Economic Review,
Vol. 85, No. 2, May 1995, pp. 419-424.


"Horizontal Integration for Bargaining Power: Evidence from the Cable Television Industry," Journal
of Economics and Management Strategy, Vol. 4, No. 2, Summer 1995, pp. 375-397.


"A Marginal Cost Transfer Pricing Methodology," Tax Notes, Nov. 26, 1990 (with Ann Dryden Witte,
Wellesley College and NBER).


The Journal of Economic Literature, June 1992, Vol. XXX, No. 2, Book Review of Frank Cowell,
Cheating the Government (with Ann Dryden Witte, Wellesley College and NBER) (Cambridge, MIT
Press, 1990).


"An Empirical Study of the Effects of Information Provision on Prices and Observable Quality in the
Market for Child Care," (with Ann Dryden Witte).


"Antidumping and Countervailing Orders: A Study of the Market for Corrosion-Resistant Steel," (with
Brian L. Palmer).
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"Strategies of Auctioneers and the Value of Time in Outcry Auctions" (with Lucia Dunn and Stephen
Cosslett).


"Firms’ Responses to Minimum Standards Regulations: An Empirical Investigation" (with Ann
Dryden Witte), NBER Working Paper # 6104.


"Effects of Information Provision in a Vertically Differentiated Market" (with Ann Dryden Witte),
NBER Working Paper # 6493.


"Unintended Consequences? Welfare Reform and the Working Poor" (with Ann Dryden Witte,
Magaly Queralt, and Harriet Griesinger), NBER Working Paper # 6798.


Invited presentations the Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice.


Invited seminars at Rutgers University; Harvard University; UCLA; University of Florida; University
of Michigan; University of Tennessee; and Wellesley College.


Conference presentations at the George Mason University Antitrust Symposium; the National
Bureau of Economics Research; the Econometrics Society Meetings; University of Michigan’s
Conference on Telecommunications; Telecommunications Research Policy Conference; American
Enterprise Institute’s Conference on Telecommunications Policy.


American Economic Review
Economic Journal
Economic Inquiry
Journal of Business and Statistic
Journal of Development Economic
Journal of Economic Education
Journal of Economics and Management Strategy
Journal of Industrial Economics
Journal of Labor Economics
Journal of Money Credit and Banking
Journal of Political Economy
Journal of Public Economics
Review of Economics and Statistics
National Science Foundation


American Economic Association







American Bar Association
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National Science Foundation Fellowship, 1989-1992


Wellesley College Trustee Scholarship for graduate study, 1989


Phi Beta Kappa, 1988
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Exhibit 2: Digital Audio Channels on DISH, DirecTV, and Comcast, By Tier of Service


DISH Service Count of Sirius Channels


Total Sirius Channels on DISH


America’s Top 60 0
America’s Top 60 Plus 0
Dish Family 0
DishHD Bronze 0
DishLatino 0
DishLatino Plus
America’s Top 120 59
America’s Top 180 59
America’s "Everything" Pak 59
DishLatino Dos 59
DishLatino Max 59
DishLatino "Everything" Pak 59
DishHD Gold 64
DishHD Platinum 64
DishHD Silver 64


DirecTV Service Count of XM Channels


Total XM Channels on DirecTV 73


HD Package 0
Family Choice 2
Seleccion Extra 7
Total Choice 49
Seleccion Mas 56
Total Choice Plus 67
Total Choice Premier 67
DirecTV Titanium 70
Seleccion Premier 72
Selection Ultra 72


Comcast Service Count of Music Choice Channels


Total Music Choice Channels on Comcast 47


Non-Digital Basic Cable Service
Digital Cable Service


o
46


Notes:


1 ) Sidus and XM offer fewer channels on DISH and DirecTV than they do on their satellite radio services. Reported channel counts were
compiled by CRA and are based pdmadly upon a complete listing of Sidus and XM channels on DISH and DirecTV, obtained from the DISH
website on 9/27/06 and 10/5/06, from allamedcandish.com on 10/29/06 and from the DirecTV website as of 9/27/06, 9/29/06 and 1015106. See
Appendices "1 and 2 for the actual listings.
2) Channel counts represent total music channels provided by each company, for each tier of service.
3) The Music Choice channel count is obtained from a sampling of Comcest Cable areas as of October 10, 2006. (See Exhibit 5 for details.)
4) The DISH HD channel counts come from a phone call with a DISH customer service representative on 9129106 and are corroborated by
information from www.allamedcandish.com, last visited on "10129/06.


Sources:
http://www.dishnetwork.com; http:llwww.directv.com; http://www.comcast.com; www.allamericendish.com; and a telephone call with a DISH
customer service representative on 9/29/06.
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Exhibit 8: Annual Producer Price indices for Cable Networks


Change
2003 2004 2005 2006     2005-2006


PP! 100 101.4 104.3 106.2 1.83%


Notes:


t) The Annual Producer Price Indices ("PPts") for 2003 to 2005 a~ from the Bureau of Labor Statistics ("BLS").
The 2006 PPt is calculated as the average of the monthly PPIs from January through September of 2006. t
understand that the June through September 2006 PPIs are still preliminary and may be revised by the 8LS,
2) The Cable Networks PPI is based on NAICS code 515210 and covers "establishments pdmadly engaged in
operating studios and facilities for the broadcasting of programs on a subscription or fee basis. The
broadcasting programming is typically narrowcast in nature (e.g. limited format, such as news, sports,
education, or youth-odented). These establishments produce programming in their own facilities or acquire
programming from external sources. The programming material is usually delivered to a third party, such as
cable systems or direct-tc-home satellite systems, for lransmission to viewers,"


Sources:
Bureau of Labor Statistics Website - PP!s, http:flwww,bls,govlppilhome.htm, series ID: PCU515210515210;
NAICS website at http:/twww.census,govtepcdlnaicsO21deflNDEF515.HTM.
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DIRECTV - X/~ Satellite Radio


Tune It In


Kickin’ country. Smooth soul. Rock ’n’ roll. With up to 73 X/Vl Satellite Radio channels, including music, news,
entertainment and even lifestyle audio programming there’s something for everyone.


Channel Lineup


XM: Aguila, Channel 871
Coming up:


Welcome to the ranchl Aguila is a
celebration of the many flavors of regional Aguila
Mexican music...banda, norteno, grupo, Aguila
mariachi, tejano, ranchera, and cumbia. Aguila
Aguilo El Orgul[o Mexicano!
Artists - Vicente "Chente" Fernandez, Joan
Sebastian, Ramon Ayala, Jenni Rivera, Los
Tigres de[ Norte, Los Tucanes de Tijuana


XM: America, Channel 808


America focuses on the history and the
tradition of country music plus a blatant
dose of patriotism and a sense of pride in
what America stands for. America plays
some newer music as well from traditional
country stars and mixes in a lot of the
history and stories behind the songs.
Artists -- Alabama, Merle Haggard, Wi!lie
Nelson, Loretta Lynn, Johnny Cash, Barbara
Mandre[l


Coming up:


America


America


America


audio
visi,  l ns


XM: Audio Visions, Channel 856


Audio Visions is a place of peace in a
sometimes too-crazy world. It’s a visit to a
beautiful world where you are surrounded
by nature, inspired by poetry, tilted with
joy, and soothed by dreamy, flowing,
electronic, and acoustic music and voices.
Artists - Enya, Brian Eno, Tangerine
Dream, gevin Braheny, Mark Isham, Suzzane
Ciani


Coming up:


Audio Visions


Audio Visions


Audio Visions


XM: Beyond Jazz, Channel 852


This is the world’s only authentic modern
jazz radio station. Beyond Jazz plays the
greats of the jazz fusion era, the stars of


Coming up:


Beyond Jazz


http://directv.com/DTVAPP/packProg/channelChart2.jsp?assetld=1200063 9/26/2006
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modern electric and acoustic jazz, the new
jazz singers, the jazzy jambands, acid jazz,
techno-jazz and whatever jazz has to offer
in the future.
Artists - Pat Metheny, John Scofietd,
Herbie Hancock, Charhe Hunter, Weather
Report, Joshua Redman


Beyond Jazz


Beyond Jazz


XM: Big Tracks, Channel 837


From mullets to air guitars, Bi~ Tracks picks
up where Top Tracks leaves off...these are
the biggest classic rock hits from the mid
70s through the ear!.y 90s.
Artists --~ Journey, The Cars, REO
Speedwa~lon, Bryan Adams, Boston, Tom
Petty


Coming up:


Big Tracks


Big Tracks


Big Tracks


XM: Bluegrass 3unction, Channel 812


Bluegrass Junction is the home of Steam
Powered Radio, bringing you the earliest
bluegrass recordings mixed in with the
latest efforts from the next generation with
deep respect for those who brought us to
the dance.
Artists - Bill Monroe, Flatt ~t Scruggs, New
Grass Revival, Seldom Scene, Ricky Skaggs,
Alison Krauss & Union Station


Coming up:


Bluegrass Junction


Bluegrass Junction


Bluegrass Junction


XM: Bluesville, Channel 854


Bluesvitle is like a beginning course in art
history. We play music of the forefathers
and mothers from the 20s and 30s and we
play the most contemporary blues acts of
today, without forgetting all the great
artists in between.
Artists - BB King, Buddy Guy, Stevie Ray
Vaughn, Etta James, Muddy Waters, Robert
Cray


Coming up:


Bluesvill.e


B[uesville


Bluesville


XM: Boneyard - XL, Channel 830


This is the heyday of the 80s hard rock, the
European hard rock bands, their American
counterparts, 80s hair bands p/us all the
new tunes from those artists. Mix it all
together with a slightly bent and irreverent
attitude and you have Da’ Boneyard.
Artists -.- AC/DC, Guns N’ Roses, Ozzy
Osbourne, Van Halen, Meta[lica, Bon Jovi


XL - May inc[ude frequent explicit
language. The DIRECTV System has a
feature which allows restricted access to
channels.


Coming up:


Boneyard-XL


Boneyard-XL


Boneyard-XL


XM: BPM, Channel 859
Coming up:


BPlvl plays pure, mainstream dance
music...the biggest remixes and club hits BPM
from at[ over America, plus some pop and BPM


http://directv.com/DTVAPP/packProg/channelChart2.jsp?assetId=1200063 9/26/2006
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Top 40 crossovers. This is the music you
hear in stadiums and arenas and at the
hottest clubs coast to coast.
Artists -- Paut Van Dyk, Kristine W, lan Van


Dah[, Madonna, Daft Punk, Amber


BPM


XM: Caliente, Channel 872


Your tropical taste is on Caliente with a
8reat mix of salsa, merengue and bachata.
Your Caribbean vacation is waiting for
you... Caliente Tu Sabor Del Caribe.
Artists --- Marc Anthony, Gilberto Santa
Rosa, El Gran Combo, Oscar D’Leon, Juan
Luis Guerra, Monchy y A[exandra


Coming up:


Ca[iente


Catiente


Caliente


XM: Caricia, Channel 875


An affectionate excursion into classic
romantic love songs. Caricia takes you back
to the days when you feU in tore for the
first time.
Artists -- duLio Igtesias, Cami[o Sesto, Jose
Jose, Raphael, Dyan~o, Los Yonics


Coming up:


Caricia


Caricia


Caricia


XM: Chrome, Channel 861


Break out the bell bottoms and ~et ready
for Chrome...nothin8 but the biggest disco
hits from the late 70s plus some classic
dance, funk and freestyle from the 80s. It’s
like walking right in to Studio 54!
Artists - The Bee Gees, Donna Summer, KC
~ the Sunshine Band, Kool 8. the Gan~l,
Diana Ross, the Village People


Coming up:


Chrome


Chrome


Chrome


XM: Cinema~lic, Channel 822


Cinemagic invites listeners to escape into
the audio presentations of movies. Relive
your favorite movies by [istenin~ to the
music and some of the most memorable
scenes from those films.
Soundtracks - Star Wars, Lord of the Rin~Is,
Barman, Raiders of the Lost Ark, Kin8 Kong,
Titanic


Coming up:


Cinemagic


Cinematic
Cinemagic


XM: Deep Tracks, Channel 840
Coming up:


Forget everything you knew about classic
rock. Deep Tracks 8oes deeper ~madsh; Deep Tracks
playing the nugsets rare[y heard on FM Deep Tracks
radio...the landmark sonss, the lost 8ems Deep Tracks
and classic concerts from the 60s through
the 70s. Plus, exclusive weekly shows with
Bob Dylan, Tom Petty and the Grateful
Dead.
Artists --- The Beatles, The Doors, Jethro
Tull, The Grateful Dead, Yes, Jimi Hendrix


XM: Enlighten, Channel 828e Ligh Coming up:
~,~l~, Southern gospel’s roots go back more than a


http://directv.com!DTVAPP/packProg/channelChart2.j sp?assetld= 1200063 9/26/2006
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century with a rich history based on four-
part harmony. Enlighten features family
groups, trios, quartets and soloists from a
wide range of Southern gospel artists. The
church doors are always open on Enlighten.
Artists - Ivan Parker, Gold City, Happy
Goodmans, Gaither Vocal Band, ~cKameys,
Greater Vision


Enlighten


Enlighten


Enlighten


XM: Escape, Channel 820


Escape plays instrumental arrangements of
the great popular melodies from the past
60 years, along with an occasional vocal
recording of a melody with a message.
Artists -- Andy Williams, The Carpenters,
Chet Atkins, Ray Conniff, Percy Faith, Nei[
Diamond


Coming up:


Escape


Escape


Escape


XM: Ethel, Channel 834


Ethel is where new alternative rock
lives...the biggest hits from the newest
modern rock superstars mixed with 90s
flashbacks.
Artists ---. Foo Fighters, Co[dp[ay, Weezer,
Audioslave, My Chemical Romance, Blink


182


Coming up:


Ether


Ethel


Ethel


XM: Fine Tuning, Channel 855


Fine Tunin~ plays the world’s most
interesting music. There’s a method to the
freeform nature at Fine Tuning. Some fans
say we sound like their home music library.
Others love the abstract and eclectic
balance. You’ll hear great players and
superb melodies from around the genres
and around the world done by key and
programmed just for your taste.
Artists -- Philip Glass, The Chieftains,


Mannheim Steamroller, A[ DiMeo[a, Peter
Gabriel, Kitaro


Coming up:


Fine Tuning


Fine Tuning


Fine Tuning


XM: Flight 26, Channel 818


Flight 26 p~ays a great mix of modern hits
from the 90s and now. All the new music Flight 26


you love without the rap or teen music Flight 26
mixed with the best modern pop hits from Flight 26
the past fifteen years.
Artists - Dave Matthews Band, Gwen
Stefani, Goo Goo Dolls, Matchbox Twenty,
Shery[ Crow, James Blunt


~ ;.~.-- ~.. XM: Frank’s Place, Channel 853
i Coming up:
~ ~ .... The Great American Songbook, Frank’s
~ " :, ~ Place celebrates the incomparable Frank’s Place


American song style under the leadership of Frank’s Place
radio personality Jonathan Schwartz. It Frank’s Place
provides an unmatched showcase for the
music and lyrics that have earned these
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songs a special place in world of music.
Arfdsts .- Frank Sinatra, Etta Fitzgerald,
Tony Bennett, Nat King Col,e, Rosemary
C[ooney, Bing Crosby


XM: Fred, Channel 839


Fred is an audio history of alternative
music. We take you from the early roots of
Alternative, through the New Wave of the
80s into the early 90s...music l,ong since
banished from FM radio stations.
Artists -- The Cure, Talking Heads, The
Police, Psychedelic Furs, The Clash, The
Smiths


Coming up:


Fred


Fred


Fred


XM: Fuego, Channel 870


The home of Reggaeton is Fuego playing the
hottest sounds in Latin music
today...reggaeLon, Latin hip hop and rap.
Dembow is the beat and Fuego is the
channeL..Fuego Donde Vive E[ Reggaeton.
Artists - Daddy Yankee, Don Omar, Tego
Catderon, Ivy Queen, Wisin y Yande[, Zion y
Lennox


Coming up:


Fuego


Fuego


Fuego


High Voltage - XL, Channel 879


Beware ... this is radio like you’ve never
heard it before. Irreverent, uncensored, so
good you won’t want to stop listening. Opie
and Anthony in the morning with Ron and
Fez in the afternoon.


XL --- May include frequent explicit
language. The DIRECTV System has a
feature which allows restricted access to
channels.


Coming up:


High Voltage - XL


High Voltage - XL


High Vol,tage - XL


XM: Highway 16, Channel 814


Highway 16 is your home for Today’s Top
Country Hit.s featuring the latest from
country music’s biggest stars and hot new
artists. You’ll also hear in-depth, exclusive
interviews with at[ of today’s hit makers,
including XM World Premieres of new album
releases and intimate introductions to hot
country newcomers!
Artists .-. Keith Urban, Martina McBride,
Kenny Chesney, Rascal Ftatts, Gretchen
Wilson, Tim McGraw


Coming up;


Highway 16


Highway 16


Highway 16


XM: Liquid Metal - XL, Channel 841


Liquid Metal is industrial-strength metal.
undiluted for the masses. Torturously hard
and loud, X44LM delivers the juice painfully
and without compromise.
Artists - Exodus, Slayer, Megadeth, Morbid
Angel, Metaltica, Sabbath


Coming up:


XM Liquid Metal XL


XM Liquid Metal XL


XM Liquid Metal XL


http ://directv.corn/DTVAPP/packProg/channelChart2.j sp?assetId= 1200063 9/26/2006
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XL -. May include frequent explicit
lansuage. The DIRECTV System has a
feature which allows restricted access to
channels.


XM: Lucy, Channel 838


Lucy plays the biggest sonss in the history
of alternative music...over 25 years of
songs that shaped a ~leneration. You’[[ hear
the biggest modern rock hits of today
mixed with classics from the 80s and 90s.
Artists-. Pear[ Jam, Nil’vana, R.E.M., Red
Hot Chili Peppers, Smashing Pumpkins,
Depeche Mode


Coming up:


Lucy


Lucy


Lucy


XM: Luna, Channel 873


From Havanna to Rio de Janeiro, from
Santo Domingo Lo Buenos Aires, it’s an
intoxicating sound full of fire, passion,
spirit and rhythm like no other.
Artists - Chano Dominguez, Arturo O’Farrit[,
Mongo Santamaria, Cal Tjader, Chucho
Valdes, Poncho Sanchez


Coming up:


Luna


tuna


tuna


XM: On Broadway, Channel 823


No matter where you live, On Broadway
brings Broadway to you. You’ll hear the best
from Broadway, off-Broadway, national
tours, London’s West End and movie
musicals, plus you’ll hear directly from the
people who create and appear in musicals
and plays.
Shows --- A Chorus Line, Phantom of the
Opera, Wicked, Kiss Me Kate, Monty
Python’s Spamalot, My Fair Lady


Coming up:


On Broadway


On Broadway


On Broadway


XM: Radio Disney, Channel 867
Coming up:


This party rocks with the music that kids
and tweens want Lo hear! The biggest new Radio Disney


stars share center stage as pop music, Radio Disney
novelty oldies and movie and television Radio Disney
favorites are combined with hilarious
interaction from kids coast to coast. Plus,
fantasy prizes and amazing edutainment
features!
Artists --- Hi[ary Duff, Aty & A J, Jesse
McCartney, B5, Cheetah Girls


XM: RAW - XL, Channel 846
Coming up:


Raw is real hip-hop, mixtape-sty[e radio in
its purest.,.nothing but uncut, uncensored Raw - XL


hip-hop and tots of fresh music, plus Raw - XL
exclusive weekly shows hosted by Ludacris, Raw - XL
Paul Wall, Chami[[ionaire and Trick Daddy.
If it’s hot on the streets, it’s on Raw.
Artists .-- Jay-Z, Busta Rhymes, Dem
Franchize Boyz, Young Jeezy, Lit’ Kim,
Three 6 Mafia
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XL --- May include frequent explicit
lamJuage. The DIRECTV System has a
feature which allows restricted access to
channels.


XM: Real Jazz, Channel 850
Coming up;


Beat Jozz plays swin~in’ straight-ahead
jazz...everything from classic jazz, Real Jazz
traditional New Orleans-style jazz, the Real Jazz
women of jazz and live concerts from the Real Jazz
Blue Note and Jazz at Lincoln Center. This
is swin~lin’ jazz true to its core and rooted
in the deepest recesses of hard-core blues.
Artists - Miles Davis, Duke El[ington, John
Co[trane, Wynton Marsa[is. Dave Brubeck,
Bi[[ie Holiday


XM: Soul Street, Channel 842
Comin~l up:


Soul Street is a celebration of the Motown,
Stax and Atlantic record labels...vintage Soul Street


sou[ and classic R~B. From James Brown to Soul Street
Aretha Franklin, Soul Street plays at[ the Soul Street~reat music from the 60s and early 70s.
Artists - The Four Tops, The Supremes,
Otis Redding, The Temptations, Wilson
Pickett, Jackie Wilson


XM: Special X, Channel 848


3PE IAL SpeciatXistraditiona, radio’s worst
Comin, up:


nightmare...a collection of the most bizarre Special X
and often worst music ever recorded. So Special X
pathetic...it’s brilliant. A clearly deranged Special X
channel, Speciul X will take any sane mind
to new depths of artistic insanity.
Artists - Ernie Kovacs, Andy Griffith,
William Shatner, Spike Jones, Yazoo City
High School Choir


XM: Spirit, Channel 827
Coming up:


Glory is what gospel is all about...the glory
of its inspirational message and the sheer Spirit
glorious sound of the music. Let your heart Spirit
soar with your favorite gospel recordings of Spirit
all time on Spirit.
Artists - Yolanda Adams, Kirk Franklin,
Fred Hammond, Colorado Mass Choir,
Angela Spivey


XM: Squizz - XL, Channel 835
Cominli up:


Squizz is new rock for the extreme
generation...hard alternative in the post- Squizz - XL
grunge era fusin8 metal-rap-funk-world Squizz - XL
with aggressive, heavy 8uitars. You’ll hear Squizz - XL
the pioneers of new rock right through
today’s emerging artists.
Artists -- Nine Inch Nails, Korn, System of a
Down, Staind, Mudvayne, Ra~e Against the
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Machine


XL --- May include frequent explicit
language. The DIRECTV System has a
feature which allows restricted access to
channels.


XM: Suite 62, Channel 843


The big stars of R&B live in the Suite. Suite
62 plays the latest R&B hits mixed with
classic R&B ballads, slow jams and the
smooth, polished sounds from the 80s and
90s.
Artists --- Luther Vandross, Eric Benet,
Babyface, A[icia Keys, Brian McKnight,
Anita Baker


Coming up:


Suite 62


Suite 62


Suite 62


The 40s, Channel 801


Take a ride on the Savoy Express for the
biggest hit songs from the 40s including the
big band recordings of the Swing Era and
the greatest standards to come out during
the first half of the 20th century. Plus,
listen for coverage of the news and big
events of this historical era.
Artists - Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington,
Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Bing Crosby,
Dorsey Brothers


XM: The 50s, Channel 802


Relive the roots of rock and roll’s earliest
days or follow the hit parade and the pre-
rock sounds of Doo Wop, Rock-a-Bil[y, early
R&B and the Swinging Sounds of the Las
Vegas "Rat Pack" era. The 50s captures a[[
the great American music.
Artists --- Elvis Pres[ey, Bi[[ Haley fit His
Comets, the Coasters, Buddy Holly, Chuck
Berry, Bobby DaMn


Coming up:


40s On 4


40s On 4


40s On 4


Coming up:


50s On 5


50s On 5


50s On 5


XM: The 60s, Channel 803
Coming up:


The times they were a changin’ and it
caused a revolution in music. The 60s re- 60s On 6


creates the decade. It’s 60s pop culture re- 60s On 6
visited, including the surfin’ tunes, R&B and 60s On 6"girl groups," the British invasion, the
Woodstock era and Wolfman Jack every
nightl
Artists - the Beat[es, the Rolling Stones,
the Supremes, Simon and Garfunke[, Bob
Dylan, Stevie Wonder


XM: The 70s, Channel 804
Coming up:


The 70s takes you back to the days of
Watergate, bell bottoms and pet rocks. 70s On 7
Your favorite AM radio stations were 70s On 7
moving to FM and the music was wider than 70s On 7
ever. The 70s captures it all from singer
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songwriters and great classic rock to the
best R&B, soul and disco, plus Casey
Kasem’s original American Top 40
countdowns every weekend.
Artists - Elton John, Donna Summer, the
Eagles, Chicago, the Bee Gees, F[eetwood
Mac


XM: The 80s, Channel 805


The "Totally awesome" 80s 8 is like listening
to one of the great Top 40 radio stations of
the time, complete with great air
persona[ities and those jingles you grew to
love. The 80s covers it all...rock, rhythm
and pop complete with the hair bands and
everything that launched the MD/music
generation and Casey Kasem’s 80’s
countdowns every weekend.
Artists- Michael Jackson, Madonna, Duran
Duran, Whitney Houston, George Michael,
Prince


Comin~ up:


80s On 8


80s On 8


80s On 8


XM: The 90s, Channel 806


The 90s covers all the "Gen X" hits. The
channel is as diverse as the decade was and
plays everything from grun!]e rock to boy
bands plus everything in between.
Artists - Mariah Carey, Green Day, Janet
Jackson, Dave Matthews Band, Hootie & the
Blowfish, Backstreet Boys


XM: The Blend, Channel 821


A great blend of music from the 70s through
today...nothing too sleepy and never any
rap or hard rock, The Blend plays the
biggest superstars of pop music from the
past 30 years...it’s the musical soundtrack
of your life.
Artists -- Rod Stewart, Billy Joe[, Whitney
Houston, John Mellencamp, Hall and Oates,
Madonna


Coming up:


90s On 9


90s On 9


90s On 9


Coming up:


The Blend


The Blend


The Blend


XM: The City, Channel 847


The City is the nation’s premiere R&B
channel that funnels the urban vibe into
one City. You’[[ hear fresh, new hip-hop and
R~tB including mix shows, new music
features and exclusive interviews with the
artists who make the music.
Artists .- Kanye West, Mary J. B[ige, Yung
Joc, Keishia Cole, John Legend, Ciara


CominB up:


The City


The City


The City


XM: The Groove, Channel 844


REtB is the international language of
partying and The Groove goes back in the
day every day with all the great R~tB
headliners from the mid 70s through the
80s. You’ll hear a great mix of R~tB, funk,


CominB up:


The Groove


The Groove


The Groove
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dance and party music along with some
son~s you forgot you knew.
Artists - Koo[ 8t the Gang, Prince, Earth,
Wind ~t Fire, Michael Jackson, Chaka Khan,
the Gap Band


XM: The Heart, Channel 819


The Heart plays the biggest love songs and
lite rock favorites from the 60s through
today. This is the perfect place to relax,


unwind and lose the stress.
Artists -- E[ton John, Gloria Estefan, James
Taylor, Phil Collins, Rod Stewart, Chicago


Cornln~l up:


The Heart


The Heart


The Heart


the heat
XM: The Heat, Channel 825


The Heat is XM’s home for hip hop, R6tB and
Top 40 crossovers. This is the music that’s
sel.lin~3 across America and burning up the
charts.
Artists - Pussycat Doits, Black Eyed Peas,
Chris Brown, 50 Cent, Shakira, Lii’ Jon


Coming up:


The Heat


The Heat


The Heat


XM: The Joint, Channel 863
Comin!l up:


The Joint is where the past, present, and
future of re~gae music resides. You’ll hear The Joint
roots reggae, ska, rock steady, dancehall, The Joint
dub on your daily trip to Jamaica. The JointArtists - Bob Mar[ey, Peter Tosh, Dennis
Brown, Burning Spear, Gregory Isaacs,
Damian Marley


th~i~ x~: The Loft, Channel 836
Comin!! up:


The Loll is an intelligent, eclectic mix of
tunes by singer-songwriters who can craft a The Loft
8ood lyric then put it across. It’s a broad The Loft
rankle of styles and subjects, but nothing so The Loftloud or so fast that it gets between you and
the words. Just song after well-crafted
song, including many you can’t hear
anywhere else.
Artists - Jackson Browne, Joni Mitchell,
Nell Young, Van Morrison, Norah Jones,
Ryan Adams


XM: The MessaEe, Channel 826


It’s music with a positive messase. The
Nlessao~e plays a bright mix of Christian pop
hits from the 80s through
today...refreshing, sonicat(y rich and
family-friendly.
Artists - Mercy Me, Amy Grant, Steven
Curtis Chapman, Michael W. Smith, Natalie
Grant, Jeremy Camp


Com|nR up:


The Message


The Message


The Message


XM: The Move, Channel 858
¯ r,-~ ~ Coming up:


~ The Move is on the pulse of what’s
happening in dub[and today. It’s a The Move
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coUection of active DJs and producers who
travel the world and play dance music in
every corner of the globe. You’ll hear
house, progressive, drum and bass, and
downtempolchill every Sunday.
Artists -- Louie Vega, D: Fuse, David
Morales, Kaskade, Derrick Carter, Mark
Farina


The Move


The Move


XM: The Rhyme - XL, Channel 845


Fans of hip-hop culture unite! Snoop Dogg
takes you on a journey through the first 25
years of hip-hop...everything from
breakbeats to ~angsta, Jazz rap to
turntablism. Hear how the music progressed
and changed through the years, and relive
the decades that defined hip-hop for you.
Artists - Run DMC, Sugar Hi[[ Gang, LL Coo[
J, A Tribe Called Quest, Big Daddy Kane,
Too Short


XL - May include frequent explicit
language. The DIRECTV System has a
feature which allows restricted access to
channels.


Coming up:


The Rhyme - XL


The Rhyme - XL


The Rhyme - XL


XM: The System, Channe! 860


Taking a trip into The System will blow your
mind, expand your musica[ boundaries and
create a listening experience that you
never forget. Trance, Breaks,
Progressive...it’s electronic dance music
presented in a way that is uncompromising,
pure, relentless, and international.
Artists - Paul Oakenfotd, Crystal Method,
Prodigy, Chemical Brothers, Underworld,
Faithless


Coming up:


The System


The System


The System


Coming up:
The Torch plays contemporary rock hits
with a positive message. Plus, we mix in The Torch
Christian rock favorites from the past 15 The Torch
years. It’s "Jesus Music" for the 21st The Torch
century.
Artists -- Disciple, Switchfoot, Project 86,
B[indside, Jars of Clay, Chemistry


XM: The Village, Channel 813
Coming up:


From the ballads of early American
songwriters to the contemporary masters of The Village
fo[k, The Village presents music of protest The ViUage
and political chan~e and the voice of The Vill.age
communities passed from generation to
~eneration. You’[[ hear al.l the styles and
feelings that make up the rich tapestry
known as folk.
Artists - Bob Dytan, Judy Collins, Tom
Paxton, Joan Baez, Tom Rush, Kingston Trio
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XM: Top 20 on 20, Channel 816


Top 20 on 20 is the world’s first fully
interactive hit music experience playing
just the songs you vote for! For what’s hot
right this second...just interact with 20 on
20...it’s all that matters!
Artists -- Kelly C[arkson, Justin Timber[eke,
Rihanna, Ne-Yo, Green Day, Pussycat Dolls


Coming up:


20 on 20


20 on 20


20 on 20


COUNTRY


Top Tracks, Channel 833


These are the kilter cuts that rocked
America during the 1960s and 70s. Top
Tracks plays nothing but the biggest classic
rock hits that shaped a generation.
Artists - Led Zeppelin, The Rolling Stones,
Queen, Pink Floyd, Eric C[apton, The Who


XM: U-Pop, Channel 824


U-Pop plays the biggest hits on the planet.
You’ll hear today’s hit music from England,
France, Sweden, Ireland, Belgium and the
rest of Europe mixed with J-Pop from
Japan, Afro-pop and Latin American Hits.
Artists ~- Robbie Williams, Coldpl.ay, Peter
Gabriel, Brit Superstar, Chemical Brothers


XM: US Country, Channel 809


US Country picks up where America leaves
off. This channel celebrates the careers of
the biggest country superstars that arrived
in the late 80s and brought country music
to the forefront of American culture. US
Country has no DJs and very few
interruptions...just great country music
24/7.
Artists -- Alan Jackson, Trisha Yearwood,
Vince GiU, Garth Brooks, Cl.int Black, Reba
McEntire


Coming up:


Top Tracks


Top Tracks


Top Tracks


Coming up:


U-Pop


U-Pop


U-Pop


Coming up:


US Country


US Country


US Country


XM: Vibra, Channel 874
Coming up:


These are the biggest names and brightest
stars in rock en espanol and musica Vibra
atternativa...it’s fast-paced, cutting edge Vibra
Latin pop rock. Vibra
Artists - Fabutosos Cadil.lacs, Mana, Caf~
Tacuba, Volumen Cero, Enanitos Verdes,
File Paez


XM: Viva, Channel 876
Coming up:


Viva explores the contemporary side of
Latin pop and ballads. Relax and feel Viva
empowered with the biggest superstars of Viva
Latin pop hits from the 90s and today.


VivaArtists -- Shakira, Ricky Martin, Luis Migue[,
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Laura Pausini, RBD, Luis Fonsi


XM: VOX, Channel 865


XM Vox presents the human voice across
the range of over a century of recorded
sound and 2000 years of music. We’ll take
you from the sung prayer of ancient chant
to the spectacle of grand opera from the
exaltation of cathedral choirs to the quiet
melancholy of the solo singer.
Artists - Placido Domingo, Robert Shaw,
Luciano Pavarotti, Renee Fleming, Tallis
Scholars, Cecilia Bartoli


Coming up:


VOX


VOX


VOX


XM: Watercolors, Channel 851


Cool, Contemporary Jazz instrumentals and
hip vocals create a muted musical backdrop
of sophistication on Watercolors. These
groovy sounds expand the boundaries of
smooth to not only seduce and relax but to
engage and inspire.
Artists - Dave Koz, Diana Kra[[, George
Benson, Chris Botti, Sade, George Duke


Coming up:


Watercolors


Watercolors


Watercolors


O


XM: Willie’s Place, Channel 811


Willie Nelson is the proprietor and
executive producer of the honky tonk that
never doses with cowboy coffee, cold beer
and colas. There’s a nickel jukebox and a
cast of characters from the bartender to
the yellow school bus that gets folks home
safely.
Artists - Willie Nelson, Hank Wi[Uams, Ray
Price, Marly Robbins, Loretta Lynn, Lefty
Frizze[l


Coming up:


Willie’s Place


Wiltie’s Place


WiL[ie’s Place


XM: World Zone, Channel 862


Music has no borders. Neither does World
Zone. Some of the most compelling music
you’ve never heard is here. We scout it
from sources around the globe...Ireland,
Brazil, Pakistan, India, Cuba, Japan and
Mexico. Listen for new features on popular
music from different regions of the world,
international sou[, Caribbean rhythms and
contemporary Folk Music.
Artists -- Angetique Kidjo, Baaba Maal,
Bebe[ Gilberto, Cesaria Evora, Frankie
Negron, Johnny C[eg ~t Savuka, Lila Downs


Coming up:


World Zone


World Zone


World Zone


O


XM: X Country, Channel 810


Cross Country brings you a musical
landscape that blends the genres of folk,
rock, country and blues creating a sonic
space that is something akin to the birth of
rock and rot[. You’[[ hear honky tonk,
Western swing, folk rock, swamp rock and
Southern boogie among other styles from


Coming up:


X Country
X Country


X Country
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the red-hot Americana music scene.
Artists- Dwight Yoakum, Lucinda Williams,
Steve Earle, John PHne, Pat Green, John
Hiatt


XM: XM Cain, Channel 832


Growing up doesn’t mean growing old but it
does increase your enjoyment of more
challenging rock artists. If your ear can
discern the difference, come to the XNI
Ca[~, where a mellow approach to modern
adult alternative music lives.
Artists -~ Dave Mat[hews Band, Sheryl Crow,
The Wallflowers, E[vis Cos[el[o, Bonnie
Raitt, Jack Johnson


Coming up:


XM Cafe


~ Cafe


XM Cafe


XM: XM Chill, Channel 857


XM Chill takes you on a voyage into the
Chill zone...a place that pulses with exotic
and cerebra[ music known as smooth
electronica. A European phenomenon that
is finally emerging in North America, XM
Chit[ is beyond a channel...it’s an
experience in sound.
Artists - Moby, Eno, Thievery Corporation,
Zero 7, Chemica~ Brothers, Air


Coming up:


XM Chill


XM Chit[


XM Chill


XM: XM Classics, Channel 864


A~I genres and all eras of classical music are
offered in a style that mixes unassuming
authority with genuine friendliness and
enthusiasm. XM Classics strives to inform,
entertain and inspire, believing without
apology that music is one of the greatest
gifts that humankind has bestowed upon
itseff.
Artists - Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Schubert, Brahms, Stravinsky


Coming up:


XM Classics


XM Classics


XM Classics


XM: XM Hitlist, Channel 817


While 20 on 20 p[ays just the fresh, new
music, XM Hitlist plays aU of todafs hit
music plus the biggest pop, rock and
rhythmic hits from the past ten
years...nothing but hits on the Xlvl Hi[list.
Artists - Black Eyed Peas, Three Doors
Down, Destiny’s Child, Nickelback, Pink,
Usher


Coming up:


XM Hitlist


XM Hit[ist


XM Hitlist


XM: XM Kids, Channel 868
Cominl~ up:


X/~ Kids reaches kids and families at[ over
America with award-winnin~ original XM Kids
content blended with a music mix of the XM Kids
most popular kid’s movie and "IV XM Kids
soundtracks and all the best children’s
recording artists. The sensibilities are
family-friendly but the presentation style is
always done with a wink and nod to Morn
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and Dad, who are always atong for the ride!
Artists -- The Wiggles, Sponge Bob
Squarepants, They Might be Giants, Tom
Chapin, Dan Zanes, Kids MovielTV
Soundtracks


XM: XM Pops, Channel 866


XM Pops is classical, music for
everyone...the cl.assica[ music you know,
even if you don’t think you know classical,
music. These are the biggest names in
cl,assical music history, and their best
pieces of music.
Artists --- Beethoven, Mozart, Dvorak,
Vivaldi, Handel, Rachmaninov


Coming up:


XMPops


XMPops


XM Pops


XM: XMU, Channel 831


X/4U plays what’s next...now! Imagine your
favorite college radio station. Add a couple
of satel,tites, national coverage and a titany
of music that you will only discover...and
that’s X,~IU. It’s indie pop, indie rock,
etectronic, down-tempo and underground
hip-hop.
Artists -- Aqueduct, Figurine, Death From
Above 1979, Joy Zipper, The Decemberists,
Styrofoam


Coming up:


XMU


XMU


XMU
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Appendix 3
List of Materials Reviewed


I. Sirius and XM Internal Documents


1. Memorandum of Agreement between EchoStar Satellite L.L.C. and Sirius Satellite Radio
Inc., February 11,2004


2. Letter Agreement between DirecTV, Inc. and XM Satellite Radio Inc., August 18, 2005


3. Sirius financials


4. XM financials


5. Sirius data on subscribers via Dish


6. XM Satellite Radio Annual Shareholders Meeting, May 26, 2006


7. Sirius Satellite Radio Customer Satisfaction Monitor, 2Q ’06 Results, August 28, 2006


8. Sirius Satellite Radio Listener Study - Wave 2, June 2006


9. Sirius Satellite Radio 2005 Annual Report and Proxy Statement


II. 10-Ks and Other SEC Filings


1. XM 10-K, 2005


2. Sirius 10-K, 2005


3. EchoStar Communications Corporation 10-K, 1996 - 2005


4. DirecTV Group Inc. 10-K, 1999 - 2005


5. EchoStar Communications Corporation 10-Q, 2006


6. DirecTV Group Inc. 10-Q, 2006


7. Sirius 10-Q, 2006


8. Muzak 10-K, 2002, 2004, 2005


9. Microsoft Corporation 10-K, 1997- 2006


10. Motorola Inc. 10-K, 1997-2005


11. Sony Corporation of America 10-K, 1997 - 2006


12. Warner Music Group Inc 10-K, 2005


13. EMI Music 10-K, 2001 - 2005


14. Adelphia Cable Communications 10-K, 1994 - 2005


15. Comcast Cable Communications 10-K, 1997 - 2005


16. Cox Communications 10-K, 1996 - 2005


17. Time Warner Cable 10-K, 1997, 2004, 2005







III. Analyst Reports


1. Morgan Stanley Analyst Reports


2. Bemstein Analyst Reports


3. Lehman Brother Analyst Reports


IV. Prior Testimony, Decisions, and Codes of Law


o


10.


11.


12.


13.


14.


17 U.S.C. Sec 112(e)(4)


17 U.S.C. 801(b)(1)
Copyright Office 37 CFR Part 261, Docket No. 2000-9 CARP DTRA 1 &2, Determination
of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital Performance of Sound Recordings and
Ephemeral Recordings, Federal Register, Volume 67, No. 130, July 8, 2002


ASCAP vo ShowtimeiThe Movie Channel, No. 90-6034, United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, 912 F. 2d 563, 1990


Copyright Office, "Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital
Performance of Sound Recordings," Docket No. 96-5 CARP DSTRA, Federal Register,
Vol. 63, Number 89, May 8, 1998


Copyright Office, "In re: Determination of Statutory License Terms and Rates for Certain
Digital Subscription Transmissions of Sound Recordings," Docket No. 96-5 CARP
DSTRA, Report of the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel


Copyright Office, "Notice and Recordkeeping for Subscription Digital Transmissions,"
Docket No. RM 96-3A, Federal Register, Volume 62, No. 121, June 24, 1997


United States, Music Choice v. Broadcast Music, Inc., No. 64 Civ. 3787 (LLS), 2001
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10368 (S.D.N.Y. July 23, 2001)


United States, Music Choice v. Broadcast Music, Inc., Docket no 01-6138 (January 14,
2003)


United States, Music Choice v. Broadcast Music, Inc., No. 64 Civ. 3787 (LLS), (May 26,
2004)


United States, Music Choice v. Broadcast Music, Inc., Docket no 04-3444-CV (October
6, 2005)
Testimony of Adam B. Jaffe, in the matter of Digital Performance Right Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings on behalf of Digital Media Association


Direct and Rebuttal Testimony of Erik Brynjolfsson, in the matter of Digital Performance
Right Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, on behalf on SoundExchange


Testimony of Michael Pelcovits, in the matter of Digital Performance Right Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, on behalf of SoundExchange







15.


16.


17.


Direct and Rebuttal Testimony of John R. Woodbury in re: Determination of Statutory
License Terms and Rates for Certain Digital Subscription Transmissions of Sound
Recordings on behalf of DCR and DMX


Direct and Rebuttal Testimony of John R. Woodbury in BMI rate setting proceeding on
behalf of Music Choice


Direct and Rebuttal Testimony of E. Jane Murdoch and John R. Woodbury before CARP
on reasonable license fees for digital performance right in sound recordings and
ephemeral recordings of music performed on public radio websites on behalf on
NPR/Corporation for Public Broadcasting


V. Interviews and Affidavits


1. Affidavit of Mr. Stephen Cook, Executive Vice President, Automotive (XM)


2. Affidavit of Mr. Douglas Kaplan, Senior Vice President for Business Affairs,
Entertainment, and Sports (Sirius)


3. Interviews with Mr. Stephen Cook (XM) and Mr. Douglas Kaplan (Sirius)


4. Telephone call with a DISH customer service representative on 9/29/06


5. Telephone call with a Comcast customer service representative 10/10/06


6. Telephone call with a BLS representative, 10/19/06


VI. Publicly Available Data Sources


VII.


1. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Producer Price Index, Cable Networks


2. 2006 Television and Cable Factbook, Electronic Edition


3. NAICS Industry Codes


Websites (visited in October, 2006)


1. http://investor.sirius.corn/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=152259& Cat=& newsroom=


2. http://www.xmradio.com/newsroom!print/pr_2005 11 15.html


3. http://www.riaa.com/news/marketingdataJ cost.asp


4. http://www.allamericandish.com/dishhd_platinum.htm


5. http://www.directv.com/DTVAPP/packProg/channelChart 1 .jsp?assetId=900041


6. http://www.dmxmusic.com/dmx_profile.htm


7. http://muzak.com/muzak.html


8. http://www.monster.com


9. http://www.musicchoice.com/what we are/channel_descriptions.html







10. http://www.musicchoice.corn/what we are/faqs.html


11. http://www.musicchoice.com/what we are/mobile.html


12. http://www.united.com/press/detail/0,6862,53718-1,00.html


13. http://www.xmradio.com/bally/index.jsp


14. http://www.radiomlc.com/ascap_faq.html


15. http://www.radiomlc.com/faq.html accessed


16. http://www.timewarnercable.com/CustomerService/CLU/TWCCLUs.ashx?ChangeCLU=
true


17. http://www.cox.co~rdgocox/digitalcable/musicchoice.asp


18. http://www.dishnetwork.com


19. http://www.directv.com


20. http://www.comcast.com


21. http://www.dmxmusic.com


22. http://www.allamericandish.com


23. http://www.usps.com


24. http://www~dishnetw~rk.c~m/d~wn~ads/pdf/pr~gramming/sirius/Sirius-Cham~e~Linup.p
df


25. http : / /www.directv.com/D TV AP P /packProg/ channelChart2.j sp ? assetI d=12 00006


26. http://www.bls.gov


27. http://www.census.gov/epcd/naics02/defiNDEF515.HTM


10. Other Sources


1. Warner Music Group, 2005 Annual Report


2. Market Share Reporte~; 2007, Volume 1, "Top Music Firms Worldwide, 2006"


3. "Satellite Radio Outlook," Kagan Publishing, 2005


4. Hoover’s Company Record - Basic Record, Music Choice, August 22, 2006


5. Hoover’s Company Record - Muzak, October 25, 2006


6. Hoover’s Company Record-, DMX, October 25, 2006


7. Satellite News, "DirecTV Takes First Step Into Music Business with XM Deal," October
2, 2005


8. Market Wire, "Music Choice Tapped By MobiTV," November 2005


9. Market Wire, "Music Choice On-Demand Remains the Leading Video-on-Demand
Music Service in the Country, Surpassing 400 Million Orders," August 2, 2006


10. Pacific Business News, July 11, 2003, "That Background Music Is a Big Business







11. National Consumer Study, Fall 2004 and Spring 2005, Simmons Market Research
Bureau


12. Dun’s Market Identifiers, September 2006


13. Newspaper articles, e.g. in Associated Press, New York Times and Washington Post
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LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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In the Matter of


Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings
for a New Subscription Service


)
)
)
)
)
)
)


Docket No. 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA


WRITTEN DIRECT TESTIMONY OF


Douglas A. Kaplan


Senior Vice President for Business Affairs and Business Development,
Entertainment and Sports,


SIRIUS SATELLITE RADIO INC.


Witness for Sirius Satellite Radio Inc.
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.


PUBLIC VERSION


In the Matter of:


Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings
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Written Direct Testimony of Douglas A. Kaplan


1. I am Douglas A. Kaplan, Senior Vice President for Business Affairs and Business


Development, Entertainment and Sports, of Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. ("Sirius"). I offer this


statement in support of Sirius’ written direct statement in this proceeding.


2. Sirius is filing this written direct statement with respect to the transmission of certain


channels of its audio programming service (the "Sirius/Dish Service") over the Dish Network


satellite television service ("Dish Network").


3. The primary business of Sirius is its subscription Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service


(the "SDARS service"), offering more than 120 channels of music, sports (including, among


others, the NFL, and NBA), news (including, among others, Fox News, CNN and NPR), talk


(including, among others things, political talk) and other entertainment programming (including


among others, Howard Stern and Martha Stewart) to its subscribers over its satellite system. The


Sirius SDARS service is a "preexisting satellite digital audio radio service" ("Preexisting


SDARS") under section 114 of the Copyright Act. The statutory license fees for Preexisting


SDARS will be established in the Preexisting Services Proceeding, Docket No. 2006-1 CRB


DSTRA, which is occurring contemporaneously with this proceeding.
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4. Prior to assuming my current position, I was Vice President and Deputy General Counsel


of Sirius. In that capacity, I negotiated the agreement with EchoStar Communications Corp. and


its affiliates (collectively "EchoStar") pursuant to which channels from the Sirius SDARS


service are provided over the Dish Network to subscribers of the Dish Network. The Sirius


channels are included in all but the most basic of the video packages made available to Dish


subscribers. Subscribers are not charged any additional fee for receiving the Sirius channels and


Dish did not change its package prices when the Sirius channels were added. [[


II


5. Sirius primary motivation in negotiating the agreement with EchoStar was to expose Dish


subscribers to Sirius’ channels in order to generate new subscribers for Sirius’ SDARS service.


Sirius also wanted to encourage EchoStar to distribute Sirius receivers through its dealers. Such


receivers are required only in order to receive Sirius’ SDARS service and, again, the purpose of


such distribution was to increase the number of subscribers to Sirius’ SDARS service. Sirius’


business depends upon its gaining SDARS subscribers, and it has found that one effective


method for introducing the service to consumers is through sampling, or allowing people to


listen to the various channels of its service. Sirius’ agreement with EchoStar was a way to


expose the Sirius SDARS service to millions of potential subscribers.


6. Sirius does not receive any payments under the EchoStar agreement for residential


subscribers. [[
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II


7. The marketing and exposure benefits gained by Sirius from its agreement with EchoStar


are designed to, and indeed do, accrue completely to the SDARS service. Record companies and


performing artists already receive royalties from Sirius for its provision of the SDARS service


and those royalty fees will be established in the Preexisting Services Proceeding. Any added


obligation by Sirius to pay royalties under the EchoStar agreement based on the marketing and


exposure benefits received by Sirius would be double counting.


8. Notwithstanding the fact that Sirius believes the value of the EchoStar agreement is


exposure of its SDARS service and that royalties are double-payments, Sirius has been paying


sound recording performance royalties as a Preexisting Subscription Service [[


]] That fee was originally set based on


our incomplete understanding of what Music Choice paid SoundExchange for its preexisting


subscription service as a show of good faith and to avoid controversy with SoundExchange.1


[[


1 Our attempt to avoid controversy with SoundExhange failed. Despite the fact that SoundExchange took our
money as a PSS, and would not yet be entitled to any payments if the Sirius/Dish Service were a New Subscription
Service, SoundExchange nevertheless claimed that the service was a New Subscription Service. SoundExchange’s
position on the status of the Sirius/Dish Service was recently upheld by the Copyright Office; we, therefore, have
advanced paid a substantial amount to which SoundExchange was not entitled.
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]] It is still true that no money ever changes hands.


9. The current regulations call for preexisting subscription services to pay 7.25% of their


monthly gross revenue. 68 Fed. Reg. 39,837, 39,840 (July 3, 2003). This rate applies to music


services offered in a bundle with cable or satellite television packages in the same manner as the


Sirius/Dish Service.


10. We understand that the 7.25% rate was negotiated in settlement of a rate proceeding, and


it was established in the context of ongoing litigation in the BMI Rate Court between Music


Choice and BMI. In that case, BMI was seeking a fee of 3.75% of the licensee’s revenues.


Music Choice was offering to pay 1.75% of its revenue. The Court of Appeals, on January 14,


2003, had just reversed the district court’s initial decision to adopt Music Choice’s proposed


1.75% fee. United States v. BMI (In re Application of Music Choice), 316 F.3d 189 (2nd Cir.


2003). On remand, the district court adopted BMI’s proposed 3.75% rate. That decision also


was vacated by the Court of Appeals.


11. BMI and Music Choice ultimately settled their dispute. We are not privy to the


settlement, but were informed informally by BMI that the rates were 2.75% of Music Choice


revenue for the earlier years and 2.5% for 2006 forward. In the meantime, Sirius has received


firm offers for its Sirius/Dish Service from both ASCAP and BMI at rates of 2.5% of gross


revenue to Sirius from the Sirius/Dish Service. These offers confirm the information we
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received from BMI concerning the Music Choice settlement. The aggregate fee for all musical


works performance rights for services such as the Sirius/Dish Service will, therefore, be at most


5.0% of gross revenue to Sirius plus a small increment to account for SESAC’s repertory, which


is about 4% of all music.2 Using the fees proposed by BMI and ASCAP to Sirius as an upper


bound, and allowing a 6% increment for SESAC, it is reasonable to conclude that the fair market


fee for the entire musical work performance right for this type of service is 5.3%.


12. It is reasonable to conclude that the fee for the sound recording performance right for this


type of service should be no more than 5.3%. If anything, the fee should be below 5.3%


because, among other things, (i) the promotional value of Sirius’ sound recording performances


that accrues to sound recording copyright owners significantly exceeds the value that accrues to


the music publisher and songwriters, and (ii) the other reasons set forth in paragraph 56 of the


testimony of Dr. Tasneem Chipty, being offered by Sirius in this proceeding.


13.    Sirius receives no gross revenue from providing its service to EchoStar. Moreover, the


package of "advertising, promotional and marketing benefits" received by Sirius is wholly


directed to enhancing the SDARS service. As discussed above, the SDARS service is, itself,


subject to a royalty payment obligation, so this "package" should not be taken into account in


determining a fee for the EchoStar performances. Sirius recognizes, however, that the Act


requires some minimum fee to be set. The preexisting services rule requires a minimum


payment of $100,000. For want of a better estimate of value, Sirius would accept a minimum fee


of that amount.


2 Based on testimony before the House Intellectual Property Subcommittee, I understand SESAC claims to license


about 4% of the music played on radio. See Exhibit SIR NSS Ex. 1 (Response H. 1.). Even this is likely to involve
double counting, as much SESAC music is also licensed by ASCAP or BMI.
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14. Even if, however, the "package" of advertising, promotional and marketing benefits"


provided by EchoStar under the agreement is to be taken into account, that package should be


evaluated at its fair market value, not the value of the benefits stated in the agreement, [[


]l.


15. [[


]] Apart from promotional


value, for which SoundExchange will be compensated in the SDARS proceeding, that is the


reasonable value Sirius has obtained in exchange for providing Sirius channels to EchoStar.


16. Dr. Chipty testifies that it is not possible to determine the value of the EchoStar


agreement based on the consideration stated in the agreement. Instead, she determines the value


of agreement (and, therefore, the revenue base against which to apply the fee rate) based on a


comparable business that is selling the service--Music Choice. Sirius agrees with Dr. Chipty’s


observation (at ¶¶ 46, 48) that there is no evidence to suggest that revenue varies proportionally


with the number of channels offered. Accordingly, her per-channel, per-subscriber revenue


calculation over-states the value of the Sirius/Dish Service.


17. In light of the fact that the value of the Sirius/Dish Service to the "willing buyer" (here


Sirius) is essentially entirely in the promotional benefits to the SDARS Service, for which


SoundExchange is already paid, and the fact that Dr. Chipty’s analysis makes several significant
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conservative assumptions, Sirius is proposing a fee for performances and ephemeral recordings


made to facilitate such performances based on the low end of Dr. Chipty’s rate and revenue


ranges. Specifically, Sirius is proposing a per-subscriber fee based on imputed revenue of


$0.0233 cents per subscriber and 5.30% of revenue, or $0.001235 per subscriber per month.


This fee should apply from the inception of the service through the term applicable to this


proceeding. For years after 2008, the rate should be adjusted by the Producer Price Index for


Cable Networks. In addition, I have reviewed the terms, including the notice and recordkeeping


terms being proposed by Sirius and believe they are reasonable to both the licensee and licensors.


Sirius has systems in place to comply with the proposed notice and recordkeeping terms and


requiring different obligations would work a significant hardship on Sirius. The regulations we


are proposing are the same as we are proposing for our SDARS.


Declaration


I declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, that the foregoing written direct
statement is true and correct. Originally signed on October 30, 2006, in New York, New York.


Dougla~s~~
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Questions for SESAC


A. ’ What percentage of SESAC’s contracts with artists requires exclusive representation?


ANSWER:


As Stephen Swid, Chairman and CEO of SESAC, stated in his oral testimony before this
Subcommittee on May 11, 2005, SESAC has not entered into any exclusive licensing
arrangements with composers and music publishers. In one single instance, SESAC did enter
into an agreement for exclusive representation of a composer’s interest in his works only - thus
allowing any music user to license directly with the music publisher for performing fights.


B.    Would SESAC object to statutorylanguage that required all PROs to offer only non-
exclusive contracts?


ANSWER:


Yes. There is nothing per se improper or illegal about exclusive contracts. Indeed, the
very agreements into which TMLC local television station members enter with program
producers call for exclusivity in a given market. SESAC believes that the requirement of non-
exclusive contracts imposed upon ASCAP arid BMI by the Department of Justice under their
respective Consent Decrees are punitive remedies in response to their antieompetitive conduct
and monopolistic market power. These remedies include provisions that "fence in" the conduct
of ASCAP and BMI, that is, they prohibit these PROs from engaging in certain kinds of conduct
that would otherwise be lawful if the finns had not restrained competition. To impose such
remedies on SESAC, a small business concern that is not being charged with conduct in violation
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, would be punitive. Antitrust courts have.long recognized that
exclusive contracts, especially when used by firms with small market shares, have significant
benefits for all parties in reducing transaction costs and creating incentives to exploit fully the
copyright owners’ works. Because ASCAP and BMI already are subject to the nonexclusivity
requi.rement, any such statutory language addressed to "all PROs" would effectively single out
SESAC for punitive treatment. Drawing an analogy from recent news headlines, to the same
extent that Martha Stewart’s competitors should not be expected to wear electronic monitoring
bracelets and suffer borneconfinement like Ms. Stewart during her probation, SESAC should not
be asked or compelled to undertake the punitive remedies imposed upon ASCAP and BMI by the
Department of Justice. SESAC should not be made to "pay the price" for other parties’
misbehavior.


C. Would SESAC be willing to negotiate in advance with syndicators of television shows a
formula for the royalties that would be due from the use of background music in television
shows?


ANSWER:


If music publishers chose to license their music directly, such a license wouldenc0mpass
all music contained in the program, including background, theme, and feature music. In any
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event, negotiating with syndicators of television shows would be of no use to them or to SESAC;
to the best of SESAC’s knowledge, the syndicators do not own or control the rights to license the
music contained in the television programs. In almost all instances, the musical compositions
created for television shows are "works for hire." The copyrights in the music and the
corresponding right to license it are owned or controlled by the music publisher, who in many
instances is an entity related to either the program producer or the local television station owner.
Despite these interlocking relationships, each of the entities apparently seeks to justify its
existence and maximize its profits on a "stand alone" basis. Among them, the music publisher
desires to get paid fairly and reasonably for the music contained in the program; that music is a
creative work and an integral part of the program which adds substantial value to it. The local
television stations choose not to negot!ate for and obtain public performance fights in the music
"up front," during either the "pilot" aidngs or first season network run, but choose instead to pay
for the music fights on the "back end" when they know which programs have been successful
and will be offered in syndication. Even at this point the television stations can negotiate
directly with the producer/publisher, often a related entity, or the composer who created the
"work for hire" to obtain the public performance rights.


For example, ABC/Disney currently produces "Grey’s Anatomy," a new 2005 hour-long
drama appearing on the ABC television network during prime time on Sunday evenings. The
music publishing rights to the music in that series are owned by South Song/ABC/Disney.
Perhaps the question should be posed to the TMLC: "Has any toeal television station
approached the music publisher with a formula to acquire the publishing rights in the event that
program is placed in syndication, or has any local television station offered a fee to directly
license the public performance rights to the music in the event that "Grey’s Anatomy" is
syndicated five years from today.’?" The same question Could be asked concerning other
currently popular network programs, stich as "Desperate Housewives," where the music is
published by Buena Vista, a Disney/ABC subsidiary.


The TMLC, the Radio Music License Committee, and other large industry negotiating
groups ironically complain that SESAC has market power over certain types of music. But there
is no question that, even assuming their incorrect arguments for the moment, their members use
many musical works, from SESAC that do not fall in this category of supposed "mbnopoly
power." It is textbook antitrust analysis that, where a seller competes in a market with some
products in which it may have some element of market power and others where it does not,
buyers can "punish" the seller for trying to act antieompetitively with respect to the former
products by exercising their negotiating strength with respect to the latter products. Of course,
SESAC does not, and cannot, have market or monopoly power over any particular type of music,
and these licensee groups have not offered any evidence to the contrary. The negotiating
committees have not shown that SESAC has a dominant share of a type of music, or that there
are no composers who are currently working or could enter the business to write a certain type of
music for television shows, commercials, or other programs.


D.    Would SESAC be willing to accept an automatic licensing provision similar to the
ASCAP/BMI automatic licensing provision that grants a license once an application is filed?
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ANSWER:


No. The "automatic licensing" requirement, which grants a license once an application is
filed, is a remedial measure imposed by the Department of Justice upon ASCAP and BMI to
offset those entities’ monopolistic market power and anticompetitive practices that gave rise to
the Consent Decrees. It would be unfair to expect SESAC, a small business that is neither a
monopolist nor a copyright abuser, to willingly accept the punitive remedies that the Department
of Justice has deemed appropriate for ASCAP and BMI. To impose this "antomatie licensing"
requirement upon SESAC would encourage potential licensees to "nickel and dime" SESAC
indefinitely and effectively discourage a resolution of licensing discussions, because the potential
licensee would know that there was no "downside." Taken to its logical extreme, this
mechanism would permit music users to obtain SESAC licenses without ever coming to terms on
a fee amount. For example, the average SESAC license fee per day for health clubs is $.24.
Under an "automatic licensing" requirement, if any health club contended that this fee was
excessive and sought instead to pay, for example, $.23 per day, the club would know that any
dispute resolution would be exponentially more expensive for SESAC than the amount in
dispute; all the while the club would be permitted to use SESAC music indefinitely without
paying any fees.


Although SESAC is not a litigious company and does not have a history of suing music
users who seek licenses, the knowledge by those music users that they must obtain authorization
and agree to pay for their music rise is a factor that permits the marketplace to operate properly
for a small player among giants. To impose upon SESAC burdensome remedies reserved for
antitrust law violators without a determination of wrongdoing by the Department of Justice or
any court would turn the judicial system upside down. On the other hand, to the extent that
music users have incentives to avoid taking a SESAC license, which would be the result if
SESAC misjudged the level of license fees that competition would allow, the threat of copyright
infringement is itself a competitive constraint on SESAC. Ironically, a system of automatic
licensing would undermine this constraint.


E.    Would SESAC agree to refrain from suing any user for infringing a work that was not
included in its database?


ANSWER:


Yes, SESAC would agree to refrain from suing any user for infringing a work that had
not yet been listed in its database, notwithstanding the fact that there are writers whose SESAC
affiliation is so well known that music users should not be excused from either a pres .umption or
actual knowledge that their works - whether newly written or released from another PRO - are
in the SESAC repertory. However, once a song is included in the database, there should be no
further "safe haven." It should always be the obligation of the music user, in the first instance, to
determine the identity of and obtain authorization either directly from the copyright owner or
through the appropriate PRO before publicly performing the song; this is a fundamental concept
of property law generally, and of copyright law specifically. The Supreme Court, in rejecting
challenges to the lawfulness of blanket licenses, noted that one of the benefits to competition that
is made possible through the use of blanket licenses is the greatly improved ability of copyright
owners to enforce their copyrights.A violation of copyright can be redressed far more
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efficiently when the copyright is one of thousands represented by a PRO who can enforce the
copyrights more efficiently than an owner of a single copyright.


SESAC undertakes to maintain the accuracy of its database by updating it in a timely
fashion. However, given the fact that compositions a.re constantly added to the database, any
"snapshot" of current information would, as a practicable matter, be quickly rendered out-of-
date. The better analogy would be to view the database as an ever-changing movie as opposed to
a snapshot. Accuracy of databases, in fact, has been a continuing bone of contention between
SESAC and ASCAP. Despite numerous requests from SESAC, ASCAP in the past continued to
list songwriters and repertory that had moved from ASCAP to SESAC, thus misleading music
users who relied to their detriment on ASCAP’s database in attempting to discern - and pay - the
correct PRO for the music that they intended to use. This misrepresentation was willful, as
proven by the fact that, at one point ASCAP removed the misinformation, only to reinstate it at a
later date in its database.


F.    Has SESAC ever offered per-program licenses or does it intend to at some point in the
future? Would SESAC support a requirement that all PROs offer per-program licenses?


ANSWER:


The Radio Music License Committee complains of its members’ "lack of free choice" to
license "one or several" copyrighted works, and other large industry organizations make similar
complaints. There is no legal requirement to offer a "per program" license in order to make the
offer of a blanket license lawful. The efforts by the rate court judge to encourage ASCAP and
BMI to offer "per program" licenses must be understood in the context of the continuing concem
by the court and by the Department of Justice over those PROs’ market power. An essential
element of the lawfulness of blanket licenses, as noted by the Supreme Court, is the enormous
efficiency that is obtained when many thousands of copyrighted works are combined in a license
that is available to many types of users. To the extent that "per program" licenses comprise
smaller sectors of copyrighted works, or types of users, or both, the effieieneies of such licenses
diminish. Nevertheless, SESAC has offered an appropriate "per program" license to respond to
the requirements of its customers, thus demonstrating that SESAC’s business model does not
restrain competition and, indeed, fosters it.


SESAC has developed what amounts to a second generation "per program" license for
the local television industry. As a result of arms length negotiations with the TMLC
approximately ten years ago, SESAC agreed in 1996 to offer a form of"per program" license to
local television stations. The license that SESAC continues to offer to TMLC members is a
departure from - and a significant improvement upon - the Consent Decree form of "per
program" license. The ASCAP and BMI "per program" licenses require stations to fttrnish the
amounts of program revenues to ASCAP and BMI; permit audits by ASCAP and BMI; and
permit ASCAP and BMI each to "claim" 100% of the same program’s revenue for fee
calculation purposes if any percentage of ASCAP or BMI music is contained in a program.


SESAC examined the ostensible purpose of the "per program" license - to permit a music
user to pay only for the actual music contained in a program - and crafted a license that
effectively sought payment solel~ for SESAC’s actual share of music in programs broadcast by
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each respective television station. SESAC’s license would not cost millions of dollars to create
or millions of dollars to administer; it would not require the television stations to share their
revenue figures with SESAC and would not permit SESAC to audit the television stations’
program revenues. Unlike the ASCAP and BMI "per program" licensing systems, which impose
enormous expense in time and money (the rate court awarded ASCAP over $4.6 million for the
associated costs related to "per program" license administration), SESAC’s approach to the
valuation-of its music simply asks for an allocable share of fees for its affiliates’ music in
programs s reflected in the cue sheets and avoids the imposition of millions of dollars in
associated "per program" license costs on the TMLC’s members.


The transaction costs attributable to SESAC’s alternative system are negligible for all
parties. By contrast, the TMLC’s desired imposition upon SESAC of a mirror image of the
ASCAP and BMI "per program" licenses would be administratively impracticable. SESAC has
developed an equitable model that properly weighs local television programs in relation to the
value that those programs contribute to the "bottom line" revenue of individual station licensees;
the ease of its application is what makes this model so truly innovative. Indeed, the former
executive director of the TMLC frankly admitted to SESAC that, "if SESAC’s approach to
broadcast licensing were employed by ASCAP and BMI, it would lead to the most equitable and
efficient system for the broadcasters."


Unfortunately, instead of permitting this allocation of local television license fees on a
simple, cost effective, and equitable "pay for what you use" basis, the TMLC rejected SESAC’s
method of "per program" licensing. Instead, the TMLC determined to allocate the SESAC total
industry fees through its own arcane methods; during the course of negotiations, the TMLC
insisted that it alone would retain the right to allocate SESAC license fees among its members
(whereas, SESAC had undertaken the allocation process under the prior agreement with the
TMLC). SESAC believes that it is the TMLC’s fee allocation process and methodology that is
anticompetitive, serving to favor certain music users over others and seeking to address the
competing interests of its members by disregarding their respective actual music use. In this
respect, the TMLC acts as a classic cartel to regulate its members’ license fees and, thus,
collectively determine the incentives that each member has to use SESAC’s music. This is the
essence of anticompetitive behavior. The TMLC’s allocation does a disservice to many of its
constituent stations; because it is not transparent and not consistent with SESAC’s calculation of
actual music use. It also creates ill will on the part of those stations, who could not be blamed
for assuming that the fees set forth in their SESAC bill were calculated and allocated by SESAC
and not by the TMLC. (Perhaps the unhappiness with SESAC about which the TMLC purports
to complain on behalf of its local station members is rooted in the TMLC’s inequitable allocation
of SESAC license fees upon its less influential members.)


SESAC does not - and is not required to - offer a "cookie cutter" version of the "per
program" license imposed by the Department of Justice in the ASCAP and BMI Consent
Decrees. Again, SESAC would not agree to the imposition of such a punitive remedy. The basis
for the "per program" license requirement is the Department of Justice’s determination that
ASCAP and BMI, by reason of their size and the entrenched power that they exercise to this day,
should continue to be "fenced in" with regulations that would be not required of other entities.
The Supreme Court’s decision upholding the legality of blanket licensing was not conditioned
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upon a PRO’s offer of alternative licenses (other than, arguably, the option of direct licensing by
ASCAP and BMI affiliates). In a competitive marketplace where no entity was trying to
monopolize the business, no PRO would be required to offer licenses that, as a matter of business
judgment, it did not wish to offer.


In any event, SESAC routinely offers licenses crafted for the unique needs of its music
user customers, to the mutual satisfaction of those customers and SESAC’s songwriter and music
publisher affiliates.


G. How does SESAC’s presence impact the music performing rights marketplace in the
UnitedStates?


ANSWER:


SESAC has competed through technological innovation, better service to songwriter and
music publisher affiliates, and efficiency in licensing. SESAC is a small business which has a
market share of approximately 5% of performing rights revenues and which competes against
two dominant and monopolistic oi’ganizations. Despite - or perhaps because of- SESAC’s _
position, it has brought several significant innovations to the marketplace for music users.
SESAC has enhanced competition, resulting in songwriters and music publishers being given a
choice and freedom of movement between PROs.. As a for-profit company, SESAC is not
tethered to the past or guided by the status quo. (By contrast, SESAC’s two competitors have an
entrenched way of doing business that has barely changed in decades.)


For example, SESAC was the first PRO to adopt digital fingerprinting as a means of
identifying and tracking broadcast music use. It did so after both ASCAP and BMI had refused
to adopt this technology. Today, digital fingerprinting is a universally recognized music
recognition tool used by all three PROs, as well as broadcasters and advertising agencies.
Additionally, SESAC pays its songwriter and music publisher affiliates more quickly than either
ASCAP or BMI, who choose to pay from six to nine months in arrears. By contract, SESAC
pays 90 days after each corresponding quarter. Moreover, when one of SESAC’s affiliates
chooses to leave, SESAC - unlike ASCAP - will pay for every day that his or her musical
compositions were represented by SESAC, and the affiliate is entitled to immediately take the
entire musical catalog to the other PRO. SESAC’s policy permitting free and unfettered
movement of affiliates among the PROs enhances the competitive landscape for all songwriters,
publishers, and music licensees, including TMLC members. Also, by increasing competition for
the business of songwri(ers and music publishers, SESAC creates greater incentives for those
individuals to increase their creation of new works.


As a for-profit company, SESAC recognizes that it must also seek to serve the needs of
its music users; its licensees are customers, not adversaries. SESAC has attempted to listen to its
customers and has introduced several innovative music licenses to meet their requests. The first
was SESAC’s "mini" blanket license offered to Hispanic broadcasters, who had complained that
they did not need or want to pay for access to a large catalog Of ASCAP and BMI English-
language music that they did not and could not use. The SESAC license allows them to pay only
for their actual use of SESAC music. Similarly, when the TMLC requested a license that
charged only for the actual percentage of SESAC music use in a television program (a type of
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license that is not offered by either ASCAP or BMI), SESAC created and offered such a license.
Unfortunately, the TMLC demanded that it, not SESAC, determine the fee allocation among its
member stations and refused to allocate the license fees in accordance with actual station music
use. (Rather, the TMLC insisted on an arcane method that allocated a portion of the SESAC
license fee to its member stations based upon their average station size, regardless of whether
their use of SESAC music was large, small, or nonexistent. This illogical method breeds ill will
with the TMLC’s membership and flies in the face of the TMLC’s purported goal to pay only for
the music its members use.)


SESAC has created unique, "one of a kind" licenses for business operators in the airline
industry, the restaurant industry, the hospitality industry, the broadcast and cable television
industries, and many other industries to which it supplies licensing services. SESAC’s success,
in fact, depends upon its ability to deliver the licensing services required by the music user at a
cost that is mutually agreed upon through the give and take of the negotiation process. SESAC is
the quintessential model of an innovative American small business operating successfully, and
providing needed competition, in a challenging industry.


H.    SESAC testified, and SESAC’s website states, that SESAC uses monitoring by BDS to
determine the extent to which music in the SESAC repertory is performed on radio stations.
Based upon this information,


What percentage of total feature performances identified by BDS on radio stations
are performances of compositions in the SESAC repertory? Please provide data
for 2004, 2002, 2000 and 1998. (Feature performances refer to performances
where the primary focus of the audience’s attention is on the musical
performance).


ANSWER:


SESAC lacks sufficient data to respond accurately concerning 1998. For 2000,
2002, and 2004, SESAC’s percentage of BDS-tracked performances on English-
language formatted radio stations ranged from approximately 2% in 2000 to
approximately 4% in 2004.


What percentage of total feature performances identified by BDS on radio stations
are performances of compositions in the SESAC repertory that are not "split
works" that also appear in the ASCAP or BMI repertory? Please provide data for
2004, 2002, 2000 and 1998.


ANSWER:
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All PROs represent "split works." A split work is a copyrighted musical
composition created by more than one songwriter/composer, which is represented
by more than one PRO by virtue of the chosen affiliations of those
songwriter/composers who created it. Split works have become the norm in many
popular genres of music. For example, in Country Music, R&B, Top 40, and
Rock, it has become standard fare that copyrighted compositions have more than
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one composer and often more than one music publisher with interests in the
copyrights. SESAC (like ASCAP and BMI) does not require its composer and
music publisher affiliates to collaborate only with other SESAC affiliates when
creating or publishing music.


Songwriters have the ability to switch affiliations among PROs and may bring
their catalogs of music to a new PRO. Accordingly, it is difficult to determine the
percentage of songs that are split works when the royalties are actually paid.
However, SESAC has no reason to believe that its proportionate share of split
works is any different than the proportionate share of split works administered by
ASCAP or BMI. In any event, all parties having an ownership interest in a
copyrighted composition are entitled - and deservedly so - to be paid for their
proportionate ownership share.


I.     How much did SESAC collect fi:om commercial radio stations in 2004, 2003, 2002, 2000
and 19987


ANSWER:


In 2004, SESAC collected approximately 4% of the music performance rights fees paid
by the English-language formatted radio industry. For each of the other years in question,
SESAC collected licensefees in approximate proportion to its share of music use in the English-
language formatted radio industry.


Considering only radio stations with a classical music format, what percentage of total
feature performances of musical compositions on such radio stations were performances of
compositions in the SESAC repertory? What percentage of total feature performances of
musical.compositions on such radio stations were performances of compositions in the SESAC
repertory that are not "split works" that also appear in the ASCAP or BMI repertory? Please
provide data for 2004, 2002, 2000 and 1998.


ANSWER:


SESAC does not have such data; BDS, the technology by which SESAC tracks
performances, does not conduct surveys of classical music stations. Out of more than twelve
thousand radio stations in the United States, there are only 143 classical music stations; 117 are
operated as non-commercial non-profit stations, 102 of which are affiliates of National Public
Radio. National Public Radio stations enjoy "special treatment"; their license fees are negotiated
in a bloc by representatives of National Public Radio, the Public Broadcasting System and the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, resulting in negotiated "fiat sum" fees paid for five-year
license terms. Of the remaining 26 commercial classical music radio stations, 10 stations are
eligible for license fee discounts as a result of negotiations concluded on their behalf between
SESAC and the National Religious Broadcast Music License Committee. SESAC does not have
any information regarding split works in the classical music genre. (SESAC would note,
however, that many classical music works performed on the radio are actually fully protected
copyrighted arrangements of compositions that might or might not have entered into the public
domain.) SESAC has no reason to believe that its proportionate share of split works in the
TN39465.5
20140610002
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classical genre is any different than the proportionate share of split works administered by
ASCAP or BMI.


K.    The TMLC testified that SESAC is "the only organization that operates with a profit
motive." Can SESAC tell me how much profit it made in comparison to the other parties
testifying?


ANSWER:


SESAC does not know how much profit it made "in comparison to the other parties
testifying." Stephen Swid, SESAC’s Chairman and CEO, stated in his oral testimony before this
Subcommittee on May 11, 2005, that SESAC is a for-profit company as are 99.9% of its
licensees. In fact, the broadcasters, including CBS, NBC, ABC, Fox, The Tribune Company,
Newsweek, etc., reported, in their 2003 annual reports, multiple billions of dollars in profits from
their local television stations. Moreover, ASCAP and BMI recently reported that they each had
retained approximately $100 million of revenue after distributions to song writers and music
publishers.


SESAC hopes that these responses will be helpful in providing additional information to
Subcommittee, and would be willing to meet with the Chairman and/or other members of the
Subcommittee to discuss these responses in more detail. SESAC would request that it be
permitted to submit under seal any information sought by the Subcommittee that is confidential
and proprietary information concerning its internal business operations.
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In The Matter Of:


Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recording and Ephemeral Recordings
for a New Subscription Service


Docket No. 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA


2006-1 CRB DSTRA Oral Testimony of


ERIC LOGAN


Executive Vice President of Programming, XM Satellite Radio Inc.
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Before the


COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS


Washington, D.C.


In the matter of:


Adjustment of Rates and Terms~


for Preexisting Subscriptions~Docket No.2006-i


Services, ~CRB DSTRA


and ~


Satellite Digital Audio Radio~


Services                             ~


VOLUME II


Room LM-408


Library of Congress


First and Independence Avenue,


S.E.


Washington, D.C. 20540


Monday,


June 5, 2007


The above-entitled matter came on


for hearing, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m.


BEFORE:


THE HONORABLE JAMES SLEDGE, Chief Judge


THE HONORABLE WILLIAM J. ROBERTS, JR., Judge


THE HONORABLE STAN WISNIEWSKI, Judge
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APPEARANCES:


On Behalf of SoundExchange:


DAVID A. HANDZO, ESQ.


MICHAEL B. DeSANCTIS, ESQ.


JARED O. FREEDMAN, ESQ.


THOMAS J. PERRELLI, ESQ.


MARK D. SCHNEIDER, ESQ.


Jenner & Block


601 Thirteenth Street, N.W.


Suite 1200 South
Washington, D.C. 20005


202/639-6060
dhandzo@jenner.com


On Behalf of XM Satellite Radio, Inc.:


BRUCE RICH, ESQ.


JONATHAN BLOOM, ESQ.


TODD LARSON, ESQ.


BENJAMIN MARKS, ESQ.


BRUCE S. MEYER, ESQ.
Weil Gotshal & Manges


567 5th Avenue


New York, New York 10016


212/310-8238


On Behalf of Sirius Satellite Radio,


Inc. :


BRUCE G. JOSEPH, ESQ.


KARYN K. ABLIN, ESQ.


MATT J. ASTLE, ESQ.


JENNIFER L. ELGIN, ESQ.


THOMAS W. KIRBY, ESQ.


MICHAEL L. STURM, ESQ.
Wiley Rein


1776 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006


202/719-7528
bjoseph@wileyrein.com
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On Behalf of Music Choice:


PAUL M. FAKLER, ESQ.


Moses & Singer LLP


406 Lexington Avenue


New York, New York 10174-1299


212/554-7800


pflakler@mosessinger.com
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I N D E X


WITNESS DIR CRS REDIR RECRS VOIR DIRE


GARYPARSONS 5 33 93 i01 75


ERIC LOGAN 119 210 218


MARKVENDETTI 284


EXHIBIT IDENTIFIED RECEIVED


SX 1 60


SX 2 66 71


SX 3 - 82


SX 4 87 89


SX 5 89 92


SX 6 211 220


SX 7 220


SX 8 229 232


SX 9 249


SX i0 253 254


SX ii 255


SX 12 267


SX 13 269 270


SX 14 272


SX 15 273


SX 16 277 278


XM 2 125 126


XM 3 132 135


XM 4 295 297


XM 5 304
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Q


record.


A


Q


employed?


A


I didn’t want the Panel to think I was showing


any disrespect or being overly casual.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I hope we’re


not that sensitive.


MR. MEYER: Thank you.


WHEREUPON,


ERIC LOGAN


was called as a witness by Counsel for XM


Satellite Radio I&C., having been first duly


sworn, assumed the witness stand, was examined


and testified as follows:


DIRECT EXAMINATION


BY MR. MEYER:


Please state your name for the


My name is Eric Logan.


And how are you currently


I’m employed by XM Satellite Radio


as the Head of Programming.


Q What is your official ti%le?


A Executive Vice President of


I
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Programming.


Q Okay. And in terms of your role


as Executive Vice President of Programming,


can you describe generally for us your


responsibilities?


A Sure. I oversee two distinct


parts of our business. I oversee the content


creation of our channels and oversee the


rights, if you will, of management of those


channels.


And I also oversee the bandwidth


management or the infrastructure that provides


our content given to our uplink. So I have


two distinct different roles as the Head of


Programming.


Q Now I’m going to touch briefly on


your employment history without going through


it in extreme detail. But I do have a


question I want to bring out the most


embarrassing aspect of it which is your first


job in radio. Can you describe that for us.


A Yes. My first job in radio was I
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was Chuck the Duck, a radio station mascot in


Oklahoma City.


Q And, in fact, you were so


effective in that role that you actually


received a promotion. Isn’t that correct?


A That is correct. I was hired


subsequently by the station across the street


for a promotion to become Cody the Coyote.


Those were my first two jobs.


Q Okay.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Logan,


for someone that features Howard Stern as a


primary program, I can’t imagine how you would


be embarrassed by that history.


(Laughter.)


MR. MEYER:


XM does not have Howard Stern.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


MR. MEYER:


Anthony.


To be clear, of course


That’s true.


But we do have Opie &


(Laughter.)


MR. MEYER: And I’m not sure any


I
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more which way that cuts.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q Okay now, Mr. Logan, with that


aside, can you just briefly tell us what your


experience was, particularly focusing on the


radio industry before you joined XM?


A Sure. As I stated, I started in


radio. I was an on-air personality for a few


years. But I quickly became a Program


Director for many radio stations across


America. I worked in markets such as Oklahoma


City, Seattle, San Francisco, Tampa, Chicago,


and New York City.


And upon moving from Chicago to


New York City, I became the Vice President of


Programming for Infinity Broadcasting at the


time, which rolled up into CBS Radio.


From there, I worked about a year


and a half, became the President of


Programming for Citadel Broadcasting where I


oversaw the day-to-day operations of about


160-plus radio stations across the country.
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And then about three years ago, I


got a call from Hugh Panero, our current CEO,


who asked me if I would like to come be the


Head of Programming for XM Satellite Radio.


Q And what part of the country do


you hail from?


A Oklahoma.


Q And you worked at radio stations


in Oklahoma?


A Yes, sir.


Q Now I’d just like to begin as we


did with Mr. Parsons, if I could have you !ook


at your direct written testimony in this case.


And the attachments thereto. Do you have


somebody assisting you with copies there? Do


you need a copy?


A Yes.


Q Now, Mr. Logan, what I placed


before you, is this a copy of your direct


written testimony in connection with this


proceeding?


A Yes, it is.


I
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Q Okay. And at the time did you


review all of this testimony and believe it to


be truthful?


A Yes, I did.


Q And then you signed it?


A Yes, I did.


Q Okay. And you also reviewed the


attachments to the direct testimony?


A Yes, I did.


Q Okay. I haven’t actually put a


mark on it but we wil! do that.


MR. MEYER: i’d like to move i<


into evidence. I believe it is XM Exhibit 2


with the Parson’s Declaration and Exhibits


being Exhibit i. But we will take back your


copies and mark them and give you back,


hopefully, the marked copies if that is okay.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I’m not clear


on what you are proposing.


MR. MEYER: We don’t have an


exhibit sticker on it. So I’m simply


proposing that at some point, if Your Honors


,!
!
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wish, we will mark -- we will put stickers on


your copies so it is clear. Assuming it is


admitted. To say XM Exhibit 2.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Exhibit 2?


MR. MEYER: Well, I know that Mr.


Rich with Mr. Parsons admitted Mr. Parson’s


direct testimony and attachments as XM Exhibit


I. And, again, it may not have contained a


sticker marking it as such. So this, I


presume, would be Exhibit 2.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as XM Exhibit


No. 2 for identification.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any objection


to the direct written statement of Eric Logan


being offered as XM Exhibit 2?


MR. HANDZO: No objection to the


admission of the testimony, Your Honor.


Just as a logistical matter, I


think what we did in the webcasting case was


we didn’t -- the testimony got admitted but we


didn’t actually mark it as an exhibit because
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we just have to kill more trees to put it in


exhibit binders. And the Court already has


that. So I was just going to propose that as


the way we proceed in this case as well.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I have no


response to that.


MR. HANDZO: I guess we will work


it out among Counsel.


MR. MEYER: That is fine, Your


Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: With no


objection, Exhibit 2 is admitted.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was received into the


record as XM Exhibit No. 2.)


BY MR. MEYER:


Q Okay. Now, Mr. Logan, going back


to your responsibilities, are you responsible


for just music content on XM? Or other forms


of content as well?


A No, I’m responsible for all


content on our network for talk, music,


,!
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information, and such.


Q And do you have a staff that works


for you in programming the content?


A Yes, I do.


Approximately how many people workQ


for you?


A It varies because there is a


constant turnover but approximately 380 to 390


people.


Q Okay. And as a general matter,


can you just explain to the Panel what is XM’s


content strategy?


A Sure. Our goal is to leverage


this infrastructure that we created, this


nationa! footprint we have, to create and


offer a content that is diverse enough that


people would pay us $12.95 a month for it.


Our underpinning philosophy of


that is to try to attract enough people that


when they come to the service, there is


something for everyone. There is a rich


portfolio of talk, of music, of sports, of


I
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information, and services.


So we constantly challenge


ourselves to make sure that if somebody comes


to us through a variety of our paths, whether


or not it is our OEM or our automotive


segment, or they go to a Best Buy/Circuit City


and purchase one of our radios, that when they


get to the network they find not only what


they were looking for but for other things


that they didn’t know they were looking for as


well.


Q ’Okay. And you mentioned, I


believe, in describing your responsibilities,


you mentioned something about managing the


bandwidth.


A Yes.


Q Is there a finite amount of


bandwidth that XM is allowed to use?


A Yes, there is.


Q And who decides -- who gives you


that allocation?


A Well, the FCC grants us the
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spectrum. And we utilize approximately about


what we call four megabits of the spectrum


that we can utilize to associate to each


individual channel. And the kilobits are


actually the technical mechanism that brings


to life the channels on the radios.


Q Okay. And did XM have to apply


for a license to the FCC?


A      Yes, we did. We applied for a


license. We were granted and purchased the


license for I think approximately 90 million


dollars.


Q Okay. And let me direct your


attention to Exhibit 1 of your written


testimony. And can you just describe for us


what <his is?


A Well, this is a depiction, a small


one, of our channel lineup that you would


expect to see on our website, you would see in


many of our retail establishments that we


entice people to come to our network. It


provides a look across all of our channels
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with short descriptions of some of the


content.


And we have broken it into very


manageable-type sections. Whether or not it


is sports, or music by genre, or news, or


traffic, or weather. So when you !ook at it,


it also has a variety of personalities that


are on here.


These personalities are people we


feel, from a marketing standpoint, speak to


the gross segments or the people that we are


Erying to target ~o entice them to come to our


service and pay us a subscription a month.


Q Okay. Now this -- is this exhibit


accurate as of the date of your affidavit?


A As of the date of my affidavit,


that is correct.


Q Okay. And has the content changed


somewhat since the date of your direct written


testimony?


A Yes, it has.


Q Okay.


!
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MR. MEYER: And with the Panel’s


permission, we have really just an updated


version of the same document that reflects the


content as it exists on the channel today.


And I’d like to mark that as an exhibit,


Exhibit 3.


MR. MEYER: I’d like to offer
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that.


marked.


Your Honor.


suffice.


be marked.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: This isn’t


MR. MEYER: Again, I apologize,


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It won’t


MR. MEYER: Okay.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: These have to


MR. MEYER: Would it be okay if I


marked it with a -- do we have an exhibit


sticker? We’re going to mark it with an


exhibit sticker, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Meyer,
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that is clearly provided in our regulations.


MR. MEYER: I apologize, Your


Honor.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as XM Exhibit


No. 3 for identification.)


MR. MEYER: Thank you.


Todd, can you -- do you want to


talk to your assistant?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Do we need to


take a recess for you to get your presentation


prepared?


MR. MEYER: Your Honor, I think it


will just take a few seconds.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Is this going


to be the last one?


MR. MEYER: Yes, t-he last time


this will happen?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes.


MR. MEYER: Yes, Your Honor. And


it is the last exhibit that I will be


introducing.
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Well, while we are waiting, may I


proceed with questions --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, sir.


MR. MEYER: -- so as not to waste


the time?


BY MR. MEYER:


Q Now, Mr. Logan, with respect to


the channels on XM currently, I think Mr.


Parsons mentioned this. How many channels are


there on XM currently?


A As of today, I think we have 177


today.


Q And how does that compare to the


number of channels that were on XM upon XM’s


launch?


A Upon XM’s launch, I think we had


i01 or right about i00.


Q Okay. And has the mix of content


between music and non-music content changed


over that period of time to your knowledge?


A Yes, it has.


Q Okay. And can you describe how?
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A Yes, we’ve added approximately 77


or so channels of which I think we have added


somewhere in the neighborhood of, you know,


seven music channels in total. But we have


added upwards of 70-plus non-music channels


over the point of time from the launch of our


service through today.


Q So is it correct to say then that


as I believe Mr. Rich said in his opening,


that the content on XM is tending towards


greater non-music content?


A That would be true, yes.


Q Okay. All right. And now if we


could look at what I have marked as


SoundExchange Exhibit 3 -- and again with


apologies to the Panel, is this simply an


updated version of Exhibit 1 that was attached


to your report, sir?


A That is correct.


Q Okay.


MR. MEYER: And I would ask that


it be admitted.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


don’t have an Exhibit 3.


MR. MEYER:


sir.


PARTICIPANT: Excuse me, Your


Honor, it is my slip.


MR. MEYER: I apologize again and


renew my offer.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Is there any


objection to XM Exhibit 3?


MR. HANDZO: No, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Without


objection, it is admitted.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was received into the


record as XM Exhibit No. 3.)


MR. MEYER: Thank you. And I


believe we have a board of this as well. If


my colleague, Mr. Thompson, is correct.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q Now, Mr. Logan, what I’d like to


do is just walk through this a little bit


Mr. Meyer, I


I have an Exhibit 2.


I apologize again,
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since we’ve obviously had a lot of testimony


about XM and about Sirius but very little


description of what is actually on the


services.
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Obviously we are not going to go


through every one of these items. But I take


it on the left side that describes the music


channels. Is that correct?


A That is correct.


Q Okay. And I thi~k you said how


many music channels are there?


A      Currently on Ehis line up we have


69 commercial-free music channels.


Q Okay. And there was some mention


made earlier in Mr. Parson’s testimony about


some music channels that were programmed by


Clear Channel. Can you just explain to the


Panel what that is?


A Sure. Clear Channel has the


right, through an investment in our company,


to program approximately 400 kilobits of


bandwidth. We mutually agree upon formatic
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direction or where they are trying to appeal


to a marketplace.


We have a revenue share


arrangement with them so they program these


channels and through their bandwidth, they


have elected to program five music channels as


part of that. So in total, we have 74 music


channels but 69 of which are commercial free.


Q Okay. And the Clear Channel


channels, is that reflected on the chart here


in Exhibit 3?


A Yes, it is.


Q And where is that?


A To the far right-hand column, if


you look where it says regional, talk, the


news, and music, the four channels are


Nashville, KISS, Mix, Sunny, and WSIX.


Q Okay. All right. And I think


this is simple arithmetic but out of the 170


channels currently on XM, approximately how


many of them @re non-music channels?


A Seventy-four less 77, so 103
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approximately.


Q Okay. All right. Now let’s just


again walk through a few examples of the


content you have. Now you see on the far left


column, you have Decades channels. Can you


just explain briefly what those are?


A Sure. You know what we try to do


with all of our music programming is to create


something that is easy and an experience for


our subscribers to navigate and move around.


So one of the tactics by which we


have chosen to showcase some of the more


classic record or early recordings is cut them


by decades. And we just found it to be really


simple that from a marketing proposition, to


say that the 40s are on Channel 4, 50s on 5,


60s on 6, and we do that al! the way until we


get to the 90s on 9.


So in that channel what you will


hear is music that is book marked basically


from January ist, 1980, for example, all the


way through December 31st of 1989. And that
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channel will play music from that ten-year


era.


Okay. And we’ve heard that music


pre-1972 is not subject to the license in this


case. Can you point to which channels, if


any, predominantly play music recorded prior


to 1972?


A Well, in the Decades example,


clearly the 40s, 50s, 60s, some of the 70s do.


But as you continue through our network, for


example in our rock category, when you have a


channel like Top Tracks, it plays a lot of


music that is from the 60s.


So in tota!, and I don’t have the


number off the top of my head, Your Honor, but


I wil! tell you we have somewhere between i0


to 12 different channels that play a


predominant mix of music that could be pre-


1972.


Q For example do you have a Frank


Sinatra channel?


A No, we do not.
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Q Okay.


A We have a channel called High


Standards, which is Channel 73, which used to


be called Frank’s Place. But it is now called


High Standards. And that plays music


predominantly of one of the ones that I cited


pre-1972.


Q And, by the way, the Decade


channels, 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s, are those


popular channels?


A Very popular°


Q Now underneath <he Decades


channels on the left, it says country. And I


noticed there are -- I think there are seven


country channels. Is that correct?


A Actually there are nine country


channels on the network, seven of which are


commercial free and two additional channels


that are programmed by Clear Channel.


Q Okay. And from the standpoint of


you as the Chief Programmer at XM, what is the


benefit or the attractiveness to consumers of
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having nine country channels?


A      Well, country is a very big genre


of music. And generically we feel that the


experience should be where somebody wants to


specialize and understand things about classic


country music, we want to provide an


environment for that to be.
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Conversely, there are people who


are just more interested in the current or


contemporary country music. And we want to


provide that, which we do, which is Channel


16.


And then there is a group of


people who are interested really in what is


referred to often in the country circles is


the Urban Cowboy era, which would have been


the late 70s through the 80s era. And we have


a channel that does that.


And then there is also a very


popular channel that we have called Cross


Country, which is a regipnal segment of


country music out of Texas that is called
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Americana by some standards. And some people


refer to it as Texas Country.


We took this genre from the launch


of our network and took a small regiona!


format to a national audience and provided an


opportunity for that music to be heard.


And also many of country artists


of today and songwriters have strong roots


into folk music. So one of our channels is to


showcase the breadth and depth of folk music,


another format or genre of music that is not


widely available anywhere in America in the


!ocal markets and clearly on a national basis


we do that now.


Q Now are there major --


JUDGE ROBERTS: Excuse me, Mr.


Logan, some of the country music that you play


is that pre-1972?


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, it is.


JUDGE ROBERTS: And, of course,


some of the classical recordings that you play


are pre-1972 as well as the rock and roll and
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the others you identified?


THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor.


JUDGE ROBERTS: What percentage of


all the music that XM plays in a given year is


pre-19727


THE WITNESS: Your Honor, in a


given year, it’s tough without me actually


doing an analy{is. But of our -- we have a


service called Dillett, which is our database


of music that we actually draw from and our


programmers draw from.


And depending upon what week you


could look at in just spot checking, we play


somewhere between eight and 13 percent of that


cata!ogue would be music predominantly from


pre-1972o


JUDGE ROBERTS: That is in a given


week?


THE WITNESS: It’s -- honestly,


that was when we looked at it in a couple of


days. And just grabbing some snapshot days.


We have not done a detailed analysis, Your
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Honor, of everything we play over the course


of the year.


JUDGE ROBERTS: You don’t think


that that would be important to a proceeding


like this to know what that percentage was?


Your Honor.


THE WITNESS:


MR. MEYER:


I think it would be,


Your Honor, that may


be something we will address in rebuttal.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q But going back just to the


diversity of the country stations, are there


major markets -- I’m using country as an


example -- are there major markets in the


United States that don’t have any country


channels?


A


Q


A


America.


Yes, that is true.


Can you give some examples?


New York City in one market in


They don’t have any form of country


music in New York City. Los Angeles was


without a country radio station for a period
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of time. They just launched one. San


Francisco just launched one a few years ago.


But there was a point not too


recently where in the top five markets in


America, Chicago and Philadelphia, out of the


top five markets, were the only two markets


that had a major country outlet in that


market.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Excuse me.


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Are you


referring to terrestrial radio?


incredible.


stations in those markets.


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, I am.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That is


I’ve listened to country music


THE WITNESS:


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


In New York City?


Yes.


THE WITNESS: Okay.


BY MR. MEYER:


Is it your understanding thatQ


currently there is or is not a country --
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predominantly country music station in New


York City?


A In New York City, there is a


potential that there could be a New Jersey


radio station. But there is no New York City-


licensed FM or AM to my knowledge today that


is playing country music.


Q As sad as that may be from some


people’s perspectives, certainly is there


anywhere in the United States where a country


music fan could receive nine country music


channels?


A


Q


Not to my knowledge, no.


And similarly under Christian, you


have three Christian music channels. Is that


correct?


A Yes, sir.


Q And is that available anywhere


else in the country as far as you know?


A Yes, there are markets that do


play a blend of Christian pop and rock. But


specifically part of our Christian
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presentation, we have a channel that we are


very excited about that we actually feel that


we helped break on a national basis which is


Southern Gospel.


We are very proud to be one of the


first national media outlets to bring Southern


Gospe! music to a nationa! audience.


We actually tested this format


online with our streaming service. And upon


putting on the network, it was our number one-


rated Christian channel within a matter of


months.


Q Okay, and again, I’m not going to


go through all of this but focusing on the


rock channels, how many rock channels do you


currently have on XM?


A We have around 14.


Q Okay. And by way of comparison,


do you know how many rock channels there are


in New York City?


A In the New York City metro area,


they just received a new rock channel about
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two weeks ago.


two.


Q


a moment and in the middle column we see the


So to my knowledge, that makes


Now leaving the music channels for
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sports package -- yes, please.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: How do you


define the New York City metropolitan area?


THE WITNESS: Well, it is a large


market. And programming in New York, like I


have, we look at stations that are --


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Let me cut to


the chase here.


THE WITNESS: Sure.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Do you use the


standard statistical definition from the


Bureau of Census or is this just some notion


that you have of what constitutes that area?


THE WITNESS: No, Your Honor. We


use what is defined by the market from


Arbitron which uses a portion of the census


data.


BY MR. MEYER:
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Q Now with respect to the sports


content, can you just describe for the Panel -


- and, again, without going through every


channe! but the major channels, the major


types of sports content that XM offers?


A There are two different types of


sports content. There is sports talk content


and sports play-by-play content. So let’s


talk about sports talk content. On the sports


talk content side, we carry brands such as


ESPN Radio, Fox News, and also Hispanic brands


of sports like XM Deportivo, which is a


national Hispanic sports-focused channel. It


focuses on baseball and boxing and soccer.


We also have our own channel
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called XM Sports Nation, which is our branded


sports talk show channel, which features


exclusive programming from Jimmie Johnson,


Dale Earnhardt, Jr., Mike Krzyzewski, a show


that we created with James Carville and Luke


Russert called 60/20 Sports among other shows.


Then there is the sports play-by-
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play, which we broadcast somewhere in the


magnitude of over 5,000 live sporting events


each year. And our sports portfolio, it is


really driven by two key areas, baseball,


which we carry every team or every game


everywhere you go. And we have around 14


play-by-play channels of baseball.


In addition to that, we created a


baseball talk channel for the basebal! heads


to listen 24 hours a day about talk. And we


have been increasing our coverage and


penetration in college sports.


We’ve just announced a deal with


the Southeastern Conference to migrate


Southeastern Conference from our competitor to


XM over the next two years. And, in fact,


today we just announced LSU joining us as


well.


So that makes five of the six


major conferences we carry. So from a sports


perspective, those are the two thrusts.


And in addition to that, we carry
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the National Hockey League, which will be


moving to an exclusive partnership with us


starting next year. We carry IRL races, which


just featured the Indianapolis 500. And we


carry PGA Tour coverage of play-by-play for


golf. But that covers the majority of our


coverage.


Q Okay. Now I want to come back and


ask you about this issue of exclusivity that


has already been raised to some extent. But


just going through it, finishing up,


summarizing the content, you have Oprah &


Friends, Mr. Parsons spoke to that. Is that


an important part of your content on XM?


A Yes, it is.


Q Okay. Is it popular?


A Yes, it is.


Q Okay. And what do you get -- what


kind of content do you get as a result of your


deal with Oprah?


A       Well, we get -- from Oprah,


herself, we get an exclusive radio show from
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her every week that only can be heard on XM


Satellite Radio. In addition to that, she is


effectively the Executive Producer that helps


guide and create the rest of the channel,


which is comprised of her friends.


And her friends are her panel of


experts, if you wil!, that have helped her in


her personal life, whether it is finance or


health or dietary or physical fitness and even


interior design.


So the channel, over the course of


<he week, wil! have a variety of these shows


anchored by the friends. Oprah has a show.


And Oprah’s best friend, Gayle King, has a


show, a daily show on the channel as well.


Q Okay. And just below Oprah and


Her Friends, we see the biggest names in the


news. And can you just hit the highlights for


us please in terms of the news content that


you have on XM?


A Sure. We hoped to create an


environment so that people, regardless of
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their political affiliation, would feel that


there was something for them, keeping with our


theme of the network. So we have a rich


portfolio of the biggest names in news,


whether it is CNN or Fox News or Headline


News.


We also carry CNBC and Bloomberg


for those who are interested in financial


news. And we also carry BBC for the


international view of what is happening around


the world.


We carry CSPAN exclusively now,


which is the coverage of what happens here


with our government as well. And we are very


proud to be creating our own brand of


nationally public radio, a national brand,


called XMPR, which is hosted by Bob Edwards


exclusively on our channel.


Q And you have on the upper right


All-Star Talk and Entertainment. And can you


describe what that is?


A In that category, we have a
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variety of talk, scope, and word content that


would range from classic radio shows, old-


time radio featuring the Green Horn or Chicken


Man or a variety of theme which is very


popular.


Also we have in there featured


conservative talk and liberal talk with Air


American or America Right. We have African-


American Talk, which is really focusing on the


African-American marketplace.


We have Family Talk, which is


Christian talk. And we also have Open Road,


which is a truckers’ channel, which is a


channel that discusses what happens on the


road and people traveling and then challenges


that they face as well.


Q Now I noted there you had the


conservative talk station and the progressive


talk station right next to each other on the


dial. I hope that that is okay. And people


don’t accidently turn to one or the other and


get upset.
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Kids programming, could you


describe what that is? I know this -- I am


painfully aware of this from my kids who


insist on listening only to Channel 115, Radio


But just explain what kind of contentDisney.


you have.


A Sure. Radio Disney and XM Kids is


part of our belief that kids programming, on


a nationa! basis, is not deeply penetrated


enough. So we partner with Radio Disney.


They provide that feed for us, which is a safe


environment for some popular music of today.


Then we create our own brand of


children’s entertainment called XM Kids, which


is really focused on children between the ages


of three and six, whereas Radio Disney is


focused on ages six and over.


XM Kids, we have a staff of


personalities, in fact our morning show is a


morning show that is actually a radio cartoon.


He has chipmunks who come in and skunks. And


they take out trash. And it is very
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interactive.


kids with their homework.


interactive kids channel.


And even at night, they help


So it is a very


Q Okay. Now I’m going to come back


to Opie & Anthony. But the instant traffic,


weather, and alerts, what type of content do


you have in that area?


A We offer 21 channels of discreet


information for particular cities. So, for


example, you could go to Channel 214 on your


XM radio anywhere in the country with our


service and you can get up-to-the-minute


information about the weather in Washington,


And we do that forD.C. and also the traffic.


21 cities.


In addition to that, we also have


a channel called 247, which is 24/7, which is


our emergency alert channel. And that is the


channel we use to track national emergencies,


whether they are forest fires or blizzards.


And last year, through the hurricane and even


with Katrina, 247 was the channel that we
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disseminated much of the information from


FEMA.


In addition, at times we expand


this category by another channel or two,


depending upon the needs. So when the Red


Cross approached us about Hurricane Katrina,


we actually put a channel dedicated to the Red


Cross.


They utilized our national


infrastructure to communicate with people on


the ground in Louisiana and the Gulf Coast


because the terrestrial repeaters were down


and the cell phone service was down. So we


utilize that in partnering with a lot of


variety of public service interests.


Q Okay. And then finally under the


comedy category, can you describe for those


who have not had the pleasure of hearing them,


Opie & Anthony, what they are. And their


importance to the network?


A Well, we offer five channels of


comedy. Again, that theme of something for
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everyone. We have comedy that is safe. And


then we have comedy that is over the top. And


Opie & Anthony would be in that category.


It is a show that is targeted


toward a male demographic. And it is very


aggressive, male lifestyle show.


Q Do you know, by the way, what the


demographic is of your listeners on XM?


A Yes, ~pproximately -- without


having it in front of me, the average age of


our network is somewhere around the age of 46,


47. And it ranges depending upon what survey


we see. And the gender split is somewhere in


the range of 65, with 35 skewing toward the


male.


Q


you know which channel is the most popular in


terms of listenership?


A


Okay. Now of all this content, do


Yes, I do.


Which one?


It is Op~e & Anthony.


And prior to Opie & Anthony
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assuming that lofty title, do you know who the


predecessor was as the most popular channel?


A Yes, I do.


Q And what was that?


A Fox News.


Q All right. Now let me ask you


about exclusivity. Now which, if any, of this


content is exclusive. And if you need to


clarify in terms of degrees of exclusivity,


please do so.


A


exclusivity.


if I could.


Q


A


Well, let me define the degrees of


And then we can hone in on that


Sure.


Under the degrees of exclusivity,


because of our national service in that we


broadcast to the entire country, we have one


degree of exclusivity that is with no ability


for any consumer to get the content anywhere


else. In any form or fashion.


And a good example of that would


be Oprah Winfrey. The only way you can get
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Oprah & Friends radio show is by being a


subscriber to XM.


Then there is a segment of


exclusivity that is exclusive to XM and not on


Sirius but potentially could be on terrestrial


radio. And a good example of that could be


Air America or the, if you will, the liberal


talk network that we have.


Our competitor doesn’t have it.


However, AM and FM does. So that is an


example of exclusivity vis-b-vis Sirius.


Then there is a level of


exclusivity that is exclusive only to


satellite radio as a category and not to


terrestrial radio. Fox News and CNN, which we


take the television feed for, is exclusive to


us and Sirius but not to AM and FM radio.


Q Now as a general matter, does XM


pay more for exclusive content than non-


exclusive content?


A Yes.


_~Q And why is that?
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A Well, the reason why is because we


feel that in order to bring people to the


network, we have to tap in to things that are


of mass appeal to them. Whether or not it is


major league baseball with the value


proposition of being able to get into your car


or get our service and get every game


everywhere you go, that is an exclusive


relationship that we would have that we would


pay a premium for.


Oprah Winfrey is an example of


Oprah Winfrey promoting on her show, on her TV


show and her magazines, I have this channel on


XM. But I really wish you could listen to my


channel. And motivate sales and attract


people to us.


Q Now, of course, perhaps it is


asking the obvious, people are used to


listening to regular terrestrial radio in


their cars, they pay nothing for that,


corrgct?


A Correct.
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Q


is $12.95?


A


Q


something --


And the subscription price for XM


Today, correct.


Okay. And did it used to be


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Is it your


proposition that advertising costs the


consumer nothing ultimately?


MR. MEYER: I’ll defer to you as


the economist, Judge Wisniewski.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q But there is clearly no monthly


subscription fee for terrestrial radio,


correct?


A Yes, sir.


Q As there is for XM. And I think


you said -- did it use to be less than $12.957


A Yes, when we launched our service


initially, we were $9.95. And a few years ago


we raised our fee from $9.99 to $12.99.


Q And we may get into pore of this


with Mr. Cook but are there other options,
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family plans, and things that consumers can


use to pay less than $12.957


A Yes, there is.


Q Could you just describe that?


A Yes, in the broadest sense, you


can have a radio at $12.95 in your car that


you purchased from one of our car partners.


Hopefully you fal! in love with the service


and you see value in it.


And there is an opportunity for


you to get a second radio in your home or even


in your office. We offer you the ability to


get that for $6.99. And you can purchase --


and if I’m not mistaken, I think up to four


additional radios under that one what we refer


to as a family plan.


Q Okay. Now with respect to


exclusivity and taking major league baseball


as an example, you say you have exclusive


rights to all major league baseball games? Do


I have that right?


A We have the exclusive satellite
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radio rights to major league baseball.


Q Now isn’t it true that all


baseball games or virtually all baseball games


are, in fact, broadcast on terrestrial radio?


A That is correct.


Q So then in what sense can you say


that you have the exclusive rights to it?


A We have the exclusive rights for -


- an example of if you are a Chicago Cubs fan


in Baltimore, Maryland, we have the broadcast


rights to have the ability to broadcast the


Chicago Cubs game into all the markets in


America. We have the rights from all 30 teams


to do that.


So in a market for which the


exclusivity could be that you have the


Nationals or you have the Oriels, we would be


broadcasting into that market all the games at


the same time.


Q And you do that on a nationwide


basis?


A We do that on a nationwide basis.
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Q Now are there any features of the


major league baseball contract that reflect


the value of exclusivity?


A Yes, there is.


Q Okay. And without giving specific


numbers, can you describe that?


A       Sure. In our agreement with major


league baseball, there is a p_rovision that we


pay to baseball that is a premium for


exclusivity. We refer to it in our house as


a ratchet down provision.


And in the broadest sense, if we


were to not have exclusivity of major league


baseball, the way the agreement reads is that


our fee would be ratcheted down 70 percent.


MR. MEYER: Now I’m about to enter


into another area, Your Honor. I don’t know


what your preference is, whether I should take


up the remaining five minutes or not.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It is your


five minutes.


MR. MEYER: Okay. If I’m going to
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get charged with five minutes either way, then


I will continue to ask questions.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q Let me ask you about the music


programming, now is the music programming


exclusive in any way?


A There are aspects of our


programming that we have with shows like Bob


Dylan that are exclusive to us. And that


would be the degree of exclusivity that we


have.


Q Okay. But with respect to in


general, for example, the country stations or


the rock stations or the hip hop stations, is


there any exclusivity?


A No.


Q That’s all content that a consumer


could hear theoretically on terrestrial radio,


right?


A


Q


programming at XM?


That is correct.


Now what is the role of music


Or let me rephrase that.
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You mentioned that you have this


very large staff of people who work for you,


correct?


A Yes.


Q And some of those people, their


job is to program these music stations?


A Yes.


Q Okay. And could you just describe


generally the process by which they do that?


A Yes, generally what we have done


is we have a very experienced, highly


decorated staff of individuals who look at


this -- I referred to Dillett a moment ago --


but look at all the available music that could


be played.


Through their expertise and their


guidance, they say this is what I feel, as the


expert that I have hired or my team has hired,


to represent that particular genre. They have


full creative freedom to showcase it any way


they see fit.


We don’t research our music so
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they do have the ability to change with the


times. A great example is the guy who


programs Willie’s Place is the former


president of MCA Records out of Nashville.


guy named Eddie Kilroy who produced many


records with Jerry Lee Lewis.


A


Not a radio veteran. Not a radio


But works with Willie Nelsonprogrammer.


collectively and says this is the type of


presentation that we want to present in terms


of classic country music°


Jona<han Schwartz, who programs


our High Standards channel, has authored books


on American standards and authored books on


Frank Sinatra, presents a channel about


standards music or the Rat Pack from his point


of view. So he has full creativity to change


or contextualize or communicate or take calls


on the fly, if you will.


And basically from all of our


music channels, that is the same sort of


approach that our programmers have about how
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they can go after a channel.


Q And how does this programming


strategy differ from terrestrial radio?


A Greatly. In terrestrial radio,


you are constrained by their business model,


which is they have to aggregate a large amount


of audience so they can charge a premium for


that audience in terms of advertising because


that is their fundamental business


proposition.


We take a different approach


because have elected through our presentation


not to play commercials, to charge a


subscription as part of the experience, and


our Program Directors feel that it is


important to take people on these musical


journeys through the depth and breadth of folk


music. Or through the depth and breadth of


alternative. Or any of these genres that we


represent today.


There is no need for us to worry


about how many audience members we get into
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one general channel because we are not selling


advertising. So the theory that I used to


work from for 20 years of my life in broadcast


for terrestrial radio is aggregate, get big,


and play. And then sell.


And in this case, for us, it is


about how satisfied our subscribers are with


this channel versus this channel. So it is


almost the exact opposite as terrestrial radio


in that regard of how we program.


Q Okay. Based on your experience in


terrestrial radio, do programmers generally


have the ability to select any song they want


to play from the station’s library?


A Well, they could. But corporate


programmers, like myself, would then call them


and say you are breaking format. And they


wouldn’t. So there are a lot of very rigid


formatic directions. And typically a radio


station such as a -- using country again as


your example, a country radio station on


average would play somewhere between 300 to
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400 records for that particular radio station.


And they would rotate between those records.


Those records would be researched.


And tested in the marketplace so that that


particular market would say this is the music


that I want to hear in my market.


But what that really does for a


consumer is it limits the sort of choice that


they have the ability to hear. It limits the


ability, if there is a new record from a new


artist or if there is an older record with


other cuts on there, the consumer who listens


in terrestrial radio can’t get the variety


from their favorite artists or even the


variety from the format that we offer on XM.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: I’m not sure I


understand the thrust of this line of


questioning.


MR. MEYER: Yes.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: It seems to me


that you had, at least from previous testimony


and other testimony, underscored your
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competition with terrestrial radio. It seems


to me here that Mr. Logan is saying that you


offer a differentiated product that would, in


fact, not be competitive with terrestrial


radio.


MR. MEYER: I don’t think that is


what he is suggesting. Or what we mean to


suggest. Basically --


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Through your


questioning shed some light on where you are


going.


MR. MEYER: Okay.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q We have established terrestrial


radio is free, correct?


A Correct.


Q And why would consumers, based on


your knowledge and understanding, pay $12.95


a month for radio which they are used to


getting for free?


A Well, that is a very tough


proposition. And one of the ways we get at it
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-- one of many ways we get at it is knowing


that in terrestrial radio, which is where a


majority of our subscribers are coming from


today, they are dissatisfied with the amount


of commercials and the lack of play list or


variety depth.


So we actually use that as an


advantage to try to, if you will, mine that


opportunity. And try to convince somebody,


who may like a genre of music, to come to us


for that particular reason.


Q And to go even more directly to


the question, is there a value added, value


that XM programmers add to the music which is


not present on terrestrial radio and which


consumers find attractive?


A Clearly. You can look at Bob


Dylan as a clear example of that. We have a


partnership with Bob Dylan who actively does


a weekly radio show such as we do with


Ludacris or we do with Snoop Dogg or we do


with Wynton Marsalis.
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Or even some of our original


programming that we have talked about that is


in my testimony as well in terms of how we


create radio specials and showcases for


artists who can’t do things on terrestrial


radio because of the limited, structured


formats they have and the pressures of


commercials, 12, 13, 14 an hour that music


channels would have to play in most markets in


America.


Q And if you don’t successfully


retain that consumer or persuade that consumer


that your satellite radio service is worth


$12.95 a month, what do they do?


A They probably get it for free.


Q That is you have a word for that?


A Yes. We refer to it in terms of


retention. What we talk about is many times


within the walls of programming is what brings


somebody to satellite radio isn’t necessarily


what always keeps them.


We see examples all the time of
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people who came and purchased it for baseball,


hockey, golf, any number of points of entry.


And they wind up staying for multiple reasons.


I’ve seen, as my testimony I think said at


certain points, that, you know, subscribers


have discovered genres of music and talk


aspect or entertainment aspects that they


never knew existed.


And a great success story for us


in terms of retention is the example of


comedy. When we have attracted people to our


network, XM Comedy Channe! 150 is one of our


top-performing channels on our network.


But if we were to go out and sell


to a mass market in America, comedy on the


radio, it is a tough concept for somebody to


understand. But when you hear it, you


immediately get it. So comedy is a very good


example of something that somebody has


discovered and it has added value from a


retention standpoint.


Q Now what about sound quality? How
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does the sound quality of XM compare to FM or


AM radio?


A It is superior. And it is


something that we have marketed in the past.


And we continue to market the sound quality.


In fact, we do have a couple of channels that


broadcast in 5.1 surround sound, which are the


classical channels that we have and also, if


I’m not mistaken -- I’ll have to double check


-- but it also Fine Tuning which is a very


eclectic variety of content.


So we have better sounding talk


channels than you would experience in AM


radio. And in most cases, better sounding


music channels than you would experience in


terrestrial radio.


Q And is that something, to your


knowledge, that consumers notice and


appreciate?


A Yes, it is.


Q Now let’s talk about some of the -


- well, I just want to mention a couple of the
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THE WITNESS:


Your Honor, I don’t know.


other programmers that you have. Let’s take


jazz, for example. We haven’t talked much --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Would this be


a good time for you to break?


MR. MEYER: Yes, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Okay.


Mr. Logan, there are two questions


on programming that are most important that


you weren’t asked. What is the length or


depth of your play list on the opera station?


Without checking,


could be deep.


be deep enough.


But I’m sure it


Or, in this case, it might not


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Well, that


would be -- if it deep, that would be a vast


departure from any I have ever heard before.


THE WITNESS: I think it is Channe!


112. It’s VOX.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Opera?


THE WITNESS: It is VOX, yes.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: They
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physically play ten songs over and over again.


(Laughter.)


THE WITNESS: I think we play more


than that, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And where in


your channels is your root music?


THE WITNESS: Root music?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, sir.


THE WITNESS: I will have to get


back to Your Honor on root music.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It appears to


be a gross u~±~±~y in your progran~Ling.


Thank you. We will recess until


one-thirty.


Honor?


MR. MEYER: Thank you, Your Honor.


(Whereupon, the foregoing matter


went off the record at 12:37 p.m.


and reconvened at 1:31 p.m.)


MR. MEYER: May I proceed, Your


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Please.


BY MR. MEYER:
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Q All right. Now, Mr. Logan, first


of all, during the lunch break, have we --


have we confirmed the amount of opera songs


that are played on XM?


songs.


A Yes, we have.


And how many is that?


Our VOX channel plays 10,462 opera


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Is that the


same thing as a playlist?


THE WITNESS: That’s the playlist.


Yes, sir, it is.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


THE WITNESS: You’re welcome, Your


Honor.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q Now, Mr. Logan, I want to talk


again about the value -- the ways in which XM


adds value to music in its prograrmming. And


you refer in paragraph 49 of your direct


written testimony to the fact that, according


to you, recorded music is a commodity that
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adds enhanced value through the context in


which XM showcases it and on which our


subscribers experience it. So can you explain


what you meant in that context by "music is a


commodity"?


A What I meant by the term


"commodity" in that context is that music is


predominantly widely available for free,


mostly from AM and EM radio. As our business


has continued to grow, more places and more


outlets are offering music to get for free.


AM/FM radios are in cars, they’re in hotels,


and you can turn it on and you can receive


music.


The experience that we often talk


about, and I talk about it in my testimony and


I’ve talked about today, is all the things


that we do and the investments we make in the


personalities, the staffs, the individual


program directors that would take, you know,


i0,000 records for a VOX channel, which is our


opera channel, and make that channel come to
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life and describe the meaning of a


performance, or whether or not it’s George


Taylor Morris, who is one of the most


acclaimed interviewers who has done over 400


interviews for NBC and Westwood One, who will


play what we refer to as a deep track of


classic rock and talk about what was happening


at the time that record was being recorded.


So it’s the vibrant, lively nature


that we bring to life with the context of this


commodity, as I called it in my testimony,


with music that makes this experience for our


subscribers part of the larger XM experience.


But that’s how we get at the music experience


for our subscribers.


Q And can you give an example -- I


believe you mentioned on your classical


channels you have some programmers of some


note.


A Yes, we have a gentleman by the


name of Martin Goldsmith who programs XM


classics and who is acclaimed author himself
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in terms of writing for The Beatles and


classical performances.


He hosts many public radio shows


prior to joining XM, but he is one of


America’s leading experts in the classical


arena and is often sought out by publications


to be cited and quoted, such as Jonathan


Schwartz, who, as we discussed earlier, does


it for our standards,and, in fact, is a


contributing editor and writer for articles in


Business Week publication, which appears every


week.


Q And in what way --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Goldsmith


was just featured by the National Symphony


about two weeks ago in a concert.


THE WITNESS:


was, Your Honor.


BY MR. MEYER:


Q


the music?


A


Yes, sir. Yes, he


In what ways do they add value to


Well, again, using Mr. Goldsmith
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as an example, Your Honor, he is able to


provide insight and clarity for somebody who


is candidly a novice in classical music, like


myself. I can listen to XM classics and gain


an appreciation and education from one of


America’s experts.


That’s something that I can’t do


just by listening to Beethoven’s Fifth


Symphony. I don’t understand the meaning or


what to listen for or the subtle differences.


And these are the type of ways that our


personalities, our programmers bring this


music to life.


Q And in terms of, again, ways in


which XM adds value, I think we mentioned


earlier the sound quality. Can you just


describe briefly what’s involved in presenting


that superior sound quality that XM presents?


A Yes. When we discussed earlier


our bandwidth we have, or the finite amount of


kilobits we have in order to transmit our


audio channels, audio requires different
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levels of intensity of bits to be


processed/put through. So in the simplest


term, you don’t need a lot of kilobits to


replicate a voice or just merely spoken word


content. So you can run channels at a lower


bit rate from that perspective.


To broadcast something in a


classical sense, in order to have an


acceptable experience, you need to be able to


hear discretely the different sounds of the


movement, the ability for a crescendo to go up


and down as you listen to a piece of work.


The amount of bandwidth that is


needed to replicate that at the end user


requires more kilobits. And when you dea!


with records that were recorded in mono, not


recorded in stereo, you don’t need extra


kilobits per se to broadcast that channel in


stereo if predominantly the recordings were


made in mono.


So each individual sonic density,


if you wil!, of channels or the type of music
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they play really helps us dictate how many


kilobits we need to allocate per channel.


Q Wel!, I guess what I’m asking is,


what accounts for the higher sound quality of


the music on XM? How do you accomplish that?


A There’s a proprietary box that we


use exclusively for XM. It’s a company called


Neural, and it uses a technology which is


pretty commonplace called Perceptual Codec.


And what it does is it takes a linear piece of


audio, compresses it down, and hides the


effective digital noise.


And these boxes -- we call them


Neura! Boxes -- are tuned for each channel to


hide different aspects of the noise. These


boxes now have gotten to the point where


they’re actually adaptative, meaning they can


look ahead. So as we put songs into the


playlists and have prerecorded content, it


actually can anticipate or look ahead and see


how the subtle -- in essence, in a generic


sense, the bass and treble could change sort
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of on the fly, and it’s done through these


boxes.


Q And, finally, another way in which


XM adds value, there has been some reference


to the term "ubiquitousness." Can you explain


how you understand that and how adds value to


a listener?


A Yes. I think that, you know, one


of the things that clearly, you know, in order


to have a national service, this ubiquitous


coverage that we have really is the


underpinning of our value proposition, that a


consumer can travel from market to market and


have this same breadth of depth of choice of


music, sports, talk, comedy, and entertainment


across the spectrum.


So often when I refer to the


ubiquitous nature of our content what I’m


talking about is our national footprint and


the ability for a consumer to driver cross


country and not lose ou[ signal.


Q Now, are you familiar with data
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that shows that time spent listening to music


is considerable?


A Yes, I am.


Q Okay. And in your view, does that


necessarily mean that music is the reason why


consumers choose to either subscribe to XM or


continue to subscribe to XM?


A Well, time spent listening is not


a measurement of how important a particular


piece of content in terms of acquisition or


why somebody comes to your service. We talked


earlier about baseball.


So if you use baseball as an


example -- and I think we discussed the Cubs.


If you’re a fan of the Chicago Cubs, the


ability to listen to a Cubs game in your car


as you drive around in the D.C. area is one


that, you know, I would buy a radio for. So


when you purchase that for the value


proposition of the Cubs, you go through the


effort of installing the radio, the antenna,


and the cost of the subscription.
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However, with a broad portfolio


content that we have, what happens is they


discover -- so there is something else they


need to do with their time while they’re on


the network. So what typically happens is


they go on a discovery, and we encourage


people to check out music channels or niche


music or other talk or other sports.


So there really isn’t a


correlation from my view in terms of how long


somebody would listen to something versus why


they would subscribe for something.


Q Okay. Now, just a couple of other


types of programming I want to cover. You


have something called artist-led programming.


Can you explain what that involves?


A Sure. Artist-led programming is


really sort of the swim lane or the category


by which we will reach out to many established


artists -- Wynton Marsalis, Bob Dylan, Tom


Petty -- of the sort -- we have a stable of


these, if you will. And these artists and us
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work collaboratively to establish a program


that they would wish to showcase music that


either inspired them or a discussion or a


dialogue about a show.


The artist-led programs kind of


come in a variety of fashions. We have --


again, we talked about Dylan. We also have


Ludacris, ~nd we have, you know, Wenton. But


from time to time and very often we’re


approached by up and coming performers as


well, or an individual member of a band or


even other established acts who don’t want to


do a weekly show because of the time and


energy it requires.


We provide them an opportunity,


through a feature we call Off Stage, which


allows them to take over a channel of their


choice, if you will, and talk about and


discuss music that was important to them. So


we really have a wide berth, if you will, of


opportunity for musicians, in thi& case for


them to showcase their passion for what they
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do in a way that they could never do anywhere


else.


Q       Let’s take the Bob Dylan Show for


example. Can you describe for someone who


hasn’t heard it what the Bob Dylan Show


consists of?


A Sure. Bob Dylan sits back and


comes together. The name of the show is The


Theme Time Hour with Bob Dylan. So Bob will


establish a theme, and Bob is a very unique


individual and has a unique view on many


things.


And he will sit back and say,


"This season we want to discuss" -- I’ll give


you examples of last season -- coffee. So he


will spend an hour talking about his


interaction about coffee, music that has


coffee in it, and just dialogue about coffee


or questions that he puts on his website that


people interact to about it.


Around the launch of the baseball


season he did one about baseball. He’s very
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passionate about baseball. And I think in my


testimony I discuss this, that he actually sat


down and recorded, you know, just live in his


studio when he was cutting his show, Take Me


Out to the Ballgame, in a very Bob Dylanesque


presentation, which was unique.


And then, it was -- it was


actually accepted by the National Baseball


Hall of Fame, and is actually in the Hall of


Fame now. So it’s a very unique point of view


from Bob that you can only get on XM.


Q Now -- yes.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Excuse me.


Who translates what he says in --


(Laughter.)


THE WITNESS: That’s a great


question, Your Honor. Luckily, believe it or


not -- a true story -- Bob Dylan, his -- he


actually is more articulate today than he used


to be i0 or 15 years ago.


(Laughter.)


He actually listens to old
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Q All right. Now, but here’s my


point. If you just played those songs on a


channel, do you think anyone would listen to


it?
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A Highly doubtful.


Q Okay. The fact that Bob Dylan has


selected those songs and is commenting on


those songs and presenting those songs as


something that he presumably thinks influenced


him or has value, does that add value to the


sound recordings?


A ’That is the only reason why people


would listen to that selection of content is


because it’s from Bob’s point of view.


Q Okay. All right. Now, let’s just


briefly touch on a subject we haven’t talked


about, which is live music. Now, here we’re


not talking about playing sound recordings at


all, right? We’re not talking about playing


prerecorded music, correct?


A Correct.


Q And does XM have a significant
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amount of live music that they play?


A Yes. It’s one of the things that


we believe we can bring to our fans for


retention and also hopefully attract people is


to showcase what we feel is a lost art, which


is live performance, live music, and the


ability for people to hear their favorite


musician perform in that setting.


Q Okay. And give us some examples


of the different live music series that you


have.


A Well, we have a series that is


Live from B.B. King’s, where we installed


equipment at our expense and we record


professionally performances from anybody who


travels through B.B. King’s in New York.


We have a -- we wil! collect live


recordings of performances from a festival


that -- it would be coming up called Bonoroo,


which happens in Nashville, just outside of


Nashville, and it’s a very progressive rock,


sort of underground ND fare.
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We often travel at our expense to


Austin City Limits in Austin for South by


Southwest, and we record multiple stages there


and we’ll take that and showcase that. So we
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broadcast last year, for example, two years


ago -- excuse me -- Live Eight, which was the


concert that benefitted Africa, and we


dedicated a channel for every country.


We are a partner with Live Earth,


which is coming up on July 7th. And every


single performance that’s going to happen in


real rime, from all around the world for this


global event, will have its own channel. So


it’s a unique way that we can take our


subscribers and have them experience live


music in a multitude of fashions.


Q And you have artists who come into


your studios and perform live?


A Yes. We have a series of original


programming where we will have     like, for


example, we’l! talk about Artists


Confidential, where they will actually come in
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and sit down for an hour, and this is our


marque original programming show that is


hosted by one of our premier personalities,


George Tay!or Morris, as we discussed.


And we will have artists such as


Phil Collins, Pau! McCartney, classical


artists even, Chili Bartoli, Josh Groban,


we’ve had a variety of artists from all walks,


sit down, and we do a long form 60-minute


interview, and they perform live in front of


a live studio audience at our performance


theater here in D.C., or at a performance


theater in New York City.


We also have another recordings


facility in our building where artists can


come in for one of our regular features on the


channel called The Loft. And it’s called Loft


Sessions. And they will come in with a


guitar, and it’s a singer or songwriter, and


they will perform for us live in the studio.


So there are many, many


opportunities for us to showcase live music,
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and it is something that we feel very


passionate about.


Q Now, who pays for this live music?


A Predominantly, nobody pays for it.


I mean, the artists come to us, and we do it


and give them exposure and the ability to


promote their music. We had in the early days


of XM -- and when I say "early days" talking


about my tenure about three years ago, a


little over three years ago -- we had to pay


some artists, because we were still a very


small industry. We are today, but we were


even smaller then.


To get an artist to come by, they


wanted to be paid for it. But quickly many of


the artists have seen that as the company has


grown, and as the influence of exposure and


our penetration and over eight million


subscribers, they see a value to coming to us


and donating their time, giving the time, in


return for us broadcasting or promoting or


talking about whatever performance that they
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have.


Q Which leads conveniently to my


final subject area, which is the subject of


promotion versus substitution. Now, based on


your experience and your work as the head of


programming at XM, is it your belief that the


XM service overall causes people to buy fewer


CDs than they otherwise would?


A No, sir.


Q Okay. Is it your view that, in


fact, the XM service leads to people buying


more CDs ?


A


Q


That is my experience.


Okay. And can you.explain what


your basis is for saying that?


A With over, you know, again, as we


said, i00 people just specifically in the


music area who program or interact with the


major record companies, but probably more


importantly a lot of the independent labels


and smaller labels across the country, we see


e-mails, have dialogue with artists,
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musicians, record labels, who thank us for


playing music they cannot get aired in the


terrestrial market because of the


consolidation, the limited choice available in


AM and FM.


As a result of that exposure, they


see -- and they have told us that they have


seen an increase in people coming to the


concerts, and they have also seen an increase


in people purchasing their CDs.


I have also seen that from the


other end with our consumers who come and join


the network for a particular generic reason,


whether or not it was in their car or Oprah


Winfrey or baseball, and said, "Well, I was


playing around with my dial, and I discovered


this reggae channe!, and I had no idea that


reggae was so popular. Thanks for introducing


me to it. My new favorite artist is X, so I


just bought his CD. Thank you."


And I have some examples I think


that I submitted in my testimony to that
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effect. But that’s what we see on a very


frequent and regular basis.


Q Okay. Now, is that -- can you


just direct the Panel’s attention to where in


your direct -- is that Exhibits 22 and 23?


A Yes, let me give me a moment,


sir. So under Exhibit 22, these are e-mails,


it looks, from members. The first e-mail is -


- I think this is from a label. I apo!ogize,


I can’t see who it is. You know, the quote


out of this, for example, "Also, just to let


you know the power of XM, since we do not get


a lot of smooth jazz airplay from those other


guys, I saw how XM was able to sell product,"


and it quotes the artist and number of units.


And as you thumb through this,


that’s the theme that appears through here.


And this is the type of frequent communication


and dia!ogue we’ll have with membmrs of the


record community. And when I use the term


"record community" I’m referring to the


musicians themselves, the artists themselves,
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and also the labels and the managers.


Q Now, I’m not sure it has been


described yet, the XM satellite radio service


actually displays information on the front of


the panel, doesn’t it?


Correct.


Okay. And what information is


A


displayed?


A Well, with all of our programming,


not just specifically music, but with all of


our programming we do something that’s called


PAD, and it stands for Program Associated


Data. And it’s a labeling mechanism that we


have that allows our consumers to in real time


know exactly what they’re hearing.


So in the music case, what it does


is always display the artist and title of what


song is currently on the air on that


particular channel. We see that that is a --


we see that that’s something very valuable


that we provide our subscribers. And in my


experience prior to joining XM, when I was
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programming terrestrial radio stations and


running companies of such programming, one of


the complaints among many in terms of


commercialization and also type playlists has


been when something new does come on the air,


the talent never tell you who it is, and they


never identify it.


And through our technology and


through our infrastructure and our signal, we


have the ability to close that gap. And so


for every artist that we play for the first


time on the air, no matter who it is, they can


look down and see exactly what it is, and go,


"Wow, I love that song. I wonder who it was."


We’re able to c!ose that loop for a consumer,


which is very powerful.


Q Now, with respect to, again, the


promotional value, I believe it was Judge


Roberts who asked Mr. Parsons -- you weren’t


here, Mr. Logan -- but there was a question


about the statement that we had some -- we


played some Lowe and Billboard’s lists of top
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hits. Can you explain, please, to the Judges


how that works?


A Sure. The Billboard’s charts --


JUDGE ROBERTS: Mr. Logan, I’ll --


since Mr. Meyer brought that up, I’l! read you


This appears in your boss’the sentence.


testimony.


THE WITNESS: Okay.


JUDGE ROBERTS: It says, "As a


result, support from XM has a significant


impact on whether a record can reach number


one on the charts."


THE WITNESS:


MR. MEYER:


Okay.


And for the record,


Judge Roberts, that’s also in Mr. Logan’s


direct testimony at paragraph 79 on page 30.


JUDGE ROBERTS: Thank you.


THE WITNESS: So what is meant by


that statement, Your Honor, is out of -- using


country as an example, just for -- it’s my


.background. So there is over 2,000 radio


stations across the country that play country
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music in some form or fashion.


The Billboard chart or most charts


have moved to what is referred to as a spin


count, where through technology such as BDS


and Media Base, which actually count the


number of times a record is played on a


particular radio station, it wil! then say if


record A has 300 plays, record B has 290, that


record A would be higher on the charts than


the record B.


In the case where the spin totals


go down week over week, it would lose its


bullet or its positive momentum. Recently, a


number of XM’s channels had been selected to


participate in this very exclusive panel by


genre. So in country’s case, as we’re


talking, Highway 16, which is our top country


hits channel that we have, has been selected


to participate in a panel somewhere between


150 to 200.


So if we represent a portion of


that and it’s needed for us to play, let’s


i
i
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say, I00 plays a week for a particular record,


if we -- we’re not to play that record, that


I00 plays would have to be reallocated across


the rest of the panel in order for it to


maintain its number to get to number one.


So what -- the tea! message in


there, in my opinion, is that in the early


days of our business we were looked at as just


a true nascent industry. The record companies


and the publishers and the charts are ow


looking at our channels as very influential


and very powerful ways of measuring what the


popularity of some of these records are, and


so it’s a big statement from an industry point


of view for us to be selected to be on this


panel.


JUDGE ROBERTS: Who put this pane!


together?


THE WITNESS: The panel is


comprised of -- there was two, and through the


merge~ I think Billboard is the surviving one,


so excuse me if I don’t have the precise
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answer. But Radio and Records and Billboard


are the two primary charts for most genres.


And the chart editors of each


genre for those charts actually determine who


will participate on those panels.


JUDGE ROBERTS: Thank you.


BY MR. MEYER:
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Q And Radio and Records is what?


A Radio and Records is a trade


publication that recently went through a


merger with Billboard.


Q Okay. All right. Mr. Logan, let


me just ask you actually one more     one more


thing about promotion. Does XM give the


ability for new artists who are either on


independent labels or were not signed to any


record label to have a vehicle to present


their music to the public?


A Yes. We have a channel called


XMU, which is our ND music channel, and it has


big blocks of what we refer to as unsigned


blocks, where people will come to us and bring
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us unsigned material for us to play.


Our Program Director, Billy Zero


is his name, will receive those mail crates,


like four at a time each week, just the brown


wrappers of guys who sit in garages and small


independent labels and ask us to play their


music. He will have -- you know, he will


have, candidly, you know, 400 to 500 records


over <he course of a two- to three-week period


that he has to listen to and evaluate to put


into his rotation.


in addition to that, you know, it


really is a statement for us to be able to


take these acts and become very involved with


them in a very nascent part of their career


and watch them flourish.


And in my testimony I give some


examples of people who we’ve given exposure


to, such as Jennifer Nettles of Sugarland, or


Morningstar, or some of these other bands


along the way, that we played them before they


had major record deals. And we are very
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involved in helping them promote their tours,


because, really, that’s their primary source


of income in the early days, because they


don’t have record sales yet. So we expose


them and provide that avenue for up and coming


and independent artists.


Q One last question. I believe you


said earlier in your testimony that you had a


library of some millions of songs?


Yes, sir.


And where did you get the sound


A


recordings?


A Well, most of the sound recordings


-- I mean, to be honest with you, I’m not


really sure is the answer. I don’t know.


Q Do you get sound recordings given


to you for free by the record labels?


A As a part of standard practice


today, the record companies will provide us


copies of current and new releases as they


become available.


MR. MEYER: Okay. All right. I
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have no further questions. Thank you.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Joseph,


any questions?


MR. JOSEPH: No questions, Your


Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


by Music Choice?


MR. FAKLER: No questions.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any cross by


SoundExchange?


MR. HANDZO: Yes, sir.


Any questions
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BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Good afternoon, Mr. Logan. Mr.


Logan, in your written direct testimony, on


page 2, you say that non-music channels play


a major role in reporting -- in promoting


subscriber acquisition. Do you recall that?


A Yes, sir.


Q Now, XM conducts survey research


to try and figure out what sort of content


will bring in new subscribers, doesn’t it?
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A Yes, sir.


Q Okay. And you see the results of


that survey research, don’t you?


A Not generally all of it. There’s


a lot of research that happens at our company,


and I don’t see the majority of it. I see


things that could pertain to me, but I’m not


included in the Research Department.


Q Okay. But you do see some of it?


A I do see some of it, yes.


Q Okay. Let me show you what we’ve


marked as SoundExchange Trial Exhibit 6.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as SX Exhibit


No. 6 for identification.)


Okay.


Okay. Have you seen that document


A


before?


A I have not seen the entire


document, but recently I have become familiar


with the document thrgugh this litigation.


Q Okay. Let me ask you to flip to -
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- it actually says it’s page 1 of the


document, but it’s the second page of your


exhibit.


A


Q


Okay.


First of all, when you get survey


research results, does it sometimes come, do


you get it in sort of different ways? In


other words, you might not have seen this


actual document, but you might have seen some


parts of it?


A Yes, that’s very common.


Q Okay. So looking at the second


page of this document, have you seen this


slide before?


A I might have.


Q Okay. And this slide indicates,


does it not, among other things, that


"diversity of music and music offerings is the


most highly rated advantage among all


potential segments," do you see that?


A Yes, I do.


Q So that is information from your
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Research Department, that actually the most


important content for attracting new


subscribers is music?


A Wel!, I -- it says "highly rated."


I don’t know what it’s rated against.


Q Okay. It says it is the most


highly rated, does it not?


A Yes. But, again, I’m sorry, I


apo!ogize, I don’t know what -- the context of


what they mean by "highly rated."


Q Just on its face, this would


suggest to you that music is the most


important for attracting new customers?


A Again, it’s hard for me to say


that music is the most important. This says


"most highly rated advantage," and I don’t


really understand what "most highly rated


advantage" means.


Q Were you aware of this slide at


the time that you wrote your written


testimony?


A I do not think I was.
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Q So when you wrote your testimony


and you expressed the opinions that you gave


there, you were not aware of this information,


is that right?


MR. MEYER:


question, Your Honor.


question?


Q


I would object to the


Asked and answered.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Overruled.


THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the


BY MR. HANDZO:


Sure. At the time you wrote your


written testimony and you expressed the


opinions that you gave there, you weren’t


aware of the information that’s contained on


the second page of this exhibit. Is that


correct?


A Well, I thought you were asking me


-- I apologize -- about the highly rated


advantage. But let me read the rest of the


page. Generally, I’m aware that the pool of


prospects is not growing as fast as it should.


I was generally aware of that fact when I
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wrote my testimony. So there are facts in


there that I was generally aware of, yes.


Q Okay. Were you aware of the fact


that, according to your research people,


diversity of music and music offerings are the


most highly rated advantage among all


potential segments?


A No, because I don’t really know


what the segments are, to be honest.


Q And were you aware of the findings


by -- aware at the time you wrote your written


testimony of the findings by your marketing --


or by your research people that sports


programming has less or more narrow appeal?


A I don’t think I was knowledgeable


of that fact, that less or narrow appeal.


Q So, again, it’s fair to say that


you did not take either of those facts into


account when you wrote your testimony?


A When I wrote my testimony, I


talked about the XM experience, and as the


head of programming how I approach that
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experience and how I create this place for us


to try to generate value for somebody to pay


$12.95 a month. And I take all of my


experience as a programmer historically, and


the data that I know, into that consideration.


Q Okay. I take that, then, as a no,


you were not aware of these statements when


you wrote your testimony.


A I was not aware of these specific


statements when I wrote my testimony.


Q Okay.


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I’m going


to move Exhibit -- is it 6? Okay. I’m going


to move ExhiBit 6 into evidence, and I’m just


going to anticipate an objection that this


witness says he didn’t see the particular


slide that I was talking about. But --


MR. MEYER:


different objection.


MR. HANDZO:


MR. MEYER:


Well, I have a


Okay.


If I’m al!owed to


articulate it.
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MR. HANDZO: Well, that’s fine.


Why don’t I hear the objection before I


respond to it.


(Laughter.)


That’s probably the better way to


go.


MR. MEYER: You’re a good lawyer,


but I haven’t hired you to be my lawyer.


Actually, the problem is more fundamental,


which is they have laid no foundation


whatsoever as to who created this document,


where it comes from, how the research was


done, and what it represents.


MR. HANDZO: Well, Your Honor, it


comes from XM, because it’s got an XM Bates


Number on it. So it is -- I think the record


establishes authentic as an XM document. And


I think in terms of its findings, the document


speaks for itself in terms of what it says.


But the relevance of the document


is to show what this witness knew or didn’t


know at the time that he wrote his testimony.
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And for that purpose, I certainly think it is


admissible.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: You hadn’t


addressed foundation. The foundation
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objection is sustained.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, do you receive


documents from your XM Research Department in


this format?


A       I occasionally get them in this


format. I sometimes get excerpts or an e-mail


that may have a bullet point or two. But I


don’t have a structured, formal way that they


present them.


Q Okay. But does this appear to you


to, be a document created by XM?


A Yes, it does.


Q And a document created by XM’s


Research Department?


A Without it saying it on there, to


be honest, I can’t say that it does. But it


does look like it came from XM.
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Q Okay. And in your experience at


XM, this would probably have come from the


Research Department?


A Yes, it would.


Q Okay. And your Research


Department regularly creates documents like


this?


A Yes, it does.


MR. HANDZO: Okay. Your Honor,


with that further foundation, I would offer


Exhibit 6.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any


objection?


MR. MEYER: Yes, I would renew my


objection, Your Honor. I don’t think that


goes far enough to establish, again, who did


it, what it is. The fact that it -- we can


stipulate we produced it. It has an XM


sticker on it, so it was probably produced by


someone at XM. But without any further


foundation, I think that adequate foundation


still hasn’t been laid to admit it.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Objection is


overruled. Exhibit 6 is admitted.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document, previously marked as


SX Exhibit No. 6 for


identification, was admitted into


evidence.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, I’ve handed you what


we’ve marked as Exhibit 7, which for the


record has a cover page which says XM


Satellite Radio Messaging Study. Have you


seen that document before?


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as SX Exhibit


No. 7 for identification.)


A Again, I have become familiar with


it as part of this litigation.


And this is a document created byQ


XM?


A I think it was published by XM,


but I see Data Development Worldwide in the
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bottom left-hand corner, and I don’t know who


that is.


Q When you say it was published by


XM, what do you mean?


A I assume, as we discussed earlier,


it came from XM. There’s an XM logo on it, so


either it was prepared by us or distributed by


us or prepared for us. I don’t know. I can’t


speak to who made it or what -- I gust see --


when it says Data Development Worldwide, I


don’t know who that is.


Q Okay. This comes from the files


of XM, right?


i I assume so.


Q Okay. And XM sometimes uses third


parties to conduct survey research for it?


A Yes, it does.


Q That’s common, is it not?


A Yes, it is.


Q So it would not be unusua! for you


to receive, in the ordinary course of


business, a survey research circulated within
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XM that was performed


parties?


I


by -- for XM by other                                  i


A Again, it just depends on the type


of research that it is. I had not seen this i
study in totality prior to the litigation.


Q Okay. And so the information that


is contained -- well, actually, let me ask


i
i


that question later. Let me ask you to turn


to page 6 if you would. Now, I think you


indicated just a minute ago that you have seen


this document prior to today, right?


A Recently, correct.


Q Yes. And do you understand this


to be a study of what kinds of advertising


messages appea! to potential consumers?


i
I
I
I
I


MR. MEYER: If I can just object,


Your Honor. He testimony was he had seen it


in the context of the litigation. In other


words, in being deposed, in preparing for


testimony. He has not testified -- he has not


laid a foundation that the witness has


otherwise seen it or is familiar with it.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And that is


an objection to that last question?


MR. MEYER: Wel!, I think he


mischaracterized the witness’ testimony is the


objection. He said he had testified that he -


- you’ve seen this before.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And he said


he had.


he said --


MR. MEYER: Well, I think earlier


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The objection


is overruled.


THE WITNESS:


you repeat the question?


I’m sorry. Could


BY MR. HANDZO:
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Q Sure. Based on your prior review


of this document, do you understand this to be


research to determine what kinds of


advertising messages would appeal to potential


subscribers of XM?


A Yes.


Q Okay. And looking at page 6, it
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is correct, is it not, that the two messages


which appear to resonate especially well with


potential XM customers were i00 percent


moneyback guarantee and I00 percent


commercial-free music?


MR. MEYER: Your Honor, I


apo!ogize. Objection.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


sustained.


THE WITNESS:


question again?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


sustained.


Objection


Would you repeat the


it was


Q


the finding of this survey was that


commercial-free music was one of the best


advertising messages XM has?


MR. MEYER: Your Honor, and,


really, I don’t intend to be obstructive at


THE WITNESS: Oh. Thank you.


(Laughter.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


Mr. Logan, do you understand that
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all, I think part of the problem is that Mr.


Handzo in his cross examinations has adopted


a practice of reading from the documents or


conveying the contents before and without


actually offering them into evidence.


It should be the fact that you


cannot read from a document that is not in
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evidence. And if he offers the document into


evidence, then I’ll object to it. But I think


to try and get around my objection to its


admissibility by reading from it without


offering it is not proper.


basis for my objection.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


So that’s the


Objection of


reading from a document before it’s admitted


into evidence.


MR. MEYER: Yes, Your Honor.


overruled.


Q


Logan, or --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Objection is


BY MR. HANDZO:


Do you recall the question, Mr.
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sorry.


A If you could repeat it. I’m


Q Is it your understanding that the


finding of this survey was that one of the


best advertising messages XM had is


advertising i00 percent commercial-free music?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: If you have


an understanding.


THE WITNESS: I do have an


understanding.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Okay. And what is that


understanding?


A That that message does resonate,


among others. That that is a powerful


marketing tool, such as a moneyback guarantee,


our signal, on many other things.


Q Okay. And do you understand from


this survey that i00 percent commercial-free


music and i00 percent moneyback guarantee were


the two best messages?


A Again, I’m just going by what the
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paper says. I have not ready this survey.


That’s what it says.


Q Okay. And it is true, is it not,


that XM tested other messages besides this?


A Again, I have not read it. I


would assume that we did, but I don’t really


know.


Q Okay.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: You can’t ask


him to read something that he is not familiar


with and give you an answer of what he is


reading. That objection has not been made,


but I will sustain it.


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I am


going to move Exhibit 7 into evidence. I


think he has established a foundation for it


with respect to the fact that it came from XM


and was created within XM, perhaps relying on


third parties, but it is an XM document


created in the ordinary course of business.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any objection


to Exhibit 7?
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will object.


been laid.


MR. MEYER: Yes, Your Honor. I


I don’t think the foundation has


In addition, I want to call the


Court’s attention to Section 351.10 of what I
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understand to be the governing rules of this


proceeding, which says, among other things, no


evidence, including exhibits, may be submitted


without a sponsoring witness, except for good


cause shown. And in this case, since the


witness has testified he is not familiar with


it, I don’t think we have a sponsoring


witness.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Handzo?


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I think


he is a sponsoring witness in the sense that


he is able to authenticate the document, and


that’s to show us that it is what it purports


to be. And to that extent, I think he


qualifies as a sponsoring witness under that


regulation.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The Court has


heard his testimony very differently than you.
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The witness has not authenticated the


document. The objection is sustained.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, I’m showing you what


we’ve marked as XM Exhibit Number 8. The


front page says XM Research NASCAR Survey.


Have you seen this document before?


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as SX Exhibit


No. 8 for identification.)


A Yes, I have.


Q Okay. And did you receive it in


the ordinary course of business?


A This document, yes, I did.


Q Okay. And this document contains


focus group research by XM, is that right?


A I believe that is correct.


Q Was that conducted by XM’s


Research Department?


A Give me one moment, please. To be


clear, I think this is a combination study


that actually utilizes aided methodology as
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indicated on page 2, and then there is a focus


group summary, which was a second I think


subset of this. So this deck actually


comprises two different types, I believe, if


I’m reading it correctly.


Q Do you recall when you received


this document?


A I would have to defer to the date,


November ’06. That’s probably about the time


I got it.


Q Okay. And at the time, was XM


negotiating with NASCAR?


A At this time, no, we were not.


Q Did XM carry NASCAR content at the


time this document was prepared?


A At the time this document was


prepared, we were winding up, we were


completely our coverage, or had just been


completed of -- our coverage of NASCAR.


Q Okay. So you had had NASCAR up to


that point or c!ose to that point?


A Correct.
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Q And the focus group portion of the


study looked at people who were NASCAR fans,


right?


A I’m just going by what it says,


sir. But, yes --


Q Okay.


A -- it appears so.


MR. HANDZO: I’ll just go ahead


right now and move this document into


evidence, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any objection


to Exhibit 8?


MR. MEYER: No objection, Your


Honor, except to request that this document be


put on the restricted record, and, in


addition, the last exhibit admitted, which was


SoundExchange Trial Exhibit 6. And I’m happy


to address the reasons, if Your Honor would


wish to hear them.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The last


document was Exhibit 7, you’re referring to?


MR. MEYER: Was 7 the one that did
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not get. in? Exhibit 7 was not admitted, Your


Honor, so I mean the last one that was


admitted, which was Exhibit 6.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We’re not
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dealing with that one at this time.


MR. MEYER: Okay. Well --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


Without objection, Exhibit 8 is admitted.


Proceed on your motion.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document, previously marked as


SX Exhibit No. 8 for


identification, was admitted into


evidence.)


MR. MEYER: Your Honor, this


reflects marketing research, and, again, I


think as with respect to any marketing


research, it is by its very nature


proprietary, particularly vis-a-vis


competitors like Sirius.


Certainly, you koow, Coke and


Pepsi do marketing research all the time
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trying to gauge the sentiments, the likes, the


dislikes, and the demographics of their


customers. And, certainly, neither would want


the other competitor to see that information.


It’s extremely competitively sensitive, which


I’m sure Mr. Logan can confirm, if Your Honor


should wish to hear testimony.


(Pause.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Meyer,


hearing your comments about the


confidentiality of information like this


reminds me of the fairy tale of The Emperor


has No Clothes, of how people persuade


themselves that things are important and


protected and secret. Without objection, the


motion is granted.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, looking at page 12 of


Exhibit 8, this indicates, does it not, that


the focu*s group study found that diversity of


music is the primary reason participants


report getting XM?
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A This is what the slide says, but


there’s actually -- I’d like to explain, if I


could.


Q I expect you might get a chance on


redirect.


A Sure.


Q And when they talk about the


participants here, they’re talking about focus


group study members who were NASCAR fans,


right?


A The point that I was going to make


prior to that was the fact that --


Q Well, I think --


A -- early in the document it’s not


NASCAR fans, it’s passive, not who were NASCAR


fans. There was a difference in who it was.


Q Okay. They are NASCAR fans?


A Generally, yes.


Q Mr. Logan, I’m going to show you


what we marked as Trial Exhibit 1 this


morning.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Let’s clear
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up the record. Mr. Handzo introduced -- begin


with Exhibit 8 being XM Exhibit 8, and that is


SoundExchange Exhibit 8 rather than XM


Exhibit 8.


MR. HANDZO: I am sorry, Your


HoRor.


BY MR. HANDZO:
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Q Hr. Logan, looking at


SoundExchange Trial Exhibit i, have you seen


this document before?


A I’ve seen this document in


connection with this litigation, but prior to


that I have not seen this entire document, no.


Q Is this a document produced by XM?


A It looks like it would be, yes.


Q Let me ask you to look at page 2.


Have you seen the information that’s conveyed


on this page before?
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it.


A Yes, I’m familiar with parts of


Q Are you familiar with the part of


it that’s reflected in the second bullet
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point?


A My only question is that I don’t


understand what it means when it talks about


programming genre. We typically don’t look at


music programming as a programming genre. So


without understanding what the roll-up date is


behind this, I don’t understand what that word


means in this context.


Q You just talked about the roll-up


date. What do you mean by that?


A Well, what I mean by "roll-up


date," it’s like there’s probably a lot of


data behind that sentence that justifies that


point. And I assume that that’s probably


what’s through here. And without actually


going through it, I -- I don’t know how


they’re defining that word "genre" is my


point.


Q Okay. But has the information


that appears in the second bullet point been


conveyed to you in the course of business in


some fashion?
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A Yes. I mean, I think -- I think


I’ve stated and continue to state, you know,


the music and music experience as we call it


is an important part of what we do.


Q Okay. And this indicates that


music programming is the most important part.


Has that information been conveyed to you?


A Again, I mean, I -- the most


important part, has that been conveyed to me?


No. I mean, is it part of our service and


what we do? Yes, it’s an important part. But


without knowing what it means in the context


of this study, I don’t see a data. I


apologize, I don’t know when this study was


done. I don’t have any clarity as to what


that specific sentence means.


Q Okay. So I take it that you did


not have this available to you when you wrote


your written testimony in this case?


A


page 24.


This document? No, sir.


Okay. Let me ask you to turn to


Have you seen that data previously?
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A Well, I have not seen this slide


before.


Q Have you seen this same data


conveyed in some other form?


A I have not seen data specifically


comparing, you know, Sirius and XM in this


form before. But I have seen data that looks


at relative importance, if you will, of some


other, you know, segments, if you will, of our


content.


Q Okay. So leaving out the Sirius


part of this slide, and looking just at the XM


portion of it, have you seen the data that is


conveyed there?


A I’m struggling with how you’re


defining "seen the data." I apologize.


Q All right. Well, have you seen


data in the ordinary course of business which


indicates to you that -- the importance of


music programming versus news and sports and


local and weather, and so on.


A Yes, I have seen data that talks
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about the importance of all of these, yes.


Q Okay. And has the data that


you’ve seen been consistent with this data


with respect to the fact that music


programming is the most important type of


programming for subscribers?


A My experience in seeing all of the


data that I see, you know, the segments of it,


I’ve seen data where it shows that aspects of


music programming like Bob Dylan is more


imp.ortant than certain things, and I’ve seen


a variety of data that would show equality,


show in some regards the importance of traffic


and weather more important than others.


But I have seen -- I have seen


generally this sort of breakout in terms of


how we look at it. It’s all predicated on the


type of questions we’ve asked and what was the


point of the survey that we were trying to do.


Q Okay. And the point of this


survey is to look at customer satisfaction,


right?
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MR. MEYER: Objection. There is


no foundation from this witness as to the


point, as Mr. Handzo said, of the survey.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Overruled.
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BY MR. HANDZO:


Q I’m sorry. The point of this


survey is to explore customer satisfactory,


right?


A


Q


It appears to, correct.


Okay. And that’s important to XM,


because once you get the customers in the door


you want to make sure you keep <hem, right?


Yes, it is.


So you want to make sure they’re


A


satisfied.


A


Q


That is correct.


All right. And --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I don’t think


I understood the question the same as it was


asked the second time and answered, as that


question was asked the second time. Your-


objection is sustained. He asked him to read
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something from the -- from the exhibit, and


that objection is sustained.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Correct me if I’m wrong, Mr.


Logan, but I assume that you have seen survey


data that ranks different types of content


with respect to consumer     customer


satisfaction.


A Sure, I have.


Q Okay. And are the rankings that


you’ve seen of various types of content


consistent with what you see on page 24 of


this document?


A In some respects they are. In


some respects they are not.


Q Are they consistent with respect


to music programming being the highest rated?


A Not every time.


Q Okay. Mr. Logan, on page 4 of


your written direct testimony, you say that


bandwidth is XM’s principal commodity. Do you


see that?
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A Yes, I do.


Q And am I correct that you are the


person who decides how bandwidth gets


allocated at XM?
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A Yes, I am.


Q Mr. Logan, let me show you a copy


of the document that was admitted into


evidence earlier today as SoundExchange


Exhibit 2. I’m going to ask you to turn to


page 29 of this document. Do you see there


that it indicates that currently -- this


indicates that <he current bandwidth


allocation to music is about 68 percent of


total bandwidth?


A Approximately, that’s correct.


Q And that’s a result of your


decisions, is it not?


A       I have the final say-off, but it’s


a company decision that ultimately, you know,


bandwidth, our principa! commodity, is how we


make our business, how we monetize our


business, that we are willing to devote 70
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percent approximately, or 68 in this case, of


our bandwidth to music.


Q Well, on the next page, there’s a


slide which says future bandwidth


considerations.


A Yes.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: What page?


MR. HANDZO: I’m sorry. The next


page, Your Honor, which is page 30 of the


document.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q And that indicates, does it not,


that the bandwidth allocation to music is not


anticipated to change much?


A Well, if I can explain what this


chart means, this is -- this is us -- this


document was created for a strategy session


that we did at the company. We have new
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technology called hierarchical modulation that


will provide us additional bandwidth that will


only be applicable to new receivers and new


chip sets.
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!ook like.


able to do.


Q


What this slide was -- taking the


same percentage of our base bandwidth and


applying that to the future bandwidth, just we


could look and see, if we just did steady


state with our new spectrum, what would it


That’s all this slide was -- is


My understanding, Mr. Logan, is


that you can actually fit two talk channels


into the bandwidth you would need for one


music channel. Is that right?


A Generally speaking, yes.


Q And at this point, has XM used all


of its bandwidth capacity? In other words,


could you add a new channel without having to


drop one?


A No, we could not.


Q When you added -- when XM added


Oprah, for example, it had to drop a channel,


didn’t it?


A


Q


Yes, it did.


Okay. And it dropped a talk
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channel, not a music channel, right?


A Precisely, we don’t look at it --


I actually manage the pipe from a bit ratio


standpoint, to have bits fund the channels.


We made a variety of changes in terms of


changing some bit rates on some channels,


eliminating a particular talk channel. So,


generally speaking, yes, we eliminated a talk


channel, but there were other things that


happened at the time with that change.


Q Okay. Currently, XM has 69


channels of music, is that right?


A No, sir.


Q How many do you have?


A 74.


Q 74. Sorry. 69 that are


programmed by XM and some that are programmed


by Clear Channel?


A Correct.


Q Okay. And at any given time,


eight or nine of the most listened to channels


are music, isn’t that right?
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A Could you define what you mean by


"most listened to" for me?


Q Well, there are a number of


different ways of looking at listenership, is


that right?


A


Q


A


Q


A


Q


Correct.


AQH would be one?


Correct.


Cume would be another?


Correct.


And just we’ve got our record


clear, can you tell us what you understand


"cume" to mean?


A "Cume" is short .... cume" is an


Arbitron term that was really coined by the


company Arbitron. It’s short for cumulative.


It is the cumulative number of people who


would sample a station, or a channel-in this


case, for less than a five-minute period in


one quarter-hour over the course of whatever


that period would be.


So, generally speaking, we !ook at


!
!
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things on a Monday through Friday, 6:00 a.m.


to midnight basis.


Q Okay. And can you give us your


definition of "AQH"?


A Sure. AQH is the average quarter-


hour, which Arbitron -- it’s an Arbitron term


again that is used to approximate the number


of people who spend approximately 15 minutes


with a particular channel, or a station in


this case, over the course of the same period.


Q Okay. Now, on an AQH basis, is it


not the fact that at any given time generally


eight or nine of your top channels are music


channels?


A


Q


Eight or nine, correct.


Okay. And, actually, the same


would be true if you measure it on a cume


basis, isn’t that true?


A That would be true on a cume


basis.


Q


on, let’s say, an AQH basis, comedy channels


Now, among the other top channels
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are popular, are they not?


A Yes, they are.


You have four comedy channels?


In the category I think five, but


Q Okay. And those comedy channels


play prerecorded comedy, do they not?


A Correct.


Q There are also two kids’ channels?


A Yes, there is.


Q Those channels play sound


recordings, do they not?


A Yes, they do.


Q Do you know what -- of the total


sound recordings played by XM, do you know


what percentage of sound recordings are played


on those kids’ channels?


A I don’t understand what -- could


you just restate it again for me? What


percentage of sound recordings?


Q If we’re looking at the total


number of sound recordings played by XM, what
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percentage of sound recordings are played on


the kids’ channels?


A Wel!, I don’t know. I don’t know


the amount. I apologize.


Q And if we !ooked at the total


number of sound recordings played on XM, do


you know what percentage of sound recordings


are played on the comedy channels?


A In total again?


Q Yes.


A No. Sorry, I don’t. Not off the


top of my head, sorry.


Q      Okay. Mr. Logan, I’ve given you


what we’ve marked as SoundExchange Trial


Exhibit 9, which on the coverage page says XM


Research Overview. Have you seen this before?


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as SX Exhibit


No. 9 for identification.)


I have become familiar with thisA


document.


Q In connection with litigation or
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not in connection with this litigation?


A Specifically with this litigation.


Q Had you not seen it other than in


connection with this litigation?


A I think I -- there are some slides


that I would have been familiar with, but the


entire document I would not be.


Q Okay. Let me ask you to turn to


the page that has a Bates Number 45107 towards


the back of the document. Have you seen that


slide before?


A i’ve seen a variation of this


presentation, yes.


Q Okay. And when you say "a


variation," how is it different?


A The numbers may be -- my differ


from this slide from what’s actually on here.


Q Okay. Are the numbers that are


represented here generally in line with what


you’ve seen in other versions of this chart?


A Yes.


Q Okay. So that -- and by the way,
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when you’ve seen other versions, has it been


a pie chart like this?


A Yes.


Q Okay. And do you know if you’ve


seen pie charts which actually have these


particular numbers on it?


A It’s very possible that I could


have, but specifically I can’t say that I


have, but very likely that I did.


Q Okay. You know you’ve seen pie


charts, they look like this, you just don’t


know if the numbers are exactly the same.


A That’s correct.


But they were generally in thisQ


range?


A


Q


Correct.


Okay. So is it accurate, as you


understand it, that music programming


represents about 62 percent of the percentage


of time subscribers use XM?


A It’s my understanding that the


time spent listing, this is how !ong they
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would listen, yes, to that particular genre.


Q Okay. So this number appears


accurate to you?


A Yes, generally in the same place.


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I am


going to move the admission of this page of


the document.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I don’t think


you can do that.


MR. HANDZO: In that case, Your


Honor, I will move the admission of the whole


document.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any objection


to Exhibit 9?


MR. MEYER: Your Honor, based on


this record as it exists now, a foundation has


not been laid for the entire document. And if


it is admitted, I would, Your Honor, move that


it be put on the restricted record.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Handzo?


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, there has


certainly been a foundation laid for the
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portion of the document that I showed the


witness. And since that is the relevant


portion of the document, I believe it can be


admitted under those circumstances.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: With no


foundation laid for the Exhibit 9, the


objection is sustained.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Okay. Mr. Logan, I’m going to


hand you what we’ve now marked as


SoundExchange Trial Exhibit i0, a page from


this document you were just looking at. We’ve


just separated it out as a separate document.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as SX Exhibit


No. i0 for identification.)


MR. HANDZO: So, Your Honor, I


would move the admission of SoundExchange


Trial Exhibit i0.


MR. MEYER: I think Your Honor


already covered this with the initial attempt


to do this. It’s the same thing. You can’t
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take part of a document out of context.


Without the rest of the document, it’s


misleading. So I would object on that basis.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The witness


has said that this page is familiar to him,


and consistent with his information, the page


is -- objection is overruled and Exhibit i0 is


admitted.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document, previously marked as


SX Exhibit No. i0 for


identification, was received into


evidence.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, while we’re redoing


that document, let me ask you an unrelated


question. In your experience, when the non-


music content deals come up for renewal, the


rates for those deals typically increase, is


that right?


A


Q


Not. necessarily.


Okay. But typically, they do,
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isn’t that true?


A That’s what the content providers


want to have happen, but we’ve been successful


in going the other way.


Q Okay. Mr. Logan, I’m showing you


a transcript of your deposition, and I’m going


to ask you to turn to page 109.


(Whereupon, the above-referred to


document was marked as SX Exhibit


No. ii for identification.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Joseph?


MR. JOSEPH: Your Honor, we have


not been handed a copy of the what the witness


has been handed.


MR. HANDZO:


MR. JOSEPH:


I’m sorry.


Thank you.


JUDGE ROBERTS:


MR. HANDZO: Yes, Your Honor.


starting actually at the end of page 108.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q And didn’t you testify in your


deposition, Mr. Logan --


109, Mr. Handzo?


I’m
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MR. MEYER: Your Honor?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Meyer?


MR. MEYER: Can I object? This


deposition was taken of Mr. Logan in the 2005-


5 case. As you know, we have fairly stringent


restrictions on the number of depositions that


can be taken in each case. And they could


have noticed Mr. Logan in 2006 and taken his


deposition, but I’m sure preserving their


number of depositions, saving some for


rebutta!, they chose not to. So since it’s


not taken in this case, i would object on that


basis.


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I think


if you’re impeaching a witness with a prior


statement, it’s utterly irrelevant in what


manner it was taken. I mean, if he testified


in a totally different trial in a totally


different court, I’d be able to use a


deposition from that matter. As long as there


is a matter in which.he testified under oath,


he can be impeached with the prior testimony.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Meyer?


MR. MEYER: Again, Your Honor, I


don’t think we should allow a procedure


whereby the limitations on the number of


depositions in each proceeding can effectively


be circumvented by noticing a deposition in


one case and then using it in the other case.


If that’s the case, then the limitations can


easily be circumvented, and they really have


no meaning.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Do you have


any disagreement with the statement Mr. Handzo


made?


MR. MEYER: Which statement, Your


Honor?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The statement


he made in offering this exhibit.


MR. MEYER: I agree that prior


testimony under oath can be used to impeach


the witness. In this particular circumstance,


we have a particular rule.limiting the number


of depositions.
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heard that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Well, I’ve


MR. MEYER: And I think that --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Don’t repeat


yourself. I’ve heard what you said there.


What’s your response to what he said other


than that?


MR. MEYER: I think it would give


him an unfair tactical advantage to be able to


use it in this case.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


Without any objection to the offer, with the


objection being raised as to something else,


the objection is overruled.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, didn’t you testify, "I


have seen on many occasions where, as we do


renewals, the renewal rate goes up. It’s


customary in business and content, especially


in the entertainment business, that rates


typically increase; they don’t decrease. So


that has been my experience at XM, yes."
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Didn’t you give that answer?


A I gave that answer.


Q Okay. And you were referring


there to non-music content deals, were you


not?


A Yes, I was.


~a Okay.    And that was a correct


statement, was it not, that your experience at


XM has been that rates typically increase,


they don’t decrease?


A I clarified further in my


deposition, and I gave examples of what I said


a moment ago to you, sir, which was they


typically generally go up, but we have been


successful -- and in my deposition I give


examples of us walking from deals that were


too expensive, of successfully negotiating


contracts at a lower fee.


Q So let me just be clear.


Regardless of whether it has always been the


case that rates go up, it is yopr testimony in


this deposition that typically they do,
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correct?


A Yes. What I testified to was that


it’s customary in business in a content


entertainment space that they customarily


would like to go up. And I further clarified


in my deposition examples of where


specifically I have negotiated them down.


Q What you testified to, Mr. Logan,


was not what your content partners want. What


you said was, "in the entertainment business,


rates typically increase, so that has been my


experience." That’s what you said, right?


That’s correct.


And that is a correct statement,


A


is it not?


A That is a correct statement in


that context.


Q Mr. Logan, you testified earlier


today about some of the personalities who host


shows, like Bob Dylan. Do you recall that?


A Yes.


Q Mr. Dylan’s show is one hour a
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week, is that right?


A He creates a one-hour weekly show,


but it’s not necessarily weekly. He’ll give


us a slate of 26 or 30 shows over the course


of a year.


Q So maybe less than a week? I’m


sorry, less than one per week?


A Well, I mean, he’ll give us a


show, and we run it multiple times. We’ll run


a show 15, 20 times over the course of a week.


Q Okay.


A But he’ll give us, much like


network television, an episode.


Q All right. So what Mr. Dylan


gives you is 20 or 30 one-hour shows in the


course of a year?


A Correct.


Q Tom Petty Show, that’s one or two


hours per week?


A It’s a one-hour show, and, again,


I think without reading it specifically it’s


40 shows a year.
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Q


Snoop Dogg?


A


Q


Okay. And you also get shows from


That we do.


Those are an hour to an hour and a


half apiece?


A Those actually I think range


between an hour and a half to two hours.


Q All right. And how many shows per


year do you get from Snoop Dogg?


A Assuming he delivers the shows on


time, we’re supposed to get 30.


(Laughter.)


I take it that’s a problem?


It has been a recurring problem,


Q


A


yes.


Q


surprised.


Probably no one here is surprised.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I’m


(Laughter.)


I have never heard of Snoop Dogg.


(Laughter.)


BY MR. HANDZO:
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Q Now, you mentioned in your written


testimony some special music events that


include Artists Confidential, Then Again Live,


Artist to Artist, and Off Stage, do you recall


that?


A


Q


Yes, I do.


Okay. XM has done about 70


Artists Confidential shows, is that right?


A Approximately, yes.


Q Okay. And that’s 70 over the


entire course of time that you’ve been


offering that kind of show, correct?


Yes. We started that program inA


late ’ 04.


Q Okay. So since late 2004, there


have been 70 of those shows.


A Yes, there have been.


Q And that’s a one-hour show?


A Yes, it is.


Q Then Again Live shows, there have


been i0 or ii of those?


A That is -- approximately, yes.
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Q That’s an hour-long show?


A Some of them run a little over an


hour, but generally speaking, yes, it’s an


hour.
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Q Artist to Artist, there have been


four or five of those shows?


A That’s correct.


Q And you don’t offer those anymore?


A No, sir.


Q Now, the Off Stage shows, those


are ones where you play recorded music, right?


A That is correct.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Did I


understand you to say that you consolidate


Ballyhoo to one hour?


THE WITNESS: Excuse me?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Did I


understand you to say that you consolidate


Ballyhoo to one hour?


THE WITNESS:


sir.


I don’t understand,


I apologize. Ballyhoo?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Don’t you
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record the Festival of Ballyhoo?


THE WITNESS: Oh, Bonoroo?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Bonoroo.


Thank you.


THE WITNESS:


Sorry, Your Honor. No.


Okay. I’m sorry.


We actually -- we


record that festival, and we will play back as


8any of the performances as it requires us to


play back. So a broadcast here on Cross


Country could last four to five hours in that


example.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And that’s


one of your live performances.


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, it is.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Okay.


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, it’s


3:00, and this is probably a good break time


for me, if the Court w~nts to do that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We’ll recess


for I0 minutes, please.


(Whereupon, the proceedings in the,


foregoing matter went off the
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Honor.


record at 3:00 p.m. and went back


on the record at 3:12 p.m.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Handzo?


MR. HANDZO: Thank you, Your


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, you were talking before


we broke about some of the special musical


events, like Artists Confidential. And I just


had one or two more questions about that.


In terms of the artists who


actually appear on Artists Confidential, it is


sometimes the case that XM reaches out to


artists and wants them to be part of that,


correct?


A


Q


Yes, it is.


And that’s because those are


popular artists and they create exclusive


material for you, right?


i In some cases, yes.


Q So it is a two-way street here?


There’s benefit to XM, and there’s benefit to
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the artist, correct?


A Correct.


Q Now, with respect to the sort of


what we’ll call on air personalities others


might think of as DJs, there are a lot of


subscribers who actually don’t like that,


right?


A


to have none, I’m sure.


You actually sometimes get e-mail


"We would like less DJ chatter,"


Q


that says,


right?


A


Q


There are some who would prefer us


Yes, we do.


Mr. Logan, I’m going to show you


what we have marked as SoundExchange trial


exhibit 12.


(Whereupon, the aforementioned


document was marked for


identification as SoundExchange


Trial Exhibit No. SX 12.)


MR. HANDZO: And I will represent


to the Court and counsel that this is another
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page that was extracted from what was


originally marked as SoundExchange trial


exhibit 9.


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q And my first question, Mr. Logan,


is whether you have seen this page before.


MR. MEYER: Can I ask, please,


what page of exhibit 9?


MR. HANDZO:


the page.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mine has got


it printed on the~e. Yours doesn’t have it


printed on there?


MR. HANDZO: XM-45079.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


Q


before?


A


MR. MEYER: That’s 45079?


MR. HANDZO: Correct.


The page number is on


BY MR. HANDZO:


Mr. Logan, have you seen that page


Only recently with this


proceeding.
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Q I take it, then, you were not


aware of this document at the time you wrote


your written testimony?


A No, I was not.


Q Mr. Logan, I’m showing you what we


have marked as SoundExchange trial exhibit 13,


which on the first page says "Voice of the


Subscribers."


(Whereupon, the aforementioned


document was marked for


identification as SoundExchange


Trial Exhibit No. SX 13.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


Have you seen this documentQ


before?


A


Q


I think I have, actually.


And have you seen it in the


ordinary course of business?


A


of survey research.


A Yeah.


Yes, I have.


This another sort of compilation


Is that right?


And on page 2, it talks


I
I
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about something that is referred to as a


omnibus, which was a study that was sort of


ongoing that measures certain metrics. And


then there were open-ended responses from our


subscribers from three of these surveys.


Q So this is aggregating responses


from three surveys?


A Iz appears to be that, yes.


MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I would


move the admission of SoundExchange trial


exhibit 13.


MR. MEYER:


foundation, Your Honor.


Object to the lack of


I don’t think the


witness testified that he is familiar with it


other than what it appears to be the sort of


things that would be speculating.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Overruled.


It’s not his answers.


(Whereupon, the aforementioned


document, having previously been


marked for identification as


SoundExchange Trial Exhibit No.
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SX 13, was received in evidence.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, if you turn to page 4,


you’ll see in the fourth bullet point there is


a statement that regarding music channels,


there are a number of complaints about DJs


talking too much. Do you see that?


A Yes, I do.


Q Was that information that you took


into account when you wrote your written


testimony?


A Can you define "written" and "into


account "?


Q Did you have this document at the


time you wrote your written testimony?


A Yes, I did.


Q Now, Mr. Logan, you talked towards


the end of your direct testimony today about


promotion with respect to XM. And you


attached a number of documents to your written


testimony in exhibit 23 that include a !ot of


e-mails. Did you select those e-mails?
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A Personally?


Yes.


Not all of them, no.


Who selected them for you?


I requested it from members of my


programming staff to pull for me some of the


e-mails at the time that it was requested. I


read them and put them into part of my


testimony.


Q And you collected e-mails that go


all the way back to 2002. Is that right?


A Correct. i did, yes.


Q You didn’t cite any survey


evidence in your testimony, did you, with


respect to promotion?


A No, sir, I did not.


MR. HANDZO: This one, 14.


(Whereupon, the aforementioned


document was marked for


identification as SoundExchange


Tria! Exhibit No. SX 14.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


I
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Q Mr. Logan, I am showing you what


we have marked as SoundExchange trial exhibit


14, which on the first page has a heading that


reads, "XM Satellite Radio Advanced Tracking


Program." Have you seen this document


previously?


A Prior to this litigation, no.


Q Let me ask you to flip to page 50


of this document.


A


Q    Fifty.


that page?


A


Q


I’m sorry? Again?


Do you see the chart on


Yes, I do.


Have you received that chart or


have you seen that chart previously other than


in connection with this litigation?


A No, sir, I have not.


MR. HANDZO: Let’s mark this.


(Whereupon, the aforementioned


document was marked for


identification as SoundExchange


Tria! Exhibit No. SX 15.)
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BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Logan, sir, if I can show you


what we have marked as SoundExchange trial


exhibit 15, which is headed, "Recent XM


Activation Satisfaction Study"? Again, have


you seen this before?


A No, sir, I have not.


Q Let met ask you to turn to page


35.


JUDGE ROBERTS:


quick question, Mr. Logan.


THE WITNESS:


JUDGE ROBERTS:


Let me ask you a


Yes, sir?


If you’re not


seeing a document like this or exhibit 14, who


at XM is?


THE WITNESS: That would be our


Marketing Department, our consumer group that


actually would be looking at what messaging


and how to adopt -- this is a tracking, so


like for Major League Baseball somebody who


would determine messaging. This is an


activation satisfaction, which would, I think,
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believe denote why people subscribe and


understand why they activated.


JUDGE ROBERTS: So that is a


separate operation within XM?


THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. It falls


under our Marketing Department.


JUDGE ROBERTS: And you don’t have


any witness testifying from the Marketing


Department?


MR. MEYER: Well, actually, Your


Honor, we have Mr. Cook coming up next, who is


no longer in the Marketing Department but was


previously.


JUDGE ROBERTS: All right.


BY MR. HANDZO:


I
!
I
I
I


16
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18


19
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21


22


Q Mr. Logan, turning to page 35 of


this document, have you seen the information


that is presented here previously?


I’ve seen it in connection withA


this, yes.


Q I’m sorry? When you say, "in


connection with this," do you mean in
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connection --


A Litigation.


Q -- with this litigation?


A With this, yes.


Q I’m sorry. You need to wait for


me to finish my question before you answer.


A Yes, sir.


Q You’ve seen it in connection with


this litigation but not in the ordinary course


of business. Is that correct?


A That is correct.


Q Have you seen any similar


information from XM which indicates the impact


on listening to CDs and cassettes as a result


of a subscriber getting XM Radio?


A I personally have not.


Q So that’s not survey research that


you took into account in drafting your


testimony. Is that right?


A No, sir, it was not.


Q Mr. Logan, I’m showing you what we


have marked as SoundExchange trial exhibit 16.
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(Whereupon, the aforementioned


document was marked for


identification as SoundExchange


Trial Exhibit No. SX 16.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q This is an e-mail to you, correct?


A Yes, it is.


Q Actually, the very top is an e-


mail from you, right?


A Correct.


Q And then right below that is an e-


mail to you from Lee Abrams?


That is correct.


And who is Mr. Abrams?


Lee Abrams is my chief creative


A


A


officer.


Q As your chief creative officer,


what are his duties?


A Lee’s duties are to really be one


of my point liaisons between most of our high


profile talent, Bob Dillon, Paul McCartney,


the book of our artist confidentials as part
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of his responsibility.


Another part of his responsibility


is for him to ensure that we’re pushing the


bounds of creativity and exploration and doing


new things across our entire network.


Q And you received this e-mail from


Mr. Abrams in the ordinary course of business?


A Yes.


it was requested.


request I made to him.


MR. HANDZO:


I think in the opening line,


He was following up on a


Your Honor, I would


move the admission of SoundExchange trial


exhibit 16.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any


objection?


MR. MEYER: No objection, Your


Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


objection, it is admitted.


Without


(Whereupon, the aforementioned


document, having prev&ously been


marked for identification as
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SoundExchange Trial Exhibit No.


SX 16, was received in evidence.)


BY MR. HANDZO:


Q Mr. Abrams in his e-mail refers to


a McCartney deal. Do you see that?


A Yes.


Q I assume we’re talking there about


Paul McCartney?


A That is correct.


Q And is that a deal where XM agree


to buy advertising to support a CD being


released by Mr. McCartney?


A Yes, it was.


Q And that was advertising not on


XM? That was actually advertising somewhere


else?


A


Q


That is correct.


And that’s what Mr. McCartney


wanted, to promote his CD, correct?


A Correct.


MR. HANDZO:


have, Your Honor. If I might just have a


I think that’s all I
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moment?


Your Honor.


Mr. Meyer?


Honor.


(Pause.)


MR. HANDZO:


Thank you.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


That’s all I have,


Any redirect,


MR. MEYER: One question, Your


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Usually when


a gentleman says that, they regret it.


MR. MEYER:


years not to say it.


mean it.


Q


I’ve learned over the


in this case I really


REDIRECT EXAMINATION


BY MR. MEYER:


Mr. Logan, anything you have been


shown by Mr. Handzo today about which you have


said you don’t recall seeing at the time you


did your affidavit, has anything changed in


your view anything that is in your affidavit?


A No, sir, it has not.


MR. MEYER: Thank you very much.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I cannot


imagine any follow-up questions to that.


(Laughter.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


from the Bench?


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Yes, I have.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Al! right.


Any questions


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Can we return


to your exhibit 23, Mr. Logan? I take it that


this exhibit is meant to display e-mails that


indicate they either purchased more CDs as a


result of listening to XM or are thinking


about doing so or something of that sort. Is


that a fair characterization?


THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor, it


is.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: How many unique


e-mails are there?


THE WITNESS: In this document?


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Yes.


THE WITNESS: Precisely I don’t


know off the top of my head, Your Honor.
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JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Can somebody


tell me at some point here?


MR. MEYER: Yes, Your Honor.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: I take it that
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it also covers the period 2002 to 2006?


THE WITNESS: That is correct,


Your Honor.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Does it go


earlier than that?


THE WITNESS: To the best of my


knowledge, it doesn’t, Your Honor.


JUDGE WIoNIE~m~: And since you


don’t know how many are here, I don’t suppose


you could answer this question, but I’ll ask


it anyway. What percent of subscribers does


this represent?


THE WITNESS: That’s a very


difficult question to answer. I do not know


the answer to that, Your Honor.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: I would


appreciate an answer to that, too. Thank yog.


MR. MEYER: Very well.
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JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:


questions I have.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


sir.


excused.)


That’s all the


Thank you,


THE WITNESS: Thank you.


(Whereupon, the witness was


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Next witness?


MR. RICH: Your Honor, Mr.


Vendetti is our next witness and will be


examined by my partner, Ralph Miller.


MR. MILLER: May it please the


Court, my name is Ralph Miller, here for


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Miller, I


will call on you when I am ready.


MR. MILLER: Thank you. I am


sorry, Your Honor.


(Pause.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Vendetti,


will you please stand? If you will raise your


right hand?


Whereupon,
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WRITTEN DIRECT TESTIMONY OF BARRIE KESSLER 


QUALIFICATIONS 


I am the Chief Operating Officer of SoundExchange, Inc. ("SoundExchange"). I have 


held this position since July 2001. Before I became Chief Operating Officer, I served as 


SoundExchange's Senior Director of Data Administration, beginning in November 1999. Prior 


to that, I worked as a database and technology consultant for the Recording Industry Association 


of America, Inc. ("RIAA") for seven years. There, I developed the software for the certification 


system for Gold, Platinum and Multi-platinum record sales, and created the royalty distribution 


system for the Alliance of Artists and Recording Companies ("AARC"). 


My responsibilities as SoundExchange's Chief Operating Officer include overseeing the 


coliection and distribution of royalty payments for the performance of sound recordings on 


webcast, cable, and satellite services, including the services at issue in this proceeding. In this 


capacity, I supervise SoundExchange staff who receive royalty payments from licensees, 


determine the amounts owed copyright owners and performers, and distribute the royalties to 


those individuals and entities. Additionally, 1 oversee SoundExchange's license compliance 







activities, manage its budget, and coordinate its systems requirements, development, and testing. 


A statement of experience is attached to my testimony. 


OVERVIEW 


I am providing this testimony to the Copyright Royalty Board ("CRB") in order to give 


the Board background on how SoundExchange collects and distributes royalties. I previously 


testified in the CRB's proceeding to set rates and terms for webcasting for the 2006-2010 license 


period, Docket No. 2005-1 CRB DTRA. SoundExchange is submitting that testimony and all 


related exhibits as designated testimony in this proceeding pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 5 35 1.4(b)(2). 


Rather than repeat that testimony, I reaffirm and incorporate it here, as the central points I made 


in that testimony apply with equal force in this proceeding. 


I am also submitting this testimony to request that SoundExchange remain the sole 


collection and distribution agent, to express my view that the existing regulations should be 


amended to account for the additional issues discussed in my testimony in Docket No. 2005-1 


CRB DTRA, and to provide factual support for SoundExchange's position that neither the Sirius- 


EchoStar service nor the Capstar service is entitled to the rates available for Preexisting 


Subscription Services ("PES"). 


DISCUSSION 


I. SOUNDEXCHANGE'S COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES 


My written direct testimony in Docket No. 2005-1 CRb D T M  provided an overview of 


SoundExchange, a description of its royalty collection and distribution systems, and a discussion 


of some of the challenges that SoundExchange faces. It also described the extent of 


SoundExchange's royalty distributions to date. As noted above, SoundExchange has desimated 


that testimony in this proceeding, and I reaffim it here. 







11. A SINGLE COLLECTIVE SHOULD BE DESIGNATED TO COLLECT AND 
DISTRIBUTE ROYALTIES. 


As a practical matter (and generally as a legal matter as well), SoundExchange (or its 


precursor) has operated as the sole collection and distribution agent for royalties under the 


Section 112 and 113 licenses. No other collective has filed to participate in this proceeding. 


Thus, once again, SoundExchange is the only advocate for copyright owners and performers, and 


is the sole entity seeking designation to collect and distribute royalties on their behalf. For the 


reasons stated in my written direct testimony in Docket No. 2005-1 CFB DTRA, I believe the 


designation of a single collective is preferable to and far more efficient than a multiple agent 


system. 


111. MODIFICATIONS NEEDED TO LICENSE TERMS 


In my testimony in the webcasting proceeding, I recommended a number of changes to 


the terms governing the operation of eligible nonsubscription transmission services and new 


subscription services. SoundExchange's experience over the past several years demonstrates that 


a few of the terms found in 37 C.F.R. Part 262 must be modified to facilitate the prompt, fair and 


efficient administration of the statutory licenses. I propose that those same terms be modified in 


this proceeding as well in order to promote the statute's overall goal of providing fair 


compensation to artists and record labels. SoundExchange requests that the CRB modify the 


terms accordingly. 


I also want to reiterate briefly SoundExchange's long-standing request for census 


reporting. SoundExchange has previously submitted extensive comments on recordkeeping and, 


in particular, the need for census reporting in response to the Copyright Office's and the Board's 


notice and requests for comments in connection with their rulernakings on recordkeeping. I will 


not belabor what we have said in those submissions, but I emphasize here that accurate data is 







critical to the integrity of the collection and distribution process that I have described above. As 


SoundExchange's comments explain, receiving reports of use in census form and in a uniform 


format is the only way to ensure that copyright owners and performers receive accurate payments 


for the use of their sound recordings. In Docket No. RM 2005-2, SoundExchange submitted a 


Declaration from Barry Massarsky, the President of an economic consulting firm, which 


discussed some of the inadequacies of sampling that would result in copyright owners and artists 


being underpaid. I am attaching that Declaration here as further support in this proceeding. See 


SX Ex. 001 DP. 


In addition, SoundExchange would like to ensure that the Board makes clear that the 


definition of revenues for any of the licenses should include in the base of revenues against 


which a percentage is to be applied all revenues "paid or payable." We have had experience with 


services not collecting revenues from third parties (either as a de facto discount or possibly in 


exchange for some other consideration). The result is that some revenue that should be attributed 


as part of the revenue base is hidden and thus not counted. That is not fair to artists and record 


companies on whose behalf SoundExchange is collecting royalties. 











c 
V. THE THP CAPSTAWDMX SERVICE 


I arn aware that DMX bas not filed a petition to participate in this proceeding. 


Nonetheless, if the Board determines as a factual matter in Docket No. 2006-1 GRE3 DSTRA that 


THP Capstar (which apparently recently changed its name to DMX) is not a successor to DMX, 


then DMX may be subject to the rates and terns established in this proceeding. In an abundance 


of caution, I would like to provide the Board with the following infomation and to emphasize 







that SoundExchange has always taken the position that Capstar is not entitled to the rates 


available for Preexisting Subscription Services. See SX Ex. 002 DP (Referral Motion and 


Exhibits, May 4, 2006). 


In February 2005, one of the specifically identified PES -- DMX Music, Inc. -- filed a 


chapter 11 petition in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware. In the 


Bankruptcy Court, SoundExchange objected to DMXYs efforts to assign its PES Compulsory 


License, and DMX stated in court that it never intended to assign the license. Id. 


Capstar purchased a portion (but not all) of DMX's assets from the bankruptcy estate. In 


doing so, it (1) denied that it was a successor to DMX, (2) specifically excluded the PES 


Compulsory License from the list of obligations it was assuming, and (3) disclaimed any 


responsibility for the approximately $2.6 million in statutory royalties that DMX owed to 


SoundExchange. Id. Portions of the record in the bankruptcy proceeding are included in SX Ex. 


002 DP. 


After purchasing those assets and denying DMX's liabilities, Capstar then reversed 


course and filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings Under Statutory License with the 


Copyright Office, claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory License. Capstar also filed a 


Notice of Intent to Participate in Docket No. 2006-1 CRB DSTRA, again claiming that it was a 


PES. Id. 


SoundExchange has consistently informed Capstar that it believes that Capstar is not a 


successor to DMX and not entitled to the rates available for Preexisting Subscription Services. I 


am attaching as an exhibit letters that SoundExchange has sent to Capstar in which 


SoundExchange repeatedly made its position very clear and expressly reserved its rights and the 


rights of its copyri&t owner members to pursue claims against CapstariBMX for improperly 







claiming the benefits of a Preexisting Subscription Service. See SX Ex. 101 DR 


(correspondence). 


COKCLUSION 


SoundExchange has developed an effective and efficient mechanism for accomplishing 


the enormous task of collecting and distributing royalties for the hundreds of millions of sound 


recordings performed annually under Sections 112(e) and 114 of the Copyright Act. To 


maximize that distribution of royalties, SoundExchange should remain the sole collection and 


distribution agent. The existing regulations should also be amended to account for the additional 


issues discussed in my testimony in Docket No. 2005-1 CRB DTRA. In addition, neither the 


Sirius-EchoStar service nor the Capstar service is entitled to the rates available for Preexisting 


Subscription Services. 







I declare under penalty of pe jury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct to the 


best of my knowledge and belief. 


Date: , / O / Z ~ / $ / ~  
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COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD 


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
Washington, D.C. 


In the Matter of: 
1 
1 
1 


NOTICE AND RECORDMEEPING FOR ) 
USE OF SOUND RECOICDINGS UNDER 
STATUTORY LICENSE 1 


Docket No. RM 2005-2 


DECLARATION OF BARRY N. MASSARSKY 


I, BARRY M. MASSARSKY, declare: 


1. f am President of Barry M. Massarsky Consulting, Inc., an economic consulting firm 


that provides advisory consulting services to a host of music industry clients relating to music 


licensing and royalty eamings. I have held this position since 1992, when I founded the firm. 


2.  As President of Barry M. Massarsky Consulting, f specialize in performing economic 


analysis, with a particular emphasis on the valuation of licenses to perform copyrighted works. 


For example, I serve as an economic consultant to the performing rights organization SESAC, in 


which capacity I have developed state-of-the-art survey and distribution concepts in the Latina 


radio music field. 


3. I have consulted for many copyright owners with interests in the digital music field. I 


- have advised SoundExchange since its inception and, prior to that, the Recording Industry 


Association of America, Inc. ("RIAA") in its performance of the responsibilities now assumed 


4. I have testified in Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel (" 'CAW) proceedings and - 
provided economic counsel on digital music license initiatives to SomdExchange, RIAA, 


- SESAC, Zomba and BMG. In addition, my firm supports both the RlAA and Motion Picture 


Association of America (';MPAA") in peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing litigation. 
- 







5. The cases in which I have testified or served as an expert include United States v. 


American Soc. of Composers, Authors and Publishers, 98 1 F .  Supp. 199 (S.D.N.Y. 1397); 


Determination of Statutory License Rates and Termsfor Certain Digital Subscrbiption 


Transmissions of Sound Recordings, Docket No, 96-5 CARP DSTRA, Copyright Office, Library 


of Congress; Zomba Recording Corp. v. MP3. Corn, fnc., Nos. 00 Civ. 683 1 and 00 Civ. 6833, 


200 1 WL 770926 (S.D.N.Y. Juf 10,2001); Major Bob Music v. MP3.Com, inc., No. I :O 1-cv- 


04036-JSR (S.D.N.Y. 200 1); Counity Road Music v. MP3.Com, Inc., No. 1 :02-cv-08006-JSR 


(S.D.N.Y. 2003); Fonomusic, IRC. v. MP3.com, Inc., No. 1 $2-cv-08617-JSR (S.D.N.Y. 2003); 


Arisr'a Records Inc. v. Launch Media, Inc., No. 1 :01 -cv-04450-RO ( S  .D.N.Y, 2004); and Motown 


Record Co., L.P. v. iMesh. Corn, inc., No. 03 Civ. 7339,2004 WL 503720 (S.D.N.Y. Mar 12, 


2004). 


6. Before I started my consulting firm, I worked for the American Society of Composers, 


Authors and Publishers FASCAP"), the world's largest perfuming rights organization, i-rom 


198 1 to 1992. I started at ASCAP as an Economist and in 1987 was promoted to Senior 


Economist. At ASCAP, I coordinated the services of ASCAP's outside survey consultants and 


helped to design, analyze, review, and apply ASCAP's s w e y  results. 


7. Between 1977 and 1979, I worked as an economic consultant to the U.S. Department 


of Justice, conducting economic analyses pertinent to the federal government's antitrust suit 


against IBM. 


8. I received my Bachelor of Arts, cum laude, &om Boston University in 1977 and a 


Masters of Business Administration from Cornell University in 1981. 


9, 1 have authored "The Operating Dynamics behind ASCAP, BMI and SESAC, the 


U.S. Performing Rights Societies," which appeared in Technological Strutegies for Protecting 


Intellectual Property in the Networked Multimedia Environmenf, Vot . I ,  Issue 1,2 17-25 


{January 1994). 







Analysis 


10. f understand that the Copyright Royalty Board has asked "Could a system of webcast 


sampling, analogous to the sampling performed by performing rights societies in the context of 


broadcasting, meet the record-of-use requirements of 17 U.S.C. fj 114(f)(4)(A) and 112(e)(4)?" I 


have been asked to help answer that question by comparing a sample analysis of a statutory 


licensee's reports of use with the full census reporting provided by the licensee in order to 


determine the difference, if any, between the performances that would be captured using a 


sample versus full census reporting. 


1 1. For this analysis, I considered the sound recordings performed under the 17 U.S.C. 


$ 1 14 license during a ninety-day period by a webcaster that plays a wide variety of music, 


spanning multiple music genres and a diversity of artists and titles within each genre, which in 


my experience is typical of  many webcasters. This webcaster provides SoundExchange with 


quarterly reports of use that identify sound recordings the webcaster pepformed during the 


quarter, i, e., census reports of use.' 


12. I identified a recent census report of use from the webcaster. The report covers the 


three-month period January 1 to March 3 1,2005 (hereinafter "Census Period"). 


13. To obtain samples from that census report of use, I considered the sampling periods 


that ASCAP would Iikely rely upon under its experimental Internet licenses. For Internet radio, 


ASCAP prescribes a sample of at least one week per quarter (three months) for webcasters that 


pay $10,000 or more to ASCAP annually, and a sample of the first three days of each quarter for 


webcasters that pay less than $10,000 to ASCAP annually. See ASCAP Experimental Licensing 


Agreement for Internet Sites & Services, Release 5.0, § 9fg), available at 


l~~~://wvvw.ascap.c0m/~eblicen~eire~ea~e5~O.pdf~ I also mderstand that some webcasters in this 


proceeding have advocated for sample periods of one or three days per year. 


' I have been instructed not to disclose the identity of the webcater absent an order f?om the 
Copyright Royalty Board. 







14. Based upon the ASCAP sampling method and the comments of other commenting 


parties, I examined the percentage of sound recordings performed during the Census Period that 


were captured in (a) a sample period of one day of the Census Period, (b) a sample period of the 


first three days of the Census Period, (c) a sample period of three non-consecutive days of the 


Census Period, and (d) a sample period of seven days of the Census Period. 


15. To randomly determine the starting dates of the sample periods, Analyst 


Elon Altman in my offlce, at my direction, utilized a computer randomization program on 


Microsoft Excel. Using the RANDBETWEEN hc t ion ,  the program randomly selected 


numbers that corresponded to the starting dates of the sample periods within the first quarter of 


2005. The sample periods that resulted from the computerized randomization are as follows: 


One day, January 3 I ,  2005 


* Thee non-consecutive days, January 6,  January 18, and February 20,2005 


* One week, January 5-1 1,2005 


I also identified the first three consecutive days of the Census Period January 1-3,2005 as an 


additional sample period. 


Comparison of Data from Full Census Period with Data h m  Sample Periods 


16. At my direction, SoundExchange Licensing and Repertoire Specialist Jonathan 


Sowers loaded the sound recording performance data in the webcaster's full census report - title 


of sound recording, name of artist, name of record label - into a Microsoft Access database as a 


data set.2 Mr. Sowers then wrote queries that instructed Access to sort the data by artist, label, 


and sound recording, and to display the total number of each artist's and each label's sound 


recordings performed during the period.3 


Mr. Sowers loaded the data "as is," and SoundExchange did not undertake to "clean up" the 
data, i.e., to correct for misspellings, duplicates and the like. 


Mr. Sowers, rather than an employee of my firm, performed these tasks because 
SounExchange maintains possession and eoatr~l of the webcaster's report of use. 







17. At my direction, Mr. Sowers wrote queries that instructed Access to extract data sets 


corresponding to each of the sample periods from the Census Period data set. Once the sample 


periods were extracted, Mr. Sowers programmed Access to perform the same function on the 


data for each sample period that it performed on the data for the full Census Period, viz., to sort 


the data by artist and label and to display the total number of each artist's and Label's s o d  


recordings performed during the period. 


18. Again at my direction, Mr. Sowers wrote queries that instructed Access to compare 


the data for each sampIe period to the Census Period data in order to calculate (a) the percentage 


of record labels whose sound recordings were actually performed in the Census Period but who 


were omitted fiom each sample period, (b) the percentage of artists whose sound recordings were 


actually performed in the Census Period but who were omitted fiom each sample period, and 


(c) the percentage of artists selected in each sampling period who would be over- or under-paid 


royalties in comparison to the royalty allocation they would receive if royalties were allocated 


for the entire Census Period. The results are displayed in an Excel spreadsheet that I have 


attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 1. 


Record Labels and Artists Omitted From Samples 


19. As displayed in the spreadsheet, the one-day sample period omitted two-thirds 


(66.99%) of the record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, 


and captured only one-third (33.01%) of the record labels whose sound recordings were 


performed during the Census Period. 


20. The one-day sample period omitted more than two-thirds (70.13%) of the recording 


artists whose sound recordings were pedormed during the Census Period, and captured only 


29.87% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census 


Period. The one-day sample period for the Census Period would result in over 22,000 artists not 


receiving any royalties. 







21. The sample period of the first three days of the Census Period omitted 45.88% of the 


record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured 


only 54.12% of the record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census 


Period, 


22. The sample period of the first three days of the Census Period omitted 48.1 6% of the 


recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured 


only 51 34% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census 


Period. This three-day sample period would result in over 15,000 artists not receiving any 


royalties. 


23. The three non-consecutive-day sample period omitted nearly half (45.25%) of the 


record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured 


only 54.75% of the record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census 


Period. 


24. The three non-consecutive-day sample period omitted an even greater percentage of 


recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period (47.92%), 


and captured only 52.08% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were perfbrmed 


during the Census Period. As with the sample from the first three days of the Census Period, this 


sample would still result in over 15,000 artists not receiving any royaities. 


25. The seven-day sample period omitted 29.71% of the record labels whose sound 


recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured only 70.29% of the record 


labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period. 


26. The seven-day sample period omitted an even greater percentage of recording artists 


whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period (3 1.33%), and captured only 


68.67% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census 


Period. Even the seven-day sample period would result in nearly 10,000 artists not being paid 


any royalties. 







27. The Census Period necessarily captured 100% of the artists and 100% of the labels 


whose sound recordings were performed durjng the sample period. 


28. Mr. Sowers prepared two Excel graphs that chart the results displayed in the 


spreadsheet. The graphs are attached as Exhibits 1 and 2 to this Declaration. The first graph 


shows the change in the percentage of record labels captured from the Census Period through the 


various sample periods. The second graph shows the change in the percentage of recording 


artists captured from the Census Period through the various sample periods. 


Artists Who Would Be Undemaid 


29. As one moves from allocating royalties on a census basis to a sample basis, a greater 


percentage of labels and artists will be overpaid royalties v is -h is  the allocation they would have 


received through census allocation. TIris is basic math. As fewer people share in a constant sum 


of royalties, their relative shares are likely to increase. However, the number of unpaid labels 


and artists also increases as one moves away from census reporting, so the further one moves 


away from census reporting and allocation the greater the deviation fiom the relative shares the 


parties should have received based upon the actual usage of sound recordings under statutory 


license. Sample reporting will increase the number of completely unpaid artists and 


overcompensate the few artists who receive royalties. 


30. As displayed in Exhibit 1, using the one-day sample period would result in 20.44% 


of recording artists whose works were actually performed being ~nderpaid.~ 


3 1. Using the sample period of the first three days of the Census Period would result in 


33.75% of those recording artists being underpaid. 


32. Using the three non-consecutive-day sample period would result in 36.26% of those 


recording artists being underpaid. 


The percentage of artists who would be underpaid does not include the artists who would not be 
paid at all because they were not included in the sample. See Ex, A, note. 







33. Using the seven-day sample period of would result in 38.45% of those recording 


artists being underpaid. 


Conclusions 


34. I am not surprised that the sample periods failed to identify many unique labels and 


artists whose works were actually performed during the Census Period. In webcast streaming of 


sound recordings, variability is very high. Services operating under the section 1 14 statutory 


license are permitted to perform any sound recording lawfully released in the United States, 


which necessarily means that their playlists can be extraordinarily broad, And webcaster 


playlists in fact tend to be far broader than those of terrestrial radio stations. This wider pattern 


of programming frustrates accurate sampling because samples such as those I have analyzed 


above do not adequately represent the universe from which they are drawn. 


35. Sampling of the type outlined above would, in my opinion, result in large numbers of 


labels - and, in particular, artists - being underpaid or not paid at all. In my opinion, a census 


of sound recording digital performance data, rather than sampling analogous to that of ASCAP, 


is necessary to accurately identify the copyright owners and artists whose sound recordings have 


been performed and are entitled to royalties under the statutory license. 


36. Simply because perfoming rights organizations such as ASCAP accept sample 


reporting does not necessarily mean that such reporting is statistically valid for allocating the 


royalties payable by services operating under the section I 14 statutory license. An essential 


concern with any sampling theory is the variability of observed units within the population 


fiame. A sample must adequately mirror the universe from which it is drawn. In the case of 


statutory webcasting, where variability is so high, a sample is unlikely to mirror the universe 


&om which the recordings are drawn. 







I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 


uzbay  of August, 2005, in Washingto% D.C. 











Artists 


1 I 1 ( Artists ( k Artists I % Artists 1 % of Artists 1 % of Artists1 


Labels 


r I Labels 1 % Labels I % Labels I % of Labels I % of Labels I 


*" Percentages of artists and labels under- or overpayed in Ule measured periods do not reflect those that dropped out of the 
survey entirely for that period. 
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Before the 
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Washington, D.C. 
42006 


CCi- I. ' Qnat-jT ~ F F ~ ~ ~  


1 Pusr!e  OFF^^^ 
In the Matter of 1 


1 
Adjustment of Rates and Terms for ) Docket No. 2006-1 CRB DSTRA 
Preexisting Subscription Services and ) 
Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services ) 


) 


MOTION BY SOUNDEXCHANGE FOR REF'ERRAL OF 
NOVEL MATERIAL QUESTION OF SUBSTANTIVE LAW CONCERNING THE 


Pursuant to 17 U.S.C. (j 802(f)(l)(B) and 37 C.F.R. $354.2, SoundExchange, Inc. 


("SoundExchange"), hereby respectfully moves the Copyright Royalty Board to refer the 


following novel and material question of substantive copyright law to the Register: 


Can an entity that purchases less than ail of the assets of a preexisting 
subscription service and disclaims successor liability to the preexisting 
subscription service enjoy the benefits that Congress grandfathered for 
only those preexisting services that were in existence and making 
transmissions to the public on a specified date that pre-dates the 
purchaser's acquisition? 


ISTRODC'CTION AND SUMMIUIY 


In the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), Congress defined the 


contours of the compulsory licenses governed by 17 U.S.C. 5 1 1  4 and fj 112 for services 


making non-interactive digital audio transmissions. In so doing, Congress established the 


"wi!ling buyer uilling seller" standard as the standard governing rates and terms for 


virtually ail services making such transmissions, including "new subscription semices" 


and "eligible nonsubscriptlon transmission services." 







The sole exception to this framework is a small group of preexisting services, to 


whom Congress gave the benefit of a grandfathering provision, which permitted those 


services to operate under rates and terms established under the then current standard, set 


forth in 17 U.S.C. 8 801(b)(l). These preexisting services are divided into two categories 


- "preexisting" subscription services ("PES") and "preexisting" satellite digital audio 


radio services ("SDARS")l Congress not only has limited the beneficiaries of this 


special treatment to those entities either actually in existence and making transmissions 


prior to July 31, 1998 (or, in the case of the SDARS, those who were in receipt of a 


license issued by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") as of that date), but 


also has specifically identified those licensees in the legislative history of the DMCA. As 


Congress has explained, its sole purpose in grandfathering the PES was "to prevent 


disruption of the existing operations by such services." See H.R. CONF. REP. NO. 105- 


796 at 80-81 (1993) ("Conf. Rep.") reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. 639, 656-57. 


Congress thus has sought only to benefit those entities that had invested in digital audio 


transmission services in reliance on the preexisting rate standard. With respect to every 


other service making digital audio transmissions under the compulsory license - whether 


in existence or subsequently established - Congress has specified that the willing 


buyer/willing seller standard would apply. 


In February 2005, one of the specifically identified PES - D?N( hlusic, Inc. 


("DMX") - filed a chapter 11 petition in the L'nited States Bankruptcy Court for the 


Distnct of Delaware. THP Capstar Acqu~sition Corp. ("Capstar") purchased a portion 


(but not all) of DMX's assets from the bankruptcy estate. In doing so, it: ( I )  denied that 


For prposa  of th.5 inotlor [he :ompulso~ i~cense under which the PES operate ail! be refened to ds the .'PES 
C~*rpt.Isor) i ~ c n k e  " 







it was a successor to DMX; (2) specifically excluded the PES Compulsory License &om 


the list of obligations it was assuming; and (3) disclaimed any responsibility for the 


approximately $2.6 million in statutory royalties that DMX owed to SoundExchange. 


But after purchasing those assets and denying DMX's liabilities, Capstar has 


reversed its legal course before the Board and the Copyright Office. In direct 


contravention to the statements it made to the Bankruptcy Court, Capstar filed a Notice of 


Lise of Sound Recordings Under Statutory License with the Copyright Office, claiming 


that it was DMX, seeking to enter the market and operate its own new subscription 


services under the DMX name, and purporting to possess the benefits of the grandfather 


provision of the DMCA. 


By claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory License, Capstar has thus injected 


a novel and material question of copyright law into this proceeding: can an entity that 


purchases less than all of the assets of a PES and disclaims successor liability to the PES 


enjoy the benefits that Congress grandfathered for only those services that were in 


existence and making transmissions to the public on a specified date that pre-dates the 


purchaser's acquisition of only some of the assets of the PES, thereby giving the 


purchaser the opportunity to pay royalties at a rate that would not be available to any 


other competitor newly entering the market or to the vast majority of other services 


making digital audio transmissions of sound recordings? 


While the question is novel, SoundExchange believes that the Register will 


resolve the question eas~ly. %%en creating a special I~cense for the PES, Congress 


spee~ficaliy stated that eligbility for the PES Compulsory License would be limited to 


the three specific business entities already in operation. The purpose of the 







grandfathering provision was to protect the three companies' operations from disruption, 


see COW. REP. at 80-81 reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 656-57, not to establish a 


freely alienable property right to a more favorable compulsory license than new market 


entrants. Therefore, one cannot claim eligibility for the PES Compulsory License simply 


based on the purchase of some of the assets of a PES - especially where the purchaser 


has denied successor liability to avoid payment of previously incurred compulsory 


license royalties. Indeed, when previously presented with a "grandfathering" question in 


the context of the cable compulsory license, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal and the 


Copyright Office refused to allow cable systems to use a limited grandfathering provision 


(based on FCC rclles) as a permanent license to circumvent rhe otherwise binding 


provisions of Section 11 1 of the Copyright Act. See Compulsory License for Cable 


Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,944, 14'9.5 1 (April 16, 1984). 


Finally, even if the Board were to decide that this question is not novel and 


material and thus does not require referral to the Copyright Office, the specific facts of 


Capstar's purchase of a portion of DMX's assets in bankruptcy lead to the conclusion that 


Capstar does not qualify as a PES. In DMX's bankruptcy proceeding, Capstar refused to 


accept any of DMX's past royalty obligations, and specifically denied that it was 


acquiring DMX's interest in the Section 114(d)(2)(B) compulsory license. See infra at p. 


18-2 1. Pvloreover, the order entered by the Bankruptcy Court approving the sale of assets 


to Capstar specifically provides that the PES Compulsory License is not being transferred 


and that Capstar IS not DLuIX's successor. Thus, Capstar's cIairn to the PES lrcense can 


only be described as an effort to have ~ t s  cake and eat it too. L'nder those facts, Capstar 


should be excluded from participartng in rhe current proceeding for lack of a significant 







interest in the adjustment of the rates and terms for the PES Compulsory License, and 


Capstar must pay the royalties that are established for new subscription services. See 17 


G.S.C. $ 803@)(2)(C); 37 C.F.R. 35l.l(c), 


BACKGROUND 


I. THE PREEXISTEYG SERVICES 


Congress established the digital performance right in sound recordings in the 


Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995 ("DPRA"). Pub. L. No. 


104-39, 109 Stat. 336 (Nov. 1, 1995). Three years later, Congress enacted the Digital 


Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (Oct. 28, 


1998), to clarify the scope of the statutory licenses established in the B P M  and to 


establish a fi-ee market rate standard - the willing buyer/willing seller standard - as the 


basis for the rates to be paid to copyright owners and performers. 17 U.S.C. 


$ 114(f)(2)(B). In the DMCA, however, Congress specified that five specific 


"preexisting" entities which had either been offering services prior to the enactment of 


the DMCA or obtained certain licenses from the FCC would be grandfathered: three PES 


and two SDARS. The benefit of being grandfathered is that, rather than having rates set 


according to the willing buyer/willing seller standard that is applied to all other types of 


digital music services, the grandfathered services operate pursuant to rates and terms set 


under a different rate standard, set forth in 17 U.S.C. $ 801@)(i). 


Congress defined the PES very narrowly. Under the DMCh, a service is eligible 


for such treatment as a PES only if it was 


a service that performs sound recordings by means of noninteractrve 
audio-only subscription digital audio transmissions, wlzich was in 
exisrenee and was making such transmissions to the public for a fee on or 
before July 3 1, 1993 







f 7 U.S.C. $ 1140)(11) (emphasis added). Unless a subscription service qualifies as a 


PES under Section 114Cj)(1 I), it is considered a "new subscription service" eligible for a 


license under Section 114(d)(2)(C) only and subject to the rates and terms set pursuant to 


Section 114(f)(2). See 17 U.S.C. $ 114(d)(2)(C), fj)(8). 


The legislative history specifically identifies the entities eligible to be a PES. The 


Conference Report to the DMCA states that: 


There [were] only three such [PES] services that existfed on July 3 1, 
19981: DMX (operated by TCI Music), Music Choice (operated by 
Digital Cable Radio Associates), and the DiSH Network (operated by 
Muzak)2 


COYF. REP. at 81, reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 657 (footnotes added). The 


DMCA's legislative history also explains the purpose for creating this limited category of 


preexisting licensees: 


The purpose of distinguishing preexisting subscription services making 
transmissions in the same medium as on July 31, 1998, was to prevent 
disruption of the existing operations by such services. 


See id. at 80-81, reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 656-57 


11. DMX'S BAYKRUPTCY AND CAPSTAR'S PURCHASE 


DMX had been operating services pursuant to the PES Compulsory License since 


July 1, 1998, In addition to its operation under the PES Compulsory License, DMX was 


also making digital audio transmissions as a "business establishment service" ("BES"). 


W e n  operating as a BES, DMX did not benefit fiom the grandfathering provision and 


thus paid royalties (for the making of ephemeral phonorecords used to facilitate certain 


7 - 4s the CKB knows, there is a current dispute as to Rhether Muzak, ikhlch has been pro~ldtng service as a PES over 
se~erai dlticrert trdnswissiop media, or the DISH bework, owned by Echostar Communicattons Gorp, which has 
ncke; c,almzd to be I IaES or to be i~dole for any royait~es under the starute, shouid be deemed the PES for the purposes 
ot Sec*ioi: i i 4 1 j ) ~ i  ) See e g ,  \$otion for SounCExchange Requesting Retenai of hote l  Matmai Question ot 
S,oatanti\e Labvv fled in Dockt \o  2005-5 (filed Jan 4, 2Ou6). see Erh b ~ t  S ( \ lu~& Inltlal \orrce of Use) 







exempt transmissions) pursuant to rates and terms set under the willing buyeriwilling 


seller standard.3 


On February 14, 2005, DMX, as well as a number of related entities (collectively 


referred to herein as "DMX"), filed for bankruptcy in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 


District of Delaware. At the time of the filing, DMX owed SoundExchange 


approximately $2.6 million in statutory royalties and late fees pursuant to the PES 


Compulsory License and its license to make ephemeral phonorecords as a BES under 17 


U.S.C. 6 112(e) (the "BES Compulsory License"). See Exhibit 1. That same day, DMX 


filed a motion to sell "substantially all" of its assets "free of any liens, claims and 


encunlbrances" pursuant to the bankruptcy laws. See Exhibit 2, at 1 (DMX9s Omnibus 


Reply to the Objections of Creditors to the Sale of its Assets). 


SoundExchange, as the designated agent for sound recording copyright owners 


and artists, objected to DMX7s motion before the Bankruptcy Court, arguing that DMX 


could not assign the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses in the course of selling its 


assets, See Exhibit 3 (SoundExchange Objection). DMX responded by denying any 


intent to assign the licenses: 


SoundExchange also provides [sic] statutory licenses to Debtors. 
SoundExchange also objects to the assumption and assignment of its 
licenses. Debtors, however, do not propose to assume and assign the 
Sozind Exchange (sic] licenses. This objection is therefore irrelevant. 


Exhibit 2, at 7 (emphasis added).4 In open court, counsel for DMX stated that: 


Ent,rfes inat receive tnt benefit of the grandfathcnng provision for those of their s m : c e s  that pre-dated the DMCA 
otter operate othm 3en~ct3s that do not benrFt from the grandtathmng prosislon For example, Sinus and XM are 
grandfathered for certain oi the~r satell~te transmissions, but must pay royalttes set pursuant to the wrliing buyer/*mIl~ng 
betier stmdard when they mdke Emsmlsslons over the Internet 


' D"vIX'L, co~insel refcm to SoundExchmgi- as "providing" the PES and BES statutory licenses to DMX However, 
SoundEachdnge onl j  collects and distributes royalizes mder those licenses Congress 'p:o*ndes" tkc compiiisorj 
licen:e\ through 'egisidtion 







[SoundExchange] is an entity, Your Honor, with which the debtors have a 
statutory license, . . . SoundExchange object[s] that we cannot assign their 
statutory license, and we never intended to do so. So that aspect of the 
objection, I believe, is resolved. 


See Exhibit 4, at 47 (excerpt of transcript from May 10,2005 hearing) (emphasis added). 


Capstar purchased most, but not all, of DMX's assets in the bankruptcy 


proceeding. In the asset purchase agreement effectuating the sale, Capstar and DMX 


specifically excluded the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses fiom the list of assets being 


acquired by Capstar. See Exhibit 5 (Asset Purchase Agreement, Schedule of Excluded 


Contracts). Capstar also denied that it was DMX's successor in interest. Moreover, 


Capstar did not acquire any equity interest in DMX. Rather, the Sale Order entered by 


the Bankruptcy Court provides that the compulsory licenses relied upon by DMX were 


not among the assets Capstar purchased and that "Capstar is a newly formed entity 


unaffiliated with [DMX] or any of the equity interest holders." See Exhibit 6, at 2 (Sale 


Order). 


Capstar filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings under Statutory License 


document with the Copyright Office on June 3, 2005, stating that it was claiming use of 


sound recordings both as a PES and as a new subscription service licensee "to the extent" 


that Capstar was not eligible for the PES Compulsory License. See Exhibit 7 (Notice of 


Cse). On February 8, 2006, Capstar filed a h'otice of Intent to Participate in the 2006 


CRB rate adjustment proceeding, claiming that "D.%X Music is a pre-existing 


subscription service that expects to provide services that utilize the license referenced in 


indeed whi  c: SaundEx,h~ngz ' ,  claim w approximately 52  6 mii!ion in royalt es was ipproved by the bankruptcy 
2 0 ~ ~  JS a icg!i!maic cialrr:. see Exhibtr 6. at no rime has Capstar accepted r e s p o n s ~ b t ! ~ ~  for that clam, at ail times 
argu;ng tllat :: is cot a biicczssor to DMX 







* 
i this Notice, and DMX Music will be the subject of [sic] the rate established in this 


Proceeding." See Capstar Notice of Intent to Participate. 


SoundExchange has disputed Capstar's claim to the PES Compulsory License 


directly in correspondence to Capstar and its counsel. See Exhibit 8 (copies of letters). 


Furthermore, SoundExchange has refused to accept Capstar's attempts to make payments 


to SoundExchange pursuant to the PES Compulsory License royalty rate, and instead has 


reserved the rights of copyright owners and artists to receive royalties pursuant to the 


compulsory license for new subscription services. 


ARGUMENT 


I, THE QUESTION PRESENTED IS A NOVEL AND haATERfAL 
QUESTIOIV OF SUBSTANTIVE LAW 


Section 802(f)(l)(B)(i) of the Copyright Act provides that if a "novel material 


question of substantive law . . . is presented, the Copyright Royalty Judges shall request a 


decision of the Register of Copyrights, in writing, to resolve such novel question." 17 


U.S.C. 802(f)(l)(B)(i). A "novel" question is "a question of law that has not been 


determined in the prior decisions, determinations, and rulings under the Copyright Act of 


the Copyright Royalty Board, the Librarian of Congress, the Register of Copyrights, the 


Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panels . . . or the former Copyright Royalty Tribunal." 37 


C.F.R. 5 354.2(a). 


%%ether the purchaser of only some of the assets of a PES that disclaims 


successor liability to the PES can qualify for the gandfathered PES Compulsory License 


is a novel material question of law that has not previously been addressed by any of the 


decision makers identified in 37 C.F.R. 5 354.2(a). Gnder the Copyright Royalty and 


D~stribution Reform Act of 2004 ( " C R D W ) ,  Pub. t. No, 105-419, 118 Stat. 2341 @ov. 







30, 2004), such questions must be referred to the Register. Such a referral would be 


consistent with the Register's longstanding practice of addressing the applicability of a 


compulsory license to a class of licensees or a licensee in particular. See, e.g., Public 


Perfomance of Sound Recordings: Definition of a Sewice, 65 Fed. Reg. 77,292 (Dee. 1 1, 


2000) (ruling that Internet simulcasts of radio broadcasts were subject to the digital 


performance right in sound recordings and the compulsory license of Section (d)(l)(A) 


114(d)(2)(C)); Cable Compulsory License: Dejnition of Cable System, 57 Fed. Reg. 


3,284 (Jan. 29, 1992) (ruling that satellite carriers were not "cable systems" and thus 


ineligible for the Section 1 1  1 cable compulsory license). CJ: Compulsory License for 


Cable Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,941 (April 16, 1984) (denying the ability of cable 


systems to substitute new signals for grandfathered signals pursuant to the cable 


compulsory license of $ 11 1). 


Finally, the question presented herein must be decided in order for the CRB to 


determine the proper rate standard to be applied to Capstar's service. As noted above, the 


DMCA creates two different standards for establishing royalty rates for compulsory 


licenses, compare 17 U.S.C. 801 (b)(l) with 17 U.S.C. $ 1 14(f)(2)(B), despite the fact 


that the competing services may be functionally very similar to consumers and use sound 


recordings in nearly identical ways. This statutory imbalance should exist only so long as 


the three PES continue to exist in their grandfathered form. Congress did not create a 


perpetual, free1 y alienable property right to differential treatment. Rather, once the entity 


that received the grandfathered treahnent ceases to exist andior ceases to offer the 


gandfathered services, the new senrice should be placed on the same footing as all other 







competitors. As discussed below, that is even more true here, where the new entity 


expressly disclaimed that it was the successor of the grandfathered service. 


11, THE PES COMPULSORY LICENSE CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED 
FROM A GRkVDFATHERED ENTITY TO ANOTHER ENTITY, EITHER 
THROUGH BANKRUPTCY OR OTHER SALE 


Congress's clear intent in grandfathering a finite number of PES, expressed in the 


text of the DMCA and its legislative history, was not to create a permanent, alienable 


property right owned by a class of services entitled to different licensing terms. Thus, 


Capstar could not "acquire" the right to grandfathered status as a PES by purchasing 


some of DMX's assets. 


A. The Register And The Board Should Construe The PES Compulsory 
License Narrowly 


Two fundamental principles of statutory construction compel a very narrow 


interpretation of the grandfather provision that benefits the PES. 


First, as the Register, the courts, and Congress have stated repeatedly, compulsory 


licenses are derogations of the rights of copyright owners, and thus should be narrowly 


construed. See, e.g., Fame Publ'g. Co. v. Ala. Custom Tape, Inc., 507 F.2d 667, 670 (5th 


Cir. 1975); Duchess Music Corp. v. Stern, 458 F.2d 1305, 1309 (9th Cir. 1972); 


Compulsory License for Cable Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,944, 14951 (Apr. 16, 1984); 


S. Rep. KO. 106-42 at 13 (1999) ("S. Rep.") ("As with all compulsory licenses, these 


explicit limitations are consistent with the general rule that, because compulsory licenses 


are in derogation of the exclusive rights granted under the Copyright Act, they should be 


interpreted nanowly."j. This general rule is based on the principle that cornpulso~ 


Iicenses are government intmsions on the marketplace, and Congress, the courts and the 


Cop>$ght Office should act to minimize the impact of those licenses "on the broader 







market in which the affected property rights and industries operate." S. REP. NO. 106-42 


at 10. 


The practical import of this rule of construction is that the PES Compulsory 


License should be interpreted in such a way to restrict the perpetuation or expansion of 


that license. That is especially true here, where the PES Compulsory License perpetuates 


a rate standard that Congress has rejected for all new services that make digital audio 


transmissions. Moreover, in this circumstance, where DMX filed for bankruptcy, the 


PES Compulsory License is not only an intrusion into copyright owners' ability to 


receive fair market royalties, but also an intrusion into the marketplace among digital 


audio senrices. New subscription services, who pay royalties pursuant to ihe fair market 


value standard of Section 114(f)(2)(B), are potentially at a competitive disadvantage to 


the PES that may pay below fair market value royalties.6 As such, the PES Compulsory 


License is a particularly deep "government intrusion" on the marketplace that should be 


confined as narrowly as possible. 


Second, even outside the context of compulsory licenses, grandfathering 


provisions are to be strictly and narrowly construed. Recognizing that such provisions 


are exceptions to an otherwise general rule established by Congress, courts have routinely 


rejected attempts by litigants to squeeze themselves within the grandfathering provision 


in order to gain some advantage. See United Stntes v. Allan Dmg Gorp., 357 F.2d 713, 


718 (10th Cir. 1966) ("Since we are dealing with a Grandfather Clause exception, we 


must constme it strictly against one who invokes it."); Durovic V. Richardson, 379 F.2d 


In the only hi:y litigated proceeding to establish royairy rates for PES, :he Librarian ddctmined that tlic Section 
YOi(b)(i j standard does not reqwre a free market royalty rate. Determlnaiion ofileasonabie Rares and Terns for [he 
Drgrmi Performance c,fSoind Recordings. 63 Fed. Reg. 25,394, 25,399400 (May 5, i 998j. .4ithough the standard in 
Scc:!oi: 3OI ibjt I j does nor require ;i fair inarket value royalry rare, i t  also does nor prohibit a h i r  marker rate 







242,250 & n. 6 (7th Cir. 1973); Citizens For a Better Env. v. Deukmejian, No. (289-2044, 


1990 WL 371772, at "7 (N.D. Cal. 1990). This rule is simply a particular application of 


the fundamental rule of statutory construction that "exceptions from a general policy 


which a law embodies should be strictly construed." Spokane & Inland Empire R.R. Co. 


v. United States, 241 U.S.  344, 350 (1916). This hndamental rule of statutory 


construction applies "with special force" with respect to grandfather clauses. FElderness 


Watch v. United States Forest Service, 143 F .  Supp. 2d 1186, 1206 (D. Mont. 2000). 


These two canons of construction, when applied to the DMCA, compel the 


conclusion that the PES Compulsory License must benefit only those specific entities 


operating pursuant to such licenses at the time the DMCA was passed. Any other result 


would expand the PES Compulsory License in contravention of Congress' stated will. 


B. The Text And Legislative History Of The DMCA Demonstrate That 
Purchasers Of Some Of The Assets Of A PES Are Ineligible For The 
PES Compulsory License 


The text and legislative history of the DMCA compel the conclusion that Capstar 


cannot lay claim to status as a PES. Congress clearly expressed its intent to limit the PES 


Compulsory License to the three preexisting entities that were making digital audio 


transmissions as of July 3 1 ,  1998. Congress made no provision for the transfer or other 


assignment of those licenses, meaning that the licenses are inextricably tied to the 


existence of the three specifically identified licensees. 


The Copyright Act defines the PES m ways that presuppose that a PES is a 


corporate entity. Section 114(j)(l I f  speaks of a service as something that is in existence 


and maL<ng transmissions as of July 3 1 ,  1998. 17 G.S.C. $ 1 14Cj)(11).7 Capstar was 


3 a 1  ionsiu~*on ts ;e;rfo-~ed by ~ t h e r  portions o f  the DkICA Secrlon l i4(S)i l i (h~ which dxsciisaes :he setting of 
.id *ern> for the grardiathaed sei?.ices, speilficaiiy refers to the PES as Iit:gat~ng p a r f m  See !' t S C 







neither in existence nor making transmissions in 1998 - facts that cannot be altered by 


any set of assets that Capstar might acquire. It thus cannot benefit fiom the 


grandfathering provision established by Congress in the DMCA. 


The conclusion that the grandfather provision is limited to the corporate entities 


named in the legislative history is consistent with Congress's stated purpose of creating 


those licenses. In the Conference Report to the DMCA, the conferees made it explicit 


that the grandfather provision had the limited purpose of preventing the "disruption of the 


existing operations by such services." CONF. REP. 81 reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N at 


657. By specifically naming the services themselves, Congress limited the universe of 


possible "preexisting subscription serdices" to DMX, Music Choice, and Muz& -- not 


the successive owners of various assets and trade names of DMX, Music Choice, and 


Muzak. By filing for bankruptcy, selling its assets and going out of business, whatever 


business expectancy DMX may have had was extinguished in the process - taking with it 


Congress's stated reason for providing it with a license that did not expressly require fair 


market value compensation. 


There is no policy rationale for allowing Capstar to benefit from grandfathering. 


Capstar did not rely on the rate standard that existed prior to the DMCA when entering 


the market; rather, it made its investment decisions and committed capital just as every 


other entity making digital audio transmissions did. It said as much in the DMX 


b a b p t c y  proceeding when it maintained that it was not a successor to D,t/fX. To treat 


Capstar differently because it bought its computer servers and other equipment from 


p l l4(t)(i)(Xj ( " h y  copjnght owners of sound rrcord~ngs, preexisting subscript~on sawces, or prrexistlng sateilrie 
digilui! sumo services ma;. rubrnir to ihe Li6rnr;ai-z of Congress !:tenses covenng such subscnptlon transmissions ,J 


i e r n p h a ~ s  sddedl It wou!d be an absurd inrerpretatlcn of the PES Compulsor). i i c e x e  to hoid that what Capsrar 
ptrchased from DCIX's o a n h p t c y  - a ci?liectton of assets dnd the DMX trade came - 2ot11d make a filing with the 


L~braridq or rrter into 3 [:cerise agreement 







DkIX rather than from a computer hardware vendor (as most other webcasters did) 


makes no sense generally and is not compelled in any way by the DMCA. 


Indeed, as shown by the conduct of Capstar in the bankruptcy proceeding, the 


distinction between the acquisition of one of the PES as an entity and the acquisition of 


the assets of the same service 1s quite meaningful. If Capstar had acquired D i m  as an 


entity (i.e., by acquiring the stock of D m ) ,  it would have had the responsibility of 


assuming DMX's compulsory license obligations, thus ensuring the payment of royalties 


to sound recording copyright owners and, in some instances, performers. Instead, by 


purchasing the assets of DMX, Capstar has left $2.6 million in unpaid liability for 


statutory royalties behind. Capstar cannot have its cake and eat it to - avoiding the 


liability DMX owes SoundExchange, yet claiming the benefit of a grandfathered license. 


Finally, any other interpretation of the DMCA would be inconsistent with the 


manner in which copyright licenses are traditionally treated in bankruptcy. The courts 


have uniformly held that non-exclusive copyright licenses are not assignable in 


bankruptcy. See In re Patlent Educ. Media, Inc., 210 B.R. 237 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1997). 


In Patient Education Media, the issue was whether the debtor could transfer its non- 


exclusive license to use a copyrighted work over the objection of the copyright owner. 


See id, at 239. Reviewing the law of several circuits, the court noted that a non-exclusive 


license does not transfer any rights of ownership, which remain with the licensor. See id. 


at 240 (citing -I/IacLean Assocs., Inc v. FYilliam ,2/% Mercer-,Mezdinger-Nansen, Inc , 952 


F.2d 769. 78 -79  (3d Gir. 1991); Eflects Assocs., Inc. v. Cohen, 908 F.2d 555, 558 (9th 


Clr. 19901, Sfeege v. AT&T (Irz re Szcperior Toy & ,Mfg. Co.), 183 B.R. 826, 833 (Bankr. 


"i D I l l  1995); nceard David Nirnrner, 3 N B ~ R  OK COPYRIGHT 5 10.02[A], at 10-23). 







Accordingly, the court held that a non-exclusive Iicense cannot be assigned to a third 


party without the consent of the copyright owner, noting that, consistent with 11 U.S.C. 


$ 365(f) of the federal bankruptcy code, the "federal policy designed to protect the 


limited monopoly of copyright owners and restrict unauthorized use [of copyrighted 


works]" outweighed the general goal of maximizing the assets available to creditors. See 


id. at 242-43. The Ninth Circuit has expressly held that the same principles apply to 


statutory licenses, as well as voluntary ones. See Harris v. Emus Records Corp., 734 


F.2d 1329, 1333 (9th Cir. 1984). Nothing in the DMCA suggests that Congress intended 


to alter these generally applicable rules by making non-exclusive compulsory licenses 


into freely alienable property 


C. Copyright Office Precedent Supports Narrow Interpretation Of 
Grandfathering Provisions Of Compulsory Licenses 


While the question presented by this Motion is novel, decisions of the Copylght 


Office and the Copyright Royalty Tribunal counsel in favor of interpreting grandfathering 


provisions in compulsory licenses restrictively. 


The Copyright Office and Copyright Royalty Tribunal interpreted a 


grandfathering provision in the cable compulsory license in Compulsory License for 


Cable Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,944 (April 16, 1984). As discussed in that Order, the 


cable compulsory license includes a provision that grandfathers the ability of cable 


systems to retransmit distant television signals that they had carried as of March 31, 


1972, and that they would have othenvise been prohibited to carry under the FCC's 


regulations. See id., at 14,951. Cable systems were allowed to pay for those 


grandfathered signals at the below-market statutory royalty rate of Section I1 l(d)(l)(B). 


In 1950, the FCC revised its regulations to allow for essentially unlimited carriage of 







distant signals, which triggered a provision in Section 801 of the Copyright Act that 


allowed the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to set free market value royalty rates for the 


newly allowed signals. See id. at 14,944-45. Those rates were set in a 1982 Copyright 


Royalty Tribunal rate adjustment proceeding. See id. at 14,945. 


Not surprisingly, cable systems (just as Capstar does here) preferred paying the 


below-market statutory royalty rates over the new free market royalty rates, and pursued 


a variety of methods for carrying signals at the below-market statutory rates. Among 


other things, they sought a ruling from the Copyright Office that they could substitute 


carriage of newly permitted distant signals (otherwise subject to the free market royalty 


rate) for grandfathered signals and pay for the substituted signals at the statutory rate, 


See id. at 14,95 1. 


The Copyright Office, after consulting with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, 


rehsed to allow cable systems to pay for substituted signals at the below-market rates for 


the grandfathered signals. See id. Noting the need to construe the compulsory license 


narrowly, the Copyright Office recognized that the FCC had specifically identified the 


actual signals to be grandfathered, not a set ntimber of signals. See id. Accordingly, 


once a grandfathered signal was dropped, the right to pay the below-market statutory rate 


was lost, and the cable system would have to pay for caniage of any substituted signal at 


the fair market value rate. See id. 


The Copyright Office's 1984 Order is instructive to the question presented here. 


Sm-i~lar to the cable sjstems, Capstar 1s attempting to avo~d the general rules applicable to 


virtualiy all other ent~ties mak~ng dlg~tai audio transmission by claiming the benefits of a 


gandfathenng protision. The statutory framework is also slrnilar. As in the cable 







context, the PES Compulsory License concerns speczjcally identified grandfathered 


subscription services. See CONF. REP. at 81 reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.A.A.N. at 657. The 


two potential results are also the same. As in the cable context, the choice here is 


whether to allow a licensee to treat a grandfather clause as an open-ended entitlement to a 


(potentially) below-market rate instead of being subject to a willing buyedwilling seller 


rate established to reflect fair market value that applies to virtually every other licensee. 


In the cable context, the Copyright Office construed the grandfathering provision 


narrowly, limiting it to the specifically identified signals so as not to perpetuate the 


derogation of the copyright owner's right to fair market compensation. The Register and 


the Board should follow that result in resolving the question presented in this Motion. 


111. IN ANY CASE, CAPSTAR CANNOT BENEFIT FROM THE PES 
COMPULSORY LICENSE WHEN IT REFUSED TO ACCEPT THE 
SUCCESSOR LIABILITY OF DMX 


Finally, even if the DMCA itself does not preclude a transfer of the rights of a 


PES, nonetheless Capstar cannot benefit from the DMCA's grandfather provision. 


Capstar itself - in assertions made to the bankruptcy court - has disclaimed both the 


liabilities of and benefits of DMX's license under the DMCA. It cannot represent to the 


bankruptcy court one thing - in order to be relieved of DMX's outstanding liability - 


while at the same time represent to the Copyright Office and this tribunal the opposite - 


in order to avoid being subject to the willing buyeriwilling seller standard like virtually 


all of its competitors. 


A. Capstar Is Estopped From Asserting Eligibiliw For the PES 
Compulsory License After It Denied That It Was D?riX's Successor 


Capstar is precluded from claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory License 


hecause of the conflicting position i t  took in DMX's b ptcy proceeding. In that 







bankruptcy proceeding, Capstar went to great lengths to deny that it was DMX's 


successor to avoid the consequences of such a designation - i.e., the liabilities that would 


accrue to Capstar. Now, in this proceeding, Capstar claims that it is a successor to DMX 


in every way and entitled to the PES Compulsory License. Judicial estoppel precludes 


Capstar from succeeding on both of its conflicting positions. See, e.g., Wang Lab., Inc. v. 


Applied Comptiter Sci., Inc., 958 F.2d 355, 358 (Fed. Cir. 1992). 


In DMX's bankruptcy proceeding, Capstar's counsel stated in unequivocal terms: 


It will come as no great surprise to the Court that this - that obtaining 
these assets fi-ee and clear from any lien[,] claim[,] encumbrance or other 
interest and also getting [a finding] of no successor liability is a central 
condition set forth in an [asset purchase agreement]. . . . 


I'd be happy to proffer the testimony of my client to the - which would be 
the effect that if we do not have these findings [of no successor liability] . . 
. we will not be in a position to close this transaction. 


Exhibit 3, at 58-59. The Order approving the sale of portions of DMX7s assets to Capstar 


specifically states that Capstar "is not a successor of or to any of the Debtors." Exhibit 4, 


at 4. This provision was included at Capstar's insistence. 


In this proceeding, and in its Notice of Use filed with the Copyright Office, 


Capstar has now claimed that it is DMX, the preexisting subscription sewice entitled to 


the PES Compulsory License. See Capstar Notice of Intent to Participate; Exhibit 7 


(Notice of L'se). By doing so, Capstar thus claims the right to pay royalties pursuant to 


the PES GompuIso~ License royalty rate, without the accompanyng burden of paying 


DMX's unpaid royalties under the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses or being subject 


to an inhngement suit for nonpapent  of those royalties, See 17 U.S.C. 8 114(f)(4j(B) 


(providing infringement liability for nonpayment of royalties). 







Capstar cannot have its cake (avoiding $2.6 million in compulsory license 


royalties) and eat it, too (avoid being subject to the fair market value royalty applicable to 


new subscription services). Under basic principles of estoppeI, Capstar cannot 


successfitlly argue a position before the bankruptcy court and then argue a contrary 


position in a subsequent proceeding where its interests have changed. See Davis v. 


Pt'ukelee, 156 U.S. 680, 689 (1895); f ing Lab., Inc., 958 F.2d at 358. Judicial estoppel 


is designed to prevent the perversion of the judicial process and, as such, is intended to 


protect tribunals, not simply other litigants. See, e.g., Wang Lab., Inc., 958 F.2d at 359. 


Allowing Capstar to benefit ffom the PES Compulsory License where it had 


previously denied responsibility for the burdens of that license would be manifestly 


unjust. Sound recording copyright owners and artists would bear the full burden of 


DMX's failure to pay its statutory royalty obligations, while Capstar would receive the 


entire benefit of operating under a rate standard that can result in below-market rates. As 


a result, DMX should be estopped fkom claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory 


License and should be dismissed fiom this proceeding for lack of a substantial interest. 


See Adjustment of Rates and Terms for Preexisting Subscription and Satellite Digital 


Audio Radio Services, 71 Fed. Reg. 1455 (Jan. 9, 2006) (requiring potential participants 


in this proceeding to show that they have a substantial interest in the rates and terms of 


the PES Compulsory License pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 35 1.1 (b)). 


B. Capstar Specifically Did Not Purchase DMX As An Entity Nor Was It 
Assigned DkfX's PES Compulsor~. License 


Even ~i the PES Compulsory License were freely transferable and could be sold 


along ~ i t h  the assets of a PES, Capstar did not acqulre DMX's PES Compulsor~. License 


In the DMX bankruptcy. Because ~t d ~ d  not purchase any equity in DMX, did not 







specifically purchase the DMX "service," and specifically disclaimed assuming or being 


assigned the "RIAA,iSoundExchange" license, Capstar cannot not claim that it is a PES. 


Rather than the assets purchased, it is actually the assets that were not purchased 


that primarily matter for this Motion: 


In its Chapter 1 1 liquidation proceeding, DMX did not sell all its assets; 


Schedule 2.02(f) of the asset purchase agreement between DMX and 
Capstar expressly excludes fi-om the contracts acquired by Capstar "all of 
[DMX's] contracts and arrangements with and licenses &om . . . 
RIANSoundExchange." See Exhibit 7 (Schedule 2.02(f)). 
SoundExchange provided no voluntary licenses to DMX, meaning that 
reference could only refer to the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses; 


* In the list of assets being transferred to Capstar, there is no mention of the 
transfer of the "DMX service" or a "preexisting subscripticjn se'rv'ice" or a 
"PES Compulsory License"; 


A significant number of contracts with customers, licenses with ASCAP 
and BMI, and licenses with copyright owners such as Universal Music 
Group and Capital Records were not acquired by Capstar in the sale; 


9 Capstar did not seek to acquire, nor did acquire, DIMX'S equity or any 
other ownership interest in DMX; and 


The Sale Order states that the PES Compulsory License is not being 
transferred to Capstar. 


Given what Capstar did not acquire, what it expressly excluded from its purchase of 


DMX's assets in bankruptcy, and what it expressly disclaimed in Court, it cannot be said 


that, even if eligibility for the PES Compulsory License can be acquired by assignment: 


Capstar purchased that eligibility 







CONCLUSION 


For the aforementioned reasons, the Copyright Royalty Board should refer the 


question presented by this motion to the Register as a novel and material question of 


substantive law. If the Board does not refer the question, then it should conclude that, 


based on the facts presented, Capstar is ineligible for the PES Compulsory License and 


therefore lacks a substantial interest to participate in this proceeding and should be 


stricken from the proceeding pursuant to 17 U.S.C. 803@)(2)(C). 
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I UNITED STATES BANICRUPTCY COURT 'FOR THE I DISTRICT OF DELAWARE { AhIESDED PROOF OF CLAIM ) 
I I 


Name of Debtor DMX MUSIC, IXC Case No 05-10431-MRV 


NOTE: This form should not be used to make a claim for an Odndntstrative expense arising after the commencement 
of fhe case. A "request" for payment of an administrative expense m y  he filed pursuant to 11 U.S.C. B, 503. 


I 


i David B Stratton, Esq. 
Pepper Hamilfon LLP 


N a m  of Credttor (The person or entzty to whom the bebtor awes inowy oi 
~ m ~ e q )  


SoundExchange, Inc far raeliand on behalf of the Recording Industry 
Assocration Of Amenca 
Name and aadresses where notices should be sent 


13 i i  hlarket Street, Suite s1VO 
PO Box 1709 
Wiindngton, DE 19899-1709 
Telephone Number (302) 777-6500 


U Check B x  lf you itx aware %ha? anyone 
else has filed n proof of s l a~m felrarlng to 
your clam Attach copy of statement 
RIVlnE ~ ~ c u l a r s .  


0 Check box ~f you have never recened 
any notices from the b&mptcy E O ~ I ~ ?  in ;jq @qbqs+~sj&$,~*:! \tr( Jy*ci<GT3J5LLv 


( with Y copy to: 


i this case. r3; ;~,2,., ;3~::kr;~p:~:j  cot!R 
0 Check box if the address differs from the I - I - -  


;> !5ii i<{*>; :.t,.i~\zpr,- ., -,,a *- .. 
address on the envelope sent to you by 1 
the court 


Tr+rs SPACE IS FGR COURT USE OiriLY 


Account or other number by which creditor ident~fies debtor: I X?* 


Gary N. Greenstein, Esy. 
SoundExchange, Inc. 
I330 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 330 
Washington, DC 20036 
(Telj 202-828-0326 


I Check here 0 repiaces 
~f this claim Gx amends a ~revtokfsly filed cia~m, dated 9!12/2005 


i 


, 1, ,, 
I. Basis for Clnim 


I 


0 Goods sold 0 Keriree brnefirs 3s defined in I I U.S.C. $ 1 1 14(aj 
0 Serv~css performed Z Wages. salaries, and cornpensanon (fiil otrt helow) 
3 Money loaned Your SS #: -- 
U Personal injurylwronghldeath Unpaid compensation for services performed 
0 Taxes from to 
X Other (See Rider A attached hereto) (dare) (datej 


L 4 
2. DuZc drbi wa, incurred: (See Rider A attached hereto) 1 3. If court judgment, date obtained: 
4. Total Anxount of Claim at Time Case Filed: $2,609,802 83 (See Rider A attached hereto) 


If ail or pnrr of your ciarm i s  sccured or entltled to pnonty, also compiete Item 5 or 6 befow 


I X Check this box if  clalin includes interest or other charges tn addition to the principal amount of the claim. Attach itetnized statement of all interest or I 
additional charges 


5. SECURED CLAIM. 6. Unsecured Priority Claim 


Check th~s box ~f your clairn is secured by collateral (including a right of 
setoffj 


Brief Descnp~lon of'Collateral: 
3 R e a l  Estate 2 Motor Vehtclc 


0 Check this box if you have an unsecured prtorily clntm Arnount enc~tled to pnnrity 
C: + 
Specify :he prionty of the daim: 


G Wages, salanes, or comrniss~ons (up lo %4.6501!,* camcd within 90 d ~ y s  before 
filing of the bankruptcy petition or cessation of the debtor's business. whichever is 
earlier - I t  U.S.C. $5(;7(aj(3) 


0 Coniributions to an employee benefit p!an - I 1  U.S.C. $S07j;lj(4j 
3 Up to $2.1 GO1 ol'depcs~c~ toward pur~hllse~ lease, or rental of prowfly or scr~ iccs  


for personai, famtly. or househoid w e  - i L U.S.C. $5W?!a;16; 
2 Aifnong, maintentifice, or slippun  wed to u spouse, ioriner spouse, or child - i i 


U.S.C. $507ta)i?j 
L; Taxes or penalties owed to governmnlsl units - I i 6.S.C 65117iaf:8) 
C {?!her - Specify sppiicebiz psragraph of I I U.S.C. 4507ia) - 
* ..:mounis ure subject iii uiijusrrrieni nn 4/1/01 and every .? ;eur,r ijlere~ifter wic!r respect 
to i.iircs ~iitnnienced on or utter file dore ti: nd;urrrrwrr:. 


7, Credits: The ariicuirt of  :#I: o:ivmetlts or, ifit?, cloirn has been credilcd md deducled for. rile uumosc of  makine I Tiiis SPACE. FOR COCRT USE osir . . , . 
t h : ~  p rod  of claiii~ I 
8. Supporting Dctcun~rnts: ;\r!,ziii ~.ii,oies i f s u ; ~ c n ; n f i  &mrtzen;s, such ns promissory nores, purchasc orders. 
~ ~ ~ Y C ~ I C G S .  ilm;:zcC st:tleirn.nts of running accoimri. contracis, cotiff judgments. fncngagcs. scan ty  agrrrments. mL7d 
evrdrnce of ,pnkctic;n of ken 


I 
9. Date - Stamped Copy: ?c r e c i i ~ e  z,.: ncXnit~!edgn?enl of the fiiing of)uur claim cnciose :, stampxi, seii 
addressed -m~riopc and iopy (ri this proof of claim, 


i 
I 
I 







RIDER A TO SOUNDEXCHANGE, INC. 
AMENDED PROOF OF CLAIlW 


This Amended Proof of Claim amends claim numbers 754 and 757 that were 


timely filed on September 12, 2005. Pursuant to the provisions of 17 U.S.C. $5 112 andl 14, 


DMX, Inc. ('"DMX") was obligated to pay royalties to SoundExchange, Inc. ("SX) for the 


making of digital audio transmissions and ephemeral phonorecords of sound recordings during 


the operation of a Preexisting Subscription Service ("PES") and Business Establishment Services 


("BES"). Hotwithstanding this statutory obligation, which was a condition precedent to avoiding 


liability for copyright infringement, DPJrX Failed to file reports or pay royalties with respect to its 


PES or BES services for the following periods: 


PES: December 1 ,  2004 through and ~ncluding February 13, 2005 - 
BI3: January 1,2003 through and including February 13, 2005 


Based on statements of account recently provided by DMX, SX has calculated the 


amount of the statutory royalt~es due plus late fees to be $2,609,802.83. The underlying numbers 


used to calculate that liability carlnot be disclosed pursuant to Copyright Office regulations. SX 


has requested additional information from DMX concerning its revenues from statutory 


activities. SX reserves the right to further amend its claim to inore accurately reflect the amount 


of unpaid royalties and other amounts due to it  once it  has obtained rhe additional information 


thar i t  has requested. 







IN THE UNJTED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 


FOR THE DISTRICT OX; DELAWARE 


In re: ) Chapter 11 
1 


MAMDE ACQUISITION, INC., et a!.,' ) Case No, 05-10429 (MFW) 
) (Jointly Administered) 


Debtors. ) 


[Re Docket Nos.: 299,300,302,303,307,308, & 3091 
* 


DEBTORS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE OMNIBUS REPLY OF DEBTORS IN 
POSSESSION TO CERTAIN LIMITED OBJECTIONS TO DEBTORS' MOTION TO 
SELL SUBSTANTIALLY ALL OF T m I R  ASSETS AND FOR RELATIED RELIEF 


On February 14,2005, the above-captioned debtors and debtors-in-possession 


filed that certain Motion ofthe Debtorsfor an Order: (I)  Approving Sale By Debtors of 


Substantially All of Their Operating Assets Free and Clear of All Iiens, Claims, Encumbrances 


I and Other Interests Pursuant to Sections 363(b), fl and (m) of the Bankruptcy Code, (II) 


Assuming and Assigning Certain Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases; and (III) Granting 


Related Relief [Filed: 2/14/m (Docket No. 20) (the "Sale Motion"). Pursuant to the Sale 


Motion, the Debtors seek to sell substantially all of their assets. The objection deadline for the 


Sale Motion was May 4,2005. 


In response to the Sale Motion, the Debtors have received 107 formal and 


informal objections. In particular, objections to the relief sought in the Sale Motion were filed 


by: 


(1) American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers pocket No. 


2991 ("ASCAP" and the "ASCAP Objection"); 
1 The Debtors consist of the following entities: Maxide Acquisition, Inc., a Delaware corporation; 
AEI Music Network, Inc., a Washington corporat.ion; DMX Music, Inc., a Delaware corporation; and 
Ternpo Sound, Inc., an OMahom? corporation. 
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(2) Broadcast Music, hc .  pocket No. 3091 ("'BMT' and the "BMI 


Objection"); 


(3) W G  Recordings, Inc. [Docket No. 303) (''WAG" and the ''ITMG 


Objection"); 


(4) The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. pocket No. 3021 ("Harry Fox" and the 


"Harry Fox Objection"); 


(5)  Capitol Records, Inc., d/b/a EMI Music North America [Docket No. 3081 


("Capitol" and the "Capitol Objection"); 


(6) Sound Exchange, Inc. pocket No. 3071 ("Sound Exchange" and the 


"Sound Exchange Objection"); and 


(7) The Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors pocket No. 3001 (the 


"Committee" and the "Committee Objection"). 


By way of this motion (the "Motion") and pursuant to Del. Bankr. L.R. 9006-l(d), 


the Debtors seek leave from the Court to file the Omnibus Reply of the Debtors in Possession to 


Certain Limited Objections to Debtors' Motion to Sell Substantially All of Their Assets and for 


Related Relief (the "Reply") A true and correct copy of the Reply is attached hereto and 


incorporated herein as Exhibit A. 


The Debtors seeks to file the Reply in order to respond to certain issues raised in 


the above-noted objections (the "Objections") concerning successor liability, and other matters, 


for which the Debtors believe a response is appropriate. The Debtors believe that the Reply will 


aid the Court in adjudicating the Objections and help ensure that the current state of the law in 


the Third Circuit on successor liability is before the Court and on the record. 







 REFO ORE, the Debtors respectfully request entry of an order granting the 


Motion and authorizing the filing of the Reply. 


Dated: May 6,2005 
PACHULSKI, STANG, ZIBHL, YOUNG, JONES 
& W r n A u B  P.C. 


Laura Davis Jones (;8ar No. 2436) 
Richard M. Pachulski (CA Bar No. 90073) 
Brad R. Godshall (CA Bar No. 105438) 
J. Rudy Freeman (CA Bar No. 188032) 
Curtis A. Hehn e a r  No. 4264) 
Sandra G. McLamb (Bar No. 4283) 
919 North Market Street, 16th Floor 
P.O. Box 8705 
Wilmington, DE 19899-8705 (Courier 19801) 
Telephone: (302) 652-4100 
Facsimile: (302) 652-4400 
Counsel for Debtors and Debtors in Possession 


SO ORDEFtED this day 
of May, 2005 


The Honorable Mary F. Walrath 
Chief Judge, United States Bankruptcy 


Court for the District of Delaware 
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IN THE UNITED S T A W  BANKRUPTCY COURT 


FOR Tl3E DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 


In re: ) Chapter 11 
1 


MAXIDE ACQUISITION, N., et al.,) ) Case No. 05-10429 (NZFW) 
) (Jointly Administered) 


Debtors. 1 


[Re Docket Nos.: 299,300,302,303,307,308, & 3091 


OMNIBUS REPLY OF DEBTORS IN POSSBSION TO CERTAIN LIMITED 
OBJJ3CTIONS TO DEBTORS' MOTION TO SELL SUBSTANTIALLY 


ALL OF TI-IIEIR ASSETS AND FOR RELATED =LIEF 


Debtors in possession Maxide Acquisition, Inc., et al. (the "Debtors") hereby 


respectfully submit this omnibus reply to the following objections to Debtors' Motion to Sell 


Substantially All of Their Assets and for Related Relief (the "Sale hfoti~n"): 


(1) American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers pocket No. 


2991 ("ASCAP and the "ASCAP Objection"); 


(2) Broadcast Music, Inc. pocket No. 3091 ( " B W  and the "BMI 


Objection"); 


(3) UMG Recordings, Inc. pocket No. 3031 ("LMG'' and the " W G  


Objection"); 


(4) The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. Pocket No. 3021 ("Harry Fox" and the 


"Hmy Fox Objection"); 


1 The Debtors consist of the following entities: Maxide Aquisition, Inc., a Delaware corporation; AEI Music 
Network, Inc., a Washington corporation; DMX Music, Inc., a Delaware corporation; and Tempo Sound, Inc., an 
Oklahoma corporation. 







( 5 )  Capitol Records, Inc., d/b/a E M  Music North America pocket No. 3081 


("Capitol" and the "Capitol Objection"); 


(6) Sound Exchange, Inc. [Docket No. 3071 ("Sound Exchange" and the 


"Sound Exchange Objection"); and 


(7) The Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors pocket No. 3001 (the 


"Committee" and the "Comittee ObjectionW).2 


In repiy to the foregoing objections, Debtors respectfully represent as follows: 


The ASCAP Ob-iection 


1. The ASCAP Objection requests that the Court eviscerate paragraph 16 of 


the proposed Sale Order ("Paragraph 16" and the "Proposed Order"). Paragraph 16 generally 


provides that the "Successful Bidder" for Debtors' assets will not have successor liability for 
I 


obligations owing by the Debtors. ASCAP proposes that the Court include in the Sale Order 


language that expressly preserves ASCAP's right to assert at a later date that any Successful 


Bidder successor liability to ASCAP, notwithstanding paragraph 16. ASCAP Objection 


at p. 6. The ASCAP Objection is meritless and should be overruled for the reasons set forth 


below. 


2. B a b p t c y  Courts regularly protect asset purchasers from creditor claims 


based on theories of "successor fiability."3 The justification behind this protection is obvious: If 


z Debtors have also received dozens of informal letters and "letter objections" to the Sale Motion that are not 
addressed in this reply memorandum. Debtors will address the matters raised by these various other infomal 
''objections" at the hearing on the Sale Motion. 


See, e.&, P.K.R. Centers. Inc., v. Cornonwealth of Va. (In re P.K.R. Convalescent Centers. Inc.1, 189 B.R. 90 
(Bankr. E.D. Va. 1995); see also Wood v. CLC Corn. (In re CLC Gorp.), 110 B.R. 335,339 (Bankr. M.D. Tenn. 
1990); Volvo White Truck Corp. v. Ghambersburp, Beverage, Inc. (In re M i t e  Motor GrediQ, 75 B.R. 944 (Banlcr. 
N.D. Ohio 1987); American Livin~ System v. Benapfel Iln re All Am. Of Ashbum. Inc.1, 56 B.R. 186, 189-90 
(Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1986), aff'd 805 F.2d 1515 (1 1' Cir. 1986). 







sales free and clear are not allowed and enforced, creditors will be encouraged to pursue more 


lucrative non-bankruptcy remedies against the debtor's successor, thereby attempting effectively 


to obtain a priority over other similarly situated creditors. Such creditor maneuvering, if 


permitted, would inevitably resuIt in reduced prices offered for estate assets. Allowing successor 


liability actions therefore would thwart the underlying purpose of the Bankruptcy Code, which is 


to maximize the value of estate assets for equitable distribution to creditors. &g In re Trans 


World Airlines, Inc., No. 01-0056 (PJW), 2001 WL 1820325, at *3 (Bankr. D. Del. March 27, 


2001); WBO Partnershig v. Commonwealth of Va. (In re WE30 Partnership), 189 B.R. 97,99 


(E3ankr. E.D. Va. 1995). 


3. Statutory authority also exists for granting "successor liability" protection 


to a buyer of estate assets. Section 363 permits sales free and clear of "interests" in property. In 


Xn re Trans World Airlines, Xnc., 322 F.3d 283 (3d Cir. 2003) ('TWA"), the Third Circuit ruled 


that the phrase "any interest in such property" as used in section 363(f) encompasses not only jg 


rem interests in property, such as liens, but also interests which are connected to or arise from the - 


property being sold. The Third Circuit rejected .the argument that the phrase "'interest in 


property" is limited to in rem interests, in part because to equate interest in property with only 


rem interests would be inconsistent with section 363(f)f3) which, by its language, contemplates - 


that a lien is but one type of interest. The Third Circuit also adopted the view that because the 


claims in question were both subject to monetary valuation, the creditors could be compelled to 


accept a money satisfaction of their interests and thus the property could be sold free and clear 


under section 303(f)f5). As indicated above, the Third Circuit also noted that the Code's pfiority 


scheme supposed its conclusion, stating that "in the context of a b ptcy, these claims are, by 


3 
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(' 
their nature, genera1 unsecured claims and, as such, are accorded low priority. To allow the 


claimants to assert successor liability claims against American while limiting other creditors' 


recourse to the proceeds of the asset sale would be inconsistent with the Bankmptcy Code's 


priority scheme." TWA, 322 F.3d at 292.4 


4. ASCAP fails to mention TWA in the course of making its objection. 


(ASCAP apparently recognizes that there is no general legal impediment to this Court protecting 


the Successful Bidder from successor liability.) Instead, ASCAP argues that ASCAP should be 


carved out from Paragraph 16, because Paragraph 16 allegedly "infringes on the jurisdiction of 


the New York Court" that adnlnisters a consent decree (in respect of long-standing alleged anti- 


trust violations by ASCAP and BlHQ (the "Consent Decree" and the "New York Court"). 


Specifically, ASCAP argues that: . 


"ASCAP may in the future wish to assert that it is not 
obligated to issue new licenses to THP (or any other 
successful bidder) because such party is a successor to the 
Debtors. . . . Entry of the Proposed Order, as drafted, may 
impair ASCAP's abiIity to make this and other similar 
assertions in the New York Court and, accordingly, would 
deprive the New York Court of the power to interpret and 
enforce . . . [the Consent Decree] with respect to these 
disputes." 


ASCAP Objection at qf 5. 


5. ASCAP's position is meritless for three reasons: 


a. First, ASCAP's "argument" that Paragraph 16 ' bay  impair" 


ASCAP's ability sometime in the future to assert a successor liability claim against the 


4 In an unpublished opinion, the Eighth Circuit has agreed with the Third Circuit's analysis. Cibulka v. 
Trans World Airlines, Inc., No.03-1992,2004 WL 87695 (8@' Cir. Jan. 21,2004). 


4 







i 
i 


Successful Bidder is not "an argument" at all - it is simply a complaint that Paragraph 16 


provides what it provides. Paragraph 16 obviously "may impair" ASCAP's ability to make a 


successor liability argument - that is the very purpose of the provision (as endorsed by TWA, et 


al.). - 


b. Second, there is no logical reason why an alleged anti-trust violator 


that has been forced to operate under a consent decree should be granted a special exemption 


from a successor liability limitation. The Consent Decree was obviously formulated to protect 


customers and potential customers of ASCAP (and objecting party BMI) from what the 


Department of Justice perceived to be anticompetitive conduct. ASCAP now argues that, 


because of the fortuity of being forced to enter into a Consent Decree, it should uniquely be 


entitled to attempt to extract monies from the Successful Bidder on a "successor liability" theory. 


This is illogical and inappropriate under TWA. 


c. Third and finally, Paragraph 16 does not impact upon the proper 


administration of the Consent Decree. The Consent Decree (which is attached to the ASCAP 


Objection) makes no mention of the concept of "successor liability." The Consent Decree 


contains no restriction on the jurisdiction of any other court to enter an order that might have 


relevance to an issue that might be adjcsdiicated some day pertaining to the Consent Decree, 


ASGAP'S suggestion that Paragraph 16 somehow constitutes some sort of materid intrusion or 


impaiment of the New York District Court's jurisdiction therefore is groundless. ASCAP'S 


position amounts to an argument that this Court is prohibited from issuing order on any issue 


that might create precedent in a hypoaetical future litigation relating to the Consent Decree. 


ASCAP cites no authority for such a proposition. TWA also suggests no such linritation on the 


5 
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Bankruptcy Court's authority to limit successor liability.5 ASCAP's position therefore has no 


basis. 


The BMI Obiection 


6.  Like ASCAP, BMI is a music licensing agency operating under the 


Consent Decree. BMI makes the same meritless "successor liability" objection made by 


ASCAP. See BMI Objection at p. 7. BMI also goes one step further: BMI asks the Court to 


render the successor liability issue moot by rquiring Debtors to assume and assign the BMI 


licenses to the Successful Bidder. BMI argues that this is necessary because, unless the BMI 


licenses are assumed, the effect would be "to treat B M  songwriters, composers and music 


publishers less favorably than other music licensors by dispensing with contract assumption 


requirements." JcJ. at p. 9. 


7. BMI is attempting to rewrite the Bankruptcy Code. Debtors do propose to 


assume and assign other music license agreements to the Successful Bidder. Assumption and 


rejection decisions wedare driven by the Debtors' [and Successful Bidder's] business judgment. 


There is a sound business judgment basis for each such decision. The prepetition delinquencies 


alleged by BMI are substantial, making assumption of the BMZ: licenses economically 


unfeasible,Vhe "discrimination" of which BMh complains is simply the effect of the business 


analysis at the heart of every assumption or rejection decision.7 This objection is therefore also 


meritless. 


5 rfWA involved EEOC claims. The Third Circuit issued its opinion notwithstanding that the successor 
liability restriction might limit issues that might iater be adjudicated by the IEEOC or the National Labor Relations 
Board. 


, Debtors do believe B W s  assertion of amounts owing is extremely overstated. 
7 BMI's argument therefore is meaningless. 


6 
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The UMG, Harm Fox and Capitol Ob-iections 


8. Harry Fox is a music licensing agency which is not subject to the Consent 


Decree. UMG and Capitol are record companies. Debtors hold music licensing rights with each 


of these entities pursuant to executory license agreements.8 


9. Each of these entities nonetheless objects to the assumption and 


assignment of their licensing agreement, asserting that assignment over their objection is not 


permissible under the Copyright Act (and therefore under Bankruptcy Code 3 365(c)(i)). See 


TJMG Objection at p. 2; Harry Fox Objection at p. 4; Capitol Objection at p. 3. The objections 


are presumably an attempt to use tj 365(c)(i) to attempt to leverage the renegotiation of the 


existing licensing agreements, notwithstanding Debtors' longstanding performance under those 


I agreements . 


10. In any event, Debtors will not seek to assume and assign the respective 


license agreements of UMG, Harry Fox and Capitol over the objection of those parties. Debtors 


hope to reach consensual agreements with these objectors prior to the hearing on the Sale 


Motion. 


Sound Exchansre Objection 


11, Sound Exchange also provides statutory licenses to the Debtors. Sound 


Exchange also objects to the assumption and assignment of its licenses. Debtors, however, do 


not propose to assume and assign the Sound Exchange licenses. This objection is therefore 


irrelevant. Sound Exchange also objects to the sale on the following grounds: 


8 As UM;G points out in the UMG Objection, the UMG license teminated by its stared written terms in 2001, 
The parties have nonetheless continued to operate under the Iicense since that time. 
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a. The Debtors may not sell, assign or transfer any ephemeral 


phonorecords created pursuant to the Sound Exchange license; 


b. Any purchaser of the Debtors' assets will not be entitled to enjoy 


the benefits of a "preexisting subscription service"; and 


c. The Debtors must be required to maintain all books and records 


relating to the payment of royalties and the making of transmissions pursuant to federal 


regulations. Sound Exchange Objection at p. 20. 


12. Debtors will agree that they will not transfer any "ephemeral 


phonorecords" to the extent prohibited by taw. Sound Exchange's second argument is simply 


irrelevant - nothing in the Sale Order attempts to adjudicate what rate the Successful Bidder is 


entitled to demand. With respect to Sound Exchange's "document control" objection, the Asset 


Purchase Agreement gives Debtors access to their books and records for two years. If Sound 


Exchange so desires, Debtors will make copies of all records which Sound Exchange deems 


necessary and maintain those records for three years, at Sound Exchange's cost and expense. 


13. Finally, the Committee has filed an objection in respect of two points: the 


distribution of sale proceeds and releases required by THP Capstar which the Committee 


believes are inappropriate. 


14. Debtors' lending group wilt address the proceeds distribution issue. 


Debtors would simply point out, however, that the consensually negotiated debtor in possession 


financing order (to which the Committee agreed) contains proceeds distribution provisions in 
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favor of the lenders. The Committee's current position appears inconsistent with those 


provisions. 


15, The releases ("Releases") at issue ace the release by the estates of (i) 


subsidiaries of the Debtors (the equity in which is being acquired by the Successful Bidder), (ii) 


parties who hold "Assumed Liabilities" under the Asset Purchase Agreement, (iii) counterparties 


to "Assumed Contracts" under the Asset Purchase Agreement, and (iv) officers, directors, 


employees or agents of any Debtor that are employed by the Successful Bidder immediately 


following the closing. In respect of items (ii) m d  (iii) above, the Releases do not apply to claims 


that are unrelated to the applicable Assumed Contract or Assumed Liability. 


16. The ReIeases are contained in the Sale Order because they are reauired by 


Debtors' stalking horse bidder - T I P  Capstar. The necessity of certain of the Releases is 


obvious. It is unrealistic, for example, to expect a party to buy the equity in non-debtor 


subsidiaries if the Debtors could then promptly sue the acquired companies on pre-existing 


clairns. No Iogically-thinkmg purchaser would enter into such a transaction. Similarly, to the 


extent a buyer is assuming liabilities, the buyer naturally would want to ensure that such 


liabilities would not subsequently increase by reason of the estates' assertion of pre-existing 


claims. SirniXatly, the assertion of claims by the estates relating to Assumed Contracts wouId 


logically lead to potential additional liability that the purchaser would have to address under such 


contracts. 


17, THP Capstar's demand for releases of retained employees is admittedly 


less standard. THP Gapstar's thinking was presumably that it does not want hired employees 


distracted by future litigation threats. THP Capstaf therefore requires the Release. The Release 


9 
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must simply be considered a "cost" of the transaction. (The employee release was not required 


(and is not required) by the Debtors.) 9 


18. Finally, the Debtors would point out that the Releases have been in the 


Sale Order since the commencement of these cases, The Committee has had significant time to 


ascertain any perceived value of the released claims. The Debtors are not aware of any 


meaningful, valid claims that are being released. The vaIue of any claims that have yet to be 


uncovered by the Committee therefore should not be an impediment to approving the sale at this 


time. 


19. For the foregoing reasons, Debtors respectfu!ly request that the objections 


be ovemled where indicated above. 


Dated: May 6, 2005 
P A C m K I ,  STANG, ZIEHL, YOUNG, JONES 
& WEINTRAUB P.C. 


Laura Davis Jones (Bar No. 2436) 
Richard M. Pachulski (CA Bar No. 90073) 
Brad R. Godshall (CA Bar No. 105438) 
J. Rudy Freeman (CA Bar No. 188032) 
Curtis A. Hehn (Bar No. 4264) 
Sandra G. M c h b  (Bar No. 4283) 
919 North Market Street, 16th moor 
P.O. Box 8785 
Wilmington, DE 19899-8705 (Courier 19801) 
Telephone: (302) 652-4100 
Facsimile: (302) 652-4400 


Counsel for Debtors and Debtors in Possession 


9 Debtors would also point out that, as of the date hereof, none of Debtors' directors or executive oacers has 
been offered any employment by THP Capstar. 







UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 


In re: 
: Chapter 7 


MAXIDE ACQUISITION, INC., et al., 
: Case No. 05-10429(MFVV) 


Jointly Administered 
Debtors. : Objection Deadline: 5/4/05 @ 4:00 p.m. 


Hearing Date: 5110105 @ 1:00 p.m. 


OBJECTION OF SOUNDEXCHANGE, INC., TO THE DEBTORS' 
MOTION FOR, INTER ALIA, APPROVAL OF THE SALE OF SUBSTANTIALLY 


ALL OF THEIR OPERATING ASSETS AND OTHER RELIEF 
(RELA TED TO DOCKET NOS. 16,150 & 260) 


SoundExchange, Inc. ("SoundExchange"), hereby objects to the Debtors' motion 


(the "Motion") seeking, inter alia, this Court's approval of the sale of substantially all of the 


Debtors' operating assets, and in support thereof states as follows: 


I. INTRODUCTION 


1 .  As more k l ly  set forth below, SoundExchange, a non-profit Delaware 


corporation, is the sole "Designated Agent" authorized by the United States Copyright Office to 


receive statements of account, royalty payments and reports of use from entities, such as the 


Debtors, that make digital audio transmissions of sound recordings' under the statutory licenses 


' A sound recordlng is defined in the Copyright Act as "a work that result[s] from the fixation of a series of 
mustcal, spoken, or other sounds, but not including the sounds accompanyrng a motlon picture or other aud~otlsual 
&ork, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as dlsks, tapes, or other phonorecords, in which they are 
embodxed " 1' L S C $ 10 1 A sound recording 1s dlst~nct from a mrisical work, whlch refers to a composition - 
the notes and Iyrlcs which may be Incorporated into a sound recordlng For example. &hen Songwriter writes 
song X. which 1s later recorded by Artists A and B, each of A and B's recordings of song X is a distlnct copyrighted 
sound recordmg. but the underiylng musxcal work is the same in both recordings 







" 
I set forth in Section 114 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. 5 114~(d)(2) (the "Digital Transmission 


License"), and that make ephemeral phonorecords3 of sound recordings (i.e., server copies) 


under the statutory license set forth in Section 112 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. 9 112(e) (the 


"Ephemeral Recording License"). 


2. SoundExchange is obligated by law to distribute the royalties it receives 


from entities making transmissions under a Digital Transmission License, net of its costs for 


royalty collection, distribution, enforcement and rate establishment, as follows: 50% to the 


sound recording copyright owner, 45% to the featured recording artist, 2K% to an independent 


administrator of a fund established for the benefit of nonfeatured vocalists and 2%% to an 


independent adrninistrztor of a fund for the benefit of nonfeatured musicians. I7 U.S.C. $ 


1 14(~)(3)(A)-ID). 


3. DMX Music, Inc. ("DMX"), a debtor herein, has operated or sought to 


operate under the Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses for certain of its 


activities. In lieu of obtaining statutory licenses and complying with all of the requirements 


thereof, DMX would have to obtain consensual copyright licenses from the individual copyright 


owners of the sound recordings it reproduces and transmits in order to avoid liability for 


copyright infringement. 


4. SoundExchange objects to the sale of substantially all of the Debtors' 


operating assets on the following grounds: 


' Copies of relevant statutes and regulations are attached hereto as Exhibit A. 


' .'Phonorecords" are defined in the Copyright Act as "material objects In which sounds, other than those 
accompanytng a motion picture or other audiovisual work, are fixed by any method nou known or later de~eloped, 
and from whtch the sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communzcated, elther directly or wlth the aid 
of a machine or device The term 'phonorecords' includes the material object In which the sounds are first fixed " 
I7 U S G Q 10 1 When a sound recordlng on a Compact DISC is copied to a computer hard drtver or sen  er, the 
rcproduct~on of each indltidual sound recordtng on that hard drrve 1s a separate phonorecord 







a. the Debtors may not sell, assign or transfer any ephemeral phonorecords 
created pursuant to a statutory license obtained under 17 U.S.C. 5 112, or 
created without a consensual license to do so; 


b. the Debtors may not sell, assign or transfer non-exclusive, compulsory 
copyright licenses pursuant to 17 U.S.C. $3 1 12 and 1 14; 


c. any purchaser of the Debtors' assets will not be entitled to enjoy the 
benefits of a "preexisting subscription service," a class of statutory 
licensee expressly limited by Congress, and pay the statutory royalties 
available to such services, unless that purchaser independently satisfies the 
statutory requirements to be a preexisting subscription service; and 


d. the Debtors must be required to maintain all books and records relating to 
the payment of royalties and the making of transmissions pursuant to 
37 C.F.R. $9 260.4(f), 262.4(i), 270.2(i), and 270.3(~)(6), to enable 
SoundExchange to conduct audits pursuant to 37 C.F.R. $9 260.5(b) & 
262.6(b), to verify the royalty payments that were or should have been 
made by the Debtors, as well as to preserve evidence necessary for any 
infringement action brought by the copyright owners of the sound 
recordings reproduced or transmitted by Debtors. 


f I. STATUTORY LICENSING 


A. Licenses to Make Digital Transmissions and Ephemeral Phonorecords 


5. In response to, inter alia, the ease and anonymity in copying sound 


recordings over the Internet and other electronic media, Congress passed the Digital Performance 


Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995 (the "DPRA"). Pub. L. No. 104-39, 109 Stat. 336 (Nov. 


1 ,  1995). The DPRA created for the first time an exclusive right for copyright owners of sound 


recordings, subject to certain limitations, to perform publicly the sound recordings by means of 


certain digital audio transmissions. One of the limitations on the new performance right was the 


creation of a new statutory license, which would permit nonexempt, noninteractive digital 


subscription services to publicly perform copyrighted sound recordings via such transmissions 


upon meeting the requirements for the statutory Iicense. 







4 6. An entity making certain types of digital transmissions to business 


establishments was exempted from the requirement of obtaining a license - statutory or 


consensual - to do so. The exempt transmissions are: 


transmission[s] to a business establishment for use in the ordinary 
course of its business: [plrovided, [tlhat the business recipient does 
not retransmit the transmission outside of its premises or the 
immediately surrounding vicinity, and that the transmission does 
not exceed the sound recording performance complement. 


109 Stat. at 338 (codified at 17 U.S.C. 5 1 liF(d)(l)(C)(iv)). Services that make exempt 


transmissions to a business establishment are generally referred to as Business Establishment 


Services. 


7. Although Business Establishment Services are exempt from liability for 


any digital audio transmissions made pursuant to the exemption set forth in Section 


114(d)(l)(C)(iv), 17 U.S.C. 5 114(d)(l)(C)(iv), they are not exempt from the licensing 
i 


requirements for the making of ephemeral phonorecords of sound recordings, and are subject to 


infringement liability if they do so without a license. The statutory license set forth in Section 


1 12(e) of the Copyright Act grants Business Establishment Services a statutory license to make 


multiple ephemeral phonorecords of copyrighted sound recordings to facilitate their exempt 


transmissions provided that the conditions of the license, including the payment of royalties, are 


satisfied. 17 U.S.C. 5 1 12(e). If a Business Establishment Service does not wish to operate 


under the Ephemeral Recording License created in Section 1 12(e), then it may seek consensual 


copyright licenses from each individual copyright owner of the sound recordings it  reproduce^.^ 


8. The scope of the DPRA's statutory license was expanded with the passage 


of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (the "DMGA"), Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 


4 On ~nfomatlon and bettef, DMX has obtatned consensual copy~~ght  llcenses to make 
phonorecords uf sound record~ngs for certain of ~ t s  actlvitles that are not e l~g~b ie  for statutorp licensing 







f 2860 (Oct. 28, 1998), to cover certain nonsubscription transmissions and certain transmissions 


by preexisting satellite digital audio radio services. These new categories of services would also 


be permitted to perform publicly a sound recording in accordance with the terms and rates of the 


statutory license. 


9. The DMCA also divided the services that were covered by the DPRA's 


statutory license into two groups. Under the DMCA, those digital subscription services that were 


in existence and making transmissions on or before July 3 1, 1998 became known as "Preexisting 


Subscription Services," while digital subscription services that were launched subsequent to July 


3 1, 1998 would be identified as "New Subscription Services." 17 U.S.C. 9 114Cj)(ll) & (8). 


As a result, following passage of the DMCA, there were four broad categories of services 


eligible for Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses: eligible nonsubscription 


transmission services; new subscription services; preexisting subscription services; and 


preexisting satellite digital audio radio services. The fifth category of services, Business 


Establishment Services, did not require a Digital Transmission License but could obtain an 


Ephemeral Recording License. 


10. DMX has attempted to operate certain of its consumer activities as a 


Preexisting Subscription Service and certain of its commercial activities as a Business 


Establishment Service. Its Preexisting Subscription Service activities cover those instances 


where it provides audio-only music channels to digital cable systems and satellite televisions 


systems serving residential subscribers. Its Business Establishment Service activities involve 


certain of the services it provides to commercial establishments. 


1 1 .  Upon information and belief, certain of the Debtors' commercial activities 


are eligible for the statutorqi Business Establishment Sen-ice Exemption, and therefore do not 







i 
require a Digital Transmission License in order for the Debtors to perform publicly sound 


recordings via digital transmissions. If the Debtors' Business Establishment Service activities 


involve the making of multiple ephemeral phonorecords of sound recordings, the service will 


need a license for such phonorecords - either a consensual license or the Ephemeral Recording 


License. In the absence of such a license, Debtors may be subject to liability for copyright 


infringement. 


12. The Debtors' digital transmissions to satellite and cable television 


systems, which are part of their consumer activities, do not qualify for the statutory Business 


Establishment Service Exemption, and, in order to avoid liability by copyright infringement, 


such transmissions and any ephemeral phonorecords created to facilitate such transmissions, 


must either be made pursuant to consensual licensing agreements from individual sound 


i recording copyright owners or under the Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording 
i 


Licenses. 


B. Preexisting Subscription Services Receive Preferential Rates On Digital 
Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses. 


13. Section 1 14('j)(ll) of the Copyright Act defines a Preexisting Subscription 


Service as: 


a service that performs sound recordings by means of 
noninteractive audio-only subscription digital audio transmissions, 
which was in existence and was making such transmissions to the 
public for a fee on or before July 3 1, 1998 . . . 


17 U.S.C. lj 114(j)(l I). 


14. In the absence of voluntarily negotiated rates, the royalty rates to be paid 


by Preexisting Subscription Services operating under the Digital Transmission License are 


established to achieve the objectives set forth in Section 801(b)(l) of the Copyright Act. 17 


7J.S.C. $ 8Ol(b)(l). The Section 801(b)(l) standard does not require Preexisting Subscription 







Services to pay royalty rates that would have been paid in the free market between a willing 


buyer and a willing seller and has resulted in below-market royalty rates being paid by the 


Preexisting Subscription Services. Compare 17 U.S.C. 5 801(b)(l) (requiring rates set for 


Preexisting Subscription Services to, inter nlia, "minimize any disruptive impact on the structure 


of the industries involved and on generally prevailing industry practices"), with 17 U.S.C. $ 


1 14(f)(2)(B) (requiring rates for other services to "most clearly represent the rates and terms that 


would have been negotiated in the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller"); 


see also Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital Performance of Sound 


Recordings, 63 FR 25,394,25,399 (May 8, 1998) (codified at 37 C.F.R. 5 260.1 et seq.). Only 


five of the more thstn one thousand services that have elected to operate under the Digital 


Transmission Licenses are eligible by law for the below-market standard: three services that 


qualify as Preexisting Subscription Services and two services that qualify as preexisting satellite 


digital audio radio services. 


15. Upon information and belief, the Debtors' consumer service is one of the 


three services that satisfies the statutory requirements for a Preexisting Subscription Service, and 


would therefore be entitled to below-market royalty rates. 


C. Reporting Requirements and Audit Rights 


COMMERCIAL DIVISION 


16. The royally rates and other non-payment obligations owed by a service 


making exempt transmissions to a business establishment (i.e., a service that does not require a 


Digital Transmission License but operates under an Ephemeral Recording License), are set forth 


in 37 C.F.R. $ 262.1 et srq. To the extent the Debtors hold or held an Ephemeral Recording 







f 
License to facilitate exempt transmissions to business establishments,' such license would be 


governed by this regulation (the "Commercial Ephemeral Recording License"), 


17. Section 262.4(a) requires a Business Establishment Service availing itself 


of a Commercial Ephemeral Recording License to make the required royalty payments for the 


making of multiple ephemeral phonorecords to the Designated Agent, SoundExchange. 37 


C.F.R. 5 262.4(a). In addition to the payment of any royalties that may be due, a Business 


Establishment Service must, within 45-days after the end of each month during which it is 


operating under a Commercial Ephemeral Recording License, deliver to SoundExchange a 


statement of account containing the information set forth in Section 262.4(f), which must 


inc!ude, inter aha, "[sjuch information as is necessary to calculate tlic accompanying royalty 


payment, or if no payment is owed for the month, to calculate any portion of the minimum fee 


recouped during the month." 37 C.F.R. 8 262.4(f). 
t 


18. Under existing regulations, only the Designated Agent, SoundExchange, 


may conduct an audit of a Business Establishment Service, upon reasonable notice and during 


reasonable business hours, once a year during any given calendar year, for any or all of the prior 


3 calendar years. 37 C.F.R. 5 262.6(b). 


19. A Business Establishment Service is required to retain its books and 


records relating to the payment, collection and distribution of royalty payments for a period of 


not less than 3 years. 37 C.F.R. 5 262.4(i). It must also use commercially reasonable efforts to 


5 Sections 1 12 and 1 14 of the Copyright Act, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, requlre a 
statutory licensee to comply with certain conditions See 17 L S C 5 112(e)(l)(A)-(D) If a statutory licensee fails 
to comply with the condlttons of the license, then it may be subject to liability for Infringement to each copyright 
owner u hose recordings it reproduced SoundExchange is the Designated Agent responsible for collecting the 
royal5 payments owed by certaln statutory licensees pursuant to the statutory licenses created by Sect~on 1 12 and 
I 14 of the Copyright Act Nothing in this Objection shall constitute a waiber of, or any other bar to or restriction 
upon. the rtghts of the cop>~lght owners to assert that the Debtors did not properly obtain and retain necescary 
Ilce~~ses, and to seek damages for infk~ngement 







obtain or to provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by third parties for the 


purpose of any audit conducted by the Designated Agent. 37 C.F.R. g 262.6(d). 


CONSUMER DIVISION 


20. The royalty rates and other obligations owed by Preexisting Subscription 


Services for their enjoyment of the benefits of the Digital Transmission and Ephemeral 


Recording Licenses are set forth in 37 C.F.R. 4 260.1 et seq. To the extent the Debtors hold or 


held Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses in connection with their consumer 


divisioq6 such licenses would be governed by this regulation (the Digital Transmission and 


Ephemeral Recording Licenses held by a Preexisting Subscription Service, collectively, the 


"PES License", and the holder thereof, the "PES Licensee"). 


2 1. A PES Licensee must submit monthly statements of account to the 


Designated Agent, SoundExchange, which includes information that is necessary to verify the 


accompanying royalty payment. 37 C.F.R. 4 260.4(b) & (c). 


22. An interested party, defined as, inter alia, an individual copyright owner 


entitled to receive royalty payments or the Designated Agent, may audit the PES Licensee, for 


the purpose of verifying the royalty payments made by such Licensee, once during any given 


calendar year. 37 C.R.F. 260.51b). 


23. A PES Licensee must maintain its books and records relating to the 


royalty payments, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, for a period of 


three years. 37 C.F.R. 3 260.4(f). 


h See footnote 5 
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D. SoundExchange 


24. SoundExchange is the sole entity designated in Copyright Office 


regulations to collect royalty payments directly from holders of Digital Transmission and 


Ephemeral Recording Licensees, including from Business Establishment Services and from 


Preexisting Subscription Services. SoundExchange is fkrther obligated to distribute those 


royalties to the sound recording copyright owners and performers entitled by statute to such 


royalties. SoundExchange has the right under federal regulations to audit statutory licensees to 


verify the amount of the royalties owed pursuant to a Digital Transmission or Ephemeral 


Recording License. See 37 C.F.R. 5 s  262.6 & 260.5. 


111. ARGUMENT 


A. The Debtors May Not Sell, Transfer or Assign Ephemeral Phonorecords 
Created Pursuant to the Ephemeral Recording License. 


25. The ephemeral phonorecords authorized to be made and used pursuant to 


the Ephemeral Recording License are intended solely to facilitate the digital audio 


transmission of a sound recording transmitted to the public under the limitation on exclusive 


rights specified by Section 114(d)(l)(C)(iv) of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(l)(C)(iv) 


(Business Establishment Service transmissions) or under a statutory license in accordance with 


Section 1 14(Q of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. 5  114(f). 17 U.S.C. 4  112(e)(l). The Ephemeral 


Recording License does not grant a licensee the right to create and sell the ephemeral 


phonorccords. 


26. When Congress granted the statutory license to create copies of 


copyrighted sound recordings, it provided explicit limitations on the rights obtained by the 


Ephemeral Recording Licensee. Pursuant to Section 112, an entity "is entitled to a statutory 


license, . . . if the following conditions are satisfied": 







(A) The [ephemeral phonorecord] is retained and used solely 
by the transmitting organization that made it, and no further 
[ephemeral phonorecords] are reproduced from it. 


(B) The [ephemeral phonorecord] is used solely for the 
transmitting organization's own transmissions originating in the 
United States under a statutory license in accordance with section 
1 14(f) or the limitation on exclusive rights specified by section 
1 14(d)(l)(C)(iv). 


(C) Unless preserved exclusively for purposes of archival 
preservation, the [ephemeral phonorecord] is destroyed within 6 
months from the date the sound recording was first 
transmitted to the public using the [ephemeral phonorecord]. 


17 U.S.C. $ 1 12(e)(l) (emphasis added). 


27. Thus, the grant of an Ephemeral Recording License does not give a 


Licensee any right to sell, transfer or assign any of the ephemeral phonorecords it made. 


Furthermore, the holder of the Ephemeral Recording License must destroy each ephemeral 


/ phonorecord of a sound recording within 6 months from the first transmission of the sound 


recording using the ephemeral phonorecord, unless it is being preserved solely for archival 


preservation. See id.; 37 C.F.R. $5 260.1 & 262.1. 


28. To the extent the Debtors held Ephemeral Recording ~ i c e n s e s , ~  they never 


had the right to sell, transfer and assign any of the ephemeral phonorecords they made. The 


Ephemeral Recording License grants only the right to make and use, for a limited time period, 


ephemeral phonorecords. 


29. Upon information and belief, the Debtors have not been destroying their 


ephemeral phonorecords within 6 months of the initial transmissions made from such ephemeral 


phonorecords. To the extent the Debtors continue to have ephemeral phonorecords that were 


7 Nothing In this Objection shall constllute an admjsslon that the Debtors had properly complled 
with the necessary regulat~ons for obtatn~ng Ephemeral Recording L~censes for any or all of the sound record~ngs for 
w h ~ c h  they hhve made ephemeral phonorecords 







i 
3 
i used to initiate transmissions more than 6 months ago, and are not being kept solely for archival 


purposes, such phonorecords are infringing upon the copyright owners' rights. 


30. "To the extent that [a property] interest is limited in the hands of the 


debtor, it is equally limited in the hands of the estate ...." In re Southwest Citizens Org. for 


Poverty Elim., 9 1 B.R. 278,28 1 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1988) (citing 124 Cong.Rec. H 1 1096 (daily ed. 


Sept. 28, 1978)). The Debtors' property interest in the ephemeral phonorecords as of the date the 


bankruptcy cases were commenced did not include the right to sell, transfer or assign the 


ephemeral phonorecords. Therefore, the estates' interests in the ephemeral phonorecords are 


likewise limited, and the estates do not have the power to sell the ephemeral phonorecords. 


3 1 .  Section 363(f) of the Bankxuptcy Code krther prohibits the transfer of any 


of the ephemeral phonorecords made by the Debtors. This section provides: 


The trustee may sell property . . . free and clear of any interest in 
such property of an entity other than the estate, only if - 


(1) applicable nonbankruptcy law permits sale of such property 
free and clear of such interest; 


(2) such entity consents; 


(3) such interest is a lien and the price at which such property is to 
be sold is greater than the aggregate value of all liens on such 
property; 


(4) such interest is in bona fide dispute; or 


( 5 )  such entity could be compelled, in a legal or equitable 
proceeding, to accept a money satisfaction of such interest. 


I 1  U.S.C. 363(f). 


32. Applicable nonbankruptcy law - 17 U.S.C. 5 112(e) -prohibits the sale 


and transfer of the ephemeral phonorecords made pursuant to an Ephemeral Recording License. 


The Debtors have not obtained the consent of the thousands of copyright owners whose 







i recordings they have reproduced for the sale of the ephemeral phonorecords, and the copyright 


owners cannot be forced to accept a money satisfaction in lieu of their right to enjoin or 


otherwise prevent any acts of infringement with respect to their copyright interests. See 17 


U.S.C. fj 502 (copyright holder may obtain injunction enjoining infringing activities). 


33. Bankruptcy courts refuse to authorize the unlicensed sale of copyrighted 


works. In AudioJideli~ Enterprises, Inc. v. Conrad Music (In Re AudioJidelity Enterprises, Inc.), 


103 B.R. 544 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1989), the court refused to authorize the sale of records containing 


copyrighted works where, prior to the filing of the bankruptcy case, the debtor had entered into a 


consent judgment, which made specific findings that the debtor had infringed the copyright 


owners' rights, and that permanently enjoined the debtor from selling the infringing records. 


Rather, the AudioJidelity court ordered that the records be destroyed, even though the inventory 


was valued at $300,000. Id. at 548. 


34. In In re Pilz Compact Disc, Inc., 229 B.R. 630 (Bankr. E.D.Pa. 1999), the 


ban!sruptcy court permitted the chapter 7 trustee to abandon the debtor's phonorecords, finding 


that the trustee would not be able to sell the records without infringing the copyright owners' 


rights. 


35. In Sony Music Entertainment, Inc. v. The Clark Entertainment Group, Inc. 


(In re The Clark Entertainment Group, Inc.), 183 B.R. 73 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1995), the debtor 


lawfully owned sound recordings, but did not have the right to make copies of the sound 


recordings for sale and distribution. The court refused to authorize the debtor to sell the sound 


recordings to a purchaser who would copy and distribute the recordings. However, the court 


recognized that the debtor could lawhlly sell the rights it owned in the sound recordings, i.e. the 


right to possession and use. 
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36. Therefore, this Court should not permit the Debtors to sell any ephemeral 


phonorecords in violation of the express terms of the requirements and conditions of Ephemeral 


Recording Licenses. Any such sale would constitute copyright infringement. In addition, to the 


extent the Debtors have ephemeral phonorecords that were required to be destroyed, these 


phonorecords already constitute infringing articles, to which the Debtors have no right even to 


maintain or use for their own purposes. 


37. Finally, the purchaser of the Debtors' assets will be unable to utilize the 


Debtors' ephemeral phonorecords absent the consent of thousands of individual copyright 


owners. The purchaser will be unable to obtain an Ephemeral Recording License in its own right 


for the use of Debtors' ephemeral phonorecords because it will fail to meet each of the 


requirements for such license, including, inter alia, the requirement that it retain and use only 


those ephemeral phonorecords that it made. 
I 


38. Therefore, SoundExchange respectfully requests that this Court deny the 


Motion to the extent that it seeks to sell, assign or transfer any ephemeral phonorecords made by 


the Debtors pursuant to an Ephemeral Recording License. 


B. The Debtors May Not Assume and Assign Any Digital Transmission or 
Ephemeral Recording License. 


39. The Debtors have informed SoundExchange that they do not intend to 


transfer any of their Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording Licenses. To the extent that 


the actual purchase agreement or sale order for which the Debtors seek approval contemplates 


the sale or assignment of such licenses, however, SoundExchange objects thereto. 


40. Courts in the Third Circuit follow the general rule that copyright licenses 


are executory contracts within the meaning of Section 365(c). In re Gofden Boob, 269 B.R. 







I 300, 308 (Bankr. D. Del. 2001); In re Access Beyond Tech, Inc., 237 B.R. 32,43 (Bankr. D. Del. 


1999); In re Valley Media, 279 B.R. 105, 135 (Bankr. D. Del. 2002). 


41. A contract is executory if the obligations of the debtor and the non-debtor 


party to the contract are so far unperformed that the failure of either to complete the performance 


would constitute a material breach excusing the other from performing. In re Columbia Gas 


Sys., 50 F.3d 233, 239 (3d Cir. 1995); Sharon Steel Corp. v. Nut? Fuel Gas Distrib. Corp., 872 


F.2d 36, 38-39 (3d Cir. 1989); In re Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d 257,264 (4th Cir.2004). 


42. Applying this definition of executory contracts, courts generally have 


found intellectual property licenses, including copyright licenses, to be "executory" within the 


meaning of section 365(c) because the licensor must refrain from suing the licensee, and the 


licensee has payment and reporting obligations. See e.g., In re Valley Media, 279 B.R. at 135. 


43. Absent the consent of the non-debtor party to such contract, Section 365 


prohibits the assumption or assignment of an executory contract if applicable non-bankruptcy 


law prohibits such assignment. 11 U.S.C. $ 365(c)(l). 


44. Sections 1 12 and 1 14 of the Copyright Act do not permit the compulsory 


licenses granted thereunder to be assigned. See 17 U.S.C. $5 112 & 114. Furthermore, federal 


law prohibits the assignment of non-exclusive copyright licenses. In re Valley Media, 279 B.R. 


at 136; Allman v. Capricorn Records, 42 Fed. Appx. 82,2002 WL 1579899 * 1 (9th Cir. 2002); 


in IVeva, Inc. V. Christian Duplications int 'l., Inc., 743 F.Supp. 1533, 1545-46 (M.D. Fla. 1990) 


(determining that a copyright license agreement that did not include a restriction on the transfer 


of ownership nevertheless could not be assigned because the licensee merely received a license 


in the sound recordings and had no right to resell, sublicense, or assign its rights in the Iicense). 







i e 45. Therefore, absent the consent of each holder of a copyright pertaining to 


any Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording License held by the Debtors, the Debtors may 


not assume or assign such license. See Harris v. Ernzds Records Corp., 734 F.2d 1329, 1333 (9th 


Cis. 1984) ("It has been held that a copyright licensee is a "bare licensee . . . without any right to 


assign its privilege.") (citing IIyin v. Avon Publications, Inc., 144 F. Supp. 368, 372 (S.D.N.Y. 


1956), a~?dbfi/ls Music, Inc. v. Crornwell Music, Inc., 126 F. Supp. 54 (S.D.N.Y. 1954)); M. 


Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright ij 10.01 [c][4] (1983) ("a licensee . . . had no right to re-sell or 


sublicense the rights acquired unless he has been expressly authorized to do so."). 


46. To the extent the Debtors are seeking authorization to transfer any Digital 


Transmission or Ephemeral Recording License, SoundExchange requests that this Court deny 


such request. 


C .  Any Purchaser of the Debtors' Assets Will Not Be Entitled to the Debtors' 
Preexisting Subscription Service Rate. 


47. DMX is one of only three services that qualifies as a Preexisting 


Subscription Service for certain of its transmissions, and therefore the royalty rates it pays on its 


PES Licenses are more favorable than the rates set for services that do not qualify as a 


Preexisting Subscription Service. 


48. As discussed above, the PES Licenses cannot be (and according to 


representations made by the Debtors, will not be) assumed and assigned to the potential 


purchaser. 


49. Any purchaser of the Debtors' assets, to the extent it seeks statutory 


licenscs to make ephemeral phonorecords or digital audio transmissions of sound recordings 


under Sections 1 I 2  and I 14 of the Copyright Act, cannot qualify as a Preexisting Subscription 


Service merely because it has purchased the Debtors' assets. Absent meeting the statutory 
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S 
t\ requirements for a Preexisting Subscription Service in its own right, such purchaser will be 


required to pay royalty rates established for new subscription services, assuming the 


transmissions are only available on a subscription basis. 


50. To qualify as a Preexisting Subscription Service, the purchaser of the 


Debtors' assets must be "a service that performs sound recordings by means of noninteractive 


audio-only subscription digital audio transmissions, which was in existence and was making 


such transmissions to the public for a fee on or before July 3 1, 1998 . . ." 17 U.S.C. tj 114(j)(11). 


5 1. SoundExchange requests that, to the extent the Debtors seek to transfer to 


the purchaser any alleged right to pay the Preexisting Subscription Service royalty rate, this 


Court deny such request. 


D. The Debtors and the Purchaser Are Required To Maintain Their Books And 
Records Pursuant to Applicable Federal Regulations. 


52. The Debtors have engaged in the public performance of sound recordings 


via digital audio transmissions during the past three calendar years, and, upon information and 


belief, have created ephemeral phonorecords to facilitate such transmissions. Based upon 


SoundExchange's present knowledge of the Debtors' structure, the Debtors were required to 


obtain licenses for such activities, other than exempt transmissions to business establishments 


(which do not require a Digital Transmission License). The Debtors had a statutory right to 


Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses only upon meeting and continuing to 


comply with the statutory and regulatory requirements. 







e 53. The Debtors have made royalty payments to SoundExchange, as the 


Designated Agent, for certain of its activities for which it could have obtained Digital 


Transmission and/or Ephemeral Recording ~ i c e n s e s . ~  


54. Pursuant to the regulations governing such compulsory licenses, the 


Debtors must maintain their books and records relating to the royalty payments for a period of no 


less than three years. See 37 C.F.R. 9 262.4(f) & 262.4ii). 


55. To the extent the Debtors seek authority to sell, transfer and assign its 


books and records relating to the royalty payments made or otherwise owing for the three-year 


period preceding the sale, such sale and transfer would violate federal regulations governing 


Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses. 


56. Therefore, SoundExchange respectfully requests that this Court require the 


Debtors to retain and maintain copies of all books and records relating to the royalty payments 


made or otherwise owing for the three-year period preceding the sale. 


57. In addition, the Debtor must use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain 


or provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by third parties. 


37 C.F.R. 5 262.6id). 


58. Therefore, SoundExchange respectfully requests that any order approving 


the sale of such books and records of the Debtors require the purchaser thereof to maintain such 


books and records for a period of not Less than 3 years, and to provide reasonable access to the 


n Cpon information and belief, the Debtors hate failed to pay all of the required royalty amounts 
To the extent the failure to make s ~ ~ c h  royalty payments does not render the Debtors liable for infringement, 
SoundExchange will assert claims, as the Designated Agent, for such unpald royalty payments The ~ndrt~dual 
copyright ouners %hose rwrks were reproduced or transmltted may, howe~er, elect to file and assert infringement 
elalms aga~nst the Debtors In connection wlth any clalms or other rights that SoundExchange ma) assert on behalf 
of rts constituents, Sound Exchange hereby reserves the right to audit the Debtors or to take discovery of the Debtors 
In a manner, and ro the extent. pem~tted by Iatv 







i 
i Debtors in connection with any audit undertaken by SoundExchange, or any other interested 


party, in connection with any Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording License. 


59. This is especially critical in the present case, where the Debtors failed to 


make any royalty payments pursuant to their purported Ephemeral Recording License in 


connection with their Business Establishment Service activities for the period January 1,2003 


through February 13, 2005.~ SoundExchange must be able to audit the Debtors7 books and 


records to determine the amount of the pre-petition unpaid royalty payments the Debtors are 


obligated to pay to it, for the benefit of the copyright owners and performing artists. 37 C.F.R. 


$262.6(b). 


60. In addition, the pleadings and statements filed in the present bankruptcy 


proceeding have raised concerns that the amount of royalty payments paid by the Debtors in 


connection with their purported PES License were for less than the amount actually owing to 


SoundExchange as the Designated Agent under Copyright Office regulations. SoundExchange 


must be able to audit the Debtors books and records to determine the amount of any unpaid 


royalties. 37 C.F.R. 5 260.5(b). 


6 1. The individual copyright owners may assert claims against the Debtors for 


copyright infringement, asserting that the Debtors never obtained, or failed to maintain, the 


necessary Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses. The maintenance and 


retention of the Debtors' books and records will be necessary to pursue such claims. 


'i 
Sectlon 1 12(e)(7)(A) of the Copyr~ght Act prov~des that ''[alny person who wtshes to make a 


phonorecords of a sound recording under a statutorq license In accordance filth thls subsectton may do so wrrhout 
ttzfrtngrng the erclucice righr ofthe copyright owner ofthe roundrecordng under sectlon 106(1) (I) by comply~ng 
wtth such nottce requtrements as the Ltbrarlan of Congress shall prescribe by regulation and bypaylng roja!l;vJees 
In accordance with this subsectton " 17 L' S C 5 I 12(e)(7)(A) (emphas~s added) 







WHEREFORE, SoundExchange respectfblly requests that this Court enter an 


order: 


(a) prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring or assigning any 


ephemeral phonorecords that they made, and currently, lawfully retain, pursuant to a purported 


Ephemeral Recording License; 


(b) prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring or assigning any 


ephemeral phonorecords that they were and are required to destroy pursuant to the express 


requirements of any purported Ephemeral Recording License; 


(c) prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring or assigning any 


unlicensed ephemeral phonorecords, to the extent such phonorecords were made without a 


license, statutory or otherwise, to make such recordings; 


(d) prohibiting the Debtors from assuming,assigning, selling or transferring 


any Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording Licenses they hold; 


(e) prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring, or assigning to a 


purchaser any purported right to pay the Preexisting Subscription Service royalty rate for any 


digital audio transmissions of sound recordings or the making of any ephemeral phonorecords 


under Sections i I4 and 112 of the Copyright Act, respectively; 


( f )  requiring the Debtors to retain and maintain the originals, or a complete 


copy. of ail books and records relating to any royalty payments paid or owing pursuant to any 


Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording License held by the Debtors, for the three-year 


period preceding the sale; 


(g) requiring the ultimate purchaser(s) of the Debtors' assets to maintain and 


make reasonably available all of the Debtors' books and records received by such purchaser(s) 







relating to any royalty payments paid or owing pursuant to any Digital Transmission or 


Ephemeral Recording License, for the three-year period preceding the sale; and 


(h) granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 


Dated: May 4, 2005 


PEPPER HAMILTON LLP 


IsIDavid B. Stratton 
David B. Stratton (Bar. No. 960) 
Henry J. Jaffe (Bar No. 2987) 
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Linda J. Casey 
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(2 15) 98 1-4000 
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Gary R. Greenstein 
General Counsel 
SoundExchange, Inc. 
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Washington, DC 20036 


Attorne~is for SoundExchange, Inc. 
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47 
e fe rences  a g a i n s t  these employees, i n  which case,  I'd l r k e  to 


OW what they are, and how much they are, acd what  is being 


I# f o r  them because t h a t  wlll go to the  issue of the 


location of the sale proceeds as well. So, on this record, I 


n r t  t h l n k  I can approve t h a t  aspect af i t .  30 we have 


other  l s sue?  


MR. G03SHALL: Well, Your Honort i n  that event, I 


ess ,  the  buyer, C a p s t a r ,  i s  going t o  have a dec i s ion ,  and I 


ink it make sense to go t h rough  the rest of the objeczians, 


we can decide -- determine i f  there a re  other decisions and 


her  k e y  po in t s  that Capstar i s  going to have t o  assess. 


THE COURT: All rlght. 


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor -- n e x t ,  Your Honor, we 


ke up t h e  objection of Sound ~ x c h a n g e  Sound Exchange is an 


' c i ty ,  V O U ~  Honort with which the debtors have a statutory 


cense, with respect to Afemerol Phono Records. Their 


ject lon has f o u r  pieces,  Your Honor. First, they object t h a t  


canco t  assign their s t a t u t o r y  licenset and we never intended 


do s o .  So, t h a t  aspect of the  o b j e c t i o n ,  I believe, is 


Second, Your Honnr, Sound Exchange objected that w e  


t ransfer  Afemoral Phono Records without the consent 


g h t  H ~ l d e r s ,  which ireans we will have to d e s ~ r o y  


and t h e  buyer  will nave to create it, un le s s  licenses 







e 
Your Honor, we have agreed on language t o  put into 


I 
I 


THE COURT: Okay. 
I 


MR. GODSHALL: A11 r i g h t .  The third aspec t  of the 
L 


Which leads  us ,  t h e n ,  to the fou r th  aspect of the 


I 


I 
I 


Your Honor, we chink t he  issue before Your Honor is 
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Exchange, whatever documents they need. Under the APA, the 


buyer is not permitted to destroy those records, and we will 


3 re ly  on our  access -- 
4 THE COURT: Ever? 


5 YR. GODSHALL; Not until after the t w o  y e a r  period, 


6 11 Your Honor. 


7 THE CGURT: Thank you.  All r i g h t .  


8 MR. GODSHALL: Yes. And, so, Your Honor, as f a r  as 


3 we're concerned, this agreement is in compliance with law, and 


10 11 t h a t  shouLd end the  issue. I think Sound Exchange wants 


11 s~methihg more. I believe they want affirmative covenants from 


12 I t h e  b u y e r ,  t h a t  the  buyer will maintain, for the i r  benefit, the 


ecord, or something LO that effect but, Your Honor, that 


houldn ' t  be the i s sue  h e r e  today.  The lssue is whether t h i s  


greement i s  in accordance with law. I t  pu t s  us in violation 


f law. I don't think Sound Exchange suggests it  does. So, t o  


equire us to pu t  -- ta require the inclusion in the order of 
ffirmatlve oblxgations qoicg f a r  beyond t h e  agreement J U S ~  


ecause they have a concern that someday they might want 


ecords, and someone might  v i o l a t e  the l a w  and not give those 


ecords to then, we think i s  an  ~napprcprlate request,  buf we 


hink that's, sort of, the nature of the objecrion here. 


THE COURT: Let me hear from Sound Exchange. 


MR. STWITTUN: Good afternoon, Your Honor. David 


t r a t t o n  for  Sound Exchange. Your Honor, M r .  Godshall, I 
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As Mr. Godshall indrcated, we had f i l e d  an objection 


And, two, the Afenoral Phono Records -- ~f I had 
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I n  relying on our a b i l i t y  t o  gain  a c c e s s .  But, t h a t  doesn't 


r e a l l y  solve the problem from o u r  perspective, and then here ' s  


why. There's c o  affirmative obligation t h a t  is owed to Sound 


Exchange, on eke buyer's part, to malntain t he  records. 


There's no aff i rmat ive  obligation on the deb to r ' s  part, o r  the 


buyer's part to permit Sound Exchange access to those records. 


So, what we're looking a t ,  potentially, Your Honor, and our 


concern is, nobody -- r t  wasn' t  my problem. I didn't maintain 


the records. That's the deb~or's problem. If you want to 


pursue a claim against the debtor, pursue a claim against t he  


debtor. That's The buyer speaking. 


Or, we ask f o r  access. We a s k  to conduct an audit, 


and we're then  faced w i t h  an expensive  process of p u r s u i n g  


d i s c o v e r y  through t h i s  Court to, essentially, c h a s i n g  Our tails 


around t r y l n g  to get access to records, which, by federal law, 


we ' re  entitled to. 


Sot what's the s o l u t i o n .  Well, the  debtor's solution 


is, the agreement says what i t  says.  We'll  deal  with t h e  


problem later on, which d o e w f t  really solve our problem. I 


have t w o  suggestions to t h e  C o u r t ,  neither of which, I t h i n k ,  


creates an unreascnable oblrgat~on on t h e  debtor's part or the 


bcyerr s part, the first  o f  which would Se to, as a condition to 


approving the s a i e ,  simply requrre the buyer to do what ~ t ' s  


gosng to do anyhow, which is t~ maintain  -- we hope ~t will do, 
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Alternative, require t h a t  t h e  debtor  provide us  
1 
1 


I 


I 


Now, the debtor may say, well, how do we know that's 


THE COURT: A r e  you seeking any extensrsn of the two 


MR. STRATTON: Your Honor, I can check with my 


THE COURT: All r i g h t .  Response? 


HR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, counsel asserts t h a t  we 







der.  O f  course ,  there  are thousands of federal laws that 


I S  company operates under, end none of t h o s e  are  b u ~ l t  into 


s a l e  order .  


THE COURT: Well, b u t  none of them are be ing ,  


tentlally, affected by t he  sa le  order, are they?  The 


b t o r ' s  ability t o  perform? A t  l e a s t  n o t  t h a t  I 've  heard. 


MR. GODSHALL: R l g h t .  B u t ,  and I t h i n k  t h a t ' s  t h e  


sue for  Your Honcr. Does ihls purchase agreement g ive  us the 


F l i t y  t o  perform, and i t  does .  Rnd what counsel wants is 


re.  What counsel  wants is f o r  you t o  b u i l d  i n t o  the order, 


g h t  now, aff i rmative obligations t h a t  we have na a b i l r t y  -- 
Ur Honor has  no a b i l i t y  tu assess i n  terms of  reasonableness 


cause they  haven ' t  asked for any th ing  y e t  Counsel sa id  he 


dnrt want t o ,  you know, go on a wild goose chase h e r e .  Your 


nor  -- r e s p e c t f u l l y .  t h i s  is a l l  a wild goose chase. I mean, 


1s i s  a case, Your Honor, t h a t ' s  going t o  result i n  a 


~ t r i b u t i o n  t o  unsecured credi tors  of Less than  t en  cents.  


rhaps less  thari f i v e  cents, because t h e  bankf$  deficiency 


claim is so enormous, and their secured claim i s  so  enormous. 


d, y e t ,  counsel  i s  up here ,  sugges t ing .  you know, a document 


oduction exercise, you know, t h a t  -- of a grand scale, and he 


n t s  Your Honor t o ,  b a s i c a l l y ,  o r d e r  u s  t o  ccmply with it, you 


ow, slght unseen, ir terms of what dacumects they're 


queztir ig and on what terms as leverage. As leverage against 


, as leverage a g a i n s t  the buyer, because  Sound Exchange has 
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t o  go and nego t i a t e  with this b u y e r  going forward. All we're 


suggesting, Your Honor, is t 5a t  this asset purchase agreement 


gives us the abiilty t o  perforrr,. There's no re&son to think 


that the buyer is going t o  breach its ob l iga t ions  under the 


agreement, anymore than there was a reason to t h i n k  that we 


would breach our obligations under the s t a t u t e  before t h e  s a l e  


c loses .  


I mean, to  t a k e  counsel ' s  argument to  the extreme, 


t h e y  should have been running i n  here  on the f l x s t  day O f  t he  


case, and getting Your Honor to order that we not destroy our 


records because of our s t a t u t o r y  obligation. They, apparently,  


had faith t h a t  we wouldn't des t roy  them pre-sale, and there's 


no reason -- t h e r e ' s  no  more reason to think the buyer is going 


to destroy them post-sale, So, t h e  agreement lets us perform - 


THE COURT; B u t  t he  buyer  has no obligation t o  Sound 


Exchange? 


MR. GODSHALL: But t h e y  have an o b l i g a t i o n  to us, and 


we wlll sue them i f  t h e y  breach it. And if ~ e ' r e  l i ab l e  t o  


saund exchange for some amount of money because w e  -- we don't 
have access t o  those records because Caps ta r  des t royed  them, 


you know, we will seek redress against Capstar.  Why in the 


world Capstar would expose themselves t o  t h a t  k:nd of liability 


LS anyonef$ guess, I t h i n k  there ' s  abso lu t e ly  no reason t o  


t h i n k  that chose documents are  l e s s  safe, post-cloblng, than 







I 


MR. STRATTON: Your Honor, David Stratton a g a i n .  The 


What we want to know is t h a t  t h e  records will be 


THE COURT: Well, why would you -- what about t h e  


HR. STRATTCN: Your Honor, the debtor  won't have the 


THE COURT: Yeah, but they have an abllgarion to t h e  


I 
I 







MR. STRATTON: And suppose the buyer says to the -- 


THE COURT; Then t h e  debtor goes i n  and he g e t s  them 


MR. STASATTON: Your Honor, but then we're drawn into 


THE COURT: What litigation? 


MR. STRATTON: The debtor has t o  come to this cour t ,  


THE COURT: You file a 2034 motlon. Under t h e  


MR. STRFLTTON: Your Honor, we could do i t  t h a t  way, 


THE COURT: 3ow would you do lt i n  the absence of a 


I 


MR. STRATTOM: Your Honor, i n  the absence of a 


THE COURT: R ~ g h t ,  Wow would you get  the records 


MR. STRATTON: We would f i l e  -- as we have, we would 


I 


THE COLEtT: They don'c l e t  you in the door? 


9 h J  COWT TRANSCRIBERS, XNC, 







I 
# - 


i 
58 * MR. STRATTON: Arid -- no, wet d agree on a time and a 


place f o r  the audit, and they'd let us in. 


THE COURT: Or they don't. 


MR. STRATTON: Then we go t o  the ,  I guess, the  D.C. 


Circuit Court and get a mandatory injunction. But -- 


THE COURT: Isn't R u l e  2004 t h e  same? You consult 


7 with  t h e  debtor regarding rhe documents you want, they consent 


8 to it, and produce them, or you file a motion here. 


9 XR. STRATTON: What -- 
lo 1 THE COURT: In fact, i t ' s  probably easier for you to 


do it that way, then o u t s i d e  of bankruptcy.  


MR. STRATTON; T h a t ' s  f i n e ,  Your Honor. But, t h e n ,  


how does that deal with the issue of maintaining the records? 


THE COURT: The buyer has an obligation to maintain 


the records for two years. 


MR. STRATTON: That's the debtor's contention, but 


first, I would -- I need to verify that and, secondly, I'm not  


s u r e  -- 
T H E  COURT: Let me hear the buyer verify that on the 


record? 


MR. STRATTON: That's fine, Your Honor. I suppose we 


Can go t h a t  way, b u t  l e t ' s  make it clear  t ha t  if we a r e  unable 


ts get access to the records, and those records are destroyed, 


it may very well be c u r  position that that gives r i s e  ta 


administrative claims ic this e s t a t e .  So, that nobody t h i n k s  
i 
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chat chis is just a b i t  of a joke, and that sound exchange can 


be ignored.  If the  r e ~ o r d s  a r e n ' t  t he re  when we want t o  go 


look a t  them, then i t ' s  because  t h e  buyer's destroyed them, 


then we'll be back in this Court asserting claims. 


THE COURT: A l l  right, L e t  me hear from t he  buyer 


that the buyer is obl iga ted  t o  maintain the debtor's books and 


records for the two years, 


MR. DEHNEY: Your Honor, Robert Dehney again. 


Section 17.15 of the a s s e t  purchase agreement provides that we 


will maintain the records f o r  two years .  I t  lays t h e  pro tocol  


where the d e b t o r  will request documents, and we will make t h e m  


available. Me confirm our understanding that's two years tha t  


we maintain t h e  records, 


THE COURT: Okay. All right, Then 1'11 overrule the 


remaining objectlon of Sound Exchange then. 


MR. GODSHALL: Y o ~ r  Honor, fo r  the record, the agreed 


upon language t h a t  w e  need t o  add ~ n t o  an amended purchase 


order concerning the other aspects of t h e  Sound Exchange 


objectlon, I' 11 just read it, The paragraph provides, 


"Notwi~hstanding anything herein to the contrary to purchase 


a s s e t s ,  an assumed contract shail not include any lrcenses 


Under 17 USC Sectio~ symbols 112(e) or 114, or any Afemoral 


Phocc Records created pursuant to a statutory license under 17 


USC Section spbol 112(e) without the consent of the copyright 


owners." 







Your Honor, t h a t  leaves the  BMI and Ascap objections. 


(Pause) 


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, t h e  BMI and Ascap 


I 
I 


I 


Their argument -- t h e y  make, I think, Your Honor -- 2 
1 


1 
I 
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that there be no successor liability, Your Honor, t h a t  


argument i s  made in the f a c e  of the consent decree, which is 


at tached,  1 b e l l e v e ,  to t h e  Ascap o b j e c t i o n .  That consent 


decree, Your Ho~or ,  does no t  a t tempt  t o  c r e a t e  i n  t h e  Cour t  


admicistering the consent decree, exclcsive jurisdiction to 


enter all ~ r d e r s  and make all findlngs which, some day, some 


how, might have some relevance in some rate proceed ing  b e f o r e  


t h e  District Court. Yoc can flnd no such provisions in the 


consent decree. 


Your Honor, you also can f i n d  no mention, whatever, 


of t h e  concept of successor liability in the consent decree. 


So, any argument t h a t  t h a t  District Court, i n  New York, that 


administers t h e  consent decree, has the unique and exc lus ive  


abxlity to make successor  l i a b i l i t y  findings i s ,  a g a i n ,  nowhere 


t o  be found i n  the  decree. So, Your Honor, w e  t h i n k  that the 


argument that i t  would ~ntxude on t h e  jurisdiction of the 


Dis t r i c t  Court has nc  mer i t ,  as made by each e n t i t y .  


The other argument that is made, Your Honor, I t h i n k  


1s  t h a t  it would, somehow, dxscrimlnate against Ascap and BMS 


i f  t h e i r  contracrs were not to be assumed, or i f  they were 


u n a b l e  t o  make successor liability arguments In the Blstrict 


Cour t ,  bezause ~t would be u n f a v o r a b l e ,  i n  terms of treatment 


to t hem.  I can't q u r t e  articulate it, as compared ta the 


treatment being given to o t h e r  lrzensees of mussc to DNX. I 


t h l n k  t he  argument, Your Honor, is tkat s m c e  other music 
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licenses are being assumed, and cure payrnents being made t o  


those entities, it is  somehow unfa i r  that because their 


operating ander a consent decree, and have t o  give a l icense  t o  


the new buyer, that we not, in essence, g i v e  them an avenue t o  


get cheir alleged arrearages cured as well. 


I think there are two responses to that argument, 


Your Honor. The first one is, maybe they should get a different 


consen t  decree. I t ' s  nct our  problem that they are operating 


under a consent decree that gives the buyer the right to get a 


license from them, but it's, cerzainly, within our b u s i n e s s  


judgment to exercise assumption and re ject ion decisions.  


The other point to make on the discrimination 


argument, Your Honor, is that even i f  i t  wasn't a proper 


exercise of O u r  bus iness  judgment not to assume these licenses, 


the other licensing agencies, as Your Honor IS aware, because 


we d e a l t  with them an hour ago, a r e  objec t ing  t o  the  assumption 


of t h e ~ r  licenses. So, it is hardly an act of discrimination 


by the debtor to reject those licenses as well, and to attempt 


tlo preclude BMI and Ascap from making successor liability 


arguments as a g a i n s t  our buyer, j u s t  like every other c r e d i t o r  


is precluded from doing. 


THE COURT: A l l  r i g h t .  L e t  me hear from e i t h e r  BMI 


or Ascap. 


KS. THDMPSON: Good afternoon, Your Honor. Christxna 


Thompson of Connolly, Bowe, Lodge and Hutz, here cn behalf of 







THE COURT : Donr t read so f a s t .  I don' t see 


MS. BOOTH: I apologize, Your Honor. If thatrs t h e  


THE COURT: A l l  r i g h t .  Does the buyer agree? 


MR. GODSKALL: well., Your Honor, i t ' s  not there, no 


THE COURT: All right. Yau c a n ' t  be heard because 


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, the word exclusive does 


THE COURT: Okay, 


THE COURT: Let me hear  from t h e  b u y e r .  


MR. HEATH: Good afternoon, Your HOnOx. May it 







-- - 


-- 


litigation In f r o n t  of t h e  rate cour t  whether o r  not ,  you know, 


we are  successor  to t he  debtor  or whether o r  no t  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  


t h e  debtor  d i d n ' t  pay them amounts, and t h e y  weren' t  able t o  


c o l l e c t  those  from t h e  debtor  t h a t  those should be imposed on 


us ,  which, in essence, a l lows  them t o  collect t h e i r  c laim 


against u s .  W e ,  most c e r t a ~ n l y ,  w i l l  be waiving the order  t h a t  


w e  would -- were seeklng t o  o b t a i n  from t h i s  Cour t .  And, you 


know, Your Honor, i f  you would l i k e  me t o ,  I' d be happy t o  


p r o f f e r  t h e  testimony of  my client t o  the -- which would be the 


ef fec t  t h a t  if w e  do not  have these  findings, and I t h i n k  t h i s  


w i l l  be of  no g r e a t  s u r p r i s e  t o  the Court, you know, t h a t ' s  not 


sornethinq we're w i l l i n g  t o  -- we will not be i n  a p o s i t i o n  t o  


c l o s e  t h ~ s  t r a n s a c t i o n .  So, i t ' s  a -- you know, just a free 


and clear,  and no successor findings are cen t ra l  t o  t h i s  


transaction. That ' s  t h e  whole reason i t ' s  being enacted 


through a Chapter 11 case, Your Honor. 


THE COURT: You are  not ,  though, ask ing  t h a t  I 


deternine t h a t ,  by  v i r t u e - o f  Paragraph 17 t h a t  anybody has  t o  


l l c e n s e  a n y t h i n g  t o  you bnder any consent decree entered  by 


another  Court? 


MR. HEATH: That ' s  co r rec t ,  Your Honor, But we a r e  


-- w e  a re  asking that w e  a re  not a successor t o  t h e  d e b ~ o r  


here ,  Asklng fc r  t h a t  f i c d r n g ,  


THE COURT: All rlght. 


MR. HEATH: Your Honor, would you like me t o  p r o f f e r  
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THE COU3T:  Yes, please. 


MR. HEATH: Your Honor, again ,  I would L i k e  t o  


He would further t e s t i f y  t h a t ,  in discussions with 


Mr. Collin, further, testifled t h a t  those provrsions 


THE COURT: All r x g h t .  Does anybody wlsh to cross 


(Pause) 


THE COURT: All r l g h t .  I ' l l  accept the proffered 







MS. BOOTH; Your Honor, I apologize. I was j u s t  


MR. LUBELL: And L want it to be clear ,  Your Honor, 


THE COURT: I ' m  n o t  sure I 'd  go t h a t  f a r ,  but I would 


MR. LUBELL: Okay.  well, t h a t  would be f i n e .  


THE COURT: I ' m  not  m8klng t h a t  determination. 


MR. LUBELL: Okay. And, t h e  terms are rates. It 's 


MS. BOOTH: Your Honor, Rebecca Booth on behalf of 
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MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, Z t h i n k  Ascap and BMI a r e  


THE COURT: Well, what about t h e  language 1 suggest, 


MR. LEVY: Your Honor, R i c k  Levy on behalf of  the 


THE COURT: Could you please step closer, 


MR. LEVY: I'm sorry. Rick Levy on behalf of the 







8 3 
the concern is that if Ascap snd EM1 -- and they, clearly, w i l l  


do this, if you i n c l u d e  that language in the order, they'll 


t ake  t h e  p o s i t i o n  t h a t  t h e  language that Your Honor would 


insert overr ides  3 6 3 ( f ) ,  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  c u t t i n g  of successor 


l l & i l i t y  claims, Because, they'll say t h a t  sentence that you 


j u s t  added is a -- prevents Caps ta r ,  when they seek a new 


license, from u s i n g  the 363(f) language as a basis f ~ r  


defending aga ins t  a c l a i m  by Ascap o r  BMI that because the 


debtor f a i l e d  t o  pay its r o y a l t y  o b l i g a t i o n s ,  that Capstar is 


prevented from g e t t r n g  a l icense .  


One suggestion I would have t o  deal with t h a t  problem 


i s  you could i n c l u d e  language that says,  no th ing  i n  t h i s  order 


e n t i t l e s  Capstar to a license, because you're n o t  r u l i n g  on 


t h a t .  


THE COU8T: Well, then why does it say -- why -- 
MR. LEVY: But your order -- bu t  your order  i s  going 


to have an eEEect on what happens i n  t h e  r a t e  p roceed ing ,  


because Ascap and BMI, it w i l l  n o t  be e n t i t l e d  t o  asser t ,  as a 


basls for imposing any particular rate, or  whether or no t  to 


issue a license based on t h e  f a c t  Chat t h e  debtor didn't pay 


i ts  r o y a l  fee cbligations, And, that -- i t ' s  clearly -- your 


order i s  going t o  have an e f f e c t  in t h a t  proceeding. 


THE C 0 3 R T :  Yes, b u t  I ' m  no t  making a determination 


or ruling, 


MR. LEVY: Can I J u s t  say, one way or the ether, but 
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- - -  


THE COURT: No, it won't. Excuse me. Yes i t  will. 


MR. LEVY: Or you leave t h e  order silent on t h a t .  


THE CCURT: Well, t h e n  j u s t  s a y  t ha t  it's not 


MR. LEVY; So, what -- All right. What would you 


THE COURT: This order  is not  a determination of 


MR. LEVY: But doesn ' t  t h a t  r e s t r i c t  t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  


THE COURT: No. No. I ' m  j u s t  not makrng a 
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2 language in addition t o  t h a t ,  t ha t  al lows iapsrar  or any a the r  I I1 
p a r t y  t o  use -- t o  invoke any of t h e  provisions -- any of the 


other provisions i n  the sa le  order i n  t h e  other ra te  


proceeding? 


THE COURT: Say t h a t  aga in  f o r  me. Every time you 


turn around you fade out, and I can ' t  hear  you. 


MR. LEVY: Yeah. And I ' m  sorry. 


(Pause)  


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, we can do our best to try 


to whittle language, or cobble language together  here. The 


12 problem i s  t h a t  no matter what language w e  add, t h e  b u y e r  is  


1 3  going t o  be concerned t h a t  i t  w i l l  be used i n  a way to go t o  


14 t h e  D i s t r i c c  Court and say ,  t h i s  language limits the scope of 


15 Paragraph 1 7  of t h e  o r d e r .  


THE COURT: So, come up with language that doesn't? 


MR. GODSHALL: I donf t -- 


THE COURT; I am not  deciding -- so, it's clear.  I 


am n o t  deciding the e f f e c t  of these consent  -- 
MR. GODSHALL: And I t h l n k  t h a t  is clear to every 


person in lrhe courtrcom, Your Honor, but if -- 
THE COURT: S o ,  why can't we put language in t h a t  


s a y s  t h a t ?  They're going to ge t  the transcript, so you m i g h t  


as well make it c lea re r .  


M R .  GODSMLL: But, Your Honor, If you look a t  -- t h e  I 
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MR. GODSHALL; I m e w ,  again, we've got 45,000 


creditors in this estate and there's no exceptions in the sale 


order saying, notwithstanding this -- you know, somebody else, 


1 


2 


3 


MR. GODSHALL: Righ t .  But,  j u s t  so -- t h e  question 


is whether this object ion is appropria te ,  and whether t h i s  


language is necessary f o r  this order to be given effect,  and to  


be fair zo the creditors. And, Your Honor, it is. I f  vou l a n k  1 
i w  
I 14 at Paragraph 17, which is the only language of this order that I - - -  I I 


Y "  


language of Paragraph 1 7 ,  a l l  it says is that the buyer isn't 


the successor, and there ' s  no successor liability, 


"HE COURT; Okay. 


is of relevance to this dispute, it's plain vanilla successor 


liability language,  I I 


I 


THE COURT: The i r  fear is that the buyer is going t o  I I 
say, I decided. Under t he  consent  decree they  have t h e  


llcense, 1 did not decide that. 


KR. GODSHALL: And, Your Honor, they Can take t h a t  


transcript to the -- of this nearing to the Court and do 


whatever t h e y  Hant with it, but  -- 
THE COURT: Well, why can't you put it in the order? 
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MR. GODSHALL: Because, again, I ' m  szre the bcyer is 


going to be fearful t h a t  that language will be used to try to I 







THE COURT: Well -- 


MR. LEVY: Because t h a t  -- what it comes down to, the 


THE COURT: R i g h t ,  


MR. LEVY: I mean, I guess if we draft -- if we add 


MR, LUBELL: Your Honor, t h e y  have t h e  right t o  make 


MR. L E E :  Your Honor, ~f we may j u s t  take a recess 







.--- - - - 


THE COURT: A l l  r i g h t .  


M R .  LEVY: And see if we can resolve it t h a t  way. 


THE COURT: All r i g h t .  


MR. STPATTON: Your  Honor, one comment, and no I ' m  


TEE COURT: Thank you, 


MR. STRATTON: Thank  you.  


THE COURT: All r i g h t .  Let's t a k e  a s h o r t  recess 


(Tape Off) 


COURT OFFICER: A l l  r ise .  You may be seated. 


THE COURT: Where are we? 


HR. GODSBALL: Your Honor, with respect to tte Ascap 
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M THE UNITED STATES BANKXUPTCY COURT 


In re: ) Chapter 1 l 


MAXIDE ACQUI[SITION, INC., et d.,l ) b e  No. 05- 10429 {MFW) 
) (Joint1 y Administered) 


Debtors. 1 
(Re: Docket No, 20) 


ORDER: (I) APPROVING SALE BY DEBTORS OF SUBSFANTIALLY 
ALL OF 'I'HER OPERATING ASSETS FREE ANf) CLEAR OF ALL LIENS, CLAIMS, 


ENCUMBRANCES AND OTHER INTERESTS PURSUANT TO 
SECTIONS 363(b), (f) AND (m) ON TIIE BANKRWTCY CODE, 


(II) ASSUMING AND ASSIGNING CERTAIN EXECWRY CONTRACTS 
&D UNEXPIltED LEASES; AND (III) GRANTING WLATED RE1,IEP 


This matter coming before the COW on the "Motion Of The Uebfors For An 


Order: (I) dpplrclvi~g Sale By Debtors OfS~b~rtonlioIlji All Of Their Operating Assels Free And 


Clear OJAN Liet~,  Claim, Encumbrmc~~ and Olher Interosts Pursuant 7b Sections 3 5 3 0 ,  Cf) 


And (m) Of The Bankruptcy W e ,  (fo h ~ u ~ i n g  And Assigniing Cerlain Excufory Conrracfs 


And Umxpird Ldare~; And (114 Gronijng &el& Retiej"@ie ''"Sale Motion'32, filed by the 


above-captioned debtors and debtors in possession (colfectivcly, the "T)cbtors" or the "Sellers"'); 


thc Court having review4 the Salc Motion and having h a r d  the statements of couusel regarding 


the relief requested in the Salc Motion and haring considered the evi&nc;e proffered in support 


of the rclicfrequcstod in the Safe Motion at a hearing before the Court (the "Sale Hearing"); the 


I %e DeMw consist af t(rc folkns.iog entities: W i d e  Acquisitioe, Inc, a W w a r e  corpor&ion; ABI Music 
Network, Inc., a Washingtan cwpmtion; DMX Music, lor;., a Delaware co-ioa; and %MPO Sound, Jnc., s 
Oklahms corparatkn 


G a p i e l i ~ d  ternis not utllwwise defined herein shall have the rnwlings sff forth in the Finat p.1" (fes 
defmcd belovi-). 







(1) Authoridng Debtors To fncur Post-Petition Secured Indebtedness, 12) Granting Security 


Inkrests And Priority Claims Pursuant TO I I U.S.C. 5 364, (3 )  Granting: Adcquatc Protection, 


(4) Modifymg Automatic Stay And (5) Setting Final Hearing, entered by this Court on February 


14,2005 (or subsequent final order) (the "DIP Ordet') are in full force and effst and and1 sale 


proceeds of the Purchased Assets payable to the Debtors under the Final APA shall be subject to 


and hated in accordanw with the DIP Order. 


29. Nothwistanding anything herein to rhe contrary, the executory contracts 


and unexpired leases set for& on Exhibit C to tliis Sale Order shall not be assumed and assigned 


to tiit Purchaser. 


30. Nowithstanding anything herein So the contrary, the Purchased Assets and 


Assumed Contracts shall not include any licenses under 17 U.S.C. $5 112(e) or 114, or any 


ephemeral phonorecords created pursuant to a statutory license under 17 U.S.C. $ 1 12(@ without 


the consent ofthe copyright owners. 


31. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in this Order, the Asset 


Purchase Agroetnent or my other related sate documenis, to the extent tftat Debtors cannot 


obtain the nea%ssary consents (i.c. the Japan Required Consent and Ule Ncw Zealand Required 


Con={) to have the stock of DMX Music Japan and SKY UMX Music Limited transferred to 


THP Capstar prior to the sate closing date as set forth in the Asset Purchase Agreement 


(oottectively "3lle Japan atld New Zenland Contracts"), The Japan and New Zealand Conhacb 


shn!l not b assumed ar assignad ta TliP Capstar, and shall be deemed rejected as orthat date. 


32. All of the sale proceeds from the Safe other that1 .S 12 million (the 


"Retaincd Sale Ptoceods'kd all sale proceeds other than the Retained Salc P r o d s ,  including 







EXHIBIT C 







1. A t r o f S c 4 I c a F ~ r r n d  \7Pftb ;LM1 Umam &xn (1) hadcan 
Socfaty of Camp- Alftbcs and W d t n a  ("ASCAP"), Cu') &wrdcast and (iii) 
JtIAMWm- hl&g, wHxoat WMarr, tbc L4Wu Agmemnt dated June 14,20(W 
~ h ~ S o & t y o f  &mposan,AnW andeuWsharsdA8LMusicNehw~Irrc. 


a lttmptoymeat OPfrx Katmr dated January 23,2UO4 by aad ttahKccn Simn 
BexOl l c iadW Jnc, 


b ~ p b ~ t  Offerte#at d ~ t d  Jmwy 23. %XI4 by and bet- Timothy 
Seatan and DMX Music, hc. 


6. ErnpIoymtnt Apexmnt datad R h q  10. 2004 by and bcrwm Nick 
Wilm and Maxi& Aoqufsidon, bc. 


t, Bmploymont Agmmmt datcd M a y  1,2003 by and bctwoen Barry ICnittsl 
ahd M&de Aquisition, Lrc. 


f- ampl~ymcnt Agcccmcnt dated May 1,2004 by md betwwn Madc D. 
Rods and Maxide Acquisition, hc. 


g. EmpIopcnt Agwaent dated August 16,2004 by and between Roberr D. 
Baxtsr and Maxido Aoquisitica, kc. 


3. 'ib following nal proptrty ltascs; 


8. XndustLiQ1 MOM-Teaant Lease datcd October 6, 1999, as Brneaded or 
extended, by and between AMB b p c a y ,  LP. and DMX Mwic, Inc, 
f a d y  known ps D m ,  LIZ, for prPlmies in Orlando, Ronda. 


b. ham, aa amended or cxmdd, by and between AME losdtutional 
Mliaacd f ind I, LP,, and C)MX M&c, I%, for pnsariscs in ConcanJ. 
California. 


c, LcaseAmasam~nde;dwc;srtnd&byaadhoenadSsect 
P ~ ~ ~ T w z  LM: and DMX Music, h ~ ,  for p r e h  in N& 
(2aluW 







fN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 


FOR TI45 DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 


In re: ) Chapter I I 
1 


MAXIDE ACQUISITION, INC., et al.,' ) Case No. 05- 10429 (MFW) 
) (Jointly Administered) 


Debtors. 1 
(Re: Docket No. 20) 


ORDER: (1) APPROVING SALE BY DEBTORS OF SUl3STANTIALLY 
ALL OF THEIR OPEEUTING ASSETS FREE AM3 CLEAR OF ALL LIENS, CLAIMS, 


ENCUMBRANCES AND OTHER INTERESTS PURSUANT TO 
SECTIONS 363(b), ( f )  AND (m) OF TKE BANKRWTCY CODE, 


(11) ASSUMING AND ASSIGNING CERTAIN EXECUTORY CONTEUCTS 
AND UNEXPIIZED LEASES; AND (111) GRANTING IULATEI) REI,IEF 


This matter coming before the Court on tbe "Motion Of The Debtors For An 


Order: (I)  Approving Sale By Debtors Of Subsfantiailly All Of Their Operating Assets Free And 


Clear Of All Liens, Claims, Encumbrances and Ofher interests Pursuant 'Ib Sections 3 6 3 0 ,  @I 


And (m) Of The Banbuyicy Code, (Ilf Assuming And Assigning Cerlain Executory Confracts 


And Unexpired ixares, And (if/) Grunting Relared Relief' (the "Sale M~t ion" )~ ,  filed by the 


above-captioned debrors and debtors in possession (coIlectively, the "Debtorsl or the "Sellers"); 


the Court having reviewed the Sale Motion and having heard the statements of cou~lsel regarding 


the relief requested in the Sale Motion and having considered the evidence proffered in support 


of the relief requcstcd in the Sale Motion at a hearing before the Court (the "'Sale Hearing"); the 


1 The Debtors consist of die Following entities. Maxide Acquisition, Inc., a DeIaware corpomtiion; AEI Music 
Ketvvork, inc., a Washington corporarion, DMX Mustc, lnc., a Delaware corpomQoo, and TEMPO Sound, fnc., a 
Oklahoma corporalton 


2 Capimtizcd terms not ottterwisc defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the Final APA [as 
defined below). 
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Court finding that, intcr alia, (a) the Court has jurisdiction over &is matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 


$6 1 57 and 1 334; (b) this is a core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C. fj 1 57(bX2); (c) venue of 


these chapter 1 1 cases in this district: is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $9  I408 and 1409; and (d) 


notice of the Safe Motion and the Sale Hearing was sufficient under the circumstances, the Court 


having determined that the legal and factual bases set forth in the Sale Motion and in the record 


ar the Sale lJearing establish just cause for the relief granted herein and it appearing that the 


relief requested is in the best interest of the Debtors' estates, their creditors and other parties in 


interest; 


A. The Debtors filed petitions for rejief under chapter I 1  of the Bankruptcy Code on 
i 


February 14, 2005 (the "Petition Date") thereby commencing these jointly administered cases 


(the "Chapter 1 1 Cases") . 


B. On February 14, 2005, the Debtors also filed the Sale Motion. 


C. All parties expressing interest in bidding on all or any portion of the Purchased 


Assets were provided sufficient information by the Debtors to make an informed judgment as to 


whether to bid on all or any portion of the Purchased Assets. 


D. A Sale Auction of the Purchased Assets was held an May 9, 2005, at t :00 p.m. 


Eastern time at the ofices of Pachubki S'mg Ziehl Young Jones & Weintraub P.C., 919 N. 


Market Street 171h Floor, WiIm*on, Delaware. At the conclusion of such Sale Auction, TMI' 


Capstar inc., a Delaware corporation (together with its assigns and designees the "Purchaser") 


was selected to be the Purchaser of the Purct~ased Assets (the "Proposed Sale"). Purchaser is a 


newly formed entity unaffiliated with the Debtors or any of their equity interest hoiders. 







Adequate notice and opportunity to bid at the Sale Auction was provided by the Debtors to all 


creditors and parties in interest. 


E. There has been an adequate notice and opportunity for creditors and all parties in 


interest to appear and be Iteard on the Sale Motion. 


F. Based upon the representations tendered and evidence presented at the Sale 


Hearing, the Llebtors have articulated reasonable business judgment and have demonstrated good 


faith for seeking a prompt sale of the Purchased Assets. The Court finds that a prompt saIc of the 


Purchased Assets is required if the Debtors and their estates are to obtain maximum value from 


the Purchased Assets. C o n s m a t i o n  ofthe Proposed Sale will result in the maximization of the 


value of the Debtors' estates. The Court firthcr finds that approval of the Proposed Sale is in the 


best interests of the Debtors' estates and their creditors and, after consideration of all salient 


factors, there are good and sufficient business justifications for the Proposed Sale contemplated 


by the Sale Motion, outside of the context of a plan of reorganization or liquidation, and that the 


required standard of a "sound business purpose" has been established. 


G, Due and adequate notice and an opportunity to be heard in accordance with all 


applicable laws, the Overbid Procedures Order and the Final M A  (as defined below) were given 


to all creditors and interested parties in the Chapter 11 Cases and arty and all other affected or 


kitererested parties, including, but not limited to, all federal and state enviromental and taxing 


authorities. 


W. Based upon the representations tendered and evidenrx presented, the Purcfiaser is 


a good faith purchaser for value within the meaning of section 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code 


and is entitled to all protectiom thereof. The Court finds that the negotiations tvitil the Purchaser 







of the applicable asset purchase agreement and all exhibits and schedules thereto (as heretofore 


modified or amended, coliectiveiy, the "Final APA")3 and all actions of the parties to the Final 


APA with respect to the Proposed Sale were at arms' length and in good faith. Further, there is 


no evidence of the existence of any agreement among potential bidders to control Ihe bidding 


process or the Purchase Price that would permit the Final APA or the transactions conternpiated 


thereby to be voided under $ 363(n) of the Bankruptcy Code. The terms of the Proposed Sale are 


fair, and the Purchase Price represents the highest and otherwise best offer for the Purchased 


Assets m d  constitldks reasonably equivalent value for thc Purchased Assets. 


1. 'The provisions of sections 365(b) and 365(f) of the Bankruptcy Code have been 


satisfied with respect to the Assumed Contracts that axe ta be assumed and assigned to the 


Purchases. 'i'hc provisions of Section 365[b) of the Banhptcy Code have been satisfied with 


respect to the Debtors' assurnpLiorl of the Final APA. 


J ,  The conditions under Sections 363th) and 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code 


providing for the Debtors' sale of the Purchased Assets to Purchaser free and clear of any and $1 


Liens, Claims, Encumbrances (as d e h d  below) and other interests have been satisfied. 


Pursuant to Section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code, except for the Asswned Liabilities under the 


Final APA, Purchaser is not a successor of or to any of the Debtors for any fixed or contingent, 


known or udnown Lten, Claim, Encumbrance or other interest against any of the Debtors or any 


of the PurcIiascd Assets lncluditrg but not limited to any Claims held by Broadcast Music, Inc. 


3 A true and carrecr copy of the Final APA (exclusive of  schedula but inclustve of rhc First Amendmect 
atu.ched thcrcro) 1s attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein for all purposes. 







("BMI") or the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP") against any 


of the Debtors. 


K. By this Sale Order, the Debtors are not assuming and sball not be deemed to have 


assumed any license or other agreements or obligations with BMI and ASCAP. Purchaser is not 


assuming or taking an assignment of any license or other contracts or obligations the Debtors 


have with BMI and ASCAP. Any and all Claims BM1 and ASCAP have or may wish to assert 


with respect to such licenses or other agreements shall not be asserted against the Purchaser. 


L. AII findings of fact and conclusions of law made on the record of the Saie 


Hearing are incorporated herein by reference. Findings of fact that constitute conclusions of law 


shall be considered as such and vise versa. 


ACCORJIINGLY, IT IS IIEREBY ORDERED THAT: 


1. The Sale Motion is granted on the terms and conditions set forth hercin. 


The Final APA and the transactions contemplated thereby are approved on the terms and 


conditions set h r t h  herein, and, to thc extent the Final APA was entered into prepetition between 


the Debtors and the Purchaser, such Final APA is hereby assumed by the Debtors pursuant to 


Section 365 orthe Bankruptcy Code. 'To the extent that any of the terms of this Sale Order may 


conflict with the Final APA, this Sale Order shall controi. 


2. Debtors are authorized to and shall sell, assign, tfansfer and deliver to the 


Purchaser, and the Purchaser shall purclxase, acquire: and take assignment and delivery of the 


Purchased Assets in accordance with the terms and condirions of the Final APA and this Sale 


Order, 







3.  The Court retains jurisdiction for the purpose of enibrcing the provisions 


of the Final APA and this Sale Order and determining any disputes arising therefrom, protecting 


the Purchaser or any of the Purchased Assets from and against any Liens, Claim, Encumbrances 


and other interests, and adjudicating any and ail remaining issues concerning the Debtors' right 


and authority to assume and assign the Assumed Contracts and the Purchaser's rights and 


obligations with respect to such assignment and existence of any default under any Assumed 


Contract. 


4. Debtors are authorized to seH the P m c h a d  Assds pursuant to smtions 


363(b), (f) and (m) and 365 of the Bankruptcy Code free and clear of any and all Liens, Claims, 


Encurnbrances and other interests, with such Liens, Claims, Encumbrances and other interests to 


attach to tlie sale proceeds of the Purchased Assets with the same validity, priority and perfection 


as existed immediately prior to such sale. 


5 .  Purchaser and Debtors are authorized to close the Proposed Sale 


immediately upon entry of this Sale Order. 


6.  Upon failure to con.summate the Proposed Sale of the Purchased Assets 


because of a breach or faifure on the paft of the Purchaser, the Debtors may select in thcir 


business judgment, and in consultation with the Agent and Creditors' Committee (as these latter 


two tenns are defined in the Sale Motion), the next highest or otherwise best Qualified Bid(s) to 


be the Successful Uid(s) fas: tllese latter ttvu terns are defined in the Overbid Procedures Order) 


without ftll~her order of the Court. 


7, 'fhe Purchaser is found to be a good faith purchaser within the meaning of 


section 363trn) of thc Bankruptcy Code and shali be entitled to the protections af'forded a good 







faith purchaser pursuant to such section. The Purchaser has acted in "good faith" in connection 


with the Proposed Sale. 


8. The Closing of the Proposed Sale of the Purchased Assets may take place 


even if a party in interest appeals this Sale Order, so long as this Sale Order has not been stayed. 


9. Upon the closing of the Proposed Sale, the Debtors are hereby authorized 


and directed, pursuant to Bankruptcy Code $§ 363 and 365, to assume and assign the Assumed 


Contracts to the Purchaser. Upon the closing of the Proposed Sale, (a) the Purchaser shall pay, in 


accordance with the terms and conditions of the Final APA, to each of the cotmtelqzarties to the 


Assumed Contracts the Cure Amount as set forth in Exhibit B attached hereto, which payment 


shall be in full and final satisfaction of dI obligations and as full compensation to the 


counterpartics for any pecuniary losses under the Assumed Contracts pursuant to BankrUptcy 


Codc 9 365(b)(1); and (b) Debtors are author id  and directed to make any payments required of 


Debtors to be paid in conjunction with the Proposed Sale. Payment ofthe Cure Amounts to the 


counterparties shall be made as soon as practicable after the entry of this Safe Order and closing 


of the Proposed Sale. 


10. The Assumed Contracts will be assigned to the Purchaser, and will remain 


valid and binding and in full force and effect in accordance with their respcctivc terms for the 


benefit of the Purchaser, notk&smding any provision in such cantracts or leases (including 


those des~ribcd in sections 365@)(2) and ( f ) ( I )  and (3 )  ofthe B d r u p t c y  Code), or applicable 


law that prohibits, restricts or cor~ditions such assignment or transfer or firminates or modiees or 


pennits a party other than the Debtors to terminate or modify such Assumed Contracts on 


account of such assigmcnt or transfer, including, without limitation, ail preferential rights or 







rights of f i a t  refusal of any kind or nature whatsoever, pursuant to Bankruptcy Code 365ff); 


provided that such prohibition, nzsteiction or condition on assignment or transfer shall be negated 


only with respect to tmnsfers and assignments effected pursuant to the Final APA and the Sale 


Order, and that such prohibitions, restrictions and conditions on assignment shall otherwise 


remain in MI force and effect and a part of the contract or lease so assigned or transferred. 


1 1. The Final AI'A and all Assumed Contracts that are assigned to the 


Purchaser and such other contracts entered into by any of the Debtors as are necessary to 


effectuate the transactions contemplated in the Finial APA are enforceable pursuant to their terms 


and applicable law. 


12, The Debtors are further authorized and directed to take any and all actions 


reasonably necessary or appropriate to consummate the proposed assignment of the Assumed 


Contracts to the Purchaser, as specified in the Sale Motion and in the Final APA, except for the 


Purchaser's obligation to pay the Cure Amounts as provided herein and in the Final AIJA. The 


Purchaser shall have no liability for any defaults under the Assumcd Contracts (except as may be 


specified in the Final APA or with respect to the payment of the Cure Amounts) that occurred 


prior to the assignment of the Assumed Contracts and the Purchaser has provided adequate 


assurance of future performance of and under the Assumed Contra& within the meaning of 


Section 365@)(i)(C) of the Bankruptcy Code. Pursuant to Bankruptcy Code 5 365{k), the 


Debtors are relieved of any Liability for any breach of any Assurned Contracts occurring after the 


assignment of such Assumed Contracts to the Purchaser. 


13. There shall be no rent accelerations, assignment fees, increases (including 


advertising or royalty rates) ar any other fees charged to the Purchaser as a result of the 







assumption, assignment and sale of the Assumed Contracts. The validity of the assumption, 


assignment and sale to the Purchaser shall not be affected by any dispute between any of the 


Debtors or their afiliates and another party to an Assumed Contract regarding the payment of 


any amount, including any Cure Amount under the Bankruptcy Code. 


14. This Sale Order is and shall be effective as a determination that, upon 


closing of the Proposed Sale under the Final APA, all liens, claims, rights, Encumbrances and 


other interests (except for Permitted Liens under the Final APA) existing as to the Purchased 


Assets conveyed to the Purchaser have been and hereby are terminated and declared to be 


unconditionally relased, discharged and terminated solely as to the Purchased Assets (and 


expressly excluding the Exduded Assets and/or sale proceeds of the Purchased Assets), and such 


determination shall be binding upon and govern the acts of all persons and entities, including all 


filing agents, filing officers, administrative agencies or units, gavemental  departments or units, 


secretaries o f  state, federal, state and iacai officials and ali other persons and entities who may be 


required by operation of law, the duties of their office, or contract, to accept, file, register or 


otherwise record or release any documents or instnments, or who may be required to report or 


insure any Gtle or state of title inor to any of the Purchased Assets conveyed to the Purchaser. 


Each of the Pilrchwer and the Debtors s h d  take such further steps and execute such Further 


documents, assignments, instnunenis and papcrs a$ shall be reasonably requested by the other to 


implement and eKeetuate the -actiorts conternplated in this Sale Order and the Final APA. 


Subject to closing of the Proposed Sale under the Final APA, dl liens, claims, rights, 


Encumbranes arid orher interesls (except for Permi&& Liens) of record as of the date of this 


Sale Order shatl be forthwith removed and stricker, as against the Purchased Assets (and 







expressly excluding the Excluded Assets andlor sale proceeds of the Puwhased Assets). All 


persons or entities described in this paragraph are authorized and spe~ificaliy directed to sfrike 


all such recorded liens, claims, rights, Encumbrances and other interests (except for Permitted 


Liens) against the Purchased Assets (and expressly exciuding the Excluded Assets andor sale 


proceeds of the Purchased Assets) from their records, ofjFtcial and otherwise. 


15. AH persons or entities that have filed statements or other documents or 


agreements evidencing Iiens, claims, rights, Encumbrances and other interests (except for 


Perrnittcd Liens) are hereby directed to deliver to the Debtors or the Purchaser prior to the 


closing of the sale of the Purchased Assets to the Purchaser, in proper form for filing and 


executed by the appropriate parties, termination statements, instruments of satisfaction, releases 


of liens and encumbrances, and any other documents necessary for the purpose of documenting 


the reiease of all Iiens, claims, rights, Encumbrances and other interests (except Permitted Liens) 


that the person or entity has or may assert with respect to any of the Purchased Assets. In thc 


event that any such person or entity should hii or rehse to colnply with thc requirements of this 


paragraph, the Debtors and/or the Purchaser are hereby authorized to execute and file such 


statements, instruments, releases and other documents on behalf of such persons or entity with 


respect to any of the Purctlased Assets (and expressly excluding the Excluded Assets and/or sale 


proceeds of the I'urchased Assets). 


lo. On the Closing Date, all right, title and tritetest in and to the Purchased 


Assets shall be imediately vested in the Purchaser pursuant to B&ptcy Code 9s 363(bj and 


( f )  and 365, free and clear of any znd all liens (including but not limited to any and all ""ens" as 


defined in Banhp tcy  Godc rj 101(37), except the Permitted Liens ("Liens")), claims (including 







but not limited to any and all "claims" as defined in Bankfuptcy Code 101f5) and Liabilities, 


except the Assumed Liabilities ("Claims")), mortgages, deeds of trust, guarantees, security 


agreements, security interests, pledges, options, servitudes, liens, hypothecations, charges, 


employee benefits and obligations, rights of first refusai or set-off, restrictions, encumbrances 


and other interests in or with respect to any of the Purchased Assets (including without limitation 


any options or rights to purchase such property and any mechanic's or tax liens), whether 


asserted or unasserted, whether known or unknown, whether arising prior to or subsequent to the 


filing of the Debtors' Chapter I I Cases, whether imposed by agreement, understanding, Iaw, 


equity or otherwise (collectively, the "Encumbrances") (all of the foregoing are subject to the 


exception of the Permitted Liens), with such Encumbrances to attach to the sale proceeds of the 


Purchased Assets with the samc validity, priority and perfection as existed immediately prior to 


such sale. 


17. Except for the Assumed Liabilities under the Final APA, the Purchaser 


shall not be tiablc for any Ctaims against the Debtors, and the Purchaser shall have no successor 


or vicarious liabilities of any kind or character whether known or unknown, whether asserted or 


unasserted, as of the Closing Date, now existing or hereafier arising, whether fixed or contingent, 


with respect to any of the Debtors. Except for the Assumed Liabilities under the Final APA, 


under no circumstance will the Purchaser be deemed a successor of or to arty of the Debtors for 


any f i x d  or co:jtingent, krtown or unknovvm Lien, Claim, liability, Encumbrance or other interest 


against any of the Debtors or any of the Purchased Asxts, arid tile Purchaser shdl have no 


liability as a successor to any of the Debtors. The sale, transfer, assigment and delivery of tile 


Purchased Assets sirail not bc subject to any such Liens, Claims, Encumbra~ces or otl~er 







interests, except for the Permitted Liens and Assumed Liabilities as provided under the Final 


APA, including but not limited to the Debtors9 obligations under the Assumed Contracts to the 


extent such obligations arise after the Closing Date or as otherwise provided in the Final APA. 


All counterparties to Assumed Contracts shall have no recourse against Purchaser or the 


Purchased Assets to satisfy any default by Debtors (other than Cure Amounts which Purchaser is  


required to pay under the Final APA and any other Assumed Liabilities); instead such 


counterparties shall look solely to Debtors or to the proceeds of sale. 


18. This Sale Order is not a determination as to whether the Pwchascr is 


entided to obtain my licenses under the RMI or ASCAP consent decrees (as such consent 


decrees are described in their respective objections -Docket Nos. 299 and 3091, nor is it a 


determination regarding the rates and terms upon which any sucll license may be granted, 


provided, however, that the foregoing is not intended to and shall not in any way limit the scope 


and effect of any other provision of this Sale Order. 


19. Pursuant to Bankruptcy Code Sections 105(a) and 363, the Court hereby 


issucs a permanent injunction against the holders of any Liens, Claims, Encumbrances or other 


interests against any of the Debtors or the Purchased Assets with respect to assertion of or taking 


any action to collect or enforce such Liens, Claims, Encumbrances or other interests against any 


of the Purcfiased Asxts or Purcl-iaser except for tile Assumed 1,iabilities and Pcrrnitted Liens. 


Pursuant to Scetion 36319 of the Bankruptcy Code, any and all Cfaims that BMI or ASCAP have 


or may wish to assea with respect to m y  licenses or other agreements with the Debtors shall not 


he asserted against the Purchaser. 







20. All persons or entities who are presently, or on the Closing M e  may be, 


in possession of any of the Purched  Assetr, are hereby directed to sunendcr possession of the 


Purchased Assets to the Purchaser on the Closing Date. 


2 1. Effective as of the Closing Date, Debtors and their estates shall be deemed 


(without further actions or order of the Court) to have sold to Purchaser and immediately 


thereafter to have released and discharged ail of their right, title and interest in and to all claims, 


causes of action, choses in action, rights ofrecovery or setoff of any kind (including any 


preference or other avoidance claim) against any Person (ww) who is a Seller Subsidiary, (xx) 


who is a counterparty to an Assumed Contract (excluding any employment agreements), (yy) 


who holds an Assumed Liability; provided, however, that (i) clauses (xx) and (yy) shall not 


include any claims, causes of action, choses in action, rights of recovery or setoff of any kind 


(including any preference or other avoidance claim under the Bankruptcy Code) that are 


unrelated to the applicable Assumed Conlract or Assumed Liability; (ii) such release and 


discharge by the Sellers shall not affect, in any way, any claims, causes of action, choses in 


action, rights of recovery or setoff by the Purchaser against any Person (including, without 


limitation, any Person identified in ciauscs (ww), (xx), (yy), or above). Effective as of the 


Closing Date, Debtois arid their estates slzall also be deemed (without further actions or order of 


the Court) to have sold ta Purchaser ancl immediately tilereafter to have released and discharged 


all of their right, title and interest in and to all preference and other avoidance claims and causes 


of action existing by virtue of the Bankruptcy Code against any Person who is an officer, 


director, employee or agent of any Debtor and who is employed by Purchaser or any subsidiary 
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of Purchaser immediately after Closing, but only to the extent that such cfairns and causes of 


ac'tion involve aggregate transfers of less than $5,000. 


22. Except to the extent provided in the Final APA, Purchaser shall have no 


liability or responsibiiity for any Claim against or TAabifities of any of the Debtors, any Affiliate 


of any Debtor or any insider of any Debtors or any Lien or Encumbrance, other than the 


Assumed Liabilities and Permitted Liens. 


23. The Debtors are hereby autllorized and directed (i) to make all payments 


specified in clauses (i) through (viii) of Section 5.02@) of the Final APA as deductions from the 


Purchase Price at Closing, and all payments required by Sections 5.04(c), (e)  and (f), Section 


9.01 (a) (subject to a $1 00,000 cap with respect to cons~deration necessary to obtain Required 


Conse~its) and 9.01 (h), 9.10 and Section 9.1 1 (subject to a $15,000 cap) of the Final APA, and 


(ii) to make all payments that are required to be made by Debtors under Article XIV of the Final 


APA after the Closing Date solely from the Iioldbslck Amount (as def ncd in Section 14.06 of 


the Final APA), and provide that all such payments shall be (x) dccmed allowed administrative 


expenses of the Dcbtors' estates under $ 503(b) of the Bankruptcy Code (but in the case of 


Debtors' payments under Article XTV of the Final APA limited in recourse to the WoIdback 


Amount), (y) senior in right of payment to any of Debtors' creditors (including, without 


limitation, the Secured Lenders) and (2) senior in priority to any and ali Liens on the Debtors' 


property (including, without limitation, Liens of the Secured Creditors); provided, however, that 


the payment of all amowrts owing by Debtors under Articlc XN shatl be limited in recourse 


solely 2 0  the Hoidback Amount, and consequently shall not be made from any other property of 


Debtors ar proceeds thereof and shall not be senior in right of paytnent to, or senior in priority to 







any Liens of, any of Sellers' creditors with respect to any property of Debtors other than the 


HoIdback Amount. 


24. Each and every term and provision of this Sale Order shail be binding in 


all respects upon the Purchaser, the Debtors, the Debtors' bankruptcy estates, the Debtors' 


creditors, all persons or entities holding an interest in any of the Dcbtors, including, without 


limitation, any person or entity purporting to hold Liens, Claims, Encumbrances or other 


interests against all or any portion of the Purchased Assets. The Final APA and the transactions 


and instmments contemplated thereby shall be enforceable against and binding upon and shall 


not be subject to rejection or avoidance by the Debtors or any chapter 7 or chapter 1 f trustee for 


any of the Debtors or their estates gr any other person or entity on behalf of any Debtor. 


25. Nothing in this Sale Order is intended to or shaH be deemed to modify the 


terms of the Find APA except . as . expressly provided l~erein. 
* ,:* 


26. The Final APA may be modified, amended, or supplemented by the 


parties thereto, in a writing signed by both parlies, with the written consent of the Agent and 


Creditors' Committee, in accordance with the terms thereof without further order of the Court, 


provided chat any such modification, amendment, or supplement is not material. The terms and 


provisions of this Sale Order shall inure to the benefit of and shall be fiiliy enforceable by 


Purchaser's successors and assigns. 


27. This Sale Order shall be effective immediately upon entry pursuant to 


Rule 7062 arid 901 4 of the Federal Ruies of Bankruptcy Procedure. 


28. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, but subject in ail respcts 


to paragraph 22 and 23 of this Sale Order, the terms and conditions of that cemin Interim Order 







(1) Authorizing Debtors To incur Post-Petition Secured Indebtedness, (2) Granting Security 


Interests And Priority Claims Pursuril~t To 1 1 U.S.C. fj 364, (3) Granting Adequate Protectiot~ 


(4) Modifying Automatic Stay And (5) Setting Final Hearing, entered by fhis Court on February 


14,2005 (or subsequent final order) (the "DIP Order") are in full force and effect and all sale 


proceeds of the Purchased Assets payable to the Debtors under the Final APA shall be subject to 


and treated in accordance with the DIP Order. 


29. Nothwistanding anything herein to the contrary, the executory contracts 


and unexpired leases set forth an Exhibit C to this Sale Order shall not be assumed and assigned 


to tile Purchaser. 


30. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the Purchased Assets and 


Assumed Contracts shall not include any licenses under 17 [J.S.C. $$ 1 12(e) or 114, or any 


ephemeral phonorecords created pursuant to a statutory license under 17 U.S.C. fj 1 12(e) without 


the consent of the copyright owners, 


3 1.  Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in (his Order, the Asset 


Purchfise Agreement or any other related sale documents, to the extent that Debtors emnot 


obtain the necessary consents (i.c. the Japan Required Consel~t and the Ncw Zealand Required 


Consent) to have the stock of DMX Music Japan and SKY DMX Music Limited transferred to 


TWP Capstar prior to the sale closing date as set forth in the Asset Purchase Agreement 


(coltectively "'Ttle Japan and New Zealand Contracts"), The Japsn and New Zealand Contracts 


shalf not be assumed or  a s s i g d  to 'I'fiP Capstar, and shall be deemed rejccted as ofthat date. 


32. A11 of the sale proceeds from the Sde other that1 $12 million (the 


"Reained Sale Proceeds" and all sale p rom& othcr than the Retaincd Sa!e P r o d s ,  including 







my post-closing proceeds, collectively, the "Distributed Sale Proceeds") shall be remitted to the 


Agent on befaif of the Agent and Lenders for provisional appfication to the Indebtedness in 


accordance with, and as defined in, the final debtor-in-possession financing (the "Financing 


Order") and subject to the reservation of rights provisions of Paragraph 12 of the Financing 


Order; provided, however, that the Lenders shall be severally, but not jointly, responsible for any 


obligation to return or otherwise disgorge any portion of the Distributed Sale Prweeds that was 


remitted by the Agent to the Lenders, and the Agent shall not have any liability with respect to 


any portion of the Distributed Sale Proceeds required to be returned or othenvise disgorged 


(other than any portion of the Distributed Sale Proceeds retained by the Agent for application to 


any Indebtedness owed to the Agent in its capacity as Agent) and the Agent's indemnification 


and expense reimbursement rights vis-a-vis the Lenders pursuant to the DIP Credit Documents 


and the Pre-Petition Loan Documents shail remain in fuil force and effect. The amount of the 


Retained Proceeds shall not be probative of how the sale proceeds from the Sale arc allocable to 


the Purchased Assets, and all parties reserve all of their rights with respect thereto. 


Dated: May b, 2005 
Honorable MGy P. Wafrath 
Chief Judge, United States Bankruptcy Court 


for tile District of Delaware 







Notice of use of Sound Recordings 
under Statutory License 


United States Copyright Of ice 


i i ;  J , ia ,dan<c \i;tt, 37crr, 270.;: 2.c  ::.;:-.s:r.:r.sion service n a z e d  be!a..-: hcrchy ftles 114th !he library of 
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ilz(e: o r  liqid!(?j. or hoth. of t~l le  1; of the U ? ~ : i e a S l f i i ~ ~  Code, as amended hvPuhlic Law ~ o d - j y ,  joy Stat. 
336, and Puhiic Law log-3oq, 112 slat. 2660. 


Plenac enclose a check or money order for the szo  nonrefundable filing fee, 
payable lo "liegisier of Copyrights': Mail to: 


Check, vapplitable: Copyrighi Ariiirruiion Royofty Punrl 
*mended filing . .~Tx: Lic~tis7ng L)ivi>ion 


P. 0. BOX 70977 
Sni~rhw~tr  S~nc.orr 
\n/ashrngr*in, D C. 20024-oqoo 


Please type ol print the requested ;nforn~ation for each item. If this is an amended filing, please indicate 
which item contains new infor~; : izr :  by checking the new information box to the left of that item. 


New lnjonnation 
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p ; ~ ~ j , , ~ ~  adores: 63C ~ ~ n r r r e s s  Avenue. Suite 1400, Austin, Texas 78701 
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C b Nature of license 3 r d  category cf se-vlce (Cneck air tnat apply) 


a Statutory l~censefor digital trartrmisstons, 77 U S.C $ llq(d){~) 


d Preexlsrirtg s~lhscr~pliorl service Ed El~gibic nuit->uhacripiit)n iranhrnission service 


3 Frecriiting xitrilite dig;!zl a d l o  radio irriricr d Nrlr subscription service (%*' 4w nd.a~eyis'rq SubSviphtw, S & ~ * * C C >  


b Statutory ltcenrefor making ephemeral phonorecords, 17 U.S.C. 8 nz(e) 


rd Preexisting subscription service 
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D 7 Date or expected date of 


a in:tioid,gtfal transrntsrlon o j a  round recordrng june 3. 2005 


b inttioi use of the secttor; 7?2(e: !:cen$efor the  purpose 


making ~ p h e n i ~ r a i  recordings 01 sound rf-torarngs 


C 8 Cfficei or authorized reptesenta'iive of service 


d 8 i l d l i i C  KT!:!!? L 'f'channan, Exc! 
, - 
i; K i r  !erz! recresentative, Wiley Rein & Fjeldine 
i Date 


c Signature 
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Pepper -- Hamilton hnomrw ar LLP LAW 


Mrrcuio Plaza, S u m  51 00 
1313 Marker Street 
P.Q. Box 170'2 
Wiirningron, UE L9899-3709 
302.777.6500 
Fax 302.42 1.8390 


Uand B. Stratton 
direct dial 302-773-0566 


srranond@pepperlaw.com 


August 9,2005 


VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 


Patrick Breeland, Esq. 
Vinson & Elkins LLP 
Terrace 7 
280 1 Via Fortuna, Suite 1.00 
Austin, TX 78746 


Re: THP Ca~star,  Inc. ("Ca~star") 


Dear Mr. Breeland: 


As you may recaI1, lhis firm represents SoundExehange, Inc. in the chapter I 1 
proceedings filed by Maxide Acquisition, kc. ("Maxide") and its related entities. 
SoundExchange has advised us that Capsrar filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings Under 
Statutory License (an "Initial Notice") with the United States Copyright Office on June 3,2005, 
identifying Capstar as operating a preexisting subscription service ("PES"), an eiigible non- 
subscription transmission service, and a new subscription service for digital audio transmissions 
of sound recordings under 17 U.S.C. 8 1 l4(d)(2). The Initial Notice also has a handwritten 
comment rhat the new subscription service statutory license was selected "to the extent [Capstar 
is] not a preexisting subscrjptjon service," Based on the nature of the transaction approved by 
the Court, the provisions of the Asset Purchase Agreement ("APA), the order approving the sale 
(the "Sale Order") and statements made by counsel for Capstar and Maxide in support of the 
sale, the position that Capstar is entitled to operate a PES is untenable and may have unintended 
consequences of which we thought you should be aware. 


As you know, Capstar only acquired certain assets of Maxide. It did not acqaaife 
the equity interest in Maxide and it did not acquire Maxide's business in its entirety. 
Specificafly, among other things, neither the APA nor the Sale Order provide for the transfer of 
Maxide's rights as a PES to Capsrar, To the contrary, the APA and the Safe Order both 
expficitly provide that the copyright licenses owned by Maxide were not transferred to Capstar. 
Because the licenses held by Maxide and its status as a PES are inex~ricahIy intertwined, it is 
impossible for Capstar to qualify as a PES. 
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Patrick Breeland, Esq. 
August 9,2005 
Page 2 


The Sale Order and the record at the sate hearing aIso refute the position Capstar 
now wishes to take in front of the Copyright Office. At Capstar's insistence, the Sale Order 
contains a finding that Capstar "is a newly formed entity unaffiliated with the Debtors or any of 
the equity interest holders." As you will recall, this was a key po~nt in Judge Walrath's ruling 
that Capstar was not a successor to Maxide. You will dso  recall that Capstar argued at great 
length that it could not and should not be considered Maxide's successor ~ r r  response to 
arguments raised by BMI and ASCAP. Capstar cannot now argue that it is Maxide's successor 
when it comes to being a PES. 


If Capstar persists in its position that it is the successor to Maxide's business, 
SoundExchange reserves the right to take the position that Capstat- is liable for all unpaid 
royalties, late fees and other charges (which may exceed $2 miltion) that Maxide owes to 
SoundExchange. Of course, other crediton, as well as BMI and ASCAP, may also use Capstar's 
position in the Copyright Office to persuade Judge Walrath that Capstar should be considered as 
Maxide's successor for purposes of being liable for claims against Maxide. 


Once you have had a chance to discuss this letter and the Issues it raises with your 
client, f would appreciate it if you would advtse me if Capstar intends to pursue its status as a 
PES in the Copyright Office. Capslar must make ~ t s  first royalty payment to SoundExchange by 
August 14,2005, far any reproductions or transmissions of sound recordings it made under the 
Section 1 12 and 1 14 statutory licenses during the period June 3-30,2005, and SoundExchange 
has asked us to inform you of its position so that Capstar can avoid any tiability for failing to pay 
the proper royalty rates. I look forward to hearing From you 


David B. Stration 


cc: Gary R. Greenslejn 


DBSlnb 


WL: ri73592 vl(3PXQDi' UOC) 







August 17,2005 


VIA FACSIMILE & CBRTIIgIllf) MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUmTED 


Mr, L. Barry Knittel 
Senior Vice President 
Rusiness Affairs - Worldwide 
DMX Music 
11400 W. Olyrnptc Blvd., Suitc 1 j00 
b s  Angeles, CA 90064 


Re: Notifictltion of V~olstion of Storurory License 'or 
Failure to Pay Rcquired Royalties 


Dear Barry; 


We are in receipt of your August 9, 2005 letter for DMX MUSIC (Capstar) 
Inc, for Reside~rtial Services and a check in the 


amount of Account submitted with the check indicates 
, which mcnns that DMX paid a royalty q u a 1  to 


June 3-30,2005 ( odivided c arc unaware of any statutory license that has n royn ty rate of*. 
iind therefore decm this payment to be incomglctc and in violation of the payment 
provisions for any iicense for which this payment is putyortedly made, 


As we have previousfy informed you, Capstar is 11ot entitled to the rates available 
fox Preexisting Subscriptioll Services, Among other Ixasoru, Capstar specifically 
obtntned In [he Sale Order issued by the bankruptcy court language that r t  "is a newly 
formed entity unaffiliated with the Debtors as any of the equity interest holders." Capstar 
also argued that it was not a succesfor to Maxide/DMX. We therefore do not uclderstand 
how Gapstar can cln~rn to be a successor when i t  corncs to enjoying the below-market 
rates establtshed for the Preexisting Subscriptton Servlces but not one when f t  comes to 
the unpaid I~abilit~es that arose from DMX's failure to pay statutory royalties as required, 


As you know, rn order to avoid liability for copyright infringement a service must 
pay the roytilt~es er;pabltshed for the appltcable license. i7 U.S.C. 5 I14(f)(4f(B)f1). 
Capst81 took rhc posttion tn the Bankruptcy Court thdt ~t was rtot a successor Lu DMX 
'!'herefore, the only rates rhal art: avallablc to Cdpstar for its subserrption tra~lsmissions 







Mr. L. Hany Knittel 
August 17,2005 
Page 2 of 2 


are thosc far New Subscription Services. Thc wtes presently available to New 
Subscription Serv~ces are those set forth in 37 C.F.R. 5 262.3{a)(2), If you are unable to 
measure ithe number of "prf'o~mances" (defined tenn) or "aggregate tuning hours" 
(defined term) for Capstar's residential trartsmissions, then you would have to pity 
roya)ties under the "Percentage of Subscription Service Revenues Option." 37 C.F.R4 
$ 262e3(it)(2}(11 t ) .  


I f  Cnpstnr pcisists in claiming that i t  is now a successor to DMX for purposes of 
copyright statutory licenses notwithstanding its position before thc bankruptcy court, 
SoundExchange and its copylight owner members reserve all of their fights to pursue 
clarrns ng~ins t  Capstat in eittlei the bankruptcy court or federal district court should 
DMX's unpaid stntutory liability remain unpaid. 


Without waiving any of our tights or those af the copyright 
SoundExchange will deposit the aforerncntioned check in the amourlt of 


received. 


paniiil pnymenr for the royalties due for R New Subscription 
of 0.75% per rnailtfi w11l be due for any unpaid royaltics from the duc date urltil the date 


i31case du not hesigate lo call me if you have any questians. 


G~L& R ,  Greenstein 
General Counsel 







September 19,2005 


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTfPlEn MAIL 
RETURN RKCEII'T REQUESTED 


Mr. L,. Barry Knittel 
Setlios Vice President 
Busiiless Affairs - Worldwide 
DMX Music 
1 1400 W. Olympic BIvd,, Suite 1 100 
Los Angeles, CA 90064 


Re: Notificati~tl o f  Paycnetlt of Incorrect Roynltjes 


Dew Bar~y: 


We received a check fsom an allity identified as "DMX2" in the a~l~ount of 
-011 September 15, 2005 for' July 2005 royalties for a Residential Service. This 
payment was received one day after the due date for July 2005 payments, In addition, 
illis pay~nel~t is calculated tinder the rates available to preexisting smbscl~iytiotr services, 


As you know, SoundExchange believes that Cnpst~r is 11ot entitled to pay 
royal ties at the rates availnbie for preexisting subsctiption servjoes, We are therefore 
accepting this payment as partial satisfactioil of the actual liability that is due for 
DMXZ's transmissions to residential customess, and SoundOxchange anti its copytYtigl~t 
owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue claims against DMX2 for its failure to 
pay royalties under the approl)kate riites, 


cc: Britcc Joseph 







-- - . 
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October 18,2005 


VIA FACSIMILIli: & CER'rIPIED MAXL 
RBTUIUV RECEIPT R E Q m T E D  


Ms. L. Barry Kni ttel 
Senior Vice President 
Business Affairs - Worldwide 
DMX Music 
11400 W r  Olyinpic Blvd., S~~i te  1100 


Re: Notificatia, of Pavmnent OF incotr-cct Rovaltiis 1 
Dear Bary:  


We scccived a check from nn etllity identified as "DMX'L" i ~ t  the amoutlt of 
on October 14,2005 for August 2005 royalties for a Residei~tial Service, 
ed in your phone coll of October 17,2005 with my colleague Kyle Punn that 


this payment is calculated under the rates nvailable to preexisting subsct~ption set-vices. 


As you know, Sout~dExchange bclieves that Capstas, the pur6chaser* of some but 
not all of the assets of DMX, IJIG,, is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for 
preexisting sobscl-iption services, We ate thesefore acmpting this paytnent as partial 
satisfaction of the actual liability that is dm for DMX2's tra~tsmissior~s to residentiiil 
customers, and SoundHxchnngc and its copyright owner lnembers xpserve all of their 
rights to pussue claims agait~st DMXZ cad Caystar for its failure to pay royalties under 
the appropriate rates, 







December 19,2005 I 
VIA FACSIMILE & CERTXk'IED MAIL 
RETURN IIECEIPT REQUESTED 


Mr. L, Bnlzy Ktlittel 
Senior Vice President 
Business Affairs - Worldwide 
DMX Music 
11400 W, Olympic Blvd,, Suite 1 100 
Los Angels, CA 90064 


Re: Notification of Psvmerlt of Incon.ect Royalties 


Dent. Barry: 


We received a check from nn entity identified as "DMX2' in the an~ount of 
ber 14,2005 for September 2005 royalties and a check in the 
on December 14,2005 for October 2005 royalties, Both of these 


payments are identified as being trpplied to the Resideritial Service ntld calculated at the 
rttk available for preexisting subscriptio~l services (7.25% of residential revet~ue). 


As you know, SoundExcharlge is firm in its belief that Capstar, the iturchnser of 
sotne but not all of tile assets of DMX, I~Ic., is no1 entitled to pay royalties st the rates 
available for presx~sting subscriptiot~ services, In fact, as our outside cout~sel hns 
previously infos~ned counsel to TIEP Capstar, Inc. ("Capstar"), both the Asset Purchase 
Agreement and the bankruptcy court's order approving the sale of some but not all of 
DMX's assets (the ''Sale Order") explicitly provide that the p~~existing subscription 
service license hdd by DMX was not vansfersed to Capstar. More specifically, the Sale 
Order contains a finding that Capstar "is n newly formed entity unaffiliated with the 
Debtors or atiy of the equity interest holders," We are thet-efo1.e at a loss as to how 
Capstar can now claim far the purposes of statutory royalties that it is a successor to 
DMX when in the banhuptcy court it took every step posgible to ensure Chat i t  was 
neither e, successor to nor affiliitte of DMX (so as to avoid D M ' S  i~npaid liability of 
more than two miilion dallars), 


So as not to deprive the copyright owners and perfomcrs that we represetlt of the 
mysities they are duo, and in fight of our exyetienee of having nor been paid royalties for 
more lfmrr two yeat-a by DMX, we are reluctnntlly accepting the most recent payments 
fivm DMX2 aa partial st3tlsEkcUos of the nctunt liability that Is due for DMX2's 
tmttsmtssiotis to residentla1 custonlers ns u new subscrkptfon service, rtnd 







SoundExchange and its copyright owner members resetve all of their rights to pursue 
claims against DMX2 nnd Cnpstar for irnpmpr payment of royalties under the safes 
available to preexisting subscr*iptian services or such other claims as may be available. 


Nothing herein shall be deemed an ndrnission that Cnpstar is entitled to pay 
voyelties for m y  tr.ans;nissions under the ram established for the limited class of 
statutory licensees ic1entif1'jed as pi'eexisting strbscription services, 


Please do not hesitnte to contact me if you have any questions, \ I 


cc: Patrick Breelund, Esq,, Vinson & Etkitls LW 
R, Steven Hicks, Chairmno, C@pssai'Partners, LLC 
David B. Stratton 







January 23,2006 1 1  
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT mQUESTED 


Mr. R. Wa~lretl Tttylor 
Vice President & C!ontroIIes 
TKP Capstnr, Inc.fDMX Music 
600 Congress Ave. 
Swlte 1400 
Austin, TX 78701 


Re: Notification of Late Fees and Pavment of Incor~wt Royalties i. I 
Dear. MI: Ttiy101:. t 1 


We seccivcd n check from an entity identified as "DMXZ" in the amount of 
on Januasy 19,2006 for November 2005 royalties, The statemerit attached 


?!!!!!%ndicntes thatL.$ for a residential service an-is for a 
commercial set~ice. 


Pnrguant to Copyright Office regulntiotu, payments are due by the45Ih day after 
the end of each month, & 37 C,P,R,, 9 262,3(a). Therefore, this paymetlt is two days 
late and subject to late fees, Copysight Office regulations provide, that a service shall be 
chargcd a late fee of -75% per month for any payments not received in a timely manner. 


at li 262,4(e), 


The attached spreadsheet shows that DMX2 owes latc fccs t o t a l i t l m  for the ' 


payment received on Januar 19'~, Please remit to SoundE(xchange by Pebruary 6,2006 a 
payment in the amount of &for the above paylnant not received in a timely manner. 


On another note, we notice that DMX2's payn~ent foi. its rcsidential service is 
cillculated at the rate available for preexisting subscription services (7.25% of residential 
revenue), We have indicated to Rarry Knittel on several occasrons that Sounmxchange 
believes that Crtpstar, the gulchaser of somc bur not a11 of thc assets of DMX, Inc., is not 
entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for pseexistiilg subscription services. We 
are therefore accepting DklX2's paymellt o-s pnrtial sattsfactioll of tfle 
actual liability that is due for DMX2'8 transmissions to ltesidential customers, and 
SoundOxchange and i ts  copysight owna members rmerve all of their rights to pursue 
clainls against D M 2  and Capstar for its failure to pay royalties under the appropiate 
rates, 







Mr., K, Warren Tnylor 
J ~ n u n r y  23,2006 
Pago 2 of 2 


Please do not hcsitatc to contact me if you have any questions, 


cc: L, Barry Knittol (via facsidle) 







February 21, 2006 


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 


Mr, R. Warren Taylor 
Vice President & Controller 
THP Capstar, Inc,lDMX Music 
600 Congress Ave. 
Suite 1400 
Austin, TX 78701 


Rer Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royatties 


Dear Mr. Taylor; 


We received a check from an entity Identified as "DMX2" In the amount of 
-on February 15,2006 for December 2005 royalties. The statement 
attached to the check indicates that i i i s  applied to a residential service 
and is calculated at the rate available or preexisting subscription services 
(7.25% of residential revenue). 


As previously mentioned in my letter to you dated January 23, 2000, 
SoundExchange believes that Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but 
not all of the assets of DMX, fnc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates 
available for preexisting subscription sen/lces. We are therefore accepting 
DMX2's payment o f m a s  partial satisfaction of the actual liability that 
wili be due for DMXZ's transmissions as a new subscription servlca, and 
SoundExchange and Its copyright owner members reserve all of thelr rights to 
pursue claims against Capstar for improperly claiming the benefits of a 
preexisting subscription service, 


Please do not Iwsitate to contact me if you have any questions, 


ary R. G senstein 1 
g n s r a l  CLunsej 
202.828.0128 
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY JUDGES


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.


)
In the Matter of )


)
DIGITAL PERFORMANCE RIGHT IN )
SOUND RECORDINGS AND                     )
EPHEMERAL RECORDINGS FOR A )
NEW SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE )


)


Docket No. 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA


DESIGNATED PORTIONS OF DOUGLAS A. KAPLAN’S DEPOSITION
TESTIMONY SUBMITTED IN LIEU OF LIVE TESTIMONY


Submitted herewith are the designated passages of deposition testimony of Mr.


Douglas A. Kaplan, Senior Vice President of Business Affairs and Business


Development for Entertainment and Sports for Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. ("Sirius"), taken


on May 8, 2007. Sirius and SoundExchange, Inc. have stipulated that, subject to the


consent of the Judges, this designated testimony, in conjunction with Mr. Kaplan’s


Written Direct Testimony, be admitted in lieu of live testimony from Mr. Kaplan. Copies


of the referenced testimony are attached.
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Br~ce (3. J~ (-D.C. Bar No. 338236)
Michael L. Sturm (D.C. Bar No. 422338)
Thomas W. Kirby (D.C. Bar No. 915231)
Karyn K. Ablin (D.C. Bar No. 454473)
Benjamin B. Reed (D.C. Bar No. 461768)
WILEY REIN LLP
1776 K St NW
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202.719.7258
Fax: 202.719.7049
bjoseph@wileyrein.com;
msturm@wileyrein.com,
tkirby@wileyrein.com,
kablin@wileyrein.com,
breed@wileyrein.com,


Counsel for Sirius Satellite Radio lnc.


July 11, 2007


Respectfully submitted,


Jenner & Block LLP
601 Thirteenth Street, NW,
Suite 1200 South
Washington, DC 20005
mdesanctis@jenner.com


Counsel for SoundExchange, Inc.
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PUBLIC VERSION


BEFORE THE UNITED STATES COPYRIGHTROYALTYBOARD


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS


WASHINGTON, D.C.


In the Matter of:


DIGITAL PERFORMANCE RIGHT IN


SOUND RECORDINGS AND EPHEMERAL


RECORDINGS FOR A NEW


SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE,


Page I


Docket No.


2005-5 CRB DTNSRA


DEPOSITION OF DOUGLAS A. KAPLAN, a


Witness herein, taken by SoundExchange, Restricted


Pursuant to Protective Order, at the offices of


Jenner & Block, 919 Third Avenue, New York, New


York, on Tuesday, May 8, 2007, at 8:59 a.m., before


Debra Stevens, a Registered Professional Reporter


and notary public, within and for the State of New


York.               ~
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A P P E ARANC E S :


WILEY REIN LLP


Attorneys for Sirius Satellite Radio


1776 K Street N.W.


Washington, D.C. 20006


BY: MICHAEL L. STURM, ESQ.


JENNER & BLOCK LLP


Attorneys for SoundExchange


601 Thirteenth Street, N.W.


Suite 1200 South


Washington, D.C. 20005


BY: ANNE RALPH, ESQ.


GIANNI P. SERVODIDIO, ESQ.
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Whereupon,


DOUGLAS A. KAPLAN,


having been first duly sworn, was examined and


testified as follows:


EXAMINATION BY


MS. RALPH:


Q.    Good morning.


for the record, please?


Would you state your name


A.    Douglas A. Kaplan.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    You are employed at Sirius Satellite


Radio; is that correct?


A. Yes.


Q. What is your current position at Sirius?


A. Senior vice president, business affairs


and business development for entertainment and


sports.


Q.


A.


Q.


Sirius?


A.


When did you join Sirius?


In July of 1999.


How did you come to be employed by


I was brought in by a recruiter as
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Page 5
associate general counsel.


Q.    What are your job duties or


responsibilities in your current position?


A.    I am primarily responsible for


negotiation of programming agreements, as well as


working with the team to develop programming


concepts and ideas and looking to put deals and


relationships in place.


How long have you held this current


position?


A.


Q.


For a little under three years.


You said your current position is senior


vice president?


A. Yes.


Q. To whom do you report in your position as


senior vice president?


A.    Scott Greenstein, president of


entertainment and sports.


Q. To anyone else?


A. No.


Q. And who reports to you?


A. I have an assistant reporting to me, as
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well as a director, I believe, of special projects.


Have you held other positions within


Sirius?


A.


Q.


A.


Page 6


Yes.


What were the other positions?


I was associate general counsel for


approximately one year following my arrival.


Thereafter, I was vice president and deputy general


counsel for about three, four years -- approximately


four years, until I assumed my current position.


Q.    I just want to be clear on the dates.


You joined Sirius in July of 19997


A. Yes.


Q. You were associate general counsel for


about a year?


A. Yes.


Q. Then at what point did you become a vice


president and deputy general counsel?


A.    I believe it was approximately my first


anniversary, so it would have been July of 2000.


Q.    And you held that position until you


assumed your current position as senior vice
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president for business affairs and business


development?


Yes.


And when did you assume your current


position?


A.


Q.


A.


I believe it was officially July of 2004.


Okay.


It was a bit of transition, so I was


acting largely in that capacity for some period


before, and I continued to act in my old capacity to


a limited extent for a period of time until we were


able to bring someone else in to fill the position.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    I understand from your written testimony


that Sirius has an agreement with EchoStar to


transmit Sirius channels over the Dish Network


satellite TV system. Is that right?


A. Yes.


Q. Can you tell me how Sirius came to enter


this agreement with EchoStar?


A.    We had had some on-and-off discussions


with EchoStar, I think going back as early as 2000,


that had not been productive. When Joe Clayton


became CEO of Sirius, he, through his experience in


the satellite television industry, had some strong


contacts at EchoStar and, along with some of the


employees that he brought in with him, reinitiated


some discussions.
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There were really two purposes and two


primary missions or aspects to the EchoStar


agreement. One was the distribution of our music


channels over their satellite television network to


their customers, and the other was an arrangement


for EchoStar to distribute Sirius Satellite radios.


Q.    So is it fair to say that even though


there had been discussions between Sirius and


EchoStar going back to 2000, discussions weren’t


serious or productive until Joe Clayton came on as


CEO?


A.    I am not sure if they weren’t serious in


the past but they certainly were not productive.


Q. When did Joe Clayton come on as CEO?


A. I believe it was at some point during


2001. It would have been before our launch in 2002.


Can’t pin it down.


Q.    At that point, after Clayton came on as


CEO, was it Sirius or EchoStar who initiated the


negotiations for the agreement?


A.    I don’t specifically know. As I said,


those discussions were at the CEO level or the EVP
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and/or CEO level. I was not in all of the initial


conversations. It would not surprise me if it was


Sirius, as we were interested in the distribution.


Q.    When did you become involved in the --


did you become involved in the negotiations of the


agreement?


A.


Q.


A.


late 2003.


Q.    Was there a person at Sirius who served


as the lead negotiator or took a lead role in


negotiating the agreement with EchoStar?


A.    Joe Clayton had some involvement


personally, as did Guy Johnson, who was executive


vice president of Sirius at that time.


Q. Okay.


A. And after a time I became very


prominently involved as well.


Q.    You say you became very prominently


involved. How would you further characterize your


role in the negotiation of the agreements?


I did.


When did you become involved?


It would have been sometime during mid to
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A.    Working with Guy and Joe to put together


term sheets, discussing those with EchoStar,


ultimately drafting the agreement or putting


together an initial draft of the agreement, which


was passed back and forth numerous times during the


course of the negotiations.


Q.    Was there a lead contact person at Sirius


for EchoStar?


A.    It would have -- depending on issues or


concerns, it would have been either Guy Johnson or


myself.


Q.    You mentioned Clayton, Guy Johnson and


yourself. Who else at Sirius worked on negotiating


the agreement?


A.    No one else that I can recall in the


negotiations.


Q.    Who at Sirius approved the agreement once


it had reached its final form?


A.    Well, ultimately, Joe Clayton would have


approved it and various others looked at and


discussed it along the way.


Q.    Who would those others have been?
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A.    Patrick Donnelly, general counsel; David


Frear, who is our CFO. Most likely some members of


our music programming and engineering departments


would have been involved as well in looking at


operational and technical issues.


Q.    Do you recall when the agreement was


finally executed?


A. It was in February of 2004.


Q. Is there currently a lead person at


Sirius for the deal with EchoStar right now? By


that I mean a primary contact person for EchoStar.


A.    I would imagine that there would be two,


one to deal with issues relating to their


distribution of our music channels, although clearly


any interaction there is somewhat limited, dealing


principally with operational issues or changeovers


as from time to time we may add or subtract music


channels from our line-up.


Then there would be someone else on the


distribution side dealing with EchoStar’s purchase


and distribution of Sirius receivers, although there


again, contacts would be fairly limited as -- my
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understanding is that there is not much activity at


all in that area.


Q.    Who are these individuals that you are


referring to? You mentioned someone who would deal


with sort of the content distribution arm of the


deal.


A.    That would really be a more operational


contact, and I don’t know who it would be. It would


be a representative from either our engineering or


broadcast operations group.


Q.    And you identified a person who would


deal with the product distribution side, receivers.


A. Right.


it would be today.


Again, I don’t know for sure who


It would be someone reporting to


Bob Law, who is our senior vice president in charge


of product development and distribution.


There was at one point a Sirius employee


specifically dedicated to the EchoStar relationship,


but we no longer -- that employee is no longer with


When that employee left, was the position


of dealing specifically with the EchoStar
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relationship eliminated?


A.


Q.


position?


A.    His name was Jim Sowinski.


is S-O-W-I-N-S-K-I.


When did he leave Sirius?


I believe it was.


Who was the person who held that


I believe it


I don’t know specifically. It would have


been sometime in 2005 or 2006.


Q. Do you know the reasons for his leaving?


A. I believe it was because the position was


eliminated, again because there was not much


activity. After somewhat of an initial push,


EchoStar’s distribution efforts became fairly


limited and there just wasn’t enough activity going


on.


Q.    So is it fair to say that Sirius has


limited interaction on the business level with


EchoStar today?


A.    I believe that’s accurate.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    You said there were two goals of the


agreement, the first of which was to distribute the


Sirius service for promotional purposes. Why was


that important to Sirius?


MR. STURM: I will object. He just said


the purpose was to distribute the music channels,


not the entire service. But subject to that


objection, you can answer the question.


A.    We found that exposing consumers to the


service can be a valuable promotional tool in


ultimately causing them to subscribe, which was our


aim.


Q.


a valuable promotional tool?


A.    Well, again, it was because a sampling


opportunity, exposing people to the service, we


found can be helpful in ultimately causing them to


Why did Sirius believe that this would be
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become subscribers.


Q.    You say Sirius found it could be helpful,


sampling could be helpful in moving people to become


subscribers. What analysis did Sirius do to


determine that sampling would cause this effect?


A.    I think it was more about experience with


a couple of other initiatives that we had undertaken


that seemed to produce positive results.


Q. What were those initiatives?


A. We have an arrangement with Hertz to have


Sirius available in a portion of their rental fleet.


Q.    Had that been effective in driving


subscriber acquisition?


A.    I believe that we feel that it had. I


don’t specifically recall any data on the number of


subscribers.


Q.    Do you know whether that data on the


number of subscribers gained through the Hertz deal


was collected in any way?


Ao    I don’t. I imagine we would have


attempted to do some research that would have


provided some information, but one of the challenges
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of our business is that it is not always possible,


when someone becomes a subscriber, to tell exactly


what led them to do so.


Q.    So you are not certain but you think it


is possible that there was research done on the


effects of the deal with Hertz on subscriber


numbers?


A.


Q.


Yes.


If that research had been done, who at


Sirius would maintain that or have access to it?


A.    It would be our research department.


Q.    Is there one person in the research


department who would have primary responsibility for


that?


A.    There should be. Right now I am not sure


that there is even more than one person in our


research department. We have had some substantial


turnover over the last several months.


Q.    Who is the person that is in your


research department right now?


A.    I, unfortunately, do not know her name


off the top of my head. She just joined the company
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and I can’t recall it right now.


Q.    You said that there were a number of


initiatives Sirius had undergone that led it to


believe the EchoStar deal would be valuable in


gaining subscribers. What were the other


initiatives, besides Hertz?


Ao    The other primary initiative is an


on-line sampling initiative.


Q. How did that work?


A. We offer consumers the opportunity to


have a period of free listening, a promotional


window, generally three days,


initially our music channels.


to experience


I believe certain


talk news or entertainment channels may have been


added to that over time.


Q.    Is this -- let me be certain.


free listening period?


A.    It is. It is a promotional -- again,


three-day promotional opportunity.


Is this a


When was this program started?


I don’t recall specifically.


What kind of data did Sirius maintain on
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this free on-line sampling service?


A.    We generally required consumers to


provide a name and e-mail address in order to access


the promotional listening.


Q.    And did Sirius track how many of the


listeners who used the promotional period became


subscribers to Sirius afterwards?


A. We attempted to do so, yes.


Q. What do you mean, you attempted to do so?


A. We attempt to take the e-mails and names


that we obtain through the promotional campaign and


match them from time to time against subscribers, to


the extent the subscribers provide us with e-mail


addresses when they subscribe or that we are able to


compare and match up the data, which is sometimes


but not always the case.


Q.    Is there any other way that you track


subscribers that result from the free listening


period? Surveys, for instance?


A. I am not aware of any.


Q. This information that we have just been


discussing, subscribers acquired after the free
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on-line listening trial, are those numbers


maintained on a regular basis?


MR. STURM: Objection. I am not sure


which numbers you are talking about.


MS. RALPH: The information about


subscribers who joined after listening on line.


Q.    Do you understand my question?


A. I believe so.


I don’t know.


Who would maintain those numbers at


Sirius?


A. I am not certain. It would be either our


interactive department, who is responsible for the


website, our research department or our marketing


department.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    Is it fair to say that you had primarily


anecdotal evidence that sampling had promotional


value at the time you negotiated the agreement with


EchoStar?


A.    I don’t know. I imagine we may have had


some anecdotal evidence, but I don’t recall any


specific discussion about it. I believe we simply


believed that it would be a good opportunity to


drive some consumer awareness of our service.


Q.    You mentioned a second primary goal of


the agreement between Sirius and EchoStar as being


using EchoStar’s distribution network to distribute


Sirius receivers. Is that right?


A.    Causing EchoStar to distribute receivers


through its network, yes.


Q.    Tel! me a little bit more about how that
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worked.


�


A.    EchoStar, as part of its satellite


television business, had a distribution network of


several thousand dealers, many of whom were in


outlying or rural areas, smaller independent dealers


that were not otherwise carrying Sirius products.


We were interested in both their


distribution network and, obviously, in EchoStar


putting some of its resources into distributing our


product.


Q.


A.


Why was that important to Sirius?


Our business is driving subscribers to


our product.


Q.    Was Sirius experiencing problems


distributing its receivers to customers?


A.    I don’t know that I would say problems,


but we were growing at a pace that was less than our


competitor at that time and certainly the


opportunity to add several thousand points of


additional distribution was of interest to the


company.


Q.    Did Sirius and EchoStar offer a receiver
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that was interoperable, that would have a Sirius


receiver and an EchoStar receiver in one?


A. No.


Q. Did the EchoStar distributors simply also


distribute Sirius receivers?


A.    That was the purpose of the arrangement,


yes, that EchoStar would purchase Sirius receivers


from some of our manufacturers or ultimately, if


they were so interested, manufacture their own and


then, in either case, distribute them.


Q.    Do you know, were these receivers for


automobile use or for home use? What kind of use


were they for?


Ao    The receivers that were contemplated are


what we would call plug-and-play or transportable


receivers that can be used in a vehicle and also


removed from a vehicle and used in the home with a


home kit that would connect into a stereo. The


agreement didn’t limit EchoStar to that.


Q.    When you say "the agreement didn’t limit


EchoStar to that," do you mean it didn’t limit


EchoStar to plug-and-play receivers?
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A. Yes, that’s correct.


Q. You said earlier that Sirius’s contact


with EchoStar, as far as the distribution of


receivers, is limited today; is that right?


A. Yes.


Q. Do you have a view of how successful the


initiative to have EchoStar distributors also


distribute Sirius receivers has been for Sirius?


A.    I would say ultimately not as successful


as we had hoped at the time.


Q. Why do you say that?


A. Because we have not gained substantial


numbers of subscribers through EchoStar’s


distribution.


Q.    When Sirius entered the agreement with


EchoStar, was there an estimate of how many


subscribers Sirius would gain from the relationship


with EchoStar Dish?


MR. STURM: I will object and just ask


you to clarify. Are you talking about the radio


distribution aspect of the relationship, or through


the promotion, through the exposure on the Dish
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channels, or both?


MS. RALPH:


Q.


Thank you. Both.


First, was there an estimate of how many


question.


Q.


question?


A.


listeners Sirius would reach through distribution on


Dish Network? And, second, was there an estimate of


how many subscribers to the SDAR service Sirius


would gain through the promotion on Dish Network?


MR. STURM: Can you read that back?


(Record read.)


MR. STURM: Object to the form of the


You can answer it, if you understand it.


Mr. Kaplan, do you understand the


By your first question, do you mean how


many Dish Network satellite television subscribers


would listen to Sirius channels when they were


distributed over Dish’s TV platform?


Q.    I meant at the time the agreement was


negotiated, was there an estimated number of Dish


subscribers who would receive the Sirius channels


over Dish? Does that make sense?


A.    I believe you are saying the same thing
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that I am saying.


Q. Okay.


A. I don’t recall a specific estimate as to


the number of Dish satellite TV subscribers that


would listen to our music channels over their


televisions. We knew that Dish, overall, had, I


believe, approximately 8 million subscribers, and I


believe that something above 6 million of them would


be given access to the Sirius music channels.


I don’t recall specific projections as to


how many of those subscribers would actually ever


listen to the music channels over their televisions.


I believe we would have expected it to be a


relatively modest, limited number, but I don’t


recall specific...


Q.    Why did Sirius expect it to be a modest


number of Dish subscribers who would listen to the


Sirius channels?


A.    Well, modest perhaps on a percentage


basis. Obviously, with millions of potential


customers, it would possibly have been a somewhat,


you know, aggregate number that was reasonable.
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But I don’t think it was our expectation


or belief that a substantial number of their


television subscribers would listen, at least on a


regular basis, to the music channels.


Q. Why not?


A. Because I don’t believe that a


substantial number of cable and!or satellite


television subscribers that have access to audio


music services over their televisions are regular,


meaningful listeners.


Q.    As to the second part of my two-part


question, when Sirius entered the agreement with


EchoStar, did Sirius have an estimate of how many


subscribers to its satellite radio service it would


gain through the deal with EchoStar?


MR. STURM:


aspects of the deal?


MS. RALPH:


MR. STURM:


And this is through all


Excuse me?


Through all aspects of the


deal, both selling radios and the exposure?


MS. RALPH: Yes.


A.    I am not aware of specific estimates. I
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am sure we would have looked at possibilities based


upon the number of EchoStar subscribers with whom


EchoStar could communicate to try to market the


receivers, as well as based upon the points of


distribution that they had.


Not Designated


Q.    At the time that Sirius was negotiating


the deal with EchoStar, did it think of what you


described as the two arms of the deal -- selling


radios and exposure to Sirius music channels -- did


it think of those separately, as separate mechanisms


to gain customers, or sort of as an aggregate?


A.    Ultimately, our business is, and both of


those aspects of the relationship were aimed at
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driving subscribers to the satellite radio service.


Obviously, distribution of our music channels over


Dish’s TV network was one step further removed and


was more of an awareness of promotional initiative


as opposed to the sale of radios, which was directly


aimed at generating subscribers.


So in that sense, we might have viewed


them as separate. But, ultimately, the goal in


either case was the same. And I would expect that


since Dish was readily able to market directly to


its satellite television customer base, that we


would have viewed probably the success of one as


likely to have some influence over the success of


the other.


Q.    When you were negotiating the dea!, was


there one of those aspects, exposure over Dish and


selling radios, that you treated in your


negotiations as more important?


Page 34


important?


A.


I don’t think so.


Would you say they were equally


Probably. Again, direct sale of
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receivers, direct generation of customers is always


the end goal, but exposure and sampling can help


toward that, so they were both important.


Q.    And was there one of those aspects that


you or Sirius regarded as more likely to attract


subscribers?


A.    I would not say it that way. Obviously,


to the extent that someone buys a radio, their


intent is normally to subscribe.


likely that -- not more likely.


But it was more


I don’t know that


we expected -- we certainly didn’t expect everyone


who ever sampled our music channels over Dish’s


network to then become a subscriber.


Q.    Did you expect every person who walked


into an EchoStar dealer or distributor to purchase


an EchoStar receiver to become a subscriber?


A.    No. I think we expected everyone who


bought an EchoStar-distributed Sirius receiver, or


just about everyone who bought a Sirius receiver


from EchoStar to become a subscriber.


Not Designated
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Q.    Mr. Kaplan, does Sirius pay a fee to


EchoStar to distribute its channels over EchoStar’s


system?


A.


Q.


Effectively, no.


What do you mean by that?


At


hands?


A.


So no money changes hands?


That’s correct.


Why was the deal structured this way,


no money changing


Because EchoStar was unwilling to pay for


the right to carry our music channels.


Q.    Why was that?
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speculation, but you can answer.


Q.    As you were negotiating the agreement,


did EchoStar express a reason why they were


unwilling to pay for the music channels?


A. Not that I specifically recall.


Q. You have said that you had great


responsibility for negotiating the agreement. Did


either Sirius or EchoStar ever bring up the


possibility of Sirius being paid money for its


channels?


MR. STURM: Object to the form of the
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Calls for


question, the "great responsibility," but you can


answer.


A.    As I stated earlier, I was not involved


with some of the initial discussions that took place


at the CEO level, so I don’t know. I certainly


imagine that we would have asked to be paid.


Q.    But you are not aware, yourself, of


Sirius asking to be paid?


A.    Not that I recall, but it would have been


a natural place for us to want to be. We normally
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don’t give away our product for nothing.


Q.    So Sirius would have liked to have gotten


revenue from the deal with EchoStar?


A. Yes.


Q. It is your understanding that EchoStar


was not willing to pay Sirius for its content?


A.    That’s correct.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    You said earlier that one of the reasons


that Sirius entered the agreement with EchoStar was


because Sirius believed that sampling some of its


channels would be an effective form of promotion; is


that right?


A.    It would be a good opportunity for


exposure. We hoped it would wind up being effective


and believed it could be effective.


Q.    During your involvement in the


negotiation of the agreement, did you or anyone at
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Sirius consider that you might be wrong about the


promotional effect?


A.    I don’t know that we would have


considered it to be a right or a wrong. I believe


the question we would have considered is would we be


deriving sufficient promotional value to make it a


worthwhile investment of the dollars that the


transaction would cost us in terms of having to pay


royalties.


Q.    When you were considering whether it


would be a worthwhile investment, what sort of --


what revenues did you project Sirius would need to


bring in to make it a worthwhile investment?


A.    I don’t recal! any specific revenue


projections. Again, it is often not possible for us


to even associate revenues with specific expenses


because we don’t know where someone might buy a


radio after hearing our music on EchoStar or


specifically why they might buy that radio. So, it


is very difficult to associate subscribers or


revenues directly with the specific initiative such


as the distribution on EchoStar.
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Q.    Even though you say it is difficult, does


Sirius attempt in any way to track subscribers who


are attracted through a certain path?


to do so.


Q.


A.


Yes. I think we did attempt in this case


How?


We sought to obtain from EchoStar --


sought to work with EchoStar to try to match our


database of subscribers against their database of


subscribers so that we could determine whether it


seems that we would be under or over-represented in


their database against what one would expect from


the population generally.


Q.    You say Sirius sought to do that. Are


those efforts ongoing?


A.    I don’t believe that they are. EchoStar


was unwilling to allow us access to their database


to do such a comparison, so we have been unable to


do it. I am not aware that the efforts are


continuing.


Q.    Did EchoStar give a reason why they were


unwilling to gi~e you access to the database?
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A.    I don’t know.


involved in those requests.


Q.    So Sirius was never actually able to


compare their subscriber database against


EchoStar’s; is that right?


A. Yes, that is correct.


Q. In negotiating the agreement, did you or


anyone at Sirius ever consider that distributing


Sirius music channels over Dish for free might


substitute for a person who would otherwise pay a


12.95 monthly subscription to Sirius?


A.    I don’t recall discussing that. I think


our view was that it was in fact more likely to


drive subscriptions to Sirius; that the opportunity


to experience a subset of our entire service in your


home would cause interest in, A, experiencing the


entire service; and, B, being able to experience it


in your car, which is the primary driver of


subscriptions to our business.


Q.    On what did you base that view that you


just described?


A.    On -- on the points we discussed earlier
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I was not directly
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about the notion of a sampling opportunity being a


too! for driving subscriptions.


Q.    So you weren’t concerned that a Dish


subscriber might say, "Hey, I get Sirius’s music


channels at home; I don’t need to describe to Sirius


now" ?


A.    It is -- I don’t specifically recall.


It’s very possible that that would have come up as a


subject. It was ultimately, you know, not so much


of a concern that we didn’t want to do the deal.


Again, I think for the reasons I stated, that we


ultimately thought it would lead people to want to


experience the entire service and to be able to take


it with them in their cars.


Q.    You said that Sirius wasn’t able to


compare its subscriber database to EchoStar’s. Are


you aware of any data that would show that the


sampling of Sirius’s music channels on Dish Network


has been promotional for Sirius Satellite Radio


service?


A.    I believe we may have attempted to


somehow, through a third party I would imagine, try
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to do some research to find a group of EchoStar


subscribers to try to determine whether we might


have had more representation there than we would


otherwise have expected.


Q.    You believe this was conducted. Are you


certain whether it was conducted?


A.    I am not a hundred percent certain. I


vaguely recall that we may have tried to do that. I


don’t recall results being particularly strong.


I feel like we might have done something


and it didn’t show a whole lot of, if any,


additional subscribers. But again, I am not a


hundred percent sure.


Q.    Do you recall who was the third party who


conducted this research?


A.    No. I wouldn’t -- I had no involvement


with it. I would not have known. I believe that


there are consumer research organizations who you


can go to to attempt to do something like this, but


I have no direct knowledge of it.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    Sure. Does the Sirius Dish programming


compete with the Sirius Satellite Radio service?


MR. STURM: Objection. You can answer.


A.    I would expect it to be more promotional


than substitutional, but I suppose it is possible


that someone who might have an interest limited to


music or certain types of music and who only would


listen to music in their home and who would


otherwise be able to listen to Sirius in their home


could ultimately not subscribe to Sirius as a result


of it being on Dish. But I would expect that to be


outweighed by the value of exposing people to Sirius


on Dish and, therefore, it would cause them to want


to become Sirius subscribers.


I think also EchoStar was already


carrying a music service, and continues to carry, I


believe, music service produced by Muzak on its


platform, so I don’t know that I would have expected
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any greater substitutional impact from having our


service on Dish than the music channels they may


already have been carrying -- significantly greater,


I should say. I probably would expect somewhat


greater because I think we do better music channels


than Muzak does.


Q.    To the extent that Sirius does want


people to listen to Sirius Satellite Radio in the


home, does the Sirius SDAR service compete with the


Sirius Dish service in that market?


MR. STURM: Object to the form of the


In particular, the use of the term


You can answer the question if you are


question.


"market."


able to.


A. Could you repeat it, please?


(Record read.)


A.    Again, I would say to the extent that


someone is satisfied with the music service as


delivered over Dish and does not have interest or


want to become also able to listen to all of the


other sports and news and entertainment and talk


offerings which we have and which are talked about
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on the music channels, then, yes, it is possible


that we would lose satellite radio subscribers by


virtue of having the music channels carried on Dish.


Q.    Are you aware of any research data that


would back that up?


A. No.


Q. Mr. Kaplan, do you know, do all EchoStar


Dish subscribers get the Sirius channels?


A. No, not all do.


Q. Are the Sirius channels available only on


certain packages?


A. That is my understanding, yes.


Q. Do you know how many people actually get


Sirius over Dish today?


A.    I do not. I know that it is the


significant majority of Dish subscribers. I don’t


know exactly the percentage or the number of


subscribers Dish has today.


Q.    Do you know who determines which packages


receive the Sirius channels?


A.    Dish is obligated to include the channels


in certain of their packages. Beyond that, they
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have the right to add them to the remainder of their


packages, so that would be their option.


Q.    Do they need to consult with Sirius about


making the channels available on other packages?


A.    I don’t believe so. It is fairly


straightforwardly covered in the agreement. I don’t


think it...


Q.    You didn’t recall the number of people


who actually get the Sirius channels over Dish


today. Do you know, of the people who do receive


it, how many ever listen to it?


A. No, I do not.


Q. Does Sirius track numbers like that?


A. We have no ability to track that.


Q. Does Sirius survey EchoStar subscribers


to determine those numbers?


A. Currently not to my knowledge.


Q. Has Sirius ever surveyed EchoStar


customers to determine those numbers?


A.    Not that I am aware of. I don’t know --


I don’t believe, I don’t know if EchoStar even has


the ability to do that themselves through their
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hardware. If they do, we may have asked, but again,


they weren’t forthcoming with information so I don’t


believe they would have supplied it.


If we did do research of the type that we


were discussing earlier through some sort of


third -- independent third party, we might have


tried that. I am not aware of us ever doing it or


of us ever obtaining information.


Q.    Are you aware of any data possessed by


Sirius of the average hours per week or per day that


people listen to the Sirius Dish channels?


A.    Not that I am aware of. It may be


possible that there are third-party research


organizations that publish information like that. I


haven’t -- I don’t recall ever seeing it.


Q.    Who at Sirius would have this


information?


MR. STURM:


exists.


Q.


this information?


A.


Objection. It assumes it


If it exists, who at Sirius would have


I would have to assume that it exists and
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that someone at Sirius has it.


anyone having it.


Q.    Has Sirius tracked or does it track the


number of customers who have signed up for Sirius’s


SDAR service as a result of hearing Sirius over


Dish?


A.    As I described earlier, we don’t have the


ability to track that, so, no, I don’t believe so.


Q.    Does Sirius ask questions of customers


who are signing up for the SDAR service, for


instance, asking them how did they learn of the


Sirius service?


A. Not to my knowledge.


Q. Mr. Kaplan, what Sirius channels are


available over the Dish service?


A.    Substantially all of our music channels.


I believe Dish is featuring 64 of our music


channels. I am not a hundred percent sure of the


number. If it is not 64, it is something very, very


close to it.


Q.    How many total music channels does Sirius


have?
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I am not aware of
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A.    We have 68 music channels that we


produce. There are also some music channels


produced by our Canadian affiliate, which are not,


to my knowledge, carried on Dish.


Q.    Are Sirius music channels the only


channels available on the Dish service?


A. You mean the only Sirius channels?


Q. Yes, the only Sirius channels.


A. Yes.


Q. Are the Sirius music channels provided


over Dish exactly like the Sirius music channels on


the SDAR service?


A. They are simulcasts, so, yes, they are


absolutely identical.


Q. How was the decision made that Dish would


carry only Sirius music channels -- let me back up.


Does Dish carry any other Sirius channels


besides Sirius music channels?


carry only Sirius music channels?


A.    There were several aspects to it.


NO.


How was the decision made that Dish would


At the
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time I think Dish was looking to supplement or


enhance the music channels that it offered by


bringing branded products such as Sirius in, in


addition to the music channels they were already


carrying.


At the time, we had fewer and different


talk, news and entertainment channels, a number of


which, the majority of which we did not produce or


control, so our rights to provide those to Dish


would have been limited. In addition, a number of


them were simply the audio feeds of cable televi.sion


channels which Dish was already carrying and it


would have been redundant for them to carry the


audio alone without the pictures.


Q.    Any other reasons for Dish to carry only


Sirius music channels?


A.    Beyond that -- beyond that, we were not


willing and would not be willing today, certainly,


to make available to Dish any of our proprietary


talk, news and entertainment channels.


Q. Why not?


A. Because they are not paying us. We would
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consider making them available, perhaps, if an


appropriate business arrangement could be reached.


Q.    Has such an arrangement ever been


proposed?


A.    Not to my knowledge. It would be a


substantial commitment, I think, on Dish’s part to


persuade us to do that, and I am not aware of any


conversations in that direction.


Q.    During your involvement in the


negotiation of the agreement between Sirius and


EchoStar, what channels did EchoStar ask to carry?


A.    The music channels. And they made some


general requests about having rights to perhaps add


some of the other channels, to which we said no for


some of the reasons I have been describing.


The most specific piece of content which


they would like perhaps to have carried would have


been our NFL football channel and, even more


particularly if possible, the NFL games because one


of their key competitors, satellite television


competitor, DIRECTV, had an exclusive NFL


arrangement to carry all the out of market games.
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Dish would have been interested in at


least having the audio, but we didn’t have any


rights to provide it for them, so that was a very


short conversation.
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Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    Mr. Kaplan, I understand from your


testimony that at some point the agreement between


EchoStar and Sirius was renegotiated; is that right?


A. Yes.


Q. Who initiated the process of
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renegotiation?


A. Sirius did.


Q. When did they do this?


A. I don’t specifically recall. Probably


sometime in the later part of 2005 or early 2006.


Q. Were you involved in the renegotiation of


that Sirius EchoStar agreement?


A. No, I was not.


Q. Who at Sirius was?


A. Our CEO, David Frear.


MR. STURM: CFO.


THE WITNESS:    Sorry. CFO.


An attorney named Jennifer Olan, O-L-A-N.


Possibly Mr. Sowinski, who I referred to earlier.


Possibly one or two others. I am not sure.


Q.    Did you have any responsibility for


approving the renegotiated agreement?


A. For approving the agreement?


Q. Yes.


A. No.


Q. What was your involvement, if any, in the


renegotiation process?
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A.    Internally, I was involved in some


discussions about the terms of the deal.


Q. What kinds of discussions?


MR. STURM: Don’t go into anything that


may be privileged. Otherwise, you can answer.


Page 65


Q.    What can you tell me about the content of


these internal discussions?


[[
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Q.    On what did you base your original


understanding expressed in the original agreement of


the license fees?


A.    We had had some information that we


believed accurate about Music Choice and its deal


with DIRECTV. We also had some information from a


few years earlier about DMX and the fees that it


charged to cable companies for providing a music


service.


Q.    On what did you base your later


impression that
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~]Were other terms of the


agreement renegotiated?


A. Not to my knowledge.


Q. Did the two sides reach an agreement on


the renegotiation?


A. I believe so.


Q. Do you know, was the renegotiation


agreement executed?


A.    Not to my knowledge.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    Mr. Kaplan, do you know of any other


services that are similar to the Sirius over Dish


service?


A.    As I have mentioned earlier, Muzak


provides music channels to Dish. Music Choice


provides music channels to a number of cable


services. XM Satellite Radio provides music


channels to DIRECTV.


Q.    Do you think the service, just Sirius


music channels delivered to TV’s, could survive on


its own if it wasn’t linked to programming packages?


MR. STURM: Objection. Calls for


speculation, but you can answer it.
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A.    Can you clarify the question? I am not


sure I follow.


Q.    If Sirius simply made its music channels


available over the TV without being connected to


other programming, for a fee, do you think that


service would survive?


MR. STURM: Same objection. You can


answer.


A.    Do you mean if it were offered on an


a-la-carte basis by Dish or other cable or satellite


television systems?


Q. Yes.


A. I don’t think that there would be much of


a business there. It would survive to the extent


that we are offering channels which we are otherwise


producing so there are not tremendous costs


involved, other than perhaps the cost of the


distribution. I don’t think we’d make any money at


it.


Q.    Do you think it would be a viable


business model?


A.    I think it unlikely.
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Not Designated


Q.    Turning the page to page 2, paragraph 4,


you cite some subscriber numbers from July 2006. Do


you have more recent subscriber numbers, subscribers


to the Dish Network who receive Sirius Dish?


MR. STURM: You mean Sirius on Dish, I


assume?


MS. RALPH:    Yes.
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A.    Sirius, I am certain, does. We receive


information from Dish on a monthly or quarterly


basis so that we are able to make our royalty


payments. But I am not aware of what the numbers


would be.


Q.    But these numbers do exist? Someone at


Sirius has them?


A. They certainly should.


Q. Do you know, have the subscriber numbers


gone up or down?


A.    I have to assume they have gone up as


Dish has expended its business, but I don’t


specifically know.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    To your knowledge, have the Sirius music


channels been offered over Dish on an a-la-carte


basis?


A. No.


Q. In paragraph 5, you say that Sirius’s


primary motivation in negotiating the agreement with


EchoStar was to expose Dish subscribers to Sirius


channels in order to generate new subscribers for


Sirius’s SDAR service. Is that right?


A. Yes.


Q. What were the other reasons behind the
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agreement?


A.    To arrange for Dish to distribute Sirius


receivers as well.


Q. Any others?


A. Not that I recall.


Not Designated


Qo    Also in paragraph 5, you note that


"Sirius has found that an effective method for


introducing its service to consumers is through


sampling or allowing people to listen to various


channels of its service."


What did you mean by using the word


"effective"?


A.    That exposing people to the service is a


good way to cause them to become interested in the


service.


Q.


the number of subscribers to the service?


A.    I mean that sampling is one way to cause


Did you mean that sampling would increase
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people to subscribe to the service; yes.


Q. On what do you base this testimony?


A. As discussed earlier, the experience we


have with Hertz and with our on-line internet


sampling from our website.


Q. Anything else?


A. Not that I can...


Q. Are you aware of any data that support


your testimony?


A.    Not specific data, no. I am aware that


we have looked at it, especially in the context of


our internet service, as I described before, where


we have some ability to track names and e-mails that


we have collected against subscribers to the


service, and have been somewhat pleased with the


results.


Q.    Are those results still maintained on a


regular basis?


A.


collection.


I don’t know.


How often are those results collected?


I don’t know. I am not involved with the
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Q.    Were you aware of those results at the


time you negotiated the agreement with EchoStar?


A. I was not personally, no.


Q. Did you consider them -- you weren’t


aware of them, so you couldn’t consider them. Is


that correct?


A.


Q.


page 3 now


That’s correct


In paragraph 6 you discuss -- and I am on
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Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    In paragraph 7 of your testimony you use


the term "double counting." You say that record


companies and performing artists already receive


royalties from Sirius for the SDAR service and that


any added obligation by Sirius to pay royalties


under the EchoStar agreement would be "double


counting."


What is your basis for saying this?


A.    The fact that the reason we have our


music channels on Dish is to drive subscribers to


our SDAR service, and as we gain subscribers to our


SDAR service, we pay royalties to the record


companies for the provision of that service. So,


the notion that we are paying for the promotion in


order to pay again for the delivery is -- feels like
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paying twice.


Q.    Would it be double counting if someone


who listened to Sirius music channels at home on


Dish never ended up subscribing to the SDAR service?


Would you still think that was double counting?


A.    To the extent that we consequently would


never gain a subscriber, do not gain that subscriber


and, therefore, derive no revenue or benefit from


our promotional activity, then it would be paying


for value that we never received.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    Mr. Kaplan, turning back to your


testimony, in paragraph 8, you[~


Q.    In that same sentence you write about the
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revenues typically received in this industry. What


do you mean by the term "this industry"?


A.    The provision of audio music service over


a cable or DBS system.


Q.    Also in paragraph 8, you testified that


Sirius and EchoStar renegotiated the EchoStar


agreement and, effective as of January I, 2006,


Page 90


~] As we discussed earlier, neither


company has ever paid the other company anything.


Q.    So what kind of agreement is there


between Sirius and EchoStar at this point if there


is no written renegotiation agreement?
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A.    It is an understanding reached between


executives of our company and someone on the


EchoStar’s side.


Q.    What is the practical effect of that


agreement? Is it still the case that no money


changes hands?


A. Yes.


Q. And no agreement replacing the original


agreement has been signed; is that right?


A.    That’s correct.
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Not Designated


Q.    Do you think the musical works benchmark


is a good benchmark in this case?


A. I do, yes.


Q. Why is that?


A. Because it is a payment for a comparable


right in the same ultimate music that is being


performed.


Q.    You state in paragraph ii of your


testimony that Sirius has received firm offers for


the Sirius Dish service from ASCAP and BMI.


You submitted this written testimony in


October of 2006; correct?


A. Yes.


Q. Have there been any developments in


Sirius’s relationships with ASCAP and BMI as far as
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the Dish service since you submitted your written


testimony?


A.    Yes. We now have a written agreement


with ASCAP at the 2.5 percent rate. BMI we had a


preexisting interim agreement at a higher rate that


was -- where payments have now been adjusted to this


2.5 percent rate.


Q.    What was the initial rate in the BMI


agreement?


A.    The 3.75 percent rate that had been


adopted by the District Court in the BMI case at


that time.


Q.    Have you signed -- have you signed an


agreement with BMI for the Sirius Dish service?


A.    We have a signed -- the same signed


interim agreement with the 3.75 percent rate. We


have not actually signed an amendment to change the


payments to 2.5 percent, but we have been paying


them at 2.5 percent for approximately a year now,


based on a verbal understanding.


Q.    Does Sirius anticipate signing an


agreement with BMI for this 2.5 percent rate?
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A.    I would expect that we would probably


sign a final agreement at that rate rather than


adjusting the interim.


Not Designated


Q.    Mr. Kaplan, were the rates that Sirius


pays to ASCAP and BMI for the Sirius Dish service


negotiated separately from the rates paid for the


SDAR service?


A. Yes.


Q. Why is that?


A. Because it is a different service offered


through different distribution.
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Not Designated
Q.    Do you have any data that because of the


Sirius Dish service people buy more CD’s or recorded


music?


A. Not that I am aware of.


Q. Do you have any data that the Dish


service promotes rather than substitutes for sales


of recorded music?


A.    Not that I am specifically aware of, no.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    In paragraph 13 of your testimony you


note that Sirius would accept a minimum fee of


$i00,000. The last two sentences of paragraph 13.


How did you reach this $i00,000 minimum


figure?


A. Well, as stated here and earlier in the


testimony, we believe that we qualify as a PSS and


the rules established for PSS require a $i00,000


minimum. So we are simply indicating that since it


is hard to otherwise value any kind of benefit that


we receive from the marketing exposure, and in the


absence of any revenue for providing the service to


Dish, we would be willing to accept $i00,000 as a


minimum fee.


Q.    Is this fee based on anything other than
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the minimum set in the statute?


A. No.


Q. In paragraphs 14 and 15, you discuss the


fair market value of the package of advertising,


promotional and marketing benefits provided to


Sirius by EchoStar under the agreements.


do you attribute to that package?
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What value
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Not Designated


Q.    In paragraph 17 on page 7, you discuss


Sirius’s rate proposal. You note that "Sirius


proposes a rate that is at the low end of


Dr. Chipty’s revenue ranges."


MR. STURM: Read that paragraph.


(Pause.)
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Q.    Why did Sirius propose a rate at the low


end of Dr. Chipty’s ranges?


A.    For primarily the reasons stated in my


testimony, which are, we’re receiving no revenue for


this service. Our benefit from the relationship is


promotional value, which drives subscriptions, or we


hope drives subscriptions to our satellite radio


service, for which the record companies are already


being compensated.


Also, as Dr. Chipty discusses, some of


the assumptions she utilizes in getting the rate


ranges she proposes are somewhat conservative. For


some of those reasons we believe the more


appropriate rate was at the low end of the range.


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    What makes you think that this rate would


be the outcome of a market transaction between a


willing buyer and a willing seller?


(Pause.)


A.    That’s a fairly broad question that could


lead to a lot of discussion. I think ultimately a


lot of it is discussed in Dr. Chipty’s testimony.


I think that, again, from the Sirius


perspective in this, as the buyer, this is a service


for which we could not get EchoStar to actually pay


us anything, so to the extent that we derive any


value at all from providing it, it is promotional


value, which has some value but ultimately is not a


direct source of revenue to us and is hard to put a


direct value upon, except to the extent that it does


lead to subscribers to our satellite radio service,


for which we are already paying a royalty.


So I think in this kind of a context,
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there is really a limited, A, value to the service


-- and we provide an imputed revenue here. Based


upon that revenue and all of the other inputs and


factors that go into it, this is what we feel is an


appropriate royalty to pay for the performance


right.


Q.    So is it fair to say, as the willing


buyer, that represents the amount you would be


willing to pay?


A.    I think that we, obviously, prefer


perhaps an even lower number. But by virtue of the


fact that we have proposed it, yes, we have stated


that we are willing to pay it.


Q.    I know we have talked about the


agreement. There is just a few specifics that I


want to talk about.


MS. RALPH:    I would like to mark this


Kaplan 3.


(Kaplan Exhibit 3, 2/2004


Sirius/EchoStar agreement, was marked


for identification.)


Q.    Mr. Kaplan, do you recall having seen
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this document before?


A. Yes.


Q. Can you identify it for me?


A. This is the agreement we entered into


with EchoStar in February 2004.


Q.    Do you see the initials at the bottom of


the first page?


A. Yes.


Q. One set of those initials appear to be


DAK. Are those your initials?


A. Yes.


Q. Do you recall initialing this page?


A. Not specifically, no, but I am fairly


comfortable that I did.


Q.    What would initialing at the bottom of


the page signify?


A.    Simply that the two people responsible


for drafting the agreement -- in this case, myself


and a gentleman named Stanton Dodge, who is counsel


for EchoStar -- were indicating that this was the


final agreement that we reached such that our


principals could be comfortable executing it.
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Not Designated


Q. [[
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A.    I believe so, but do you want to maybe


just ask that again so I can be sure?


Q. Sure.


A. If you are --
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MS. RALPH:


Exhibit 4, please.


document?


A.


Q.


A.


agreement.


Q.


I would like to mark Kaplan


(Kaplan Exhibit 4, Draft


amendment, was marked for


identification.)


Mr. Kaplan, do you recognize this


Yes.


Can you identify it for me, please?


It is a draft amendment to the EchoStar


Not Designated
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Not Designated


Q.    As a result of this licensing deal, as


far as the effect the licensing deal has had on the


number of subscribers to Sirius’s SDAR service, do


you consider that the deal has met your


expectations?


A.    Again, we have limited ability to


directly tell how many subscribers we may have


gotten through the deal, but I don’t know if,


presented today with the same opportunity, we would


make the same decision.


Q. Why not?


A. I am not sure that we would feel it to be


an appropriate or the best use of our marketing or
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Pagel20


I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have read this


transcript of my deposition and that this transcript


accurately states the testimony given by me, with the


changes or corrections, if any, as noted.


x


Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of


Notary Public


NOTARY ~OBLIC? STATS OF NT~W YORK


My commission expires:
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C E R T I F I C A T I O N


I, DEBRA STEVENS, a Registered


Professional Reporter and notary public, within and


for the State of New York, do hereby certify:


That DOUGLAS A. KAPLAN, the witness


whose examination is hereinbefore set forth, was


first duly sworn by me, and that transcript of said


testimony is a true record of the testimony given by


said witness.


I further certify that I am not related


to any of the parties to this action by blood or


marriage, and that I am in no way interested in the


outcome of this matter.


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set


my hand this [[~ day of ~ , 2007.


DEBRA STEVENS,    RPR-CRR
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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN R. COOK
(ON BEHALF OF XM SATELLITE RADIO INC.)


1. My name is Stephen R. Cook. I am currently employed by XM Satellite


Radio Inc. ("XM") and was recently named Executive Vice President, Automotive. I


have been employed by XM since 1999, when ! was hired as Senior Vice President of


Sales and Marketing (and later became Executive Vice President of Sales and


Marketing). Prior to joining XM, I held key management positions with GTE Wireless


Inc., Procter & Gamble, and Conxus Communications.


EXPERIENCE AND RESPONSIBILITIES


2. I have more than 20 years of experience as a marketing professional and


executive. From 1983 to 1988, I was a Procter & Gamble Brand Manager, and ran the


marketing efforts for several national household cleaning product brands. In 1988, I


moved over to Providence Journal Cellular, an early cellular service provider that was


later acquired by GTE to become part of GTE MobilNet (later na~ned GTE Wireless). In


some ways, my marketing experience at Providence Journal Cellular was analogous to


my work here at XM, in that both services had to acquire licenses, build a subscriber base
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from scratch, and convince consumers to purchase receivers in order to use the service.


In 1996, I left GTE to become Chief Operating Officer of Conxus Communications, a


start-up wireless messaging company. At Conxus, I was responsible for marketing, sales


and distribution,


engineering.


3.


advertising, product development, customer service, and network


In 1999, I joined XM as Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing.


For the past seven years in that position (and later as Executive Vice President of Sales


and Marketing) I have been responsible for all aspects of XM’s sales and marketing,


including the development of distribution channels, pricing strategy, hardware form and


functionality, and marketing campaigns.


XM’S SERVICE


4. XM provides over t 70 crystal-clear digital channels of diverse


programming to its subscribers, wherever they go from coast to coast. XM’s channels


include national and international news broadcasts, talk, lifestyle and entertainment


programming, play-by-play sports, 69 commercial-free music channels of diverse


musical genres, as well as local weather and traffic. A copy of XM’s current channel


line-up is attached to this testimony as Cook Exhibit 1.


5. XM’s service originates from our state-of-the-art studios here in


Washington, D.C. To deliver the programming to our subscribers, XM built and uses


three geostationary satellites, appropriately named "Rock," "Roll" and "Rhythm," and


approximately 800 terrestrial "repeaters" located in approximately 70 urban markets. A


fourth satellite, named "Blues," will launch later this year. In addition, XM has designed
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and developed, either itself or through outside manufacturers, the radio receivers that


consumers need to listen to our service.


6. To get the XM service, consumers have to purchase specially-designed


radio receivers. Automobiles are the primary listening environment and target growth


segment for the XM service. These receivers generally can be purchased as factory-


installed units a new car or specially-designed car radios installed after purchase from our


retail partners. Separate XM-only tuner modules are available that work with existing car


radios or can be used in the home with an additional docking station accessory kit.


7. XM offers its service at a separate subscription fee of $12.95 per month


for the first receiver. A "family" plan rate of $6.99 per month is available for each


XM also offers discounted service fees for paying one to five yearsadditional receiver.


in advance.


8. Subscription fees are the predominant source of revenue for XM. For that


reason, the promotion and sale of subscriptions to XM are essential to XM’s long-term


survival. Currently, XM has approximately 7 million subscribers. Despite this success,


XM does not yet have positive cash flow. Therefore, XM needs to both attract new


subscribers and keep existing subscribers, while at the same time carefully managing new


subscriber acquisition costs and ongoing operating costs.


XM’S ARRANGEMENT WITH DIRECTV


9. One of the challenges in marketing XM is that many consumers are not


aware of XM or do not understand that the listening experience on satellite radio is truly


different enough from terrestrial AM/FM radio to justify paying a subscription fee. With


that in mind, one of our best sales tools is to create opportunities to expose potential
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subscribers to XM, so they can hear and experience the differences between XM and


terrestrial radio and begin to appreciate the value proposition of subscribing to XM.


Because satellite radio is not a free-to-air service and requires special receivers that


consumers must purchase, simply running advertising encouraging listeners to tune-in is


not a viable marketing strategy. That’s why XM seeks out other opportunities to expose


people to our service and convince them through such exposure to purchase XM


subscriptions for their cars, our primary listening environment. XM’s marketing


initiatives have included exclusive arrangements with Jet Blue and AirTran airlines, free


trial subscriptions for purchasers of new XM-equipped cars, and installation in Avis and


National rental cars. The primary purpose of these initiatives is to allow a broad


spectrum of listeners to experience XM’s unique programming and content.


10.    In a similar vein, XM entered into its arrangement with DirecTV as a way


to expose DirecTV subscribers to what satellite radio programming is like, and thereby


promote XM’s core subscription business - the service, for a separate monthly fee, that


XM provides to its subscribers on specially-designed radios, largely used in cars. We


believe that consumers accustomed to pay for satellite television would be inclined to


consider paying for satellite radio.


11.    Since November 2005, XM has been delivering the channels to DirecTV


pursuant to a confidential letter agreement dated August 18, 2005 (the "Agreement"). A


copy of the Agreement is attached to my testimony as Cook Exhibit 2.


12.    The arrangement with XM involves the distribution of a number of XM’s


existing channels to DirecTV’s customers on DirecTV’s satellite television service. Most


of these channels are music programming.
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XM has also created for the DirecTV line-


up seven Latin music channels designed primarily to appeal to those who subscribe to the


DirecTV service in Spanish. XM currently provides 73 channels on DirecTV, (but not all


channels are carried on every tier of DirecTV service and so all subscribers do not


receive all of the XM channels).


13.    As I noted, XM agreed to this arrangement for marketing purposes - the


purpose of the deal was to grow the XM subscriber base by exposing DirecTV’s


subscribers to XM and then acquiring them as paying subscribers to XM’s service.


14.


A copy of that study is attached as Cook Exhibit 3.


15.    XM receives a promotional benefit from exposure to DirecTV’s subscriber


base, who are already familiar with satellite distribution of programming and, having
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been exposed to XM’s content, may subscribe to XM’s service. In turn, DirecTV gets the


benefit of branded audio content that they may easily make available to their subscribers.


16.


18.


19. It is my understanding that neither XM nor DirecTV has any way of


determining whether, when or for how long subscribers listen to XM channels via the
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DirecTV service, or which channels they listen to, if any. Unlike an Internet-based


streaming music service, XM and DirecTV cannot monitor listening and so a given


DirecTV subscriber may listen to XM channels many hours a week, or not at all, and


neither XM nor DirecTV can determine this (other than statistically, through surveys).


20. The arrangement with XM is not the first time that DirecTV has offered


audio channels on its service. For the last several years, DirecTV has made available to


its customers, as part of its general subscription service, a number of channels


programmed by Music Choice.


21. In this proceeding, XM proposes the adoption of a royalty per DirecTV


subscriber receiving XM channels of 0.1235 cents per month, adjusted annually for


inflation using the Cable Networks Producer Price Index. This fee results from the


calculation 5.3% of $0.0233 per month per subscriber, multiplied by the number of


subscribers that receive over DirecTV performances of sound recordings on music


channels programmed by XM.


22. XM also proposes a set of associated terms along with the rate proposal. I


have reviewed these terms. While compliance with these terms could impose significant


administrative burden and expense on XM, XM would support adoption of these terms in


this proceeding.
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Certification


I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.


Dated: Washington, DC
October 30, 2006


~i’ephen R. Cook
Executive Vice President,
Automotive,
XM Satellite Radio Inc.
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37 CFR 351.10(c) Statement For Exhibits to Testimony of Stephen R. Cook:


Exhibit 1
Exhibit 2
Exhibit 3


XM Channe! Line-Up
DirecTV and XM Letter Agreement
Study Regarding Users of Satellite TV Services
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Background and Experience


1. My name is Steven Blatter, Senior Vice President of Music Programming,


at Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. ("Sirius"). My whole 20+ year career has been in radio,


primarily in programming, but also in marketing, promotion and online. I have worked


as a Program Director for local terrestrial radio stations in New York and Los Angeles, as


well as in national syndication and network operations. For the last three years I have


been employed by Sirius, beginning as a Vice President and moving up to Senior Vice


President approximately two years ago. As I will explain below, Sirius is not just radio,


but we are a special form of radio that offers a great deal more than traditional radio,


adding enormous value for both listeners and record companies and providing access to


creative works not otherwise available.


2. I am responsible for the content of all 64 of the Sirius music channels


created in the United States and my testimony will focus on them. Sirius also carries five
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music channels created in Canada, but my testimony focuses on the area where my


knowledge is greatest. I supervise approximately 200 employees, including two senior


directors, each of whom is responsible for about half the music channels, several


directors who each handle a genre or two, format managers who handle one to three


channels, and coordinators who put the music into playable form for our operation. I also


supervise a team of producers who create all the interstitial elements heard between the


songs on each of our channels, as well as our talent and industry relations group, whose


primary function is to work with the music community to arrange artist interviews and


live performances that typically originate from our broadcast studios in New York. I also


work with agents, managers, and the Sirius human relations department in recruiting our


on-air talent, producers, programmers and other creative staff.


3. In addition to my supervisory role, I am responsible for determining the


formats for each of our music channels, the creation of new radio formats, as well as


channels and programs we co-produce with recording artists such as Eminem, 50 Cent,


Little Steven Van Zandt, Jimmy Buffett, The Rolling Stones and The Who. The channels


and programs we co-produce with these artists contribute greatly to the Sirius listening


experience and give our listeners access to music not available on terrestrial radio.


4. My entire career has required me to deal directly and extensively with


recording companies and their executives and radio promotion teams. It has been


important for me to understand their motivations and business models, as well as those of


my employers in terrestrial radio. At Sirius I have continued to interact directly with the


record labels and also to supervise persons who interact with record labels on a daily
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basis. I have directly observed what does and does not motivate the labels and have


participated in two decades of discussions with them. I also pay close attention to label


activities by regularly reading trade press.


5. My career has required me to understand how Americans use the radio


medium. The appeal of radio stations, including Sirius’, is measured by the popularity of


a station with its targeted audience. The job of a radio programmer is to identify the


target audience of a particular channel, understand what attracts them, and develop a full


experience that engages that audience. Again, I have observed the process for two


decades, seeing what does and does not work for my own employers and for competitors.


I have also paid close attention to the trade press over the years where the actions of


Programmers are closely monitored and documented. I also supervise and work with the


extensive listener research we conduct to evaluate new formats and identify the most


attractive music for those formats.


Summary of Testimony


6. Each of Sirius’ 64 music channels offers a listening experience that is


designed to create a highly satisfactory listening experience for the intended audience of


the channel. We put enormous resources, effort, and creativity into crafting each of our


64 music channels. Creating the experience that a Sirius channel delivers is a demanding


and expensive task. Beyond the huge investment in technology, physical infrastructure,


and financing lies the creative input of dozens of radio professionals, ranging from those


who develop the basic channel concept, to the channel programmers that select and, for


most channels, direct the hosts or DJs who provide commentary, and select and sequence
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the music for each hour of the day. There are also producers who write and create all the


interstitial material heard between songs that help create the attitude for each channel. In


addition, promotions are developed on the appropriate channels to further enhance the


listening experience. We make this enormous effort because we are acutely aware that


music, as such, is widely available for free, particularly on terrestrial radio. The value


created in producing bur music channels is critical to our ability to attract and retain


subscribers.


7. The distinctive music formats for each of our 64 music channels are


determined through proprietary research and the past experiences of our expert


programmers. Our research uses both on-line and in-person survey formats, as well as


review of the trade press and other public sources. Each radio station is built by


populating a library of music for the channel. This library is maintained and updated


using our own listener research as well as public sources such as the trade press and


information from record company promoters, as I discuss below. Criteria such as tempo,


texture, loudness/softness, familiarity, popularity and compatibility are used to determine


the viability of each song being considered for airplay.


8. The music library for each channel is actively managed and modified by a


music programmer on a daily basis. Within the station’s music universe, programmers


arrange particular pieces with an eye to the characteristics of each (e.g. tempo, era,


gender, and lyrical conent), along with special programs (such as artist interviews, live


performances and countdown shows), so the D J/host can develop the specific listening


experience that attracts subscribers to that station. Importantly, the Sirius experience can
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be sustained and intensified because, in contrast to terrestrial radio, it is not interrupted by


commercials. This also creates greater listener satisfaction and helps us attract and retain


subscribers even though music is available for free on terrestrial radio.


9. Airplay on radio has continually proven to be the biggest driver of record


sales. As a result, record companies have large operations specifically charged with


obtaining radio airplay, typically organized with regional operations under national


direction. They also use independent promoters to encourage radio programmers to play


their music. Record companies give Sirius-and other broadcasters their recordings for


free, often weeks before public release, in hopes of generating pre-release demand. The


labels know from experience that it is incredibly difficult to break a new album without


extensive airplay. Many of the most influential executives at the major labels tend to be


those who have a demonstrated an ability to get music played on the radio. In my career


in radio programming, culminating in my position in charge of programming the 64 U.S.


Sirius music channels, the drive of record labels for airplay has been a constant theme.


10. Satellite radio is, of course, a form of radio. Sirius competes for listeners


with and is directly comparable to terrestrial radio. We do everything terrestrial radio


does and more. The major record labels rely on their radio promotion operations to work


with Sirius, typically from their national office or as part of their New York regional


effort. Both listeners and the labels think of Sirius as a form of radio. Sirius airplay now


is reflected in chart positions in Billboard, its sister publication Radio and Records, and


Mediabase. In trade advertising created by many record companies that target terrestrial


radio programmers, airplay on Sirius is now expressly noted.
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11. Although Sirius is a form of radio, it offers significant additional promotional


benefits to record companies that terrestrial radio cannot provide.


Unlike most terrestrial radio, as each song plays, Sirius continuously
displays the title and the artist on its digital display. This makes it easier
for a listener to remember the song and artist that is playing. Over the
years the record labels have expressed their concern with traditional
radio’s inability to provide such information for each song played. In
addition to not having the technical capabilities to display such
information, traditional-radio DJs often strive for pace and tend not to
verbally identify the music they play.


All music radio stations strive for a distinct "stationality" that adds to the
listening experience. Because Sirius has many channels, stationality can
be much more targeted than traditional radio. Also, the absence of
commercials means the Sirius aesthetic experience is more sustained and
fully developed. Music heard in this context allows us to create an even
more satisfying listening experience. The greater listener satisfaction
explains why subscribers are willing to purchase Sirius radios and pay
subscription fees when music can be heard for free on terrestrial radio.


Sirius’ 64 music channels include specialized formats that let us play new
or emerging artists that are not yet popular enough to be included on the
playlists of terrestrial radio stations that cover relatively broad formats.
Record company promoters are very aware of our specialized channels
and systematically attempt to place emerging artists on more specialized
channels, long before they might appear on terrestrial radio.


Sirius gets much deeper into the catalog than terrestrial radio. With 64
channels of music, each channel can be more specialized and dig down to
music terrestrial radio would never use. This exposure is to persons who
have selected that specialized channel and, hence, are most likely to
appreciate and purchase that music.


Because our music stations are supported by subscription fees, not
advertising, we can serve listener interests, providing mixes of music that
often do not fit with the advertising interests of banks, automobile
dealerships, supermarkets, and other businesses that provide the core
advertising for local terrestrial radio stations. Our music channels are
listener driven, not advertiser driven.


The availability of 64 distinct stations seems to encourage an active
process of listener choice, perhaps because the choice is more meaningful.
One of the 64 Sirius channels is more likely to satisfy a particular
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listener’s interests than one of a half-dozen ordinary formats. As a result,
Sirius listeners seem to be more engaged, and they more quickly become
familiar with the music Sirius plays.


12. Because of my job and experience, my testimony will focus on the Sirius


music channels and on dealings with the record companies. I will discuss how


developing and presenting those channels is, in itself, a highly creative, demanding, and


expensive process. Importantly, however, that is just a part of our overall business. To


make music channels possible, enormous technical, regulatory, and financial challenges


must be overcome. And to make music channels feasible, a large pool of subscribers


must be developed, requiring extensive and expensive marketing efforts and a huge


investment in the kinds of distinctive and exclusive non-musical features, such as


Howard Stem and the NFL, that drive subscriptions. In short, as shown in the web pages


that are SIR Ex. 28, musical recordings are just one component of the value we deliver,


and our contribution is just one part of the whole.


The Sirius Music Channels


13. Sirius has 69 are music stations without commercials (64 are produced by


Sirius in the US; the other five are produced by our Canadian affiliate). Printouts of the


web pages of some of these channels are found at SIR NSS Ex. 3.


14. Of those music stations, some are devoted exclusively or almost so to music


recorded before 1972. These include Sirius Gold and 60s Vibrations.


15. Other music stations make substantial use of pre-1972


(approximately 50% or more of the recordings played). These include:


recordings
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Classic Vinyl


The Vault


Rolling Stones Radio


The Who Channel


Sirius Blues


Standard Time


¯ Broadway’s Best.


16. Additional Sirius music channels use a significant amount of pre-1972


recordings (approximately 25% or more of the recordings played). These include:


¯ Movin’ Easy


¯ Underground Garage


* The Roadhouse


¯ Soul Town


17. Our music channels are not limited to recorded music. We have studios


for live performances, and hundreds of such performances are broadcast each year.


18. We also have developed channels and programs in conjunction with well


known artists such as Jimmy BuffeR, Eminem, 50 Cent, Steven Van Zandt, the Who, and


the Rolling Stones, as well as the Metropolitan Opera. In addition to bringing their


creative talents to bear on shaping the overall listening experience, these artists also make


available a range of unreleased recordings that listeners otherwise could not access. For


example, The Who channel broadcasts two hours per day of live music that is not
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commercially available; Met Opera Radio broadcasts about 12 hours per day of pieces


that are either live or recordings exclusive to radio on Sirius, and Radio Margaritaville


airs about three hours per day of live songs.


19. Sirius has carefully chosen the formats of its 64 U.S. music channels to


provide a breadth and quality of musical choice that is not and inherently cannot be


provided by traditional radio.


20. A given station or channel must have enough listeners to be economically


viable on a local market level. (Even public radio faces funding constraints.) Sirius can


reach millions of subscribers with its national signal, and that number is growing. Our


national audience is large enough to support many different musical channels with


distinctive formats.


21. By contrast, the audience in typical local markets for terrestrial radio is


much smaller, so that only a few channels and formats can be supported. The tendency is


for each market to sustain several stations with formats intended to appeal to large


audience segments, perhaps with a few specialty formats supported by institutions such


as colleges or by local ethnic concentrations. Even in a major urban area such as


Washington, D.C., it is difficult for most listeners to terrestrial radio to receive more than


15 different music formats, and the selections in much of the country can be far fewer.


22. Some of the omissions forced by the constraints on terrestrial radio are


striking. For example, the two largest local markets in the U.S., New York and Los


Angeles, lack any country music format. Eight of the ten largest U.S. markets lack a


dance music format. Of the ten largest markets, only New York and San Francisco have
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dance stations. Five of the ten largest markets now lack an oldies format. Finally, four of


the top ten markets (Philadelphia, Houston, Detroit, and Atlanta) do not have a classical


music station. One can readily imagine the situation in the great majority of traditional


U.S. radio markets where there may be only four to ten quality music channels versus the


69 available on Sirius.


23. The constraints imposed by the limited number of signals interacts with


the constraints imposed by the fact that terrestrial radio is advertiser driven. The types of


businesses that provide the revenue backbone for terrestrial radio are led by the


demographics of their best customers and by considerations of image to focus on certain


music formats. For example, a single format focused on playing both alternative rock


and hip-hop will likely produce listeners who are 16 to 24 year old males. In most


markets, it is extremely difficult to find enough local advertisers interested in that


demographic to support a financially viable local radio station. Further, music tastes for


most consumers are defined during teen years and terrestrial radio is losing this audience


during this critical period. This is clearly demonstrated by the declining usage of


terrestrial radio by younger demographics across America. Sirius currently dedicates 10


of its music channels to younger demographics, including Sirius Hits-l, Octane, Alt


Nation, Hard Attack, Faction, Hip Hop Nation, Shade 45, Hot Jamz, Revolution and Kids


Stuff.


24. In all markets, and particularly in smaller markets, satellite radio provides


access to music that listeners would otherwise never encounter and, hence, would have


no opportunity to come to like or to purchase. Sirius thus greatly expands the musical
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opportunities of its listeners. In addition to the "young demographic" channels described


above, Sirius offers numerous channels dedicated to styles of music that are typically not


available on terrestrial radio, including: Classical, Reggae, Standards, Dance, Classic


Country, Outlaw Country, New Age, Jazz, Jam bands, Garage Rock, Heavy Metal,


Electronic, Gospel, Broadway/Show Tunes, Blues, Christian Pop and Rock, and


Bluegrass. By expanding the musical opportunities of listeners in this way, Sirius


provides airplay (and ultimately, sales and resulting royalty payments) for artists who


likely would not be heard on terrestrial radio.


Creating and Maintaining a Sirius Music Channel


25. Each Sirius music channel starts with a distinctive format developed to


attract and hold the loyalty of a viable audience segment. The format may be a particular


musical era (e.g. the 50’s), genre (e.g. opera or hard rock), artist (e.g. The Who, Rolling


Stones), or a desired mood (e.g. romance, relaxation, or party time). In each case there is


a clearly defined format, which shapes the channel in multiple ways.


¯ The format defines the universe of music the programmers will draw
upon, for example, opera, hard rock, or show tunes.


¯ The format also helps define the overall energy level of the channel -
whether it is edgy and energetic or laid back and mellow.


The format suggests the appropriate hosts or DJs for the channel and
guides their style of announcing. An alternative rock station calls for
different personalities and styles than standards from the 40s. Sirius
makes a major investment in identifying and recruiting top quality and
highly experienced on-air talent, and our programmers and other creative
workers support that talent.


¯ With two exceptions, the format of a Sirius music channel also includes
production elements or interstitial pieces heard between the songs that
further position and image the channel for the intended audience.
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Channels have their own station voice and slogans, while others also
employ custom singing jingles that help enhance the mood of the channel.


The format for a channel also guides the types of special programming
that may be created and scheduled. Artists often participate in interviews
and host special programs such as countdown shows on our more
foreground formats like Top 40, modem rock, new country and hip-hop.
A station with an edgy or party persona can use contests that would not
work as well on a classical station.


All of these factors work together to enhance the stationality of each
station, make the listening experience more attractive to the target
audience, and permit meaningful and satisfactory channel choices by the
listener.


26. Selecting music to implement the format is a difficult and ongoing task


carried out by our music programming specialists. It is not enough just to rotate down an


alphabetical list of pieces that are within the universe defined by the concept. Nor will


random play work. Instead, programmers who are deeply familiar with the universe of


music bring both scientific and artistic judgment to bear to create a musical flow and


mood.


For example, tempo is important. Too many slow or fast pieces in a row often
may be boring, though sometimes may create and sustain a mood. Rapid
alteration may be jarring.


Other qualities of the music also must be considered. It may be undesirable to
string together a series of artists with a given characteristic - male, female, group,
duets.


The themes and story lines of songs also must be considered. Putting the wrong
songs in sequence may produce unintended effects ranging from jarring to
humorous.


We utilize software called MusicMaster that helps in the rotation and sequencing
of songs for each music channel. While this software helps programmers manage
their music libraries and facilitates the music scheduling process, it is no
substitute for the informed judgment of programmers with in-depth knowledge of
the genre. In fact, every hour of music scheduled across all 64 Sirius music
channels is carefully reviewed and hand massaged by a Sirius programmer before
it airs.
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¯ We also do substantial listener research in an effort to understand how our
formats are perceived and what appeals to various listener groups. For example,
we regularly conduct surveys, either on-line or in person. We back that effort up
with research into what is working in terrestrial radio. This includes our own
review of publicly reported charts and airplay information from sources such as
Mediabase. And, as I discuss below, record company promoters provide airplay
and other information to our programmers on a regular basis.


27. Hosts or DJs must understand the music, the audience, and the flow of the


program. Sometimes humor is called for, sometimes not. Often the needed humor is a


light quip, sometimes it is a raucous rant. Some channels call for an emphasis on facts;


on others the host must emote. Everything that is said must implement the format of the


channel and enhance the overall listener experience. As already noted, Sirius hires top


quality on-air personalities to present music and provide our listeners with additional


information about each artist and song played in a passionate and engaging manner. We


also give our on-air personalities extensive direction and other support to help them best


communicate to their audience.


28. Special programming such as live performances, interviews, contests, and


the like can be important, but must be carefully tailored to the channel and its format.


Artist interview bookings and on-air promotions are handled by two distinct departments


with approximately ten employees who are charged with creation and development of


such programming.


29. A channel must be promoted, both to current listeners and to others who


may become regular listeners if they sample the channel. This requires a variety of


tactics.
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The channel must have a short name that captures its format. For
example, "Hard Attack," or "Chill."


Typically a distinctive logo is developed that must be associated with the
name so as to permit instant visual identification.


The name and logo must be supported by additional catch phrases or
similar items that are used repeatedly and that become associated with the
channel. Some of these may remain in use for years. Others may become
stale and be rotated out.


30.    Sirius devotes resources to-all of these matters because experience has


shown that they are critical to satisfying listeners, and they fundamentally shape how


listeners perceive and respond to the music. In the right restaurant, with the right


ambiance and menu, a diner may find escargot delicious and even be motivated to try


serving it at home. But in other situations, the same diner might find the same snail


unappetizing or even revolting. Much the same is true of music. Sirius works with


music, but that is just a small part of the experience a Sirius channel delivers.


How Sirius Benefits Recording Sales


31. Most consumers typically do not decide to purchase music based on a


story in a newspaper or magazine; the music industry understands that radio airplay is the


number one driver of recording sales. Of course, some artists have established


followings that wait for their next release. It is also possible to sample CDs at record


stores and online. Still, the simple fact is that radio airplay sells music. Certainly the


record labels believe this, leading to their extensive efforts to obtain airplay that I discuss


later.


32. Sirius provides all of the promotional benefits of terrestrial radio exposure,


but even more so. For example:
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Sirius displays the name of the artist and song continuously during play. If
the listener is interested, he or she does not have to try to remember what the
DJ said before play began or hope that it is mentioned after play ends. The
information is immediately available when desired.


Because Sirius offers 64 music channels with distinct and defined formats, it
is much more likely that a listener who has chosen a given channel will be
attracted to music played on that channel. By contrast, terrestrial radio
typically offers fewer and less defined choices, so listeners may be much less
attracted to music the station plays.


Music within a given format is presented in an optimum setting in terms of
surrounding pieces, hosting, and overall station personality. The experience
will also not be preceded or followed by jarring commercials. This gives the
music the best possible opportunity to appeal to the listener. Thus, the value
we add provides a direct promotional benefit to the record companies, as well
as to our listeners.


Sirius’ 64 different and distinct music channels allow us to go much deeper
into the music catalog. A terrestrial station with a broad format has to look for
material that will appeal to a relatively broad audience. By contrast, the self-
selected group listening to a more focused Sirius channel is more likely to
appreciate music within the format that has less general appeal.


Similarly, our specialized channels allow us to play up and coming artists who
are often not receiving airplay on terrestrial radio stations with broader
formats. This exposure can give impetus to the emerging artist and lead to
broader exposure. There have been situations in which Sirius airplay of an
unsigned artist has led to a contract with a major recording company. For
example, the band Evans Blue was signed by a major label after their self
created album received airplay on Sirius’ Octane channel. In such a situation,
the recording company gets an artist that has already proven itself on the radio
and increases the likelihood of the band receiving airplay elsewhere.


The care and resources we devote to programming, and the specialized nature
of many of our channels, augment the reputations of our DJs or hosts. As they
become opinion leaders for their audiences, their favorable views of an artist
or song can be very influential in motivating sales. Approval from such an
opinion leader provides promotion that is likely to be more effective than paid
commercial advertising by the record labels.


Ratings by third party providers do not drive our music programming
decisions, so that Sirius is free to take more chances with new music,
emerging and unknown artists, and music that has not yet climbed the
national music charts.
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A Sirius subscriber typically will be someone who values Sirius broadcasts
enough to pay for them and, moreover, will have money to spend for music
entertainment. Such a person is an attractive potential customer.


33. Chart position has an important effect on music sales. Some customers


are directly motivated to purchase highly charted music. But beyond that, many


terrestrial radio stations rely on chart position to select the universe of music their station


will play. The most obvious is a "Top 40" station, but other types of station formats


focus on music that presently is relatively highly charted.


Airplay on Sirius now is taken into-account when weekly charts are compiled
by Billboard/Radio & Records and Mediabase, the two primary sources for
chart information used by record labels and radio programmers. When Sirius
plays a song, its spin count increases and chart position is affected. When a
song’s spin count and chart position increase other programmers are more
easily encouraged to play the song, and that ultimately drives greater record
sales.


Also, Sirius is recognized as a leader in music selection. SIR NSS Ex. 2
contains examples of record company advertising that emphasizes airplay on
Sirius as a reason that other programmers should expose the work or artist.
When our leadership causes terrestrial radio stations to play a particular song,
the result is higher chart position for that song.


Promotional Efforts By Record Companies


34. Record companies are acutely aware of how important airplay is to


generating record sales, and they go to great lengths to seek it. This has been going on


since long before I became involved in radio. Efforts directed at Sirius have continued


and intensified during my time at Sirius as our listener base expands and as the record


companies become more aware of the unique benefits Sirius offers.


35. To begin with, the record companies consistently provide music


recordings to Sirius for free, in the obvious hope that we will play and thereby promote
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what we have been provided. In fact, we often receive songs weeks before public release


in the hope that airplay on Sirius will generate interest and demand before the album is


commercially released.


36.


their releases.


to supervise


Recording companies have divisions devoted to obtaining radio airplay for


Typically these divisions are organized by region with a riational operation


and assist as needed. Some companies have separate "new media"


promotional groups, but Sirius now is virtually always the responsibility of the radio


promotion departments. Either Sirius is assigned to the national group or to the New


York regional promotion person.


37. Record industry promoters aggressively communicate to our programmers


their desire for us to play their music. These efforts are part of carefully calculated


promotional efforts. The promoters will promote particular songs for particular channels,


making a case that a given song will succeed with the channel’s audience. The record


company promotional representatives are under tremendous pressure to seek airplay on


radio. When a radio programmer does not agree with a record label promotion person, it


is not unusual for the promotional rep to escalate the call to the programmer’s supervisor


and at times to me as the head of music programming, On occasion these calls can get


contentious, reflecting the high value the record companies place on radio airplay and the


pressure their promoters are under to get music played on Sirius.


38. As an experiment, I asked the programmers for six of our music channels


11 to keep


record of promotional contacts from record companies during the week of October 16-
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20. As indicated on the following table, in just one week we received 170 label


promotional contacts (calls, e-mails and instant messages) and 108 mailings (consisting


substantially of free CDs and singles) with respect to these six channels alone:


10/16 10/17 10/18 10/19 10/20 Week
E-mail/Instant        22 25 33 28 28 136
Message
Calls 4 8 10 9 3 34
Promo Mail (incl.
CDs/ 19 29 19 23 18 108
Singles/Concert
Tickets)


Thus, in this one week period - which I believe to be typical in all material respects -


Sirius received nearly ten promotional contacts from the record labels per day for each of


these channels.


39. Record companies often complain that terrestrial radio stations have very


limited playlists. But terrestrial radio, which has to play music that appeals to relatively


broad audiences, typically cannot afford to play pieces with narrow appeal. The record


companies know, however, that many of our channels are more specialized. They


initially will promote newer artists for more specialized stations, hoping that they will


generate interest in their most likely audience and, perhaps, eventually graduate to


broader formats and terrestrial radio.


40. In an effort to gain airplay, record company reps will often make their


artists available to participate in special programming that will air exclusively on Sirius


and also provide prizes for use in on-air promotions. For example:
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¯ Sirius adds value by arranging for artist interviews and live performances
from our studios. The record companies regularly arrange for appearances by
artists we are willing to play. For example, from January 1 through October
18 of this year, over 800 record company artists visited our studios for
interviews and/or performances. These events add value for our listeners, but
also gave promotional value to the record companies.


¯ On some stations Sirius conducts contests. Record companies will regularly
provide prizes to support such contests, including CDs and concert tickets.


41. Record companies are so strongly motivated to obtain play on Sirius that


we have to set limits on what is acceptable. For example, I will not approve accepting


free travel to view artists in concert. In fact, over the years record companies have


pushed so hard for radio airplay that legal restrictions have been adopted. The New York


Attorney General, Eliot Spitzer, has recently obtained consent decrees from major labels


restricting some of their promotional practices directed toward obtaining air time. On


October 20, 2006, the New York Times carried an article entitled "CBS Radio Tightens


Policies in Settlement Over Payola" that briefly summarizes some recent developments,


noting that such issues arise as "music executives compete fiercely to land their songs on


limited radio station playlists."


42. Record companies typically focus their promotional efforts on new music,


rather than their existing catalog. As a result, a vast array of older music is unknown, and


thus effectively unavailable, to many listeners. Our specialized formats dig much deeper


into the catalog, exposing older songs to the public. And, of course, the record


companies benefit from resulting sales on which they expended no promotional effort.


43. The labels explicitly recognize our promotional contributions. Sirius


frequently receives thanks from record companies and their artists for our contributions to
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their success. Indeed, when record companies issue gold or platinum records to


recognize sales milestones, they sometimes send them to radio stations, and we regularly


receive such gold or platinum records at Sirius.


Conclusion


44. In short, developing and implementing a unique and compelling radio


format for all 64 commercial-free Sirius music channels is a highly creative and


demanding process, even after the many technical, promotional, and financial challenges


have been overcome. Our expert music programmers, celebrity hosts and DJs, producers,


and on-air promotion and talent executives add enormous value to our music offerings.


This added value both provides our subscribers with the reason to pay our fees and makes


us a tremendously valuable marketing tool for the recording industry, as evidenced by the


record companies’ constant and increasing promotional efforts.
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Before the
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In the Matter of


Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings
for a New Subscription Service


)
)
)
)
)


Docket No. 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA


DIRECT TESTIMONY OF ERIC LOGAN
(ON BEHALF OF XM SATELLITE RADIO INC.)


I
!


I. My name is Eric Logan. I am currently employed by XM Satellite Radio Inc.


("XM") as Executive Vice President of Programming, a position I have held since August 2004.


In this capacity, I am responsible for programming anci strategy for all of the more than 170


I
I
I
I


channels on the XM radio service.


2. My testimony primarily will discuss XM’s program offerings, and explain how


and why XM programs its channels to provide a diverse, unique and compelling program service


that will convince consumers to become and remain XM s~bscribers. To summarize several of


my key points:


The fundamental value proposition of XM is built on (1) aggregating onto a single


I
I


platform a diverse variety of programming that will appeal to almost every interest; (2) exclusive


programming such as sports and talk; (3) brand-name news and talk programming; (4) XM’s


unique approach to music programming; and (5) XM’s decision to forego advertising revenue on


I its music channels.


I 86030.1
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Presenting a diverse line-up of programming to potential and current XM


subscribers, including news, sports, talk, comedy, and commercial-free music channels,


promotes subscriber acquisition and retention, and grows subscriber satisfaction.


The non-music channels on XM include exclusive content such as Major League


Baseball, Oprah & Friends, National Hockey League (which will be exclusive to XM starting


next season) and NCAA college football and basketball from select conferences. These channels


also include high-brand recognition content like Fox News, ESPN and CNN, and also play a


major role in promoting subscriber acquisition.


XM doesn’t just "play music" on its music channels. XM creates its music


channels with a special character and personality created by expert music programmers and on-


air talent. XM also produces exclusive music programming that adds value for XM subscribers,


the performers and recording labels.


XM’s approach to music programming in turn creates po~verful promotional value


to musical artists and recording labels. Both established and up-and-coming musicians get


valuable exposure from the different avenues in which XM presents their music. This power of


XM to promote sales has been ac "knowledged by the artists and recording labels themselves.


Radio lndustr~ Experience Prior to aoinin~ XM


3. I have twenty years of experience working at radio stations and radio station


groups, starting in entry level jobs, to turning around a station in the third largest media market


in the United States, to working as a senior executive for major AM/FM radio conglomerates. [


have held jobs in almost every area in the radio business - sales, tech, on-air, programming and


management.
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4. I started my radio career in the late 1980"s at country stations in Oklahoma City.


Starting in 1994, I went on to hold programming positions in Seattle and in San Francisco. In


Seattle in July 1994, I relaunched the station formerly known as KXRX-FM with a new, "Young


Country" music format, and changed its call letters to KYCW-FM. The station quickly overtook


the second-rated competitor. As program director of KYCY-FM in San Francisco in 1995, I


diversified the station beyond its country format. Additions to the programming included


broadcasts of Oakland Raiders football games. The station’s ratings and popularity jumped to


overtake our closest competitor in the country format, and ultimately to force that competitor to


change its format.


5. 1"he positions in Seattle and San Francisco led to a job based in Tampa, Florida,


where I programmed a cluster of CBS-owned stations in 1997-98. In Tampa, I also renegotiated


our deal to broadcast NFL football games. This in turn led to my first corporate position, where I


had the responsibility of overseeing country music programming on CBS stations across the


country, including stations in Houston, Chicago and Kansas City. In 2002, ! became Manager of


Operations at WUSN-FM, known as "U.S. 99," in Chicago. Responding to the changes to our


society brought about by 9/11, I relaunched WUSN-FM as "America’s Country Station."


combining new country music with other popular music that connected listeners with a new,


stronger sense of pride and patriotism. These changes brought WUSN literally from "worst to


first" in the Chicago market broadcast ratings in record time.


6. The last several stations I programmed were owned by [nfinity/CBS Broadcasting


Corporation, one of the largest owners and operators of radio stations in the United States. In


2003, Infinity/CBS promoted me to Vice President of Programming and moved me to New


York, where my duties included responsibility for the day to day operations of all of lnfinity’s
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New York City stations. I then went to Citadel Broadcasting for a year, where as President of


Programming I was responsible for more than 150 radio stations in over 40 markets.


7. In July 2004, when I was approached to join XM Satellite Radio, I had already


been immersed in programming of commercial radio stations for a decade.


8. Beginning November 7, 2006, I will be returning as a member of the Board of


Directors of the Country Music Association.


Pro~rammin~ Role and Staff at XM


9. In my capacity as XM’s Executive Vice President of Programming, I am


responsible for every piece of audio (and accompanying data) broadcast on XM. In the broadest


sense, I am responsible for the strategic creative management of XM’s band~vidth. Bandwidth --


the finite portion of the broadcast spectrum allocated to XM under its FCC license -- is XM’s


principal commodity. Not all channels use bandwidth equally. Talk channels can be broadcast


using less bandwidth, such that, generally speaking, two talk channels can fit in the bandwidth of


one music channel. Even among the music channels, certain types of music are more sonically


demanding than others and so require greater bandwidth. I decide how much of the bandwidth


is allocated to certain types of programming, and how to re-allocate bandwidth to maximize the


XM subscriber’s listening experience and create a service they will be willing to pay for. When


XM first launched with 100 channels, there were 29 news/talk/sports channels, compared to 52


now (including comedy and kids programming). There were 65 channels dedicated to music and


programmed by XM, compared to 69 now.


10. My programming staff includes five Senior Vice Presidents and Vice Presidents,


for news/sports/talk, original programming and content, program operations, and music. XM’s


Chief Creative Officer is Lee Abrams, who for decades has been well known as one of
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America’s leading FM radio consultants. Department and program directors work under each of


the Senior Vice Presidents. Each music channel has a program director. There are 288 people


employed in the programming division of XM, 135 of whom are dedicated to music


programming.


11. XM’s nationwide service affects both our content strategies and, we believe, our


listenership. During certain parts of the day, subscribers predominantly listen to XM in the car.


For that reason, XM has an extended "drive time" programming focus from 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.


Eastern, and from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. According to Arbitron ratings, XM achieves a Time Spent


Listening share that tracks from five to nine hours higher per week than AM/FM radio.


XM’s Extensive Channel Selection


12. Because of our more than 170-channel platform, XM is able to provide content


with mass-market appeal as well as niche programming that will appeal to a smaller, but


potentially more dedicated, fan base. Our ability to acquire, deliver and program content on XM


is limited by bandwidth and budget. Therefore, my job is essentially a balancing act to find the


most effective way to deploy these resources across our channel line-up, and to build an offering


that will promote the acquisition and retention of subscribers. Exhibit 1 shows XM’s current


!
!


channel line-up.


13. Yhe left side of the guide highlights our commercial-free music channels, grouped


by genre. Our formats feature a spectrum of musical genres as well as mass appeal formats that


!
!


have been abandoned by terrestrial radio. As shown on Exhibit l, XM’s music channels are


grouped under broad genres - - "Decades," Country, Pop & Hits, Christian, Rock, Hip-Hop &


Urban, Jazz & Blues, Lifestyle, Dance, Latin, World, and Classical. Each genre features


programs or even entire channels that are dedicated to mainstream and/or hit-based music, but
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even these most popular genres have "niche" channels, and play music and performing artists


that rarely find their way to the terrestrial airwaves at all. By design, XM uses its broadcast


capacity to play everything from the top hits to, for example, Celtic and American Indian music


programs.


14.    Our "Decades" format devotes a channel to each decade from the music of the big


band era in the ’40s to pop hits of the ’90s. The "Decades" channels for the 1940’s (Channel 4),


1950’s (Channel 5) and 1960’s (Channel 6) almost exclusively play pre-1972 sound recordings.


Our seven "Country" channels include a mix of classic country, country superstars, folk,


bluegrass and traditional country. Willie Nelson makes his radio home on "Willie’s Place" - our


single most popular music channel - where our on-air personalities hang out in a make-believe


country honky tonk saloon and play classic country songs that receive virtually no airplay on


terrestrial radio. Willie’s Place also plays mostly sound recordings made before 1972. Other


Channels that prominently or predominantly feature pre-1972 recordings are Soul Street, Frank’s


Place, Top Tracks, Bluegrass Junction, The Village, Real Jazz, and Deep Tracks.


15.    Our "Pop & Hits" category has a channel selection expansive enough to include


traditional top 40, along with soundtracks, show tunes, and international hits. The XM Christian


music channels likewise encompass styles from pop to Southern gospel, and play a deep catalog


of well-known and lesser-known songs. Fourteen rock channels give our program directors the


space and freedom to play any and every rock artist from the last 50 years, and go far beyond the


best-known cuts that receive airptay on commercial FM stations.


16.    XM’s "Hip-Hop & Urban" channels provide a home to brand new music, old


school, and a channel of classics hosted by Snoop Dogg. Likewise, our jazz and blues channels


play modern, contemporary and traditional jazz and blues, with a channel reserved for American
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Standards, "Frank’s Place," named for Frank Sinatra with approval and input from the Sinatra


family. "Lifestyles" channels have eclectic and new age sounds. XM has five channels of dance


music, four Latin music channels, and three channels of World music. XM’s three classical


music channels include "XM Classics," with traditional classical music, "Vox," which features


opera and vocal music, and "XM Pops," offering classical favorites in XM surround sound.


17. Our "Biggest Names in News" category includes well-known and valuable


television brands, such as CNN, Fox News, CNBC, and the BBC. Some of the most compelling


programming is part of our sports programming, including national coverage of all major league


baseball and NHL games. Our "Especially for Women" programming includes "Take Five" and


the recently-launched "Oprah & Friends" talk and lifestyles channel. XM’s "All-Star Talk and


Entertainment" programming includes famous on-air personalities such as Opie and Anthony,


whose program rates number one on XM for time spent listening each week. "Sonic Theater" is


an XM exclusive channel that presents short stories, serialized readings from weft-loved books,


plays recorded live on stage, and radio drama. We now have four "Superstar Comedy" channels.


We have two kids and family channels that are not part of our "commercial free" music offering,


but nevertheless do include music. XM Kids targets kids under 10 and presents a morning show


with running characters, sketches and contests as well as radio theater, kids’ concerts, science


shows and other content throughout the day. We also carry Radio Disney aimed at "tweens"


with a mix of top 40 music and other entertainment. Instant traffic and weather and regional


programming round out the guide.


The Balance of Content Offerings on XM


18.    XM regularly reassesses its channel line-up to keep pace with changing consumer


and subscriber tastes and trends. Because ~ve have limited bandwidth, a decision to add new
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programming channels will in many cases come at the expense of existing channels. For


example, when we added the "Oprah & Friends" talk channel, featuring Oprah Winfrey, we were


forced to discontinue carriage of one talk channel. These decisions are complex and, unlike


commercial radio, they are not based purely on Arbitron ratings. Rather, these decisions are


based on the strategic value of the channel to the overall content offering, measured by other


factors such as the channel’s ability to attract new subscribers and retain existing subscribers. In


some cases, I consider it important to retain a channel with a relatively low but highly devoted


listenership.


19.    Like any other entertainment medium, we make creative content decisions based


on a combination of research, experience and gut instinct. In my experience, it can })e difficult to


rely solely on listener research when deciding whether to launch a channel. For example, we


launched our first comedy channels at the suggestion of some of our programming staff.


Comedy had never been done before nationwide in radio, and therefore there was little


experience to determine subscriber demand. XM’s comedy channels have turned out to be


among our most popular offerings. Another example is our Southern Gospel channel,


"enLighten." It was popular on our internet streaming service, but we did not have a sense as to


whether that popularity would translate once we moved it to our satellite radio platform. We


decided to try it on the satellite service, and it has emerged as our most popular Christian


channel.


20.    What we have learned at XM is that we will be more likely to succeed using a


combination of diversity, experimentation, passion and expertise for a particular genre, than


programming by numbers. The best way for XM has been to build channels with their own


particular focus and personality.
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How XM Manages its Content Strate~ to Attract and Retain Subscribers


21.    XM views its channels in terms of their strategic contribution to the acquisition


and retention of subscribers. Different types of XM programming may play distinct roles in


acquisition or retention. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a chart that illustrates XM’s content strategy.


22.    It is far more costly to convince consumers to initially subscribe to XM, compared


to the cost of retaining them once they have become a subscriber. Consumers need to be shown


the value proposition in paying for something that they have traditionally received for free. And


of course, different subscribers will perceive different value from across the broad mix of content


on the XM channels.


23. The initial challenge in converting consumers to subscribers is to explain, in a


way they can grasp quickly, why XM is different from broadcast radio. We emphasize the


diversity of programming on XM - the mix of entertainment and information available on XM’s


non-music and music channels. Potential subscribers should be able to look at the program


guide, see a variety of content and channels that appeal to their personal interests, and appreciate


that they are unlikely ever to feel that "there’s nothing on for me," as consumers have


experienced with broadcast radio. Many people become subscribers because of particular


content that they are passionate about and that they can’t get except by subscribing to XM. A


second factor that can readily be understood by potential subscribers is that XM has 69 music


channels that are commercial:free. Many XM subscribers listen in their cars, and would rather


not spend their commuting and travel time enduring dozens of commercials per hour on AM/FM


broadcast radio.


24. To retain subscribers, XM promotes depth, diversity and long-term value in the


totality of our programming.Once consumers become subscribers, most initially will listen
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almost exclusively to four or five stations at any given time. To retain these new subscribers,


part of my job is to get them to discover more value in XM than they originally anticipated when


they chose the service -- both on the channels they already listen to, and on channels that they


have not yet experienced.


XM Pro~rammin~ Focused on Subscriber Acquisition


25. A major driver of subscriber acquisition is programming that a consumer only can


get nationwide or in the car by subscribing to XM. Such "exclusive" programming also can


distinguish XM from competitors in satellite and internet radio, as well as terrestrial radio. Most


of XM’s exclusive content deals are targeted to promote acquisitions of particular subscriber


segments, so XM often pays premium pricing for such programming.


XM’s Exclusive Sports Programming


26.    Sports play-by-play programming is a primary acquisition tool. Our sports


programming is focused primarily on attracting displaced fans nationwide who are unable to


follow games of their favorite team because they do not live in the team’s market or because the


games are not carried even in the local market. MLB schedules over 160 regular season games


played by each of its 30 teams. With over 2400 regular season games available on XM, we saw


a huge opportunity to attract millions of existing major league baseball fans to XM. After we


launched MLB on XM, some 20% of new subscribers that we polled at the time cited MLB as


the reason they became subscribers.


27.    We also broadcast live 400 National Hockey League ("NHL") hockey games.


We provide basketball and football coverage of four Division One college sports conferences --


the ACC, Top 10, Big 10 and Big East. We broadcast 132 NASCAR races, PGA Tour golf


tournaments, Mexican League soccer matches, and select National Basketball Association
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games. We recently carried 2006 World Cup soccer coverage and play-by-play. We have a


broadcast and marketing partnership with the U.S. Open, which in addition to giving us


exclusive rights to broadcast the tennis matches, also gives us significant presence at the well-


attended event. Exhibit 3 is a chart showing XM’s sports programming strategy.


XM’s Talk, News and Information Programming


28. In addition to the sports programming, exclusive talk programming is important to


XM’s acquisition strategy. XM’s line-up includes familiar personalities from the world of


broadcast radio, including public radio host Bob Edwards, and the Opie and Anthony show. As


one indicator of the importance of such programming and its value to the potential acquisition of


new subscribers, XM now licenses programs we produce back to terrestrial radio stations. In


April 2006, I led a team that negotiated a deal whereby we licensed a portion ofXM’s Opie and


Anthony show back to the CBS radio network, to run in 23 of the largest markets in America - a


first for the satellite radio industry. This serves as a marketing tool to expose listeners to satellite


radio, since we use the terrestrial radio portion of the sho~v to promote XM and cross-promote


the part of Opie and Anthony’s show that remains exclusive to XM (as well as other XM


content).


29. Similarly, XM produces "Bob Edwards Weekend," which is distributed by Public


Radio International to 37 terrestrial public radio broadcast stations around the country. It


features two hours of excerpts from The Bob Edwards Showy, which is produced by and heard


daily on XM.


30. The Oprah & Friends channel, illustrated on Exhibit 4, debuted in late September,


featuring original programming on news, health, fitness, home design, spirituality, and lifestyles


from Oprah Winfrey’s Harpo Productions. The channel is promoted extensively on Oprah
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Winfrey’s television program and website, which introduces and promotes XM to Oprah’s


millions of fans.
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31. Another strategy that aids in subscriber acquisition is to broadcast content from


well-known television and radio networks with high brand recognition. This programming is not


exclusively available through XM, but the brand recognition, the nature and quality of the


programming, and the diversity of the programming add to the consumer proposition of value


they will get as an XM subscriber. Much of this content is a simulcast of television audio, and


allows XM subscribers to listen to this programming in their car. Examples of this type of


programming include our channels featuring CNN, Fox News, Air America, Bloomberg Radio,


CNBC, BBC World Service, Radio Disney, ESPN and C-SPAN Radio. Notably, Fox News and


CNN are available on satellite radio but not terrestrial radio, and Fox News in particular is by


contract exclusive to the satellite radio platform. As a result, this content is particularly valuable


to us as an acquisition tool. As one indicator of the value of this programming, the single most


listened-to channel on XM for more than three years running is Fox News. Exhibit 5 depicts our


Talk, News, and Entertainment strategy.


32. Our "Take Five" channel focusing on women’s lifestyle issues combines some of


the most popular television talk programming (Good Morning America Radio, Ellen DeGeneres,


and Tyra Banks) with XM-exclusive programming such as interview shows led by women


journalists and talk personalities. This aspect of our programming strategy appeals to a large


segment of our potential listenership, women between 25-54 years of age. Exhibit 6 illustrates


our women’s content strategy.


33. Our XMPR public radio channel includes broadcasts of the News Hour with Jim


Lehrer and shows produced by Public Radio International, American Public Media and local
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Show. Much of XMPR’s programming is highly regarded and recognized in the industry. The
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NewsHour has earned more than 80 awards for outstanding reporting, including many of


journalism’s highest honors. Bob Edwards has won the DuPont-Columbia Award for radio


journalism, the George Foster Peabody Award for excellence in broadcasting, and the Edward R.


Murrow Award for outstanding contributions to public radio. On October 17, 2006, ASCAP


announced they were awarding the Deems Taylor Radio Broadcast Award to The Bob Edwards


Show on XM for excellence in music coverage.


34.    XM also carries Instant Traffic & Weather on a 24 hour basis. Through Instant


Traffic & Weather, XM broadcasts local road and weather conditions for 21 major metropolitan


markets, each over its own dedicated channel (channels 210-230), as well as national emergency


information on dedicated channel 247. Unlike commercial radio’s 30-second updates, XM


traffic and weather channels are broadcast nationally and give full reports on commuting and


weather conditions.


XM’s Commercial-Free Music Programming


35.    Much of XM’s programming is designed to appeal to fans, and music fans are


!
I


part of our target subscriber base. Consumers dissatisfied with the homogeneity of commercial


FM radio can really only appreciate the sound of XM when they experience it. XM’s special


programming is available exclusively from XM music channels, as I will discuss in great detail


!
!


below, and we believe that the music programming style of many XM channels is truly unique.


The expertise and creativity that XM brings to its music programming are essential to distinguish


XM from other music listening experiences.
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36. 69 of the music channels XM offers are commercial-free. At launch, XM aired


commercials on more than half of its music channels, but decided it was desirable for subscriber


acquisition to make all XM-programmed music channels commercial-free.


XM Programming for Subscriber Retention


37. XM also focuses substantial effort on creating and acquiring programming as part


of its retention strategy, to minimize cancellation of subscriptions (called "churn"). Subscribers


want to receive continuing value from their XM subscription, and so exposing them to different


content is key to demonstrating the XM value proposition on an ongoing basis.


38. One key strategy is to expand and promote the diversity of programming content


available on XM, and to use announcements on one channel to cross-promote programming on


other channels they also may enjoy. For example, we can encourage those who subscribed to


XM for major league baseball games to try the "ESPN" or "Homeplate" sports talk channels, but


they also might enjoy a Bob Dylan’s Theme Time Radio Hour program with songs al! about


baseball, or Bob Edwards interviews with personalities from the world of sports. Several of our


artist-led music shows can be heard at different days and times on different channels, which


helps introduce subscribers to new kinds of music. Given the diversity of programming


available on XM, many subscribers wil! hear talk shows on subjects they never knew existed,


and may try other talk channels as a result. We will expose them on our music channels to new


genres and artists they have never heard on broadcast radio. We call this "the Joy of Discovery’"


on XM.


39. Some content available on other media platforms, and that is not exclusive to XM,


also promotes subscriber retention. As noted above, most of XM’s news, and many of our public


affairs talk, channels have content that also is available on broadcast radio, television, and even
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on Sirius, and therefore are not completely exclusive to XM. These channels have high brand


value that serves our acquisition strategy, but they also promote retention. Subscribers know


they don’t have to leave XM and search the AM or FM radio dial - XM has it all. We also have


us an opportunity to cross-promote the programming on different channels within these


broadcasts, and the high listenership for many of these channels creates important revenue


opportunities to sell advertising time.


40. Music listeners dissatisfied with terrestrial radio will appreciate XM for a variety


of reasons. In addition to the commercial-free aspect of 69 XM music channels, listeners


frustrated by the limited formats of broadcast radio will enjoy the diversity of genres of music


programming on XM channels. Those tired of narrow playlists on hit-driven radio stations will


find breadth and depth in XM’s programming. True music fans will appreciate the different


ways that XM showcases music and musicians - the "art" of programming on XM. Exhibit 7 is


a chart that describes the strategy behind some of the key components of the XM-created music


programming. I discuss how we program music in more detail below.


XM’s Artist-Led Programming


41. Another key strategy for our music channels is to create special original


programming that keeps the channels sounding fresh. XM’s artist-led shows give performers


free rein to play whatever music they want to play, to share and talk about what inspires them as


artists and as fans, to talk about their favorite places to perform, or just tell stories about their


experiences recording and touring.


42. Examples of popular artist-led shows are Bob Dylan’s "Theme Time Radio


Hour," where each week he plays songs on a different theme; Tom Perry’s "Buried Treasure,"


where he digs up vintage rock and roll tracks; Wynton Marsalis’s program, "In the Swing Seat,"
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where he talks about the style of particular jazz artists; Snoop Dogg’s "Welcome to da Chuuch,"


programmed from his home with music and guests from the world of hip-hop and rap; and,


Quincy Jones’s multi-series programs on jazz, rhythm and blues, and soul music. "SongStories


with Graham Nash" spotlights Nash interviewing many of music’s most talented and successful


songwriters about the stories behind their most classic songs, their overall creative process and


the art of songwriting itself. Artists of different generations and styles drop by to "’takeover" a


channel station, and have complete freedom to talk about whatever they want, play what they


want, and enjoy programming from XM’s extensive music library. Exhibit 8 describes some of


XM’s long form specialty programming. Exhibit 9 is a series of articles concerning Bob Dylan’s


critically-acclaimed "Theme Time Radio Hour" show.


XM’s Concert Series and Special Music Events


43. XM produces programming featuring performances by mainstream and up-and-


coming musical artists. We created a series called "Artist Confidential," which is an hour-long


program that spotlights one major musical artist or group with interviews and at least 20 minutes


of live performances, both audio and video recorded before a small audience in XM’s


Performance Theater in our studios in Washington, D.C. or occasionally in our New York "Jazz


at Lincoln Center" studios. These performances cover every genre of music, including an


offshoot program called "Classical Confidential" that airs on our classical music channels. We


have done more than 50 Artist Confidential and more than ten Classical Confidenti!l programs,


with artists as diverse as Paul McCartney, Bonnie Raitt, Cecilia Bartoli, Leonard Slatkin, Clint


Black, Herbie Hancock and Odetta. Exhibit 10 is a listing of all the Artist Confidential


performances. Exhibit 11 is a page from the XM website describing our Artist Confidential


programs. Excerpts from these interviews and individual recorded Artist Confidential
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performances may be programmed later on both music and non-music channels. This gives us


the opportunity to both cross-promote the Artist Confidential series and to provide our


subscribers with exclusive content that they can hear only on XM.


44.    XM Kids’ "Rumpus Room" concert series is an exclusive in-studio kids’ concert


series featuring the best Children’s recording artists. Like an Artist Confidential for the under i 0


set, it has featured artist such as Laurie Berkner, Dan Zanes, They Might Be Giants, and The


Baha Men.


45. Our "Then ... Again ... Live" series invites classic rock artists into the studio


with us. They recreate in live performance today, track for track, some of their most famous


recordings, and give their personal takes on some of their landmark works - such as how they


were recorded, what the band was like at the time, and what they might do differently today.


Exhibit 12 is the page from our website describing the Then ... Again ... Live programs. We


have also created a series called "Artist to Artist" where a young performer interviews an


established artist who inspired him or her (such as the up-and-coming country performer Dierks


Bentley interviewing country legend George Jones). Exhibit 13 is a page from our website


describing XM’s Artist to Artist programming. From time to time, artists drop in on one of our


channels and program their own radio show. Out of this concept comes our "Offstage" series,


where XM visits different artists at their home or home studio and allows them to host and


progrmn a one hour show that mines their personal collection of music. Exhibit 14 is the page


from our website describing the Offstage programs.


46.    All of these programs are created by XM, and some can be expensive to produce.


Each Artist Confidential program, for example, requires more than 100 man hours of production
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and set-up work per program. Nevertheless, these XM-created music shows create ongoing


value for the existing subscriber base, and play an important role in subscriber retention.
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47.    XM also broadcasts special concert events. In total, XM has broadcast more than


5,000 concert performances (in addition to our "Artists Confidential" series). Our "Mainstage"


series includes concerts from established artists, often carried live (though at times recorded)
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from large multi-artist festivals such as Bonnaroo, Rock in Rio, Live 8, and Farm Aid. Exhibit


15 is a page from the XM website listing Mainstage concerts we have presented. In addition, we


often feature small-venue concert recordings from emerging artists, particularly in our "SRO"


series, which exposes new talent to XM’s music audience. These venues include the B.B. King


Blues Club in New York City. Exhibit 16 is a page from the XM website listing SRO series


performances we have presented.


48. XM is also the official satellite radio partner of the Grammy Awards. Only


twelve of the Grammy Award categories are televised, which gives XM 120 categories of music


performances and awards to broadcast. At Grammy time, XM dedicates a channel to Grammy-


related programming, allowing us to broadcast exclusive pre-show coverage of Grammy Week


events and specials highlighting the nominees in various music genres. We cross-promote the


Grammy Awards channel across many XM channels, and play Grammy-nominated and award


music on a variety of the XM music channels in virtually every Grammy category.


Music Pro~rammin~ and its Role in Creatin~ the XM Music Experience


49.    In a broad sense, recorded music is a commodity that gains enhanced value


through the context in which XM showcases it and in which our subscribers experience it.


Without a guide, you are walking into a vast library with no idea of where to start or where to go


next. XM’s programmers and on-air talent provide that context, like having a music expert
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spinning discs in your living room. Channels are developed, with a particular personality or point


of view, reflecting the thinking of the programmers and our on-air talent.


The Process of Music Programming on XM


50.    All of the more than 2.5 million songs in the XM music library are available to


programmers on the XM computer system. Program directors determine the criteria important to


creating the character of their respective channels. These include types of music and musical


artists (such as era-based music for our "Decades" channels), rotation of songs and artists, the


theme of the channel, and the particular themes and flows for each program segment.


5 l. Music programmers add, delete, and order songs into a playlist. The


programmers can control the transitions between the songs, determining the duration and nature


of the transition (fade out, fade out/fade in, and so forth). Slots are determined for talk by our


on-air personalities and promotional announcements for programming on that channel or on


other XM channels. On many of XM’s channels, our on-air personalities are free to share their


knowledge and enthusiasm for the music and the artists, personal anecdotes about the music and


the musicians, and useful information such as concert calendars and record release dates.


The Art of Music Programming on XM


52.    When hiring music channel program directors, I look for people with a deep


knowledge of the genre of the channel they will be programming. My philosophy is that the


technical and managerial aspects of programming are something that can be taught, but the art of


selecting music cannot, and that is why I look to hire true music experts. Classical music experts


like Robert Aubry Davis and Martin Goldsmith, jazz aficionados like Maxx Myrick, blues expert


Bill Wax, American standards expert Jonathan Schwartz, or disk jockeys like George Taylor


Morris, Earle Bailey, Mike Marrone, and Eddie Kilroy - to name but a few of our many
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broadcast legends, each with more than 30 years of professional radio and music experience --


offer our audience thoughtful and unparalleled perspectives on music in the way that it is


programmed and the personal stories and information they can tell their audience.


53.    XM’s 0rogram directors are guided by their understanding of music, not by


industry data or consultants. They are music people, not sales people. Many of our program


directors drive our listeners’ tastes in music. In addition to Bill Wax, Mike Marrone, Maxx


Myrick, and Robert Aubry Davis, these tastemakers include Jessie Scott (X Country), Billy Zero


(XMU), Yobi (XMU), Bill Evans (XM Caf~), Seth Neiman (Hear Music), Ben Smith (Fine


Tuning), Erik Range (Ethel), Ward Cleaver (XMLM), Lou Brutus (Fungus), Lisa Ivery (The


City), Leo G. (RAW), Skyy (BPM), and Trinity (Watercolors).


54. XM programs a number of hit-based music channels that give subscribers both the


familiar popular formats they would hear on terrestrial radio, and much more. Our "hit-driven"


channels are not mere juke-boxes that play the hits. We program these channels to engage our


listeners. For example, these channels may feature disk jockey discussion and expertise,


entertainment news and interview excerpts_ As another example, the top tunes in the nation that


play on our "20 on 20" channel are determined by listener email votes, phone calls, letters, text


messages and website comments that a~low our subscribers to request songs for specific


channels. By actively engaging the audience in creating the Top 20, we believe we are creating


greater subscriber loyalty to XM.


55. The real power of XM music programming is showcased on channels that we


specifically program to be unique audio "destinations" for our listeners. Listeners strongly


connect with how the content is presented on these channels, and develop a passion for XM


programming. On channels such as Deep Tracks, The Loft, XMU, X Country, The Move, and
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our comedy channels, our programmers play music and material subscribers may never have


heard before, or haven’t heard in years. Programmers are free to choose from the XM library,


which contains more than 2.5 million sound recordings and is constantly growing as we add both


new and old music to our collection. Program directors regularly showcase new music, and are


knowledgeable and sophisticated enough to know the new releases in their particular genres.


This expertise and experience creates tremendous value to the XM subscriber, and gives XM its


character.


56.    Taking just one of these "destination" channels as an example, Deep Tracks


regularly features sets that connect the music in ways that appeal to subscribers’ intellect and


aesthetic sense over and above the appeal of the song itself. Songs often are connected by theme


as well as by the style, tempo or key. Every week, Earle Bailey takes the listener on a "Head


Trip" playing hours of songs built around a particular word or phrase or theme in the song titles.


The "Undercover" program features versions of well-known songs covered by other artists. Our


"Fresh Tracks" show features new music releases by long-established and well-loved artists,


some of whom get little airplay on today’s hit-driven broadcast radio. We have a weekly show


intended for headphone listening, with tracks where record producers experimented with stereo


effects. We run the Grateful Dead hour, featuring live performances from among hundreds of


available recorded concerts. Author and music enthusiast Bill Fitzhugh every week sends us a


hand-mixed vinyl show, where he shows how recording artists picked up the musical riffs and


themes from other records. Deep Tracks features the weekly hourqong shows by Bob Dylan and


Tom Petty, recordings from the King Biscuit Flower Hour, Artist Confidential interviews and


concerts, Then...Again...Live shows, and more. Deep Tracks admittedly is one of XM’s more
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adventurous channels, but this one channel illustrates the breadth, depth, and intensity of XM


programming efforts and our programming philosophy.


57.    When subscribers tune in one of the XM "destination" channels like the Decades


channels, or Deep Tracks or Bluesville or Real Jazz (and many others), they get much more than


a passive entertainment experience. Subscribers enter the minds of music experts who entertain,


inform, stimulate, and surprise, in a way that appeals to music lovers as well as music listeners.


Many of these channels recreate a certain location or time in words and music. Engaging the


listener to pay attention and think about the music is another key to what makes XM special to


our subscribers. In these respects, it is the thought, effort, expertise and expense that XM brings


to these channels that makes subscribers (including by the way recording artists themselves) love


listening to music on XM.


58. Not all XM music channels employ live personalities. The overall feeling or


emotion XM is trying to convey will help determine whether to have live announcers. For


example, The Loft channel often has interviews and stories surrounding the music as much as the


music itself. By contrast, "Flight 26," "Big Tracks," and other hits-based channels require fewer


DJs. Alternative rock channels like "Fred" and "Lucy" each have a distinct character, which is


conveyed through prerecorded drop-in announcements that express the personality of the channel


or tell stories rather than talk about the music itself. The alternative rock channel that focuses on


newer music, "Ethel," features disk jockeys, artist interviews, live performances, and specials


such as artists who "take over" programming the channel.


59.    Within the framework of the music channel themes, XM also creates "mini-


series" programs that showcase music and artists in creative ways. The 60’s channel features a


weekly show called "Sonic Sound Salutes," which recreates the heyday of Top 40 radio. During
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this show, XM’s The 60’s channel is transformed into one of the classic 1960"s radio stations


from around the country, with a mix of songs of the era with recordings that include original


station jingles and on-air personalities. Recently, XM recreated Chicago’s WLS and Kansas


City’s WHB. Exhibit 17 is a recent article from The Washington Post about these classic Top 40


station recreations. The ambitious "IT" special spanned the various Decades channels. Starting


in Mid-August 2006 on The 40"s channel and progressing on each successive Decades channel,


XM played sequentially every record that reached the top 40 for each year up to 2006. The


songs appeared on the appropriate music channels for each decade, with promotional


announcements appearing on neighboring channels before the jump to a new decade.


Showcasing this panorama of popular music took nine weeks to complete.


60. Several XM channels focus prominently on exposing music by new artists. For


example, "XMU," "Hear Music," "XM Caf6," "The Verge," and "Fine Tuning" each include in


their format substantial amounts of new music by less established artists that fit well in the genre


or philosophy of those channels. "The Village" has just added "’Songs to Hang on Stars," a


program that showcases new contemporary folk artists. Many other channels include new music


by less established artists, who benefit from the exposure on XM. Many XM channels also play


music by artists that otherwise receive little or no airplay on commercial radio. Exhibit 18 is a


listing of XM channels known for their exposure of new artists.


61. These are the kinds of compelling musical experiences that XM creates, and that


listeners cannot hear anywhere else but XM. It is this programming expertise and creativity that


makes XM music important to our subscribers.
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The Promotional Aspects and Appeal of XM


62. Since the mid-1990’s working in programming for radio stations through my


work at XM today, a significant aspect of my job has been working directly with recording


labels, artist management and artists. XM’s Chief Creative Officer Lee Abrams has been


working with record labels, managers and recording artists since the 1960’s. XM is an important


promotional vehicle for performing artists and record labels. By our design, XM’s music


channels provide a national platform to expose recording artists to audiences that appreciate new


and different music. Musicians and their labels gain tremendous benefits from this exposure on


XM, whether it be a new song from a well-known artist or a lesser-known musician who our


subscribers discover on XM.


63. The variety and depth of our programming highlights XM’s promotional value to


a wide variety of musical artists. Terrestrial radio no longer provides an outlet for certain


musical genres in many media markets. Three of the largest radio markets - - New York, Los


Angeles, and San Francisco - - do not have a country station. Other disappearing formats include


classical music, dance stations, oldies and "modern rock." Exhibit 19 lists formats carried on


XM that are missing in major media markets. By contrast, XM’s nationwide coverage includes


three classical channels, five dance music channels, seven country music channels, fourteen rock


channels, and a number of channels, such as certain Decades channels, that play music that used


to be heard on AM/FM radio. Our Decades channels are becoming increasingly popular as local


radio stations drop formats playing music from the 1960s - 1980s.


64. XM’s national reach enables XM to promote music that local radio formats have


left behind. When records in these genres succeed in radio markets that do not support that


music format, we believe, and we have been told this by record labels and artists, that some
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credit for that success is due to airplay on XM. A recent success story: in Los Angeles, after the


last local country station changed formats, XM stepped in to sponsor a country music concert.


With XM’s support, the concert sold out I 1,000 tickets.


65.    Initially, record labels treated XM as they would a small local radio broadcaster.


XM had to purchase hundreds of thousands of CDs to launch its service in 2001. Labels began


providing XM with promotional copies of sound recordings, and occasionally brought artists by


for in-studio interviews and, helped us with promotions. Yet, many record labels did not fully


understand the real power of XM as a national music promotional platform. That power is more


than just mere numbers, although the numbers themselves are impressive. Willie’s Place, The


70’s and The 80’s channels each have millions of listeners. Exhibit 20 shows ratings for the


second quarter of 2006, and compares weekly listenership on a few of XM’s top music channels


to other popular national print media and major market radio stations.


66. Artists and their managers, however, immediately grasped XM as a preferred


media outlet for musicians to promote their work. When they heard XM, they "got it". They


also are impressed with the critical mass audience we have achieved. Artists appreciate the


transparency that exposure on XM provides. They speak directly to current and potential fans in


extended, natural and personal formats where they can portray themselves and their music the


way they think is best. They are interviewed by seasoned broadcasters and music experts who


know and appreciate the artists" work. There are no commercial breaks or heavy-handed


promotion for the channel done at their expense. For example, when Janet Jackson was in


Washington in August 2006, as part of a 3-city tour, she granted newspapers and other media


outlets short interviews at her hotel. The only DC-area media outlet she visited in person was


XM. She spent two hours visiting the urban music channels at XM, and granted an exclusive
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interview to XM. Attached as Exhibit 21 is a compact disc with audio clips (and written


transcription of these trips) from just a few of the many artists who have talked on-air about XM


as a direct conduit from musicians to their fans, unlike the homogenized experience of today’s


commercial FM radio.


67. The promotional power of XM is evident from the number and nature of the


artists and labels that want to work with us. Our Artist Confidential series has featured


legendary artists like Paul McCartney, Robert Plant of Led Zeppelin and Brian Wilson of the


Beach Boys, and newer stars like Coldplay, Pink and the Dixie Chicks. Our Classical


Confidential series has presented interviews and performances with conductor/pianist Leonard


Slatkin, young violinist Joshua Bell, singers Cecilia Bartoli and Andrea Bocelli, and flautist


James Galway. The XM Then...Again... Live series has featured full album performances of


classic rock artists like the Allman Brothers Band, Jethro Tull, Christopher Cross, and Cheap


Trick. Virtually all of these artists came to XM for the freedom to discuss, perform and promote


their music in the way they want to be portrayed, and received no monetary compensation from


XM. In addition to these Artist Confidential shows, XM has conducted and played literally


thousands of interviews with artists.


68. Artists want to be part of the XM experience. Most guest celebrity DJs program


their shows for free or for a modest stipend to cover their expenses. Many of XM’s artist-led


shows were born at the suggestion of the artists themselves, because they appreciated XM’s


approach to programming music and wanted to become part of it. For example, Tom Petty


proposed the idea of his Buried Treasure show to XM. Quincy Jones came to XM with his ideas


for multi-part special music programs. Willie Nelson proposed to XM the idea of changing the


"Hank’s Place" country channel to "Willie’s Place." Hip-hop artists Snoop Dogg, Ludacris,
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Trick Daddy, and Chamillionaire came to XM with the ideas for their own personal


programming. Blues legend B.B. King loved the Bluesville channel so much that we awarded


him the honorary post of the "Mayor of Bluesville," complete with the key to the "city."


Singer/songwriter Graham Nash created his "SongStories" show because of his appreciation for


XM as a platform for musicians. Country star Marry Stuart heard Willie’s Place on XM in his


car, and became so moved by XM’s programming approach to showcasing music that he called


us up and has begun working with us on the concept for a show of his own. Other musicians


who host shows on XM include folk artists Christine Lavin and John McEuen, and country


legend and Hall of Famer Bill Anderson.


69.    Bob Dylan was interested in working with XM on "Theme Time Radio Hour"


because he was an avid XM subscriber who appreciated that XM played tnusic he hadn’t heard


in decades anywhere else. On August 28, XM played Bob Dylan’s newest recording, "Modern


Times," in its entirety before it hit the stores. After it hit the stores, many retail outlets


(including Sony’s online retail website, Sony Connect) packaged the CD with a bonus CD


containing an episode of his XM radio show. "Modern Times" entered the charts at number one,


and we have been told that XM contributed to that success.


70. Jazz trumpeter and scholar Wynton Marsalis didn’t know much about XM when


we first approached him to do a show on our Real Jazz channel. But once he heard XM, he was


excited at the opportunity to create his "In the Swing Seat" show and to have broadcasts of


concerts from Jazz at Lincoln Center, where he serves as Music Director.


71. One of the announcers on our X Country (Cross-Country) channel is a younger


musician named Jack Ingrain. His work on XM has helped him build his recording career, and


to attract concert audiences all across America.
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72.    XM also creates long-form specials of three-to-eight hours’ duration chrofiicling


the history of a recording artist. Interviews, archival material and the complete range of their


music is featured in these programs. This "Complete" series has, in the past, covered artists such


as The Eagles, Chicago, Les Paul, Shania Twain, Toby Keith, Bobby Darin and the Rolling


Stones. Artists are excited to work with XM on these programs for the exposure it provides to


our listeners.


73.    We regularly receive telephone calls and correspondence from artists, managers


and labels thanking us for playing their music. Many labels, artists and managers tell us that


airplay on XM has increased sales of their recorded music, attesting to the value of XM. As one


example, in October 2004, country star George Strait was about to release a greatest hits CD.


XM created a program that interviewed him about his recordings, played all of his previous hits


and premiered his new single. The program aired in 2005, just before the CD came out. George


Strait’s Label Head of Promotion told us that he had his single biggest one day sales ever when


the new CD was released. Exhibit 22 includes emails from labels, artists and managers


describing the promotional impact of XM.


74. To create some special programs, XM receives a waiver from the recording


labels. As I understand it, XM’s license to perform sound recordings ordinarily limits how many


songs from an individual artist or album may be Dlayed consecutively or during a certain period


of time. Many labels willingly give us these waivers for particular artists. Some labels, such as


Rhino Records (which has rights to many classic rock and soul recordings from the 1960’s and


1970"s from the Warner, Elektra and Atlantic Records catalog), have given blanket waivers for


all artists for a period of time. One label, Concord Records, has given XM a permanent waiver
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for its artists. These waivers make possible programs like "Liner Notes," in which a musical


artist walks listeners through a one of their new albums.


75. One of the simplest ways that XM helps promote sales of music and artist


awareness is also one of the most important. Obviously, people can’t buy music or learn about


new artists without knowing what it’s called and who’s singing and playing. The screen on


every XM radio displays the name of the artist and the title of the song that the subscriber hears.


This is information that XM has to enter into its database, and transmit separately to the


receivers. Terrestrial radio stations rarely give this information to their listeners, bus we


consistently have made this additional information easily available to our subscribers.


76.    XM also has helped to create and release CDs of old and new music. Concord


Records has collaborated with XM to create CD compilations. The first of these, "Blistering


Licks," was released in June 2006, and features giants of jazz such as John Coltrane, Miles


Davis, Wes Montgomery and Art Tatum. In the fall of 2006, Starbucks began selling the first of


a series of music compilations on CD with some of the best XM Artist Confidential


performances. XM has also commercially released a Watercolors smooth jazz CD, and plans to


release a blues CD soon.


77. XM’s promotional power is especially important for new artists, who appreciate


the airplay and support we give them. It has become increasingly difficult for many musicians to


get airplay on terrestrial commercial and college radio stations. Billy Zero, program director of


XMU, receives hundreds of packages every week from musical artists and groups at various


stages in their careers. He listens to each one personally, and has the freedom to choose which


ones to air. Because of his taste and dedication, XM has given substantial early play to bands


who went on to broader commercial success, and our track record has given XM greater
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credibility with record labels. We support new music from artists like The Cardigans, who were


popular years ago, but recently have had less access to airplay. Unsigned bands who have gotten


record deals within a year of exposure on XM include Morningwood (recently featured on David


Letterman’s show), Stellastarr, Antigone Rising and Grammy award-winning rapper Rhymefest.


Jennifer Nettles of the band Sugarland is one of XM’s country music success stories. Within a


year of exposure on XM, she had a record deal. Her duet with Bon Jovi has gone to the top of


the Billboard Hot Country Songs chart. XM also participated in Bon Jovi’s "Have A Nice Gig"


challenge, where unsigned bands nationwide submitted their best single to XM Satellite Radio


for the chance to be Bon Jovi’s opening act. The band selected to open for Bon Jovi at the


Meadowlands soon after was signed by a record label.


78.    Last year, XM instituted the "XM Nation Awards." XM listeners are invited to


vote online in a number of categories concerning the music and sports programming they hear on


XM. Exhibit 23 consists ofemail from listeners who told us their music purchasing habits were


influenced by XM.


79~    For several years, certain XM channels have reported their playtist information to


trade press, such as Billboard Magazine. Recently, thirteen XM channels began reporting their


airplay statistics to Radio and Records ("R&R"), a leading industry publication that compiles


national airplay charts. The XM channels which report to Billboard and/or R&R are 20 on 20,


Flight 26, The Blend, Ethel, Squizz, Highway 16, The City, The Heat, Suite 62, Watercolors,


BPM, The Message, and XM Caf& Because of the influence of XM on these charts, it is


difficult for a song to hit Number One on those charts in the United States without support from


XM. These industry publications recognize the promotional power of XM, and confirm XM’s


status as an important promotional vehicle for musicians and record labels. By influencing
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which songs make the industry charts, XM also helps generate airplay for those songs on


terrestrial radio stations, which further promotes sales of music downloads and CDs.


Differences between XM and Other Types of Radio Services


80. There are many key differences between programming on XM and commercial


terrestrial radio. As discussed above, XM provides subscribers with a wide variety of high-


quality content with high production values. XM has more channels than the number of radio


stations in a typical geographic market. XM carries more news, sports and talk programming


than the typical radio market. XM’s music channels are programmed by experts in their field


based on the qualities of the music rather than the Billboard charts, and DJ’d by on-air


personalities with decades of broadcast experience. Most are commercial-free. XM carries


traffic and weather information for 21 markets that is instantly available on every XM car radio,


and includes extended reports rather than just a brief "headline." XM has an emergency alert


channel that, because they are sent by satellite, can provide critical information to subscribers


even when weather knocks out local broadcasting, as we did during the massive hurricane season


of 2005. XM programs channels in music formats that are rarely available in most markets.


Even local broadcast stations having the same music format as a particular XM channel generally


do not play the same depth and breadth of music. XM features more special programming than


broadcast radio. As AM/FM stations continue to remove DJs from their programming line-up,


XM keeps informed on-air talent who share their music expertise with the audience. Whereas


AM/FM radio stations rarely back-announce the songs they play, XM transmits data that


identifies the artist and song title for tracks played on XM channels. Simply stated, we offer the


variety of content that subscribers ~vant, and much more of it.
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81.    XM also differs from internet delivery of programming. My experience is that


webcast services don’t provide the same experience of a guided "musical journey" like XM does,


and clearly they do not commit the people, technology resources, and budget that we do. For


example, many of these services play songs, without logic or segue transitions between songs


like a jukebox or an iPod Shuffle. The services also do not have a staffof experienced and


knowledgeable on-air personalities, of the size and breadth of XM’s, who can entertain, stimulate


and inform the listener. These services do not feature the many types of special programming


created by XM exclusively for our listeners. When they do provide special original


programming to listeners, the content is generally offered on an interactive basis rather than as


part of an overall program schedule or strategy. At present, internet webcasts also lack the


mobility and portability of XM and therefore are not programmed to take into account


automotive and portable device listening trends as we do.


82.    While there are many other forms of audio entertainments available to consumers,


XM provides a compelling offering that combines sports, talk and music content to create an


"XM Experience" that consumers are willing to pay for on a monthly basis. On a daily basis,


XM’s dedicated programming staff uses its expertise to provide XM subscribers a service that


provokes, surprises, educates, and informs them about music and the world.
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Certification


[ declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.


Dated: Washington, DC
October 30, 2006


Executive Vice President of Programming,
XM Satellite Radio Inc.
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DECADES


Channel # Show Description


6


Show Title


IT- The History of Pop
Music


40s


50s


60s


70s


Country legend and Hall of Famer Bill Anderson looks
back at definitive moments in country music history.
Inside stories from Brenda Lee, Eddy Arnold, Willie
Nelson, Doily Parton, Merle Haggard, and Porter
Wagoner.


Exclusive XM Channel.


D:Day Invasion Re-creation of the radio coverage of the
day, V-E Day and V-J Day.


Harmony Square An hour of barbershop music.
Includes full-fledged newscast for the month & day
focused on a year somewhere between 1936 and 1950.


Harlem R&B and Early S0ul.


The Stn.p The Las Vegas Rat Pack Era.


Pink & Black Days Memphis Blues Scene.
Wotfman Jack 1 lpm - 12mid M-~.


Sweet 16 Music Machine .The 16 songs from this week
for a year from 1960 - 1969. 3 times per day M-F.


Sonic Sound Salutes Highlights a great Top-40 radio
station from back in the 60s.


American Top 40 w/Case¥ Kasem The original shows
without the commercials. Wed. night and 12 noon
Saturday.


Citizen’s Band Listener channel takeover with a list of
their favorite songs and shout outs.


The Ultimate 80s Persona] Piaylist Listeners choose what
gets played for an hour each weekday morning at 9am
Eastern.


Channel Takeovers Major 80s artists like Eddie Money,
Mike Reno of Loverboy, and Asia come in and take over
X2vl 80s on 8 and play and say what they want.


American Top. 40 w/Casey Kasem The original shows
without the commercials. Thurs. night and 12 noon
Sunday.


9 ......... 90s Exclusive XM Chanr;el.


XM-LOGAN EX. 8







COUNTRY


Channel # Show Title Show Description


!0


10


12


Bill Anderson Visits
with the Legends


Ranger Doug’s
"’Classic Cowboy


Corral"


The X in Texas


Country legend and Hall of Famer Bill Anderson looks
back at definitive moments in country music history.
Inside stories from Brenda Lee, Eddy Arnold, Willie
Nelson, Dolly Parton, Merle Haggard, and Porter
Wagoner.


This one-hour, weekly program is hosted by Riders In
The Sky’s very own Ranger Doug and features aI1 the
great singing cowboys of the silver screen.


The first and third weeks of each month, hear the
Axmadillo Radio Hour from Threadgill’s World HQs in
Austin.


The second and fourth weeks of each month, it’s Jack
Ingram’s Real American Music Hour! X Country XM
Channel 12.


!2 Smoke Stack The Southern Boogie Show hosted by the band
Blackfoot. Four hours of new and old Southern Rock and
Rocldn’ Country from legends like Lynyrd Skynyrd, The
Allman Brothers, and the Charlie Daniels Band.


13, I0 Highway 16 Driver "s Get to know the Rookie Drivers on Highway 16 as we
Ed introduce you to the new talent coming out of Music City


and put them to the ultimate test - a live performance[


13 Willie Nelson’s
"Western Express’"


Willie Nelson is the proprietor of Willie’s Place, a place
where the honky tonk never closes. There’s a cast of
characters and the sounds of traditional country fi’om the
50s and 60s.


14 The "Studio Specia!"
Series


Ride the train that brings you exclusive, live
performances from XM’s Nashville studio each week.
This is where you really get to know the people who
make the music, as they share their lives and careers with
XM’s Kyle Cantrell and share their music with you.


14 Grassroots It’s two hours of the history of bluegrass, told through the
music of the legends: Bill Monroe, Flatt & Scmggs, the
Stanley Brothers, Reno & Smiley, the Country
Gentlemen, Jim & Jesse, the Seldom Scene... they’re all
here, every week on Bluegrass Junction XM Charmel 14.
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15 Songs to Hang from Stars Folk music has been on a long
journey over the years. The Village lives the entire
history of folk music, but do you want to know what’s
new? Mary Sue Twohy is an award-winning folk
singer/songwriter, and every week explores
contemporary folk music on the Vi!lage.


Christine Lavin Show Christine Lavin is a New York
City-based singer/songwriter who founded the Four
Bitchin’ Babes - she is very popular across the United
States and has a one-of-a-kind sense ofhurnor.


John McEuen’s Acoustic Traveler The founder of the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band guides us through the cross-
pollination between acoustic folk and pop music. Armed
with his trusty guitar, John shares behind-the-scenes
stories from his tours and brings a breadth of music
history knowledge to his show from his recording studio
in California.
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PoP & HITS


Channel # Show Title Show Description


27 The Big Score A movie score aficionado’s paradise. Two hours of
some of the best score music ever recorded for cellu!oid.
From classic composers such as Max Steiner and
Bernard Herrmann to modern day composers such as
John Williams, Thomas Newman and Danny Elfrnan.


27 PopFlix A look into the world of movies, presented in Cinemagic
Segment form (clips and music), via the source/pop
music that is featured in each film. From Ferris Bueller’s
Day Off to Saturday Night Fever, PopFtix is your
soundtrack to the movies.


27


27


Reel Time An hour long interview show that looks at the world of
movies from those that make them. From composers
such as Howard Shore and Mark Isham, to directors such
as Ridley Scott and Spike Lee, we talk to the people that
influence the industry.


Hi-Fi/Sci-Fi Enter the world of Hi-Fi/Sci-Fi... Cinerrmgic’s look into
the world of horror and science fiction movies by
featuring clips and music from specific movies as well as
updating what is going on in the world of horror and
science fiction films.


28


28


Talkback For the first time from a Broadway theater, following a
performance of a show, the stars and creative team of the
show answer questions from the audience and XM-28 On
Broadway host John von Soosten and Roundabout
Theatre Company’s education dramaturge Ted Sod. And
you get to eavesdrop on the conversation.


Downstage Center Downstage Center is a weekly theatrical interview show,
featuring the top artists working in theatre both on and
Off-Broadway and around the country and abroad. XM-
28 On Broadway host John yon Soosten and Howard
Sherman, Executive Director of the American Theatre
Wing, have welcomed guests including actors Angela
Lansbury, Bernadette Peters, Matthew Broderick, Joel
Grey, Brian Stokes Mitchell, Sutton Foster, Audra
McDonald, John Lithgow; composers and/or lyricists
Jerry Herman, Charles Strouse, Tom Jones; directors
Susan Stroman, Kathleen Marshall, Des McAnuff, Doug
Hughes; and playwrights A_R. Gumey, Paula Vogel and
Alan Ayckbourn.
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28


On the Aisle Host Bil! Rudman combines succinct commentary,
historical information and showtunes in a lively hour on
a different theme each week.


John’s Understudy When XM-28 On Broadway host John von Soosten takes
a day off, his "understudy" fills in. Past understudies
have included Broadway stars Sutton Foster, Patrick
Cassidy, Victoria Clark, Matthew Morrison and Maureen
McGovern.
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CHRISTIAN


Channel # ° Show Title Show Description


33 Ole School
(Gospe! Classics)


- 33 Spirit Weekends


This one hour show takes the fans back down memory
lane. Songs from legends like Sam Cooke and The Soul
Stirrers, Mahalia Jackson, Aretha Franklin, and Rev.
James Cleveland. This is a request show where listeners
can call in or emai! their favorites.


On The Spirit our weekends begin Thursday and
continue through Sunday and every weekend is special.
Here is a sample of the weekends:


¯ 70’s Weekend--music from the 70’s with artists
like Shirley Caesar, Walter Hawkins, Edwin
Hawkins, etc.


¯ 80’s Weekend--music from the 80’s with artists
like The Winans, Commissioned, Albertina
Walker, etc.


¯ 90’s Weekend--music from the 90’s with artists
like Rev. James Cleveland, Kirk Franklin,
Yolanda Adams, etc.


¯ Sisters in The Spirit Weekend--spotlights the
divas in Gospel--Shirley Caesar, Yolanda
Adams, Albertina Walker, etc.


¯ Gentlemen Of Soul Weekend--highlighting the
brothers in Gospel like Daryl Coley, John P. Kee,
Kirk Franklin, etc.


¯ Classic Gospel Weekend--Songs our fans
haven’t heard in years.


¯ Spoken Word Weekend--Preaching, Teaching, &
Testimonies--The Word in Song.


¯ The Singing Preachers Weekend--Huge artists
from the Pulpit like Bishop T.D. Jakes, Bishop
Paul Morton, etc.


¯ Travelin’ Weekend--The Spirit goes from
Chicago Mass to Mississippi Mass to Georgia
Mass and all stops in between.
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ROCK


Channel # Show Title Show Description


40 Deep Trac~ The King Biscuit Flower Hour These are the original
shows that ran on Album Rock stations all over the
country during the 70s and 80s...some of the greatest
rock and roll bands captured live.


Theme Time Radio Hour With music hand-selected from
his personal collection, Bob Dylan takes you to places
only he can. Listen as Bob Dylan weaves his own brand
of radio with special themes, listener emails and a little
help from his friends.


41 The Rock of Jericho WWE Superstar & Fozzy lead singer Chris Jericho is a
walking hard rock encyclopedia. He plays 2 hours of his
favorite songs each Sunday.


43 Regular Shows Absolute Zero featuring Billy Zero Monday through
Saturday mornings beginning at 5am west, 8am east.


The After School Special with ToN Monday through
Friday afternoons beginning lpm west, 4pm east.


43 Special Features The Radar Report The most notable unsigned and indie
music is on XMU every Thursday, 6pm west, 9pm east.
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43 One-Off Specials 1. XMU will be going to CMJ Music Marathon on
November 1st, broadcasting live from our New York
studios.


2. XMU will be recording another Live From The
Knitting Factory set on the Monday following CMJ in
New York.


3. XMU will re-cast the ACL music festival in
November.


4. XMU will be an anchor channel for the movie Before
The Music Dies and will handle much of the work to get
this plugged-in across the network.


5. XMU will have "XM Mew Day" on November 11th.


The band Mew will take over _the channel with their
music, including a live set and acoustic set recorded at
XM and a Campus Revolt.


6. The Blue Man Group Scattercast will be November
14th for our 5 year anniversary. We will be playing some
of the best live performances we’ve collected since the
beginning.


7. In December we will launch the first Student
Exchange program special.


12 hours, 12 different people XM and outside XM that
will host an hour of songs they pick, and each person will
get one hour. The goal is to do one per semester, maybe
more.
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44 Weekly Features Tuesdays @ 4am, 12noon, 1 lpm ET


Tsunami


Lambert goes into Fred’s archives for an hour of New
Wave sounds from the 70s and 80s. Artists include The
Soft Boys, Psychedelic Furs, The Go-Betweens, O.M.D.,
The Nerves, Haircut 100, The Cars, The Only Ones, and


. the English Beat. Tuesdays @ 4am, 12noon, 1 lpm ET


Surface Noise


44


Bill Kates hosting an hour going deep into the archives
of Fred’s music collection, often including an eclectic


. mix of artist interviews, performances and insane
takeovers of Fred’s studios. Past visitors include David
Byrne, Gary Numan, Erasure, The Alarm, and World
Party. Wednesdays @ 4am, t2noon, 1 lpm ET


One Revolution (Around The Sun)


Bachmann takes you on a one-hour flashback, featuring
the music, news and events of a featured year in Fred’s
era each week. Thursdays @ 4am, 12noon, 1 lpm ET


Specialty Features These can vary year to year, except for one, major, on-
going feature on Fred that tends to be Fred’s most
popular:


The Fred Essentials


The massive countdown of 2,044 of Fred’s most essential
songs each year. This year was "Version 6."


First Run: Leading up to Memorial Day


Second Run: Leading up to Labor Day


Finat Run: Between Christmas and New Years Day


i Some of the Special Features on Fred thus far in 2006
’include:


45 XM Caf~ Live


¯ Fred’s 44 Artist Boxset
¯ Ten Revolutions Around The Sun
¯ Club Retro Summer Party.


Your chance to enjoy XM Cafe artists in a concert
setting! You’re in the front row for the XM Caf6’s
biggest names including Dave Matthews Band, Tori
Amos, The Police, Sheryl Crow, Sting, Suzanne Vega,
Crowded House and Shawn Colvin. Hosted by Brian
Chamberlain.


9







45


46


47


47


47


48


Song Stories with
Graham Nash


The legendary Graham Nash hosts as some of the
greatest singers and songwriters of all time reveal the
ingenious process behind creating truly classic songs.
Hear the stories behind the songs on SongStories, a half-
hour, bi-weekly show.


Top Tracks Live Tracks Weekend or Holiday feature playing an
hourly set of in concert recordings from Top Tracks
artists. The material featured is from the artists’ live
album releases.


Top 46 Albums Weekend or Holiday feature playing
several song sets of Top Tracks most important albums
such as Dark Side of the Moon, Hotel California, Led
Zeppelin IV, etc. in countdown fashion.


Concert Soundcheck XM 46 features aia extended set of
a major Top Tracks artist prior to their live concert
appearance in major markets across America. The sets
are programmed approximately 6:30 PM local concert
time. Artist featured: Roiling Stones in Chicago, The
Who in Seattle, Eric Clapton in Washington, D.C., Roger
Waters (Pink Floyd) in Phoenix, etc.


Pandem~ The New Alternative First! Listen to this weekly show
hosted by music guru and industry insider: Stabwalt. He
digs deep in the scene to fred the best new bands before
anyone else has even heard of the!! Listen to cutting
edge new alternative months before the CD has even
been pressed... Pandemic on Ethel.


Mix Show Rock by day.., but we dance at night! We take out the
turn tables every Saturday night and start spinning
records from our huge library of vinyl. Expect to hear
remixes by The Strokes, Bloc Party, Shiny Toy Guns,
The Rapture, Blur, Goritlaz, as well as music by The
Chemical Brothers, Hot Chip, Fatboy SIim, and many
more! It’s Ethel’s Alternative Dance Party!


Flannel Hour Grunge music (sometimes also referred to as the Seattle
Sound) is a genre of alternative rock inspired by hardcore
punk, heavy metal, and indie rock. Ethel pauses for an
hour once a week to re-live the late 80s/early 90s Seattle
Grunge scene. Expect the unexpected.., we’lt play rare
Nirvana tracks, MXPX, The Gits, The Melvins & many
more! We keep grunge alive.., on Ethel.


Big Uns The biggest songs of the week on Squizz are featured
each Saturday at 3PM ET/Noon Pacific. An encore is
aired on Sunday at Noon ET/9 AM PT.
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48 Nation Penetration Squizz features songs from a brand new CD every hour
on the day of its release.


48 Seizure A band takes contro! of Squizz for about an hour, playing
and saying whatever they want.


48        Bodhi’s Sic 360 &    Both daily features that allow the jocks to pick a song
Grant’s Random and let the audience give feedback.


Selection
48 Squizz Intel


48 The Largest Krip of
Korn Ever Heard


48 Zombie Hell


This is recurring segment where Squizz bands give
background, or intelligence, on their music.


Every 4th of July, Squizz pays tribute to one of our
biggest bands, Kom.


This is an annual Halloween show featuring the music of
Rob Zombie, along with interview clips of Rob Zombie
talking about his music, and various movie projects,
which are mostly horror-based.


48      Sqwazz, The Year 77,at This is an annual look back at the year in Squizz music,
Was          airing at the end of the year.


50 From the Living Room
to The Loft


50 Mixed Bag Radio


50 The Loft Sessions


53 Rancid Radio


Don’t get off that couch! Direct f~om New York’s Lower
East Side, it’s an hour-long, bi-weekly show, featuring
performances and interviews with Lofty singer-
songwriters (both familiar and new), all recorded live at
The Living Room... exclusively for The Loft - XM 50.


A 60-minute weekly show featuring radio legend Pete
Fomatale, who interviews the most influential musicians
of our time and showcases live in-studio performances.
Pete’s guests run the musical gamut: rock, folk, jazz, pop,
legends, heritage artists, newcomers.., truly a Mixed
Bag.


Ditch your shoes, grab a bean bag and join us for the Loft
Sessions... where we invite our favorite artists up to the
Loft and ask them to create their ideal intimate musical
session, especially for you. And as always at the Loft, the
music is paramount, so you’ll hear everything from hit
gems to adventurous covers - even the occasional choice
insight - all at each artist’s discretion. The Loft Sessions.
Meet the artists as they are.


It’s the show hosted by the guys in Rancid! They’re the
DJ’s, they pick the tunes, they play the tunes, they book


’ the guests, they interview the guests, they answer the
mail and do everything else for the show. Tons of
unsigned and indie artists. This could be the best hour of


. radio you ever hear.
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53


53


53


53


53


Hee Haw Hell Psychobitly & cowpunk music. Dash Rip Rock,
Reverend Horton Heat, Nekromantix, Tiger Army and
tons more. You also get founders of the genre like Eddie
Cochran and Robert Gordon.


53


53


Duped Punk and ska covers. Some of them are great, brilliant
and wonderful. Some of them are not. A glorious
musical car wreck of cover song sickness.


Slam A Lot The magical kingdom of hardcore. Catch bands like
Hatebreed, Sick of It All, Strung Out and dozens of
others!


Skanorreha We play ska throughout the day on Fungus 53 but put it
together in concentrated doses for Skanorreha. Along
vui~ Noup_s like Less Than Jake, Reel Big Fish, Big D &
the Kids Table and Pietasters we throw in old stalwarts
of the genre like The Specials, Selecter and The
Skatalites.


Kowabunga Uber Atles


Oi tsters


Kingdom of Swine


Complete Control
Radio


Fungus style surf music. Hear punk bands doing surf
songs mixed with old school surf music by artists like
Dick Dale, Silly Surfers, The Ventures and Link Wray.


Two hours of the best Oi! music ever heard by man or
beast. Peter & the Test Tube Babies, UK Subs, Anti
Nowhere League and all the other great Oi! bands of the
ages.


A three hour musical excursion to the happy land of
Industrial music. NIN, Revolting Cocks, Ministry,
KMFDM, God Lives Underwater, Machines of Loving
Grace and others are mixed with artists like The
Residents into a cheery audioscape guaranteed to send
you into a downward spiral of mental decay. Don’t listen
after a break up.


Punk legend Joe Sib joins the Fungus 53 lineup with his
weekly, one hour show. He delves into his incredible
punk library and chats up a Who’s Who of music each
week from his home base in Los Angeles. Sunday Night
at 12 Midnight with replays Tuesday 3 PM and Friday 9
AM. All times Eastern.


The AP Show Since its debut as a photocopied fanzine, Alternative
Press has become one of the most respected and admired
publications on the planet. AP now presents "Alternative
Press Radio" exclusively on XM’s Fungus 53. Join them
each for a behind the scenes look at all that is new and
true in the world of rock.
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HIP HoP & URBAN


Channel # Show Title Show Description
62 After Hours "The Adult The stow jam show with an erotic edge. Su-Th Midnight


Playground" east / 9PM west.


62 The Ultimate Slow Jam Extended version of Cayman’s Wednesday afternoon
Tape Extended Play feature. 10PM East.


62 Music Honors We pay tribute to the accomplishments of R&B singers,
song writers & producers. Recurring lx per month.


62 Dinner and a Show Live R&B performances from the XM Performance
Theater. Recurring lx permonth.


62 Suite Talk Hosted by Cayman Kelly: interviews with some of your
favorite artists.


62


64


Release


From Be Bop to Hip
Hop


RNBQ


Artist walks listeners through newly released CD track
by track talking about the songs making CD.
Chronicle of Quincy Jones career 1940’s through
Present. 6 one-hour shows.


64 The History of Rhythm & Blues as told by Quincy Jones.
6 one-hour shows.


64 Hot Buttered Soul Nightly slow jams from the 70’s and early 80’s.


65 Snoop Dogg "WelcomeEvery week, step into Snoop’s world, as one of hip-hop
to Da Chuuch" most prolific and outspoken legends opens up the doors


of his "Chuuch", with humor, insight, and the best old
school jams...fa schizzle! Fridays at 1 lpm EST.


65


65


66


The III Out Show with One of the most respected producers in the hip-hop
Prince Paul game, Prince Paul brings his keen sense of old school


shenanigans to the Rhyme, every Monday at 1 lp EST.


SpitMcker Radio Your Spitkicker hosts take you on a musical journey each
week, with the likes of De La Soul, A Tribe Called
Quest, and many more! Saturdays at 6pro EST.


DTP Presents Open
Mic w/Ludacris


Weekly show of exclusive music from Ludacfis, his DTP
artist and others. Funny skits, color commentary, etc.
Hosted by Ludacris, Poon Daddy & luicy, Saturdays 6 &
I 0PM EST.


66 Chamditary Radzo
w/Chamillionaire


Weekly show spotlighting Chamillionaire’s favorite hip
hop records as well as some exclusive music. Hosted by
Chamillionaire and DJ Ebonix, Fridays 6 & 9PM EST.
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Behind the Beats Feature spotlighting the artists’ life up close and
personal, previewing new music from their upcoming
projects in front of a studio audience in our Performance
Theatre.


From Scratch


Product and the Power


Celebnick Picnic-
Memorial Day


Weekend


Penthouse Special


City Sessions


What Was Real@
Good?


We take you on a journey through the lives of some of
the biggest artists in hip hop and r&b. Infusing the art of
scratching throughout the ride, each artists tells their life
story in their words and music from scratch.


Hosted by DJ Nabs. With one ear to the streets and a
foot in the boardroom, join DJ Nabs in The Lab every
Sunday live from Atlanta. Nabs brings the Product with
all the hottest artists and celeb’s in The City and he’ll
expose you to the Power, the most influential people that
you may not know in the hip hop world. Plus Nabs
welcomes the Def DJ Squad in the Lab each week.


Get inside the City for this annual celebration to kick off
to "Summer in the City." Last year, we barbequed with
the best of the!! Busta Rhymes, T-Pain, Letoya and
Jagged Edge were just a few that hung out in The City
Memorial Day Weekend. We’ll take this party to the next
level, as we get ready for the CP2007.


Hang with Lisa aka Sexy Chocolate and some of her
favorite celebs. She’ll serve up their favorite dish as long
as they give up all the dirt! Everyone doesn’t make it up
to the Penthouse, so if Lisa lets them in, you know it’s
serious. Celeb’s that hang in the Penthouse-Mariah
Carey, Jermaine Dupri, Beenie Man, Mary J. Blige, John
Legend and more!


Catch live performances inside The City from some of
the freshest artists in town. Past performances include
Chris Brown, Beenie Man, Floetry, Dwele, 1 I2.


Join The City’s entertainment reporter, Tiff Square,
every Sunday for the weekly download of the biggest
news and gossip that you might have missed during the
week.
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Channel #


70


7O


70


Show Title


American Jazz


JAZZ & BLUES


Ben Sidran On the
Record


Show Description


In the Swing Seat with
Wynton Marsalis


70 Manteca


Dick Golden and special guest Tony Bennett open up the
Great American Song Book for two hours of swingin’
classic jazz and vocals


Ben Sidran presents a program of classic interviews with
artists like Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock and Sonny
Rollins.


America’s Jazz Ambassador takes on a j ourney into the
world of jazz exploring the genius of artists like John
Coltrane, Louis Armstrong, Duke Etlington and
Thelonious Monk. We Ieam how to identify artists by
their playing styles, we learn the connection between jazz
and other art forms and we hear from people are playing
and make new music when artists stop by the studio to
play and discuss their music.


3 hours of sizzling Latin Jazz with artists like Dizzy
Gillespie, Tito Puente, Eddie Palmieri, Cal Tjader,
Paquito D’Rivera, Chucho Valdes and MoacirA3antos~


70 Maxx Myrick Live from the XM studios at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s
House of Swing in New York City


70 Night Moods


70 Organized


Based on the feeling of artist, composer and genius
Thelonious Monks classic ’Round Midnight. Night
Moods is 4 hours of elegant, sensual and romantic jazz
music for whatever "mood" you’re in.


One hour of cooking Hammond B3 music with artists
like Jimmy Smith, Jack McDuff, Shirley Scott, Joey
DeFrancesco, Dr. Lonnie Smith.


70 Real Jazz Live Live concerts from Jazz At Lincoln Center’s "House Of
Swing," Dizzy’s Club Coca Cola and classic concerts
recorded live.


70 Swing Street Three hours of swingin’ music featuring big bands and
orchestras from yesterday and today


70 The French Quarter A rollicking journey through the soul of New Orleans
with three hours of traditional New Orleans jazz music.
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The Gallery Lily is your curator for The Gallery. She swings the
doors wide open for an audio exhibit of our favorite new
C-Jazz songs on Watercolors for the week. The exhibits
are subject to change - or not change - as determined by
the Watercolors staff. Music and art lovers converge
weekly for this tasteful and timely aural presentation.


Email Reply Hour Every Sunday it’s the EMAIL REPLY HOUR from 6-7
PM ET (3-4 PM PT), Russ Davis spends an hour
responding to email messages by playing requested
songs, answering listener questions and reading listener
comments that have been emailed to him at
beyondj azz@xmradio.com.


tf B’s Friday, This
Must Be Fusion


It’s a Beyond Jazz exclusive feature that focuses on the
moment in jazz history when the music became electric
and all the musical influences of the world blended with
jazz to create the Fusion Era. Beginning at 7AM ET and
running each hour untiI Midnight ET you’ll hear a classic
fusion nugget and get the stories behind this
controversial idiom. Some say Fusion mined jazz, others
say it saved the music. Listen and make up your own
mind. If It’s Friday, This Must Be Fusion on XM 72,
Beyond Jazz.


Jammin Jazz Jazz For The New Generation. Hosted by Michelle
Sammartino. What’s it all about? Welt here’s how
Michelle describes what you’ll hear on the show:
Anything with that "jam-band"jazz, acid jazz, brass
band, swamp boogie, funk influenced, booty-movin’ feet
that yajust can’t hear anywhere else. You’ll hear bands
that range from New Orleans’ Bonerama, Johnny Sketch
and the Dirty Notes, Galactic, and Robert Walter, to
NY’s Medeski Martin & Wood, Garage A Trois, Charlie
Hunter, The Benevento-Russo Duo, Antibalas, New
England’s Jazz Mandolin Project, Soulive, San
Francisco’s Will Bernard, Garaj Mahal, Bill Frisell,
Lonnie Smith, the UK’s Up Bustle and Out, Brand New
Heavies, Courtney Pine and more!
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72 Live @ BJ’s


72 Words & Music


Every Wednesday night at 8 PM Pacific/11 PM Eastern
and Sunday night at 5 PM Pacific/8 PM Eastern, spend
an hour in the world’s only imaginary modem jazz club,
BJ’s, for rare live performances by the biggest stars of
Modem Jazz. You’ll hear music you can’t hear anywhere
but on XM, recorded live at our Performance Studio One,
from the legendary BBC archives, and rare performances
recorded in clubs and concert halls around the world.
Plus you’ll meet the characters that inhabit BJ’s and
probably become a regular yourself.


Conversations with the most influential artists in modem
jazz including Chick Corea, Herbie Hancock, Pat
Metheny, John Scofield, Bobby McFerrin and Dianne
Reeves.


72 Monday with the
Masters


72 Premier Sunday


On Mondays we present the special feature... Monday
With The Masters on Beyond Jazz featuring an hour of
the classic music by one of the masters of modem jazz.
It’s the music of the artist interspersed with some of their
own words as they tell the stories that shed light on their
legendary career. Listen Monday at Noon ET/gAM PT,
with a reply Monday night at 11PM ET/8PM PT.


On Sunday evenings we present the last of our Sunday
Specials by playing cuts from the newest releases of the
week on a special feature we call Premier Sunday on
Beyond Jazz. Cuts from the new releases begin the hour,
each hour from 9 PM to Midnight. Beyond Jazz listeners
want the new music and we give it to them on Premier
Sunday.


73 Jonathan Schwartz on Jonathan Schwartz, "the Dean of American Pop
Standards," brings to XM his encyclopedic knowledge
and 30 years of experience as an anchor personality.


74 Friday Jook Jotnt For the first time ever a nationwide all request blues
show. You say it and we play it for four solid hours. But
make sure the request is a blue one.


74 Song Cycle Each week, we pick one song and play as many different
versions as we can find of that song that have something
to do with the blues!


74 Stone Blue Aaron Lee moves to the outsldrts of Bluesville to spin
Rockin’ Blues. These ain’t your mother’s blues. These
tunes are loud, rocking and in your face. Dave Ho!e,
Gary Moore, Tab Benoit, Tinsley Ellis and Walter Trout
are all regulars in Stone Blue. Not for the faint-hearted.


t7







74 The Front Porch


74 Rack of Blues


If acoustic blues is your cup of tea then "The Front
Porch" is for you! XM 74 plays an hour of all non-
electric blues including the forefathers and foremothers,
as well as the contemporary players


A countdown of our weekly "Picks to Click." The newest
blues platters from number 15 to number 1, in order and
uninterrupted.
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Channel # Show Title
81 BPM


DANCE


Show Description
Hop aboard the BPM party plane as the resident BPM
DJs help you dance across America. Every week, we
touch down in a different city from New York to San
Francisco. Just remember, there are no rules on Air 81.


Junior’s World with BPM resident DJ Junior Vasquez
Join legendary new York DJ Junior Vasquez as he takes
you on a trip around the world of dance music. Junior’s
World - - only on XM81 BPM. Saturday nights 1 lp
east, 8 west.


Matt Darey presents nocturnal. Saturday nights 8p east, 5
west~ Join international superstar DJ Matt Darey from
London England as he takes you on a journey into the
future.


Louie Vega


Carl Cox


John Digweed


Grammy award winner in 2006. New York legend packs
them in at his weekly residency Roots. Live recording,
crowd cheers. Plays to house loving crowds worldwide.
Aside from his production work, Vega dedicates two-
thirds of every year to a rigorous DJ schedule, which
finds him playing to thousands ofpeopte around the
globe, in clubs from Mykonos to Johannesburg.


So much has been said about one oft_he greatest DJs in
the world. Carl Cox has excelled as a producer, artist,
remixer, radio D J, businessman, and ambassador for
dance music. In the UK he is a Nil-blown ’Pop Star.’ As
anyone who has met him will attest, Carl Cox is the
living embodiment of the perfect gentlemen, the DJ
diplomat and progressive music pioneer. Launching late
Oct., Fridays 9:0Opm ET


While lesser DJs bow to the whims ofclubland fad and
fashion, Digweed continues to stand as a reliable,
steadfast pillar of dance floor excellence. His resume of
accomplishments makes his prot~g6s swoon and his
contemporaries nervous. He was the first U.K. DJ (with
Sasha) to hold a club residency in the U.S. He’s
consistently voted one of the top 10 international DJs in
prestigious club culture publications such as DJ
Magazine and Muzik.
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Pete Tong Britain’s best-Ioved dance DL He doesn’t need an award
to prove his popularity and he won’t act cool to keep his
credibility. The host of Radio 1 ’s ground-breaking
Essential Mix show for a staggering eight years, he
works within the mainstream, but is respected by the
underground. "The Essential Mix" is now the most
listened to radio show on the internet attracting a global
audience of over 12 million.
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LATIN


Channel # Show Title                       Show Description


~--~-0 ~eggaeton Channel This channel can only be found on XM. The only place
you will hear Daddy Yankee, Ivy Queen, Tego Claderon,
Luny Tunes, Aventu~a, Hector E1 Father. Discover all the


~ new Reggaeton songs first on XM.


92 Exclusive Regional
Mextcan Mustc


Channel


Ramon Ayala, Los Tigres Del Norte, Vicente Fernandez,
Jenni Rivera, and all of the regional Mexican artists
exclusively on XM.


94 Caliente XM 94 Salsa, Salsa, Salsa with a splash of Merengue and
, Bachata too! Today’s Salsa to the best classic Salsa.
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WORLD


Channel # Show Title Show Description


101 Jamaica Talkin’ Reports directly from the Island, Dennis Howard brings
you the complete info on what’s hot this minute in the
Jamaican music scene.


101 Du bwise


101


Every night your Joint host and Reggae scholar Dermot
Hussey delves into the history of one ofreggae’s most
popular styles. Dub music is still enormously popular,
remixing classic Reggae tracks without the lyrics. Get
wise to Dubwise on The Joint.


Dancehall Daze Most of the XM Nation knows the biggest names in
Jamaican Dancehall music -Sean Paul, Beenie Man, etc.
But there’s far more where that came from - get your
free-style on nightly and get on the floor, inside The
Joint.
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CLASSICAL


Channel # Show Title Show Description


110      Steinway’s Black and A weekly 2-hour journey into the world of piano music -
White Blockbusters hear legendary pianists and up and coming superstars


perform the finest piano music ever written.


1 I0 XM in Concert XM brings the majesty of the concert hall directly to you,
no tickets required. XM is a nationwide home for the
likes of American powerhouses: the New York
Philharmonic, the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, and the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra; and XM spans the globe
for the finest orchestras in the world, like the Vienna and
Israel Philharmonics. It’s all on Xlvl 110.


110 Gramophone Editor’s
Choice


¯Want to know what’s new in Classical? Every month
XM Classics’ Martin Goldsmith and Paul Bachmann are


¯ joined by the Editor-in-Chief of Gramophone Magazine,
James Jolly, for an in-depth examination of the best of
the best in new classical CD’s: the Top Ten "Editor’s


¯ Choices."


112 Opera Stage VOX 112 presents the best opera performances from
around the world with operas from Covent Garden, the
Vienna State Opera, the Bolshoi, Bologna, Bavaria and
Carnegie Hall in New York - and in the 2006-2007
season for the first time, the entire Ring Cycle of Wagner
recorded live at the 2006 Bayreuth festival. Opera Stage
always features the finest singers of today performing in
the same opera houses that have made Opera what it is
for centuries.


112 The Big Ticket It’s your daily ticket to bring the Opera to wherever your
XM is-’VOX’s Robert Aubry Davis has one of the
largest opera collections in radio history available to the
XM Nation, and features daily performances of operas
that go well beyond "the top 25." Even if you’re a long-
time opera fan, you’ll fred - sometimes familiar and
sublime, and sometimes brand new to you - something to
love on the Big Ticket.
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Voices of the Night Far from only being a home of the Opera, VOX also
features the finest variety of Classical Vocal Music
across a wide spectrum. For example, Voices of the
Night features the most beautiful choral singing on XM
every night. VOX also features art songs, lieder,
spirituals.., simply a celebration of the instrument that
is the human voice.


Pops LP


Boundaries


Even though XM Pops specializes in Classical’s Greatest
Hits, sometimes it’s nice to sit back, relax, and enjoy a
complete masterpiece. Enter Pops LP. The Long Play
brings you classical music’s best known works,
presented in their entirety in XM Pops" signature XM
HD Surround Sound, complete with a brief introduction
by XM’s Paul Bachmann.


The nation’s first show dedicated to what some call
"Classical Crossover" music, XM considers Boundaries
to be more like "Classical with a twist." A twist of
what? You decide - you’ll hear anything from Andrea
Bocetli to Il Divo, from Bond to Klazz Bros. and Cuba
Percussion, to Barbra Streisaud and Aretha Franklin
singing opera. It’s always interesting, and always
redefines the boundaries of what’s classical.
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Channe! # Show Title Show Description


l 16 HiJinxlnc Now under new management, HiJinxInc is open for


The X34K Animal Farm116


business! Weekends on XMKiDS Saturdays from 2-4PM
ET/11 AM-1PM PT and Sundays at 5PM ET/2PM PT.
We manufacture fun at HiJinxInc -- where the future is
tomorrow!


Funny thing about Kenny. He was the last to see what
everyone around him knew all along: he was born to do
children’s broadcasting. In college, when he was looking
for sane, respectable work, his roommate sent him to
audition for the clown/co-host role on a children’s TV
show. "You’ll be perfect for this," he said. Kenny got the
job. Still an undergraduate with serious acting
aspirations, Kermy landed a role in a movie for adults
called "Cry-Baby." Coincidence? We don’t think so.
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COMEDY


Channel # Show Title Show Description


151 Stand Up and Sit Down Sit down interviews and stand up routines with today’s
biggest names like Bill Cosby, Robert Schimmel, Mirth
Hedberg, John Pinette, Brian Regan and many more.


151 New Comic on the Presenting uninterrupted and uncensored concerts by
B!ock today’s hot new up and coming comics.


151 Exclusive Concerts Recorded for XM Comedy only at some of Comedy’s
hottest clubs. Including the DC Improv, Atlanta’s
Punchline, Rascals clubs and many, many more.


151 Chickenman Chickenman


15 t Comedy Pinata


He’s Everywhere! He’s Everywhere!
The caped crusader, winged warrior, and day time shoe
salesman better known as Benton Harbor fights
"EEEVILLL" in this classic 60s radio series every day
on Laugh USA 151. Join our superhero and his secretary
Miss Hellfinger as they bring justice (and fun for the
whole family) to XM.


A weekly program featuring a different special every
week like world premiers of new standup CDs,
uninterrupted presentations of classic comedy albums
from artists like Bob Newhart and Shelly Berman, and
special salutes like "The Rednecks of Comedy" and
"Laugh USA’s funniest females." Interview specials with
Jim Gaffigan, Brian Regan, Bill Cosby and many more.
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The A,rwaves, They Are A-Chengm’
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The Airwaves, They Are A-Changin’
Bob Dylan Signs With ~Z_M Satellite .R.adio to Host a Weekly Show


By Paul Farhl
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, December 14, 2005; A01
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Bob Dylan -- singer, songwriter, former counterculture figure and voice of a
generation -- has added another line to his rsum: radio DL


The enigmatic troubadour has signed on to host a weekly show on XM Satellite
P, adio, the D.C.-based pay-radio provider. Dylan will select the music, offer
commentary, interview guests and answer e-mail from listeners during the one-.
hour program, which will start in March, X_M said yesterday.


Dylan’s hiring is not just a coup for X_M, which is in a fierce battle for new
subscribers with Sirius Satellite Radio, but also another score for satellite radio over conventional broadcasting.


XM and Sirius have been wooing b~g names and making high-priced sports deals to differentiate their offerings from terrestrial radio,
and from each other. Sinus is counting on shock jock Howard Stem, who will move to the service Jan. 9, to help it close the subscriber
gap w~th XM, which boasts more than 5 million customers to Sirius’s 2 rmlLion.


XM’s chief programmer, Lee Abrams, said his company talked with Dylan’s management for about two years about the Grammy-
winning artist becoming a host. X_M declined to say what Dylan would be paid for the multiyear agreement. Howard Stem signed a $500
million, five-year contract with Sirius.


Abrams said that Dytan was attracted by the promise of a nationa! audience, a commercial-free program and "total creative freedom" to
air whatever he likes. Dylan also will broadcast from wherever he wants.


"This will be a peek ~nside the mind of one of the most important songwriters and poets of the 20th century," Abrams said. "He’s a
mystery to most people."


Once an almost rectuswe figure, Dylan, 64, lately has attained about as much exposure as an Olsen twin. This year he gave his first TV
interview in 19 years on "60 Minutes," and was the subject of a Martin Seorsese-directed documentary series on PBS in September. His
memoir "Chronicles, Vol. 1" spent 19 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list last year.


He aJso appeared m, and provided the musical soundtrack for, a VJctoria’s Secret TV commercial last year. The women’s undergarment
chain, in turn, sold one of his promo CDs, "Lovesick," in ~ts stores.


For Dylan, the XM deal m~ght represent a way to reach younger music fans and stay "relevant" with those who have followed him for
decades, sa~d Tom Taylor, editor of the industry newsletter Inside Radio. "Great artists want to stay in front of their fans and want to be
discovered by new generations," he said. "They don’t need the money or the other things, but they do want to keep their hand in and stay
current."


Dylan, who performs as many as 100 dates a year, is easily the biggest musical name to host.his own radio program. Steve Van Zandt, of
Bruce Springsteen’s E Street Band, hosts a weekly two-hour show, "Little Steven’s Underground Garage," that’s syndicated to stations
across the country (including WARW-FM locally). And XM previously signed programming deals with Tom Petty, Snoop Dogg and
Quincy Jones.


Tay!or said Dylan has a loyal following but has "never been a huge seller. He’s a tastemaker, someone other artists watch." As such, his
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~s a roche for XM. It’s prestige,"hiring "’    ’


Taylor added: "It’s for the older baby-boomer subscriber. A lot of the early adopters [of satellite radio] are baby boomers. This wilI put
an additional name on the marquee. It’s an additional reason to subscribe."


XM and Sirius essentially are battling for the same pool of potential customers -- those who like radio enough to pay about $13 per
month and, in many cases, buy a new radio (for about $50) for scores of channels, which are mostly music and mostly commercial-flee.
Although XM and Sinus have been growing -- each expects to add hundreds of thousands of subscribers this holiday season -- both have
recorded heavy start-up losses. Neither has made a profit since the companies first sold their stock to the public in 1994 and 1999,
respectively.


Taylor compares the slgnings of such big-name talent as Stem and Dylan to the rivalry between the old American Football League and
the NFL, which fought each other for the best players in the 1960s. The signings make for great publicity, he said, but in the long run,
that might not be enough to sustain both.


"lust like in football," he said, "at some point, do you have a merger and have one satellite service instead of two? Some people think
that’s eventually what’s going to happen."


© 2005 The Washington Post Company
Ad~ by Googte .............. ¯ ................... . ....... "- _’ i.._ "_ .... :___~


Weekly Social Events; Over 100,000 DC Members; Free Membership
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Printer Friendly V~rsion - XM serves up<BR>a Bobathon


New York Daily News - http://www.nydai!yn, ews.com
XM serves up
a Bobathon
By DAVID HINCKLEY
DAILY NEWS STAFF WRITER
Monday, October 9th, 2006


It’s still unclear where satellite radio will finally find its foothold in the avalanche of music and audio
programming available these days.


But both XM and Sirius offer some superb programs that won’t be heard anywhere on terrestrial radio,
and XM will wisely spotlight one of those Wednesday.


To mark the 24th episode of Bob Dylan’s "Theme Time Radio Hour," XM will run all 24 shows
consecutively from midnight to midnight on Ch. 15.


The 24th episode, with the theme of"Time," will also be heard in its regular 10 a.m. Wednesday debut
spot on Ch. 40.


"Theme Time Radio Hour" conjures the kind of radio shows Dylan has said he listened to while he
was growing up in northern Minnesota - strange and wonderful music from distant places, painting
vivid scenes of unexplored worlds.


Dylan talks between records, offering anecdotes about the songs and characters like Andre
Williams, Howlin’ Wolf and the Louvin Brothers who sang them.


The show has a lot of humor, mostly served dry and never at the expense of the music. It’s clearly not
a joke to Dylan, for instance, that a statue of Western swing pioneer Bob Wills was vandalized.


The music, it’s true, may not be for everyone. While Dylan spins a few hits like Van Morrison’s
"Brown-Eyed Girl," he mostly throws curveballs and changeups.


He plays the unexpected because that’s the territory he’s always roamed - but also because he’s
challenging the listener.


You may not have heard of The Rev. J.M. Gates or Charlie Patton or Wynonie Harris or even Hank
Snow and the Flamingos, he’s saying, but you should have. The fact so few other hosts on on the
radio are playing these foundation artists of American music is precisely the reason he does.


Depending on the theme, the music runs toward vintage blues, R&B and country, sprinkled with Jack
Teagarden or Prince. So far he’s played no Bob Dylan songs.


His themes have been as narrow as "coffee" or "baseball" and as wide as "drinking," "divorce,"
u~, "weather" and "maps," all with flexible borders.
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Printer Fd~ndly V¢rsmn - XM serves up<BR>a Bobathon


His narrative doesn’t give away any of the personal secrets he’s always felt are none of our business,
but they do confirm he’s a big fan of words and the way they sound. He wil! recite lyrics just to savor
them, or tick off synonyms for "jail."


After almost 50 years as a performer he’s at ease with a microphone. Some of the material is clearly
scripted - papers can at times be heard rustling - but he will also break into an unexpected laugh or
exclaim something like "Holy Moley, that’s good!" after particular favorites.


With Dylan reportedly signed for a year, both his fans and XM, which says "Theme Time Radio Hour"
is one of its most popular shows, hope he will reup:


Whether he does or not, he’s shone a light on a lot of great popular music that Americans have too
often and quite inexplicably over the years tossed aside.


"Theme Time Radio Hour" reminds us how good much of that music remains. Crackling over the
radio, it still opens up whole other worlds.
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WFUV ESSENTIALS: To liven up pledge week, WFUV (90.7 FM) today starts to reveal the results of
its listener-voted poll for "90 Essential Albums."


Winners are likely to include the likes of Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, Louis Armstrong and Lucinda
Williams.


The full list will be rolled out on Friday.


R&R AWARDS: Several local stations are winners in the annual Radio & Records magazine awards:


WRKS (98.7 FM), top urban adult contemporary station.


Wendy Williams of WBLS (107.5 FM), urban AC personality.


Vinny Brown of WBLS, cowinner for urban AC program director.


WLTW (106.7 FM), top adult contemporary station.


Morgan Prue of WLTW, AC music director.


Scott Shannon and Todd Pettengill of WPLJ (95.5 FM), hot adult contemporary personalities.


Tony tvlascaro of WPLJ, hot AC music director.


Tom Poleman, senior vice president of programming for Clear Channel New York, top programming
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Printer Friendly V~rsion - XM s~rv~s up<BR>a Bobatho~


executive,


Paul (Cubby) Bryant, now at WKTU (103.5 FM), top-40 music director for his work at WHTZ (100.3
FM).


AROUND THE DIAL: Rob Miller, long-time program director of adult contemporary WALK (97.5 FM)
on the Island, is now also programming WKTU (103.5 FM) .... Former Virginia Gov. Mark Warner
guests tomorrow morning with Sam Greenfield and Armstrong Williams on WWRL (1600 AM) ....
The FCC has slapped a $10,000 fine on two men it says have run a pirate station at 89.7 FM in New
York, Moises and Juan Cabrera .... With the famous Zacherle just having turned 88, radio historian
Herb Hollander of Queens notes it was 40 years ago that Zach hosted the music show "Disc-O-
Teen" on Ch. 47.


i


i


i


i
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Dylan makes ’Hodern’ magic at the Forum


BY GLENN WHIPP, Staff Writer
U-Entertainment


Article Last Updated:lO/21/2006 02:05:55 AM PDT


Bob Dylan’s Never-Ending Tour touched down in Los Angeles Friday night at the Forum and, judging from the
crowd’s reaction, most of the those in attendance had been listening to - and loving - Dylan’s new album,
"Modern Times."


Dylan played four numbers from "Modern Times" in a 16-song set that featured a typical mix of material from
the 1960s and his recent artistic renmssance. Hearing the new songs performed live just weeks after the
album’s release gave the Friday concert a special significance to long-time fans, many of whom made the
pilgrimage to Bakersfield earlier in the year to see Dylan. (Dylan wil/perform again tonight at the Long Beach
Arena.)


bylan recorded "Modern Times" earlier this year with his current touring band, a group that he has played w~th
now since the spring of 2005. Dylan has called the band - which includes bassist Tony Gamier, drummer George
Reclle, guitarists Stu Kimball and Denny Freeman and jack-of-all trades Donnie Herron - the best band he has
ever been in, "man for man."


That may strike some as hyperbole, given Dylan’s prior association with the Hawks, but the current lineup m,,a,d,e
a pretty sohd case Friday, continuing to evolve and tighten as a blistering performing umt. The difference m It s
Alright Ma (I’m Only Bleeding) from Bakersfield to [nglewood was pronounced, and the group handled the new
songs w~th considerable finesse. Opening the encore w~th "Thunder On the Mountain" is a stroke of genius,
reinvtgorating the night’s last leg.


Dylan celebrated his 65th birthday in May, butyou’d never know it from the energy radiating off him on stage.
Leading the band from the behindthe keyboard, Dylan bobbed and weaved, grooved and gyrated, singing with
a power and expressiveness that Just continues to deepen with age. His reading of his 1963 anti-war song "John
Brown" managed to be both biting and heartbreaking, a musical companion piece to Clint Eastwood’s just-
released "Flags of Our Fathers."


Both "John Brown" and "Flags" focus on breaking down war-related mythology. Dylan, however, only continues
to add to his own legend - but here’s the rub. Everything Dylan does these days - performing, recording,
writing, working as a DO on his wonderfully entertaining "Theme Time Radio Hour" on XM Radio - is rooted in an
excellence that you can feel with every fiber of your being. No tall tales here. (Well, maybe in "Chronicles," but
that was part of the fun.) For Dylan, modern times have never been better.


Gtenn Whipp, (8:[8) 713-3672 genn whipp@dailynews,com


I
I
I!
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Artist Confidential - Broadcast Schedule to Date


Show Number Artist
! Bonnie Ra~tt
2 Bob Weir
3 Rush
4 Don Henley
5 Emmy Lou Harris
6 Arif Mardin (Perf. By Raut Midon)
7 Ne=t Sedaka
8 Bruce Hornsby
9 Ani DiFranco
10 Lenny Kravitz
11 AI Jarreau
12 Wynton Marsalis
13 Lamont Dozier
14 Phil Collins
15 Judy Collins
16 Randy Newman
17 Brian Wilson
18 George Winston
19 Robert Plant
20 Cotdptay
21 Hall & Oates
22 Wiltie Nelson
23 Logglns & Mess~na
24 Def Leppard
25 Tori Amos
26 Herbie Hancock
27 Cl~nt Black
28 Paul McCartney
29 Santana
30 Mannheim Steamroller
31 Cyndi Lauper
32 Rosanne Cash
33 Tracy Chapman
34 Odetta
35 Joan Baez
36 Andrea Boceltf
37 Trey Anastasio
38 Alan Parsons (5 1 Surround)
39 David Gllmour
40 Dixie Chicks
41 Dooble Brothers
42 INXS
43 Pretenders
44 Stephen Stills
45 P~nk
46 Gamble & Huff
47 Amy Grant
48 Ludacris
49 Sting
50 Chicago


Originai Premiere Air Date
9/12/2004
9126/2004


10/10/2004
10/24/2004
11/14/2004
11/28/2004
1 2/12/2004
12/26/2004


1117/2005
2/712005


2/1412005
2/2112005
2/28/2005


3/712005
312t/2005
414/2005


4/18/2005
5/9/2005


5123/2005
6/13/2005
612712005
7/I 112005
712512005
1013/2005


10117/2005
11/712005


11121/2005
11/2ti2005
12./512005


12/19/2005
1/1612006
112312006
2/6/2006


2/20/2006
3t6/2006


4/17/2006
511/2006


51t 5/2006
6/5/2006


6119/2006
7/3/2006


7/24/2006
8/7/2006


8/14/2006
Aug-06
Aug-06
Aug-06


9/15/2006
10/912006


Aug-06


XM-LOGAN EX. 10
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XM Exclusive Music Series:


¯ Artist C,~r~fider~f:iaV"


¯ The, ~.o. ,A ~,~ r~.., L~v~.


Theme r~me Radio Hour
with Your Host Bob


~ Tom Perry’s Buri~fi


Welcome to da Chuuch


Open


Trick Daddy


Network Live Series:


SRO
Arhst Cr)nfid~nt,~l ~S brought to
yOU ~/ LPxIJ~ and the new LS


U’-,~rece~ented.


Artist Confidentiag~


Music & Conversation.,. Up Close & Personal


Spotlighbng one artist per episode, XM’s George Taylor Morris s~ts down with music’s
most fascinating personalities for revealing and candid one-on-one interviews. This
intimate conversational forum unfolds before an audience of fans and friends in XM’s
Performance Theater.


In addition to hearing music legends offer insights into their life, art, and the creabve
process, listeners experience XN-exclusive musical performances that are part of
every episode. From Rush sharing an adventurous personal journey to Nell Sedaka
recounting the dawn of rock ’n’ roll first-hand, many unheard tales are told.


About the Host
George Taylor Morris is one of the most passionate and experienced music
interviewers on the planet with vast experience and a deep and personal
understanding of how mus~oans think. When Artist ConfidentialTM was launched,
there was little doubt that George Taylor Morris s~mply had to be the host. His casual
but studied manner literally defines the show, and h~s rapport with artists is beyond
reproach as artists from Coldplay to McCartney have commented on the positive
experience of XM’s Arbst ConfidentialTM. Whether it’s Wynton Marsahs or Def
Leppard, George Taylor Norris has the knowledge and vibe to engage the artists and
audience that make Artist ConfidentialTM a premiere XM presentahon.


Monday, October 16 at Noon ET


This autumn Sting ventures into new musical
territory...and by "new" we mean old music .... The new
album, Songs from the Labyrinth, features the music of
the Elizabethan songwriter, John Dowland (1563-~626).
Sting is joined on this recording by acclaimed lutenist
Edin Karamazov, in what Sting describes as ’a soundtrack
to Dowland’s life in words and music’. Songs from th~s
remarkable CD will be performed live in a rare
performance at XN’s Artist Confidential, featuring an
~nterwew with XN’s Paul Bachmann and questions from
the fans, from the stunning Allen Room at Jazz at Dncoln
Center m New York. Plus, you’ll hear some classic songs
like "Fields of Gold," "Message In A Bottle," & a special
Blues song by Robert Johnson. Another unique
presentation of the XM Exclusive Music series!


Non, Oct. 16 at Noon ET & XN Pops - XM 113
9PM ET


XM- LOGAN EX. 11


http://www, xmradio.com/exclusivemusic/mtist_confidential.jsp 1012312006
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Weds, Oct. 18 at 10:30 PM
ET


Thurs, Oct. 19 at 8PM ET


Frb Oct. 20 at 6PM ET


Sat, Oct. 21 at 3PN ET


Sat, Oct. 21 at 6PM ET


Sat, Oct. 21 at 10:30 PM ET


Sun, Oct. 22 at ]0:30 PM
ET


Vox - XM 112


Free Tuning - XM 76


HEAR Music - XN 75


Fine Tumng - XN 76


XM Pops - XM ! :L3


VOX - XM 112


XM Pops - XN 113


Page 2 of I I
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Thursday, October 26 at 7PM ET


Artist Confldenbal goes Hip Hop and it’s ~nsane. XM’s Mz.
Kittl takes the stage for an hour of intense and crazed
dBIogue with Ludacr~s crankin out hve songs and
interacting with the XM Performance Theatre mob. Th~s
ain’t a normal Arbst Confidential.


Thurs, Oct. 26 at 7PM ET


Fn, Oct. 27 at 8AM ET


Sat, Oct. 28 at Noon ET,
6PM ET, & 10PM ET


Mon, Oct. 30 at 11AM ET


New Albums:


RAW - XN 66


RAW - XM 66


RAW - XM 66


RAW - XM 66


Released Aug. 29th


Released Sept. 26th


Dtsturbmg tha Peace


Release Tl~erapy


I
I
1
I
I
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XM Artist Confidentialr Vol. 1
XN Artist Confidential, Vol. 1 showcases performances by


:~.~;:~.&f:~.~ top a~ists recorded solely for XM’s original music series,
~ :- ~::1 A~st Confidential. Produced by XM Satelhte Radio
: ...... ’ ’ exclusively for Starbucks Hear Music, XM AR~st Confidential,


Vol. 1 includes live renditions of songs by Coldplay, Willie
Nelson, Tori Amos, EobeR Plant and many others.


Past Performances:


C~’t_~C~3~O Monday, October 2 at :I.OPM ET


They’ve been together for 40 years...and =t shows. XM’s
Arbst Confidential, live from the XM Performance theater-
--Cl~cago. What does 25 or 6 ~o 4 really mean? They’ll
tell us...and play the song along w~th other songs, new
and old...and stones from the Rock n Roll trenches.
CHICAGO...Art~st Confidential. 40 years of mus=cal
mag=c...m one hour of rad=o magic.


Mon, Oct. 2 at 10PM ET The Blend - XP1 25


Tues, OCt. 3 at 10PM ET 70’s - XM 7


Weds, Oct. 4 at 7PM ET The Blend - XM 25


hHp://wvvw.xmradio.com/cxclusivemusic/artist_confidential:isp 10/23/2006
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AIFr~,~ ~7aRt Monday, September 2S at 7PM ET


She’s done ~t all and you will hear about ~t as Amy Grant
talks and plays for the XM Nabon m the latest installment
of Artist Confidential. Plus, you’ll hear songs from her
new album, Time Again...Amy Grant Live, before it hits
stores Wednesday, September 26th. She’s so much more
than Country...or Pop...She’s Amy Grant and she tells it
and plays ~t like it is on XM’s Artist Confidential.


Non, Sept. 25 at 7PM ET


Weds, Sept. 27 at Noon ET


Frb Sept. 29 at 7PM ET


Sat, Sept. 30 at 3PM ET


Sun, Oct, 1 at 11AM ET


The Message - XM 32


The Message - XN 32


The Message - XM 32


The Message - XN 32


The Blend - XM 25


Pink Monday, September 4 at :[0PM ET


Pink invades the XM Performance Theater with her band
and brash outlook on music, pol~tics and life. Never one
to hold back, P~nk engages the full house w~th I~eartfelt
stories, insights and songs that deliver a rollercoaster ride
of emotion and soul.
Mon, Sept. 4 at 10PM ET XM H~thst - XM 30


Sat, Sept. 9 at 4PM ET XM Hitlist - XM 30


Sun, Sept. 10 at 11AM ET XN H~thst - XM 30


Stephen Stills takes time off to bFing his band into the XM
Performance Theater for a stunning Arbst Confidential
where he tells stones about hB long fabled career and
plans for the future. Another SRO crown of fans interacts
w~th Stephen before he launches into another CS&N tour
and New solo album.


The Loft- XN 50 The 70’s - XN 7


Deep Tracks - XM 40 XM Caf~ - XM 45


Preter~ders
Recorded m an intimate performance at the Irving Plaza
Club in New York City, The Pretenders are as outrageous
and straight shooting as ever. The no B.S. edge
permeates the band and the audience as they rocket
through a hard core set w~th not shortage of potent
commentary and stratght forward for the audience.


Deep Tracks ~ XM 40 Fred - XN 44


II
I


As eclecbc as ever, m front of a full house in the XM
Performance Theater, listen as the past and future music


http ://www.xm tad io,com/excl usivem u sic/arti st_confi dent ia l.j sp 10/23/2006
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of this pop alternabve supergroup perform classic hits
and new music. Armed with a new singer, INXS dehvers a
powerful hour of interactive radio magic.


The 80s - XM 8 Fhght 26 - 26


Fred - XM 44


The Dooble Brothers Roll through their hits and history
with stunning harmonies in front of an electric audience.
Hear an exclusive performance and interview that tells
the 38 year old story of these legendary artists. From the
late 60’s to today, their music continues to be part of a
part of the American soundtrack.


Top Tracks - XM 46 The 70s - XM 7


The Loft - XM 50 Deep Tracks - XM 40


The Blend - XM 25


The Dixie Chicks gather in XM’s Studio A in Frederick P.
Rose Hall, Home of Jazz at Lincoln Center for an unedited
and uncensored hour of d~alogue with George Taylor
Morris and 100 fans from around the Country. Performing
acoustically between the fascinating Q&A, Artist
Confidential once again dehvers a rare and ~ntimate peek
behind the curtain of these icons of popular Music.


US Country - XM 17 Highway 16 - XM 16


David G~mour
David Gilmour helps unravel his h~story, present and
future in an Artist Confidential recorded at Sony’s
legendary West S~de studios. Accompanied by Phd
Nanzanera of Roxy Music fame, David plays selections
from his newest work, as well as, engages in
conversation with fans from around the World who
showed up for this remarkable event.


Deep Tracks - XN 40 Fine Tumng - XN 76


XN Caf~ - XM 45 The Loft - XM 50


A~n ParsoRs (5,1)
Recorded in brilliant 5.1 Surround Sound, Alan Parsons
and h~s band perform a series of songs in stunning
cinemabc sound, as Alan walks us through his career with
The Beatles, Pink Floyd, The Alan Parsons Project and h{s
current endeavors. An audio tour de force w~th a true
master of sound.


The7Os- XM 7 Deep Tracks - XM 40


http://www.xmradio.com/exclusivemusic/artist_confidential.jsp 10/23/2006
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XM Exclusive Music Series -- Artist ConfidentialTM Page 5 of" t I


Rne Tuning - XM 76


After over 20 years with Ph~sh, Trey Anastasia tries the
solo life and tells all in th~s installment of Arqst
Confldenbal. Armed w~th his array of guitars, Trey
performs songs from Phish & plays new songs from h~s
solo album. He also tells us about h~s future works. The
audience of fans came from all over the Country to be
one on one with th~s remarkably gifted and honest arbst.


XM Caf~ - XM 45 The Loft - XM 50


Deep Tracks- XN 40


The Paul McCartney Artist Confidenbal from XFI’s
Performance Theater is a defining moment m radio. Paul
talks through hls career and future w~th a focus on his
American tour and current release "Chaos and Creation m
the BackyaFd". Hus~caIIy, Paul demonstrates songwriting
techmques, performs selecbons from h~s current CD, and
even ~nvites members of the audience to iota him in a
song, An incredibly powerful and positive look rata the life
and music of this bmeless musical and cultural icon.


The60s-XN 6


The Loft- XN 50


Deep Tracks- XH 40


The70s-XM 7


Watch the XH Artist Confidential
TV spot featuring Paul McCartney (0: 30)


Low (~6k~, I High (300k)


Andre~ Bocelti
Andrea Bocelh ~s one of the best-known singers in the
world. Internationally, his classical and pop albums have
sold over 50 mdllon cop~es - and most recently, bilhons
saw him perform during the Closing Ceremonies of the
Olympic Games ~n Torino, Italy. His latest CD, Amore,
spent weeks m the top 10 along side Rock, Pop, R&B and
Rap’s biggest stars - an album that features appearances
by Chrisbna Aguilera, Stevie Wonder and Kenny G. Boceih
performed Lwe from The Alien Room, Home of .Jazz at
Lincoln Center,


XN Pops - XM 113


Fine Tumng - XN 76


Vox- XH 1][2


Hear Music - XM 75


For almost ratty years, Carlos Santana has been shaping
musical culture with h~s fluid, visionary sound. Now he’s
live From New York in XM’s Studio A in Frederick P. Rose


http:llwww.xmradio.comlexclusivemusiclartist_confidential.jsp I0123/2006
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Hall, Home of Jazz at Lincoln Center, engaging XM
listeners with a stunning performance and intimate
d~alogue on music and life.


Deep Tracks- XM 40 The70s- XN 7


XM Car6 - XM 45 Hear Music - XM 75


In an enchanting edition of XN’s Artist Confidential,
folksinger/acbwst Joan Baez reveals to host George
Taylor Horns where her passion for peace comes from,
how she picks both her causes and her songbook, and her
thoughts about many of her contemporaries, including
Bob Dylan.


The Village - XM 15 Deep Tracks - XM 40


The Loft - XM 50


Odetta
Assooate of Dr. Martin Luther K~ng, confidant to Bob
Dylan, and one of the most important artists of the 20th
Century, Odetta talks candidly about a wide range of
topics from Spirituals to Folk Music to human rights,
along with a powerful performance that defines the audio
mag,c of XN’s Artist Confidential.


The Village - XM 15 Spirit - XM 33


Fine Tuning - XM 76


Tracv Chapman


Tracy Chapman talks through her with career with George
Taylor Morns, performing a wide range of songs. Armed
w~th her band, Tracy discusses every aspect of her hfe as
a musician, from the early days ~nto the future.


XM Caf~ - XM 45 The Loft - XM 50


Hear Music - XM 75


I
I
I
I0
I


With 11 #1 Singles and a rich history that blends country
and pop, Rosanne Cash sits with George Taylor Morris
and a full house of fans in the XM Performance Theater to
perform and talk about her life, career and her newest
CD, "Black Cadillac". Rarely does a performer balance a
heritage and a future so effectively in th~s remarkable
ed~bon of Artist Confidenbal.


The Village - XM 15 The Loft - XM 50


America - XM 10


http://www.xm fad io.com/exclusivem usic/artist_confidential.jsp 10/23/2006
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XM Exclusive Music Series -- Ad.ist Conf’identialTM Page 7 of 11


Cyndi Lauper
Cyndl Lauper brings her unlnh~b[ted personahty to the XM
performance theater soundstage. She tells all and
performs a w~de range of her h~ts with e full band. Never
short on insights about every ~magmable top~c, Cynd~ ~s
funny, engaging and her voice rings as clear as ever ~n
t,h~s wild installment of Arhst Confidential.


The80s-XM 8 The Loft - XM 50


Blend - XM 25


Mannheim Steamroll[or
XM’s Artist ConfidentiaPM Christmas Edition features an
hour with one of the true p~oneers in contemporary
music, Ch~p Davis and Mannhelm Steamroller. Armed
with swirling synths and a bevy of unique acoustic
instruments, the band performs a tour de force of
Christmas music and compelhng conversation about
music, hfe and the quest for sound.


XM Uve - XM 200 Fine Tumng - XM 76


Blend - XM 25 Holly - XM 103


CIint Black and his full band rock tile house w~th an
exclusive rmx of hilarious road stones, ballads and
barnburners.


XM Live - XN 200 America - XM 10


Highway 16 - XM 16 Nashville - XM 11


Herbie Hancock


He’s a true master, timeless and talented. Herbie
Hancock demonstrates the art of composing and helps
define the meaning of jazz on thin eDsode of Artist
ConfidentialTM. Sitting at the Steinway, Herble walks
through his latest CD and a fresh, personal perspective
on the history of music.


XM Uve - XM 200 Real Jazz - XM 70


Beyond Jazz - XN 72 Watercolors - XM 71


Tori Amos
Heartfelt, mystical, powerful and personal, Ton Amos’
uses soulful insohts and her piano magic to reveal stones
about her life and music.


XM Live - XM 200 The Loft - XM 50


XN Caf~ - XM 45 Rne Tuning - XM 76


hltp://www.xmradio.com/exclusivemusic/artist_confidendal jsp 10/23/2006
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Len~y Kravitz


An engaging and musically free Lenny Kravitz performs a
w~de range of his material and answers every ~maginable
question thrown to him from a passionate audience of
fans from across the USA, An XM Xclus~ve!


XN Live - XN 200 Theg0s-XN 9


Ethel - XM 47 Lucy - XM 54


Ph~,t Co[lin, s
Phil Collins brings a nine piece band to perform both solo
and early Genesis pieces with remarkable somc quality
and magic. Plus, Phil talks candidly about everything from
his relationships with other arbsts to backstage gossip. A
rare peek at the music and genres of Phil Colhns,
exclusively on XN’s "Artist Confidential."


XN Live - XH 200


Co[alp-lay
In a cerebral and o~ten hilarious hour, Coldplay performs
old and new songs acoustically as a rabid audience of
fans interacts on every ~maginabie level while the band
spins tales of music, magic and life. An uncensored and
unbridled hour with Coldplay.


The Loft


I
I
!


Bonnie Raitt


Bonnie Raitt brings stones and music from her legendary
career to Artist Confidential. From the early days to her
latest works, Bonme walks through the good braes and
bad with an intimate performance that touches rock, the
blues and beyond.


XN Live - XN 200


I
I
I0
t


Willie Ne!sor~
An American Original. A Cultural Icon. Backed by his long
time band as well as his two inspired sons, Wdhe Nelson
graces The XM Performance Theater with a remarkable
set of songs, along with passionate discussion on h~s
past, present, and future, for an Arbst Confidential that is
as amazing as they come.


http:llwww.xmradio.comlexclusivemusic/artist_confidentialjsp 10/23/2006
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XM Dye - XM 200


Hank’s Place - XM 13


America - XH 10
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Robert Plar~t
Robert Plant’s timeless magic is alive on this
extraordinary edition of Artist Confidential, Armed with
his new band, Robert performs selections from his new
CD, Mtghty Re-arranger, in front of rabid fans at the XM
Performance Theater for a memorable hour of brllhance.


XM Live - XM 200


The 80s- XM 8


Deep Tracks - XM 40


Boneyard - XM 41


Hall & Oates we’re the #1 singles band of the 80s and
they are still dehvering the goods! Hear Hall & Oates walk
through their R&B fueled career from the streets of Philly
to thew stunning new album, The boys interact with thew
fans and perform their h~ts along w~th killer renditions of
soul classics on this magical edition of Arbst Confidential,


XM Live - XM 200 The70s- XN 7


The8Os-XN 8 The Blend - XM 25


Geddy Lee and Alex Lifeson of Rush sit down with host
George Taylor Morris for this engaging episode of "Artist
Confidential." Hear about the band’s career, family life,
and what they’re up to now.


XM Dve- XM 200


AI Jarreau scats and stags through a charged hour of pure
musical magic, working the crowd and talking about
whatever’s on h~s min!! Part of the XM Exclusive Music
Series!


XN Live - XN 200 Watercolors - XM 71


The Groove - XM 64 Real Jazz - XN 70


Wynton Narsahs and h~s band walk through the history of
jazz, demonstrating each era with the unearthly finesse
and precision that defines the genre,


XM Dve- XM 200 Beyond Jazz - XM 72


Fine Tumng - XM 76 Real Jazz - XN 70


http://vvww.xmradio.com/exclusivemusic/artist_confidential:jsp 10/23/2006
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La,,m ont Dozier


The internationally acclaimed, Grammy-award winmng
music master, Lamont Dozmr, has indelibly ~mpacted pop
music for four decades.., and now he shares h~s stories
w~th the XM Nabon!


XM Live - XM 200 Soul Street - XM 60


The 60s - XM 6 The Groove - XM 64


After decades apart, Logg~ns and Messlna reunite for a
magical hour of their pop classics married with a frank
discussmn of their roots, the{r split, their reformation and
their future. An audience of long bme fans interact with
the a passionate Q and A in one of the most compelling
Artist Confident~ats to date.


XM Live - XM 200 The70s-XM 7


Deep Tracks - XM 40 The Loft - XM 50


Judy Collins walks through her career with an amazing
array of live performances and comments about her
personal and musical hfe. From her early era with
Leonard Cohen through the Crosby Stills and Nash Years
to her current renaissance as a bnlhant vocalist and
performer, Judy covers it all ~n this XM Exclusive event!


XM Live - XM 200 The Village - XM 15


On Broadway - XM 28 Fine Tumng - XM 76


I
I


George Winston


From a New Orleans fueled piano player, to a master of
the harmonica and beyond, George Winston defies
category. In this episode of Artmt Confidenbal, George
opens the book on h~s h~story and future, d~splaying h~s
incredible versatility and mastery of instruments and
styles.


XM Live - XN 200 Free Tuning - XM 76


Aud~ovisions - XM 77 Village - XM 15


Randy Newman


Soundtrack genius, hit maker and all around great guy,
Randy Newman has a blast interacting w~th host George
Taylor Morris and a theater full of hard core fans. Get
Randy’s thoughts about the Music Business, songwribng,
and hfe as he sees it, ~n th~s installment of XM’s original
show, Arbst Conhdenbal.


XM Live - XM 200 Onemagic- XM 27


http:llwww,xmradio.comlexclusivemusic/artist_confidential.jsp 1 012312006
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XM Exclusive Music Series- Al’tisl ConfidentialTM Page I I of" 1 I


Deep Tracks- XM 40 The Loft - XM 50


Live and stronger than ever, Def Leppard grace The XM
Performance Theater with a pow


http://www.xm tad io.comiexclusivem usic/at’tist_con fidential.] sp 10/23/2006
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XM Exclusive Music Series:


¯ Artist ConfidentiaV~


¯ Then.o.Again,..LiveV’~


¯ The Complete Series


Offstage


¯ Theme Time Radio Hour
with Your Host Bob


Tom Pet~y’S ~r~ed
Treasure


Welcome to da
with ~ig Snoop Dogg


Disturbing ~a Peace
~re~n~ Luda~Hs’
Open


Dunk Rider Radio w~th
THck Da~dy


Network I_ive Series:


~RO


Then,,.Again...Live!TM


Music to your ears


Imagine taking one of the most classic albums of all time, and asking the original
artist to reinterpret it LIVE -- in sequence, before an audience of fans -- from today’s
vantage point, and with the benefit of 21st century technology...


Well, XM dreamed it -- and did it! -- with stunning recreations of albums that are
musical touchstones to entire generations of fans including 3ethro Tull’s Aqualung,
Lynyrd Skynyrd’s Pronounced Leh’-Nerd ~;kin’-Nerd, and REO Speedwagon’s Hi
Infidelity. Each XM presentation of an historic rehvlng of a legendary album ~s inter-
cut with the artist’s personal observations on their landmark work.


3ethro TuEl~s
Aqualung


Monday, September 18 at
Noon ET


Jethro Tull’s masterpiece, and one of rock’s most cerebral
and passionate concept albums ever, gets updated m this
live album remake, recorded exclusively in the XM


Past Performances:


Performance Theater.


Mon, Sept. 18 at Noon ET Fine Tuning - XM 76


Wed, Sept. 20 at 9AM ET Deep Tracks - XM 40


Thurs, Sept. 21 at 8PM ET Free Tuning - XM 76


Fri, Sept. 22 at 2PM ET Deep Tracks - XM 40


Sat, Sept. 23 at 3PM ET Fine Tuning - XM 76


Christopher Cross - C;Sristopher Cross


26 years ago, Christopher Cross created one of the most
popular debut albums in h~story. Laced with superb
craftmansh~p and memorable melodies, the album
spawned timeless classics hke Ride W~th The Wind and
Sailing Now, hear ~t recreated in 2006 as Christopher
and his band play through the entire album, live from the


XM- LOGAN Ex. 12


http://www.xm radio.com!exclusivemusic/then_again_live.j sp 10/23/2006
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XM Performance Theater.


The Heart - XM 23


The Blend - XM 25


The8Os- XM 8


America - America Hiz~’or~’: GreHte.~t Hits


One of the original architects of the sound of the 70’s was
the band America. Their tight harmonies and stellar
songwritmg launched a style that to th~s day remains a
clear part of the modern American songbook. L~ve from
XM’S Performance Theater, America lays down all of thetr
most memorable songs m the latest ~nstallment of XM’s
Then...Again...Live series. Before a select audience of
fans, America rolled through their enbre History Album,
track by track, live. XM’s exclusive Then...Again...Uve
series continues as the place for timeless artists to re-
invent their classic albums.


XM Live - XN 200 The7Os-XM 7


Top Tracks - XM 46 Blend- XM 25


Cheap Trick - Live
at Budokan
Cheap Trick’s multi-platinum, 1978 m concert tour de
force, rinsed the roof at Tokyo’s Budokan Arena, and set
the bar for all live rock records to follow. A combustible
joy ride of power pop genius and rock n’ roll mastery,
packed with their signature smashes. Hear it recreated
live from the XM Performance Theater, in the Exclusive
Then...Aga~n...Live! Series!


XM Live - XM 200


Lynyrd Skynyrd’s
Pronounced Lab-Nard Skin-Nard


Experience Skynyrd’s multi-platinum 1973 debut LP re-
recorded over 30 years later exclusively for XH. 8 kdler
tracks featuring Ronnie VanZant’s distinctive vocals- and
yes, one of them is "Free B~rd."


XM Live - XM 200 Deep Tracks - XM 40


Top Tracks - XM 46 The 70s- XM 7


I
I


I
I http://www.xm radio.corn/exclusivcmusic/then_again_live:isp


Alice Cooper’s Greatest Hits June 2005


The father of all shock rockers, Alice Cooper, delivers an
incredible hve version of h~s Greatest Hits album
exclusively for XM. Rehve the unforgettable anthems,
raucous rockers and potent ballads m tNs seamless
onslaught of hits, exclusively on XN!


XN Live - XM 200 Deep Tracks - XM 40


Top Tracks - XM 46 Boneyard - XM 45


10/23/2006
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Eat A Peach 3uly 2005


Quintessential Southern rockers, The AIIman BroLhers, do
an updated version of their immortal ’73 double-LP, Eat A
Peach, Iwe from the XH Performance Theater! Tune ~n as
one of the most important American bands of the ’70s re-
makes the album recorded as a heartfelt tribute to Duane
AIIman, who died during its recording.


XM Live - XM 200 Deep Tracks - XH 40


Top Tracks - XH 46 Fine Tuning - XM 76


Jethro TuWs Aqualung August 2005


Jethro TuII’s masterpiece, and one of rock’s most cerebral
and passionate concept albums ever, gets updated ih this
live album remake, recorded exclusively in the XM
Performance Theater.


XM Live - XM 200 Deep Tracks - XM 40


Top Tracks - XM 46 Free Tuning - XM 76


Dave Mason Alone Together
September


2005


Spencer Davis Group road manager and Traffic co-
founder, Dave Mason remakes the musical magic of
1970 solo debut live at the XM Performance Theater.


XM Live - XN1 200 Deep Tracks -
XH 40


Top Tracks - XM 46 The Loft - XH 50


OctoberREO Speed~vac30n Hi Infidelity 2005


Hi Infidefity was the soundtrack of middle America
throughout the 80’s and REO SPEEDWAGON performs the
entire CD live on XM’s "THEN..,AGAIN...LIVE!" serie!!
Before a limited audience of Superfans, you’l,I hear the
whole ,album in the exact order as ’it was released on
vinyl, cut by cut, with fresh interpretations and creative
freedom. The past ts alive on XPI"s exclusive
"THEN...AGAIN,,,LIVE~’ series!


The Blend -XM Live - XM 200 XM 25


Top Tracks- XM 46 80s - XM 8


¯ _~,; Copyrl.qht 2001-06 XM Satellite Radm, All R~ghts Reserved.


Contact Us { Sponsors I    Ft~q


Espa?iol I Your Privacy R~gh!gs I Terms & Con(
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XM Exclusive Music Series:


¯ A r~is’~


D~st~rb~n~ Tba


Tr~ck


Network Live Series:


Artist 2 Artist


For all, the work of musical legends is ~nspmng. For some, it is hfe-attering.
Emerging stars base their dreams, aspiration_s-somebmes even musical styles-on
their heroes. On Arbst 2 Artist, XM gives these up-and-coming talents the
opportumty of a lifebme: to interview their personal heroes, one-on-one.
Uncensored. Unrehearsed. An inhmate conversation into what turns music into art,
and arbsts into legends.


Past Shows:


Newcomer Anna Nahck mterwews her mentor Rob
Thomas. One on One. No DYs. Nothing but two artists
talking about hfe, music and the pursuit of dreams.
Recorded at an intimate setting m Ottawa Canada, Th~s
installment of Arbst2Artist unravels the mysteries as only
two artists talking together can do.


The Blend - XM 25 Flight 26 - XM 26


Hear Music - XM 75


In a cool twist, hear an artist interview another artist
when members of Lacuna Coil tap into the mind of Rob
Zombie. Rob’s seen it all - Lacuna Coil’s just getting them
career m the state’s going. Hear what kind of advice Rob
can gwe Lacuna Cod to help them avoid career suiode.


Squizz - XM 48


b~otle¥ Cr~e & Si[ve~ide December 2005


Young rock band Silvertide interview the legendary
Motley Crue during their recent Carnival of Sins tour and
the results are a rock ’n’ roll educabon. From sew drugs,
and rock ’n’ roll to career choices, the Crue shares w~th
Silverbde how to avoid making all the same mistakes
they did, in tNs exclusive Artist 2 Artist session.


XM- LOGAN EX. 13


I http://www.xmradio.com/exclusivemusic!artist 2 anist.jsp 10/23/2006
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http:i/’~,v~’,<xmradio.com/exclusivemusiciartist 2 artist.jsp


Squ~zz - XM 48


September
2005


Recorded !ive in the livsng room of his house south of
Nashville, Dierks Bentley talks candidly for more than an
hour with the ~ncomprabte George Jones about h~s life, his
music and h~s new release, H~ts I Missed and One I
D/dn’t.


America - XH 10


10/23/2006
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XM Exclusive Music


Network Live Series:


Offstage


PFaCt’Ca!ly ~ver~ .3rtis~ thinks they cab D;ogram ~ radio star;on that NaYs lhe music
they bel,ev’e m. X~ ~ g~ving ~hem the oppo~uniw w’~h ~ne .r~E~dusl~on of Offstage
Im~c~anc a~-sts oo their own shows, There are no ~ules T~ey car: ~ay ;:,r play


them do a show flqeu way, w~th a d~ffererq art st each month. Hear the Stones, the


dCte"er’c¢ on XM’s Offstage,


Monday, October 9 at 11PM ET


p~oPeer w~th extr~ord ~arv ~ucces~ m :be H:p ~c¢~ WCr¢~


profoundly unexpected and be deh,,ers .~r" :,qbr~dled
of rad,o tl~e way He Thiqks It shoul:


Mon, Od. 9 eL 11PN ET Deep T-~cks X’,I 40


Weds, Oct :i a~ 2PH ET Deep Trec<s X~4


Sat. OcL ~4 at 5Af4 [:T Deep T’-aCk(- XI’4 40


Past


Deep T.ccY_ - XM 40


Offs:aOe W--’[h ]oe \,k’a,sl~ ]toy,’ Ya Dcm’,~’ Whal ],’.-







Spu’mers, The NBC Ne~;s Theme, Floe< Of Sesguits and
Kate Bush bare ,n common~ Joe Walsh.
sidekick -R~ck The Bass P’.a~er, Joe takes The XN Nat;on
on a r,de through h~ cwn rock ’n roit l~brary.
ACiDC ~..dl he p By? W~lat ere ms favorite ]ames Gang
and Eagles tracks~ Its Offstage W’th Joe Walks tb~s week
on Deep Th~cks x!’4 40.
Deep Tra:Ks XM


I
I
I B,.t .va ,~ XM 41
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XR1 Satellile Radio and Netv, ork I.i\,e Present - Mainstagc Page 1 of 4


Net-vcork Live Series:


Exclusive Music Series:


~ The Complete


Network LIVE’s "Main Stage" brings music fans a front tow seat to the hottest, mulb
platinum acts across all genres ~nctuding H~p hop, Country, Rock and Pop -- live, up
close and personal. Hear the world’s top performers from the front row of sold out
concerts - from arenas tO the most ~ntlmate venues. Examples of Ma~n Stage artists
~nclude Madonna live from Koko’s ~n London, Bon low from the Nok~a Theater in NY(
Green Day from The Wiltern ~n LA, and the Rolhng Stones from Copacabana Beach n
R~o.


Past Shows:


N~}nst~oe: Foo ,~igh,’,ers


]uly 21, 2006 at Noon ET


Tune in to hear the Foo F~ghLer’s play ~n front of 85,000
screaming fans atl ~ammed into London’s Hyde Park.
Dave Grohl and company are joined by some of rocks
most legenda~ playe~: Queen’s Roger Taylor and Brian
May join the band for a near-pe~ect rend~bon of "T~e Your
Mother Down" featuring Foo drummer Taylor Hawkins
pulhng vocal duties. [n a show that could ~ considered a
bye greatest hits. Foo F~ghters crank through h~ts hke
"Best of You", "Learn tO Fly", "Nonkeywrench", "T{mes
Like Thee’ and "Everlong". Gronl reveals that the show
has been the most unbehevab~e of their hves.


Ethel - XM 47


May 26, 22, June 2


Network LiVE and XM Satelhte Radio ~nwte you to the
2006 Rock m Rio concert in Lisbon, Portugal. Over 3.7
mflhon pecple have attended Rock m R~o, where 240
performers have played o~er 470 hours of entertainment
Scheduled to appear are Jam~roqual, Shak~ra, The
Darkness, Guns N’ Roses, Roger Waters, Santana and
more~ For more show mformat~on head tO


XH Live - XN 200


http :ii\v~ ~,. xm rad io.com/netx~ orkli veimain st age.j sp I 0/23 !2006
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May 22, 2006


Network LIVE and XM were at the Kokua Festival ~n
Honolulu, Hawau to capture an exclusive lack 3ohnson
performance at ~he Waik~k~ Shell. Hear your favorite
songs hke "Banana Pancakes," as weft as speoal
performances with Ben Harper and WHile Nelson.


Hear Music- XM 75


b~aimstage: 3ohm Legem~ DVD


April 13, 2006


Brought to you by Network LIVE and XM’s Suite 62, it’s
the ulbmate date, "Dinner & A Show." Be prepared to be
wined and dined in first class as we present GRAMMY
Award winner John Legend m concert.


Suite 62- XM 62


~4ainstage: David Bow~÷ DVD


April 7~ 2006


Brought to you by Network LIVE and XM’s Deep Tracks,
taped live dunng the 1983 Serious Moonhght Tour that
shattered box office records ~n every c~ty, Dawd Bowie
gave one of the most dramabc and chamsmatic live
performances of h~s career. The Serious Moonlight Tour
has been called the most important rock event in the
history of the music genre and h~s Vancouver show was
des;gned specifically to ensure that the live excitement
was captured on tape. It includes such hits as: "Let’s
Dance", "China G~rt", "Heroes", "Rebel", "Young
Americans", "Space Oddity", and "Golden Years", among
others.


Deep Tracks - XM 40


April 5, 2006


in a Network LIVE/XM H~ghway !6 exclusive, the mulh-
platinum and award winning honky-tonk d~va performed
live on stage from the Gwmnett Center m Atlanta.
Gretchen performed tunes off her debut and recent
albums, a cover of "Barracuda," and a duet with Blaine
Larsen, the youngest country arbst to have a h~t on the
Bdlboard charts. Her sophomore album, All 3acked Lip
entered both the Country and Bdlboard Top 200 Charts at


Highway 16 - XM 16


IO
I
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h ttp :il~v,.v. xm rad io.cominetworkliv elm a in sta~e .j sp


+~4air:stage: Pe~pod Benefit w/ .~3~acked
Peas & Serg~o. ~end~_s, 3ustb-,,
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XM Satellite Radio and Network Live Present - MainstaLze Page 3 of 4


March 31, 2006


In a Network LIVE/XM exclusive captured hve from the
Henry Fonda Theater in Los Angeles dunng GRAMNY
week, the annual PeaPod event features music legends of
the past, present and future to ratse awareness and funds
for The Peapod Foundation’s children’s chanties.


Hear Mustc- XH 75


i
I
I


Nainsta~Je: Rolling Stones Live from


February 18, 2Q06


In an exclusive Network LIVE/XM broadcast, hsteners
heard a free Rolhng Stones concert attended by more
than 3 mithon fans; LIVE from Rio, Brazil’s famed
Copacabana Beach.


The 60s - XM 6 Deep Tracks - XN 40


I
IO
I
I
I
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November 2005


In an exclusive Network LIVE / XM event, Madonna
performed songs from her new CD, Confessions on a
Dance Floor, live ~n concert from London’s Koko Club, the
only UK club Madonna has ever played.


20 on 20 - XN 20 BPN- XM 81


November 2005


In an exclusive Network LIVE / XM event, The John Mayer
Trio brought thaw explosNe sound to New York’s Bowery
Ballroom. The John Mayer Trio is John Mayer on guitar
and vocal joined by S~eve Jordan on drums and Pmo
Palladmo on bass.


XM Caf# - XM 45


November 2005


Exc!us~vew from Network LIVE and XM Satellite Radio,
Keith Urban brought Country ~o New York City in a LIVE
performance from Irving Plaza.


H~ghway 16 - XN 16


Io
I
I http://www.xmradio.cominetworktive!mainstagejsp 0123/2006
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XM Satellite Radio and Network Live Present - Mainstage


© Copyright 2001-06 XM Satethte Radio All R~ghts Reserved.


http:!/wwvv.xmradio.com/networkliveimainstage.jsp


Page 4 of 4


Espafiol I Your Privacy R~ghts [ Terms & Cone
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XM Sate!lite Radio and Network Live Present - SRO Page I of 4


Network Live Series:


XM Exclusive Music Series:


~ Them..~n,..L~veF


¯ Ar~st 2


- The Complete


¯ CA~ss~cM


Live. Uned~ted. Real, Network LIVEs "Standing Room Only" (’°SRO") is the mustc
series dedicated to connecting emerging artists and fans, the way they are meant tc
be heard - on stage and unscnpted. Providing access and discovery to new, cutting-
edge artists such as KT Tunstall, Hawthorne Heights, Gornllaz, and the ~agic
Numbers, Network LIVE’s SRO on XM feeds the huge appetite for live music
programming and introduces you to your next favorite band.


Past Shows:


~RO: Natasha Bedin~field
September 8, 2006


XM Radio and Network Live’s 5RO present another
exclusNe performance with Natasha Bedingfleld recorded
live from New York’s Nokia Theatre Tune in w~thout
tearing your home or car and hear Natasha belt out her
Number One H~t "Unwd~en" and her new song "Single."


XM Hithst - XM 30


I
I
I
I
I


Theme Time Radio Hour
with Your Host Bob
Dylan


Welcome to da Chuuch


Disturbing Tha Peace
Pre_~ents Lud~cris’
Open Nic


Dunk Rider Radio w~th
Trick Daddy


SRO: The Fray


August4,2006


XM Radio and Network Uve’s 5RO present The Fray
recorded hve from the City Dghts Pavilion ,n Colorado.
This Denver based group perfumed from their home state
and you’ll hear their h~ts "Over My Head (Cable Car),"
"How to Save a Life" and more~


Fhght 26 - XM 26 HEAR Music - XM 75


SRO: Anthony Hamilton


June 9, 2006


HEAR Music- XN 75


Io
X.,~|- LOGAN EX. 16


http :i/www.xmradio.com!networklive!sro.jsp 10/23/2006
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XM Satellite Radio and Network Live Present - SRO Page 2 of 4


~;RO: Franz Ferdinand
May 19, 2006


In a Network LIVE/ XM exclusive, hear the music of Franz
Ferdinand as they play tunes from their latest CO You
Could Have It So Much Better. The show was recorded
hve from the Argon Ballroom m Chicago. Hear favorites
hke Darts of Pleasure, Take Me Out, and Do You Want To.


Ethel- XM 47


SRO: Magic Numbers


May 8, 2006


Iota Network LIVE! XM Caf~ for an exclusive performance
with the Magic Numbers recorded live from this year’s
SXSW music festival at La Zona Rosa m Austin, Texas.


XM Caf~- XM 45


i
I
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£RO: Rogue Wave


May S, 2006


Network LIVE and ×M ~nwte you to join Tobi, XMU’s Dean
Of Music as she hosts The XMU Student Mixer...featuring
a performance from Rogue Wave...hve at ~u ,~^ ~^-, ,~, ,r?’
Fonda Theater m Los Angeles... Hear Zach Rogue and
crew play songs from their latest album Descended Dke
VulLures.


XMU- XM 43


SRO: Atreyu


April 21, 2006


In a Network LIVE/XFI broadcast recently captured hve,
Orange County’s AtFeyu rocked the EI Rey Theater m Los
Angeles. Squizz will air their set -- raw and uncensored.
Atreyu’s dynamic guitar assault combines brilliant single-
note leads and pummeling power chords, offset by the
metod~c and guttural vocals. With their new album, A
Death-Grip On Yesterday, Atreyu have honed their
personal style even more, exceeding all expectations and
expanding the bounclaries of metalhc rock yet again.


Squlzz - XM 48


t
I
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SRO: Morningwood


April 21, 2006


In an exclusive Network Live/ XM concert event, hear
New York City’s Morningwood recorded at the SXSW
music festivat m Austin, Texas. Listen for crowd-pleasing
favorites "Nu Rock," "Tetewsor" & "New York Girls".


Ethel- XM 47


http :/A~ ~ w. xm tad i o. com. net~ o rkli ve/sro..i sp 10/23/~006
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XM Satellite Radio and Network Live Present - SRO Page 3 of 4


Aprd :14, 2006


Network LIVE and XN invite you to ]ore Tobi, Xf~U’s Dean
Of Music as she hosts an XP1U student m~xer featuring a
performance from Nada Surf live at the Henry Fonda
Theater in Los Angeles. Hear the boys from NYC play
songs from [heir latest album The Weight Is A Girl and
much more.


XMU-XM 43


I
I
I
I
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I
I httpJ!ww,v.xmradio.cominetworklive!sro.jsp


SRO: Rosanne Cash, Wired In X Country
Concert Series
April 5, 2006


Network LIVE and XlVi’s Wired In, the X Country Conce~t
5er~es, broadcast Rosanne Cash and husband John
Leventhal live from La Zona Rosa in Ausbn, TX . Rosanne
Dlayed a set wrapped around her new album, t~lack
Cadillac.


X Country - XM 12


SRO: D3 Qu~k


March 2006


In a Network LIVE/XM excluswe, DJ Quik hve in concert
from LA’s House of Blues.


RAW - XM 66


SRO: Eels With Strings
Hatch 31, 2006


In a Network LIVE/XH exclusive broadcast, listeners
joined Tobi, XMU’s Dean of Music, as she hosted an XMU
student mixer featuring Eels With Strings live at New York
C~ty’s Town Hall. One of mus~c’s most versatile acts
invaded Town Hall w~th a stnng quartet and an eclecbc
array of ~nstrume~ts and sounds.


XNU - XP1 43


SRO: Hawthorne Heights


March 17, 2006


In a Network LIVE / XN exclusive, emo g~ants Hawthorne
Heights performed songs from their latest album, If Only
You Were Lonely, hve from LA’s famed El Ray Theater.
Th~s was the only event Hawthorne Heights played hve
before the release of their new album!


Ethel- XM 47


10/23/2006
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XM Satellite Radio and Network Live Present - SRO


.:: CoLwrlght 2001-06 X[,~ 5atelhte Ra,_d:e. All R 9hts F, ese’ved


http:/, www.xm rad m.commetworkh ve/srodsp


Page 4 of 4


SRO: Disturbed


March 10, 2006


In this exclusive Network LIVE/XM concert, hot off the
]agerme~ster Music Tour, the new school heavy metal
band D~sturbed rocks live from the Norva ~n Norfolk, VA.
Squizz - XN 48


SRO: K.T. Tunstall


February 27, 2006


XM Caf# - XM 45


¢o~’ZacLUs ] Sponsors 1    FAQ
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Sending Out Good Vibrations: XM Re-Creates Top 40 Stations of Old - washingtonpost.com Page I of 3


washing|onpost.com
Sending Out Good Vibrations: XM
Re-Creates Top 40 Stations of Old
By Marc Fisher
Washington Post Staff Writer
Sunday, October 15, 2006, N05


Somewhere along the infinite corridors of time -- well,
actually, Friday afternoons on Eckington Place NE -- a
bunch of middle-aged adolescents who believe that Top
40 radio jingles are the key to the swirling maze of the
past are busy re-creating !967.


In a windowless studio in the vast teclmo-complex
known as _X_XM Satellite Radio, Terry "Motormouth"
Young each week transforms 60s on 6 -- XM’s channel
of hits from a pop music heyday -- into a real live Top


Discover 100 years of


40 station from that era. Weaving together tape-recorded snippets found in listeners’ attics, on eBay or in the
possession of the nation’s obsessive subculture of radio-jingle collectors, Young captures the sound and spirit of
the AM stations that once dominated American popular culture as hardly any phenomenon has in the four
decades since.


From radio powerhouses such as New York’s WABC ( ~musicradio77.com ), Chicago’s WLS
( ht_~.p://rnusicradiowls.cjb.ne_t ) and Los Angeles’s KHJ ( http:l/bossradioforever.com ) to smaller~city signals
like WROV in Roanoke ( _hWp://wrovhistory.eom ) or WLEE in Richmond, Top 40 stations routinely captured
from 25 percent to an almost inconceivable 70 percent of the audience in their home towns. Kids listened
because the deejays seemed to be speaking a frantic, hopped-up lingo aimed expressly at them; adults listened
because they wanted to be part of the happening thing.


In that last moment in the ’70s before pop culture splintered into dozens ofdemographicalIy defined slices, the
local Top 40 station was a celebration of whatever was bland and palatable enough to appeal to every age and
interest group, blended with just enough rebellion and nonconformity to seem fresh and exciting. With deejays
pulling wacky stunts at every turn and stations giving away cash in all manner of contests, you could hardly
afford not to tune in.


Although those days are long gone, as radio struggles to avoid losing an entire generation of young people,
Young’s "Sonic Sound Salutes" each Friday reunites the deejays and sounds of those classic stations with
nostalgic older listeners and young folks curious to know what the fuss was all about.


The weekly exercise in recapturing the past started in 2004, when Young, eager to give XM’s all-’60s music
channel an authentic feel, was searching for old Top 40 station jingles that he could remodel into peppy
promotions for his own channel. After weeks of contacting radio stations and jingle producers in search of old
tapes and permission to revamp the jingles under the XM name, Young says, "I just got frustrated and said,
’Why don’t we just become that radio station for a day?’ "


V~M programming gum Lee Abrams loved the idea, and together the two began collecting sounds. For Young,
the project was a journey back to his youth, when, growing up in Roanoke, he tape-recorded the Top 40 sounds
of big-city stations that he picked up on his transistor set late at night.


XM-LOGAN EX. I7
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Sending Out Good Vibrations: XM Re-Creates Top 40 Stations of Old - washingtonpost.comPage 2 of 3


Immediately alter Young launched the XM series, listeners across the continent began to send him tapes of their
favorite stations -- begging him to re-create the sound of the stations they grew up with. "It’s l~e a dream come
true to be a deejay on these classic stations," says Young, 53, who still reca!ls the first song he played on his
first day on the radio -- the Osmonds’ "One Bad A_p_p_~le," on Richmond’s WTVR in 1971. Young had wanted to
play Led Zeppelin, but station management made it clear that it, and not the hired help, would choose the music.


One recent Friday, Young and NewsClaannel 8 morning weatherman Ron Riley ( http://rom-iley.com ) spent
four hours re-creating the sound of Chicago’s WLS, the classic Top 40 station where Riley was a deejay from
1963 to 1968. Riley hadn’t been on the radio in more than 20 years (he had gone from Chicago to Baltimore,
where he was heard on WCAO). But the art of walking up the intro of a song and completing the deejay’s banter
precisely as the lyrics kick in came right back to Riley, "like getting back on a bicycle," he said, "even though I
don’t know how to ride a bicycle."


With Young working the control board, punching up songs and mixing in newscasts, commercials and lots and
lots of jingles from the original W-LS (Xlvl uses everything from the old days except the cigarette commercials),
Riley sat in a Beatles T-shirt that he’d dug out of his collection and transported himself back to the mid-’60s.


No more turntables, of course, but rather a digital readout that told Riley how many seconds each song’s
instrumental introduction lasted. The deejay barely needed that number. As soon as he heard the first notes of a
song, he knew exactly how much time he had to spin a telegraphic tale of adolescent longing, or to pull offa
quick joke.


Using a list of Chicago area high schools and their team names that Young and Abrams had put together, Riley
could summon up that instant sense of cormnaunity, those days when he would preside over 70 high schoo!
record hops a year.


Over the long intro to his first song, "I’m a Man," a 1967 hit by the Spencer Davis Group, Riley started out
saying: "I’m Ron Riley and how cool it is. This is an awesome experience; we’re going to re-create the sounds
of the greatest station in the nation." And offhe went, talking about his cameo appearance on TV’s
"Batman" (Riley got 250,000 letters from WLS listeners, who snapped up the station’s "Batman Fan Club"
bumper stickers), joked about how the price of gasoline had soared to a stupefying 35 cents per gallon, and
reminisced about the station’s Secret Word Sweepstakes and Silver Dollar giveaways.


In t 966, Flip magazine, a teen pop publication, reported the story of a Marine on patrol in Vietnam who was
marching down a muddy road when a Jeep passed by with a banner flying from its whip antenna. "WLS Ron
Riley’s Barman Fan Cluh," the banner proclaimed for all of Vietnam to see. Riley has sold much of his ’60s
paraphernalia collection on eBay, but he keeps that magazine.


As the four hours went by, the music, too, came right back to Riley -- not always the song titles, but the beat
and a deejay’s essentials: how long the intro lasts and whether the song fades out or ends cold. Riley and Young
bounced along in their chairs, the volume turned way high.


And unlike the commercial radio stations they had fled after the consultants (and their demographically tuned
playlist research) took over, on this Friday on satellite radio, the guys played what they wanted to hear. "I got
two Beach Boys in a row next," Young told Riley at one point.


"I want some Beatles," Riley replied. "We haven’t done any Beatles. Let’s do ’Magical Mystery Tour.’"


A couple of clicks of the mouse and Young had it up and ready, and 20 seconds later the tune was on the air and
Riley was pounding the desk and pumping out the sounds on a revived ghost of a station way back in the tunnel


htrp://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content!article/2006/l 0/I 3/AR200610 130033 l_p f.html    10/23/2006
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oftime.


XM’s Sonic Sounds Salutes continue Friday from 4 to 8p.m. with a re-creation of CKLW in Windsor, Ontario,


and Detroit, and Oct. 27 with WHB in Kansas City.


© 2006 The Washington Post Company
Ads by Google
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XM Channels Featuring New Artists


¯ 20 on20
¯ Aguita
¯ Air Musique
¯ Audio Visions
¯ Beyond Jazz
¯ Bluesvilte
¯ BPM
¯ Caliente
¯ Chill
¯ Enlighten
¯ Ethel
¯ Fine Tuning
¯ Flight 26
¯ Fuego
¯ Fungus
* Hear Music
¯ Highway 16
¯ Liquid Metal
¯ Raw
¯ Spirit


¯ Squizz
¯ Suite 62
¯ Sur Le Route
¯ The Blend
¯ The City
¯ The Heat
¯ The Joint
¯ The Loft
¯ The Message
¯ The Move
¯ The System
¯ The Verge
¯ The Village
¯ U-Pop
¯ Viva
¯ Watercolors
¯ X Country
¯ XM Car6
¯ XM Hitlist
¯ XM Kids
¯ XMU
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Missing Formats by Market


New York
Country
Oldies


Alternative
Latin Pop


Active/New Rock


Los Anl~eles
Country


Active/New Rock


Chiea~o,
Latin Pop


Oldies
Active/New Rock


San Francisco
Latin Pop


Oldies
Co,~try


Active/New Rock


Dallas
Latin Pop


AcfiveJNew Rock
Smooth Jazz


Philadelphia
Alternative
Latin Pop
Classical


Active!New Rock
Smooth Jazz


Houston
Classical


Active/New Rock


Washington DC
Oldies


Latin Pop
Active/New Pock


Detroit
Classical
Latin Pop


Atlanta
Oldies


Latin Pop
Classical


Active!New Rock


Boston
ActivefNew Rock


Anything Latin-Oriented
Anything Urban-Oriented


Miami
Classical ’


Alternative


Seattle
Anything Latin-Oriented
Anything Urban-Oriented


Phoeni~
Classical
Latin Pop


Source: Radio and Records,
Spring 2006 Edition
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Transcript of CD Containing Comments of Recording Artists
Copyright - 2001-2006 ~ Satellite Radio


Track 1: AI Jarreau -- Hi everybody! Wow! I can’t tell you how great this is to be
doing a world-premiere of my music on a pair of cans...with a string between them. I
don’t get a chance to be involved in the world-premiere of my music. It’s usually
somebody else doing it and I’m not even in the room, and so this is a great opportunity on
this new technology. XM is presenting the world...of really clear radio, uninterrupted
reception, no commercials, coast-to-coast--it’s great stuff, so I’m glad to have this
chance to do it and to talk to you about my new CD, "All I Got," available in stores on
September 17th.


Track 2: Big Head Todd -- And I just want to say, you know, what I fan I am of
satellite radio. Having been someone who’s really lost my attention to conventional
radio. I got a satellite radio about a year ago and I haven’t listened to anything since. I
really hope that you guys can just kick it into the future and best of luck to you, to all of
you


Track 3: Chrissie Hynde -- The only thing that really broke my heart was when I came
back here and radio had taken such a nose dive, so that’s really cheered me up now that,
you know, you’re doing this and the radio is back


Track 4: Dave Koz -- i think XM is amazing. I’m so excited about the prospect, you
know, with radio consolidation and commercials on the air of terrestrial radio and, you
lcnow, the play lists getting smaller and smaller, to think about a service that you can get
in your car that has, in a lot of ways, commercial-free music and you have the choices,
the vast library of songs. You know, for music lovers, this is the place to be. XM is
definitely the place to be. And as a musician, as a recording artist, this is like the new
frontier, because you look at regular radio stations and you say, you know, it’s getting
smaller and smaller and smaller, and they’re casting a much wider net over and over and
over. Same songs are being played. Here is the new frontier for musicians and music
lovers to be able to say "open it up a little bit, let the music breath, try taking a few
chances." So, I think, you know, the fact that we’re doing a world-premiere party for
"Golden Slumbers" fight here on Watercolors is perfect testament to the fact that a lot
more is appropriate here, that you can do more, you can try more, you can take more
chances on XM and I applaud you.


Track 5: Don Henley -- I just think it undermines diversity of opinion, it undermines
diversity in the cultural aspect in that we get fewer and fewer choices in music, which is
why what you’re doing is so good here.


Track 6: I-Iuey Lewis -- Q: A very important thing. You’re abig fan of XM right? A;
Big fan of XM. Q: You got XM satellite radio? A: I got X!vl satellite radio. Q: What’s
the charmels you listen to? A: I listen to, you know, I go to that 80s channel a little
bit...I don’t know .... Q: What, Fred? A: I bounce around. Q: Fred? A: No, the 80s.
Q: Oh, just the 80s, 80s. Oh, ok.
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Track 7: Gerald Albright -- I’m really exited about the experience of having XM radio
and Watercolors do a world-premiere o~my new CD, "Kicking It Up." I always enjoy
the format of XM radio as they play the whole album--the entire project, which is really
exciting to the listener because you get more than the single, and just getting the single is
the equivalent of reading one chapter of a book and not reading the rest of the chapters of
the book. You can’t get the whole story of the project. So, I’m really enjoying what XM
is doing, and I’m privileged and so appreciative that they took the time to put together
this fine world-premiere for me. XM, I thank you.


Track 8: Inn Anderson -- This is something that eventually is the future because
choice is everything. The opportunity to be able to make decisions about what you want
to hear. And the excitement that comes with fmding things that you didn’t know you
wanted to hear. And having it available to you. So I’m a great supporter of the
Amazon.corns’ of this world or XM Radio where it has the opportunity to bring to
people’s lives something that they didn’t know might possibly enrich their experience
and from that point 0fview, it’s a great opportunity.


Track 9: Kenny Loggins -- This is a great place. I mean, XM, the studio, everything
about XqVl feels totally together and I think that satellite radio is something we need
desperately fight now. And I’m so glad to see it happening. And see it happening so
well, by people who know what they are doing.


Track 10: Kirk Whalum -- As an XM listener, I have actually heard a few world-
premieres of some of my famous artists---one of whom would be Paul Jackson, Jr. And
it’s exciting for me to now be able to tune in and hear my own world-premiere on XM
Radio. I was one of those people who was just waiting with baited breath for XM to
finally hit the airwave or whichever waves you guys use. It’s just so exciting for me to
be able to first of all listen to all different kinds of music...just a button. For instance, for
me, I love Salsa, so the station called "Caliente," which is number 94---I happen to know
my station numbers--I listen to that station all the time. It’s great because I can listen
and decide what records I want to go buy, and I’m always exposed to something cool and
new. I love oldies, as apparent by this new CD ca/led "Into My Soul." I mean, we
basically kind of did our homework by listening to the Soul Street station and that’s
number 60. It’s nice to be able to hear those songs and kind of go "oh wow," see that’s
the sort ofvibe we were looking for in this tune. I love Gospel music. We have a Gospel
CD out called "The Gospel According to Jazz" and it’s doing really well. It’s called
"Chapter 2." And there is a song called "Falling In Love with Jesus" that they are
playing on the Spirit station----on number 63. So, imagine how exciting that is for me to
be able...it’s really exciting to do our debut, world-premiere of"Into My Soul" on X2vl
radio. It’s only fitting.
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Track 11: Marry Stuart -- Well, to another musician I would simply say, "XM is the
hope." It’s the hope that we truly have against all corporate consolidation, all
homogenation of American culture. This is a place where you can still go and be
yourself. Play what’ s in your heart without ever looking back or worrying about the
outcome.


Track 12: Michael Franks -- I think it’s great that you’re .... Thank you so much for
premiering it this way. I really felt I was so...I had missed the deadline for any kind of
promotion for the project that I didn’t expect any opportunity quite like this to arise. So
thank you so much for putting thisprogram together and premiering it this way. I think is
great that XM is appealing to that, something that I think of as like an old concept of--a
somewhat lost concept of the relationship between radio and the people who listen to
radio. So I think it’s admirable that you’re all approaching it from that point of view, and
it certainly is great for fans. I know, as someone who loves to listen to radio, there
certainly have been some bleak times recently in particular, and not to end in a minor
key, but let’s just say that it is great that you guys are premiering my record and I know
my fans will appreciate it a lot. I think that’s a terrific thing to do and something that,
having been in this business for 30 years, it’s something that I haven’t noticed in a while.
It used to be kind of a common thing that progressive radio would do. And so I think it’s
terrific that you guys are doing it and thanks.


Track 13: Roger McGuinn -- Well I do a lot of cross-cotmtry driving. My wife and I
have this wonderful vehicle and we go all over the counk-,’y with it back and forth, and we
wouldn’t do it without XM. We listen to XM all the time, we listen to the news and we
listen to the music. And it’s just great to have, it’s a friend, it’s like a constant
companion, it’s everywhere. It even works in tunnels somehow. I don’t know how that
works but it’s great. I’ve been under these waterways and tunnels and XM is just
jamming in. It’s the greatest thing.


Track 14: Wynton Marsalis -- I think that this is a perfect example of using
technology and putting it to the service of the human soul and to the human spirit. And
that to me is really what XM represents.
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From.- -
S~nt: Wednesday. ]aa6ary 2~, 2005 ~: l 7 PH-


]-o: Shlrhtta Tr~n+~ Colon
Subject: EvefetTe


Hey girt, Happy New Year 1o you, 1 hope you and your family had a great staff to 2005_ 1
hope you have received the New Everelte Harp single "when will t see you again "if you
have what do you lhink olit?
Atso Nsl Io let you know the power of XM since we did not get a lot of smooth jazz air play
from those other guys I saw how Xm was able to sefl product. Evefetle sold 20,000 untts
wtthout them. so t fhank you for your help.
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Dear I~oben.


Thank you! You cerla,nty 0on’l l~ave to convince me 1hal exposure on XMI ;s wodhwhite Sates during Ihe
week from 7/24-713| were nearly 50% higher lhan the previous week. We’ll get more
numbers on Wednesday and I would expect they’ll jump again.


YOu are tn luck I clo Dave atl three Of lhe |,lies you requesled ~n my 0fftce (~n general li~ere ts simply, nol enough
~-oon~ Io keep slock ol ,back calalogue ~tems ~n lhe office so the warehouse procedure ,s a necessary ev~l) 8ul I
d,d have some Renee. and I’II get. lh~s Io ~,.o~a.by lomo~’row


[al~e
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Notes From The Loft @ XM 50


t, pooling Oeto~f lout Also. Texan Rodncy CtowcH’s ocw record. T~ Ouutd~r is m stores now a~! he’s out


R~a*t ~d~n*~ Laslly. Ws far from over, please gwe In Kan,na ~,cttms at l-~O0 HELP NOW


Mike M.wrone & Kate l]tadlcy


New Music


Artist Album


lh,rmie Raht
Rodncs (_’rou’ell


Souls Alike


Declare A New State


The Loft Sessions


~.bc hcvab~ session w*~ our favorite g~.lar-sht~gmg wdd ¢hdd. Ryan Adams Joined by his band ~c CardtaM%


Mo~t~y 12n~n ~ 9pro, ~u,sday 3pro & 9p~ and Satur~y 6pro. all times Eastern


_hA[l~ _@~ _~y~_v_£y.m - ad a n ~ s corn


Mixed Bag Radio


]’his ~cck M,~cd Bag Rad,o t/40 q.t i I~lesl a.d -I’he Da.mu dls It s atl all new special dttal-arltsl td~lton of M~ged
~ag Radio ~t~ ~ur hosL Ne~- York rad~o keystone Pete Fon~at¢lc Thts x.-cck Pete’s goeSt~ a*~ Ar~ llcs~ and ~c


kVednesday 9~. Saturday tam and Sunday 6pat. all tunes Easlc~


Next ,,-’eek Mixed Bag Radio ~41 A.ttt-c Z Slcp


3/24r2006
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COu~I~


dcuds.


days a week. MLB Ho~ Ptale fea~u,cs shows h~lcd by lop noldl baseball analysis mctudmg Rob D~bblc
ESPN’s Oaseball Tonigh~. Kc~m Kcnacdy fi~ Fox MLB Game o(~ W~k. Chadey S~c~ flora
SpunsCcm~ and maay


http: //_ th elo~t, x m ra d_io. corn


,’,~ ,,..ulna-, :l,c. ~.npA *e,,d .~ .. c,m~t . ah -vn.~.h~ ~ ~a:~ m ~hr .~,hjc, r ~a g*~-tr,/t(¢.:~m.2rt~.


Hike Harroae
program Director
The Loft - ~ SO
gM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckingtoa PI. RE
Washington. DC 20002
(202) 380-~3~ (direct}
The Loft on The Web: http://1oft.x~adio.com
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1~homas Ken~qy - Music
XM 31 - The Torch
1500 Eck,ngton Place
Washington, DC 20002
O_ 202_~0.4353
E. thomas
A: Ovedlowing X
W: ~w ~ys~ace.co~/t~omasau~u~u~


Sent: Thursday. Narch 09.-2006 I-023 AI~
To: Kenny, Thomas
Subject: Stnngs and Th,ngs


Thom,~s


1 want to ~hank you for helping me hnd some of the music I have really enjoyed on Torch Here
my Current favorite band hst, again, I~hanks {o TOrch . 1 knew none of These oands or th,s music
before [uning
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Bill Wax


Bluem~le - XM Sa{ell~le Radio


Sent: T~oT, }~ne 29. 200~ [:~O P~


~ales on £he I~,HYTHM & GROOVE CLU{} h~ve )urnped s,oce ~,ou have been playing ~_


thanks and ,f ther~ ,S anything I can do to support {:his. |et me know_


1 O/! 9/2006
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..... Original ~essage .....
From: Freed, Alan
TO. Zellner. Joa; skF~/; Abrams, ~ike; ~bramSo Lee


Subject- ~: BPM’s impacl on single sales


The BP~ s~ackdown in eflect. And with less than iS0 sp~ns th£ou~h lasL weekend since June


Read from bottom up.


Alan Freed
~uSiC Master/Dance ~ews Producer/On


:( XM )}) Satellite ~adlo
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Alan Freed
Mumic t~as~e~/Dance News Producer/On


150~ Eckin~on Place NE
Was~ ~n~on ~ 20002


bp~. x~radio, c~
~yspa~e
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F~O~ ......
Sent= Tuesday. Jul~-II. 2006 5=15--P~
To; Freed. Alan
Subject: RE: XM Satellite Radio - BPM National Spins through 7/9/06


Saw where Plumb hie ~I on Spia Fac£or thJs week - awesome~ Thanks again for_all your
support...
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- Re: _~’IEATLOAF LINER’NO IES


.~;ubjed: P,.E: H£ATLOAF fINER NOTES


Do you have a copy of the CD ~o give to M~chelle to inges{? "


~ g12312006
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\ND his enlJre llb~ary o! roasls lrorn the pasl wllh bean Marlin. Chn!
Easlwood elc.
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XM Salelltle Radio tnc
hllp f/w.ww xmrad~o_com


This message conla~ns ~nio~mahon that may be conltdenlial or
pnwteged The information is inlended solely for lhe ~eciplenl and
use by any other party is not aulhonzed, ti you are not lhe intended
reop~ent, be aware fhal any d~sciosure, copying, dislnbutlon or use of
lhe conlenls ol lh~s information is prohibited 11 you have received
this electronic transmission ~n error, please notify us irnrnedlalely by
lelephone (202 380 4000). fax (202 380_4500) of by electronic ma~l
(poslraasler@xmradlo col~) Thank you
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3/24/7006


H, IKenny-
Thanks for It~e conh~ued a~qz)fay "
could ~OU~ darn lhose 9 l~ds Of OUtSi


l|’s excd.~g IO gel o~de~s l~om fa[-flung slales l(only we
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..... Original Message ....
From Fox. Sonny
Seni. Thursday. November 1 t. 2004 6 39 AM
To: Abrams. Lee
Cc: Kales, Bill
Subjecl FW


Though! you’d enjoy lh)s (slat!. al Ihe bottom)


" .Sonny. Thanks for your e-mal!, ~t really made me feel lemfic’
Toronto lhese days perfo~’ming in the mus~Qcal. Ha~rsp~-ay, I play fwe
cha~-aclors each n~ght and also understudy Edna and W~lbur furnblad although
l’ve never been on as Ihe undersludy Each week I d~ve back
T            "and tls[en Io lhe 150 & t51 channels It’s really a terr,f~c
harinet and XM 4s definitly lhe future of radio and TV 1 would love Io do


.~omelhmg wdh you guys My conlract ts up Nov_ 28th and will be available
During my slml up here I put out a CO and ~t’s selhng from my webs~le.


Kev~nmeaney com. Then it dtrecls you Io CDbaby corn and they d~slnbule
They’re a great company and can’t bel~eve lhe sales eve had since I pul
oul. 111 send one to you on Monday, lhal’s wl~en l’m home ~n NY. Thanks
again for your k,nd words and make sure you don’l have lhose !~ghl pants


You can see everylh~ng! Why do you do lh~s to usI


I
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..... O~iginal Message .....
From Fox. Sonny
Sent Wednesday. November 10.2004 6:27 PM


Cc Haas. Joel
SubJect RE:"
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Sent Tuesday. December 13. 200S 1:4] £N
To- wax. 8~1t
Subjebr The L~ve Dogs Say H~


Ill BzI} - Just wanted to say thacks SO much {or playln9 our cd ~Lzve
And On Fire" on Sluesvllle this year.    ~e-ve been contacted by people
from all over the country who ha~e heard OUY music on XM and are flo~
fans o{ the bard’ Not to mention the many cds ve’v~ sold on CdBab¥ as


and all are inns of    Oluesvllle. so it’s been a real treat co hear


Would it be ok ~or me to send you cop~es o~ our 3 other cds~ I neve[
like [O Selld uflsollclted material, but 1~ you’d l~ke some mo~e Love
Oo~ music. I’d b~ thrilled to send ~t aton9’


I~ you’re ever in Ehe Boston area. please look us up - ic’d be our
sreat pleasure to meet
~appy Holidays {rum BOSEOn |lfl degrees today’t
Eddie Scheer & The Love Dogs


Thanks also ~or playIn9 the -L~s[ Call A[ Harry’s" d}sc’
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THE L 0 VE DOGS


www thelovedogs corn
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t3dl Wax
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eck~nglon Place NE
Wash~nglon DC 20002


4114106


Dear B~II.


F~rst off. thank you so much for playing our most recent cd "lave & On Fire" on XM
Weve recoved emails from all over the country from folks saying they’ve hea{d our
music on XM, and we’ve sold many cds to listeners who othent~ise would probably
never have heard of us. As a regional band on an ~ndependent label, the exposure
you’ve g~ven us has been invaluable!


Enclosed are our three previous lilies, should you have some space in your playl~sl al
some later date.


All the best to you and everyone at XM!


!
I
I


The Love Dogs
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Billy Ray Hatley & the Show Dogs
Xl~f credited for band’s worldwide exposure


SP~C~L CORRESPONDENT
T~urs~ay. August I0, 2006


During the ’90s, mus,oans who were ignored by record companies andJor
corporate radio stations used the lnternet as an entry point into the homes,
hearts and occasionally the wallets of the American listening public.


Those scores of underloved independent artists haven’t given up their Web s~tes
but the new mdlenn~um brought them a ne~ friend in the form of satelhte radio. I(
you’re m search of an endorsement of the greatness of radzo from the sky, spend
a couple minutes with R,chmond music veteran B,ll¥ Ray Halley.


"XM has just done remarkable stuff for us," Halley said over the phone. "l’ve got
e-rnads from all ove~ the p~ace and from Europe. I’ve got e-roads from gels,urn
and France ]ust begging for the


Show Dogs


B30 p m f~day and
Satu~da~


D~ta&l*: [8On} 264-5010


It doesn’t yet carry Kasey Kasem-like prestige, but look up the Top 50 hst of XM radm’s alternative
country channel, X Country, and you’ll find "’Deuce," the new album from Halley and h~s Show Dogs (Mike
Moore, J~m Wark, R,co Antonelh) S,ttmg pretty at slot No. lO, just behind Peter Rowan and Dave Alvin and
ahead of, among others, All|son P4oorer, Sam gush and Johnny Cash.


"It’s exotmg for all of us. We came ,nto the charts the first brae at around 43 and when we made it to 18,
we ~igored it’s not gums to do any better than that." Halley said_ "Mike. the bass player, does a lot of
travehng and he hears a lot o~ the songs. He’ll hear one and call me and st~ck the phone to the radm_"


Halley ended up in XM’s heavy rotabon the old-fashioned way. He simply sent the channel’s programming
d~rector a copy of "Oeuce.~


-I had sent her the first CD and she gave me a pretty good amount of atrplay. Not more than a week or So
after I mailed ’Deuce" to her, she e-mailed me back that she had four songs m rotat~on."


" Halley’s fans wdl find the same strong m*x of rockabilly, country and blues on "Deuce" that attracted them
to the 5ho~ Dogs" first album, "Hare Years Than I’ve Got.~ There are some subtle d~fferences between the
two d~scs, though.


"] d,dnt really concentrate on ,t but some of l:be songs on the new album have more o{ a car~ch to st or
more of a hook to them. |’re never written songs thinking about that. I’ve never tried to wr, te songs that
were more pop sounding. There are two or three hke "Carolina" and "Who’s Gonna Love He" that are being
played on XM and I th~nk ~t has lot do w~th the fact that they’re repetitive and have a hook to them."


Though the Show Dogs can now be heard nat~onw,de, ,f you want the hve vers~0n, you’re going to have to
come to Pachmond


=To do any k,nd of touring at all, you got to have some kind of label support. We’re just local gu,/s_"


~ hltp:llwv.,w limesdispalch co|rdservtetlSatelhtc?pagen,~me=Comnw,,n%2FMGArticle%2FPrintVer    8/1012006
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8111
Proprietor o! Low-ft’s Bar and Poot Hall
8!ueswtle - XM Satellfle Radio


Posted At: M~day. August 28, 2006 10:49 Pf4
Poste~ To: Gteat E-~il
Conversation: ~nk y~ B,fl Wax_
~ubject: Thank you Bill Wax_


Jusl: wanted to say thanks
Even/’~llne yOU spin "Superman" Or any other
tunes off of my new d~ - I
[ ha~e sold at least 20 or ~ (d’s that are referred
aS hav,ng heard ,( on Blu~wfie.
P~ple ha~e e~ded me and ~old me I~ heard me on Btues~ttle
and v~e ve~ ,mpr~s~ and had never heard ~ ~fore
[ cannot [hank you enough - I am an mde~dent a~st - and your e~sure
~s p~ceiess
Peace and God bless the blues~


101! 912006
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Propne~o( of Lo~v~F:s Ba~ and Pool Plait


..... Original
F~om:
Posted At: Friday, Sept~m~r 0-~ ~06~S AM
Posted ~o: Great E-mad
Conver~atiofl: For ~dl Wa~ , _
~bje~: F~ BII Wax


A friend told me that she heard me clo~ng "Churchbe|1 Blues" on Blueswlle last nlght I wanted to tel you know lha! I
s~ncerely appreoale you £onllnulng to play cuts flora my CD Out Of The Past" ~n you{ fola(~0n Tough to gel an
~ndependenl release heard_ YOur ~nleresl has been wondedul Than~s ~am and keep up lhe excellenl work


l~esl regards.


I
I
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1011912006
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Detroit News
September 4. 2004


"Singer is still adjustio~ to the spotlight of fame spotlight"


Don’t hale Notah Jones lot still bern9 a Idlle w,de-eyed a~ul her fame Sure. she’s won elghl Grammys a~ ~old
~lt~on urals, but she’s lUS125, an age when ~ny Americans are sIHI ,fl full stacker mode


~en you men!~on her duet. "Here We ~ Again." ~ the new Ray Cha~es album" Genius Loves Company" (Concord).
Jones r~e~s to being a g~ddy k~d.


-I felt a l~lte weird Smg~ng wtlh Ray Charles." Jones confesses. "I’m 25. 1 ~ve a young voice I shoutdn~ be s~ng~n
Ray Charles lechmcafly, but t m not going to turn ~l down."


Oes~le her fears, on the song she assays w~lh Charles. h~s class,c "Here We Go A~a~n." Jones d~splays h~ usual
malute ~yond-hef-years. langu,d wbe


"He made me feel so good w~ we were recording, he’d say. "Yeah. g~d~l"" J~es laughs -I was lh~nk~ng. "You’re
k~ddmg ~. you’~e frocking R~ Chadesr "


Oesp~e Charles" lta~lly (he O~ed June ~0}. He w~t in and he killed ~l." s~e says of h~s yogi


Wtlh Amos Lee o~n~ng. Jones pedorms Wednesday at ~e Meadow ~k Music Festival


Oesp~le. or ~ybe ~cause ol. her splashy debut on Blue Note Records ~n 2002 w~lh "Come Away ~th Me." Jones has
been who-sawed by controversy ~es too prelly, she’s nol aulhenl,c laZZ her father’s fa~ helped her Jones’
was Indian mus~ lege~ Rav~ Shankaf. but she was raised quietly in Texas by hot mo~et. Sue Jones. a~ had I,~le
conlac~ w~th h~m growing up


~le much has Deen made o~ her laZZy roots, she ~s as obsessed w~lh ¢o~ music and played for yea~s tn t~
coffeeaouses


"’1 really love 1he new Lo~elta lynn record ( Va~ Lear Rose.) produced by Jac~ ~tte) Plus Io~s of counl@ music o~


10/1912006
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Joel Haas - Music Direc~or/Come(ty
XM Radio Satellite
1500 Ecking~n Place NE
Washington, DC 20002-2t 94


How.g _oe_.s it? I appreciate the air play you are giving me. People tell mo all ~ .


lime they hear me on XM Radio. I just linished recording a new CD called th~


"Rain Delay~. If the~e is anything olt this CD that you like. be my guest to use it_


OontimJed success. All IHe best


Sincerely.
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.... Or
from:
Sent: Fr,day. O~t-ob~r 0]. 2004 9.
To:                              --
SubjeL-t: R{: l’l,tch Fatel


Thals greal!


Mdch’s websile ~s [ecelvlng a nol~¢eable increase ~n Italic on the days XM plays MHCh Fate! Ira�ks. and
more ~mporl~3nlly a ~oliceable sp~ke in CD sales


THANKS!


..... Or,gnal Message .....
From .......
Sent: Friday. Odo-ber 01. 200<I 2:07 PPI
To." ’
Subied: FW: Milch Falel


S~ F~ay. Oc~obe~ 01. 2001 4 08 PM
To x~comtdy@xmradlo coin


312412006
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.... -OrigInal Message .....
From ...........
Sent- Tuesday. Mar~h 16. 2004 2i10 I~M
To. Jessie Scoll
Subjecl: Thanks!


I
I
I


I


Hey there_,


Tommy says he got the check for the CDs. so thanks! We’re actually w~hia sptlttng distance of
breaking evenl Considering we had a Iew set-backs here and there, the record has been oul a year
this week, Tommy has aclually made money the hrsl time on a record, and ~t was all possible
because of you folks al XM_ 1 sing your p~alses whenever I can - ! don’l have much oppodunlly, but
when 1 do. 1 go for it~


1"11 lel you know whenever someone else as gelling ready Io head thai way an when f! ’ ~rna;~, o sense Io
send them 1o see you_


Thanks agafn.
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Sent: weOnesday. July 12, 2006 II:28 A~I
To: Wax. Bill
Subject. RE- David Gogo/Mailtng List Feedback


ai BIll,


My pleasure_ It’s always great to know direct from the fans
where they are actually hearin9 about an artIst and for most in the
O.S_+ it’s been through your program.


Really look forward to hearing the final m*xe~ and I’m sure
we’ll put them to good use.


Thanks Aga£n.


..... Original ~essage .....
~rom: Wax. Bill Imailto:Bill Wax@xmradio_com]
gent- _Wednesdav~ July ~2 ~nn~ ~-n~ ~
~o:
-ubject- RE. David Gogo/Matlin9 List Feedback


I
I
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Pfop~teto~ o[ Low-F~’s Ba~ and Pool Hall
Bluesvdle - XM Salell~te Radio


~nt: wednes~y,
To: Wax,
Su~jed: Jimmy T~cke~ - ~tober vigt to XM


there 8dl - hope oil as w~|l wl you_I


10/19/2006
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.....Original Mes=s. @.ge .....
From:
Sen[: Friday, N~vember 15, 200:~ 9.56 AM    --
To: programming@xmrad~o.com
Subject" Programming: Miscellaneous Comments/Questions


First Name:
Last Name:
XM Subscrib&r: true
Ema~l Address"


Comment.
When I bought my XM, [he salesman lold me I would no longer need my CD’s. W~th the vanety of
music, I would hsten to the XM radio all the hme. My purchases have actually increased because !
hear songs I haven’t heard m years, t also buy music t would never have heard on commerctat radio.


1 LOVE
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.....Qrigi.n.a.l Mes.sa.g.e. ..... . _i~’rom: ¯ _ .......
Sent: Tuesday, J~nuary ~!, ~003 11:05 AM
To: programming@xmrad~o corn
Subject: Programming: Miscellaneous CommentslQuesfions


F~rst Name:
Lasl Name:
XM Subscriber: true
Email Address:


Comment
I would just like to say I love the XM service, lye had s~nce it first started in my area (N J), and I just
wanted to say thank you for what you’ve offered. The sheere fact that channels change, and things
are constanlly being updated is a great sign that shows that you care about your customers. This ~s
the best serwce that I have ever bought, and I have never looked back on d Furthermore, I never
bought too many CD’s ~n the past, but now w~th ad~sts names and titles being shown, I am go~ng oul
and buying CD’s of bands that I have never heard before. Thanks again for the awesome serv,ce
you provide
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I Just heard the "Le~ It R~pp" World Broadcast Premiere on X~ 5atelhte Radio’s
"Watercolors" channel It’s dff~erenL ~han anyoLher ~p~s release, but ~’s
excellent. I’m looking lorward to p~ckmg up the CD once ~’S available.


3/2412006
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..... Orig.lnal.Message---.--
From-’ ,
Sent; Tuesday, May 27, 2003 5:57 PM
To: Brian Chamberlain
Subject: I like


ljust wanted to send a qmck note and say that l just LOVE the new single "Prove YourselP’ by Joan
Annatrading. I am going to buy the CD this week. I have only heard i,t on XM Ca~’e, and without my
XM subscription t wouldrfl have even known about


We aren’t even playing it at all on Cities 97,qVlinneapolis?!?! I gucss she’s no~ really "top priority" to
the "major market" stations anymore but her music ~s.tust great.


Anyway, thanks for the station and aII your hard work. We listen Io "Channel Four-Five" about 20
MS/Conclavehours a week here at the


Best regards-


I
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Ted Kelly
Program Director,
UPOP XM29iWorldspace
Director, Global Media Marketing and Promotion, Worldspace Corporation
4th Floor, 2400 N St. N W. Washington D.C. 20037
202.969.6478
www.tedke!lyworld.com
tkelly@worldspace.com


From:
Date" 6tl 010:~
Hey Ted,


I heard The Atans’ "Boys Of Summer" on U-Pop yesterday. AWESOME!~! I just
love U-Pop and I have heard a lot of cool music from the station.


I jusl ordered [he new S~mply Red album, and the Cardigans new CD from
www secondsounds com. It’s an online UK music store, as those albums are not
released here. I wouldn’t even know about them if not for XM29!!!
Keep playing Royksopp’s "Eple" more!
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..... Original Message ....
From:
Sent: Thursday, Augu-si 14, 2003 10:3,~ ,~M
To. /ob~@xmradio corn
Subject: Ugly Duckling


Tobl,


Loving that Ugly Duckling. I order ~t lh~s week after you gave me the web s~te. Thanks


You guys are k~llmg me. I thought I would save money on CD’s by having XM, instead I keep buying
more.


NJ
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..... Original Nessage .....
Fram: Chamberlain, Brian
~ent: Wednesday. September 03, 2003 8:43 AM
To:
Subject: RE Ton AmOS Song Assistance


kh


Good ears~ You DID hear Ton Amos The song wes called "Carbon" off her 2002 "Scaders Walk" CO (on
Epic Records )


Safe Iravets, and enloy the dlscf


Thanks /or hslemng~


Brian


Brian Chamberlain
D~rec/of of Mus~cot Interludes
XM Care/XM 45
XM Salelhte Radio
1500 Eckington Place, N.E.
Washington, D C. 20002
bnan chamberla~n(a~xmrad~o corn
P-202 380 4454
F-202,380 4444
www xm~’ad~o cam
Care SIud|o -1.866 542.CAF[
Cale [mail- xm cale. @xn]_ ra.~io.co .m
Cale Wcbpaoe- h.l.lp://.x.m.c.a[e x.m_ radi.o.co.111.


312412006


..... Orlelnal F4essaoe .....
From:
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Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2003 9:39 PM
To: xmcafe@xmradio.com
Subject: Tori Amos Song Assistance


Good evening,


I am Ir~ng to lind lhe tflle to a song I heard on the Care today ..il has to do wJlh "eyes" and ~l was in
a sel wJth David Gray’s "Real Love" and a track by R.E M. around 1 1-12 P M. Pacific ,~tandard
T~me. I was dnwng back from L A. to Vegas I would like to buy lhal CD....Thanks!
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..... Original Message .....
F~m: ." 4’
Sent. Friday, September 10, 2003 2 03 PM
To: Watercolors
Subject: Re’ Song Request


Thanks so much, Lily. I ordered the CD and can’l wa~t to get it You’ve just been great.


!
I
I


I


..... Original Message .....
From: "Watercolors" <waterco_lors@xmradi.o.com>


Sent~ Thursday, September 18, 2003 9:32 AM
Subiect: RE. Song Request


>Hi
> Ol~ yah[ I’ve got your mystery artist the song you heard was "Love
> Calls" by Kern. H~s album ~s called Kem~stry and was just released in
March
> on Motown records http’//www.kemistryrecords.com/mafn htm


> Happy Hunting.







> iily
~ dJrec’teur de musique & on-air guide
> watercolors, xm71
> watercolors@xmrad~o.com


>


Origin.al Message-c--
> From:
> Sent: Wednesday, Sepf~’6er 1"~-20034:53 PM
> To: Watercolors
> Subject: Re: Song Request
>
>


> H~ L~ly,
> I think I may have heard my song yesterday (Tues, Sept. 16) at 4:42 pm
> (CST). I know il has the phrase, "There’s nowhere to hide when love
> calls your name " Got any idea who it ~s?
>


Original Message .....
> From’_"Waterc_olors"_<w. aterc_olors@xmradio.com>
> To: ’
> Sen{: Wednesday, September 10, 2003 9:18 AM
> Subject: RE: Song Request
>
>


>>Hi
> > I’m n~tglving up YET! Wow, what an effortl And ~t seems we
> > haven’t found your mystery tune. I went back to the day 9.03 03 and
> > made a list of all the male vocals played between 10am and 8pro
> > eastern/gain and
> 7pro
> > central. Here is what I came up with.


> > Eastern/Central!Artist/Song Tille


> > 10:39am e/9:39am c El Debarge/Dindi
>>
> >" 11.28am e/10:28am c W~tl Downing-Don’t Talk To Me Lrke That
>>
> > 1t.51am e/10"51am c Walter Beasley-Do You Wanna Dance
>>


> > ! 03am e/12 03pro c George Duke-No Rhyme, No Reason


> > 1:28pro e/12:28pm c P~eces of a Dream f/Maxi Priest-Pieces


> 2:14pro e/1:14pro c Ephraim Lewis-Drowning In Your Eyes
>>


> 2 37pm e/1:37pm c Walter’Beasley - Don’l Know Why
>>


> 5:55pm e/4 55pm c Bobby Caldwell - Stuck Qn You
..~
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> ~,’6"21pm-- et 5.21pm c AI Jarreau - It’s How You Say It


> ~ 7:12pm e16:12pm c Joe Sample f/Take Six- U Turn
>:~
> > 7:55pm e/6 55pm c M~chael Franks -The Lady Wants To Know


> > If none of these songs fit the descr~plion, keep listemng, you’ll
> probably
> > hear that song again on Watercolors someday down the line. Once
> > again, I hope this ~nformation helps! Sure, there’s a million other
> > things at work
>1
> > SHOULD be doing, but t want you to find your song too! Take care,
>>


> > Lily


> > lily
> > directeur de musique & on-a~r guide
> > watercolors, xm71
> > waterco~ors@xmrad~o.com


> > ..... ©ng~nal Mes.sage__- .... ’
> > From:
> > Sent" Tuesday, September 09, 2003 2 12 PM
> > To: Watercolors
> > Subject" Re Song Request
>>


> > H~ Lily,
> > I have about decided ~t had to be Bobby CaldwelI. "Stuck on You"
> > isn’t


the
> song, but 1 really don’t think anyone else sounds quite hke him and
that’s
> the hrst person who popped into my mind wh~e the song was playing.
> You know he has that smooth, velvety sound. Anyway, I am giving up
> and I am


> grateful for all the time you have put in trying to help me You’re


real
> trooper! I just love hstening to you and am there every day. If a
> song plays on Watercolors what are the chances that I w~ll hear it
> again? Do
you
> guys repeat often? If ~ hear it again, ~ w~ll be sure to notice the
> exact time. Thanks again for your efforts. It’s been great
> corresponding w~th


>a
> celebrit!!!!







Original Message .....
> > From: "Watercolors" <w_ a_.t.ercolors@x.m.ra.d.io.c.om.>
> > To:’
> > Sent.’--f’u~day, September 0-9, 2003 10:03-AM
> :~ Subject: RE. Song Request


>>>Hiagain ....
> > > We may just find this song somedayI t checked during the 4:30-5pm
> > > central time on g 3 03 and found a Bobby Caldwell song that played
>>>at
> > 4.54pm
> > > central. The song was "Stuck On You" by Bobby Caldwell, from his
> > > 1996 release called Blue Conditon. This album is
> > > inprint., and perhaps THIS is the song you heard~ Cross you
> > > fingers


> > > Have a great day,
> > > hly
> > > directeur de mus~que & on-air guide
> > > walercolors, xm71
> > > watercolors@xrnradio com


> > > ..... Original Message .....
> > > From.
> > > Sent’ Monday, September 08, 2003 1.02 PM
> > > To: Watercolors


> > Subject: Re. Song Request


> > Hello again,
> > I listened on the internet to Max~ Priest...shtl not him. Maybe
> > it was between 4:30 and 5:00. Noon hour and 430 - 5"00 are
> > really the only
> times
> > I am in my car to hsten. If it wasn’t ~n the afternoon I guess
> > we are
> not
> > going to find it. It just was so hauntingly beautiful. You know
> > how
> Bobby
> > Caldwell has that cedaln smooth sound...weil this guy had that
> > same quahty. Sorry I have been such a pa~n You know, you
> > certainly are a
> nice
> > person to put up w~th this.
> > ..... Original Message .....
> > From: "Watercolors" <watercolors@xmrac£o corn>
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>~>To.’
>’~ > S’er~t: Mo’nda~, September 08, 2003 10.37 AM
> ~- > Subject:.RE: Song Request


>~’>>HI
> > > > Ok, 1 checked during the noon hour and came up w~lh this" The
> > > > group P~eces of a Dream played at 12:26pm central. The song was
> > > > the title track "Pieces" featunng the vocals of Max~ Pnest.
> >- > > You’ll find it o.n the
> > > Pieces
> > > > of a Dream album called Pieces from 1997 which is still inprint.
> > > > Let me know if we’ve found your mystery Iune!!


> > > > lily


> > > > ..... Orig!nal Messa.ge .....
> > > > From"
> > > > Sent: Monday, S epler~ber 08", 260"3 10:36 AM    --
> > > > To" Watercolors
> > > > Subject: Re: Song Request


> > > > Hi Lily,
> > > > If you’re not sick of me by now, you should be~ Sorry, that’s
> > > > not it either. Could you try one more thing? How about between
>>>> 12:30pm
>> > > (CST)
> > > and
> > > > 1:00pro and maybe between 4 30pm (CST) and 5:00pro. All on
>> > > 9/3t03 If this doesn’t work, t give up. I won’l bother you
> > > > again. Thank you so much
> > > for
> > > > trying. You are a dear.


> > > > ..... Original Message .....
> > > > From "Watercolors" <watercolors@x._rnrad~o.com>
>>> >To:
> > > > Sent: Friday, September 05~003 1:36 PM-
> > > > Subject: RE: Song Request


>>>>>Hi
> > > > > W~il, I~i’s try again.. On 9.03.03 Ephraim Lewis "Drowning in
> > > > > Your Eyes" played at 1:17p central, then, another male vocal
> > > > > played al 139p central. It was Walter Beasley’s version of
> > > > > the Norah Jones tune "Don’t Know Why" from his most recent
> > > > > album called Go W~th The Flow Could that
>>>>be
> > > > > it? l hope th~s mformat~on helps. Let me know if we’ve
> > > > > d~scovered the nght song!


i







> > hly
>’> dfrec~eur de mus~que ~ on-a~r guide
> > watercolors, xm71
> > watercofors@xmradio corn


> > ..... Original Message .....
> > From --
> > Sent: Friday, ~eplem6er 05, 2003 2.01 PM


> To" Watercolors
> Subject: Re: Song Request


> Hi again Lily,
> I’m st~ll t~ng to find out who the vocalisl was around
> 1.00pro
> (CST) on 9/03/03. Did you play any Bobby Caldwell music around
> that brae9 Could
have
> been a httle before or after lhat time. I’m l~ng so hard
> to fi~d oul
who
> tt was, Thanks[


Original Message .....
> From.. ."Wate[c219[s" ~wal~rcotors@xmr~dio corn>


>>>>>To:
> Sentiently, ~eptember~5, 2003 9:06 AM
> Subject: RE. Song Request


>>>>>>Hi
> > Welcome to the XM faro@. Thanks for spending t~me with
> > Watercolors~ I’ve got the answer to your myste~ tune. Al
> > 217pm eastern/l:lTpm central on 9/3/03 we played "Drowning
> > In Your Eyes" by Ephraim Lewis fro~ the album Skin. The
> > album is still inpnnt and was released m 1992. I hope
> > th~s ~nfo helps on your quest for new music. Happy
> > Listening~


> > Lel us know il you hsv~ any more musical questions, lily
> d~re~teur de musique ~ on-air 9ulde wslercolors, xm71
> water~otors~xmradio Gore


Original Mes~age---:-
> From
> Sent" Thursda~p~ember 04, 2003 12 07 PM
> To, wa~ercolors~xmrad}o corn
> Sub)ect: Song Request
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>~>>>> ............................
> > XMRADIO.COM Song Reques~


> > would hke Io
> >


> > A~is[ NOl sure
> > T~lle Nol sure


~ L~slener’s Commcnls’
> Th~s ~s lot Walercolors (71) Please help. A song played
> somewhere close


> 1.00 pm (CST) on 09/03t03 and I need [o know lhe a~sl and
> t4de It


> a ma}e voc~}~sl Bnd he had such a wondedu{ sound Sounded
> Ike Sl~ng, bul


> don’f lh~nk ~1 was him Ca~ you please check your schedule
> and I~ lo
find
> ou~ who he was. Please It could have been
> between 1255 and 1-15 wdl appreciate Ibis so much{
> Thanks                 ""
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..... Original Message .....
From: Tobi
Sent: Tuesday, September 23, 2003 10:21 AM
To:
Subi~cti RE: Caese.~s


that totally rules t~mothy p...you’ll totally dig that caesars album...and i’m sure you’ll look snazzy in
your new xmu t-shirt :)
as for the american analog set...their falest album is called "promise of love" and the atbum before
that ~s called "know by heart"...the latter is one of my all t~rne favorite albums ever...it’s so beaut~ful...it
soothes my soul. ~f you p~ck up e~ther album ~’rn sure you’ll be pleased...ff you can only p~ck one of
the tvvo...~’d recommend "know by head.." let me know what you think Jf you pick up either or both.
the meantime...thanks so much for all of your support of the U.


have a super lab day .tobi }


.....O n..qinal Message ..... .__
From: ".
Sent: Tuesday, Sel~tember 23, ~(~-’9:4-9AM
To: ×rnu@xmradio.com
Subject" Caesers
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t like the Caesers "Jerk It Out" and so I ,!ust went to amazon.cam and
ordered the albumI I th~nk th~s American Analog cut you’re playing ~n
pretty good, too Last night I got a brand new XMU T sh~rt from
XtvlFanStare.com. I’m wearing i[ loday. Hope all ~s going along smoothly
down in the Hub. Have a great day.
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.....Or~g;nal Mess.age. .....
From:
S~nt: Monday, July 19, 2004 11:48 PM
To: xmcafe@xmradio.com
Subject: lnfo. Please~


Hello


I want you Io know I reatly enjoy th~s channel. It alone is worth the cost of my XM subscription.


I don’t know =f you do th=s or not, but thought t would try. Th~s evening, I heard a D=re Stra~ls song called
"Fade too Black" I wanted !o see about buying ~t, but I can’t find what album ~t ~s from. If you can. I would
appreciate =t =f you could lell me.


Keep up the good work~


I


3/24/2006
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..... Original Message ..... ..
From:
Sent: ~:riday, July 09, 20C~4 6:47 PM
To: xmca fe@×mradio.com
Subject: Favonte station


Hello,
] got XP1 radio ~n October as an anniversary gift from my wife. ! just want to say it is the
best and most useful
and enjoyable g~ft ! ever received.
Also XM Caf~ is my favorite station. Great music and artists.
Only one thing, ! never heard my 2 favorite artist on XM Caf~ yet. They are Tom Wa~ts
and Nick Cave.
Do you play any of these guys? Or am ! just listening at the wrong t~mes.
Do any of the other stations play them?
! noticed you use Tom Waits "What’s he Building in There" for advertising "Build your own
show".
Anyway XM caf~ ~s great.
[ am also learning about new artists (new to me that ~s) and buying CD’s of theirs.
IE: Ben Harper, Shawn Colwn and M~chelle Shocked to name a few.


Thanks and keep up tile good work!


I
I
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3/24/2006
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.....Orig_inal Message .....
From:
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2004 7:16 PM
To: xrncafe@xmradio.com
Subject; Low Millions


I heard the new band Low M~lhons are you’re nude music review a few weeks back and loved
lhem. I had to order their album because I couldn’t find ~1 m the major stores ~n my area and it was
well worlh the effort. Thank you for playing them in the firsl place and make sure to play lhem as
much as possible People need to hear their new album Great choices are "Eleanor". "Here She
Comes" (my fay) and "Statue" among many olhers


PLAY MORE LOW MILLfONSW!"


Thanks,


A big XM Care fan


I
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..... Original Message
From:
Sent: Saturc~ay, Octob’er’23, 2004 8:48 AM
To: thegroove@xmradlo.com
Subject: Tower ol~ Power


Hello from


The Tower of Power broadcast Friday night was pretty good. Funk isn’t my normal listening fare, but
these guys can really cook. I’1l be out later today looking to pick up a CD or two ofthmrs.


My only dlsappoinlmenl with the broadcast was that it seemed to starl in mid set. Is there any chance
you will broadcast the enure show m the future?
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..... Onginal Message .....
From:.
Sent: Tuesday, 6~tober 19, ~00~8.06 AM
To: B rlan.Chamberlain@xmradio.com
Subject: RE: Song Request


Thanks for the info, I ordered it off of Amazon. By the way, how do you
become a "Director of Musical Interludes? Sounds like a tough job!!! Just
Kidding. Thanks again,                 :


>From "Chamberlain, Brian" <Bnan.Chamberlain@xmrad~o.com>
>T~:
>Subje~ct. RE:Song Request
>Date: Tue, 19 Oct 2004 07:3519 *0400


>


>Hi               ..
>


>F~nd it on his 2001 CD "To Be Frank."
>


>Hope this helps, and thanks for lIstening!
>


>Brian
>


>


>Bnan Chamberlain
>DIrector of Musical Interludes
>XM Cafe/XM 45
>XM Satethte Radio
>1500 Eckington Place, N.E.
>Washington, [3 C. 20002
>bnan.chamberlain@xmradio.com
>P-202.380 4454
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Thanks! Wdl buy on Amazon nghl now Have a great day!


MPT


..... Original Hessage .....
From: Chamberlain, l~nan
Sent; SaLurday, July 31, 2004 I:09 PH
TO: ’
Subjed:: RE: song & a-rt~sl:


Hi


No need to even list that many.,,we know exactly who/what you’re referring to. That was a band who go by the
name J~ng Cht wilh a song called "It’s Nobody’s Fault Bul M~ne," (actually a reworking of an old W1lhe Johnson
original ) The song features Robert Cray on guesl vocals.,


F~nd ~l on the album "J~ng Chi 3D,"                                        -~"


Hope this helps    ., and Ihanks for hsten~ngl


Brian


Brian Chamberlain
Dire C tot of M USIC ot It3 terludes
XM Cafel XM 45
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckmgton Place, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
brLa_n cha .mbe_rla.~n_@x_m.r.a.d!.o co.m.
P-202,380.4454
F-202.380 4444
v~Nw.xmrad~o corn


Cole [moil- xnlcolc@xmr_a_ .di_o.com
Cole Webpage- bUp:.//x..m_cafe=xm_r.ad_io~_co_m


3124/2006
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.... Original Message .....
From:
Sent: Fr,da~, July 30, ~00~ 2 59 PM
~o: xmcafe@xmrad~o.com
Subject: song & artist


Dear XM Care’


Yesterday afternoon (’July 29) around 4.30 PM Eastern hme you ran a song that sounded like Robert Cray
along wHh other artists. The hue box on the radio did not list Robert Cray but another group or arhst. I d~d
no~ have a pen m the car and can not remember the arhst or the titte of the song.


Can you provide a shorl hst of the songs (wilh artist) lhal you played between say 4 15 and 4 45
yeslerclay?


Than~s!
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..... Origioal. Messag .e .....
From: "
Sent: £~turday, August 07~ 2004 4:52 PM
To: Chamberlain, Brian
Subject: Re: song name


Thank you Br~an~ Just ordered ~| on Amazon. woo hooI
I appreciate you gelting back to me. and quickly al thai!
Take care,


.... Original Massage ....
From:
To:
Sent: Saturday, August 07, 2004 3’33 PM
Subject: RE. song name


Grad to know you enloyed our wedding episode of"Sensmvdy Training" last week Thai tune by The Naked
Barb~es ~s Idled "Marry Me" from their 1996 CD "Tarnished" on NBD Records


Hope this helps, and tl~anks for hslemng.t


Brian Chamberlain
D~recfor of Musical Interludes
XM Cafel X.~ 45
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington P~ace, N
Washington, D.C, 20002
b.na. n cha_mb.e.rla!n@x..m_r.ag~q co_m
P-202.380 4454
F-202.380,4444
~.xm_ra.~q.c_qm.
gal8 Studio -1.866.542.1~AFE


3/24/2005
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C ale Email- xm ca!e@.x .m_ ra. ¢ip_.com
Care Webpa9e- hltp:/.Ix..rncplc_~mra.rlip..c.om.


..... Original Message .....
From:
Sent: Saturday, August 07, 20043:41 plvi
To: xmcafe@xmrad~o.com
Subject: song name


H~.. 1 heard a song on the sensJhvily Irain~ng episodes th~s pasl week by lhe Naked Barbtes and I can’t
find Ihe album anywhere~ Could you le!l me what the name of the song is~ Im thinkm~l ~t’s Something hke
’marry me tomgh{’ bu{ ,!ust not surer
Thanks.


312412006
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..... Original Message--.--
From: _
Sent: Thursday, October 07, 2004 9:58 AM
To: Chamberlain, Bnan
Subje~: Re: Song Request


Thanks!! Later today t w~l! get these on CD Conneclion.com. "[hanks for taking Ihe time!
Regards,


..... Original Message .....
From_: Cham_._~b_erl__ajn_, ..8.[~a_n
To: ’
Serif: Thursday, October 07, 2004 4:31 AM
Subject: RE: Song Request


Ot~ my god _what to p~ck’~ There’s ptenly we’ve been d~gg~ng ~n the XM Care but among my favorlles


Badly Drawn Boy "One Plus One Is One"


An Hest "Someone To Tell"


Carbon Leaf "Indian Summer"


Betty Oytan "Abd~cale The Throne"


John Buller Trio "Whal You Wan{"


Kasey Chambers "Wayward Angel"


3/24/2006
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..... Original .Me.ssage .....
From:
Sent: WedneSday, October 06, 2004 7:14 PN
To; Chamberlaint Brian
Subject: Re: Song Request


Brian-
G~ve me a couple suggeshons on cds Io gel, Maybe your most recent lays from your play
Keep up lhe great work!


Rec]a rds,


..... Original Message ....
From: .C h .am .b .e rf.a Ln.,_B_ .r ~a_ .n.
To:
Sent: Saturday. J~ly 31, 2004 9"42 AM
Subject: RE. Song Requesl


lh


That would be ),our fellow namesake Marc Broussard and "1 tome," a song offh~s new "Carencro" CD.


I-lope tins helps, and thanks (’or hstcnmg!


Brian Chamberlain
Director of Musical Inlertudes
XM Care/XM 45
X.M Satcllile Radio
1500 Eckmgton Place, N.E.
Washington, D C. 20002


’x m.ra
4454


14444
×mrad~o corn


Care Studio- 1.866.5.~2.CAFE
Care Emafl- xmcafe@xrnrad~o corn


Care Webpage- __hup ;..x_n3~dt’t. xm.radic, ct~m


..... On.gknal Message .....
from,
;¢n{ Saturday, ~u]y" 3], 2004 3-37 AM


x mcal’e@xmzadm corn
’SubJect: Song Requesl
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Ted Kelly
Program Director,
UPOP XM29/Wortdspace
4th Floor, 2400 N St. N.W. Washington ID C. 20037
Listen [o Ted Kel?y’s World Party
Mornings across America on XM 29
and Around the World on the Worldspace Satellite RadIo Network
202.969.6478
v,n, vw:ted kellyworld corn
tketly@worldspace.com
..... Forwarded by Ted Kelly/US/WORLDSPACE on 12/16/04 07:03 AM


on 12t13/2004 10:42:23 PM


To’ upop@xmradio.com
cc. (bcc. UIIraPoptUS/WORLDSPACE)


Subjec! Song question


I
I







;.HL: I.,,LOVE this station. LOVE IT. It reminds me of being a teenager,
waiting patiently for my friend’s dad to come home from the UK w~th
whatever albums were ~n the top ten at the time, d~scovenng new music
and feeling oh-so-ahead-of-my-time. Thank you for a great station and
some ~ncred~ble new music. Because of U-POP I have been purchasing the artIsts
I hear you play (some are very hard to find ~n U.S. even from ITunes)
My music collection is now back Io the levels when I was in high school 10 years
ago
Also your weekly ITunes counldown of the world’s most downloaded songs always
turns me onto
futu re additions to my music collection!


And speaking of that music, I have a question - th~s afternoon (Monday,
December 13, 2004), perhaps around 2-ish EST, I heard a great song that
I beheve was called "tnsh Son " But I can’t find it anywhere. Does
that sound at all familiar? Can you hook a girl up with the parhculars?
I hope so!


Have a wonderful hohday season and thank you thank you thank you for
UPOP,


XM Satellite Radio Inc.
htlp://www.xmrad~o.com


This message contains reformation that may be confidenhal or pnwleged
The information ~s ~ntended solely for the recipient and use by any other party
~s not authorized If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any
disclosure, copying, d~stnbut~on or use of the contents of th~s information is
prohibited. If you have received th~s electronic transmission ~n error, please
notify us immed~ateiy by telephone (202.380.4000), fax (202.380 4500) or by
electronic mail (postmaster@xmrad~o com).
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..... Original Message .....
From: ’
Sent: I~londay, Octo-~r 17, 2005 2:37 PH
To: XM Care
Subject: Playlist bsts


Been hstenmg smce August ’04 and have d~scovered a whole slew of new music that I didn’t know
about and probably would have never found. Thanks for that.


absolutely Ioge XM Care.


Now that I’ve become aware of many new artists, ~t was only natural to start purchasing their
music, in th~s case in iTunes Music Store. Sometimes I can rack my brain enough to remember
something I’ve hearer, other t~mes not. Wondenng If you’ve considered offermg a playhst ;n =Tunes.
It would be natural fit in the Radio Charts. I’d definitely use the beck out of it,


Artist: Randall 15ramblett


T~tle: Comin Round Soon


Listener’s Comments:


would hke to hear:


3/24/2006
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I’{~e never reques[ed anytmg on satelhLe radio. Wtll you notify me ot the ballpark date/lime [his will
play. BTW, I heard th{s once a week or two ago on your channel and purchased [he "album" -- Thin
Line -- from Amazon. Thanks for opening these new horizons~


3/2412006
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From:
Sent: Thursday. OctOber 27, ~005 11-]7"-~M
To: "The Torch
Subject: where to go?


Thomas


First of all, let me tell you what an AWESOME station The Torch is!!! I was a d~e-hard ethel fan, but
the only station I listen to now (w~th the exception of ESPN and MLB) is XM 31 ." What a great time ~n
Christian music lhat there are so many great artists out there that appeal to the crowd outside of the
pop-christian music scene. My question is, where in lhe wodd can I go to get thls great music’~ Is
there a website or good music store out there? ! am working away from home, so I do not know if
there are any national chains that you can recommend to me or ~s ~t best to try to find it on the
bands’ webs~tes? Thanks and God Bless!~


Yahoot FareChase - Search multiple travel sites in one chck. <http:l/us.lrd.yahoo.com/
_ylc=,,3oD ..... qO DRI,.,,,,.~-~ ~ F9, Az,~,y,_,, cl MD~_/,oMDOT ~ .’ODgx~’g~,~-c,.~9zAz~c2VjAZi haWwtZ
mgvdGVyB HNsawNmYw--/S IG= 110oav78o/** http% 3a/fa rechase.ya hoo.com/>
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.....Original Message .....
From:.
Sent: Saturday,’November 26, 2005 2:55 PM
To: XMU
Subject: thanks


Tl~ank god I opled for XM so I could drscover whal you are putting together I am one of lhe p~ck~est people when
~t comes to music. I have nol hstenned to radio music for aboul ten years, onhne or local. 1 could never find
sornelhing Io h~l my exact tasle Not only do you play the ~nd~e rock t~tles that I am addicled to but you also play
many up and coming r and b, rap groups. I thought If I had salelhle radio, I would not have to buy so m. any_.c.d’s.
Now thai i have XMU, I nave doubled my catalog Thanks for all of lhe hard work.


3/2412006
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..... Origin.!! Message .....
From:
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2006 12:01 Plvi
To; Fine Tumng
Subject: StrausslWaldteur- Ice Skaters


Could you tell me the name of lhe CO that you play when you broadcast SlraussANald~euf (appea~’s on the radio}
Ice Skalers. I wan! to buy lh~s particular version, ~1 ~s Ihe best. Thank you


3129/2006
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From: Marrone, Mike
~ent-" Friday, Feb.ruary.17, 2006 4:01 PM
To:
Subject: RE: Wh~re can [find [his artlst?


T~ac is a new track that Michael has released exclusively through iTunes to help
~he vzcclms of Hurrzcane Ka~rina. There are 6 different verslons avallable, but
only as d~gztal downloads ¯


However, the song itself was actually written and originally recorded by Joseph
Arthur, and to tell you the truth I like his verslon a llttle better. You can flnd
Joseph’s original verslon on th!s album.


hup :l.’.~\3y)~ a zo o co.rn/N~./p,:o_duc_LI.B_O_O._O_0.4 R..D.q_’lJ/_q i_d_=_ ]_! .’4_0.210.I ~ I ."_.s.t-~2-2/re./--_ pd~bb~ Iz= 2_ 21! 07-
5.3.83. l_0 3 :! 4 5. 7.7 L O_"~ ~rfl. u.s j .c.& v~ g l a j } .c_e & n = 517 4.


M~ke
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Mike Marrone
Program Director
The Loft - X~O
x~ff Sa~ellire Radio"
1500 Eckington Pl. NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202] 380-4436 (direct)
The Loft on the web: h~£~/~Io~.t.xmr~diqncqm


From=
Posted At: Fn 2/17/2006 3:~ PM
To: The Loft
Posted To: XM50
Subject: Where can I rind th,S artist~


3/29/2006
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Thanks.


H~ Guys, 1 am trying to find the CD you played that has the song named "In The Sun" by
Michael Stipe on it.
I’ve checked Amazon w~thout luck. Can you help?


I think I need to stop listening to "The Loft", it’s costing me too much in CD’s.
Just kidding, keep up the good stuff.







..... Origin_al Messag .e_- ....
From:
Sent: ~a[L~rd~y, F~b~-u~ry 18, ~006"1:44 AM
To: XMU
Subject: heya


So I was listening while driving and heard a band, Built To Spill, but it was after another band whose
song I was desperately trying to remember, Broken Social Scene, so I don’t remember the name of
BTS’s song. This is driving me bat guano, it was a really good song but BTS has a lot on iTunes and
I can’t find what 1 heard (and yes, I staded buying their stuff hke crazy). I think maybe ~t was One
Thing, but !’m qot sure, can you shed some light possibly3


P S while I am a big fan of the subson~q show (I’m a fan of old school hip hop and "d~scovered" prog
hip hop on XMU), I’m not stealing this momker, I’ve actually been using ~t for 7+ years now onhne.


P P.S you guys need a dea! with apple to make an XMU secbon on iTunes, I and my credit card
company would love you for it


!
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From;
Sent: Sat 2/18/2006 1:56 PM
To: F~t:zpatrick, Mart,/
Subject: Lester Butler


Dear Mr. F~tzpatnck,
Thank you for your prompt reply - now t~ I can find the Red Dew! cd, thts quest w~ll be complete.
Some people have a ’photograpNc’ memory for faces, the written word, etc., I have a ’photographic’ ear for
musicians so to speak And was very impressed by Mr Butler the couple of hines I heard h~m
Two people are indeed in jail for Lesters death - ELVISPELVIS COMILESTERBUTLER HTM - has the detads if
yOU are interested.
November 5, 2005 was a sad day indeed for the WRAY family and friends o thank you for even knowing Fred
Lincoln {LJnk] Wray had passed away
And in closing, may I say that your XMIRADIO. Cross Country is the greatest thing to come along the a~rwaves
in years. I have been introduced 1o more new music, and new arl~sts than t would have lhoughl possible. My
personal cd collection has increased by 47 cd’s s~nce D~rectv started broadcasting your stalion in the m~ddle of
November - all ~nsptred by what I heard on Cross Country.
The music hash’! been this good since I grew up in Tulsa in the 50’s listening to Leon Russell, Oawd Gates,
Johnny Cale [J J CaleJ, Clyde Slacy, Wesley Reynolds, Jerry Adams, Chuck Btackwell, Carl Radio, Hoyt Axlon,
Tommy Crook, and a host of olhers of the original "Tulsa Tops"
Again, Ihank you for your. prompt reply, and keep up the good work.
S~ncerely,          __


i
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3/29/2006
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Mike Marrone
Program Direclor
The Loft- XM 50
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington PI. NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 380-4436 (direct)
The Loft on The Web: http://Ioft.xmradio.com


..... Onginat Message .....
From:
Sent. Monday, February 20, ~006 I 37 PM
To: The Loft
Subject: Eva Cassidy


H~ Mike and Kate,


Thanks for playing "Wade in the Water" and turning me on to the awesome musical talent of Eva
Cassidy. I’ve heard this track a couple limes on lhe Loft, and I decided I had to get some more of her
work. Th~s past weekend, I picked up the anthology albums "Songbird" and "Wonderful World".


Eva’s tragic ~llness reminds me of the s~mflar tragedy 10 years earlier when California folksinger Kate
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Wolf"~,ied just as her work was starling to become nationally known. Both are s~ngers I’d l~ke Io have
seen in a Iwe
show. Thanks to devoted groups of followers, Eva’s and Kate’s work have
not only lived on, but have reached a larger audience afler Ihelr deaths.


Thanks again,







..... O ng ,.n_a I_M_ess_age_-_-.---.
From:
Posted At: Mondayi F’eb--’ruary 20, 2006 5:00 "PM Posted T~: XM40" -
Conversation: Riviera Paradise
Subject: Riviera Paradise


t recewed my XM radio free, w~th a 3 month subscription. I hooked it up in my office at work, but told
co-workers that I’d cancel after my free period was over when they asked about it I got hooked
minutes after I found channel 40.


Every so often, I find my self pushing myself away from my desk, to roll over and l~nd out what is
playing, as just happened wIth Riviera Paradise Off to amazon com I go, again
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.... Ong~nal Message .....
From
Sent Tuesday, February 21,2006 11.20 AM
To: Scott, Jessie
Subject" Stone Coyoles


Hi, JessIe - More guestbook goodies.
THANKSI Barbara


’FebrGary 21, 2006


You guys rock Just bought two more of your cd’s This ~s a truly unique sound X Country XM got
me hooked~


February 20, 2006


I thought I was done w~th Rock.
you changed my m~nd~
Now, when are you coming to Santa Cruz, Ca"2


Fel~ruary 16, 2006


i







..... Original Message .....
From: Watercolors
Sent. Wed.nesday, February 22, 2006 6:34 PM
To:
Subjecl. RE: Song Request


Sweel~ !’m glad you found


-L~ly


..... Original .Messa. ge--L-~
From’
Sent" Wedne$(Jay, February 2,5,’2006 2:33"PM
To: Watercolors
Subject. RE Song Request
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Hey L~ly, I d~d eventually find the cd bul the cost
was around 80 dollars on ebay.I didnt want to spend
that much. Today was my lucky day as i heard you play
~t again th~s morning and i thought ~ need to check on
it. Turns out you were right they re-released it on
the 7lb. I am listening to ~t now!
THanks again.


--- Walercolors <watercolors@xmradio.com> wrote


> Thanks for being a part of the XM nation! The
> version of "Last
> TraIn Home" that we’re playing ~s from the Pal
> Metheny Group’s album
> called Still Life {Talking) (1987). This albumhas
> been out of print
> since 1990, but you’re lucky because Geffen Records
> is re-releasing some


of Pat Metheny’s projects including this one. I
beheve Geffen pressed
re-~ssues at the end of 2004. You may have to do
some searching. I’ve
attached a pic of the CD cover art~


Happy hunting~


Let me know it you find it, many write in looking
for it.)


Lily
Music Director, Watercolors
watercolors@xmrad~o.com


..... On_g,._n .al Message .... ...
From:
Sent: thursday. September 15, 2005 1:37 PM
To: Watercolors
Subject: Song Request


XMRADIO.COM Song Request


hear:
would like







,~rtist: pat matheny
Title: last train home


Listener’s Comments:
you ,;usl played
Last tram home. I cannot find that song. What album
is it on.Thanks for
the great music[


Do You YahooS?
Tired of spam’~ Yahoot Ma~l has the best spare protection around
http.//maJt yahoo corn
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..... O, ’u’f ~’~! _~w~ age .....
From
Sent: Wednesday’, February 22, 2006 12 53-PM
To: XMU
Subject: dearest tob~


~ love th~s radio station more and more each day
~ have bought more cds from hearing them on your station, than ~ ever
have.
~ would do anything to have my band heard on IbIs station even ~f ~t
~s the only station we are ever heard on again
my label ~s not doing all lh.ey can to make that happen, so ~ am. i sent the cd a few months ago.


;


:hal you get ~t~ should ~ send anotherO can ~ wash your car or someth~ng’~ you can check more ~nfo on
us at the follow~]g ,


thanks for your t~me lob~ and keep deltvenng the goods, rocknroll4ever


I
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Thomas Kenny- Music Director
XM 31 - The Torch
1500 Eckington Place NE
Washington, ’-"-"~,~, 20002
O. 202.380 4353
E: thoma s.kenny@xmradio.com
A: Overflowing X
W: vvww myspace com/thornasaugustus


"Non-linear baby! Non-linear baby!" - Galaxalag


..... Ong~nal Message .....
From:
Sent,: Saturday, Feb~:uary ! 1-, 2006 1:40 A~
1o: The Torch
Sublect: monarch


hey.. first of all, i would hke 1o say ~ love the station., you guys play great music .. and i was
wondering ~f you could give me a link to the site of the band MONARCH.. i heard them on your
station and i can’t find their cd anywhere or their s~te .. thank you so much for your help ....
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Thomas Kenny - Music Director
XM 31 - The Torch
1500 Eckington Place NE
Washington, DC 20002
O: 202.380.4353
E: thomps~ke.o_n.y@xmrad~o c.om
A: Overflowing X .
W" www.myspace.comlthomasaugustus


"Non-hnear baby! Non-hnear laabyt" - Galaxalag


From:
Sent: Saturday, February 11, 2(~06 7:44 PM
To: The Torch
Subject: Torch Tunes


Hey th~s =s emily
You guys know what itunes is r=ghl’~ anyways, ~ think you guys shoulo~ start Torch Tunes where you can download
songs that you guys play on the radio onto an iPod.
] love all or’ Ihe mus=c you play on lhere and so does my dad but we can’t find any of the cd’s or the arlisls Ihat you
g.uys play anywhere, love the TORCHq~
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..... Onginal Message .....
From:
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2l~06 12:17 AM
To. The 60’s
Subject. A SONG YOU PLAYED--ATTN: PHLASH OR TERRY YOUNG
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PHLASH OR MOTOR MOUTH--ONE OF YOU PLAYED A SONG ON
2-21-06 AND ALL I CAUGHT WAS "LAKESIDE DRIVE" ---WHO
IS THAT BY.??’~’~?~????’~?’~?’~’~’~?
HOW CAN I GET THAT SONG-I HAVE NEVER HEARD IT AND I
LOVE IT.


FAN CLAN # 577


Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spare? Yahoo! Mail has the best spare protection around
http l/mail yahoo corn
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..... Original Message .....
From: Marrone, Mike
To: .
Sen~: Sat Fe~ 25 11 21 39 2006
Subject RE: Song Request


That was a fine new adist by the name of Steve Reynolds. Here’s a link to the album on Amazon’
httpl/www.amazon.comlgpiproductiBOOOAO73Y2/qid=1140884444/sr=2-1/ref=pd_bbs b 2
1/102-5183103-34577107s=music&v=glance&n=5174


And here’s Steve’s website:
http :/fwww.stevereynoldsmusic.com/


Best,


Mike


Mtke Marrone
Program Director
The Loft - XM50
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Ecklngton PI. NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 380-4436 (direct)
The Loft on the web’ http://Ioft xmradio.com <http.//!oft.xmrad~o.com>
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Fro’m"" _
To: The I~oft
Posted To XM50
Subject: Song Request


XMRAOIO.COM Song Request


Artist: Unknown
T~tle: Miner’s Lamp


Listener’s Comments"
I heard this song yesterday about 4:30.
to purchase lhe song/album Thanks!


would hke to hear:


Could you please tell me who the artist is? I would really like
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..... Original Message .....
From, Marrone, M~ke
To: -
Sen[: Tue Feb 282-1 5~,12 2006
Subject. RE. Song Request


That was Michael St~pe with his version of Joseph Arthur’s "In The Sur~." Here’s the story about why
he has recorded and released this exclusively through tTunes:


http:l/www bfllboard.com/bbcom/news/article_dispfay isp?vnu_content_id= 100195634g


Best,


M~ke


M~ke Marrone
Program Director
The Loft - XMS0
XM Satefhte Radio
1500 Eckington PINE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 380-4436 (direcl)
The Loft on the web: http:fllo,rt.xmradio.com <htlp://loft.xmrad~o.com~,
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To, The Loft
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¯ Po~d, To: XM50
S’u6ject: Song Request


XMRADIO.COM Song Request


Artist" Michael Stipes (REM)
Title: IN the Sun


Listener’s Comments:
I heard this song played yesterday on my drive home about 6’00 EST, and loved ~t. I went to look for
it and nobody has ever heard of Michael Stipes going out on h~s own away. from REM. Is this iust too
new? Can you tell me the name of the album so I can find it’~ Thanks,     Please e-ma~I me back
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..... Original Message .....
From: Marrone, Mike
To: "    -
Sent Sat Feb 25 12:5625 2006
Subject: RE. The Push Stars


You have the correct information, I found their studio version for you on Amazon. We do not sell any
of The Loft Sessions.


Here you go:


htlp.llwww amazon.comlgplproduct/BOOO1GF2N8/qid=1140890165/sr=2-1/ref=pd_bbs b 2
1/102-5183103-3457710’~s=mus~c&v=glance&n=5 ! 74


Mike


M~ke Marrone
Program Director
The Loft - XM50
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington PI NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 380-4436 (direct.)
The Loft on the web’ htlp://Ioft.xm~ad~o.com <http://Ioft xmradio.com>


._
From: ...... Posted At’ Sat 2/25/2006 12’49 PM
-o- The Loft







Post~ To: XMSO
Conversation: The Push Stars
Subject: The Push Stars


Kate,


I have been trying to locate a song named Claire that I heard The Push Stars perform during their
Loft Session Any ideas 6r did I write down the wrong same name?
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..... Original Message .....
From: r ......
Sent: Saturday, February 25, 2006 10’52 PM
To: The Bob Edwards Show
Subject: Webs~te Feedback


~-iame:


Ema~l Address: --


Comments: Bob -- I loved your interview with Carl Reiner. I laugheci out loud throughout the
interview, and i loved the 2000 year oid man l~dbils. I ended up buying a CD of the 2000 Year Old
Man as well as NHNNN, Reiner’s new book. What a great interviewer you are, and whal a wonderful
~nterviewee Carl Reiner was. His stones were wonderful, and his obvIous ease in the interview was
clearly due to your skill as an interviewer. I love hav~ng XM RadIo so I can conlinue to hear you. You
were the primary reason we now have three XM radios. Thanks so much, and please please please
never retire.


I







Frorl3;
,Sent’ Wednesc~ay, M-arCh 01, 2006 2:36 PM
To; The Torch
,Subiect: Sufjan Stevens


Folks: I’m a new subscriber to XM Rad]o and love The Torch Actually ~t’s the only station I’ve been
I~stening to ! I really like "The Man Of Metropolis Steals Our Hearts" by Sufjan Stevens and went out
and bought his "ltl~noJs" cd that it’s on, Very strange cd and w,h.ile I can see some of the Christian
allegory in thai song I’m wondering what your take is on him a’nd any other background info you have
on him. t went to his web s~te and it’s as bizarre as h~s cd. Is he a Christian "~ Just curious
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..... Original Message .....
From: Marrone, Mike
To:
Senti’Mc;n Ma~’06 23.34:27 2006
SubJect" RE: Who was the artist?


That was Jeffrey Foucautt and the tune can be found on this album:


http/!.www amazon.com!gplproductlBOOO21QGOOIq!d= !141706049!sr=2-1!ref=pd_bbs b 2
1/002-0600555-4 g56063"~s= mu sic&v=gla nce& n=5174


We get no money or anything by sending you to this Amazon hnk, I just do ~t so you can hear a song
sample and make sure ~t’s what you want.


Thanks for lislemng and getting m touch.


M~ke


Mike Marrone
Program DIrector
The Loft - XM50
XM Satelh[e Radio
1500 Eckmgton PI. NE
Washmglon, DC 20002
(202) 380-4436 (direct)
The Loft on the web: http://loft.xmradio.com <http://Ioft.xmradio com>
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..... Original Message .....
From: Marrone, M~ke
To: - -
Sen~. Sun Mar 19 20.56.29 2006
Subject. RE: Song Requesl


I think the adds1 you heard and are tryLng to find is Glenn Tdbrook. Here’s a link to all of his solo stuff
on Amazon. If you click the individual albums they will pull up a track i~shng and sound samples so
you can be sure. "Transatlantic Ping Pong" is the newest one, and I believe this is what you heard
on The Loft.


hHpl/www.amazon.comlexec/ob~doslsearch-handle-url/102-5183103-3457710? url=index %
3E)music& search-type=quick-search& field-keywords=glenn+titbrook&Go.x= 15&Go.y=10


Glenn was a founding member and the lead singer of a great band called Squeeze before he went
solo. Search for them on Amazon after you check Glenn out.


Best,


Mike


Mike Marrone
Program OLrector
The Loft - XM50
XM Satellite Radio
1,500 Eckmgton Pf NE
Washington, DC 20002
(2Q2) 380-4436 (d~rect)
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..... Or~_g!nal Messag_e: ....
From:
9:09 AM Posted To: XM45
Conversalion: Song Request
Sub]ecl" Song Request


Posted At. Saturday, March 18, 2006


XMRADIO.COM Song Request


from egg hbr. twp., n.j. would like to hear-


Artist: bruce hornsby ’~??’~??
T~tle: Sunflower Cat


Listener’s Comments:
I keep heanng th~s song called "Sunflower Cat" and ~ keep missing the arlJst .....J love ~t and would I~ke
to purchase the cd .... ts it Bruce Hornsby’~
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..... Original Message .....
From¯ Marrone, M~ke
To:
Sen~i Thu ~4ar 1~ 08.07’53 2006
Subject: RE: Song Request


Hi


That was Warren Haynes recorded live at Bonnaroo, it ~s avadabte on th~s album


http/iwww.amazon com/g ptproduct/BO0024 i3B2iqid= ! !425 t 4449/sr=2-1/ref=pd_bbs
1/102-5183! 03-3457710")s = muslc&v=gla nce& n=5174


b2


Thanks for listening.


Mike


Mike Marrone
Program Director
The Loft - XM50
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington PI. NE
Washfngton, DC 20002
(202) 380-4436 (direct)
The Loft on the web. http://Ioft.xrnradio.com <http.//Ioft xmradio.corn>
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To" The Loft
, Posted At. Wed 3115/2006 10’22 PM I
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Fronq: Anthony, .]on
Sent: Wednesday, March 1S, 2006 1:26 PH


Subject: RE: ~4us~c Oty Connection


Hi,.      ~ THANKS so much for the kind words about the show~
series on Xi~l~


It’s Just the beg~nmng of what will be a GREAT


Although it’s not available for purchase, you can catch ~t again on-a~r tomorrow (Thursday) mgh~ a~: 6pm eastern
hme, and then again Saturday mormng at 9am eastern hme! Keep hs~enmg -- there are more great "rvlus~c C~ty
Connection" shows airing in the coming months here on XM~


THANKS so much for listemng to H~ghway 16~ Have a great day!


- Jon Anthony
Highway
xr4 Satelhte Radio


..... Origin. al M.essa_ge .....
From: ’
Posted At-" Tues’day, March 14, ~00~ 8:39
Posted To: XM16
Conversation:
Subject:


just caught the end of the Music C~ty Connection.Heroes Behind the H~ts, and ~! was one of the cootest
things I’ve heard I loved every minule o! ~t. I was just wondering ff there was any kind of album put
Iocjether on the evenl, or ~| ~! could be watched, heard, or downloaded somewhere.


I
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.....Origin al Messa.gg-_--.--
From:
Sent: ~/edn~~day, Ma~’ch 01,2006"T0:41 AM
To. The Bob Edwards Show
Subject: Website Feedback


Name:


Email Address:


Commenls: Mr. Edwards - 1 bought XM radio when you first signed up. I realized recently that
haven’t heard Morning Edition ~n months; your current show takes precedence.


wanted to say thanks for all the new th~ngs to which you ~ntroduce me. Currently I’m reading _Crack
at the Edge of the World_ and _Best Worst Times_; I jusl bought Bird York and Steve Reynolds, and
have documentaries on the Smothers Brothers and the Dust Bowl on order, as well as ’A T~me for


Burning ’ I learn a lot, and my hfe is more intereshng, because of your show Thank you
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-’ To:’-~rl~e LoR-    ""
Po sled To" XM50
Subject: Who was the art~sI?


Posled AI: Mon 3/6/2006 "I0.06 PM


I
I


A few weeks ago you played a cover of Creedence Clearwaters Lod~ Can you tell me who the artist
was and if 1 can get lhis music on CD? Thanks!       ._.
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..... O rigin.a_l _M_essa.ge .... .
From:
Sent: ,~unda~, Ma~ch 12, 2006 2:2~’PM
To: Chrome; The 80’s; The Groove
Subject: Thanks


I have been an XM radio subscriber and listener of your programming since July of 2004 and this
thank you has been too tong ~n coming About the time I got XM I started roller skating trying to get
some exercise on what the local rink calls "Classic Wednesday". It’s really a bunch of 80’s dance
and electronica music. I kept skal~ng until my skin cond~lion got the best of my feet (check out


~n case you guys ever need a great charity to support). Given that I couldn’t skate
regularly any more and sbt! loved to hear the music I was listening to on your channels, 1 approached
the owner who I had worked with at another rink during college about DJ’Jng on Wednesdays. He
gave me a shot and I have been there every Wednesday night s~nce last May and t have to give a Iol
of the credit to your programming.
I am supposed to move from dedicated volunteer status to paid part-t~mer lhis week.


I started w~th a Sky-Fi and now have a new Sky-Fi2 and Roady2. The Sky-i’~2 goes pretty much
everywhere I go, the car, my desk, my night sta.nd garage...
you name ~t Each t~me I listen, I come up w~th another song to l.ry and find ~n the old LP colleci~on or
to find on Napster or other commercial source. I have to go Glynco Georgia for training the last two
weeks of th~s month and Ihe regular skaters are already lamenting about ~t. W~thout you guys re-
educating me on the music I love, I am sure that would not be the normal response.


Thanks again and keep playing the great music.
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From:.. ----"
Sent: Mort 3/13/2006 8:11 PM
To: F~tzpatrick, Marry
Subject: Re: song/artist


Thank you for responding...we reahze you are nationwide. Jessie actually beat your response t~me by
30 minutes, but ~t’s nice to hear from the Music D~rector. We have several hundred Cps (many
country rock) and plan on adding that to our collection. Thanks again,             _


On Mar 12, 2006, at !0’46 PM, F~tzpalnck, Marry wrote"


You may have heard from Jessie already, but ~t no[, here’s your Info...
There are Iwo versions of "Gallo Del Cietlo" One ~s by Joe EIy, the olher by Tom Russell


a great story song.
We’re glad you’re [herer


Marly
Marry F~tzpatrick







i
Music Director, X Country Channel 12
Marty.F~tzpatrlck@xmrad~o corn


From.
Posted At: Sun 3/! 2/~006 8.29 AM
To" XCountry
Posted To XM12
Subject" song/artist


We heard a song on your slation about a Mexican fighting rooster called
Cay Del Sierro (I’m not sure if that is spelled correctly???) Any
chance you could email lhe artist and title. We love your slation!!!
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..... On.gi.n_al Message ....
From:
Posted To" XM45
Conversation: A.rt_~st Identification
Subject: ArtBt Identification


Posted At, Monday. March 13, 2006 5:31 PM


Hello! I am hearing an artist hsted on XM Care as "Euphoria", playing a song t~tled "Back Against the
Wall" I need the label & date of release if I’m to track down the CD3







..... Onginal Message .....
From:
March i3, 2006 7.55 PM Posted To" XM45"
Conversation: What’s that song...
Sublect: Whal’s that song...


Hi,


I heard thrs song tw~ceon your station and haven’t been able to catch the artist or song title... You
just played ~t loday (’Monday 3/13) at 5:30 EST


I need th~s disc!


Thanks!
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..... Ongi_nai Message .....
From
Sent: Tuesday, March i4, 2006 i:23 PM
To: XM Care
Subject IRE. Trey Anastas~o th~s morning


Perfect, I’ll order the CD right now! I’m ~n Minnesota so thal ~s the correct time


!
I
I


From: XM Care [mailto XMMDAC@xmrad~o.com]
Sent: Tuesday. March 14, 2006 12:18 PM
-to:
Subject RE" Trey Anastas~o this morning







I


You must be referring to "Sleep Again" from Trey’s new "Shine" CD, which we played @ 632 am
eastern.                                                                                 I


Hope th~s helps, and thanks for hstening. I
Brian I


Brian Chamberlain


Dlrec[or of Musical Interludes


XM Care/XM 45


XM Satellite Radio


1500 Eck~ngton Place, N E.


Washington, D C. 20002


brian chamberlain@xmradio corn


P-202.380 4454


F-202.380.4444


www xmradlo corn <http./twww.xmradio.com/>


Care StudIo -1.866.542 CAFE


Care Ema~l- xmcafe@×mradlo.com <mailto xmcafe@xmrad~o.com>


Cafe Webpage- hltp.//xmcafe xmradio.com <hltp://xmcafe.xmrad~o corn/>


..... Original Message .....
From.
Sen[. Tuesday, March 14, 2006 1 ~-’54 AM
To" XM Care
Subject Trey Anastasio this morning


I was hstening to XMcafe th~s mormng at about 530 am and you were playing a song by Trey
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¯
-" An~stasJa. 1 can’t figure out what song ~t was so I can buy the CD. It was a fantast.~c song!


Thanks for your help







I
I


Sent: F!onday, Harch 20, 200~ 7:09 P~
To: Bruno Yasom; The Torch
Subject: Re: Where to find downloads


Hey guys,


havent’ heard back from anyone yet, so 1 thought l’d better email again.
round Monday IVloming’s "Sunshine", but here are some others I’m looking for:


Bride - Revolution
Bride - Blow it Away
Mute Math- Chaos
The L~stening -Isatah
12 Stones - So Far Away
Aaron Spnnkle - Antennaes


I-Icy - it’s your own fault for playing so much good music :-)


I’m b-ying to find a good Download Site that carnes the music played on XM-31 since i-runes and
Napster don’t carry a 1o{ ol’the music you play. Can you recommend anywhere on the Web that offers
these tunes and others you play for download? Pay, of course ....


Tha,~ks,


I
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wrote:


Ili Xm folks,


There are sooooo many~’gOtta-haVe" sonRs on The Torch                                     - I’m not sure i e~n keep                           up~’~


3124/2006
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I have i-tunes (reeeeeeal limited selections), so I was glad to see Napster joln in. I picked up
a lot of songs on Napstcr that i-tunes ~tidn’~ have, but there are a couple of songs I still
couldn’t find:
Monday Morning - Sunshine
Bride- Revolution


Y’all (yes, I’m from the south - Houston) know who has these and other GREAT selections
played on The Torch? It would be so much easier if The Torch had their own Music
Library to download from (paid, of course), but l imagine that would be a HUGE
undertaking.
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Bill Wax
Proprietor of" Low-Fl’s Bar and Pool Hall
Btueswfle - XM Salelhte Radio
.....Orig~al Ples.~..ge. .....
From;
Sent: Tuesday, HarSh 2"1, 2006 11:19
To: Wax,
Subject; RE: Blueswtle Request


how d~ rcquc.~t c-’,mc out off tI~c ot~c~ cnd.


~cqucsun~ "You wc~c nc~ c~ nanc" by Ja~w:i M~ncs~. [ first heard ir o~ Blucs~ dlc bur l’m n~ ~u~c ~(
)’ou~ show


the way [ real])" npp~ccmtt: y~ur show nnd the con’tmcmafy you provide


It" ~t only had channel 74


g~,t d~c new cn~ ( and ~n radio) T hn~’c h~’:~td
I’m bu~ ~ng n~us~c and a~ tending hvc show~.


for cxnm}’~le. ~" heard . ¢,nn\- .[..=md~el:h s Cow,go SHun~e fi}r tl~c fi, s~ tune on .~Nl (not much


3/24/2006
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.tgo rhcrc


Rc,g~n d.%


l’agc 2 ol’2
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..... Or)g~nal Message .....
From: Wax, Bill [ma~Ito:Bill.Wax@xmradio.com]
Sent; N_onday, March 20, 2006 5:10
To;
Subject: Bluesv~lle Request


Dear    - Thanks for your request lop us here in Blueswlle, bu[ we do not have th)s song )n our hbrary.
Do you know who sang the tune";


Thanks for lislen)ng lo Blueswlle and for helping keep lhe blues ahve


B)ll Wax
Propr)elor of Low-F)’s Bar and Pool Hail
Bluesv)lle - XM Saiellile Radio


312412006







.....OngLnal Message---;-
From:
Sent: Monday, Harch 27, 2006 1 I:48 PM
To: Deep Tracks
Subject: thanx for Dave Gdmour’s new one!


Heard Dave G~lmour’s new album on your channel a couple of weeks ago & had to run out & get the CD. II’s
oulstand~ng~ Would have never known about ~t had you not played a cul from it; you certainly won’t hear d on the
re.gular.radior Thanx so much!


3/28/2006
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..... Original Message .....
From:.
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 1:42 PM
To: Bradley, Kate
Subject: RE: song/group search


Thanks Kate I subscnbed 1o XM a couple ofyears ago ~n an attempl to curb my CD buying habd Who was l
k~ddmg?"~’; You have made ~! possible [or me to become a w~ser shopper Thank you The af0rement~oned
friend and I hsten Io other channels, but we a~ways seem 1o come back home to Ihe Loft.
Keep up Ihe great work,
John


From: Bradley, Kate [rnaillo:Kate.Bradley@xmradio.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 0’f, 2006 12:26
To: .~
Subje~l:: RE: song/group search


Hi John=


That was The Submarines who are BRILLIANT from the CO Declare A New State. the song Br~ghler
Discontent Get =t here:


www Ihesubmar=n¢’~ corn


Thanks for hstemng~


Kate


Kale Bradley
MUSIC Director. The Loft @ XM 50
XM SateJlite Radio
1500 Eck=ngton Place NE
Washinglon, DC 20002


i
I


4/4/2006







202..380.4483 .ka(e br_adlffy@x.m.r_adio co.m_


Music Catls: Wednesdays, 11am - 12pro Eastern


.... -Original Message .....
From:
Posted At; Tuesday, ,~pril 04,200"6 "i 1:58 AM
Posted To; XHS0
Gonversation; song/group search
Subject: song/group search


A couple of days ago a friend of mine heard a song on the Loft, but h~s recezver has no memory feature
and a cJ~pped display He th~nks he saw "Submann" (group) and "Brighter" (title). Any help Ior Ihe semi-
c(ueless’~
Thanks,


41412006
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..... Original Message .....
From: - -
Poste d’-At: Tue 2114/2006 1:5 I-/~,M
To. Ethel
Posted To: XM47
Subject: great stuff


hey thanks you guys are my new favorite xm channel . basically i like every song on your playlist
which ~s why i would [~ke to ask you to posl your last 10 songs played online like some other
channels then i will remember the names of the bands so i can go get their cds!


!
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From;
Sent: Monday, April I0, 2006 3:04 PM
To: XMU
Subject: RE: Snow Patrol


Thanks .-’o much for your response and t’or lhe heads up aboul abou( Ihe Lightbody mlerwewJ


,As always, I truly appreciate whal you all do at XMU, so keep up lhe good work end good tunes.., yuu enable me
to keep up my several CD a week habil by conslanlly exposing me to new music thai I can then gc ~ut and
buy can’l gel enough o1’ new music~ Thankst


..... Orig~nal Message .....
From; XMU [madto:XMNWRK@xmradio.com]
Sent: Monday, April I0, 2006 11:26 AM
To:
Subject: RE: Sno.w Patrol


hi joe


the song you heard from snow patrol is a new one...~t’s called "hands open" and it will be
featured on their new full length album called "eyes open" that wd! be in your local record
store on may 9th. sweet.


if you’re a fan of snow patrol...then you should check out my "XMU Afterschool Special"
tomorrow (wednesday) because at 7 pm east / 4 pm west...i II be a~nng a httle chat that ~
had w~th gary hghtbody, a!onc:j w~th two acousbc songs recorded when he was in the xm
studios ~n canada a few weeks ago ~t’s going to be pretty sweet.


thanks so much for hsten~ng lo xmu!


tobi.


5/9/2006
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dean of music, ploglam dzlectoz
xmu.channe! 43. college md~e new music
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From:
Sent: Fnday, March 31, 2006 2:50 PM
To: XMU
Subject: Snow Pat:rol


What ~s the name of the Snow Palrol thai you lusl played (and p;ayed yeslerday)~ tl has the lyric, "We’ll
put Sufjan ~qtevens on. And hsten to your favorite song. Chicago lights up ....


ts Irom Ihere ead~er 1999 album?


I


I
I


5/9/2006
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From: Watercolors
Sent:._Tuesday, Apnt 11, 2006 9:04 AM
TO: ’
CC: ~Telln{;r, .}on
Subje~: RE: Song P~ayed


I
I


Sweet! ]’m glad you f’ound it, and added it to your music collection :)


Ha~py XM
Ldy
Music D~rector/Watercolors


.....Original Message .....
From:,
Sent: Monday, April I0, 2006 12 05 AM


I
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To: W~tercolors
Subject: RE: Song Played


Dcar Lily,


Thank .you again.


The song ! was looking for was Surrender by Dave


Without your kind help this would be lost forever.


1 ordered the CD Tim Dancc.


I owe you.


You’re the bcst.


So My Best To You


Thanks


Ortgmol Message .......


From: _W_ n .t.ej.c._q Lo_r_s
Date: 03/30/06 I 1:41:39
To:
Subject: RE" Song Played


Hi
~ere’s a hst of tunes played on 3/23 bctwecn 5-5.30pm EST.


Iookmg for in the list!


5.00pro Rose Rouge/St Gennain
5:06pro Positive Vibe/Pamela Williams
5:10pm Lilac Lane/Acoustic Alchemy
5" 15pro Surrcnder/Dave Koz
5:20pro Etenmy/L~zz Wright
5.24pm 1 Feel You/Waltcr Beasley
5:28pm Always Thinking OfYotffN,ck Cohonnc
5:32pm Tamer,-JWarren H~II


L~ly


1 hope you find the tune yot


..... Or~glnat Message .....
From:


I
I


51912006







>Thanks for listening to Bleuswlle and for helping keep the blues
>alive


>Bill Wax
>Proprietor of Low-Fi’s Bar and Pool Hall
>Bluesvilte - XM Satellite Radio


FREE pop-up blocking with lhe new MSN Toolbar - get it now!
hltp:!/tootbar.msn.click-url corn/go/onto00200415ave/d~rect/01/
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From~ ~
Sent: l~l~nday, Apr~i ~7, 2006 t 1:3"9 AM
To: The Torch
Subject: The Torch


Genllemen,
I wanted to express my d~sappo~ntmenl aboul ;ernov~ng The Torch from my XM radio I travel in my car
extensively, thai is why I purchased XM Radio,and I hslen Io the Torch 90% of the time. In fact 12 oi’ the last 13
CD’s I purchased came from songs I heard on The Torch. I don’t hslen to music on hne I do have D.ecTV and
can en,~oy The Torch there Bul w~lhout ~l in my car I’m nol sure I need XM Radio anymore. Please ~econsider
your decision
S|ncerely,


!
_;


5/9/2006
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..... Original Message .....
From:
Sent: Thursday, March"30, 2006 1:16 PM
To: Lee, Aaror~ .
Subject: Whoa. Tea for one.


Hcy Aaron,


Man, that rocked. I seldom buy COs anymore I’m going to have to get the new JB disc.


It’s 106 msIes to CIncago, we got a fi~ll tartk ofgas, hall-a pack ofc~garettes, ~I’s daxk and we’~e
wearing sunglasses H~t It.


5/912006
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.....Original Message .....
From
Sent: Sunday, April 16, 2006 5:07 PM
To: The Bob.Edwards Show
Subject. Website Feedback


Name. ’


Ema~l Address


Comments: I love th~s program!! Just heard the segmenl on the Flecktones and bought two of their
albums as a resull. Keep up the great work!
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..... Origi_nal ~essage
Fron~: ~
Sent: Monday, April 17, 200~
To: Kenny, Thomas
Subject. RE: Going to web-based program


Thomas,


Thanks for your message back. ! can appreciate the decision to appeal to the broadest audience
possible - you’ve got a network to run, after all, with limited bandwidth. The other delivery means
don’t help me a whole lot, since t don’t have direct TV and my employer blocks access to "media"
programming over my work connection. Getting XM to my PC in the office would be AWESOME!


t’ve listened to XM32 a httle so far today, but ~t’s not the same. I’m going to miss Underoath, Kids ~n
the Way, MXPX, etc "lhose groups and their peers can credit quRe a few CO sales to your station,
from me anyway.


In any case, signing up for XM was a no-bralner when the free trial period ended when I got my
Honda Accord a couple of years back, and that was before 1 hstened to The Torch probably 80% of
he tIme I’m s~gned up until the lease runs out. ,at which point I’ll sign up again with another car.
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!
Thanks for the personal response and best wishesion yr~ur new channels (audio and d strib,Jtien)
~e"ga rd s,
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Thomas.Kenny@xmra
die com


, To
04/17/2006 04:56
PM cc


Subject
RE. Going to web-based


i


program
i


I
I
I
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I


Hi. This ~s Thomas from The Torch. Thanks for your email. The response from listeners has been
overwhelming. Any follow-up is apprecialed.


Here is a full explanation of the changes taking pta(~e on 411 7106.
;


As you know, XM just introduced several new channels into the lineup and removed a few as well.
The decision to remove a channel is never easy ~
It ~s understood that the Torch had a very loyal audience However, the research and l~stener
feedback indicated that this very loyal audience wa~ also very limited Listener feedback is very
important to XM as some channels have been brought back based on "popular demand."


I
The good news is that the Torch will be available thlrough Direct TV (CH.
829) for the first time in additional to online at www kmrad~o.com and through AOL music


And, you’ll be able to hear some of the music that IRe Torch played on The Message, XM 32, which
plays a great m~x of Christian pop and rock hits. Ana, we recently ~ntroduced XM 34 -Enttghten to our
satellite audience, playing the best in Southern Go@el. Urban Gospel, XM 33 - Spirit, will also remain
on satelhte.                                   ,


I thank you again [or writing and for being an XM su’bscriber. If you have any further comments about
any of the XM music channels, please feel free to directly contact VP of Music Programming, Jon
Zeltner.                                       ~
jon.zellner@xmradio corn                       ~


,,
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Thomas


Thomas Kenny - Music Director
/XM 31 - The Torch
1500 Eckington Place NE
Washington, DC 20002
O: 202.380 4353
E: thomas.kenny@xmradio.com
A: Overflowing X
W: www.myspace.com/thomasaugustus .


"Non-linear baby! Nonqinear baby!" - Galaxalag


..... Original Message .....
From
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2006 9:32 AM
To: The Torch
Subject: Go~ng to web-based program


Subject Going to web-based program


Attachment(s): <font’ size=-l><if6nt>


Listening to XM ~n my car is going to be a lot tess e~joyable now that I won’t get The Torch any more.


(Embedded image moved to f~le. pic29734 jpg)
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From:
Posted A~’. l~ond;~ he’ember 19, 2005 i:01 "~l~I
Posted To: XMO5
Conversation: Thanks For Bnngmg The Rockabdly Roadtr~p
Subject: Thanks For Bringing The Rockab=lly Roadtnp


:
!t is so nice to hear New shows ol~the Rockabil!y ,P.oladtrip!! i ,know ,q must be hard to keep coming up
with new shows every week, but you are doing a terr~,’ tic job. Fach week, you expand my mind and ears


and turn me onto a new artist. This week it was ]ule~ Blattner! l had never heard o("hlm before,
now I wdl be ordering his Hydra CD.


Keep up the greal work!!!!


i


i
!
!


51912006
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..... Original Message .....
From:
Sent:-Monday, July 24, 2006 2:25 PM
To: Fine Tuning
subject: error in music lis~ing


It’s about 2:25 p.m. Eastern and you are currently playing Emerson, Lake & Palmer’s "Lucky
Man," which is OK, except that your channel l~sting says you’re playing ELP’s "Karn Evil 9
3rd Impression." Thought you’d want to know...


avid Fine Tuning listener


P.S. A while ago you had ~he California Gu~a~ Quartet on zour show and I bought all their
CDs as a result of hearing ~hem. Thank you! i
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M~ke


I M~ke Marrone
Program Director
The Loft - XM50


i XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington PI. NE
Washington, DC 20002


I


..... Original Message .....
From.~ Marrone, MIke
To:.
Sent: Sun Ma[ 12 22:08:03 2006
Subject: RE: Paul Brady


This is a good Best Of:


fmp.Hwww.amazu~,uu;~vgp/produuuDuuuuouor~8/~lu- t m~--~=253~s~-z-z~1~-pu_bbs b 2
2/102-5183103-3457710?s:music&v=glance&n=5 ;I 74


This ~s one of h~s best.


h[lp’//www.amazon.com/gp/producdBOOOOO1DVGt’ef=m art li
s=music&v=glance&n=5174


And I really like the latest one


10/102-5183103-34577 I0~


http/lwww.amazon.com/gp/produc[IBOOO76512Wlfef=pd arl ftr 2/102-5183103-3457710?
s=mus~c&v=glance&n=5174                    ’







i


(202)-380-4436 (direcl)
The Loft on the web: http://lolt.xmradio corn <httpf/loft.xmradio.com>


From"
Sent. Sun 3/12/2-066 9.37-PM
To: Marrone, M~ke
Subject: Paul Brady


I was wondering ~f you could give me a little direct~6n w~lh Paul Brady.
Any favorite albums that you th~nk are the best? T~anks.


Best regards
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..... Original Message .....
From:
Sent: Friday, July 21, 2006 6:50 AM
To: Watercolors
Subject:~Fwd: Need The Title and Artist for 2 Songs Heard On Your Station


Lily:
i


Thank you so much, I have purchased lhe CDs containing the 2 songs that I heard on your station.


Thanks again.


..... Original Message .....
From: XMLTJA@xmradio.com
To:
Senl: Fri, 23 J~n 2006 9:23 PM
Subject: RE: Need The Title and Artist for 2 Songs Heard On Your St.ation


l-li
Thanks for being a part of the XM nation! we pta~,ed "ke Restaurant" by Brenda Russell around


4:40pm ET Find this song on her 1988 album call,ed Get Here. I’ve attached a pic of the CD cover


I 0/I 912006


i







I


art, and this album is still inprint. ,As for "you oughia know by now" - those lyrics sound familiar, but I
can’t quite put my finger on it. Was th~s also a female vocal. Need some more help for this one, but I
know we can find it. Let us know~


Happy XM Listening,
Ldy
Music Director, Watercolors
watercolors@xmradio.com


..... Origi.nal Message .....
From:
Sent: Wednesday, June 2~, 2006 3:31 PM
To: Watercolors
Subject: Need The Title and Artist foe 2 Son~js Heard On Your Station


To Whom It May Concern:


On Tuesday, between 3:00 and 5.00 pm eastern ti,fiae, 1 heard two songs, that t would like to purchase, but
don’t know the exact titles (or the artists), I believe they are titled:


"You Ought a Know By Now"
"At "Fhe Restaurant."


Any assistance would be greatly apprediated.
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Message Page 1 o~’I


From;
Posted At: ~-uesd’ay, August 29, 2006 12:54 PM
Posted To: XM74
Conversation: Information request
Subject: Information request


I ,lust hstened to your broadcast of "Bluesvflle" on a United Air, lines flight from Chicago to Hong Kong I absolutely loved
~t!qt THANK YOU!                                  ~


I was wondering if there was a hsl of songs and arhsts I wanied to buy some of their CDs9


Thankyou,


! 01! 912006
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..... Original Message
From:
Sent: Monday, July 24, 200~ 2:25 PM
To: Fine Tuning
Subject: error in music listing


It’s about 2:25 p.m. Eastern and you are currently playing Emerson, Lake & Palmer’s "Lucky
Man," which is OK, excep£ tha£ your channel listing says you’re playing ELP’s "Karn Evil 9
3rd Impression." Thought you’d want to know..!.


0 avid Fine Tuning listener       ’


P.S. A while ago you had the California Gui~r Quartet on your show and I bought all their
CDs as a result of hearing them. Thank you! :
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...... ori qi nal Messaoe .....
From:
Sent: wednesday, october 18, 2006 5:57 PM
TO: XM Care                              ¯
subject: Re: Song Request


Brian - great job ! i bought the cd last .week and have been enjoying...thanx to you.


original Message .....
From: ’~xM cnf~" <XMMOAC@xmradio.com>
TO:
Cc:"Evans, Bill" <Bill.Evans@xmradio.com>; "Carter, Cathy"
<Cathy.carterQxmradio.¢om>
sent: Monday, october 16, 2006 10:25 AM
subject: RE: Song Request


H~


Good ears. The song you heard is called ’Sign In The Door" by Kasey chambers. Find
it on her new CD ’Carnival.’


Hope this helps, and thanks for listening.


Brian


Brian chamberlain
Director of Musical Interludes
xM care/ XM 45
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington Place, N.E.
washington, D.C. 20002
brianochamberlainQxmradio.com
P-202.380.4454
F-202.380.4444
www.xmradio.com                            ;
care Studio -E.866.542.CAFE
care Email- xmcafeQxmradio.com
care webpage- http://xmcafe.xmradio.com


From:
sent:’Saturday, octo~’14, 2006 8:40 AM


Page
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CD BOUGHT DUE TO XM.txt
TO: XM Care
subject: song Request                       ~


XMRADZ0.COM Song Reques~                  i


I


Artist: casey chambers ?                 I
Title: the lonley don’t live here anymore:


would like to hear:


Listener’s Comments:
On friday the 13 I was listening and heard a s~ng - time 4:44 pm - the title may
have been "the lonely don’t live hear any more’ - it was a female artist, at end of
the set the dj mentioned some names - casey chambers, or amy mann. i loved the song
and the artist, can you tell me who that was and what the song title is. thanx,
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To: XM~ Page 1







subject: Re: xmu


SO the ~reat Tobi is also The brains behind the opera:ion! well, z mus:
say you ve done so much to enhance my lif@ with your selection savvy!
I’m a child of the ’70s who!d seen my enthusiasm for music trickle to a
dribble until I found XM, and most specifi{ally XMU.


Now % have about three pieces of BI/2 x I~ paper, fron~ and back, listed
with bands I want to purchase material of~ A good B5% of these emanated
from XMU. I’ve already thrilled to purchase T~e oelgad~s~ Arcade Fire,
The Dears, Elefant and Aqueduct on CD :hanks ~o.your ws~on. I will
continue to regenerate my collection in the-coming years with your
guidance!


Great to meet you.


page 2
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY


MBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, DoCo


In The Matter Of:


Digital Performance Right in Sound
Recording and Ephemeral Recordings
for a New Subscription Service


Docket No. 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA


Exhibits Admitted During the 2006-1 CRB DSTRA Ora| Testimony of


ERIC LOGAN


Executive Vice President of Programming, XM Satellite Radio Into


Public Version


Witness for XM Satellite Radio Inc.
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Consumer Demographics & Segmentation- Summary/Recap


Though XM has been very effoctive at treating awnroness, rids m~ren~ss has not translated into ~he klnd
of ~avorabl.ll~¥ that ultimately becomes purchase �onsideration.


¯ Con~equently~ our pool ofXM prospeclz Fs not grov~ as fast as it should.


¯ While we conttane to penetrate traditional early adopter segments, when moving Into the Early Majority,
we have made the most progras~ within the ~ted State Suborbanlte segmem - while we lagged within the
Bh~ State Suburbanite s~gn~-~l. This Inditer. a polentinl skew in our brand image, which should either
be exploited & magnified to fish more deeply ~ithin that Red StaLe s~gmeal- ur diffused to attract other
srgment~


¯ Dlverslly of music and mos|r offerings Ls the mosl highl), rated ad~nlage among all polenllsl target


Ōur rosearah to date shows the groate~! barrier to eduptlon is the value proposition, or =wit)’ p~y for
satellite radio?"


¯ "~herefnre, XM ma~ consider ~a~ to emphasir~e the value of the mu.~ to ke.v target segmont~, Given
that spm~.,~ progrommtng bus les.’,er, a|ere narrow appeal, X.~vl sltenid cm~lder aa ~owo the music"
atralegy and be considered the leader in the music space (~’s. placing emphe.~is on
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Satellite Radio Category Metrics: A~reness, Fa~orabili~,, and       >~ ::~’~"
Consideration
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Brand Tracking Metrics- pa, st 24 mon!hs


¯ Over the,p~ 2 ),ears, X~[’s m~,areness kasfallen ~el~ind Sb~.s’.
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XM Trend in Awareness & Consideration -Past 18 months


¯ InFmewithm~ric~ford~e¢~egoo,,XM’sbrandh#sgainedawaren~ssbutlms~tm~
inrocuts into favorability or conski~ra~ion, which woukl convert into subscr~tions,
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XM Trend in Awareness & Consideration:                     ~ ,.~"
Past 18 menlhs- XM vs. Sirius


"Good news/.~a4 n~ws"- - $ir~ ha~ al~o ~re~ed ~n~, b~ no~ ~e~ed


f~o~ or ¢o~n to nt~ci: ~ g~
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Brand Tracking Summary- Q3’ 2006


For imlh X~,’l and Siri~, Favtrabili~.v and P~ht~


8iriu~ L~ads
¯1 J~ided Awa~ene~
¯ Aided Awa~-ne~
-F~verabili,y
¯ Pmd~ Consi&malon
¯ Logo Reca[]


Ād Recall


.Ma~y r~spondent~ awa~ of~ aad Sirius still haw zisaitican!
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,Barriers To Adoption - Changing Attitudes
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Barriers Continued- Device P~iorities Shift Early In Adulthood
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Technology Adoption Curve


¯ Earl.v m~orig, is critical based on Mze and declining interest
¯ Need to define, engage and connec~
¯ [lnder~tanding the Early Majority requires further segmenting this group


35% 35%
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SEGMENTION 2006


Age t 8 - 65
HH Income $40K÷


ADDRERSAELE MARKET


Mostly Morns
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Segment Targeting Prioritization & Commonalities


Of’the remaining segme~t~, the following f’aclrns Are ccsnmnn acro~q all pol~lial targ~l ~egrnenl~:
Age 40+
A~ge HH income $65K or more
("~-nder btlan~d (falrly even mix of rna~’femak)


Av8 Hot~ehold ~ize ~.S or mere


Poten~l target~ are indicted in green:


ADDR~SABLE MARKET
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Commonalities, Ac, ross Key Segments
¯ Froma~atlitttdbudper~pe~ive, a#oftl~ek~,potenfialtcu’g~tgroup~aremore


Programming focused t~an Features


Attitudes Towards Satellite Radio


Blue 81ate Red State Contented
Suburbanites Suburba.iles Tfadi~onali~is Current ~


(D) (~) ~) (x)
% % ~ %


~.~. ~o~.~ .... ~ ....... ~ ..... ~ .... ~ ....


~~L_~,~ ...... ~ ...... ~. ..... ~.~ u-~.
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Common Barriers to Ad ,option - ,Key Segments


’ ’24%
61%


44%


17%
28~
17%


~%
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Perceived Advantages of Satellite Radio:Assimilating Asplrati?,nals
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Perceived Advantages of Satellite Radio: Rebellious TechnoPhile
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Perceived Advantages of Satellite Radio: Blue State Suburbanites
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Perceived Advantages of Satellite Radio:


may ~n~ to


Red S~te


5,3) a~ opdom f~ f~y;~
(~ 7.3)


Red State Suburbanites
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Market Segmentation: Rationale for Successes


.we theorize that thu success we have had with Red ~tate ISuburimnites is due to e more �onservative talk
hnoup, and more emphasis on country music programming and artist& Likewise, our HAS42A~ content
has probably also contributed to our appeal nmonll this segment.


¯ Flebelllo~s "l’ecbnoffhll, continue to be attracted to sotel|i~e ,(lie doe to i~ Inherent naCu~ es a
technology-oriented gateway to son4~dttlousl medls~ and have fecal’cod some halo effect from the
"uncensored" Howard $~em move to Sirius


¯ "We theorize that Blue Slate Suburhnnltes have not been ~ a~ed to ~M ~e ~ ~ ronse~atl~ ~lk
li~up. ~lation ~ HA~ and emp~m~ on spo~ �on~nt (which s~ms low ~ ~ perceW~
advs~age). Howler. th~ segment is a ~tenflall~ a~r~ive market t~ ~’e mat ~m to rooster


¯ We did not exl~e~ to see much movement among Coaservallve Mostly Monm and Contend~
Tradltlonal|s|s.
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Consumer Demograph!¢s & Segmentati,o,,,n,,~, Summary/Recap


¯ Though XM has baea very efl’~tlve nt ~r~ating awa~enasS, ~Is a~aren~ss h~s not translated into "J~ kind
of rnvurabllity thai ultlmats)y be¢om~ purcbuse �o.sideration.


¯ C~nsequenti);ourpoolof.’~prospetls|anolsro~i.~sfastasitshonid.


¯ While we conth~ae to p~ctrate traditional eaHy adopter segments, when m~-ing into the F.arly Majority,
we have made the most progress ~v2~hln ~e Red Ststs Suburbanite segmem - while we lagged within the
]~lue Sidle Suburbanite segmen~ ’*/’his I~dicntes a potential slew in our brand image, which should either
be axpiuiled & magnified to fish more deeply within that ~.ed State segment- ur diffused to attract uther
segments.


¯ Diversity of music and mmic offerings is the masl highly rated advantage among all potential target
ate, meats


¯ Our research to dat~ shows the gnmte~l harrier to adupiiun Ls thu value proposition, or "~’h¥ p~y [’or
.~telllte radio?"


¯ Therefore, XM musi consider ~a).~ to amph~tr~ the value of the music to key target segment~, Given
that ~por/s programnfil}g has lesser, more na|’i2~Y appeal, X~I should colloidal" au "own rite music"
strategy and be considered Ihe leader in the musiu space (~.~. placing emph~L~ on spnrtg coolant deals)
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Background
XM Research oondu=s a monthly omnibus Programming survey, AI the end of eeoh suwey we
provide an npporl~nity far all rn~r~andents to voice their opininn answering the q=mstion: "is lhere
anything we uan do to make your exporienue with XM Satellite Radio


7his summer our Intern oonsolidaled over 1700 open-ended responses from Ihree reoent surveys:


- XM Programming survey July 2006


- XM Pmgrammlog survey August 2006


- Spods Programming Survey Aogu~t 2006
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Voice of the Subscribers


Summa~ of O=)en Ended Responses:


Them are signiticant number of negative comments regarding Commercials on Music, Talk and News
channels,


-Thts extends to XM cross-promotions as well
Comments regarding the need for lrnprovemenl of the online carries:


o This includes:


-Longer timeout on XMRO


-Broader a~eass Io the channels (Wahl to hear online what they hear on the receiver)


¯ Problems wllh Ihe MAC computers


-General comments on the quality of the website (i.e, navigation).


Complaints aboal the price of the service and the device.


There is also a demand fqr be~ter Fare~ Plan pricing and special rewards for loyal (lenumd)
customers.
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Voice of the Subscribers


Summary or Open Ended Responses (conl):


Comments regarding the play-list were pflmarlly focused on the lack of diversity and the mpelilion of same


o Re~*a~r, tl no~e: "Repetition" I~ more ~urale¥ Oe~l~ed inler~ within XM a~ "#u~IB~tton." T~ o~cur= whe~


Requasls for more Sports coverage: NBA. NHL $occar. College. SEC. Big 12, NHRA


Requests for more Opie & Anthony: subscribers are p~marily asking for a bailer edvedising/promotion of
the show and exclusivity on XM.
Regarding Music channels, there are a number of uomfllaints about the DJs talking too much,


XM Subscribers are asking for’more":
- Commenta range from morn alternative formals to more channeic of the existing music formats.


- More Channets/Conlen~


- News 0ncludlng local)
¯ More talk channels


- More comedy


- More oJd~s


- Bring beak cancelled programs or channels
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Voice of the Subscribers
Question: b there snylhing we ~n do to make your e.xperienoe, with XM Satellite Radio befler?


17%
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From:
Sent:
To:


Subject:


Logan, Edc
Wednesday, August 30, 2006 12:23 PM
Abrams, Lee
Hahn, Gary; Panero, Hugh; Gotdberg, Alien; B~own, Nathaniel
Re: BOB DYLAN/IPOD INTEL


Good job Lee


Eric Logan
Executive Vice President
Programming
XM Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington Place NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
202-380-4365 - p
eric.logan@~unradio.com
aolaim: Radiorodeoboy


..... Original Message .....
From: Abrams, Lee
To: Logan, Eric
CC: Hahn, Gary; Panero, Hugh; Goldberg, ~.llen; Brown, Nathaniel
Sent: Wed Aug 30 09=56:44 2006
Subject: BOB DYLAN/IPOD INTEL


Eric--as you requested, I did some digging on the I-pod/Dylan thing. Please keep this
VERY confidential since this information was told to me by various souces in confidence,
and is kind of interesting:


*Dylan and Bono were both paid NOTHING for their Ipod ads. (though U2 receives some
royalties on I Pod units sold)


*Artists/Managers/Labels are desperately trying to find new ways to expose new CD’s and
Apple is following a sin~ilar model to our McCartney deal where we bought ads to support
the new CD and promote the Artist Confidential. Jeff’s point on Dylan was that he and
Sony need to use all vehicles possible to highlight this n~w CD as Dylan needs to react to
the new media environment as selling cd’s is a lot different from the days of Lay Lady
Lay.


*The feeling is that it’s a win/win as Apples ad muscle, Z Tunes web circulation and to
a lesser degree downloading venue, is a fair trade for name and likeness.


*Apple is aggressively targeting "timeless" artists like Bono and Dylan vs. more trendy
ones. They feel that these kinds of artists have cult ~ppeal to the often older fans,
but are completely respected by the younger ones who may not be intimate with the
artists’ music, but still have total credability. Apple would love to use Johnny Cash
and Ray Charles if they were alive.


*Part of Apples plan is to reach older music fans who don’t buy OR download muslc--yet are
music fans. They feel they’ve somehat saturated the younger end and the growth will come
out of the "mature" fans.


*XM could do the same thing, but XM and Sirius and other new media type companies have
some perception issues in the Industry relative to this, specifically:


--We ask for images, but the real get for the artist are ads that SPECIFICALLY target the
new release. With major artists, airplay isn’t the big payoff any more, they want ad
muscle. They view name on a display or on’ the channel line-up is a throw away in terms of


SXTrialEx. _ 
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having any impact.


--We don’t seem to understand that it’s a win/wiG for an XM to associate with the artists
on this level and that while the ad sells the artists new CD more than anything else, a
cleverly created ad will speak volumes about an XM even though it’s more by association
than a direct hardware sell. (I’m not sure how accurate this is--but that’s the
perception).


I think this is worth further discussion as this might be s good way to engage MAJOR
artists instead of thinking of strictly a content hook, as it gets the association and
XMMusic image out there in ~ possibly efficient way.


Lee
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Before the 


UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT OFFICE 


Library of Congress 
Washington D.C. 


Testimony of B'IICHAEL D. PELCOVITS 


I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS 


My narne is Michael Pelcovits. I am a Principal of the consulting firm 


Microeconomic Consulting & Research Associates, Inc. ("MiCRA"), which specializes 


in the analysis of antitrust and regulatory economics. My business address is 11 55 


Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20036.' 


Since joining MiCRA in 2002, I have prepared reports and testimony on a wide 


range of telecommunications and applied microeconomic issues. I have consulted for 


major corporations in telecommunications and other industries and provided testimony 


before the Federal Communications Commission, many state regulatory commissions, 


the Office of Telecommunications (Oftel) in the United Kingdom, the European 


Commission, and the Ministry of Telecommunications of Japan. 


Prior to joining MiCRA, I was Vice President and Chief Economist at WorldCom. 


In this position, and in a similar position at MCI prior to its merger with WorldCom, I 


was responsible for directing economic analysis of regulatory and antitrust matters before 


federal, state, foreign, and international govement  agencies, legislative bodies, and 


courts. Prior to my employment at MCI, I was a founding principal of a consulting firm, 


P, copy of my curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix B. 







Cornell, Pelcovits & Brenner. From 1979 to 198 1, I was Senior Staff Economist in the 


Office of Plans and Policy, Federal Communications Commission. 


I have conducted analysis and research on economic issues related to the Internet 


for the last several years. During my tenure at MCI: I worked closely with the Internet 


engineering group to help formulate public policy positions relating to the Company's 


wide ranging business activities in the Internet. 


I have lectured widely at universities and published several articles on 


telecommunications regulation and international economics. I hold a B.A. from the 


University of Rochester (summa cum laude) and a Ph.D. in Economics from the 


Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where I was a National Science Foundation 


fellow. 


11. OVERVIEW OF TESTIMONY 


I have been asked by counsel for SoundExchange to analyze the market for 


Internet music services and provide a recommended rate for the compulsory license fee to 


be set in this proceeding for the digital audio transmission of sound recordings under the 


statutory licenses set forth in 17 U.S.C. 5 1 14(f)(2)(B) and 17 U.S.C 8 1 12(a)(l). My 


goal has been to develop a rate that fully comports with the statutory requirement, 


discussed more fully in Section I11 of my testimony, that license rates should "most 


clearly represent the rates and terms that would have been negotiated in the marketplace 


between a willing buyer and willing ~el ler ."~ 


In summary, I have concluded that a market rate can best be derived by analyzing 


the license fees that have been negotiated in the recent past between willing buyers and 







willing sellers in a very similar market. The economic rationale for this "benchmark" 


approach is explained in Section IV of my testimony. In that section, I also explain that 


the market I have selected as the most appropriate benchmark from which a statutory 


license fee can be derived in this proceeding is the market for non-portable interactive 


digital music services (for example, interactive music services such as Rhapsody or 


Napster Membership). The sellers of copyrighted material in the market for interactive 


digital music services are the same entities who are "sellers" in this proceeding, and 


many of the buyers in that market are also "buyers" in this proceeding. The license fees 


negotiated in the interactive digital music services market transferred the right to use the 


same digital audio transmissions that are the subject of this proceeding. Because of these 


similarities, among others, I have used the contracts (described in Section V of my 


testimony) negotiated by the four major record companies in the interactive digital music 


services market as the benchmark from which to derive an appropriate statutory license 


rate for the services at issue here. 


There are, of course, some differences between the benchmark market and the 


market at issue here, most notably that the music service providers who were buyers in 


the benchmark market provide interactive sewices to their customers, while the "buyers" 


in this proceeding provide non-interactive services. In Section VI of my testimony, I 


describe adjustments to the proposed statutory license fee that account for these 


differences. These adjustments reflect differences in the value of an interactive and a 


non-interactive license, as well as differences in the way the services are used and the 


impact that each type of service may have on other revenue streams for the willing buyer 


and willing seller. 







Section VII presents evidence on copyright fees in some other markets, which 


serve to verify the methodology and recommendations that I have made. Finally, in 


Section VIII, I discuss the rapidly evolving market for streaming services provided on 


mobile devices. Music services may utilize the statutory license to make transmissions to 


mobile devices, and in the free market copyright owners would command a premium for 


a distribution of their works in any fashion that makes them portable or accessible via a 


wireless device. I propose that the Board establish royalty rates that recognize this 


market premium placed on mobile services. 


Ill. FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING THE WILLING 
BUYEWILLING SELLER STANDARD 


A. Willing BuyerNVilling Seller Standard 


In its prior decision setting the compulsory license fees for non-subscription, non- 


interactive webcasting, a Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel ("CARP") ruled that "the 


willing buyeriwilling seller standard is the only standard to be applied."' The Panel 


explained that the two other factors enumerated in the statute (i.e., substitution/promotion 


effects on phonorecords, and relative roles of the parties) do not constitute additional 


standards or policy  consideration^.^ 


I am in complete agreement that the willing buyeriwilling seller standard can and 


should be interpreted broadly enough to encompass these two other factors and any other 


consideration that would affect the outcome of a negotiation in the free market. Markets 


function very effectively to take account of all the considerations that are important to 


In re Rate Setting for D~gital Perfomlance Right tn Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, No. 
2000-9 CARP DTRA 1&2, slip op. at 21 (CARP Feb. 20, 2002) (Report of the Copyright Arbitration 
Royalty Panel to the Librarian of Congress). 


Id. 







buyers and sellers. By using a benchmark analysis, I avoid the necessity of having to 


separately value each of the considerations relevant to buyers and sellers, because the 


market already has done so -- my task is simply to adjust for any relevant differences 


between the benchmark market and the market at issue here. 


5. The Marketplace 


I also understand that the willing buyer under this statutory standard is a 


webcasting service that seeks to make non-interactive transmissions of copyrighted sound 


recordings to consumers. The willing seller is an owner of copyrights in a single or 


multiple sound recordings, usually a record company. I further assume that no party has 


monopoly power, but that the owner of copyrighted sound recordings has, due to the 


nature of the copyright itself as a monopoly, a unique asset that is different from the 


bundle of sound recordings offered by other copyright owners. 


I also assume that an individual webcaster will seek to obtain the best price that it 


can in the marketplace and that it might forego providing some digital music services if 


others are more profitable. Similarly, an individual record company will try to maximize 


profits across all of its various revenue streams. Such behavior is consistent with the 


concept of a willing seller of a differentiated product in a competitive market. Thus, for 


example, the willing seller might set a higher rate in a market than it otherwise would, if 


sales in that market would substitute for more profitable sales in a different market. 


I also assume that both the willing buyer and willing seller in this hypothetical 


marketplace are commercial entities fully motivated to maximize profits. "Sellers expect 


to make a profit and will extract fiom the market what they can, just as buyers will do 


everjehing in their power to get the product at the lowest possible price." Determination 







of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital Performance ofsound Recordings and 


Ephemeral Recordings, 67 Fed. Reg. 45,240,45,245 (July 8,2002) ("67 Fed. Reg. 


45,240"). Thus, I do not attempt to set separate rates for noncomrnereial entities or 


hobbyists that are not seeking to maximize profit, or even those small webcasters that 


may be unable to survive without the benefit of a below-market statutory license. As the 


Librarian has explained, the willing buyeriwilling seller standard requires the setting of 


rates "that a willing buyer and willing seller would have agreed upon in a hypothetical 


marketplace that was not constrained by a compulsory license." Id. at 45,244. 


That a rate might cause consolidation in the marketplace for webcasting is neither 


a bad nor a good thing. It is, however, the way that a free market economy functions. 


Firms in a free market are free to thrive and free to fail. Almost all markets go through 


constant changes as firms enter and exit the business. Indeed, a rate that is set too low 


may have serious economic dangers. By setting the rate too low, inefficient entry may be 


encouraged, and inefficient levels of production will be encouraged, which can hinder the 


development of an efficient market. It is also worth noting that setting the statutory rate 


too high will not necessarily be harmful to the market. If the price is too high, parties can 


(and are almost certain to) negotiate agreements for rates lower than the statutory 


standard. Thus, a rate set too high is likely to "self-adjust" because of the sellers' natural 


incentive to meet the market. But a rate set too low will create permanent distortion 


because there is no incentive for the buyers to pay extra -- they may obtain the product at 


the lower rate without any market correction. 







In evaluating this market, I have understood the product at issue to be a blanket 


license from a record company "which allows use of that company's complete repertoire 


of sound recordings." 67 Fed. Reg. 45,240,45,244. This license includes only a license 


for the sound recording copyright, not the separate musical works copyright. It is worth 


noting that this is not necessarily the equilibrium that a free market would have reached. 


Willing sellers may have refused to license certain sound recordings (for any of a number 


of reasons), may have required premium payments for certain sound recordings, or may 


have held back some sound recordings from widespread distribution in order to offer 


exclusive deals to a single music service. 


I also understand the product to be offered to be a license for non-interactive (as 


that term is defined in the statute) webcasting, including the right to provide such a 


service through the making of multiple ephemeral copies used to facilitate transmissions 


and performing copyrighted sound recordings through digital audio transmissions. 


Although there are two separate rights at issue (reproduction and performance), each with 


independent value, I have not sought to quantify them separately in this report. It appears 


that, in the current marketplace, parties negotiate for a single rate to encompass both the 


public performance and the reproduction rights. 


Finally, I am aware that there may be disputes between record companies and 


webcasters concerning the definition of "non-interactive" under the statute and thus 


disputes over the scope of services that fall inside and outside the statutory license. I take 


no position on that legal issue. For purposes of this analysis, I have presumed that non- 


interactive webcasting does not permit any form of user input to "customize" particular 







stations. As noted below, to the extent that the statutory license allows any degree of 


custornization, its value would almost certainly increase and the royalty would have to 


increase as well. 


IV. NEGOTIATED RATES FROM SIMILAR MARKETS 
SHOULD BE USED AS THE BENCHMARK FOR THE 
COMPULSORY LICENSE 


In the discussion below, I will describe the nature of the supply and demand side 


of the hypothetical market for blanket licenses to use copyrighted sound recordings. 


Although the market is hypothetical, the participants are not, and it is possible to gain a 


very good understanding of the likely behavior of the participants were it not for the 


compulsory license. By looking carefully at the characteristics of the music services 


offered in the market, I have been able to derive proposed fee levels and a rate structure 


for the compulsory licenses that should closely approximate the result of a market 


negotiation between willing buyers and willing sellers. 


I recommend that the Copyright Royalty Board adopt compulsory license fees for 


non-interactive digital audio transmissions ("NI-DATs") derived from current market 


negotiated rates for copyright licenses used by music services providing interactive 


digital audio transmissions (interactive DATs). These benchmarks can be used for the 


compulsory fee after adjusting for the different characteristics of the two markets. I 


believe that benchmarking is superior to other approaches that might be proposed in this 


proceeding or to techniques that economists have used in other contexts. The reason for 


this is that there are reliable, comprehensive, and statistically meaningful data available 


on negotiated prices in the market for interactive DATs, which is nearly identical to the 







"hypothetical" market for NI-DATs in virtually all respects. As discussed below, where 


there are differences between the two markets, it is possible to adjust the royalty rates for 


these differences using basic economic principles. This will minimize the complexity of 


the modeling used to develop the compulsory fee and make it much easier to focus the 


analytical efforts and identify a range of reasonableness for the compulsory fee. 


In this section, I will explain the rationale for using prices from benchmark 


transactions to set the compulsory fees. Then, I will explain my choice of the benchmark. 


Finally, I will discuss other approaches to setting the rate for NI-DATs that I have 


considered and rejected. 


A. Benchmark Rates Satisfy the Willing BuyerNViIIing 
Seller Standard 


In its prior decision, the CARP recognized the superiority of actual marketplace 


agreements as a benchmark for the compulsory fees: 


The Panel believes that the quest to derive rates which would have been 
negotiated in the hypothetical willing buyeriwilling seller marketplace is best 
based on a review of actual marketplace agreements, if they involve comparable 
rights and comparable circumstances. 


In re Rate Setting for Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral 


Recordings, No. 2000-9 CARP DTRA 1 &2, slip op. at 43 (CARP Feb. 20,2002) (Report 


of the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel to the Librarian of Congress) ("CARP I"). 


As the CARP explained, the use of benchmark agreements is invited by the statute 


and supported by the reasoning that "because . . . it is extraordinarily difficult to predict 


marketplace results from purely theoretical premises, it is clearly safer to rely upon the 


outcomes of actual negotiations than upon academic predictions of rates those 


negotiations might produce." Id. 







The use of benchmark rates solves many of the informational and conceptual 


problems associated with trying to predict the outcome of an unobserved or 


"hypothetical" market. A market brings together buyers and sellers and "solves the 


equations" that specify the willingness of these parties to engage in a transaction at a 


particular price. The buyers' equation consists of the sum of the willingness to pay of all 


of the existing and potential customers of a service. Their willingness to pay is 


dependent, among other things, upon the characteristics of the service, the income of the 


customers, and the prices of substitutes and complements to the service. The willingness 


of a seller to offer a service at a particular price is in large measure a function of its costs, 


the effect of sales of one service on sales of other services sold by the same company, and 


the intensity of competition in the marketplace both in the short and long run. 


In the absence of a benchmark, the Board would need to weigh all of these factors 


and estimate their numerous and complex interactions and interdependencies. For 


example, if there were no data from markets where sound recordings were transmitted on 


the Internet, it would be very hard to estimate from the prices paid in other markets how 


much consumers would value this functionality. Consequently, it would be very hard to 


estimate the willingness of an Internet music service to pay for the right to play particular 


sound recordings, since this is derived from the underlying consumer demand for the 


music service. Use of a benchmark provides us with a shortcut through most of this 


analytical and infomational thicket and creates a solid foundation for setting the 


compulsory fee for NI-DATs. It avoids the complexity of analyzing numerous factors in 


the market, and allows us to focus on only those few factors required to adjust ffom the 


known voluntary rates to the statutory rates. 







Benchmarks are used in other situations, such as where government agencies set 


prices in an attempt to emulate the functioning of a competitive marketplace. When 


tasked with the job of setting regulated rates for cable television not subject to effective 


competition, the FCC adopted a benchmark approach that simulated the rates that would be 


charged by comparable cable systems subject to effective competition.' The FCC has also 


relied on benchmarking in setting rates and judging practices of regulated telephone 


companies, stating that the alternatives to benchmarking are "more intrusive and costly 


methods of regulati~n."~ 


B. Contracts for Interactive Digital Audio Transmissions 
Are the Best Benchmark for the Compulsory NI-DA T 
Fees 


The goal in this proceeding is to set a blanket compulsory license fee for the use 


of copyrighted sound recordings for non-interactive digital audio transmissions for both 


subscription and non-subscription services. As the last CARP recognized, if there were 


negotiated agreements between webcasters and the major copyright owners of sound 


recordings for the precise types of services at issue, such agreements would likely 


provide the best available benchmark for setting the market rate. Absent such agreements 


(and I am informed that no major record label has entered into an agreement for non- 


interactive webcasting, other than to restate the current rate), the first issue is to 


determine the most closely analogous market that provides the best benchmark for the 


market at issue. 


In re Implementation ofSection of the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 
1992 Rate Regulation, 8 F.C.C.R. 563 1 (1993) ("Rate Order"). 
In re Appkcations of RMERTTTECH Cor-p., Transferor and SBC Con~munzcations fnc , Tran$eree, 14 


F.C.C.R. 14,712.% 58 (1999). 







Prices in a candidate market will serve as a good benchmark for price-setting in 


the target market if three conditions are met. First, the candidate market  nus st have 


similar characteristics to the target market. Second, infomation on prices in the 


candidate market must be available and statistically valid. Third, it must be possible to 


adjust the prices in the candidate market for any major differences between the two 


markets. Based on my analysis of conditions in the market for interactive DATs and NI- 


DATs, I believe that all of these conditions are met and the use of this benchmark will 


generate a compulsory license fee that meets the statutory standard and is consistent with 


well-established economic principles. 


I. Common Characteristics of the Benchmark and Target 
Markets 


The following characteristics are common to both the non-interactive and 


interactive markets: 


1. Similar buyers: The buyers and sellers in these markets are essentially the same -- 


Internet music services and sound recording copyright owners. Indeed, many of 


the major buyers in the two markets are the same companies. Music services, 


such as AOL, Yahoo! and Real Networks, have obtained copyright licenses 


(directly or through third-party providers such as MusicNet) for interactive DATs 


from all of the major record companies. These companies also use the 


compulsory blanket licenses on NI-DATs in order to offer a full range of service 


options to their customers. 


2. Similar sellers: Owners of copyrights in sound recordings are the sellers in both 


markets. The vast majority of the market for sound recordings results from the 







sales of the four major recording companies. Those companies have entered into 


contracts for interactive DATs and also are compelled to license their sound 


recordings under the statute at issue in this proceeding. Their willingness to 


license music in these two markets is affected by similar factors, including the 


effect that licensing a music service has on other revenue streams, such as the sale 


of CDs or the receipt of license fees from other types of music services. 


3. Similar products: In both the interactive and non-interactive markets, the product 


being delivered to consumers at any given moment is essentially identical -- a 


digital audio transmission of a sound recording. The primary difference derives 


from whether the consumer selects the sound recording or the webcaster selects it. 


4. Similar experience for the consumer: Consumers of interactive and non- 


interactive music services experience service offerings that are identical with 


respect to most features, including: the types of equipment needed or optimized 


for listening to music over those services (a computer, broadband access, etc.), the 


place where the services can be received (generally through a home computer), 


the range of titles, the option to receive commercial-fiee service (although non- 


subscription NI-DAT services have commercial~, subscription NI-DAT services 


generally do not), and information about the songs played. Each service allows 


the user to listen to music, but not to keep a permanent copy. The commonality of 


the music experience and the similarity of the transaction allow us to draw 


inferences about the underlying value of the non-interactive license to the buyers. 







2. Abundant and Robust Pricing Data Are Available 


The second necessary condition for a good benchmark is that reliable and 


statistically valid data must be available on transactions in the candidate market. This 


condition is easily satisfied for the interactive DAT market. I have been given access to 


contracts between all four major record companies and the music services providing 


interactive services. These contracts state the terms and conditions of the transactions. 


Prices are stated explicitly in the contracts, and for the most part they can be easily 


summarized and compared across different companies. Also, as I will explain in greater 


detail in Section 5 below, the statistical properties of the data are very good and allow for 


strong inferences to be drawn about the level of prices in the market as a whole. 


3. Few Differences Exist Between the Benchmark and Target 
Markets 


1. Interactivitv: There is one major difference between the benchmark and the 


target markets. The benchmark music services give the listener the ability to choose 


which titles to listen to at any point in time. All of the major music services that I have 


relied on for benchmarking provide their customers with a large music library from 


which they can select songs, build playlists, customize their listening experience (e.g., 


shuffling or repeating songs), or use various programming aids to identify and select 


music titles. By contrast, the music services that adhere to the requirements of the 


compulsory license stream music on channels targeted to pwicular genres, thennes, or 


eras. Listeners cannot select particular songs, but rather can pick from many sub-genres 


of music, which will be provided to them upon request. In Section VI below, I will 







explain how I adjusted the benchmark music licenses to account for the restriction on 


interactivity contained in the compulsory license. 


2. Tethered downloads: Most of the benchmark interactive music services give 


listeners the option to download music to their computer. These downloads are 


iiconditional," which means that they will only play for as long as the customer 


subscribes to the service. I have not attempted to measure the value placed on 


conditional downloads to a fixed computer, Interactive music services do not charge 


consumers separately for the ability to receive tethered downloads, and I have found no 


evidence showing whether or by how much this option is separately valued by 


consumers. In part, it seems to be a benefit to the music services, which can save on 


Internet capacity by not having to stream music to customers whenever they listen to 


songs. Indeed, Yahoo! provides tethered downloads rather than on-demand streaming as 


the default option to their customers, which means that music is not streamed unless the 


customer actively selects this option. In any event, to the extent that tethered downloads 


provide some additional value to consumers, that value is already captured in the market 


price and therefore adjusted for in my analysis. 


3. Portability: There are some interactive music services that offer users not 


only the ability to stream music to their computers and conditionally download such 


music, but also to transfer such conditional downloads to portable devices, such as certain 


mp3 players. This portability feature significantly changes the consumer experience. No 


longer are the users able to listen to music only over their personal computers; they can 


also take the music with them and listen to it wherever and whenever they want. It is 


clear that the market places a premium on such portability. Music services pay 







significantly higher royalty rates for the portable (as opposed to non-portable) interactive 


DATs, and consumers generally pay more in the marketplace for such services. 


Because of the significant difference in consumer experience, I have generally 


excluded such portable services as a relevant benchmark. Instead, in analyzing the 


benchmark market, I have focused on data available for those interactive DAT services 


that are non-portable, i.e., that prohibit consumers from transferring music from their 


computers and generally require consumers to listen to music over their personal 


computer or another home device. Such non-portable services are much closer to the 


market for non-interactive services. 


4. Holdbacks: I have excluded from consideration one other difference between 


the licenses for the interactive DATs and the compulsory license for NI-DATs. The 


contracts for the interactive DATs are not blanket licenses. Rather, all of the record 


companies retain the right to withhold certain titles from the licensees for different 


purposes. As a result, listeners will not be able to play some or all titles of particular 


artists on demand. These holdback provisions may be the result of a popular artist's 


ability to control distribution of its music in digital form. For example, Rhapsody's 


online Frequently Asked Questions responds to ""Why are some artists not listed on 


Rhapsody?" with "If you can't find certain artists in Rhapsody, we may not yet have the 


rights to offer their rn~s ic . "~  The Beatles are an example of a band not available via on- 


demand streaming. By contrast, a user of a non-interactive service under the compulsory 


7 The complete response to the question is available on Rhapsody's Customer Support website at 
http://reclisten.custhelp.comicgi- 
bidreclisten.cf~php!enduseristd-adp.php?pfaqid=134&p created=&p-sid=IRp 145Th&pdlva=l 02 15740 
3 1 & p ~ s p = & p ~ l i = c ~ 9 z c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m c ~ 9 ~ b 3  J O X ~ J ~ P S Z W X ~ ~ ~ ~ W R Z ~ ~  JOPSZWX~ Jvd 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ Q ~ P Z C Z W X ~ B ~  
b2RzPSZwX2NhdHM9JnBfcHY9JnBff 3Y9JnBfc2VhcmNoX3R5cGU9YW5zd2Vycy5zZWFyY2hfbmw 
mcF9wYWdlPTEmcF9zZWFyY2hfdGV4dD 1 iZWFObGVz&pjrod_Ir.I l=&pgrod-lvl2=&tabName=&p 
- topview 1 







license can listen to a "Beatles" station that plays a substantial number of Beatles songs 


(so long as it complies with the sound recording performance complement requirements). 


In other cases, the record company may exercise its right to hold back certain sound 


recordings in order to release that sound recording exclusively to one service or in one 


particular form (e.g., on CD, but not over an Internet music service). 


The holdback provision in the negotiated contracts reduces the value of this 


license to the music services, because their subscribers will not be willing to pay as much 


for access to a music library that is missing some titles from the "shelves." Certainly the 


buyer of the license would be willing to pay to have access to all titles. This means that 


the benchmark license fees for interactive DATs are below the level that would be 


negotiated for a license without holdbacks. Since I have not made this adjustment, there 


is good reason to believe that my recommended rate for the compulsory license is 


conservative. 


C. Other Possible Benchmarks Would Not Be Suitable 


1. Rates for Copyrighted Musical Works 


In the previous CARP proceeding, the rnusic services proposed a fee for sound 


recordings derived from the fees charged by the performance rights organizations 


("PROs") for public performances of copyrighted musical works. C A P  I at 27-32,40- 


42. They argued that since rights to the musical work and the sound recordings both 


were essential to public performances, it was reasonable to compare the fees paid for the 


two rights. Further, the music services claimed that the fees charged by the PROs shouId 


be expected to be greater than the appropriate compulsory fees for non-interactive DATs. 


Id. 







The first response I have to this hypothesis is that it does not fit the facts. In 


several markets where the two copyright fees are negotiated Ereely among the parties, the 


license fees for the sound recordings are much higher than the license fees charged for 


the musical work.8 The music services providing interactive DATs voluntarily agreed to 


By comparison, the fees paid for the right to perform musical works by interactive 


services are substantially less.g 


These facts do not support the theory that the license fees for the two rights 


should be comparable. Rather, I believe that economic theory supports the notion that the 


fees paid to two key factors of production (such as the musical work and sound 


recording) do not necessarily bear any close relationship to each other. The primary 


reason for this is that the ex ante value of the two factors of production will depend on 


their scarcity value. To the extent that popular recording artists are "scarcer" than 


musical composers, the returns to the recording artists will be higher. By analogy, the 


profit shares of screenwriters, actors, and directors (all of whom are "essential" to 


production of a movie) will be very hard to predict based on a simple formula. The 


There is currently a dispute concerning the amount that PROs will be paid by interactive music services. 
Sarah McBride, "Music Royalty Talks Hit Impasse," Whll St. Journal, at B2 (Aug. 26, 2005). Although 
ASCAP at least has published rates for performance of musical works by interactive services, the dispute 
centers around whether a "mechanical" fee must be paid because a reproduction of a copyrighted musical 
work occurs in the transmission of an on-demand stream. According to published reports, the current 
dispute ranges from 6.9% (which the interactive services have offered) to 14% (which the PROs are 
requesting). Even under the highest amount that has been suggested by the PROs (and rejected by the 
interactive music services), the PROs would receive dramatically less than the sound recording copyright 
owner. In the only marketplace agreement for this type of license of which I am aware, the PROs provided 
a license to Streamwaves with a royalty rate that was the greater of 10% of revenue or $1 .OO per subscriber. 
See September 21, 2001 press release, available at http:~/w.nmpa.orgipr/streamwaves.h~l. This again 
is far less than the copyright owners in sound recordings receive from interactive music services. 
fi 


Information about acquiring license fees from the three major publ~shing firms (ASCAP, BMI, and 
SESAC) for Internet webcastlng is available at thelr respectwe websites: 
http:iiwww ascap comiweblicense Ircense.htm1, h t t p : J i w  bml comllicens~ngiwebcaster; and 
http~'i%ww sesac comllicensing/internetLicens~ng asp. 







market will compensate a particular actor more than a director or screenwriter if 


attendance at the movie increases substantially when that actor plays the lead role. It 


would be improper to second guess the market and conclude that the compensation for 


actors, writers, and directors should be the same because all are needed to produce a 


movie. 


2. Rates for Use of Sound Recordings for Customized Web 
Radio Broadcasts 


Another possible benchmark for the NI-DAT fees is the fees negotiated for 


customized web radio services, which do not fall within the definition of a non- 


interactive service. There are, or at least have been, a number of custom web radio 


services that allow the user to interact with the radio station by rating the artists or songs 


or by controlling the play of music by pausing or repeating tracks. User interaction with 


these digital audio transmissions removes the service from eligibility for the compulsory 


license and requires the music service to negotiate licenses with the copyright holders to 


transmit the sound recordings to their customers. 


Although the use of copyrighted music is similar between customized radio and 


NI-DATs, this does not mean that the license contracts for the customized radio services 


should serve as a benchmark for the compulsory fees set in this proceeding. The 


negotiated rates are not a good measure of a price that would emerge from a free and 


undistorted market where willing buyers and willing sellers were negotiating for the 


rights to use copyrighted sound recordings. Rather, for two reasons, the negotiations in 


this market are strongly influenced by the rates previously set by the CARP for NI-DATs. 


First, at least one custom radio service has argued that its service falls within the 







scope of the current statutory rate for non-interactive services, and litigation is pending 


over this issue. To the extent there is uncertainty about whether a particular service falls 


inside or outside of the statutory rate, any negotiated agreement for the use of such music 


will be affected by the cloud of litigation. Second, even if the legal status of the custom 


radio services were perfectly clear, the fact that they are close substitutes for the non- 


interactive services means that their prices will be strongly influenced by the compulsory 


fees. If the copyright holders try to set a much higher price for a nonstatutory customized 


service, the music services will simply not offer these services but instead limit their 


offerings to ones that can be provided under the compulsory license. This has the effect 


of driving down the rates that a willing seller can negotiate for custom radio services; this 


effect would not exist in a truly free market. See Testimony of Mark Eisenberg at 17; 


Lawrence Kenswil at 12; Stephen Bryan at 13; and Ken Parks at 9. 


3. Compulsory License Fees for Other Digital Music 
Services 


Compulsory license fees have also been set under the provisions of the Copyright 


Act for "preexisting subscription services," such as residential subscription services 


providing music over digital cable or satellite television. In re Determination ofStatutovy 


License Terms and Rates for Certain Digital Subscription Transmissions of Sound 


Recordings, No. 96-5 CARP DSTRA (CARP Nov. 28, 1997); In re Rate Adjustmentfor 


the Satellite Carrier Compulsog. License, No. 96-3 CARP-SRA (CARP Aug. 28, 1 997) 


("Satellite CARP"). These rates were not established in the fi-ee market. Moreover, the 


statutory standard under which such fees have been set is different than the "willing 


buyer-willing seller" standard that must be applied to the non-interactive music services 







at issue in this proceeding. Consequently, the license fees for these services cannot be 


used as a benchmark. 


4. The Current Rates 


The last possible benchmark is the current rates, which were originally set by the 


Librarian following the last CARP, but which were pushed forward, with some 


modifications, by both sides for 2003 and 2004. The agreement in 2003 and 2004 to 


extend these rates does not provide a useful benchmark. First, that agreement does not 


reflect a negotiation in a marketplace that is unconstrained by the statutory license, and 


therefore comes nowhere near meeting a "willing buyeriwilling seller" standard.'' 


Second, as explained in the Statement of John Simson, the agreement occurred during a 


period when the last CARP was still on appeal and it made little sense to re-litigate the 


same issues over again. 


V. RECENT COPYRIGHT AGREEMENTS IN THE 
INTERACTIVE DIGITAL AUDIO TRANSMISSION 
MARKET 


I have been provided with the contracts entered into between the four major 


recording companies (EMI, Warner Music Group, Universal Music Group, and Sony 


BMG) and the Internet music companies offering interactive music services. In the 


analysis below, I have focused on the contracts that are currently operating between 


willing buyers and willing sellers, with the exception of some contracts that are subject to 


restrictions that may affect their use in this proceeding. I have also excluded those 


'O CJ: Satellite C-4RP, slip op. at 30 (refusing to select a highly comparable service as the benchmark, in 
part, because "the compulsory rates prescribed under [that] section [ ] are not fair market rates and cannot 
be utiIized as a benchmark for a fair market valuation"). 







contracts which are specifically limited to, for example, college students, rather than the 


general population. 


A. Summary of lnformation Found in the Contracts 


I have looked at approximately 40 contracts fi-om the four major music studios 


that were executed between 2000 and 2005, covering uses of sound recordings during the 


period 2000 through 2006. [ 


I have summarized the key contract terms of the current agreements between the 


four major music companies and the interactive DAT services in Table 1 of Appendix A. 







For seventeen contracts currently in effect," Table 1 lists the dates when the terms of 


each contract become effective and expire and the [-I components of the 


rate structure stipulated in the contract. In addition, the average rate [- 


-1 is given at the bottom of the table. 


B. Contrast Between Negotiated Contracts and 
Compulsory License 


The negotiated contracts in the interactive market provide the parties with the 


same basic rights and obligations as the compulsory license (i.e., the right to stream 


music in exchange for the payment of royalties). The negotiated contracts, however, 


contain many additional provisions of value to copyright owners. These differences 


between the market licenses and the statutory license are presented and explained in the 


table below. 


1 I Because the contract terms have changed over time, I restrict my analysis to the contracts currently in 


the extent that my analysis weights contracts signed two years ago the same as contracts signed recently, it 
is conservative. 







Table 5.1 : Differences Between Market Licenses and the Statutory License 


contain detailed 


are copyright owners 


detailed reports royalties; valuable only minimal 
regarding royalties information for information of limited 
and consumers' business use to copyright 
usage of sound development owners 
recordings purposes 


Audit Rights Annual right to Allows proper Copyright owners do 
review licensees' enforcement of not have audit rights 
books and records; royalty obligations - 
underpayment 
requires licensee to 
pay for audit 


Stream Security Requires digital Preventsllimits Streams can be 
rights management unauthorized copying captured by end-user 
software to protect or unpaid uses and converted to 
against illegal or MP3 without payment 
unauthorized of copyright fees 
downloads 


Hold backs Copyright holder Allows copyright Blanket license does 
reserves right to holders to control not allow any music 
holdback some titles release of music and to be held back 
from licensees obtain more revenue 


from sales of certain 
titles 


As a general rule, these features in the voluntary agreements between the record 


companies and the rnusic services are not incorporated into the statutory license. Because 







the statutory license lacks some of the types of consideration bargained for in the 


negotiated agreements, the royalty rate for the statutory license should be relatively 


higher as a result (compared to a rate derived from the benchmark agreements without 


accounting for the absence of this consideration). If copyright owners were to negotiate 


in the free market, one would expect them to license non-interactive services only if they 


received terms such as those noted in the table or if they received some other valuable 


consideration, such as a higher royalty rate. 


I have not, however, sought to quantify the value of the additional consideration 


contained in the benchmark agreements and have not adjusted the benchmark rates to 


account for the absence of that consideration. Since I have not quantified that increase, 


the compulsory fee that I derive in the subsequent discussion is conservative (i.e., lower) 


than it otherwise would be. 


VI. ADJUSTMENTS CAN BE MADE TO THE 
BENCHMARK FEES TO ESTABLISH RATES FOR 
THE COMPULSORY LICENSE 


Selecting a benchmark is the first step in developing the proper copyright fee. As 


discussed above, the benchmark provides a useful starting point because it captures what 


a willing buyer and willing seller would agree to in the marketplace. The next step is to 


make appropriate adjustments to the fee to account for differences in the two markets -- 


in this case the interactive and non-interactive DAT markets. 







Below I provide a more detailed discussion of the economics behind making some 


of the adjustments. An overview of the steps can be provided in simpler terms. 


First, I will consider what rate structure would likely be negotiated between 


willing buyers and sellers in the non-interactive DAT market, using the interactive 


DAT market as a benchmark. I conclude that the appropriate royalty is the greater of 


a per subscriber rate (where applicable), a percentage of revenue, and a per play rate. 


Second, I determine the relationship between the license fees and the prices 


charged to consumers in the market for interactive music services. I apply that ratio 


to the consumer prices in the market for non-interactive services in order to derive an 


appropriate license fee for that market. Before doing so, I adjust the consumer prices 


to ensure that those prices reflect only the difference in value resulting from the 


absence of interactive functions. 


Third, having made that adjustment, I then consider another potentially 


relevant difference between the two markets that affects the per play rate. Because 


of the more passive listening experience of non-interactive services, non-interactive 


services may be used more than interactive services. Although such differences have 


no impact on a per subscriber minimum or a percent of revenue calculation, they do 


have an impact on the per play rate. To account for this difference, I adjust the per 


play rate down (to the benefit of webcasters). 


Finally, I examine a fourth factor that may impact the royalty rates for the two 


different types of services -- the possibility that one may have a greater substitution 


impact on CD sales. Although I find no evidence to support such an impact, my 







analysis demonstrates that, even if a significant differential substitution effect could 


be proven (e.g., even if interactive services replace two CD sales per year and non- 


interactive webcasting replaces none), a significant increase in the current statutory 


rate is warranted. 


The approach described above has two virtues. First, it accounts for the 


observable differences between the two markets. In the last CARP proceeding, copyright 


owners submitted a variety of "corroborating" agreements to the Panel, but made no 


effort to explain their relevance or to adjust the royalty fees in those agreements to 


account for differences in the statutory license. This approach accounts for those 


differences and thus provides a reliable benchmark. Second, it is my view that this 


approach comports with the way that willing buyers and willing sellers would actually 


think about negotiating agreements in the marketplace. As explained in the testimony of 


Stephen Bryan at 10-1 1, record companies use existing agreements in closely analogous 


markets as benchmarks in evaluating the proper copyright fee in other markets. They 


also seek to account for differences in functionality (such as portability) that may 


increase or lower the appropriate price. And they also consider the impact that a 


particular service may have on other revenue streams through substitution. Thus, I 


believe my analysis accurately captures the thinking of the willing buyer and willing 


seller and provides a reasonable approximation of the fee that would be negotiated in the 


marketplace. 







B. Derivation of a Rate Structure for the Non-interactive 
Market 


In order to create a fee structure for the compulsory license, I propose adopting 


a three-part fee structure \i~hich requires the music 


service to pay the greater of (i) a fixed percentage of revenue, (ii) a per subscriber fee, or 


(iii) a per play fee. [ 


I 


In my opinion, it is essential to adopt this parallel rate structure for the 


compulsory license fee, because it is the only way to capture the willing buyers' and 


willing sellers' recognition of the uncertainty about marketplace developments over the 


next se\.eral years. [ 


The holders of the copyrights in sound recordings face significant uncertainty as 


to the way in which their sound recordings will be used. The number of plays, the 


popularity and vintage of the recordings played, and the value of the music services to the 


customers are all difficult to predict well in advance of the end point of the contract. [I 


Through the percentage of revenue, the record companies ensure that they will 


receive a share of royalties that properly compensates them for their valuable copyrighted 


material. [ ] Thc pcr 







play and per subscriber minima protect the record companies from significant use of their 


music that is priced at below-market prices to consumers (either because prices are not at 


a long run equilibrium or because a music senrice wants to attract consumers to its site 


with low prices so that it can earn a profit from the consumer in other ways, e.g., selling 


the consumer non-music products and services). For example, Yahoo! has priced its 


music services well below its competitors' rates in order to attract customers to its 


portal.'2 The per play and per subscriber components of the fee structure protect record 


companies in such situations. 


Because [ 


-1 the business justification for this structure is so compelling, it 


should be adopted as the rate structure for the statutory license. It would not be proper to 


cherry-pick only one or two elements of the three-part rate structure without analyzing 


l2  See interview with Dave Goldberg, a Vice President and GM at Yahoo!, Inc. from May 10, 2005 
available at ~~~~.paidcontent.org~pc~arcki2005~05~1O.shtrnl#O13667. 1 understand that Yahoo! recently 
raised its prices to bring those prices in line with those of its competitors. 







and potentially adjusting the applicable rates. [[ 


-1 


In the sections that follow, I will discuss how to derive fiom the contracts in the 


interactive market the rate in the non-interactive market for each of the three elements of 


this fee structure, beginning with the per subscriber rate. The adjustments to the 


interactive market rates proposed below have meaning primarily in the context of this 


rate structure. If the Board were to select a different rate structure, different adjustments 


would be appropriate. 


C. Derivafion of a Per Subscriber Rafe 


Common sense suggests that if willing buyers and willing sellers agreed to a 


royalty rate in the market for interactive music services, and if the value to consumers of 


non-interactive services is, for example, 25% lower than the value to consumers of 


interactive music services, a market-based royalty rate for non-interactive services ought 


to be 25% of the royalty rate set in the interactive market. Common sense is, in this case, 


essentially correct. The economic theory which demonstrates the conditions under which 


this is true, however, requires some explanation. In the following sections, I will provide 







that explanation and outline the adjustments I have made in order to derive royalty rates 


in the non-interactive market from the rates freely negotiated in the interactive market. 


begin by deriving the per subscriber rate for non-interactive services, and in later sections 


will separately derive the percentage of revenue rate and the per play rate. 


1. Calculating the Ratio of License Fee to Consumer Price 


We can observe in the market the subscription prices charged to consumers for 


interactive music services, and we can extract fiom the agreements between record 


companies and interactive music services the per subscriber royalty rate to which the 


parties in that market agreed. Simple math allows us to calculate the ratio between the 


amount of the average price charged to subscribers by music services, and the amount of 


the average per subscriber royalty paid by music services to record companies. 


We also can observe in the market the average subscription price charged to 


consumers for subscriptions to non-interactive music services. If we assume that the ratio 


of subscription price to per subscriber royalty is the same in both the interactive and non- 


interactive markets, we can then calculate what the per subscriber royalty rate should be 


in the non-interactive market. For example, if the average subscription price paid by 


consumers for an interactive music service is $9 per month, and the average per 


subscriber royalty paid to a record company is $3 per subscriber (a 3-to-1 ratio), then we 


can predict that the per subscriber royalty that would be negotiated in the non-interactive 







market would be $1 per subscriber if the average monthly subscription price charged to 


consumers for non-interactive services is $3 per month. 


The key to this analysis, of course, is the assumption that the ratio of consumer 


price to royalty rate would be the same in both markets if the royalty rate were freely 


negotiated. I believe this assumption is correct because the sensitivity of demand to 


changes in price (i.e., demand elasticity) in both markets is likely to be very similar. 


To understand why this is so requires a basic understanding of how prices are set 


for information goods in a free market. For these types of goods, or for other goods with 


very low marginal cost, prices are set as a function of demand and demand elasticity. 


Elasticity of demand refers to the effect that changing price has on the quantity sold. The 


more elastic the demand, the more the percentage of quantity sold diminishes as the 


percentage of price is raised. 


In Figure 1, I have drawn the demand curve for the interactive music services, 


which is labeled as D M ~ .  I measure output in the industry as the number of subscribers. 


Therefore, the horizontal axis measures number of subscribers and the vertical axis 


measures monthly subscription price per subscriber. Demand is downward sloping, 


which is the nature of virtually all markets. (For exposition purposes, I am using a linear 


demand curve.) 







Figure I : Derived Demand Curve for Interactive Music Services 


Number of Subscribers Q 


From the demand curve for interactive music services, one can derive the demand 


curve for copyrighted sound recordings. This type of demand curve is referred to in 


economics as a "derived demand," because it is the demand for an input in a production 


process, and is derived from the underlying demand for the product or service sold to 


consumers. It is particularly apt in this context, because sound recordings are an essential 


and non-substitutable input for music services. In economic parlance, interactive music 


services have a "fixed-proportions production function," meaning that every "unit" of 


output sold to a consumer requires a "unit" of input bought from the record companies. 







As a consequence, music services cannot substitute away fi-om the copyrighted music as 


its price increases. 13 


On Figure 1, the line beneath DMs, which is labeled as DD, is the derived demand 


for the copyright license. This is the demand by the music services for a license to play 


copyrighted music, where the license fee is paid on a per subscriber basis. I have drawn 


the derived demand curve parallel to the demand curve for music services for two 


reasons. First, as discussed above, sound recordings are a non-substitutable input for 


music services -- thus, a change of one unit in the demand for music services results in a 


change of one unit in the demand for copyrighted material. Second, I assume that any 


change in the copyright fee is passed on dollar-for-dollar to consumers. This is the 


normal assumption in a competitive market with constant average and marginal cost. The 


distance between the two demand curves is the amount that would cover the other 


production costs of the music services, including a reasonable profit margin. In other 


words, the demand by music services for copyrighted music is essentially the same as the 


l 3  That consumer demand (and thus consumer price) should provide important information about the value 
of an underlying fxed factor also is a relatively basic concept. The value of interactive and non-interactive 
music services is a direct hnction of the music itself. This has been recognized in the context of licensing 
of musical works: 


What retail customers pay to receive the product or service in question (in this case, recorded 
music) seems to us to be an excellent indicator of its fair market value. While in some instances 
there may be reason to approximate fair market value on the basis of something other than the 
prices paid by consumers, in the absence of factors suggesting a different measure the price 
willing buyers and willing sellers agree to in arm's length transactions appears to be the best 
measure. 


It is true without doubt that to make the music available to its customers, the retail seller must 
incur expenses for various processes and services not provided by the owner of the music . . . . 
However, t h~s  is in no way incompatible with the proposition that retail revenues derived from the 
sale of the music fairly measure the value of the music. The customer pays the retail price because 
the customer wants the music, not because the customer wants to finance the laying of cable or the 
launching of satellites. 


drnited States v. Broadcast ~Wusic, Inc., 316 F.3d 189, 195 (2d Cir, 2003) (footnote and citation omitted). 







consumers' demand for music services using that work, less the music services' costs of 


production (other than the copyright fee itself) and a reasonable profit. 


Thus, at any given level of output, the price point on the derived demand curve is 


the amount the music services are willing to pay for the license, while the price point on 


the demand curve for the music service is the amount that subscribers are willing to pay 


for the service. From these demand curves we can show how prices in the market will be 


set. 


The line drawn in Figure 1, labeled as MR, is the marginal revenue curve of the 


derived demand curve. Marginal revenue is the change in revenue with respect to a 


change in output. As output increases, customers' willingness to pay declines, i.e., 


market price declines, and the revenue collected from all units sold in the market will fall. 


This is the reason why the marginal revenue curve is more steeply sloped than the 


demand curve. Standard economic theory shows that a firm will maximize profit at the 


level of output where marginal revenue equals marginal cost. In this market, there 


arguably is little or no marginal cost for the record companies associated with extending 


the copyright license to an additional subscriber. Therefore, the optimal price of the 


license from the copyright holder's standpoint is where marginal revenue is zero, i.e., 


where it crosses the horizontal axis. The level of output where this is achieved is labeled 


in Figure 1 as Q. Corresponding to this equilibrium level of output, the equilibrium 


license fee is labeled as "f." And the corresponding price that consumers will pay to the 


music service at this output level is labeled as "p." 


If the same graph was drawn to depict optimum pricing of the copyright royalty 


fee in the market for non-interactive music services, the demand curves would appear 







somewhat lower on the graph. I believe that it is reasonable to assume that the demand 


elasticity in the interactive and non-interactive markets would be very close in the 


relevant range of the demand curves.14 Thus, the consumer demand curve and the 


derived demand curve in the non-interactive market would have essentially the same 


relationship to each other as the corresponding demand curves in the interactive market. 


Setting the optimum price for the license fee and observing the resulting price to 


consumers based on these demand curves, in the same manner that I described above, 


would yield an equilibrium license fee and a corresponding consumer price that would be 


lower than the prices in the interactive market (because the demand curves are lower). 


The conclusion that the ratio of license fee to consumer price is the same in both 


the interactive and non-interactive markets allows us to derive an appropriate market- 


based license fee for the non-interactive market. As shown in Table 1 of Appendix A, the 


average per subscriber copyright fee in the interactive market is [ I  (corresponding to 


"f" on Figure 1). Furthermore, the average retail monthly subscription price is $8.69 on a 


month-to-month contract and $7.88 on an annual contract. See Table 2 in Appendix A. 


The average monthly subscription price, therefore, is $8.29 per month (i.e., ($8.69 + 


$7.88)/2 = $8.29) (corresponding to "p" on Figure 1). The ratio of the fee to the average 


" Although there are many factors that can influence demand in this market, it is reasonable that the two 
services, which are nearly identical in virtually all respects save one, would have similar demand 
elasticities. At bottom, the music services are selling the same sound recordings in both markets, and it is 
therefore entirely logical that demand elasticity is very similar. Confming this, there is a great deal of 
evidence in the marketplace (based on agreements between the major record labels and a wide variety of 
digital music services) that record companies receive a similar (though not identical) percentage of the 
retail prices of services the sell this copyrighted material. That is further evidence that the demand 
elasticities of similar music services should be relati-vely close in value. Note that this assumption neither 
redounds to the benefit of the record company or to the services. If demand elasticity were to differ 
significantly between the two markets, it could increase the copyright fee or decrease it, 







ratio of license fee to consumer price is [ I  in the interactive market, we can apply 


that same ratio to solve for the license fee in the non-interactive market if we know what 


subscription price is charged to consumers in the non-interactive market, 


2. Calculating the Value of lnteractivity 


Subscription prices for non-interactive services exist in the current marketplace. 


However, those prices may reflect differences between interactive and non-interactive 


services beyond merely the presence or absence of interactivity. Factors such as sound 


quality and the number of channels offered might account for, or at least influence, the 


difference in the subscription rates observed in the market for interactive and non- 


interactive music services. For the purpose of this analysis, we want to use a subscription 


price that reflects only the absence of interactivity. It is the presence or absence of 


interactivity which determines whether the use of a copyrighted digital sound recording 


falls within the statutory license. And for that reason, the foregoing analysis of how 


prices would be set based on demand elasticity posited demand curves where the 


difference in demand resulted from the value of interactivity. Stated differently, if we are 


going to use the interactive market as our benchmark for setting fees in the non- 


interactive market, we should compare apples-to-apples -- that is, we should compare 


based on services that are highly similar except for interactivity. 


I used two methods to compute the effect of non-interactivity on the demand (and 


therefore the price) for music subscriptions. First, I conducted an econometric analysis of 


demand in order to estimate the added value obtained by consumers from "interactivity." 


The correct number is actually Decimals are carried throughout the calculations made in this 
paper, but are rounded in the text. 







Second, I estimated the simple average difference in retail rates for the music services 


that offer service in both markets, i.e., a non-interactive, radio-type service and an 


interactive on-demand service. The results of the regression and the simple average 


provide an adjustment factor for transposing the market-determined interactive DAT 


copyright fees to the non-interactive market. 


I used a hedonic demand model to isolate the value of interactivity to consumers 


of online music services. The nature of a hedonic model is to use 


measures of the quality of a product as independent variables instead of measures 
of the market for that product.. . Hedonic models are most useful when the 
product being analyzed is heterogeneous in nature because we need to analyze 
what causes products to be different and therefore to have different prices.'6 


The model used data on different music services, and estimated the effects on prices of 


the several variables, including: the number of radio stations; interactivity; ability to 


download to portable device; and sound quality. The results of the model are 


summarized in Table 6.1 below. 


l 6  A.K. Studenmund, Using Econometrics, Fourth Edition, 2001, at 404 (emphasis added). 







Table 6.1. Regression of Subscription Price on Service 
Characteristics 


Dependent Variable: Logarithm of Monthly Price 


Variable Coefficient 


Intercept 1.74 
Logwo. Radio Stations) -0.08 
Square of Log(No. of Radio 0.009 
Stations) 
Interactivity 0.60 
Download to Portable Device 0.48 
Sound Quality -0.34 


Standard T-Value 
Error 
0.13 13.06 
0.07 -1.17 


0.008 1.02 


No. of Observations: 30 
Adjusted R-Squared: 0.7 1 


Note: Regression also included dummy variables for Digitally Imported's service and 
BellSouth's 1.99 Webtunes Gold service. 


The key result is the coefficient on interactivity, 0.60, which is significant at the 


99% confidence level. The interpretation of this coefficient is that interactivity raises the 


price of an online music service by 60% above the level of a non-interactive service that 


is identical in every other respect. An equivalent way of stating this result is that the ratio 


of the price of a non-interactive service to a comparable interactive service is 0.63.17 


A simple "apples-to-apples" comparison of the major online music services' 


offerings yields a similar adjustment. As shown in Table 6.2, the simple average of the 


ratio of the prices of the non-interactive to the interactive options of the major music 


services is between 0.53 and 0.60 (depending on whether monthly or annual subscriptions 


are compared). 


17 If the price of the non-interactive service were $1.00, then the regression would predict that the price of 
the interactive service would be $1.60. The ratio of the two prices 1.00 -1.60 is 0.63. 







Table 6.2. Comparison of the Subscription Price of lnternet Radio vs. 
On-Demand Service 


Monthly Annual 
Subscription Subscription 


Row Music Service Price Price 


 yahoo!'^ LaunchCast Plus 
Y! Music Unlimited 
Ratio of ( I )  to (2) 


MusicMatch Gold 
MusicMatch On Demand 
Ratio of ( I )  to (2) 


Rhapsody Radio 
Rhapsody Unlimited 
Ratio of ( I )  to (2) 


Radio Free Virgin Royal 
Virgin Digital 
Ratio of ( I  ) to (2) 


Average of Ratios 


Notes: 
LaunchCast includes customized features that may fall outside the compulsory 
license. 


Source: Prices listed on the lnternet for these services as of 10121/05. 


These two methods to determine the value of interactivity yield a factor ranging 


fi-om .53 to .63 of the fees in the interactive market. I propose using an adjustment factor 


of .55, which is toward the lower end of this range. This adjustment factor should be 


interpreted as the amount by which the observed per subscriber fees for the interactive 


DAT market should be multiplied to yield the compulsory license fees for NI-DATs. 







3. Calculating the Per Subscriber Fee 


I can now recommend an appropriate compulsory license fee, on a per subscriber 


basis, for subscription non-interactive DAT services. I believe that it is appropriate to 


adjust the per subscriber fee in the interactive DAT market to a corresponding per 


subscriber fee in the non-interactive DAT market using the demand adjustment factor to 


determine the appropriate consumer subscription price in the non-interactive market and 


then applying the same ratio of license fee to subscription price that exists in the 


interactive DAT market. 


As shown in Table 2 in Appendix A, the average retail monthly subscription price 


for subscription interactive DAT services is $8.69 on a month-to-month contract and 


$7.88 on an annual contract, yielding an overall average fee of $8.29 per month. If we 


apply the adjustment factor calculated above of 5 5 ,  the subscription price for a non- 


interactive service that is in all other respects comparable to the interactive services is 


$4.56 per month. The analysis at the outset of this section showing that per subscriber 


license fees in the interactive market are [ I  of the subscriber price yields a calculation 


that the fee which would be negotiated between a willing buyer and willing seller in the 


This analysis is conservative in several respects. First, because I calculated the 


ratio of license fee to consumer price in the interactive market using per subscriber 


minima from a range of contracts entered into over a three-year period, rather than only 


the most recent contracts, the fee ratio will not reflect the fact that, in many cases, the per 


subscriber minima is increasing in more recent agreements. Second, the preceding 


analysis applies the [m] factor while assuming the subscription price in the non- 







interactive market will remain unchanged. In reality, this is a very conservative 


assumption, because it is likely that the copyright fee increase will be passed on to 


consumers. l 8  Third, many of the interactive DAT services include, with the purchase 


price, access to non-interactive DAT services such as those at issue in this proceeding. 


To the extent that subscribers to the interactive DAT services use their non-interactive 


components extensively, the adjustment factor I have developed above may greatly 


understate the value of non-interactive services and the value of copyright licenses 


necessary to provide those non-interactive music services. In short, the ratio of the fee to 


the price used for this analysis may be too low, and the consumer subscription price used 


for this analysis may likewise be too low. A higher ratio applied to a higher consumer 


price would, of course, yield a higher per subscriber license fee. 


D. Derivation of a Percentage of Revenue Rate 


When it comes to setting the percentage fee for the non-interactive market, there 


are two choices. The first is to import the actual percentage of revenue fee observed in 


the contracts in the interactive market -- [-I.] This would be 


reasonable, in my opinion. If, as I have said, the ratio of the license fee to the 


subscription price charged to consumers is the same in the interactive and non-interactive 


markets, the same percentage of revenue fee would be charged in both markets. That is 


because the actual amount paid on a percentage of revenue basis would be self- 


correcting, i.e., if the consumer demand for non-interactive music services is lower than 


the consumer demand for interactive services, the non-interactive music services will 


'%or the reasons discussed in section V1.F. I of my testimony, the prices charged to consumers in the 
market for non-interactive services may affect the prices charged in the market for interactive music 
services. An increase in the subscription price for non-interactive services may allow music services to 
raise subscription prices by some degree in the interactive market. 







earn less revenue and the license fee paid to record companies, in absolute dollars, will 


decrease by a commensurate amount. 


Thus, there is a good argument that the percentage of revenue applied in the 


interactive market should simply be adopted for the non-interactive market. A more 


conservative approach, however, would be to derive the percentage of revenue fee based 


on the ratio of the per subscription fees to the retail price. As stated above, the per 


subscriber license fee is [ I  and the average monthly subscription price is $4.56, 


resulting in a percentage of revenue of [ I  To be conservative, I propose using [HI 
for the percentage of revenue component of the compulsory license. 


E. Derivation of a Per Play Rate 


The third component in the fee structure is the price per play. [- 


Applying the methodology employed earlier, it is appropriate to set the per play 


rate for the non-interactive market by maintaining in that market the same ratio of license 


fee to consumer subscription price that exists in the interactive market. Since I have 







determined that value to consumers of a non-interactive service is 55% of the value of an 


interactive service, in order to maintain the same ratio of license fee to consumer 


subscription price employed in earlier sections of my testimony, [- 


-1 


There is an alternative market outcome, however. Evidence exists indicating that 


use of non-interactive services by subscribers or users is greater than the use made of 


interactive services. That is, users of non-interactive services may on average spend 


more time listening to music on the service, and therefore on average may listen to more 


"plays," than subscribers to interactive services. If so, the per play fee could become the 


predominant basis for calculating license fees because (contrary to the experience in the 


interactive market) it might produce revenues higher than those that would be generated 


under the percentage of revenue or per subscriber fees. 


Under these circumstances, it is possible that the music services might seek to 


negotiate a different per play rate in a free market. As I noted earlier, the per play fee and 


per subscriber fee protect the copyright owner in the event that the music service prices 


its services below market (see Section V1.B for a fuller discussion). In the non- 


interactive market, where many of the music services are non-subscription services, this 


protection must be supplied by the per play rate. 11 







I 1  


Accordingly, to predict the per play rate that would be negotiated if the adjusted 


] play proved unacceptable to music services, my starting point is the per subscriber 


minimum derived for the non-interactive market. In this scenario, the per play rate 


should be equal to the per subscriber rate divided by the number of plays. 


Live 365 reports that the average "active" listener uses its service 32 hours per 


month,'' and I have assumed even higher usage of 45 hours per month. This results in 


697.5 plays per month at an average of 15.5 plays per hour -- substantially higher than the 


average number of plays per subscriber for the interactive music services. Interview by 


Eric J. Savitz with Rob Claser, CEO, RealNetworks, Inc. (stating that the "average 


Rhapsody subscriber listens to over 200 songs a month"), in Real Rivalry Comes to 


Online Music, SmartMoney Magazine, June 15,2005, available at 


Once again, I note that this is conservative. In my analysis I assumed that if -- 


because of the greater number of plays in the non-interactive market -- the record 


companies and music sewices negotiated a per play rate in a manner different than the 


way that rate was negotiated in the interactive market, the record companies would 


attempt to obtain the protection of a rate equivalent to the per subscriber rate. It is 


l 9  See h ~ : / i ~ m . s t r e a m i n g r n e d i a . c d p r ~ . a s p ? i d = 2 5 5 0 .  







possible, however, that the record companies would seek to obtain a rate that equaled the 


effective per play rate they obtain in the interactive market [ I  adjusted in the 


manner discussed above to account for the lower value of a non-interactive service and 


the greater number of plays in the non-interactive market. [I 


F. Substitutability for or Promotion of Other Services 


The question of whether DATs are net substitutes or complements for other sales 


of recorded music is raised explicitly in the statute governing this proceeding. Among 


the considerations that a willing seller would take into account in setting license fees in 


the marketplace is "whether use of the service may substitute for or may promote the sale 


of phonorecords or otherwise may interfere with or may enhance the sound recording 


copyright owner's streams of revenue from its sound recordings."20 


In the discussion above I assumed that the copyright holder would maximize 


profits in each market (interactive and non-interactive) independent of the effects of the 


fee on any other markets where the copyright holder receives revenues. We must now 


consider the effect of relaxing this assumption. First, I will examine the issue of 


interdependence across the two DAT markets. Second, I will examine the effect of DAT 


markets on sales of CDs. 


1. Substitutability for or Promotion of other Music Services 


Consumers are presented with a wide array of competing music services in the 


marketplace. They will make their choices based on the characteristics and prices 


'O 17 U.S.C. 5 114(f)(2)(B) 







charged for the services. It is reasonable to expect that lowering the price of one type of 


service, e.g., a non-interactive service, will cause some customers to switch away from a 


substitute service, such as an interactive service. In technical terms the cross-elasticity of 


demand for these two services should be positive. This means the two services are 


substitutes for each other. 


The implication of substitutability of these two services is that the current 


compulsory license for NI-DATs has constrained the copyright fees charged to the music 


services providing interactive DATs. Under the current compulsory license, the low 


copyright fee permits subscription-based non-interactive services to charge less than they 


otherwise would. This in turn pulls down the rate that can be charged for interactive 


services which, at least to some degree, will compete with the subscription-based non- 


interactive services. Referring back to Figure 1, this means that the demand curve for the 


interactive services has been shifted down by the artificially low compulsory license fee 


for non-interactive services. The absolute level of our benchark copyright license fees 


therefore is artificially lower than it otherwise would be, and the absolute level of the fees 


recommended for the compulsory license is conservatively lower than it ought to be in a 


free market. 


Moreover, as discussed above, if indeed there is a positive cross-elasticity 


between interactive and non-interactive DATs, the non-interactive DATs will cannibalize 


some of the higher margin interactive sales. That is, some consumers who otherwise 


would subscribe to an interactive service will subscribe instead to a non-interactive 


service, to the detriment of the record companies, which earn higher license fees from 







interactive services. As a result, in a free market a copyright owner would increase the 


price demanded for non-interactive DATs. 


I have not, however, sought to quantify either the negative effect that the non- 


interactive market has on prices in the interactive market, or the effect the non-interactive 


market has on diverting sales from the more lucrative (for the record companies) 


interactive market. Again, therefore, the estimates I am providing are conservative. 


2. Substitutability for or Promotion of CD Sales 


With respect to the interplay between Internet music services and sales of CDs, 


non-interactive DATs have been analogized to terrestrial radio, which has long been 


assumed to be complementary to CD sales (i.e., with promotional effects dominating). 


The simple reasoning is that listeners learn about new music on the radio and then buy 


the music on phonorecords. In other words, radio exposes listeners to new music, which 


some claim results in increased sales of new CDs. 


There are many questionable assumptions in that claim, and there is scholarship 


that challenges it directly. The flaws in the argument are several. First, it ignores the 


impact of radio on the amount of time that consumers spend listening to recorded 


music.21 Radio and recorded music compete for the listener's time, and the less time 


spent listening to CDs, the fewer CDs will be sold. This will have the effect of offsetting 


some, all, or even exceeding any possible promotional effects fi-om exposure to new 


music. Moreover, it has also been pointed out that the increased exposure to music on 


radio does not necessarily have a positive impact on sales, and thus doesn't necessarily 


work to offset the substitution effect. The reason is that learning more about a product 


2 1  Stan J. Liebowitz, The Elusive Symbiosis: The Impact ofliadio on the Record Industv, Review of 
Economic Research on Copyright Issues, 2004: vol. l(1) pp. 93-1 18. 







prior to purchase may make the consumer a better and wiser consumer, which may allow 


him to purchase fewer, but more desirable, CDs. In his attempt to test whether terrestrial 


radio is a net complement or substitute for record sales, Professor Liebowitz found that 


radio play does not benefit overall record sales. 


Second, that radio play, combined with a wide variety of other focused promotion 


efforts, may help sell some sound recordings does not mean that, overall, radio play 


increases the sale of recorded music. Where, as here, we are dealing with a blanket 


license, the individual effects on particular songs which are in heavy rotation on over-the- 


air radio says nothing about the effect on all music -- which is likely to be purchased less 


when consumers have other listening options. 


Third, as was true in the last webcaster proceeding, even if one were to assume 


that over-the-air radio overall increased record sales, it is an enormous unsupported leap 


to claim that webcasting is also promotional. The wide number of niche stations and the 


different experience of webcasting suggests that there are strong reasons to believe that 


non-interactive webcasting supplants rather than enhances CD purchases. I note that 


Wall Street analysts have recognized this effect in the context of satellite radio, finding 


that the future of the music industry is threatened by the many programming options 


offered by competitors such as XM and Sirius, that such services cannibalize record 


sales, and that the music industry's continued viability depends on getting fair market 


rates in proceedings such as this.22 


Finally, one can simply look at the alternatives to see how webcasting likely 


affects other revenue streams for the record companies. Time spent listening to NI-DATs 


must be coming from one of several alternative uses of time: (1) listening to CDs; (2) 


'' SX Exhibit 210 DP at 35-40 (Citibank analyst report on Warner Music Group). 







listening to interactive DATs; (3) listening to terrestrial radio; (4) other activities, e.g., 


watching TV. Of these four alternatives, only the fourth may lead to increased CD sales 


through the exposure effect. Substitution for time spent listening to CDs or interactive 


DATs will be costly to the copyright holder. Time spent listening to radio is unlikely to 


make much of a difference in terms of exposure to music if one were to assume a similar 


promotional effect between the two. Therefore, I would expect that increased listening to 


NI-DATs would not lead to an increase in CD sales. 


In any event, the relevant empirical issue for the benchmark approach is not 


whether non-interactive DATs are substitutes or complements to CD sales. Rather, all 


that matters is whether non-interactive and interactive DATs affect CD sales differently. 


Where interactive music services are concerned, the question of whether such services 


are promotional or substitutional with respect to CD sales has already been answered by 


the market -- that is, when the parties negotiated a license fee, they presumably took into 


account the likely impact of that license on CD sales. If the impact of non-interactive 


services on CD sales is the same as the impact of interactive music services, no 


adjustment to the rates proposed above would be necessary, because that impact was 


already accounted for in the give and take between willing buyer and willing seller. If 


there is a different promotional or substitutional effect on CD sales in the non-interactive 


market, compared to our benchmark interactive market, an adjustment may be 


appropriate. 


I have seen no evidence to suggest that there is any difference between these two 


markets with respect to their promotional or substitutional effects. One might argue that 


the on-demand characteristics of interactive DATs will lead to greater substitution for 







recorded music than would be expected for non-interactive DATs. And one might argue, 


to the contrary, that non-interactive music services tend to substitute for CD sales to a 


greater degree than interactive services because subscribers to non-interactive services 


spend relatively more time listening to those services (thus reducing the amount of time 


available to listen to CDs). Although I have found no empirical support for either 


position, I have been asked to provide a sensitivity analysis to show the maximum 


possible effect on rates that would result if interactive services substituted for CD sales to 


a greater degree than non-interactive services. 


The model depicted in Figure 1 can be adjusted to take account of the possibility 


that interactive music services may substitute for CD sales to a greater degree than non- 


interactive music services. I will show this adjustment assuming that, for the average 


consumer, subscribing to an interactive DAT will decrease the consumer's purchases of 


CDs by two CDs per year. Further assuming that the margin on a CD is $5.60, this yields 


a loss of $1 1.20 in annual profit fkom the effect of interactive DAT subscription on CD 


sales. 


The loss in CD sales can be treated analytically as an increase in the marginal cost 


of the copyright holder of providing (or licensing) interactive DAT services, i.e., each 


additional interactive music service subscriber will "cost" the copyright holder lost sales 


and profits from CDs. This increase in marginal cost will change the equilibrium 


conditions in the market. Prices will increase and total license fees (or profits to the 


copyright holder) will decrease. Using the neutral assumption of a linear demand curve, 


it is possible to show that prices will increase by 47#/monthisubscriber and the fee will 


increase by 47#/monthisubscriber. 







The next step in our sensitivity analysis is to remove the effect of lost CD sales 


from the observed copyright fees charged for interactive DATs. This will allow us to 


estimate what benchmark fees would be charged, were it not for the assumed differential 


substitution effect. These adjusted benchmark fees will then be used to estimate the 


compulsory license fees for non-interactive DATs making the same adjustments as before 


for non-interactivity. 


In order to quantify the effect of CD substitution on the benchmark rates, we must 


assign numerical values to the model. I have selected the average monthly retail rate of 


$8.29. As shown in Figure 2 below, we can adjust for the effect of CD substitution by 


observing that the optimal fee with substitution (the hypothesized current situation) 


would be obtained where marginal revenue equals the marginal cost, where marginal cost 


is now $.93 per subscriber per month reflecting the lost profits on CD sales. The 


equilibrium price and fee are labeled in Figure 2 as "p" and "f." [- 







Figure 2: Copyright Fees Given Lost Profits from Substitution Away from 


CDs - 


Number of Subscribers Q Q' 


To remove the substitution effect, we now need to show what the copyright fee 


would have been if marginal cost were zero, instead of $.93 per month. Removal of the 


substitution effect will restore us to a situation where marginal cost to the copyright 


holder is zero. This will now yield a new equilibrium where the fee has declined by 479! 


per month and the retail price has fallen by 476 per month. As shown in Figure 2, the 


new fee f* will be [ the new retail price p* will be $7.82. The ratio of the new per 


subscriber license fee to the old per subscriber license fee is 0.84 [ 1 


The percentage of revenue and per play components of the fee structure should be 


adjusted by the same ratio -- .84 -- to reflect the impact that the substitution of two CDs 


per year resulting from subscription to an interactive service might have on license fees. 







The results of these adjustments, using the most conservative numbers fiom sections 


VI.C, D and E of this testimony, are shown in Table 6.3 below. 


Table 6.3: Adjustment of License Fees for Effect on CD Sales 


G. Application of the Rates Derived from Subscription 
Services to Ad-Supported Services 


To this point, I have focused on subscription services, finding that such services 


are the best benchmark to use for deriving the proper rate. These services demonstrate 


what consumers are willing to pay and, because of the existence of free, ad-supported 


services, are likely priced below what consumers would pay if there was not a free 


alternative. For that reason, using them again is a conservative assumption. 


I believe that the basic rate structure discussed above should be applied to all 


music services -- subscription and non-subscription -- that use copyrighted music under 


the compulsory license. There are a number of reasons for this conclusion. 


First, the best evidence from the marketplace of the value that consumers attach to 


a good or service is the price they are willing to pay for the service in the fiee market. 


Indirect measures, such as the advertising revenue collected by non-subscription services, 


are likely to underestimate the true value of the music in the marketplace. 







Second, it is by no means the case that ad-supported webcasters are, or will 


remain, the poor cousins to subscription services. Revenues from advertising (or bundled 


services) are likely to increase over time as these business models develop in the market. 


For example, it was recently reported that Google's ability to achieve scale efficiencies 


with its growing online advertising network may allow it to introduce "free service" 


offerings that will challenge a number of traditional fee-based models. Google has made 


remarkable gains over the past year in increasing the revenue it generates each time it 


shows ads to consumers, and similar gains can be expected of music services. Indeed, the 


marketplace for Internet radio is populated by those who believe that ad-supported 


models ultimately will prove the better business model. I note that Yahoo! -- one of the 


largest and most sophisticated players in the market -- has said publicly that it believes 


that ad-supported models are likely to be the most profitable. Paul Maloney, Yahoo! 


Launch 's Goldberg Sees Ad-Supported Version as Future, Radio & Internet Newsletter, 


Feb. 14,2003, http://www.kurthanson.conv'archive/news/O2 1403lindex.asp ("Yahoo! 


Music's Dave Goldberg says the fbture for his company's Internet radio business is with 


the ad-supported channels, and its listener-influence 'rating' systems."). 


Third, even if, in the long run, ad-supported services prove less profitable than 


subscription services, that does not mean that a copyright fee should be set in order to 


accommodate the ad-supported model. In a free market, the owner of the intellectual 


property, e.g., the record companies, would set a fee based on the highest-valued use of 


its property, rather than sell at a lower price to an alternative delivery mechanism that 


would undermine sales of the higher-priced service option. Moreover, it is not practical 


to set different rates for different business models. The market is fluid and rapidly 







evolving based on a number of different business models. There is no clear boundary 


between the subscription and non-subscription services. Rather, music services may earn 


revenue by combining subscriptions with advertising, as well as sales of other goods and 


services promoted by the website or portal offering the music service. In short, the 


record companies in a free market would set a rate targeted at the most profitable 


segment of the music service business. If this meant that inefficient or less-profitable 


businesses did not survive, that is not a bad outcome fiom the standpoint of economic 


efficiency, nor is it an indication that the compulsory fee has caused an outcome that is 


different from what happens in the free market. Rather, markets should be expected to 


yield an industry structure that supports only the most efficient firms. 


Fourth, setting similar fees for subscription and non-subscription services simply 


preserves the status quo, where the same per stream rate applies to both business models 


(although subscription services currently have alternative calculations available to them). 


I see no compelling economic reason to change the status quo in this regard. 


Fifth, although the majority of listeners use free non-interactive services, 


subscription services do make up a significant part of overall listening. Many people 


obtain non-interactive webcasting services bundled with other subscription services such 


as AOL. The fact that these services are bundled does not detract from the validity of 


using their unbundled prices to determine their value. 


For all of these reasons, I believe that the rates I propose based on my analysis of 


subscription services should apply to both subscription and non-subscription sen~ices 


(with the exception of the per subscriber rate). 







VII. Additional Information From Other Marketplace 
Agreements 


A review of a number of other marketplace agreements, as well as publicly 


available data, suggest that the copyright fees derived above are within the range of 


reasonableness of what a willing buyer and willing seller would agree to in the 


marketplace. I discuss each of these in turn. 


Licenses for Music Videos: Music videos are one of the only areas in which 


record companies are able to negotiate licenses that include both interactive and non- 


interactive streaming. These services are very similar to interactive and non-interactive 


DATs, except that they involve music videos, rather than simply music. They do 


provide, however, a useful benchmark for seeing what a willing buyer and willing seller 


would negotiate in the marketplace and how they would value interactive streaming 


relative to non-interactive streaming. 


Although there are a variety of different agreements with different rate 


calculations, as described in the statements of Mark Eisenberg at 25; Lawrence Kenswil 


at 17-1 8; Stephen Bryan at 20-2 1 ; Ken Parks at 15, [I 


Thesc agceinents show tuTo things. [I 


23 Music video services are generally ad-supported, I-.] 







PRO Royalties: Also as discussed above, I do not believe that one can use the 


amounts paid for music publishing for non-interactive DATs as a benchmark for setting 


the copyright fee for sound recordings. The differences between the value that the 


market places on blanket licenses for sound recordings and music publishing licenses are 


simply too great. 


Nonetheless, the ratio of the rate that music publishers are paid for interactive 


services vs. non-interactive services is somewhat more instructive. As a ratio, some of 


the effects of the different values that the market places on sound recordings and musical 


works drops out and we are left with more of a measure of the value of interactivity. On 


a percentage of revenue basis, the music publishers receive approximately 5.1 % of 


revenue for non-interactive DAT services. As noted above, there is a dispute about the 


amount that music publishers will be paid for interactive services. See footnote 7 


Nonetheless, the only agreement of which I am aware is consistent with a mid-point 


between the reported dispute between interactive services and music publishers -- 


approximately 10% of revenue. 







Clip Sampling: Clip samples are the 30-second samples provided to users 


considering the purchase of a sound recording. They are highly promotional for record 


sales (they can only be used in situations where there is an express offer of a sound 


recording for sale), and they are in no way substitutional for CD sales or other sources of 


record industry revenue. 


As described in the statements of Mark Eisenberg at 23-24; Lawrence Kenswil at 


19-20; Stephen Bryan at 1 1-1 2; Ken Parks at 15-1 6,where a company makes a business 


off of clip sampling, purporting to promote sound recordings, record companies 


nonetheless are paid a percentage of revenue (sometimes in a greater of formulation with 


a per play floor). The percentage of revenue generally ranges from [ I .  In my 


opinion, the percentage of revenue that record companies should receive for non- 


interactive DATs (in conjunction with a per play floor and a per subscriber minimum) 


cannot possibly be less than [ ]  No matter how promotional webcasters might claim 


their services to be, they could not be more promotional (and less substitutional) than clip 


samples. 


VllI. MOBILE SERVICES SHOULD PAY A PREMIUM 


Several new senrices have recently been offered or announced that provide 


streaming of music on cellular phones and other mobile devices. For example, Sprint 


now offers unlimited access to 20 commercial-free channels of SIRIUS Music on its 


multimedia handsets for $6.95 per month. This is a major evolution in how music 







licensed under the compulsory license at issue in this proceeding is being used. As stated 


by the two partners involved in the SprintlSIRIUS deal, "Sirius Music broadens Sprint's 


portfolio of music offerings and puts content from the biggest names in music right in the 


hands of millions of Sprint customers nat i~nwide."~~ 


These new mobile services appear to command a premium in the marketplace. As 


shown in the table below, all but one of the services is priced at or above $5.95 per 


month. By comparison, a substantial percentage of the non-mobile services are available 


at a lower price. Notwithstanding the higher price, the typical mobile service offers 


fewer channels than the non-mobile service, and the music is carried at lower bit rate. 


I believe that the unique positioning in the marketplace of mobile music services 


means that the recommended license fees I derived in Section VI based on non-mobile 


services should be adjusted for mobile services. The previous comparison between 


consumers' valuation of interactive and non-interactive DATs only applies to stationary 


music services. To the extent that consumers attach a value to mobility, then appropriate 


comparison should be between mobile interactive services and mobile non-interactive 


services. Since there are no mobile interactive services (i.e., interactive services that can 


Table 8.1 Subscription Mobile Phone Internet 
Radio Services 


Service 


Mobzilla 
Music Choice 
MSpot Radio 
MSpot Music 
Radio 
Sirius Sprint 
Rhapsody Radio 6.95 100 


Monthly Price 


$ 3.98 
$ 5.95 
$ 5.95 


No. of 
Stations 


30 
6 


13 







be accessed over a wireless network), and thus there is insufficient information to 


perform this valuation, I recommend instead that the fees derived in Section VI apply 


only to uses of the compulsory license for stationary services. I propose that services 


available to consumers over wireless networks that utilize the blanket compulsory license 


pay an adjustment above the stationary rate. 


I would prefer to expand the hedonic regression to derive a measure of the added 


value of mobility; however, the data is not rich enough to provide meaningful hedonic 


measurements. Therefore I propose a premium based on two significant pieces of 


evidence from this nascent marketplace. First, the best apples-to-apples measurement of 


the value of mobility is the difference between the prices of the two Rhapsody radio 


services, which are virtually identical with the exception of mobility. The monthly price 


of the stationary Rhapsody Radio service is $4.99. The monthly price of the Rhapsody 


Mobile Radio Service is $6.95. The mobility premium is 39%. 


A second basis for setting a premium license fee is to compare the median 


subscription rate on mobile Internet radio services ($5.95) to the median subscription rate 


on stationary Internet radio services ($4.99).25 The mobile premium derived from the 


ratio of the two medians is 19%. 


Because I presently have no further data, I can say only that a premium between 


19% and 39% would be in the range of reasonableness, but market evidence is 


compelling that some premium for portability is appropriate. 


25 I reject comparing the mean of the subscription prices of the two types of sex-~ices, because the mean 
price of the stationary services is skewed by a small number of observations in the tail of the distribution. 
These observations do not appear to be parlicularly relevant to a measurement of how much vaIue 
consumers attach to mobility. 







IX. CONCLUSION 


The market for interactive music services provides a significant number of 


contracts, freely negotiated between willing buyers and willing sellers, that establish a 


compelling benchmark by which to set the rates for non-interactive digital audio 


transmissions in this proceeding. [-: 


] Further, 


adjusting those rates to account for the absence of interactivity and other relevant factors, 


I believe that the appropriate rates are the greater of 36% of revenue, $1.63 per 


subscriber, or 0.234# per play if the rates are not adjusted for any differential substitution 


effect, and 30% of revenue, $1.37 per subscriber, and 0.1976 per play if a substitution 


adjustment is employed. 







Appendix A 


Data on Contract Terms and Retail Subscription Prices 
for DAT Music Services. 


Table 1. Key Terms of Current Contracts Between Studios and 
Tethered Interactive DAT Music 


2 ' l u m n  identifies the date of the agreement that set the primary terms. Sometimes this was the date - 
of the original agreement, other times it was the date of an amendment to the original agreement. 







Table 2. Current Retail Prices for Tethered 
Subscription Interactive DATs 


Monthly Retail 
Service Price \+rith Annual 


Price 
Contract 


Y! Music Unlimited $6.99 
Musicmatch On Demand $6.99 
Rhapsody Unlimited $9.99 
Napster Membership $9.95 
MusicNow $9.95 
AOL - MusicNet $8.95 
Virgin Digital $7.99 $7.99 
Average $8.69 $7.88 







I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct to the 
best of my knowledge. 


Michael D. Pelcovits 







Exhibit Sponsored by II-lichael Pelcovits 


2 10 DP Citigroup research report on Warner Music Group (Sept. 22,2005) 
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1               P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


2                                      (9:37 a.m.)


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We'll come to


4 order.


5             Mr. Handzo.


6             MR. HANDZO: Good morning, Your


7 Honor.


8             SoundExchange is going to resume


9 its case with Dr. Michael Pelcovits. We have


10 our usual notebooks.


11 Whereupon, 


12             W. MICHAEL PELCOVITS


13 was called as a witness by counsel for


14 SoundExchange, and after having been first


15 duly sworn, was examined and testified as


16 follows:


17 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR


18 SOUNDEXCHANGE


19             BY MR. HANDZO:  


20       Q     For the record, would you tell us


21 your name?


22       A     Yes, my name is Michael Pelcovits.
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1       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, what is your


2 business or profession? 


3       A     I'm a consultant with the


4 consulting firm of Micra, microeconomic


5 consulting and research associates.  I've been


6 with Micra for three years.


7       Q     What is your educational


8 background?


9       A     I received my bachelor's degree in


10 economics from the University of Rochester in


11 1972, and I attended MIT, Massachusetts


12 Institute of Technology where I received my


13 Ph.D. in economics in 1976.


14       Q     Where are you currently employed?


15       A     As I mentioned, I'm employed at


16 Micra consulting firm in Washington, D.C.


17       Q     Can you just tell us a little bit


18 more about what the business is Micra is?


19       A     Sure, Micra is a firm entirely of


20 economists.  We work in a variety of applied


21 microeconomic fields.  We are engaged in


22 analyzing industries, rate setting, costing
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1 issues, a whole variety of applying


2 microeconomics to different primarily


3 litigated cases, in the anti-trust, in the


4 regulatory arena, and then quite a lot of


5 other forms as well.


6       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, how long have you


7 been with Micra?


8       A     Three and a half years.


9       Q     Prior to joining Micro where were


10 you employed?


11       A     I was employed for 14 years at


12 MIC, which at one point was acquired by


13 WorldCom.  I like to remember it as MCI.  I


14 was employed there for that entire position.


15       Q     What was your position with MCI?


16       A     I started out as a senior staff


17 economist, and I moved up through the ranks


18 and eventually became the chief economist and


19 a vice president.


20       Q     Did any of your work at MCI


21 involved rate-setting proceedings?


22       A     Quite a lot.  Rate setting is
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1 essential, a key part of telecommunications


2 industries.  Rates are set for a variety of


3 telecommunication services by state regulatory


4 commissions, by the FCC, and in foreign


5 countries by their respective regulatory


6 bodies.


7             And it was essential to MCI's


8 business to be involved very heavily in how


9 those rates were set, either for itself and


10 also quite extensively as an intervenor in


11 those cases.


12       Q     Can you give us an example of a


13 rate-setting proceeding with MCI?


14       A     Sure, I think probably among the


15 most significant and monumental efforts that


16 the entire industry was engaged in for many


17 years was the setting of rates and terms under


18 which competitors in the local telephone


19 markets were able to interconnect and use the


20 networks of the incumbents.


21             This was an issue that was a


22 consequence of the 1996 Telecommunications
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1 Act, which permitted entry into the local


2 telephone market.


3             And as a result for several years


4 I was really in charge of MCI's efforts at


5 being involved at the FCC and in the states at


6 trying to get the methodologies and the rates


7 that would be favorable to the business.


8       Q     Did your work at MCI involve any


9 work on Internet issues?


10       A     Yes, they did.


11       Q     Can you describe that for us?


12       A     Sure.  The Internet was a very


13 major part of MCI's business.  MCI was a


14 leader, in fact the first major provider of


15 the Internet backbone, and always remained the


16 largest Internet backbone in the country.


17             MCI dealt, and I had to deal,


18 working with MCI colleagues, with economic


19 issues relating to the Internet as they


20 pertained to a number of issues that were


21 brought up in the context of either merger


22 approvals, in the context of reviewing of the
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1 policies dealing with peering, Internet


2 networks.


3             So I would say that it was a


4 substantial part of my attention, particularly


5 the last several years at MCI.


6       Q     Did those issues involve broadband


7 access as well?


8       A     There were issues also relating to


9 broadband access to the Internet.  It was


10 almost a separate class of issues, because at


11 the same time that we were trying to foster


12 competition in the local telephone market in


13 terms of the regular, pick up the phone and


14 dial a phone and make a call, it was also the


15 time when competition was blossoming, and


16 there were quite a lot of developments in the


17 broadband access to the home by cable modems


18 and also, and an area that was very important


19 to MCI, through the DSL products that were


20 being introduced by both the Bell companies


21 and also several competitors, including MCI.


22             And there was quite a lot of
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1 issues involved in terms of access, pricing,


2 regulation of the broadband access to the


3 home.


4       Q     What were the pricing issues for


5 broadband?


6       A     Well, there were pricing issues in


7 terms of access to the underlying network


8 element that was needed by a competitor to


9 compete in the market.  There were issues


10 relating to whether broadband prices and


11 access would itself be regulated by the FCC.


12             And there was a lot of issues


13 dealing with to what extent would broadband or


14 for example voice-over-Internet protocol used


15 over broadband would become a substitute for


16 conventional telephone service.


17       Q     Have you written at all on the


18 subject of the Internet?


19       A     I have.  I was asked to write a


20 chapter of a book on the economics of the


21 Internet.  I co-authored with Dr. Vincent


22 Cerf, who is indeed one of the fathers of the
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1 Internet.


2       Q     Prior to your employment with MCI,


3 Dr. Pelcovits, where were you employed?


4       A     I had a number of different


5 employments.  I worked for about seven years


6 in a consulting firm that I co-founded.  The


7 name of the consulting, Cornell, Pelcovits and


8 Brenner.  We were also refugees from the FCC,


9 and we consulted on quite a lot of


10 telecommunications and other applied economic


11 issues in a number of other industries.


12       Q     Can you give us an example?


13       A     Well, I did a lot of work


14 testifying on rate-settingi issues.  Primarily


15 at that time they involved in terms of access


16 to the network by long-distance companies, and


17 the pricing of access in the state regulatory


18 commissions.


19             We also worked on one of our first


20 cases that sort of got us started as a firm. 


21 We worked for Sony following the famous


22 Betamax case at the Supreme Court where there
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1 was pending and proposed legislation to impose


2 various taxes on video recording, and we


3 worked for Sony to develop some of their


4 material for Capitol Hill on those issues.


5       Q     And just quickly, prior to


6 Cornell, Pelcovits and Brenner, where did you


7 work?


8       A     I worked at the place where I was


9 eventually a refugee from, the FCC.  I was on


10 the office ¦ I was in what was called the


11 Office of Plans and Policy.  It was really


12 where the economists were housed along with


13 some engineers.


14             I worked for a year at the Civil


15 Aeronautics Board, and for a couple of years


16 after graduate school I was an assistant


17 professor at the University of Maryland,


18 College Park.


19       Q     Professor of economics?


20       A     Yes, in the economics department.


21       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, have you testified


22 as an expert in microeconmic issues before?
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1       A     I have.  I've lost count, but I've


2 testified I'd say probably 40 times in state


3 regulatory proceedings on rate setting and


4 other economic and policy types of issues.


5       Q     That may have anticipated my next


6 question, but how many of those times that you


7 testified involved rate-setting proceedings?


8       A     I would say at least half,


9 probably more.  There are a lot of issues


10 relating to costing, pricing, that have sort


11 of been at the key of the industry for the


12 entire time that I've been active, I'd say


13 since I was at the FCC in 1979, from then on.


14             MR. HANDZO: I would offer Dr.


15 Pelcovits as an expert in applied


16 microeconomics.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any objection


18 to the offer?


19             MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, if we


20 can reserve for voir dire on cross.


21             MR. JOSEPH: Likewise, Your Honor.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Without
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1 objection, the offer is accepted.


2             BY MR. HANDZO:  


3       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, when were you


4 retained by SoundExchange in this case?


5       A     I was retained in August of last


6 year.


7       Q     What were you asked to do for


8 them?


9       A     I was asked to essentially analyze


10 the issues relating to setting a rate for use


11 of sound recordings according to the statute


12 for noninteractive webcasts.


13             I was asked to develop a


14 recommended rate and present the economic


15 reasoning and analysis in a testimony.


16       Q     Can you give us an overview of


17 what you did when you first began this


18 engagement?


19       A     I think the starting point for me


20 was really reading the previous CARP decision


21 and to get a good understanding of the legal


22 framework behind the case.  Primarily I would
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1 say I didn't try to play lawyer, I read the


2 CARP decision and read filings from the


3 previous decision ¦ from the previous


4 proceeding.  I read significant amounts about


5 the industry and also about some of the


6 economic issues that had been researched and


7 written in the literature about the industry.


8             And I discussed with the attorneys


9 at Jenner & Block about obtaining certain


10 types of information, particularly information


11 on the contracts that had been entered into


12 between the webcasters and the record


13 companies for what I felt would be a good


14 benchmark service.


15             I would say ¦ add one other thing


16 to the list, which is, I also got quite


17 familiar with the nature of the services that


18 were being provided by the webcasters, a


19 combination of having research assistants try


20 to dig up and collect as much information as


21 they could, and even as mundane a task as


22 trying a lot of them out myself.
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1       Q     Based on your review of the CARP


2 decision, what did you understand the legal


3 standard that you were going to be applying


4 here to be?


5       A     The legal standard is referred to


6 as the willing buyer-willing seller standard.


7       Q     And what did you understand the


8 hypothetical market for our willing buyers and


9 willing sellers to be?


10       A     Well, the market, or the


11 hypothetical market would be for the licensing


12 of the copyrighted works of the copyright


13 holders to whatever broadcaster would observe


14 the statutory requirements, primarily no


15 webcasting, but essentially any use that


16 follow the constraints in the statute.


17       Q     And just to be clear, who did you


18 understanding the willing sellers in this


19 market to be?


20       A     The willing sellers are those that


21 own the copyrights, which is principally the


22 record companies.
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1       Q     And who did you understand the


2 willing buyers to be?


3       A     Willing buyers are whoever is in


4 the market and wishes to obtain a license in


5 order to provide a noninteractive webcast.


6       Q     And finally, what did you


7 understand the willing sellers to be selling


8 to the willing buyers?


9       A     I understood them to be selling a


10 blanket license for all of the copyrighted


11 music that they had the copyright to.


12       Q     What approach did you adopt, Dr.


13 Pelcovits, to come up with a rate proposal in


14 this case?


15       A     The approach I adopted is termed a


16 benchmark approach.  And benchmark approach


17 simple means looking for evidence from


18 comparable markets, and examining that


19 evidence to try to get a sense of what willing


20 buyers and willing sellers are doing in the


21 marketplace.


22       Q     What are the advantages of using a
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1 benchmark approach?


2       A     Well, the advantages, I would say


3 fundamentally, first of all you're dealing


4 with evidence that is there in the market. 


5 There is actual data.  The first thing an


6 economist looks for is data.  So you have data


7 in the market.  You have the advantage of


8 actually seeing the result of the marketplace


9 forces from both the demand side and the


10 supply side.  So you're seeing market


11 equilibria, and you are able to observe the


12 outcome of all the different forces that are


13 influencing the buyers and the sellers.


14       Q     In your view, Dr. Pelcovits, what


15 are the characteristics of a good benchmark?


16       A     Well, the characteristics of a


17 good benchmark are, obviously it has to be a


18 reasonably similar market with similar


19 characteristics, and in this case I would say


20 in general, you don't always have this


21 opportunity, you have the same buyers and the


22 same sellers.
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1             You have in the same copyrighted


2 works being provided, and you have the


3 copyrighted material being used in a manner


4 that it's provided to customers in a very


5 similar way.


6       Q     You have described the


7 similarities of your benchmark, but I guess we


8 should first identify what market you chose as


9 your benchmark.


10             What market did you choose as the


11 benchmark?


12       A     The market I chose was the market


13 for interactive or alternatively let's call it


14 on-demand webcasts.


15             If I could give an example, it


16 would simply be a service where a customer


17 subscribes, pays a monthly fee, for example,


18 to Rhapsody, and is able to listen to


19 relatively high quality streaming audio of his


20 or her own selection by choosing artists, by


21 choosing albums, by choosing songs.


22       Q     I think you've already touched on
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1 it, but what were the similarities you


2 perceived between the benchmark market ¦ and


3 if we can refer to the market that we're a


4 rate for here as the target market, does that


5 make sense?


6       A     To have a common terminology,


7 right.


8       Q     So the question was, what were the


9 similarities that you perceived between the


10 benchmark market and this target market?


11       A     The similarities I'd say start


12 with similar buyers and similar sellers, and


13 by its very nature, then, very similar


14 products being exchanged between the buyer and


15 the seller, the same music, the same ability


16 to use the music for commercial purposes of


17 various sorts.


18             And then also the ability to look


19 at how that service, that music, is then as an


20 input used in the downstream markets by


21 consumers in various ways.


22             So that makes a good benchmark. 
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1 It has another attribute which I think is


2 really ¦ well, there are a couple of other


3 attributes. 


4             One is, and this is very


5 important, they are similar, but they are I


6 believe sufficiently different that the


7 current rate set by the CART in the


8 noneconomic market does not have an


9 overwhelming influence on the rate in the


10 benchmark market. 


11             In other words if the benchmark


12 were too close to the target market, you could


13 not use that information because the benchmark


14 would be strong affected by the gravitational


15 pull of the preexisting rate in the target


16 market which was not set by the market, but


17 set by the CART.


18             So it has to be sufficiently


19 different, and the other thing is that it has


20 to be amenable to analysis, to be able to look


21 at the difference between the characteristics


22 of the target and of the benchmark market and
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1 measuring the importance of that


2 characteristic, and adjusting the rates in the


3 benchmark market for those characteristics in


4 order to come up with the recommended rate for


5 the target market.


6       Q     Now in terms of your ability to


7 make adjustments, does that depend in part on


8 having sufficient data about the benchmark


9 market?


10       A     It does.


11       Q     And did you have sufficient data


12 about the benchmark market in your view?


13       A     Yes, I would say I need data not


14 just for adjustments, but for just simply pure


15 analysis purposes, it's pretty hard to try to


16 apply, let's say, one or two pieces of data,


17 so the fact that there were a significant


18 number of contracts for the interactive


19 services, and the contracts were pretty


20 straightforward to see what the prices were.


21             Sometimes if you're doing an


22 analysis of certain markets, prices are not so
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1 apparent.  There's a lot of dimensions to


2 price, so it's important to be able to zero in


3 and identify the price that you're looking


4 for, so it had that characteristic.


5             And I've probably not answered


6 your question entirely.


7       Q     That's fine.


8             Do you recall how many contracts


9 for the interactive market you saw?


10       A     I recall that for the interactive


11 market I saw, I believe it was 29 contracts.


12       Q     Where did you get those from?


13       A     I got them from counsel, from


14 Jenner & Block.


15       Q     In your analysis of the benchmark


16 market, did you exclude any of those contracts


17 from consideration?


18       A     I won't say I excluded them from


19 consideration, but I eventually sort of zeroed


20 in on 17 of those contracts.  There were


21 several cases where contracts, earlier


22 contracts, were superseded by later contracts,
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1 so in that case I looked, and I used for


2 analytical purposes the more up to date


3 contracts.


4             And there was one other contract


5 that I excluded from the actual measurements


6 that I conducted, which was a contract that


7 essentially was a real outlier, used a


8 mechanism for calculating the payment that was


9 totally different than any of the other


10 contracts.  It was called a slotting


11 allowance, and essentially when something is


12 so far off the general pool of data you have


13 it's conventional to take it out of the data


14 set and work with the data set you have.


15       Q     So I'm sorry, in the end you would


16 up with 17 contracts?


17       A     I ended up analyzinig and working


18 with 17.


19       Q     Okay.


20             Let me ask you first of all about


21 the rate structure of the contracts in the


22 internactive markets.
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1             What did you find with respect to


2 that rate structure?


3       A     I found that almost all the


4 contracts had a three-part rater of structure. 


5 Namely, the rate or the possible rate was


6 calculated three different ways, and the


7 amount paid by the webcaster was the greater


8 ¦ it's called greater, it really should be


9 greatest ¦ the greatest of the three different


10 rate calculations.


11             The three calculations were first,


12 a per play rate, which is ¦ am I allowed to


13 give the number here?  Are we giving numbers?


14       Q     Let's hold off on the numbers. 


15 We'll get to that later.


16       A     Well, there was a per play rate,


17 where a per play rate means a rate per every


18 time a song is played to a individual


19 listener.  So if I'm sitting at home, and I


20 click, and I'm on Rhapsody, and I want to


21 listen to a particular song, and that song


22 plays, there is a ¦ essentially the meter goes
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1 by one click.


2             The second was a per subscriber


3 fee.  It's called a pro rate per subscriber


4 fee where the fee would be essentially based


5 on the number of subscribers to the service. 


6 So if there are a million subscribers, and the


7 fee is ten dollars, the base of the fee is ten


8 million dollars.


9             Now that fee is then paid to the


10 individual record label according to its


11 contract, and the fee is based on the pro rata


12 share of plays on the webcaster that are using


13 the copyrighted material of that record label.


14             So if you are BMG Music and 25


15 percent of the plays on Rhapsody are of your


16 music, then you multiply 25 percent times that


17 $10 million I just gave, and that's the second


18 element.


19             The third element is a percentage


20 of revenue, which we've talked about is in the


21 range of about 40 to 50 percent, and once


22 again that is of ¦ there are a variety of
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1 different definitions and adjustments taken,


2 but it's essentially the revenue that the


3 webcaster collects directly or indirectly from


4 the service, and again, the pro rata mechanism


5 is used to determine the amount due to the


6 particular record label under its contract.


7       Q     Going back to the per subscribed


8 rate, is that set as an amount per subscriber


9 per month?


10       A     Correct, it is per subscriber per


11 month.


12       Q     Do you have an understanding, Dr.


13 Pelcovits, of what that rate structure exists


14 in this market?


15       A     Yes.  


16             MR. STEINTHAL: Objection, Your


17 Honor, lack of foundation.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Repeat your


19 question.


20             MR. HANDZO: The question was


21 whether Dr. Pelcovits has an understanding of


22 what that rate structure exists.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Overruled


2             WITNESS: I do.  I have an


3 understanding that there are various


4 mechanisms to try to garner a share of


5 revenues, depending on how the music is used.


6             They're obviously working within a


7 context of uncertainty.  If everyone knew


8 exactly what was going to happen when you


9 signed the contract, you wouldn't need a


10 greater than type of structure, because you


11 could essentially predict ahead of time which


12 was going to be the one that would essentially


13 be the greatest, and negotiate on that one, or


14 just negotiate on whatever you needed to if


15 you had perfect information.


16             So given that there is imperfect


17 information there, and sort of a ¦ there are


18 a lot of dynamic changes in the market, there


19 is concern by the record companies to be able


20 to collect revenue based on how the music is


21 used in the different services.


22             If it's played a lot more than
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1 might have been expected, the per play rate


2 might come into force.  If revenue is let's


3 say collected through a bundled service where


4 it's hard to attribute revenue for a


5 particular music service, because it's bundled


6 along with other things, the per subscriber


7 amount might become the key one.


8             If you're using the music and not


9 collecting a lot of music ¦ sorry, a lot of


10 money from the subscriber, but rather from


11 advertisers or other ancillary services, then


12 the revenue percentage might come into play.


13       Q     Based on your review of the


14 contracts for the interactive market, did you


15 reach any conclusion about what the rate


16 structure should be for this case, for the


17 target market?


18       A     I recommend that the same rate


19 structure apply.  Once again we're dealing


20 with trying to look at the market and see what


21 willing buyers and willing sellers do.


22             Willing buyers and willing sellers
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1 agreed on a three-part rate structure.  It was


2 their way, quite frankly, of handling the


3 uncertainty of what was going on in the


4 market, and there is, within any negotiation,


5 a give and take.  And this resulted in the


6 three-part rate structure, in the benchmark


7 market, and I believe that it's very important


8 to import that same rate structure into our


9 target market in order to take sort of account


10 of all those different factors that were


11 important in the other market, and also to


12 sort of capture what's behind the incentives


13 of the willing buyer and the willing seller.


14       Q     Now in your report, Dr. Pelcovits,


15 in the end you recommend a set of rates. 


16 Would there be any adjustments that should be


17 made to those rates if we did not use this


18 three-part structure?


19       A     Yes, I believe that if you were to


20 sort of take my approach and import the rate


21 level from one of the pieces of this structure


22 but not the entire structure, you would be
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1 sort of undervaluing the use of the music in


2 the target markets.


3             And the reason is that when you're


4 setting up a three-part structure, you are


5 getting something out of each one of them. 


6 And if you say I'm not going to ¦ or I as the


7 seller am not going to get the benefit of two


8 parts of the rate structure, whatever those


9 benefits are, but obviously they're benefits


10 that affected their negotiations in the


11 benchmark market, if I'm going to give up some


12 benefits, then I can't simply take the rate


13 derived from the three-part structure without


14 making some adjustments to offset those lost


15 benefits of the rate structure itself.


16             MR. HANDZO: If I can just take a


17 break here for a second, I'm about to get into


18 restricted information with Dr. Pelcovits, and


19 restricted information involves the particular


20 prices that have been negotiated in the


21 benchmark market, and that is competitively


22 sensitive information.  The record companies
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1 don't share it with each other, certainly not


2 with the parties they're negotiating with.


3             So at this point I would request


4 that the court put us into executive session,


5 and designate this as restricted.


6             I actually don't see anyone in the


7 courtroom who would have to leave.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: This is to


9 review the rates that are part of contracts


10 that were in his benchmark?


11             MR. HANDZO: That's correct.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any objection


13 to the motion to apply the protective order on


14 questions and answers relating to the rates of


15 contracts used in the benchmark?


16             No objection.  The motion is


17 granted. 


18             MR. HANDZO: Thank you. 


19             (Whereupon at 10:10 a.m. the


20 hearing in the above-entitled matter went into


21 closed session.)


22
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We are ahead


2 of our normal recess.   Does anyone want to


3 start on cross-examination with this time


4 frame?


5             MR. STEINTHAL: I will start, Your


6 Honor. 


7 CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR DIGITAL


8 MEDIA, ET AL.


9             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


10       Q     Good morning, Dr. Pelcovits.


11       A     Good morning, Mr. Steinthal,


12 correct?


13       Q     My name is Ken Steinthal.  We


14 haven't met.


15       A     Yes, your reputation precedes you.


16       Q     As does yours.  


17       A     Thank you.


18       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, it's correct, is it


19 not, that prior to this engagement you had no


20 experience in the online music industry?


21       A     As an economist no.


22       Q     Other than your own use as a
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1 consumer of online music, it's fair to say you


2 had no prior experience in the online music


3 industry?


4       A     That's correct.


5       Q     And that includes the webcasting


6 industry, does it not?


7       A     That is correct.


8       Q     What about the sound recording


9 business more generally?  You had no prior


10 experience before this engagement in the sound


11 recording industry; correct?


12       A     That's correct.


13       Q     Indeed in connection with looking


14 at copyrighted content more generally, other


15 than dealing with software issues in


16 connection with telecommunication switches at


17 MCI, you had no experience dealing with


18 copyrighted content prior to this engagement,


19 correct?


20       A     I mentioned also I had worked on


21 the Betamax issues, so that was the other


22 involvement I had in those issues.
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1       Q     Other than that limited Betamax


2 issue you testified about, you had no


3 experience dealing with evaluation of


4 copyrighted content other than software in


5 connection with telecommunication switches;


6 correct?


7       A     And as you correctly mentioned,


8 that is an area in which I was involved, the


9 valuation of the copyrights contained within


10 telecommunications equipment, what are called


11 right-to-use fees, in that part of the


12 industry.


13       Q     But in connection with valuation


14 of music or audio-visual copyrighted content,


15 you have no prior experience before this


16 current?


17       A     As I mentioned, the Betamax


18 experience, but other than that, no.


19       Q     The Betamax experience didn't get


20 you involved in evaluating or assessing the


21 value of music, did it, in any respect?


22       A     It was not music; it was video. 
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1 That's correct.


2       Q     Now it's also correct is it not


3 that you never interviewed or spoke with


4 anyone in the webcasting industry before


5 submitting your written report?


6       A     That's correct.


7       Q     And by definition then you talked


8 to nobody involved in webcasting under a


9 statutory license before submitting your


10 report; correct?


11       A     That's correct.


12       Q     And no one involved in the


13 delivery of on-demand streaming services, your


14 target ¦ I'm sorry, your benchmark market,


15 correct?


16       A     That's correct.


17       Q     Let me ask you some questions


18 about the research you did before writing your


19 written report.


20             Now I believe you said this


21 morning and in your written statement that you


22 reviewed material about the industry; correct?
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1       A     Yes.


2       Q     Meaning the music industry


3 generally and the webcasting industry


4 generally?


5       A     I guess as opposed to what?  I


6 reviewed quite a lot of things about the music


7 industry, about copyright valuation, about


8 webcasting.   So quite a big research project.


9       Q     Well, putting aside the contract


10 you reviewed between individual labels and


11 licensees in the target and benchmark markets,


12 what specifically did you review?


13       A     I reviewed and approached this


14 just like I would any other economic analysis


15 where I read as much as I can about the


16 industry, about the nature of the services,


17 about the market structure, the prices,


18 consumption patterns, relevant legal


19 decisions, and quite a lot of economics


20 literature that deals with both retail pricing


21 and valuation of intellectual property.


22       Q     And that was all done by reading
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1 materials that were publicly available to you?


2       A     That's correct.


3       Q     And all the materials you reviewed


4 you've identified in your report, correct?


5       A     Well, the report doesn't liste


6 every single thing I reviewed.  I obviously


7 talked in general about what I reviewed.  I


8 think we provided material on discovery.


9       Q     But apart from that publicly


10 available material that you reviewed, it's


11 correct, is it not, that you reviewed no data


12 about the webcasting business?


13       A     I reviewed whatever data was


14 available in public sources.


15       Q     You got no data from any


16 webcasters, correct?


17       A     That is correct.


18       Q     And the data from public sources,


19 can you tell me what specific kinds of data


20 you rely on in your report from public sources


21 about webcasting?


22       A     I would have to go back and look. 
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1 I think there is a lot about webcasting that


2 is written in publications about the industry,


3 whether it's recent books, articles, annual


4 reports of the webcasters themselves, Security


5 & Exchange Commission reports of various


6 webcasters; their websites themselves where


7 they are describing at length their services


8 where they are trying to attract customers or


9 even attract users of their service. 


10             So that's ¦ that is what I did.


11       Q     So all your information about why


12 webcasters price certain services one way or


13 another way was derived for example from


14 websites or other publicly available


15 information; correct?


16       A     I told you I didn't go into an


17 analysis of the whys; I looked at the market


18 evidence.   So that in my mind is the hard


19 data that's available as opposed to what I


20 would think would be far less informative,


21 which would be to try to get some


22 impressionistic idea of why they are pricing
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1 where they are.


2       Q     But for example, when you do your


3 charts that are in you8r report, we'll come


4 back to that, you look at prices that are


5 listed for various products without any data


6 whatsoever about how many people are actually


7 paying those prices; right?


8       A     From the public sources


9 themselves, I've seen data since then, but


10 from the public sources themselves, there is


11 limited data on the number of customers, and


12 it's also difficult to get the breakdown of


13 customers by the type of service they


14 subscribe to.


15             These are in the market.  They're


16 actively promoted and sold.  There was some I


17 believe it was AccuStream that had some data. 


18 But in terms of the actual number of


19 subscribers on each service, that was  not


20 publicly available; correct.


21       Q     And I gather the information that


22 you just mentioned that you relied upon for
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1 webcasters was the same whether it be


2 statutory licensed webcasters or on-demand


3 streaming and conditional download services?


4       A     The services might be different


5 depending whether the companies were


6 different, but the types of research material


7 was similar.


8       Q     Now, in addition to your review of


9 these materials, before you did your written


10 report you had two or three conference calls


11 with people in the sound recording industry,


12 correct?


13       A     Yes.


14       Q     And that was in the early stages


15 of your research, was it not?


16       A     Yes, it was.


17       Q     And do you remember who those


18 people were?


19       A     I do not.


20       Q     And the subject was largely about


21 the hold back issue, is that right?


22       A     That was the primary reason for
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1 the calls.  I was trying to make sure I


2 understood the contracts, and I was


3 interpreting evidence properly.  I was also


4 hoping to try to quantify the effects of the


5 hold backs, which can affect the value of the


6 music in the interactive contracts.


7             So that was really an area that I


8 was trying to see whether there was data or


9 other ways of making an adjustment in the


10 model for the hold backs, and that was the


11 nature of the research at that time.


12       Q     But just so I understand it then,


13 you generated this report based on two or


14 three conference calls of that nature with


15 people you can't remember, and your review of


16 a series of contracts that you got from the


17 label representatives, or actually from


18 Jenner, and from the publicly available


19 information you gleaned about the industry;


20 correct?


21       A     That's correct, I approached it


22 the way I would approach research that I've
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1 undertaken in the past in other industries,


2 and the ¦ certainly a lot of effort into


3 getting a lot of material from the public


4 sources.


5       Q     So you would agree with me that if


6 you had the same universe of data to tackle a


7 telecommunications problem before you


8 undertook this assignment, you'd have a heck


9 of a lot more experience and expertise to draw


10 on to reach conclusions about the project than


11 you did in taking on a subject like webcasting


12 in which you had no prior experience; isn't


13 that right?


14       A     It depends a lot on what the


15 project was.  There are projects I've done in


16 telecommunications, particularly newer markets


17 in telecommunications, where the ¦ you're


18 dealing with something which from an


19 analytical standpoint is very much sort of a


20 fresh look.  That might be true of many things


21 related to the Internet.  It would be true of


22 things related to, let's say, voice over IP;
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1 I've done research and looked at that issue,


2 and wasn't a lot to discuss.  It was trying to


3 understand the quantitative nature of things


4 going on, the prices, and the effect of price


5 bundling and other topics.


6             So it depends.  It depends on the


7 project as to what is the appropriate research


8 step and tools to use.


9       Q     Now you said you reviewed


10 contracts that were entered into between music


11 services and the copyright holders; correct?


12       A     That's correct.


13       Q     Those copyright holders were the


14 major labels; correct?


15       A     That's correct.


16       Q     Meaning the big four, are you


17 familiar now that there are four major record


18 companies?


19       A     Very familiar.


20       Q     And you didn't review any


21 contracts between other copyright holders and


22 music services, did you?
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1       A     I did not.


2       Q     You know that SoundExchange


3 represents a great multitude of copyright


4 owners other than the majors?


5       A     I do ¦ I am aware of that.


6       Q     Did you seek any information about


7 contracts between other copyright holders than


8 the major four record companies from Jenner &


9 Block or the SoundExchange representative?


10       A     I ¦ for the interactive web


11 servers you're talking here, because those


12 would be where you get the contracts, but I


13 did inquire as to whether I could get them in


14 time to do my analysis, and they were not


15 available to me.


16       Q     You said it was for the


17 interactive services in your last answer.


18       A     Right.


19       Q     Are you familiar with the fact


20 that there were contracts entered into by both


21 major record labels and independent record


22 labels with certain webcasters?
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1       A     I did in fact address in my


2 testimony the contracts for the wider range of


3 webcasting services which use the term,


4 customized radio, to refer to those who can


5 add certain features that either are, or


6 arguably are, make them ineligible for the


7 statutory license.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Judge


9 Wisniewski has just reminded me that Mr.


10 Handzo never concluded his portion of


11 questioning that was subject to the protective


12 order.


13             We are no removed from application


14 of the protective order.


15             MR. STEINTHAL: From the beginning


16 of my cross, yes, Your Honor, absolutely.


17             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


18       Q     So basically in terms of the


19 contracts you reviewed, you reviewed what


20 Jenner & Block gave you and nothing else;


21 correct?


22       A     That's correct.
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1       Q     By the way was the benchmark on


2 demand service market that you chose to rely


3 on something that you yourself thought of, or


4 was it suggested to you by someone else?


5       A     I frankly don't recall.  I know


6 early in the engagement I was presented, or


7 discussed, a number of different options.  And


8 certainly interactive was raised, as were some


9 of the others that I mentioned in my


10 testimony.


11             So I did consider a number of


12 other benchmarks.  And I will say that very


13 early on, it was my judgment, which I stand by


14 to this day, that those are by far the best


15 evidence in the market to serve as a


16 benchmark.  It's very compelling, very


17 powerful, very useful evidence.


18       Q     Sir, you would agree, would you


19 not, that a service seeking to offer


20 subscribers on demand access to specific music


21 recordings effectively must have a license


22 from each of the big four major record
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1 companies; correct?


2       A     Effectively it turns out to be


3 that way in the market.  I don't know whether


4 it would be possible to have a more limited


5 tailored music service.


6       Q     Well, we're talking about on


7 demand streaming conditional download services


8 that form your benchmark market, all of those


9 services tell consumers that they're offering


10 essentially the world's music on demand, don't


11 they?


12       A     I don't know if I'd put it that


13 way.  As I said, some of the  ¦ particularly


14 the larger ones are advertising that they are


15 offering a wide range of music.  They mostly


16 make that point by genre.  They say, we have


17 a variety of different types of music that


18 we're offering.


19             They obviously can't represent


20 they have everything, because they don't have


21 everything.


22       Q     Let's talk about that for a
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1 second.  You had mentioned that there are


2 times when certain tracks aren't available.


3             Is it your testimony, sir, that


4 the reason those tracks aren't available is


5 because of hold back rights associated with


6 the labels, and only that issue?


7       A     As far as I'm aware, they are held


8 back or one way or another not released or


9 provided by the copyright holder, and that if


10 the music service wanted to ¦ obviously if the


11 music service wants to use a piece of music,


12 it has to get the approval of the copyright


13 holder.


14       Q     And that copyright holder is more


15 than the sound recording owner, right?


16       A     It can, yes.


17       Q     The publisher as well?


18       A     It appears the publisher as well.


19       Q     And as a matter of fact, sir, are


20 you familiar with the fact that there are many


21 tracks that the services that are in your


22 benchmark market have the sound recording
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1 rights to but have been unable to clear the


2 publishing rights to?


3       A     I don't recall if I was aware of


4 that, but I can see that that would be


5 possible, and that would reduce the value of


6 those services to the consumers and ultimately


7 the value and how much they'd be willing to


8 pay to the sound recording companies for the


9 right to use their sound recordings.  It


10 doesn't pay to get the sound recording if you


11 can't get the musical work with it.  So it


12 doesn't matter why you can't get it; it


13 affects how much you're going to pay for it.


14       Q     Well, you did your analysis based


15 on your assessment of what was available and


16 what wasn't available through these services,


17 right?


18       A     I did my analysis, and essentially


19 the entire testimony I gave this morning did


20 not try to measure the effects of hold backs


21 on either a copyright standpoint or the


22 effects on consumer pricing.
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1             So I can say that I didn't


2 quantify it.  I did not try to quantify it. 


3 Had I, I would have needed to do a lot more


4 research to get a complete understanding of


5 the hold-back principles.


6             But since my analysis doesn't


7 measure in anyway the hold-back aspect, it is


8 conservative; it doesn't matter why it's being


9 held back.


10       Q     But to the extent you gave the


11 impression that the reason why tracks aren't


12 available was because record companies prefer


13 to hold back tracks, the fact is that you're


14 not, as you're sit here today, aware as to


15 whether given tracks are held back because of


16 problems clearing sound recording rights as


17 distinguished from publishing rights; isn't


18 that right?


19       A     I am not aware of how much fo the


20 hold back is from which source, but I stand by


21 what I said that my estimate is conservatives


22 because of hold backs, regardless of the cause
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1 of the hold back, In one case it might affect


2 the contracts here, but it obviously is


3 affecting the music that is being made


4 available that is of value to the webcasters,


5 and is ultimately of value to the customers.


6             MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, I'd


7 move to strike.  I'm just trying to get a yes


8 or no answer as to whether his prior answer


9 gave a certain impression or not.  It was an


10 invitation to go into everything he went into.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I am going to


12 deny that motion.  I'm not clear that it's


13 that much addition.


14             MR. STEINTHAL: Just trying to move


15 it along, Your Honor.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Well, in that


17 case ¦


18             (Laughter.)


19             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


20       Q     Now on this issue, one more thing,


21 you testified either in your written statement


22 or in your deposition that an example of this
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1 difficulty of clearing sound recording rights


2 was, you personally noticed, did you not, that


3 certain albums you could some but not all of


4 the tracks on an album; remember that?


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     Wouldn't that be an indication,


7 given that the sound recording rights on the


8 album are likely hold by one sound recording


9 owner, that the reason you couldn't get


10 certain tracks would be because of the


11 publishing rights associated with certain


12 tracks within that album?


13       A     Not necessarily.  It could well be


14 that the ¦ particularly a newly released


15 album, the sound recording copyright holder


16 might want to generate interest in the album,


17 and offer essentially the ability for


18 customers to sample it through an on-demand


19 service, but not satisfy their entire taste


20 for the album through the on demand service.


21       Q     Let's stick with hold backs here


22 for a minute.
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1             Is your understanding the reason


2 that the labels request hold backs ¦ by the


3 way this is usually a 90-day or temporary hold


4 back provision, right?


5       A     In some case it is; in some cases


6 it is not.


7       Q     But the general hold back feature


8 that you were referring to was a hold-back


9 feature, was it not, that would enable record


10 companies to sell in the physical market or


11 the permanent download market for a certain


12 period of time before tracks would be released


13 to on demand streaming and limited download


14 services; isn't that right?


15       A     No.


16       Q     Well, is it your understanding


17 that that is one of the reasons why labels


18 have hold back rights?


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     And is that particular reason one


21 to try to enable them to window if you will


22 the release of their new releases so that they
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1 can try to sell with the high margin product


2 in the permanent download and physical CD


3 market?


4       A     Either to sell or to avoid piracy


5 or for whatever reason.


6       Q     One of the reasons is to try to


7 have that initial window where they can


8 capture the largest margin in the sale of


9 permanent downloads or physical CDs, correct?


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     And that's in part because they


12 view these on demand streaming conditional


13 download services ¦ your benchmark market ¦ as


14 substitutional to some degree of sales of


15 permanent downloads and physical CDs, correct?


16       A     On some albums and some


17 circumstances, they probably do.


18       Q     Now going back to the benchmark


19 market, it's true, is it not, that your


20 benchmark market's services are all on demand


21 streaming conditional download services which


22 do advertise themselves as offering a very
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1 comprehensive universe of sound recordings


2 that can be accessed on demand; correct?


3       A     That's true of most of them.  But


4 there are some that are much more tailored, or


5 niche providers of service, a couple of which


6 I included in my regression analysis, and


7 tried to address that part of the market.


8       Q     I'm talking about the 17 companies


9 that you used as your benchmark services. 


10 Those are all services that offer to the


11 public and advertise that they offer a


12 comprehensive catalog of a million plus tracks


13 for consumers to access on demand; correct?


14       A     I think I answered this before,


15 and I think I said, other than the word


16 "comprehensive," which I don't know whether


17 that appears in their public ¦ their web pages


18 ¦ they do certainly advertise the number of


19 tracks.  The numbers for many of them are a


20 million or more, and they do represent that


21 they're covering a wide range of music; I


22 agree with that.
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1       Q     And would you agree, then, that


2 for those services in particular, they in


3 order to offer a product that can be


4 competitive with the other 16 of your 17


5 companies, effectively have to have a license


6 from each of the big four major labels?


7       A     I would say to that that appears


8 to be the business model they've chosen,


9 correct.


10       Q     And in fact I was mentioning


11 before the 17 agreements in yo8ur benchmark


12 market that you rely upon, those are actually


13 17 agreements entered into by just five


14 different companies, aren't they?


15       A     I was going to include that


16 correction in my answer, but I decided to hold


17 back.


18       Q     So it's a fairly tight market that


19 you have analyzed for purposes of your


20 benchmark market, isn't it?


21       A     It's a ¦ well, indeed it is a


22 tight market in the sense of there are a small
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1 number of large companies that are webcasters,


2 and a small number of companies that are the


3 owners of the copyrights.


4       Q     Let's talk about how large these


5 companies are for a minute.  How large is


6 Napster LLC?


7       A     I don't know.


8       Q     Do you know what their


9 capitalization is?


10       A     Not at Napster, no.


11       Q     Do you know the name of the


12 company that owns the stock or the principal


13 stockholdings in Napster LLC?


14       A     No, but I do know of others, and I


15 do know how large they are.


16       Q     Stick with me first on that.


17       A     Sure.


18       Q     You don't know how large Napster


19 LLC is, right?


20       A     No, I don't.


21       Q     What about Music Net?  Do you know


22 who owns Music Net?
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1       A     I do not know.  I get confused,


2 quite frankly, of the MusicNet, MusicMatch and


3 so forth, which one is under which music


4 service umbrella now, so I don't know


5 specifically from MusicNet.


6       Q     Well, it's good, maybe I can


7 refresh your recollection.


8       A     Okay.


9       Q     Napster LLC is the successor to a


10 company called Pressplay, is it not?


11       A     I do not ¦ did not recall that. 


12 I'll take that.


13       Q     Well, in all your reading abou9t


14 this industry which you told us about, can you


15 tell us who the first two companies were that


16 got into the on demand streaming conditional


17 download service business, your benchmark


18 markets?


19       A     I cannot.


20       Q     Isn't it true, sir, or do you just


21 not know, that the first two entrants into


22 this market were companies owned either
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1 entirely or substantially by the major record


2 labels?


3       A     I do know that the record company


4 labels were involved in some initial efforts


5 in this market.  I don't know the order in


6 which and the percentage of ownership of which


7 the particular record labels had in the


8 particular music services.  I don't recall


9 those facts.


10       Q     Are you familiar with the fact


11 that all of the licenses you've observed for


12 purposes of your benchmark market are


13 derivative of agreements entered into between


14 companies that were owned by the labels,


15 entering into agreements with their


16 shareholder owners?


17       A     I would not accept the terminology


18 of saying they are derivative of previous


19 contracts.  These are contracts between


20 independent webcasters, and independent web


21 companies.  They are negotiated freshly by the


22 two parties to the negotiation.
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1             So the fact that there might be


2 certain precedents does not in my mind make it


3 a derivative.


4       Q     You would agree with me that the


5 50 percent rev share that is common among all


6 these agreements has been in place since the


7 very first of these on demand streaming


8 limited download services came into the market


9 in 2001; isn't that right?  Or do you just not


10 know?


11       A     I don't recall what is before any


12 of the contracts that I saw, and as I said, I


13 focused on the market and its most recent


14 information of the contracts that had been


15 entered into frankly the last two years or so. 


16 That's in my mind the most relevant


17 information.


18       Q     Well, I'm still going to stick


19 with probing all this stuff you read about


20 this market.


21       A     Sure.


22       Q     So are you familiar, yes or no,
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1 with the fact that the first two entities to


2 offer these kinds of on demand streaming


3 conditional download services were companies


4 called Pressplan, which was owned by Sony and


5 Universal, and MusicNet, which was owned by


6 the then-other three major labels, BMG, EMI


7 and Warner, along with Real Networks; does


8 that ring a bell?


9       A     I think it rings a bell because


10 you asked about it a couple of minutes ago. 


11 And as I said I don't recall the specifics of


12 the early stages of the business and the


13 nature of the ownership.


14             I undoubtedly read about it, but I


15 did not recall specifics of that nature.


16       Q     And you never considered or


17 factored into your analysis, I gather, the


18 relationship between the major record


19 companies at the outset of this market with


20 the only two entities that existed in the


21 market at the beginning of its growth;


22 correct?
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1       A     I did not then, and I would not


2 now based on what you've just told me.


3       Q     Okay, those are two of the


4 companies.


5             The other three companies, who are


6 the co-parties to these agreements upon which


7 you relied, who are they? 


8       A     From when ¦


9       Q     From the list of 17?


10       A     From the list of 17 there was Real


11 Networks, which provides Rhapsody.  There was


12 Yahoo.  And also there's a service that Yahoo


13 offers, I believe, MusicMatch.  There is AOL


14 which also has a trade name, I forget whether


15 it's MusicNet or Music something.  And there


16 is Virgin Music Service.


17       Q     Let's go back.


18             The 17 agreements that are your


19 benchmark model, don't include anything from


20 Yahoo other than the MusicMatch agreement,


21 right?


22       A     Well, that is how Yahoo gets the
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1 music.


2       Q     Now it does, but MusicMatch


3 entered into that agreement when it was


4 MusicMatch before it was acquired by Yahoo,


5 correct?


6       A     I believe there have been some


7 more recent agreements with Yahoo.


8       Q     Now I'm looking down the list, AOL


9 is not on the list.  Are you referring to


10 MusicNet at AOL?


11       A     Well, that's what I just said,


12 yes, Music ¦ I wasn't sure of the name, but I


13 believe it was MusicNet, yes.


14       Q     Is MusicNet a service that is


15 available to the public directly?


16       A     Directly to anyone who wants to


17 subscribe to AOL?


18       Q     No, I mean directly from MusicNet?


19       A     No.


20       Q     Do you know whether the service


21 that is offered by AOL is any different than


22 the service that was offered by Real Networks
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1 prior to the launch of the Rhapsody service?


2       A     Prior to the launch of the


3 Rhapsody, not as we're talking about right


4 now.  I don't know.  I know what it is


5 compared to Real Networks now.


6       Q     Well, are you familiar with the


7 fact that the MusicNet's service is what's


8 called the white label service that is


9 distributed by any number of companies?


10       A     Yes, I do know about white label


11 servicing.


12       Q     Well, which os the benchmark


13 companies or benchmark agreements that you are


14 offering are white labeled by MusicNet through


15 third parties?


16       A     White labeled and then sold to


17 third parties?  I don't recall sitting here


18 which ¦ how many are of which nature.


19       Q     And MusicNow, what's MusicNow?


20       A     I don't recall.


21       Q     The contract date on your


22 attachment A, to your report, says that the
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1 MusicNow agreement was dated in 2003.


2             How big was MusicNow in 2003, any


3 idea?


4       A     I do not know.


5       Q     Any idea who the owners were?


6       A     I don't recall.


7       Q     And the MusicMatch deals that you


8 have on your list ¦ and by the way, as I go


9 through the list, I think there is one ¦


10 there's a ¦ two, three MusicNow agreements,


11 one from 2002, one from 2003, and one from


12 2005. 


13             But you rely on all three of those


14 during that time period, correct?


15       A     I think as I testified I'm relying


16 on all of them, that are in this list.  But I


17 did observe that if you take the most recent


18 agreements you are generally going to get


19 higher prices.


20       Q     On portable ones, not necessarily


21 on non-portable; isn't that right?


22       A     Well, I think particularly if you
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1 look at the pro rata subscription fees, the


2 prices that are above 2.50 for the non-


3 portable, with the exception of one entered


4 into in 2004, there's 2005 and there are 2004


5 and 2005 and ¦ 2004 and 2005, those are the


6 later contracts.


7       Q     let me go back to your testimony


8 about how big all these companies were on the


9 buyer's side.  We talked about MusicNet, we


10 talked about Napster, and we talked about


11 MusicNow.


12             How big was MusicMatch before it


13 was acquired by Yahoo?


14       A     I don't recall.  I have seen what


15 the price paid for it was, but I do not recall


16 how large it was at the time of entering into


17 any contracts.


18       Q     And then the other company on the


19 list is Real Networks.


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     Do you know how large that company


22 is?
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1       A     I have reviewed their 10-K


2 recently, and I offhand do not recall the size


3 of the company.  It's growing.  It features a


4 number of different services.  It's from my


5 standpoint an active major participant in the


6 market.


7       Q     The biggest of all the five that


8 we've been talking about?


9       A     I think Yahoo is the biggest in


10 the market.  Yahoo is the biggest by far of ¦


11 I would say in the Internet space, there's


12 maybe AOL and Google, Yahoo is an extremely


13 large company with a market capitalization of


14 over $40 billion.


15       Q     Again, sticking with attachment A,


16 the word, Yahoo, doesn't show up on it, does


17 it?


18       A     No.  Again, Yahoo is now the party


19 that is providing these services in the


20 market, and they are using it under contracts


21 that are entered into here.


22             So it indicates their use of the
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1 copyrighted music.


2       Q     Well, sir, who negotiated the


3 MusicNet deal ¦ strike that.


4             You are familiar with the fact


5 that Yahoo Music Unlimited is actually powered


6 by MusicNet, right?  Yahoo has nothing to do


7 whatsoever with the negotiation of the sound


8 recording rights underlying that service;


9 isn't that right?


10       A     I believe it's MusicMatch.


11       Q     No, I'm talking about Yahoo Music


12 Unlimited.  Is it your testimony that Yahoo


13 Music Unlimited is powered by MusicMatch?


14       A     No, it's not my testimony.  If you


15 could ask me questions about which music


16 service sitting here right now can I remember


17 which ones powers which service, I can't tell


18 you.  I've said that.


19             What I can say, and rather than


20 trying to pass a memory test, is that there


21 are major ¦ these are the contracts in the


22 market.  This is how the music is being bought
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1 and sold int eh market today.  These are the


2 willing buyers and sellers.  These are the


3 same willing buyers and willing sellers in the


4 benchmark target and the target market.


5       Q     Sir, let's talk about Yahoo Music


6 Unlimited.  It's in your regression analysis;


7 it's on all your charts, right?


8       A     Right.


9       Q     I'm asking you specifically as you


10 sit there today, do you know whether Yahoo had


11 anything to do with the negotiation of the


12 sound recording licenses that underlie the on


13 demand streaming and conditional download


14 service that is offered by Yahoo Music


15 Unlimited?


16       A     I do not know whether it was


17 before or after they acquired the white label,


18 or whatever you want to call the company that


19 has the rights.  They are using those rights


20 today.


21       Q     Sir, if you would please answer


22 the question.
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1             Do you know whether Yahoo had any


2 role in negotiating the sound recording rights


3 underlying the service that is known as Yahoo


4 Music Unlimited?


5       A     I do not know.


6       Q     Is it your testimony that it's


7 offered, it's a service that was negotiated by


8 MusicMatch?


9       A     There is a MusicMatch negotiation. 


10 I think I already answered and said I don't


11 recall the specific ownerships as I sit here


12 today of which music copyright is now being


13 used or negotiated by any of the particular


14 services.


15             I'm looking at the market, and


16 what is used in the market to provide these


17 services.


18       Q     And is it irrelevant to you who


19 the entity is that negotiates with the sound


20 recording copyright owners to get the rights


21 underlying the agreements that are on your


22 attachment A to your report?
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1       A     That's what's in the market, and


2 that's in the benchmark market, and that's


3 what would be in the noninteractive market; it


4 doesn't matter.  That's the market evidence.


5       Q     Let me ask you this: would you


6 agree that in respect of the sales of licenses


7 to their respective catalogs to on demand


8 services that comprise your benchmark market,


9 the big four record labels don't really


10 compete against one another?


11       A     I missed the first part of the


12 question.  Could you give it back to me, sir?


13       Q     I'm asking you whether you would


14 agree with the proposition that when it comes


15 to the sales of licenses to their respective


16 catalogs to on demand services in your


17 benchmark models, the big four record


18 companies compete against one another or not?


19       A     They ¦ I would say that for the


20 most part they can't ¦ they only compete to


21 the extent that they are offering


22 differentiated products in the same market. 
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1 They cannot compete for the sale of the same


2 copyrighted material.  There is only one owner


3 of the copyright.


4       Q     So hypothetically if you accept


5 that these benchmark services effectively must


6 get a license from all four of the major four


7 record companies, then you'd agree in that


8 hypothetical that the big four record


9 companies don't compete against each other in


10 the licensing of their repertoires to those


11 services, correct?


12       A     Well, I would not agree with that.


13       Q     Well, that's not a competition


14 between two or more sellers of the exact same


15 copyrighted works, right?


16       A     There is not that type of


17 competition.  There is, I would say it's not


18 very ¦ from marketplace evidence ¦ that


19 customers value particular sound recordings,


20 and don't see one record of a particular


21 artist as a substitute for another artist's


22 record.  There is not that type of intense
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1 competition.


2             There is more than one set of


3 recordings available on the market.  They do


4 provide some degree of competition.  Does that


5 very intense in the sense of selling very


6 similar products?  No.  


7       Q     It's true, is it not, that there


8 is really no price competition as between each


9 of the four major record companies in that


10 hypothetical, isn't it, because the universe


11 of what they're offering as you say is totally


12 differentiated one from the other?


13       A     I wouldn't ¦ I'm trying not to


14 argue here, but I'm just trying to state sort


15 of what I think are the economic conditions


16 here, which is, there is a degree of com


17 petition which economists would refer to as


18 competition between differentiated products,


19 so even though things are not the same, it


20 does have an impact on the price of the other


21 differentiated product.


22             So does it have no effect on the
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1 price?  No, I cannot agree with that.  Does it


2 have a major effect on price?  Do we see a lot


3 of intense price competition anywhere in the


4 market among these highly differentiated


5 products?  No, we don't.


6       Q     So in this hypothetical market, if


7 a music service wants to offer a particular


8 song sung by a particular artist to which


9 there is a particular unique copyright, the


10 buyer must buy that from a single copyright


11 holder; correct?


12       A     Yes.


13       Q     In essence conveying monopoly


14 power to the licensor of the sound recordings,


15 where a licensee is seeking to offer on demand


16 access to a comprehensive catalog?


17       A     Correct.


18             Yes, with ¦ let me just explain if


19 you don't mind.  I'll give a firm yes, there


20 is monopoly due to the ownership of the


21 copyright, which is the nature of copyright


22 law.
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1       Q     Now you're aware, are you not,


2 that in the CARP decision and the librarian


3 decision that you've cited several times in


4 your testimony, the CARP and the librarian in


5 the first proceeding stated that the


6 hypothetical market to be replicated by this


7 board is a hypothetical competitive market;


8 correct?


9       A     I think you'll have to show that


10 to me.  I don't recall putting it that way.


11       Q     Okay. 


12             MR. STEINTHAL: Your honor, since


13 we are approaching the break, and I'm going to


14 get these exhibits, I think that maybe we can


15 take a break now.  I'll get the exhibits


16 ready, and we'll go right into it after the


17 lunch break, if that is okay with you.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Handzo?


19             MR. JOSEPH:  Your Honor, before we


20 recess I just have one housekeeping matter.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, sir.


22             MR. JOSEPH:  We have learned that
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1 one of the artist witnesses has refused,


2 knowing of the court's two orders to produce


3 tax returns, has refused to produce tax


4 returns.  That's MS. Fink, who will be


5 testifying on Wednesday.


6             We will be ¦ actually have filed


7 this morning ¦ a motion to strike the


8 financial portions of her testimony, and a


9 motion to limit her testimony to nonfinancial


10 matters.


11             I'm not suggesting that we get


12 into an argument on that motion now.  We have


13 informed SoundExchange, we actually spoke with


14 them, and we did confirm this morning, and I


15 just wanted to know if I could have leave to


16 hand up copies of those motions before I file


17 today so that they can be considered on an


18 expedited basis.  And obviously SoundExchange


19 will have an opportunity to respond as well.


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Certainly you


21 may give us courtesy copies of what you have


22 filed.
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1             MR. HANDZO: Since Mr. Joseph is


2 doing housekeeping, I wanted to as well.


3             Obviously we will respond in


4 writing. MS. Fink, I believe, did produce tax


5 returns, but not personal returns; she


6 produced her business returns.  In any event,


7 we will certainly respond in writing on that.


8             One other housekeeping matter that


9 I wanted to raise, and that relates to the


10 schedule on Thursday.


11             We had intended to bring Dr.


12 Brynjolfsson back hopefully to complete his


13 testimony that day.  You will recall that Mr.


14 Smith was handling that examination.  He is


15 actually not available on Thursday to complete


16 it. 


17             So with the court's permission, I


18 believe we were going to draft Mr. Pirelli to


19 impersonate Mr. Smith.  And I just wanted to


20 alert the court to that, in case anyone was


21 concerned about that.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We'll address
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1 that when it arises.


2             I don't know if that causes


3 problems or not.


4             MR. SMITH: Your Honor, I have


5 compelling reasons why I need to be out of


6 town that day, and I would hate to have the


7 redirect opportunity lost by not being here


8 that day.  If we can get some kind of guidance


9 from the board about whether we'd be able to


10 accommodate them, I'd appreciate it in


11 advance.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Can't do that. 


13 I don't have enough information to do that.


14             MR. SMITH: Is there some other


15 information that you need, Your Honor?


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I don't know


17 if Mr. Pirelli has been present during all the


18 evidence.  I don't know if anybody has any


19 objection to switching in the middle of a


20 witness.  That's not an easy matter to


21 resolve.


22             MR. HANDZO: Perhaps, Your Honor,
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1 we'll confer with counsel and we can provide


2 that information to the court.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right. 


4 Well recess until 2:00 o'clock.


5                       (Whereupon at 12:29 p.m.


6                       the proceedings in the


7                       above-entitled matter


8                       went off the record to


9                       return on the record at


10                       2:03 p.m.)


11             MR. HANDZO: Before we begin, if I


12 could just address the issue that we left off


13 with, I promised that I would canvass the


14 present counsel with respect to Mr. Pirelli


15 substituting for Mr. Smith.


16             I believe there is no objection


17 from counsel, and I can represent to the court


18 that Mr. Pirelli was here for virtually all of


19 Dr. Brynjolfsson ¦ the part that he hasn't


20 been here for, he's read the transcript.  So


21 he will be fully prepared.


22             So with that information I would
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1 ask the court to permit us to allow Mr.


2 Pirelli to complete the redirect so that Mr.


3 Smith can attend to his family obligations.


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And to what


5 extent of redirect are you anticipating?  Let


6 me ask Mr. Smith then.


7             MR. SMITH: Your Honor, I think we


8 were looking at something in the range of half


9 an hour, or 45 minutes, something like that. 


10 That'd be my best estimate.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That's a


12 difficult call to make.


13             All right, we'll grant that


14 request.


15             MR. HANDZO: Thank you very much.


16             MR. STEINTHAL: Thank you, Your


17 Honor. 


18 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION 


19             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


20       Q     Before the break. Dr. Pelcovits, I


21 asked you about the hypothetical market


22 standard set forth in the librarian decision. 
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1 And I'm going to show you what I was referring


2 to.         MR. STEINTHAL: I'd mark as


3 Services Exhibit No. 54 a copy of the


4 librarian's decision in the first part.


5                       (The aforementioned


6                       document was marked for


7                       identification as


8                       Services Exhibit No. 54)


9             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


10       Q     I'd ask you to take a look, if you


11 would at page 245, 244, the numbers are in the


12 upper left-hand corner, there's a paragraph


13 where the librarian states: In this


14 configuration of the marketplace, the willing


15 buyers of the services which may operate under


16 the webcasting license.  The MCA compliance


17 services, the willing sellers are record


18 companies, and the product consists of a


19 blanket license from each record company which


20 allows us of that company's complete


21 repertoire of sound recordings.


22             Because of the diversity among the
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1 buyers and the sellers, the CARP noted that


2 one would expect a range of negotiated rates,


3 and so interpreted the statutory standard as


4 the rates to which absent special


5 circumstances most willing buyers and willing


6 sellers would agree in a competitive


7 marketplace.


8             Do you see that?


9       A     I do.


10       Q     Does that refresh your


11 recollection that the CARP and the librarian,


12 as part of their interpretation of the willing


13 buyer-willing seller standard focused on a


14 hypothetical competitive marketplace?


15       A     I don't read it that way, and


16 that's not how I read the CARP.  This is


17 quoting the CARP, and the CARP decision adopts


18 willing buyer-willing seller as the existing


19 buyers and sellers, and it says in fact that


20 an alternative view where there would be


21 multiple providers of the same copyright would


22 not be consistent with a competitive market.
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1       Q     So that your testimony, sir, that


2 the willing buyer-willing seller standard does


3 not require this panel to establish the rates


4 that have been established in a hypothetical


5 competitive market?


6       A     Well, when you say, hypothetical


7 competitive, that, first of all I think the


8 term hypothetical refers to the fact that


9 there would be a marketplace absent the


10 statutory license, so that part, hypothetical,


11 in my mind, refers to a hypothetical market in


12 that sense.


13             The term of whether it's a


14 competitive market, the CARP accepted,


15 adopted, the market as it stood with


16 essentially the same players that are there


17 today.


18       Q     Sir is it your testimony that the


19 CARP adopted the market as it stood and simply


20 replicated rates that were found in the


21 market?


22       A     It adopted, and interpreted the
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1 willing buyers and the willing sellers as the


2 willing buyers that we talked about are the


3 webcasters and others users of the license. 


4 And from the standpoint of looking at any


5 issue of market power among the record


6 companies, it accepted that the record


7 companies, as they were, were the willing


8 sellers.


9       Q     You are familiar with the fact,


10 are you not, that the CARP rejected 25 of the


11 26 benchmark agreements proffered by the RAA? 


12 You're familiar with the fact that one of the


13 reasons those agreements were rejected was


14 because of the lack of comparable bargaining


15 power or market power as between the entities


16 in the subject negotiations?


17       A     In many cases, that was the RIAA


18 negotiating, and that was a single seller.


19       Q     But you would agree with me, would


20 you not, that the reason that the panel


21 rejected those agreements was because they


22 found that the market as it was reflected a
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1 market in which there was not equal bargaining


2 power?


3       A     I don't know if that was the exact


4 words they used.  They did reject those, and


5 rely on and interpret the entire structure of


6 this issue of the market as the existing


7 buyers and existing sellers.


8       Q     Let me be precise here, because I


9 don't really understand what you said.


10             Is it your view that the


11 hypothetical market to be replicated by this


12 panel is a hypothetical competitive market or


13 not?


14       A     It's a hypothetical market.  There


15 is ¦ it does not ¦ I don't believe in any way


16 this ¦ these judges have to try to construct


17 a hypothetical version of the market with some


18 competition above and beyond what's in the


19 marketplace today.


20             And the competition that is there


21 is among the four major record companies and


22 several others.  It is a competitive market,
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1 and has been found to be such.


2             And I see no reason to create a


3 hypothetical different than what's there


4 today.


5       Q     Are you testifying, after what you


6 said this morning, before lunch, that the


7 market in which an on demand streaming service


8 finds itself in negotiating with the four


9 major labels is a competitive market?


10       A     It is a bargaining and a


11 negotiation between a willing buyer and a


12 willing seller where the structure of the


13 seller's industry is workable competitive ¦


14       Q     No ¦ I'm sorry.


15       A     Let me finish please.  And where


16 the notion of applying some textbook


17 competitive standard to that cannot really


18 work because you have individual copyrights


19 held by individual companies.


20       Q     So your testimony is that the


21 panel is obligated to set the rates that we


22 would find on a hypothetical workably
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1 competitive market?


2       A     No, my ¦ I would state it very


3 simply.  My belief is that the court can use


4 the same standard that the CARP adopted in its


5 previous decision, which was to interpret the


6 willing sellers as the companies that


7 currently own these copyrights.


8             That market can be characterized I


9 believe in general these companies are in a


10 workably competitive industry.  That does not


11 mean that in particular negotiations there are


12 not different weights of bargaining power.


13             Bargaining power does not ¦ if the


14 presence of bargaining power does not mean


15 that a market is not workably competitive.


16       Q     Well, you would agree, then, that


17 the four major labels in their individual


18 negotiations with on demand streaming and


19 conditional download services have far more


20 market power and bargaining power in that


21 negotiation than does any particular service,


22 correct?
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1       A     I'm sorry, I missed the end of


2 that.


3       Q     You would agree, would you not,


4 that the individual labels in their


5 negotiations with an individual on demand


6 streaming and conditional download service


7 have far greater bargaining power than the


8 individual service does, right?


9       A     If you use the term bargaining


10 power, I would agree with you, that in most


11 cases that will be true, yes.


12       Q     Now going back to the quote I read


13 you from the librarian's decision, do you just


14 disagree with what the librarian said at the


15 end, the words, in a competitive marketplace?


16       A     I don't disagree, because the


17 entire report of the CARP and as accepted by


18 the Librarian of Congress, accepted the market


19 as it was back when the decision was rendered


20 with essentially the same sellers and the same


21 buyers.


22             So it seems to me inconceivable
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1 that they could have something in mind in a


2 particular quote of a hypothetical situation


3 that's something different than the way the


4 market functions and the way the market works.


5       Q     Well, if the CARP and the


6 librarian were content to take the market as


7 it was, then why in the world did they reject


8 25 of the 26 agreements, which were all based


9 on the market as it was?


10       A     That was RIAA negotiating, and the


11 market as it is does not now, and in a context


12 of a nonstatutory license, would not allow


13 RIAA to negotiate as a collective for all of


14 the copyright holders.


15       Q     You are familiar with the tack


16 that it was the RIAA that urged the agreements


17 between the RIAA and all those 26 webcasters


18 as the benchmark agreements; right?


19       A     I don't recall.  But I do recall


20 that they had those agreements, and they were


21 presented, and they were rejected.


22             But the market willing buyer and
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1 willing seller as I described it is what the


2 CARP adopted.


3       Q     The last CARP relied on one of


4 those agreements between RIAA and a purported


5 willing buyer; correct?


6       A     It relied on one of those, and it


7 also stated a standard.  And the standard is


8 very clear.


9       Q     Is it your testimony that it


10 stated a standard that it then rejected?


11       A     No.


12       Q     Now if the CARP and the librarian


13 were content on taking the market as it was,


14 do you view that as therefore ¦ strike that.


15             Is it your testimony, sir, that


16 this panel should take the market as it is, to


17 use your words, and not make any adjustments


18 that might exist between differences in


19 bargaining power that would exist as between


20 the willing buyers and statutory license


21 webcast negotiations versus the willing buyers


22 in your benchmark market?
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1       A     That's a long question.  Let me


2 make sure I understand it.


3       Q     Let me rephrase it.  I'll cast it


4 as a hypothetical, and then you can tell me


5 what you think.


6             Hypothetically, assuming that the


7 buyers in your benchmark market have less


8 bargaining power because of the nature of the


9 service they offer, compared to buyers in a


10 statutory webcasting market, is it your


11 testimony that no adjustment would need to be


12 made for the differences in bargaining power


13 between your benchmark market and your target


14 market?


15       A     I honestly can't answer that as a


16 hypothetical.  I believe the markets are


17 essentially the same.  Same willing buyers,


18 same willing sellers, same copyrighted


19 material.


20             I think Dr. Brynjolffson addresses


21 the issue of bargaining, and that is not the


22 way I used to analyze the market.
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1             The market is there.  There is


2 market evidence, and there are transactions


3 between willing buyers and willing sellers.


4       Q     I understand.  But you posit this


5 theory based on your benchmark market, and


6 you've asserted just now that the bargaining


7 power in your judgment is the same, is that


8 your word, the same or essentially the same?


9       A     Essentially the same.


10       Q     Okay, I'll come back to that.


11             I'm asking you as an economist to


12 hypothesize a situation where the benchmark


13 market is such that the buyers have greater


14 bargaining power than the buyers in the target


15 market.


16             Wouldn't you have to make an


17 adjustment in your model to accommodate the


18 difference in bargaining power between the


19 benchmark market buyers and the target market


20 buyers?


21       A     I can only answer that as a


22 hypothetical.  There is not enough there for
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1 me to say exactly what that means.


2             Again, bargaining power is a very


3 loose term, and I did not look at this as


4 trying to weigh a bargaining model of the


5 markets.  I believe that the market is


6 primarily valuing this as unique pieces of


7 intellectual property that are being made


8 available and provided through these


9 agreements.


10       Q     Sir, turn to page 10 of your


11 written statement, okay?


12             Is it correct that in this first


13 full paragraph on page 10, where you talk


14 about the use of benchmark rates, you say, a


15 market brings together buyers and sellers and


16 solves the equations that specify the


17 willingness of these parties to engage in a


18 transaction at a particular price.


19             You go on to say the buyers


20 equation consists of the sum of the


21 willingness to pay of all the existing and


22 potential customers of a service.  Their
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1 willingness to pay is dependent among other


2 things on the characteristics of the service;


3 the income of the customers; and the prices of


4 substitutes, and complements to the service.


5             That's all correct in your mind,


6 right?


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     Then you go on to say the


9 willingness of a seller to offer a service at


10 a particular price is in large measure a


11 function of its costs; the effective sales of


12 one service on sales of other services sold by


13 the same company; and the intensity of


14 competition in the marketplace, both in the


15 short and in the long run.


16             You said that, and it was accurate


17 when you said it, right?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     I'm asking you to posit a


20 situation where your willing buyers, in the


21 benchmark market, have different bargaining


22 leverage than the willing buyers in your
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1 target market, either to use your language


2 because of the price of substitutes is greater


3 for them, or for example competition in the


4 marketplace is less for them.


5       A     And the question is, sir?


6       Q     Wouldn't you have to make an


7 adjustment in your model, based on your own


8 testimony, if those factors reflected


9 different supply and demand characteristics as


10 between the buyers in the benchmarket market


11 and the buyers in the target market?


12       A     And my answer is, not in the way


13 that I built my model.  My model is not a


14 bargaining model.  It is valuation from the


15 consumer side.  And it accepts the rates as


16 the result of an interaction between willing


17 buyers and willing sellers.


18       Q     Is it your testimony that if the


19 supply and demand characteristics affecting


20 the buyers in your benchmark market are


21 different than the supply and demand


22 characteristics affecting the buyers in your
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1 target market, you don't care?


2       A     I didn't say that.


3       Q     Well, then, let's assume it that


4 way.  Let's assume that the supply and demand


5 characteristics, in the benchmark market, for


6 the buyers, are different than the supply and


7 demand characteristics for the buyers in the


8 target market.


9             Wouldn't you need to make an


10 adjustment for those differences?


11       A     If the demand characteristics are


12 different, you would need to make an


13 adjustments, and I've made adjustments based


14 on demand characteristics.


15       Q     In what respect have you made


16 demand characteristic adjustments?


17       A     In the entire treatment of the


18 issue of interactivity.


19       Q     So you're saying that apart from


20 the issue of the difference in characteristics


21 ¦ and let me be really specific here.  You say


22 here in this very paragraph the willingness to
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1 pay is dependent among other things on the


2 characteristics of the service; the income of


3 the customers; the prices of substitutes ¦


4 those are all separate things, right?


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     Okay.


7             Now I gather that the


8 interactivity of the service is a subset of


9 the characteristics of the service; right?


10       A     That's correct.


11       Q     Okay.  Now, again, putting aside


12 differences in the characteristics of the


13 service, I'm asking you to assume that the


14 supply and demand characteristics of the


15 market in which the buyers find themselves in


16 the target market is different than the supply


17 and demand characteristics in the benchmark


18 market.


19             Is it your testimony that you


20 don't have to make an adjustment for that?


21       A     My testimony is that, I state it


22 right here, you are looking at, as best you
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1 can, at the demand and supply characteristics


2 of the market.  And as I said, there are a lot


3 of things that influence that.  And if you can


4 capture them, and if you can model them


5 properly, you try to take account of them.


6             I cannot say how a hypothetical


7 change in one part of one particular feature


8 or aspect of the service would translate into


9 a different adjustment.


10             And I did not model the bargaining


11 process, nor do I believe that the need for or


12 the demand for one record label's services


13 rather than another is going to have a very


14 big effect on price.


15       Q     Well, what about if we look at the


16 record company, if we look at the buyers as I


17 was positing, what if the buyers in the target


18 market had more substitutes, or cheaper


19 substitutes, than the buyers in your benchmark


20 market?  You would imagine all other things


21 being equal, the price of goods to a buyer


22 that has more substitutes or cheaper
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1 substitutes, would be less, than in a market


2 where they have less of those substitutes,


3 correct?


4       A     Yes, and I think it would be


5 reflective, and I agree with you, that it


6 would be reflected essentially in the demand


7 elasticity for the services; absolutely.


8       Q     But you would want to make an


9 adjustment for that difference in the demand


10 equation if your analysis found in fact that


11 there was such a difference; would you not?


12       A     If I had the data, if there was a


13 way to fit it into a model, if I could


14 compute, perfectly compute, elasticities, I


15 would do it, given the data available and the


16 extent of the market at this point in time, I


17 adjusted what I felt was necessary.


18       Q     Wait a minute, now I'm very


19 concerned.


20             Are you saying that even if you


21 discern evidence of a difference, in the


22 demand characteristics of target market and
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1 benchmark market, if you don't have sufficient


2 data to calculate or measure the difference,


3 you're not going to do that?


4       A     Well, if I cannot take account of


5 anything.  No analytical technique can handle


6 every real world complication.  If you could,


7 the art and science of economics would be


8 entirely different.  You have to work with


9 observable data.  You have to work with


10 measurable things, which is why, for example,


11 I included a simulation to deal with the


12 substitution issue.


13             Overall I would say that my


14 judgment not to be focused very much on the


15 nature of the competition among the record


16 companies is because the competition among


17 record companies is primarily not about price. 


18 They don't lower and raise their prices


19 primarily in reaction to each other's prices,


20 because they're selling different goods.  


21       Q     You'd agree with me, would you


22 not, that the buyers in a target market and a
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1 benchmark market may have different levels of


2 substitutability, and therefore, different


3 demand curves?


4       A     The buyers might have different


5 demand curves, I agree with you.  And I cannot


6 capture, there is not sufficient data to


7 estimate the demand curves reliably.


8             I did make an assumption and a


9 calculation based on similar elasticities.  If


10 there are significantly different substitutes


11 available in the two markets, they are not in


12 a ¦ if they are in very different markets


13 facing very different conditions, then you


14 would have to make an adjustment of


15 elasticities, and that would carry through in


16 the recommended rates.


17       Q     And that would carry through ¦


18       A     That would carry through to a


19 difference in the recommended rates.


20       Q     Okay.  Now as you said before, you


21 assumed that the demand characteristics of the


22 buyers in your benchmark market and the buyers
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1 in your target market were essentially the


2 same; I think those were the words you used.


3       A     Generally, yes.


4       Q     Are you familiar with the fact


5 that in the deposition testimony of one of the


6 record company executives, Mr. Larry Kenswil,


7 testimony was given that addressed the


8 difference in the demand characteristics


9 between your very benchmark market and the


10 target market?


11             Are you familiar with that?


12       A     I'm familiar with the ¦ I'm


13 familiar that there was a deposition.  I don't


14 recall that specific point.


15       Q     Well, let's take a look at Mr.


16 Kenswil's deposition.


17             It has already been marked as


18 Services Exhibit No. 22.  And I'd like you to


19 take a look at pages ¦ start on page 71.  Hold


20 on one second if you don't mind.


21             Okay, take a look at 71, line 7. 


22 The question is, is it your view that on
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1 demand streaming and conditional download


2 services have to get licenses from all the


3 major labels in order to offer consumers a


4 desirable subscription on demand streaming


5 conditional download service?


6             Answer: I think in order to


7 compete they need to have the competitive


8 catalog.  Whether some of the smaller majors


9 are necessary, I don't know, but I think they


10 need a competitive catalog.  It would be hard


11 for them to compete with holes in their


12 catalog,


13             Question: When you say compete,


14 you mean compete with other on demand


15 conditional streaming download services?


16             Answer: Correct, that's correct.


17             Then skipping down ¦ sorry.  


18             Okay, at the bottom of 74, sorry,


19 bottom of 73, top of 74, then the question is:


20 Let me go back to ask you this question with


21 respect to non-on demand Internet radio


22 services.
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1             Bottom of 73, actually 74.  It's


2 hard to see the numbers here, because they are


3 very tiny.  But the bottom of page 74, line


4 22, question:  Let me go back to ask you this


5 question with respect to non-on-demand


6 Internet radio services.


7             Is it your view that non-on-demand


8 Internet radio services have to have a license


9 from all the major labels in order to offer a


10 desirable product?


11             Answer: No.


12             Question: Why is that?


13             Answer: Because radio doesn't play


14 everything, and you could program very good


15 radio stations from a much smaller supply of


16 music than the entire universe of music and


17 have a very satisfying program service.


18             Now, did you consider in


19 connection with your testimony the fact that


20 Mr. Kenswil of Universal had made the


21 distinction that he made in his deposition


22 testimony between ¦ excuse me ¦ the supply and
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1 demand characteristics of your benchmark


2 market, and your target market?


3       A     When I prepared my testimony, this


4 was obviously not taken.  I've seen a lot of


5 this discussion here from Yahoo witnesses,


6 where they essentially say they need the music


7 for whether it's on demand or the statutory


8 services.


9             And I believe that there is not a


10 major difference in the ability of the music


11 service to substitute one record label's plays


12 for another.


13             And furthermore, and I would add


14 this, and I think it's a crucial point, you


15 don't see a lot of competition on price.  And


16 I think that's explained one page earlier by


17 Mr. Kenswil, which I can read and say, since


18 people don't pay different amounts for access


19 to the different licensed catalogs, we are not


20 competing on the price to consumer.


21             That's not the way in which


22 competition takes place; it's not on price.
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1       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, are you familiar


2 with the fact that the Launchcast Internet


3 radio service operated for more than a year


4 without music from the Universal Music Group


5 catalog?


6       A     I do not recall that.


7       Q     Would that affect your judgment as


8 to whether in fact a radio service operating


9 under the statutory license has an equal or


10 essentially the same demand curve with respect


11 to its situation operating under a statutory


12 license, and that of a buyer in your benchmark


13 market?


14       A     In order to try to take account of


15 that, I would have to see how successful that


16 service was, and whether ¦ and again, if this


17 is a statutory service, I don't understand why


18 they didn't have something available to them.


19       Q     Are you familiar with the fact


20 that Universal sued Yahoo, claiming that its


21 Internet radio service crossed the line


22 between non-interactivity and interactivity?
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1       A     I am familiar that there is


2 litigation over that, but that does not say


3 that they did not provide a service which


4 satisfied the statutory requirements, and had


5 the entire library of music.


6       Q     Let's go back to the hypothetical. 


7 Strike that.


8             In any event, in doing your model,


9 you made no adjustment for any differences in


10 the demand curve that would affect buyers in


11 the target market versus buyers in the


12 benchmark market; correct?


13       A     Except with respect to


14 interactivity, that's correct.


15       Q     Take a look while you have the


16 librarians' decision in front of you, take a


17 look at page 45 to 48.


18       A     I have it.


19       Q     The upper left-hand corner, the


20 first paragraph says, in choosing this


21 approach the panel did not accept the 26


22 voluntary agreements at face value.  It
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1 evaluated the relative bargaining power of the


2 buyers and sellers; scrutinized the


3 negotiating strategy of the parties;


4 considered the timing of the agreements;


5 discounted any agreement that was not


6 implemented; eliminated those where the


7 service paid little or no royalties; where the


8 service went out of business; and evaluated


9 the effect of a service's immediate need for


10 the license on the negotiated rate.


11             Ultimately it gave little weight


12 to 25 of the 26 agreements for these reasons,


13 and because the record demonstrated that the


14 rates in these license reflect above-


15 marketplace rates, due to the superior


16 bargaining position of the RIAA or the


17 licensees' immediate need for a license due to


18 unique circumstances.


19             Does that in any way reflect your


20 recollection that the librarian was concerned


21 about relative bargaining power between


22 licensees and licensors in the hypothetical
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1 market to be created?


2             MR. HANDZO: Let me object.  This


3 has been asked and answered.  We've already


4 been over those agreements with this witness.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Steinthal?


6             MR. STEINTHAL: I'm just asking him


7 whether that refreshes his recollection about


8 what the librarian said.  He said he went


9 through the court report and the librarian


10 report quite a bit.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


12             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


13       Q     Wouldn't you agree, sir, that


14 anything that affects the demand and supply in


15 the market should be considered in comparing


16 the benchmark and target markets?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     And that those factors should be


19 considered in evaluating the comparability of


20 the asserted benchmark and target markets?


21       A     Yes.


22       Q     And you'd want, as you said, to
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1 measure and to adjust for any differences


2 between the supply and demand characteristics


3 of the benchmark and target markets?


4       A     If you can.


5       Q     Now, you acknowledge the


6 possibility, do you not, that the hypothetical


7 market to be replicated in these proceedings


8 is one populated by a large number of record


9 companies each selling a small percentage of


10 the total available universe of sound


11 recordings; isn't that right?


12       A     It could be done that way; that's


13 certainly a possibility.


14       Q     But you didn't do it that way?


15       A     I did not.


16       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, I gather not every


17 market is a legitimate candidate for a


18 benchmark market; correct?


19       A     I'd agree with that.


20       Q     There comes a point where another


21 market just doesn't serve as a legitimate


22 benchmark; correct?
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1       A     Correct.


2       Q     For example where differences in


3 the markets are too difficult to capture and


4 measure; correct?


5       A     Too ¦ I would say too difficult to


6 capture or measure, or based on judgment, they


7 are considered to be important and difficult


8 to measure.


9       Q     I'm not sure I understood that.


10             Is it correct that you would find


11 inappropriate a benchmark market where the


12 differences between the benchmark and the


13 target markets are too difficult to measure?


14       A     I would not agree that that is


15 necessarily the case.


16       Q     Would that be one consideration in


17 determining whether a benchmark market is


18 inappropriate?


19       A     Well, I think it would be a


20 consideration I would be concerned about if I


21 first passed a threshold of a judgment that


22 this was a significant factor.
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1             I think you can always come up


2 with things you can't measure, You are never


3 going to have a benchmark if you say, gee, we


4 can't measure something.  So there is a degree


5 of judgment, of trying to find something


6 that's satisfies certain criteria, and allows


7 measurement of things that your judgment says


8 are the most important things.


9       Q     But at some point, if the


10 difficulty in measuring differences between


11 the market, benchmark market and target


12 market, becomes a substantial issue, then


13 you'd agree that that is a consideration in


14 determining whether to accept or reject a


15 benchmark market?


16       A     In terms of difficulties of


17 measuring, or just difficulties of assessing?


18       Q     Both.


19       A     I think it's extremely hard to


20 answer in the abstract.  You can posit almost


21 ¦ and say things are different about anything. 


22 So yes, there are times in which a market is
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1 not a good benchmark because you don't have a


2 good enough hold on the things that are


3 important.


4       Q     Now, I'll press this one more


5 time.  If you have a handle on differences


6 that you identify between the target market


7 and the benchmark market, and by differences,


8 I mean material differences, but you are


9 unable to measure those differences, wouldn't


10 that be a consideration in determining the


11 appropriateness of a benchmark market?


12       A     I'm almost in agreement with that,


13 so let me just put a little bit of a ¦ amend


14 that a little bit.  If you said you had a


15 handle that there were differences, and you


16 had a sense they were important, and you could


17 not measure them, then you would not want to


18 use it as a benchmark.


19             And I'll add, it always comes down


20 to compared to what?  There is always a need


21 to do something.


22       Q     Now, did you consider in your
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1 analysis what the limits are of a benchmark


2 market in terms of its potential applicability


3 to this case?


4       A     Implicitly, yes.


5       Q     Did you consider the prior CARP


6 and librarian decision in evaluating the


7 limits of an appropriate benchmark market?


8       A     I did, although I have to say, the


9 market was very different then; the type of


10 agreements were very different.  So it's hard


11 for me to get a sort of lot of guidance on


12 that.


13       Q     You say the type fo agreements


14 were very different.  Are you familiar with


15 the fact that the RIAA, apart from its 26


16 agreements it had negotiated with webcasters


17 operating under the statutory license, also


18 put into evidence 115 agreements between


19 individual labels and entities not operating


20 under the statutory license?


21       A     I am aware of that.


22       Q     Are you familiar with the fact
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1 that there were three agreements put on that


2 were agreements with subscription webcasters


3 of the same nature as you've relied upon in


4 your benchmark market?


5       A     Yes, and those were put in but not


6 analyzed.


7       Q     Your testimony is that the CARP


8 didn't analyze the evidence?


9       A     I'm saying the RIAA did not


10 present an analysis, as far as I know, of the


11 nature of those agreements, and how to make


12 any adjustments to the benchmark.


13             So I think, I would say, if you're


14 going to put in a benchmark, it has to be


15 analyzed, and should be analyzed by the party


16 that submits it.


17       Q     Does it comport with your


18 recollection that the RIAA put in those


19 agreements, including three agreements from a


20 subscription webcasting market, to corroborate


21 its position that the benchmark agreements it


22 was relying upon, between the RIAA and certain
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1 webcasters, were correct?


2       A     As I said, I believe they did put


3 in those agreements.  I don't recall exactly


4 how they presented their case, but I do know,


5 they did not present an analytical treatment


6 of the benchmark, or of those agreements as a


7 benchmark.


8       Q     Let me ask you to take a look at


9 what we've marked as Services Exhibit 56 and


10 57.  


11                       (Whereupon the


12                       aforementioned documents


13                       were marked for


14                       identification as


15                       Services Exhibits Nos.


16                       56 and 57)


17             MR. STEINTHAL: We're a little bit


18 out of order simply because we're trying to


19 premark things, Your Honor.  We can mark these


20 55 and 56 if you like, but I just assume for


21 speed purposes, the panel is okay with marking


22 these as 56 and 57.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: As long as


2 they're marked.


3             MR. STEINTHAL: Okay.


4             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


5       Q     Exhibit 56 is an excerpt from the


6 proposed findings of fact and conclusions of


7 law that the Recording Industry Association of


8 America in the first CARP, and Exhibit 57 is


9 one of the subscription services agreements


10 referred to in those proposed findings.


11             MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, this


12 exhibit was marked as restricted in a prior


13 CARP, so I think you ought to consider these


14 exhibits under seal, unless the RNA wishes to


15 change its designations.


16             MR. HANDZO: Before Mr. Steinthal


17 proceeds, if I can just raise an objection.


18             As Mr. Steinthal points out, these


19 were designated as restricted by the RIAA in


20 the last hearing.  We at Jenner & Block do not


21 have access to restricted materials from the


22 last proceeding.  The protective order from
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1 the last proceeding recited that the materials


2 from that proceeding could be used only for


3 that proceeding, and were supposed to be


4 destroyed by the parties after that


5 proceeding, except I believe counsel was


6 allowed to keep one ¦ or a couple of copies


7 for the record.


8             But number one, the protective


9 under that CARP precluded the use of materials


10 in that CARP for any other proceeding; that's


11 the first problem.


12             The second problem is at the


13 outset of this case, on behalf of Jenner &


14 Block, I requested from the parties to the


15 prior CARP access to restricted materials from


16 the CARP, and I was refused access to those


17 materials.


18             So these are materials that have


19 never been supplied to Jenner & Block as the


20 counsel for SoundExchange; indeed, opposing


21 counsel has refused to allow it.


22             Given the provisions of the
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1 protective order, and the fact that we have


2 not been allowed to have access to them, I


3 would submit that it's inappropriate to use


4 those materials here. 


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Steinthal?


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Your Honor, I


7 am unaware of the request or response.  I


8 don't doubt it for a moment if Mr. Handzo is


9 representing that that occurred, though I was


10 certainly not the one to give the response.


11             I can probably navigate around


12 this without use of the actual exhibit from


13 the prior CARP, and just using the public


14 record version of the RIAA proposed findings.


15             So I think that in light of Mr.


16 Handzo's representation, I certainly would


17 like to work around that, and I'll withdraw


18 these exhibits and work off of a public


19 version of the proposed findings.


20             Is that all right with you?


21             MR. HANDZO: That's fine.


22             MR. STEINTHAL: And in that respect
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1 the ¦ if you don't mind I will question the


2 witness only off the proposed findings and the


3 public versions thereof.


4             MR. HANDZO: Well, I will just


5 note, I don't have a copy of the public


6 version of those findings.


7             MR. STEINTHAL: You'll see, I'm not


8 going to go into any restricted material.


9             MR. HANDZO: I'm just looking at


10 this document.  The entire document is marked


11 restricted.  I don't see any part of it that


12 appears to be unrestricted.


13             MR. STEINTHAL: Well, the table of


14 contents is not restricted.


15             MR. HANDZO: Well, all I can say


16 is, I'm looking at it and it says restricted


17 at the top.


18             MR. STEINTHAL: We will replace


19 this with a version of the excerpt that is a


20 public record version.


21             MR. HANDZO: I understand Mr.


22 Steinthal's point.  I think my response is, I
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1 think if they're going to ask the witness


2 questions, they ought to have the public


3 version to give him, not a restricted version. 


4 I have no way to know what was restricted and


5 what wasn't.  All I can see is that the entire


6 document that I have now been handed says


7 restricted on it.


8             MR. STEINTHAL: Well, certainly I'm


9 in a position to waive whatever objection was


10 made previously so that you can look at the


11 restricted of this excerpt of the RIAA's own


12 post-trial findings.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It's a little


14 late for that.


15             These exhibits have been withdraw. 


16 I don't know what the issue is.


17             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


18       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, are you aware ¦


19             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Are you going


20 to refer to these exhibits?


21             MR. STEINTHAL: No, not if they're


22 not ¦ not if I don't have a public record
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1 version of it right this second.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you. 


3 Please proceed.


4             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


5       Q     Is it consistent with your


6 recollection in reviewing the proceedings of


7 the prior CARP that the RIAA in fact relied


8 upon among other things agreements between


9 MusicNet and recording industry members as


10 corroborative evidence of its casein the first


11 CARP?


12             MR. HANDZO: I just want to be


13 clear.  Is Mr. Steinthal representing that


14 that material was unrestricted in the prior


15 CARP?  If it wasn't, there's certainly no way


16 the witness could have seen it, and it's


17 unfair to ask about it.


18             MR. STEINTHAL: I think the


19 references are in the public version of the


20 CARP decision that these agreements were


21 relied upon, not the exact rates, but the fact


22 that subscription webcasting services were
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1 relied upon is a matter of public record.


2             MR. HANDZO: I have no objection to


3 the extent that Mr. Steinthal wants to examine


4 about what's in the CARP decision and what it


5 says about those agreements


6             WITNESS: If I understand the


7 question now, is, am I aware there were


8 agreements from the on demand markets


9 submitted by RIAA as part of their case; the


10 answer is yes.


11             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


12       Q     Did you take into consideration in


13 propounding your model here that subscription


14 services agreements of the same nature as


15 those you are relying on here were offered and


16 rejected by the prior CARP?


17       A     I don't regard it at all to be the


18 same thing, but I have not just submitted


19 agreements.  I have used the agreements to


20 perform an economic analysis.


21             My reading of the CARP decision is


22 that they did not reject an analysis based on
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1 those agreements.


2       Q     Let's go back to the librarian


3 decision for a minute, if you would go to page


4 45, 257, upper right-hand corner, the second


5 full sentence, the librarian says, it,


6 referring to the CARP, rejected the agreements


7 between RIAA and non-DMCA-compliant services


8 because the rates in those agreements were for


9 rates beyond those granted under the statutory


10 license.


11             Did you give any consideration to


12 the fact that both the CARP and the librarian


13 rejected the non-DMCA-compliant webcaster


14 agreements with individual labels because they


15 involved different rights?


16       A     Yes, they rejected taking a rate


17 without performing any analysis to apply the


18 benchmark.  And it's not a benchmark.  From


19 what I understand, this is saying you can't


20 use another rate and just bring that into this


21 and adopt it for the statutory service, and I


22 agree with that.
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1       Q     Did you make any ¦ strike that.


2             How if at all did you take into


3 account the panel's and the librarian's


4 rejection of the subscription webcasting


5 agreements in the prior CARP in connection


6 with your analysis?


7       A     I took it upon myself to not say


8 that the court should adopt the rates in the


9 interactive market without just on their own,


10 without undertaking or without making an


11 adjustment.  And a lot of my testimony deals


12 with the adjustment.  It says, don't take


13 these rates; use this as a benchmark.  And


14 there is a vast difference between saying,


15 adopt rates from a different market without


16 any adjustments, and then taking those rates


17 as a benchmark and performing an analysis in


18 order to use the benchmark.  It's totally


19 different.


20       Q     Well, are you familiar with the


21 fact that certain actual proposed percentage


22 of revenue rates that were reviewed by the
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1 first CARP, were rejected as above market


2 rates?


3       A     I don't recall that specifically.


4       Q     Take a look at the librarian's


5 decision again.


6       A     Okay.  


7       Q     Go back to 45-258.  I'm not going


8 to read the whole thing again, but at the end


9 of the passage that I read to you before, the


10 librarian refers to the CARP having given


11 little weight to 25 of the 26 agreements for


12 these reasons, and because the record


13 demonstrated that the rates in these licenses


14 reflect above market place rates. 


15             Does that refresh your


16 recollection that in fact various rates had


17 been presented that were rejected as above


18 marketplace rates?


19       A     Can you point where in the


20 document this is?  You gave me the page.


21       Q     45-248, upper left-hand corner,


22 probably about 20 lines into it.
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1       A     I agree, they rejected these rates


2 because they said they were above market


3 rates.


4       Q     And again, on page 45-245, in the


5 middle column, in the paragraph starting in


6 essence, right in the middle, do you see the


7 reference to the sentence, in fact the panel


8 found that when RIAA negotiated with less


9 sophisticated buyers who could not wait for


10 the outcome of this proceeding, the rates were


11 above market value and therefore not


12 considered by this CARP.


13             Is that another reference to above


14 market value?


15       A     That's what it says; I agree.


16       Q     Now are you familiar with the fact


17 that the actual percentage of revenue rates


18 that were rejected as above market were


19 agreements that were at 15 percent of revenue


20 and 11 percent of revenue?


21       A     I don't recollect that exactly,


22 but I do not try to interpret the discussion
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1 of above market rates as involving an analysis


2 of the percentages applied.  It's simply


3 saying, these are not rates, and these are not


4 contracts we're going to use as a benchmark,


5 because they didn't like the way the


6 agreements were arrived at; not because they


7 felt the percentages were wrong.


8       Q     Well, is it your testimony that


9 you would ignore a prior CARP determination


10 that an 11 percent of revenue rate and a 15


11 percent of revenue rate are above market in


12 doing your analysis of what a willing buyer-


13 willing seller rate should be in the same


14 marketplace?


15       A     If I wanted to go back and review


16 the entire record of the previous proceeding,


17 I would try to analyze exactly what was the


18 nature of the contracts that were presented to


19 the CARP at that time.  Just saying


20 percentages without looking at the contracts,


21 at the services, and accounting for the market


22 developments over the last several years, I
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1 can't say what that means.


2       Q     You don't think it's worth at


3 least a gut level check on what your model


4 generated to look at what the actual


5 percentage rates that were rejected in the


6 last CARP as above market rates?


7             MR. HANDZO: Objection; asked and


8 answered.  We're just arguing here.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.  I


10 might add that that's not part of his model,


11 going from the last rate set, and therefore


12 not part of his direct testimony.


13             MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, I think


14 it goes to the credibility of his model, if he


15 did or didn't consider certain matters that


16 the RIAA certainly was aware of.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That was part


18 of the last model we had, not part of this


19 model.


20             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


21       Q     I counted at least a half a dozen


22 times when you refer to the CARP panel
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1 decision in your report and in your testimony.


2             You referred to it quite a bit,


3 did you not?


4       A     I did.


5       Q     But I gather you didn't refer to


6 those parts of it that rejected the 25 of the


7 26 agreements?


8             MR. HANDZO: Objection; it's been


9 asked and answered.


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


11             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


12       Q     Now you sought to rely on


13 agreements, in your benchmark market, that are


14 currently in force, correct, to the best ¦ 


15       A     To the best of my knowledge, yes. 


16 It's a changing process, and things are


17 updated all the time.  But I tried to get a


18 fair snapshot.


19       Q     I gather you also wouldn't want to


20 rely on agreements if you had evidence that


21 they were part of an effort on the label


22 licensor's part to artificially raise market
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1 prices, correct?


2       A     I am sorry, I don't understand the


3 question.


4       Q     Well, if you were presented with


5 evidence that the very agreements upon which


6 you're relying were part of an effort on the


7 part of the licensor to set an artificially


8 high price, you wouldn't want to rely on those


9 agreements, would you?


10       A     Again, that doesn't have any


11 meaning to me, because I don't know what you


12 mean by an artificially high price.  A willing


13 seller is going to try to get as much as he


14 can, and there is nothing artificial about it.


15       Q     What about if you had evidence


16 that the agreements were the products of


17 activities alleged to be in violation of the


18 anti-trust laws?


19       A     There are ¦ if you simply say it's


20 an allegation, I would have to say I can't


21 answer that without knowing the specifics, and


22 since I'm not going to conduct an anti-trust
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1 investigation on my own I would generally


2 expect to rely on the decisions of an anti-


3 trust agency rather than simply an


4 investigation.


5       Q     Are you aware of evidence that the


6 very agreements upon which you rely have been


7 the subject of two Department of Justice


8 investigations, one that terminated in


9 December, 2003, and another that's ongoing?


10       A     I know there is ¦ I've read in the


11 newspapers that there are anti-trust


12 investigations going on, and there are anti-


13 trust investigations going on all the time of


14 all sorts of industries.  And I did not try to


15 second-guess what the result of those


16 investigations will be.  An investigation is


17 not a finding.


18       Q     Are you aware of a decision from


19 Chief Judge Patel in the Northern District of


20 California several weeks ago finding that two


21 fo the major four labels deliberately misled


22 the government in the prior investigation
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1 ending in 2003 concerning the very agreements


2 about which you are relying on?


3       A     I'm not aware of that decision.


4             MR. STEINTHAL: Can we mark this?


5                       (The aforementioned


6                       document was marked for


7                       identification as


8                       Services Exhibit No. 58)


9             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


10       Q     I'd have you look at what's been


11 marked as Services Exhibit No. 58.


12             Have you read in the press or been


13 made aware of the actual decision of Judge


14 Patel, which resulted in an order requiring


15 certain labels to reproduce materials from the


16 original Department of Justice investigation?


17             MR. HANDZO: Objection, asked and


18 answered.  He's already testified that he's


19 not aware of the decision.


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I don't


21 believe he said that; overruled


22             WITNESS: I am not aware of the
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1 decision.


2             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


3       Q     Were you to become aware that


4 there was evidence that the labels had sought


5 to collude to raise prices and fix prices in


6 the online distribution market, would that


7 affect your willingness to rely on the


8 benchmark agreements that you've relied on?


9       A     If these are allegations, and


10 evidence presented by one party at one time,


11 no.  As I said, there are allegations and


12 investigations all the time.


13             I would take it into account if


14 there was a decision that clearly presented


15 that and clearly made that finding, but I


16 don't know of any decision that says that.


17       Q     Are you familiar with the fact


18 that many of the agreements upon which you


19 rely have most-favored-nations provisions in


20 those agreements?


21       A     I am.


22       Q     Are you aware of allegations that
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1 those most-favored-nations provisions resulted


2 in the setting of prices in violation of the


3 anti-trust laws by the big four labels?


4       A     I am aware of that general claim.


5       Q     Would it concern you if you came ¦


6 if you became aware that the very agreements


7 on which you rely contained MFN provisions


8 that enabled the major labels to set prices in


9 violation of the anti-trust laws?


10       A     If they had provisions the court


11 found to be in violation of the anti-trust


12 laws, it would concern me.  The MFN provisions


13 in these contracts that I have reviewed and


14 considered, the competition consequences I


15 believe are not a competitive problem, and are


16 not anti-competitive or collusive.


17       Q     Take a look at page seven of Judge


18 Patel's decision.


19             In the first full paragraph, she


20 says, it is not the present of MFNs in


21 particular agreements which undermines the


22 truth of the disparate licensing
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1 representations, but rather, the consistent


2 practice of including MFNs in all license


3 agreements.


4             This practice, which UMG does not


5 deny, is fundamentally incompatible with UMG's


6 assertion that the licenses granted by the


7 labels show a wide dispersion of terms.


8             Did you do any kind of an analysis


9 of the MFNs in the benchmark market agreements


10 upon which you relied to determine whether


11 they were used in a manner incompatible with


12 an assertion that the licenses showed any kind


13 of price dispersion?


14       A     No, I did not try to analyze or


15 assess what the term, wide dispersion, even


16 means.  I think what I did, and I repeat what


17 I said, I did look at the major of these MFN


18 provisions, and they are not ¦ I'll


19 underscore, not ¦ the type of MFN provisions


20 that are typically a problem for anti-trust


21 considerations.


22       Q     But you didn't take your analysis
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1 any further than that?


2       A     I'm not exactly sure what you mean


3 by that.


4       Q     You didn't take your anti-trust


5 analysis any further than your conclusion upon


6 reviewing the MFNs in this agreement that they


7 didn't appear to be a problem?


8       A     In general, I did not, no.


9       Q     Going back to page three, in the


10 first full paragraph Judge Patel refers to


11 MusicNet and Pressplan as two joint ventures


12 involving the major labels.


13             Does looking at that refresh your


14 recollection at all as to the original entries


15 into the on-demand streaming and conditional


16 download markets?


17       A     I think you have already refreshed


18 my memory this morning.


19       Q     Now are you familiar with the fact


20 that there's been a number of class action


21 lawsuits filed in the last six months against


22 the four major labels contending that the very
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1 agreements upon which you're relying in your


2 benchmark market are part of a conspiracy in


3 violation of the anti-trust laws?


4       A     Well, I can say that I'm aware


5 there are a number of class action lawsuits. 


6 My recollection, and this is based on press


7 reports, is that these primarily deal with


8 downloads, although I can't say for sure they


9 don't include these type of agreements as


10 well.


11             MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, can we


12 mark this?


13                       (Whereupon the


14 aforementioned        document was marked for


15                       identification as


16                       Services Exhibit No. 59)


17             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


18       Q     I'd ask you to take a look at what


19 we've marked as Services Exhibit No. 59.


20             MR. HANDZO: If I can just


21 interject, I would just object to this line of


22 cross-examination.  I think we all learned in
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1 first year in law school that complaints are


2 not evidence, they're allegations.  Complaints


3 from a class action lawyer, I don't see how


4 that has any probative value here to the


5 cross-examination.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Counsel?


7             MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, I think


8 it's relevant to determine whether he has


9 evaluated aspects of the market relating to


10 the varying agreements upon which he is


11 relying that have been the subject of anti-


12 trust challenge.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: But hasn't


14 that been covered?  What will another


15 allegation add to that cross-examination?


16             MR. STEINTHAL: Well, the witness


17 just said in response to my last question that


18 he thought it related to download markets, and


19 not the markets for on demand streaming


20 conditional download.


21             I just wanted to point out that a


22 passage in this particular complaint that it
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1 appears to direct some of his allegations


2 against the very agreements entered into by


3 MusicNet and Napster, previously known as


4 Pressplay.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I'll overrule


6 the objection for that limited answer.   BY MR.


7 STEINTHAL:  


8       Q     Take a look if you would at


9 paragraph 33 of Exhibit 59.


10             Do you see where there are


11 references to MusicNet and Pressplay?


12       A     I do.


13       Q     As part of the market for online


14 music that is referred to in the complaint?


15       A     I do.


16       Q     Let's move on to a different topic


17 if you would.


18             Now, I believe you'd agree with


19 the proposition that price is essentially the


20 result of everything that goes into the demand


21 and supply curves, is it not?


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     Now you had no facts about how the


2 separate components of the benchmark on demand


3 subscription services were broken down by the


4 buyers or the sellers as among those


5 components; correct?


6       A     Well, I did, and that's the nature


7 of the hedonic regression.  It's not looking


8 at demand and supply in a ¦ forgive me ¦ a


9 general equilibrium sense, but it is looking


10 at the prices, and attributing portions of the


11 prices to different characteristics.


12       Q     As a factual matter, before you


13 embarked on your regression analysis, it's


14 correct, is it not, that you had no facts


15 about how the actual buyers and the actual


16 sellers valued the individual components of


17 what was being offered in your benchmark


18 market; correct?


19       A     I would say that the factors would


20 be either ¦ have to come from looking at the


21 prices as I did, and working backward in a


22 sense; and the other would be to look at
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1 surveys of any sort which are not really good


2 at capturing measurements of value.


3             I have seen a number of surveys of


4 the online music industry done by Arbitron. 


5 I did not rely on those surveys to try to come


6 up with measurements.


7       Q     Arbitron being?


8       A     Arbitron being the company,


9 Arbitron, that conducts media research and


10 publishes data into the public and to


11 subscribers.


12       Q     Did you rely on some of the


13 Arbitron reports that you were able to


14 research?


15       A     I relied on them not to try to get


16 a measure of value; I did rely on them to get


17 a sense of the developments in the industry,


18 the usage patterns, things like that.  But I


19 did not try to turn them into a sort of


20 analytical tool.


21       Q     Going back to my question, isn't


22 it true, sir, that what you had in terms of
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1 data was as you testified earlier the amounts


2 that the services in your benchmark market


3 said they were charging to consumers, but not


4 breakout of what that total amount being paid


5 was for as between the individual components


6 of the services being offered?


7       A     I think that's what the prices are


8 telling you, that you have prices of various


9 different services that are public information


10 available.  Certainly they want you to buy the


11 services.  I really don't know much more to


12 say other than you look on the website for


13 Rhapsody, and it presents you the type of


14 services they offer, and gives you the


15 characteristics of the services.


16       Q     And that's all you have in the way


17 of information about what the price was being


18 charged for, correct?


19       A     That's all I could have, and all I


20 could wish to have.  I wish I could get that


21 kind of data in other cases.


22       Q     And I believe you said that after
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1 gathering that data, you looked at the nature


2 of the services, and you looked at who the


3 buyers and the sellers were, and that's


4 basically what you did in advance of


5 conducting your regression analysis; correct?


6       A     Yes.


7       Q     And I gather it's a fair statement


8 that you sought to pick a benchmark market


9 which was as close as you could find to the


10 hypothetical market that the board is charged


11 with setting a rate for, correct?


12       A     That's not what I said.


13       Q     Well, why wouldn't you want to


14 find a benchmark market that's as close as


15 possible to the market that you're trying to


16 set rates for?


17       A     I think, I explained this morning,


18 I'd be happy to repeat it, which is, if you


19 get too close then you're not getting an


20 independent market price; you're getting a


21 price that is strongly influenced by the


22 existing statutory rate for the music
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1 licenses.


2       Q     Well, hypothetically, if you


3 weren't looking at services ¦ well, strike


4 that. 


5             Is it your testimony that the


6 prior CARP rate was set too low?


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     Isn't it true, sir, that at least


9 as of the time of your deposition you had


10 never studied the issue of whether the initial


11 CARP rate was set too low?


12       A     I think my testimony is saying the


13 CARP rate is too low.  So I don't know what


14 you mean about having studied that.  Sure.


15             MR. HANDZO: I wonder if I could


16 just ask Mr. Steinthal to clarify his question


17 because I think it might speed things along.


18             Is the question whether the CARP


19 rate was too low at the time it was set in


20 2002, or is it too low today?


21             MR. STEINTHAL: Well, it was set in


22 2002. 
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1             WITNESS: If there was a question


2 pending, I was going to volunteer, but I


3 didn't want to not be responding to the


4 questions, but I think it's too low.  I've


5 looked at the market now.  I've not tried to


6 recreate history.  But my opinion is, the rate


7 should be raised.


8             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


9       Q     Several fold, obviously.


10       A     Yes, about threefold.


11       Q     It's true, is it not, that to


12 assess whether the CARP rate was set too low,


13 at least back in 2002, you believe would


14 require a lot of thought and a lot of care in


15 constructing and testing hypotheses; is that


16 right?


17       A     I have to be honest, I haven't


18 thought about trying to go back and make a


19 decision based on knowledge available in 2002. 


20 The market has changed dramatically.  I look


21 at the market as it is today.  I realize we're


22 setting rates for now and into the future.  So
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1 can I say what I would have recommended had I


2 been here in 2002?  I can't say.


3       Q     And what specific facts do you


4 rely upon in concluding that you're not in a


5 position to say the rate was set too low in


6 2002 but you're very comfortable testifying


7 that the very same rate should be increased by


8 both the framework into a greater formulation,


9 and in terms of individual components, by some


10 two to three times?


11       A     I think, as I've said, I don't


12 know what the facts were as stated knowledge


13 existed in 2002.  I mean I can make some


14 surmises, but in terms of trying to sort of


15 construct a hypothetical testimony that I


16 would have given in 2002, I just can't say


17 sitting here what I would do and what I would


18 have done.


19             I can tell you, the market's


20 changed quite a lot.  There's a lot of


21 evidence in the market that there was not in


22 2002.  And so I'm basically saying, you're
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1 asking me what I would have done had things


2 been different, and what facts I would know


3 that I needed in order to figure that out, I


4 can't say that sitting here.  It's a different


5 problem than the one I've been asked to


6 address here.


7       Q     The one you've been asked to


8 address by the labels?


9       A     By my clients, yes.


10       Q     Well, hypothetically, if you knew


11 that the prior CARP rate was in fact the


12 quintessential hypothetical willing buyer-


13 willing seller rate for entities operating


14 under the Section 114 statutory license,


15 couldn't you try to measure whatever


16 differences are appropriate up or down from


17 that benchmark in order to get to an


18 appropriate willing buyer-willing seller rate


19 in this case?


20       A     I think that is basically Dr.


21 Brynjolfsson's ¦ part of his testimony.  So he


22 did that; I didn't.
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1             MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I wonder


2 if I could inquire, we're almost at 3:30.  I


3 wonder if it might be a good time to take a


4 break.  It would be for me, I'll say that.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It will depend


6 on Mr. Steinthal to make that suggestion.


7             MR. STEINTHAL: That's fine, Your


8 Honor. 


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Depends on how


10 kind he is.


11             MR. STEINTHAL: That will be fine.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We'll recess


13 10 minutes.


14             MR. HANDZO: Thank you.


15                       (Whereupon at 3:29 p.m.


16                       the hearing in the


17                       above-entitled matter


18                       went off the record to


19                       return on the record at


20                       3:43 p.m.)


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you. 


22 We'll come to order.
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1             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


2       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, you're familiar


3 with the provisions in the statute that


4 provide that the copyright royalty board may


5 consider the rates and terms for comparable


6 types of digital audio transmission services


7 and comparable circumstances under voluntary


8 license agreements negotiated?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     Let me ask you some questions


11 about the comparable for a minute.


12             One of the characteristics that


13 you considered in conducting your


14 comparability analysis was the extent that the


15 libraries of music available on the benchmark


16 services were the same as the libraries of


17 music on the target services, correct?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     And you concluded that there was


20 actually a difference between the two insofar


21 as ¦ because of the hold back aspects of


22 voluntary licenses between labels and your
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1 benchmark market services, they actually had


2 access to a smaller catalog, at least for


3 certain time periods; correct?


4       A     Yes.


5       Q     Now, I believe you testified that


6 these hold back rights in the voluntary


7 agreements were actually requested and desired


8 by the label; correct?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     Is it your testimony that the


11 major labels would also insist on hold backs


12 in the licensing of statutory license services


13 were it not for the compulsive licenses?


14       A     I can't say.  In the sense of,


15 would they try to set a contract for


16 noninteractive music which included hold back


17 provisions in the absence of the statutes?  Or


18 would they not try to do hold backs?  I can't


19 say exactly.  I think that holding back music


20 can affect prices.  Where they'd end up in


21 terms of negotiated rates, I can't say


22 exactly.
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1       Q     Well, if the markets were very


2 comparable, as between your benchmark market


3 and the target market, wouldn't you expect


4 that the labels would seek hold backs in the


5 target market?


6       A     I'm not sure exactly how they


7 would assess it.  I don't know.  I've looked


8 at the issue of hold backs from the standpoint


9 of what that says about rates in the benchmark


10 market.  And obviously it's different, and


11 you're selling less.  


12             And I would say, everything else


13 being equal, reducing the breadth of the music


14 available reduces the price people would be


15 willing to pay for it.


16             Other than that I can't say what


17 would happen as the result of a full


18 marketplace functioning in place of the


19 statute.


20       Q     Well, wouldn't you agree that if


21 labels voluntarily chose to have hold back


22 rights in your benchmark market, but didn't
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1 wish to have hold back rights in the target


2 markets, that that would be indicative of


3 differences in the two markets?


4       A     It would reflect something.  It


5 would reflect some difference in the


6 underlying markets.  I can't say for a


7 hypothetical situation what motivates it.


8       Q     Well, let's do less hypothetical.


9             Are you familiar with the fact


10 that there has been voluntary agreements


11 entered into between Yahoo on the one hand and


12 Sony Music and Universal Music Group in two


13 separate transactions, which include grants of


14 rights that cover the Lankest service that you


15 place in your target market?


16       A     They include Lankest and various


17 customized types of features, yes.


18       Q     And are you familiar with the fact


19 that the agreements between Yahoo and Sony on


20 the one hand, and Yahoo and Universal on the


21 other, don't have hold back provisions of the


22 nature that you testified are typical of your
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1 benchmark market?


2       A     I didn't recall that specifically. 


3 It doesn't surprise me, and I'll tell you why. 


4 These are services that are very close to


5 statutory services, but not the same as, and


6 I would think that the statute and the terms


7 of the statute have a very large effect on


8 these near substitutes.


9       Q     Sir, are you suggesting that if


10 Universal or Sony didn't want to have hold


11 back rights in its deal for the Lankest and


12 Lankest plus service with Yahoo, it wouldn't


13 have requested hold back rights?


14       A     I don't know what they requested. 


15 I don't know what tradeoffs or evaluations


16 were made at the time of the negotiations.  So


17 I can't say, you know, whether they didn't


18 want it or they didn't want to take a lower


19 price that might have been required to do some


20 hold backs.


21       Q     In any event, you didn't seek to


22 make any kind of adjustment for the fact that
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1 voluntary agreements between Universal Music


2 Group and Sony with Yahoo for the Lankest


3 service did not have any hold back provisions,


4 whereas your benchmark market typically does


5 have hold back provisions; correct?


6       A     That's correct, overall, if I


7 could just expand for a second.  As I said, I


8 think I've said very much  -- very clearly


9 this morning I did say hold backs are a


10 difference, not just between those Yahoo


11 agreements and the benchmark market, but


12 between the statutory rate of the benchmark


13 market.  And that is a difference.


14             I said that.  I said it has a


15 particular effect of making my estimate


16 conservative.


17       Q     But it may also be indicative of


18 differences in the market that you didn't


19 adjust for otherwise; correct?


20       A     There might ¦ there are certainly


21 differences in these markets.  I have used the


22 analytical techniques that I've described to
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1 try to make the adjustments that I thought


2 were the most significant, most important and


3 measurable.


4       Q     But you didn't try to measure the


5 significance for noninteractive radio services


6 of Universal and Sony wanted to have their


7 product on those webcasting services as of


8 street date instead of 90 days later after a


9 hold back in the physical market; correct?  


10 You didn't try to assess that one way or the


11 other?


12             MR. HANDZO: I would object.  That


13 assumes facts not in evidence.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Steinthal.


15             MR. STEINTHAL: I'm asking whether


16 he assessed that.  Either he did or he didn't.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


18             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


19       Q     Now it's correct that the


20 satellite services under their voluntary


21 agreement with SoundExchange also had no hold


22 back rights affecting the grant of the
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1 plaintiff license by SoundExchange to them;


2 isn't that right?


3       A     I believe that's correct, and I


4 think that would be true under the governing


5 statute.


6       Q     Same is true of the preexisting


7 services, MusicChoice, the digital cable radio


8 services?


9       A     Again, under the statute as I


10 understand it, there are no hold backs.


11       Q     So in terms of the library of


12 music available to the licensee, and the


13 timing with which that music is made


14 available, it's correct that the statutory


15 license services before the board here are


16 closer in character to the satellite services


17 and the digital cable radio services than your


18 benchmark market services; correct?


19       A     The statute requires them to be


20 blanket licenses, so they are similar in that


21 respect, which is not true of the interactive,


22 as I described and discussed before.
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1       Q     Is it true, sir, that you don't


2 think that the satellite radio and digital


3 cable radio services are as substitutional as


4 your on demand benchmark market services?


5       A     I don't think I said that


6 anywhere.


7       Q     Do you have a basis of saying so


8 one way or the other?


9       A     Now you're asking me do I think


10 one way or the other?


11       Q     Have you done any assessment?


12       A     Oh, okay, that's a different


13 question.


14             I have not looked at that.


15       Q     You do acknowledge at page 49 of


16 your report, however, that statutory license


17 webcast services are not likely to be as


18 substitutional as satellite radio; correct?


19       A     I don't think that's what I said.


20       Q     Well, that's the purpose of your


21 citation to the Wall Street analysts?


22       A     It wasn't to deal just with
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1 substitution.  This was to talk in general


2 about the notion that there is an important


3 substitutional effect of any service that


4 provides a high quality stream of


5 noncommercial music to customers.


6             I don't think I judge one being


7 more than the other.


8       Q     Now in your comparative analysis


9 of the nature of the services involved, as


10 between your benchmark market services and the


11 statutory license webcasters, you don't


12 consider the conditional download component of


13 the benchmark services as conveying any more


14 value than the on demand streaming, do you?


15       A     I don't try to measure it


16 separately, since it's a feature of the


17 service.  It's captured in the consumer price,


18 so it is picked up.


19       Q     Well, would you agree that there


20 are consumer benefits and values associated


21 with the ability to obtain conditional


22 downloads in addition to on demand streaming?
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1       A     I expect it has some value to


2 consumers and some value to the webcasters.


3       Q     And did you ¦ I'm not sure what


4 you meant on the last trailer there.  And some


5 value to the webcasters?


6       A     Yes.


7       Q     Do the webcasters under the


8 statutory license have the right to make


9 deliveries of conditional downloads?


10       A     We weren't talking about the


11 statutory service; we were talking about


12 conditional downloads of the interactive


13 services.


14             And what I said, to make sure it's


15 clear, I said yes, I think that has some value


16 to consumers.  I didn't try to measure that


17 increment separately. I said also for looking


18 at that aspect of the service in the market,


19 I think it's valuable to the webcasters


20 because it can save them bandwidth costs, if


21 a customer downloads it conditionally and then


22 listens to it from his or her own computer, it
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1 saves them from having to stream the song the


2 next time the customer demands it.


3       Q     But you would agree with the


4 proposition that there is an additional


5 benefit to consumers associated with a service


6 that offers not just on demand streaming but


7 the ability to obtain conditional downloads,


8 correct?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     And part of that benefit,


11 especially if it's a portable service, is the


12 ability to make conditional downloads of songs


13 that you acquired on an on demand basis, and


14 port them at various portable devices that are


15 capable of recognizing that digital rights


16 management system associated with those


17 conditional downloads; correct?


18       A     Absolutely, and that's recognized


19 ¦ that aspect, I think that is much more


20 significant than the conditional download to


21 the computer itself.  The conditional download


22 to the portable device is very important, and
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1 is recognized in the market as having


2 significant value, and I picked up that effect


3 in my regression.


4       Q     Now within the universe of


5 nonportable services, it's correct that you


6 didn't try to ascribe any separate value to


7 the conditional download component of what


8 they offered; correct?


9       A     That's correct.


10       Q     Also in connection with the nature


11 of the services, as between the target market


12 and the benchmark market, you'd agree, would


13 you not, that generally speaking the benchmark


14 market on demand services deliver higher


15 quality music than the statutory license


16 webcasters?


17       A     Do you mean by higher quality


18 better bit rate or something else?


19       Q     Start with higher bit rates.


20       A     I don't know if that's true.  In


21 fact, the subscription services that I looked


22 at all tended to have pretty high quality bit
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1 rates that some of them claimed to be CD


2 quality.  Whether they are or not, I don't


3 know, but they are certainly at a relatively


4 high bit rate, and intended to take advantage


5 of the broadband connections that customers


6 have.


7       Q     By subscription services in that


8 answer, you meant the subscription statutory


9 webcasters, correct?


10       A     I did; thank you.


11       Q     And those comprise less than 10


12 percent of the current marketplace of


13 statutory license webcasters, is that right,


14 according to your understanding?


15       A     It depends on how you measure it,


16 whether you measure it by customer streams or


17 value to the total amount of money being


18 collected.


19       Q     Well, as measured by the number of


20 unique listeners, do you know what the number


21 is?


22       A     I've only seen it ¦ I've not seen
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1 a full data set.  I have seen partial


2 datasets, either from Accustream.  I've seen


3 it for specific services like with Yahoo, and


4 there are ¦ yes, I would say in the range of


5 90 percent of the customers, unique customers


6 are using nonsubscription services.


7       Q     As measured in terms of the amount


8 of streaming hours, are you familiar with


9 whether it's 90 percent, 10 percent, or as you


10 sit here you don't know the figures one way or


11 the other?


12       A     Well, the only place I've seen


13 apples to apples figures on that are from


14 Yahoo.  And I don't know, this is proprietary. 


15 So I do know the relationship there.  And it's


16 ¦ well, I won't give the numbers ¦


17       Q     Well, why don't you give the


18 number as part of this one answer, and we


19 won't clear the courtroom, because there is


20 nobody here that we really need to clear it


21 with.


22       A     Okay, so as I recall the ratio of
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1 the listening hours or plays is about I think


2 it's about three to one, three being the ad


3 supported nonsubscription services, one being


4 the subscription services.


5             So there is a lot more play per


6 customer from the subscription services.


7       Q     And you haven't looked at any data


8 on an industry wide basis?


9       A     I haven't seen any.  There is ¦


10 there is, as I said, some data from the


11 Accustream, and it doesn't break it down that


12 way.  And I'd also say, it gets complicated,


13 because I don't know where you fit into that


14 bifurcation a service like AOL, or XM Online,


15 which  are part of a bundle of services, so


16 they are neither nonsubscription, nor are they


17 services that you can identify directly the


18 purchase price of the music service.


19       Q     To the extent Dr. Brynjolfsson's


20 model ascribed 90 percent of the aggregate


21 tuning hours in 2005 to nonsubscription


22 webcasting, and 10 percent to subscription
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1 webcasting, do you have any basis to dispute


2 that?


3       A     I frankly don't recall how he got


4 that.  I was looking at this recently based on


5 the latest discovery for ¦ and that's what I


6 saw.


7       Q     And your comments on the quality


8 of the streaming and the bit rates, you gave


9 the answer as to subscription services.


10             It's generally true, is it not,


11 that the nonsubscription services provide


12 lower quality, lower bit rate streams?


13       A     Quite a few of them do, yes.


14       Q     And I gather you didn't try to


15 make any adjustments in your model as between


16 the quality of the streaming for your


17 benchmark services and the target market


18 services?


19       A     I proposed a rate based on an


20 adjustment for interactivity.  I did not make


21 an adjustment for the sound quality that


22 particular services choose now or might choose
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1 in the future for their streaming services.


2       Q     Now you also testified that one of


3 the characteristics you wanted to look at is


4 comparability of the buyers in a benchmark


5 market and a target market; correct?


6       A     Generally speaking, yes.


7       Q     And you stated this morning I


8 think that the buyers were essentially the


9 same; is that a correct statement?


10       A     I don't recall my exact words, but


11 there is a significant number of buyers that


12 are the same in both markets, and the major


13 buyers and the parties on the contracts are


14 primarily services that offer statutory and


15 nonstatutory services.


16       Q     Let's go back to that list of 17


17 agreements that forms your benchmark markets


18 and the five companies who are the licensees


19 under that.


20             Isn't it true, sir, that other


21 than MusicMatch, which is now owned by Yahoo,


22 all of the entities that actually did the
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1 negotiating with the labels underlying your


2 benchmark model are not buyers of


3 noninteractive radio products?


4       A     I know that the services that have


5 those rights, and as I said earlier I'm not


6 sure of the timing of any acquisition of


7 services, or rights by particular services. 


8 But a number of those services do offer both


9 types fo webcasting; for example, Rhapsody. 


10 I mentioned Yahoo.  However they've gotten the


11 license.  AOL offers both kinds.  So there are


12 a variety of ¦ a number that have activities


13 in both markets.


14       Q     Again, AOL didn't negotiate any of


15 the agreements that are part of your list of


16 17; did they?


17       A     We covered that.  To the best of


18 my recollection ¦ I think I said I don't know,


19 essentially, whether it was AOL or a white


20 label or something that they had used their


21 licenses.


22       Q     And that was my point, that you
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1 don't know as you sit here today how many of


2 the entities on your list of 17 as willing


3 buyers in those transactions were entities


4 that also, at the time they negotiated those


5 agreements, operated statutory licensed


6 webcasting; correct?


7             MR. HANDZO: Objection, it's asked


8 and answered.  I think we covered this pretty


9 thoroughly earlier today.


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


11             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


12       Q     And I gather you'd agree, would


13 you not, that the mere fact that a parent


14 company operates two different businesses


15 doesn't make them the same for purposes of


16 your willing buyer-willing seller analysis?


17       A     It doesn't necessarily make them


18 the same.  But from the standpoint of the


19 analysis, I think that there are ¦ as I said,


20 many of the same companies in those


21 businesses, and I would add, and I think this


22 is important, that the ultimate consumers of
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1 these music services I think as a very


2 important part of this, are the same, or


3 essentially drawn from the same pool of


4 customers.


5             It strikes me as very important


6 that you have a statutory and a nonstatutory


7 service offered by Yahoo or Rhapsody at the


8 same time to the same group of customers.


9             Is that exactly the same as who


10 did the negotiations on the date at which they


11 took place?  No.  


12       Q     And I believe you said before that


13 the only difference between the target market


14 and the benchmark market that you ultimately


15 sought to adjust for was the interactivity


16 difference; correct?


17       A     That's correct.  


18       Q     Now ¦ 


19       A     Could I have just a second?  I


20 adjusted for interactivity, but to the extent


21 that I think we went over this, to the extent


22 that interactive services offer conditional
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1 downloads that is picked up as part of the


2 interactivity adjustment.


3       Q     Okay.  Now from a pure


4 comparability standpoint, you would agree,


5 would you not, that customized Internet radio


6 services are much closer statutory licensed


7 webcasters than your benchmark market


8 services; correct?


9       A     Yeah, I prefer the word


10 substitutability.  They are much closer


11 substitutes, yes.


12       Q     And would you agree as well that


13 the satellite services and the digital cable


14 radio services are closer substitutes?


15       A     I don't know if I could say that. 


16 Satellite experience right now is primarily


17 being driven by use of the satellite radio in


18 automobiles, so it's ¦ to that extent it's a


19 very different use of the music.  


20             And the preexisting services and


21 what went on in them, those are ¦ I consider


22 to be very old examples of what was in the
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1 market then.


2             I think I saw that two of them are


3 still around, but they are not a major force


4 in the market.


5       Q     But in terms of the programming


6 that's made available to consumers, wouldn't


7 you agree that the satellite services and the


8 preexisting digital cable radio services offer


9 programming more comparable than your


10 benchmark model services offer?


11       A     I would ¦ there are


12 characteristics, and among them, the fact they


13 are streams of preprogammed music make them


14 more similar; that part is more similar. 


15 Other parts are not.


16       Q     Now you've said a couple of times


17 today that you have difficulty with making


18 reference to negotiations that are too close


19 to the statutory license; right?


20       A     Yes.  Too close.


21       Q     I believe you claimed in your


22 written testimony that webcasters use the
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1 presence of the statutory license and the


2 threat not to offer a somewhat interactive


3 radio service against the labels in order to


4 get bargaining leverage; is that your


5 testimony?


6       A     I don't know if those are the


7 exact words, but it's pretty much the theme of


8 what I said.


9       Q     Well, let me see if I can parse


10 that through.  First of all, hypothetically,


11 if you assume that the statutory license was


12 not set too low, and contemporaneously there


13 is a service that wishes to offer an Internet


14 radio service with some degree of


15 interactivity that takes across the line from


16 noninteractive to interactive, as an


17 economist, would you have a problem with using


18 the statutory license as a starting point and


19 just measuring the difference between the not-


20 too-low statutory license rate and the


21 measurable differences between noninteractive


22 and interactive services?
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1       A     Well, if my goal is to determine a


2 statutory rate, and I felt the statutory rate


3 was not too low, sort of was just right, I'd


4 just look at the statutory rate, not getting


5 any additional information by looking at the


6 merely substitutable services.


7       Q     Well, wouldn't you want to measure


8 whatever difference there is between you


9 benchmark market and the target market in that


10 situation?


11       A     No, because my basis then for


12 saying the benchmark market is a good market


13 is that the target market is where it should


14 be.  So why do I need to look at the benchmark


15 market to tell me what I've already assumed.


16       Q     Well, are you assuming, then, that


17 there shouldn't be any difference in fees for


18 modest changes in functionality that take you


19 from a statutory license service to a service


20 that doesn't fall under the statutory license?


21       A     No, if my goal was to try to


22 estimate the factors that caused there to be
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1 some difference between the price in the


2 statutory market, and in the substitute ¦


3 closely substitutable market, then I would


4 look at that difference in price and try to


5 examine it.  In terms of then, that doesn't


6 make that a better benchmark market, because


7 the justification for it being a good


8 benchmark market is that the statutory rights


9 was correct.


10             So I've accomplished nothing by


11 looking at the so-called benchmark of the


12 negotiated rates for the customized radio.


13       Q     Well, hypothetically, if we knew


14 that the statutory rate for satellite services


15 that currently exist was ¦ strike that.


16             Hypothetically, if we knew that


17 the rate for satellite services as established


18 under the ¦ under the parties' agreements was


19 scientifically the right rate ¦


20       A     I'm sorry, which ones?


21       Q     Satellite services.  Let's assume


22 that we've got a rate that we know to be the
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1 quintessential willing buyer-willing seller


2 rate.


3             Is there any reason as an


4 economist we couldn't use that as a starting


5 point and then just adjust for differences


6 between the statutory webcasters on the one


7 hand and the satellite services on the other?


8       A     I think I agree; I just want to


9 make sure what I'm agreeing to.  I'm agreeing


10 to the assumption that we take the satellite


11 rates as the omniscient perfect rate.  That is


12 a rate that satisfies willing buyer and


13 willing seller.  It might not satisfy the


14 statutory standard for satellites, but let's


15 say it satisfies willing buyer-willing seller.


16             Well, then we might want to use


17 that rate, which we were commanded is the


18 correct rate for willing buyer-willing seller,


19 and use that and try to adjust that to the


20 webcaster.


21       Q     There is no reason you couldn't do


22 that with any benchmark rate that you were
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1 comfortable reflected a willing buyer-willing


2 seller outcome as long as you could measure


3 the differences, right?


4       A     If you start with something that ¦


5 again, it comes ¦ where did that number come


6 from?  If the number was given to you by the


7 omniscient authority, and you are told that


8 that is the realization of willing buyer-


9 willing seller, I'd say that's a good


10 candidate, assuming you can then make the


11 adjustments.


12       Q     Okay.


13             Going back to your claim that


14 services use the existence of a statutory


15 license as leverage against labels, in


16 voluntary negotiations over the customized


17 radio, let me ask you this: Suppose in advance


18 of launching a digital radio service, an


19 Internet radio service, let's call it Service


20 A, label U sent a letter that indicated in


21 substance, I hear you're about to launch your


22 service, but it has features that we believe
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1 take you outside of the statutory license.  So


2 you must get a license from us if you want the


3 label to use music.


4             Are you with me so far?


5       A     I'm with you so far.


6       Q     Is it your testimony that the


7 ensuing discussion is one in which a service


8 has more leverage than a label?


9       A     I said, I didn't base my testimony


10 off the hypothetical presence of a letter.  So


11 if I can refer to the testimony itself, I


12 first cited the litigation which obviously has


13 some relationship to contract disputes.


14             JUDGE ROBERTS: What page are you


15 reading from


16             WITNESS: Oh, I'm sorry, Your


17 Honor.  It starts on the bottom of page 19,


18 and continues to the top of page 20.


19             JUDGE ROBERTS: Thank you


20             WITNESS: You're welcome.


21             So I said to the extent litigation


22 is pending that creates uncertainty.  So any
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1 negotiation is under the cloud of litigation.


2             And then I said, even if the legal


3 status of the custom radio services were


4 perfectly clear, the fact they are a close


5 substitute means their prices will be strongly


6 influenced by the compulsory fees.


7             So this is just saying, this is a


8 very powerful influence on the price, because


9 it influences in some sense the fall back for


10 the ¦ for both the radios ¦ the webcasters,


11 and essentially for the music service.  


12             In the absence of this service


13 being provided, the webcaster could provide a


14 statutory service.  It doesn't have to


15 threaten it; it's simply a fact.


16             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


17       Q     Let me get this right.  In the


18 circumstance that I posited to you, the


19 service would have one of four choices,


20 wouldn't it, either not to go into the


21 business at all of customized radio; go into


22 business with a different product than the one
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1 they've developed, meaning the statutory


2 licensed service; pay the rate that label U


3 wants; or rely on the statutory license and


4 risk infringement litigation.


5             It's one of those four choices,


6 right?


7       A     I got three.  Number one was go


8 into the statutory ¦ 


9       Q     Not go into the business of


10 customized radio at all because they can't get


11 the rights voluntarily.


12       A     Okay.


13       Q     Second is, go into business with a


14 different product than the one they've


15 developed, meaning statutory licensing; pay


16 the label whatever the label wants; or rely on


17 the statutory license and risk infringement


18 litigation.


19             Isn't that a fair characterization


20 of the four options it has?


21       A     One very important fifth one,


22 which is to negotiate with the label.  And if
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1 the label says I want a million dollars for


2 this, you say, no, I'm not going to pay your


3 million dollars, I'll pay you 10 percent more


4 than the statutory license, take it or leave


5 it.


6             And the record label might then


7 come back and say, we'll take it.  It might


8 come back and say, we want 15 percent above


9 it.  But I'm just saying, the existence of the


10 statutory rate puts a natural sort of focal


11 point of any negotiations, because to the


12 extent that the rate deviates significantly


13 from that, there is the availability of the


14 substitute in the market, which limits how


15 much anyone is going to pay for it.


16       Q     And, sir, if the label says, I


17 want an advance of a million dollars, and 1-


18 1/2 or three times the statutory rate, the


19 bottom line is, the service has limited


20 choices which include either not going into


21 business or going into a different business


22 than the one that it had planned to go into or
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1 risking an infringement lawsuit?


2       A     And I would say the record label


3 also has limited choices.  There are only so


4 many choices.  Its choices can be to provide


5 the music at a price, not as much as it'd


6 like, but more than it would get if it were a


7 statutory webcaster; it can not provide it,


8 and not be willing to negotiate.


9             Again, these are two parties whose


10 alternative to trying to provide this music


11 and the limit to what they can get for this


12 music is influenced by the presence of the


13 statutory license which is going to affect


14 what services are in the market, and what


15 consumers ¦ this is ultimately driven by what


16 consumers will pay.


17             So you can demand all you want. 


18 The record company can demand what it wants. 


19 The webcaster can say, we're going to do this


20 or that or this.


21             But ultimately, unless there is a


22 significant difference between this service
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1 and the statutory service, the consumers would


2 pay a lot more for it, it's not going to exist


3 in the marketplace.


4       Q     It's not going to exist in the


5 marketplace?


6       A     Absolutely.  It will not exist at


7 a price that is very far away from the price


8 of services that provide webcasting under the


9 statutory license.


10       Q     And by the way, as I said before,


11 if we hypothetically knew that the CARP rate


12 at the time this negotiation occurred was


13 scientifically the right willing buyer-willing


14 seller rate, you'd have no problem with having


15 that in the market, would you?


16       A     Having what in the market?


17       Q     The existence of a CARP rate, as


18 long as we knew it was scientifically the


19 right rate for statutory webcasts?


20       A     I'm not sure I understand your


21 question.


22       Q     Well, if we know scientifically
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1 that the existing CARP rate reflects the true


2 willing buyer-willing seller rate, for


3 statutory licensing, then it's not going to


4 affect either too much or too little what the


5 ultimate outcome of that negotiation between


6 the label and the webcaster would be in your


7 mind, correct?


8       A     I think I understand what you're


9 saying.


10             If we knew the statutory rate was


11 the right rate, then would the customized


12 radio rates be close to the right rates; is


13 that ¦


14       Q     Yes.


15       A     And the answer is yes.  If we knew


16 what is right, then the thing that's very


17 close to it would also be close to being


18 right.


19       Q     Now let's change the circumstance


20 one little bit.  The webcaster says, I don't


21 want to pay your premium, because you claim


22 that my services is interactive.  I'm going to
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1 rely on the statutory license.


2             And then label U sues, claiming


3 $150,000 per work infringement damages for


4 thousands of tracks available on my radio


5 service.


6             How would you characterize the


7 difference if any in the negotiations that


8 would occur between the label after having


9 sued for infringement seeking damages of


10 $150,000 per track being used by the server?


11       A     Let me just try to take this


12 hypothetical step by step.


13             One part of I think what you're


14 asking is, would a lawsuit affect negotiations


15 over a contract that would sort of replace or


16 ¦ I don't know what the right word is ¦


17 effectively work retroactively and eliminate


18 the lawsuit.


19             And to that extent, yes, I think


20 the presence of a lawsuit affects how people


21 value something.  They are essentially betting


22 on the outcome of the lawsuit.  It happens all
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1 the time in settlements.  The result fo a


2 settlement is bargaining over expectations,


3 based on expectations of the result of a


4 lawsuit.


5             So to that extent, yes, the


6 lawsuit affects negotiation over retroactive


7 prices.


8             Now as far as prospective prices,


9 I would think the ¦ that's more driven by


10 assuming it's sort of a pure negotiation just


11 on prospective prices, that's more driven by


12 the marketplace forces.  And the marketplace


13 forces here themselves, are highly determined


14 by the existence of the statutory rate on the


15 statutory webcast services, which lead to


16 particular prices in the marketplace, and


17 limit how high the price is going to be for


18 the near substitutes.


19       Q     Well, you'd agree, wouldn't you,


20 that if the plaintiff in a lawsuit says, I


21 will only settle this lawsuit if you pay on a


22 going forward basis a royalty of X, that there
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1 is an opportunity for that plaintiff to use


2 the pendency of the lawsuit to influence the


3 price of the license; correct?


4       A     If it becomes part of the


5 settlement negotiations, absolutely.


6       Q     Did you consider, in giving your


7 testimony about how customized services can


8 use the statutory license to their benefit in


9 negotiations with the labels, the prior CARP


10 decision at tall?


11       A     No, sir, I thought you were asking


12 a different question, so you'll have to re-ask


13 it.  My mind went.


14       Q     My question is, whether in giving


15 the testimony you gave about how customized


16 radio services are able to use the existence


17 of the statutory rate to their advantage in


18 negotiations with labels, did you consider


19 what the prior CARP decision said in any


20 respect?


21       A     I have a hard time connecting A


22 and B here, but let me start with A, which is,
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1 I didn't say that the statutory rate is used


2 by the web services to their advantage.  I


3 described this as a market which is very


4 similar to the statutory market, and


5 therefore, is highly affected by it; it


6 affects the bargaining.  But fundamentally,


7 you can look at it from the demand side, the


8 supply side, whatever, the price in the market


9 is strongly affected by the price of the close


10 substitute.


11             I can quote my testimony if you


12 want.


13       Q     Well, just one second.


14             (Pause)


15             Well, you did testify, did you


16 not, that services could use the ability to


17 threaten not to take a customized service


18 license to try to get a favorable rate by


19 threatening to operate under the statutory


20 license, right?


21       A     Where did I say that?


22       Q     Isn't that the gist of what you
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1 said in your written testimony?


2       A     No.  I'll read the exact sentence.


3       Q     Okay.


4       A     Which is, and we're on page 20,


5 the two sentences.  I say: Even if the legal


6 status of the custom radio services were


7 perfectly clear, the fact that they are close


8 substitutes for the noninteractive services


9 means that their prices will be strongly


10 influenced by the compulsory fees.  If the


11 copyright holders try to set a much higher


12 price for a nonstatutory customized service,


13 the music services will simply not offer these


14 services but instead limit their offerings to


15 ones that can be provided under the compulsory


16 license.


17             I don't regard that as a threat; I


18 regard that simply as a marketplace fact.  And


19 in fact, even if they decided they were not


20 going to be in the business at all, the issue


21 is, for the record companies, do I get from


22 this webcaster or anoth8er webcaster, the
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1 revenues coming from customers who subscribe


2 to webcasts that observe the statutory


3 requirements, or maybe I can get a little more


4 if I charge a somewhat higher price for my


5 music, and that goes and flows through to the


6 market in a somewhat higher cost to the


7 customers.


8             There's a limit to what the


9 copyright holder can charge for the music, as


10 used in the customized web services,


11 customized radio services, is ultimately


12 constrained by what customers are willing to


13 pay for those services.  It's not some


14 abstract concept of bargaining that's more


15 powerful or more fundamental than what


16 customers are willing to pay for it.


17       Q     Well, isn't that true of every


18 market, that the price is limited by what


19 people are willing to pay?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     Now that we've at least agreed on


22 that, isn't it true that in the hypothetical
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1 that you're talking about, either the service


2 is going to be willing to pay what the label


3 asks for a voluntary license for this


4 customized radio service or it has no choice


5 other than to operate a service under the


6 statutory license?


7             MR. HANDZO: Your Honor, I'm just


8 going to object.  I think this has been asked


9 and answered now many times.  I think Dr.


10 Pelcovits has made his views perfectly clear


11 on the bargaining with respect to custom


12 radio.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Steinthal.


14             MR. STEINTHAL: I'm not sure I got


15 an answer to that question, Your Honor.  I've


16 been trying.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Objection


18 sustained.


19             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


20       Q     Let me ask you this, sir.  I did


21 ask you this question and didn't get an


22 answer.
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1             Did you consider anything in the


2 CARP decision on the subject, for example, of


3 agreements entered into after a lawsuit was


4 brought by labels challenging a service for


5 operating outside of a statutory license, in


6 connection with the testimony you gave with


7 respect to this precise issue?


8       A     I don't recall anything about this


9 affecting my analysis.


10       Q     Well, do you recall in fact that


11 the CARP ruled that agreements entered into


12 under circumstances where labels threaten to


13 sue, or did in fact sue, services for


14 operating outside of the compulsory license,


15 needed to be rejected because of the


16 difference in bargaining power created by


17 virtue of the label's threats or lawsuits?


18       A     I don't recall that specific part


19 of the CARP decision.  I'd be happy to look at


20 it now.  I'd also mention that my testimony


21 says that one of the reasons I rejected the


22 custom radio services is because of the cloud
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1 of litigation.


2       Q     And is it your testimony the cloud


3 of litigation tends to depress the price that


4 would be paid by a licensee?


5       A     The cloud of litigation affects


6 the nature of what is being agreed to.  What


7 is being agreed to is not a sort of free


8 market rate, but it is for the two parties


9 expectations of what they expect will be the


10 outcome of the litigation.


11       Q     So you wouldn't want to rely on


12 agreements that are entered into under the


13 cloud of litigation?


14       A     I would say ¦ as I said, that's


15 the reason I didn't use the customized radio


16 agreements.  


17             Is any litigation, is any cloud of


18 litigation a reason not to use an agreement? 


19 I'd have to know the specifics, and what the


20 nature of the litigation is.


21             But I think I was pretty clear


22 that uncertainty over whether a customized
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1 radio service are inside or outside the


2 statute is manifest also in the litigation,


3 affects what those prices are telling you.


4       Q     And is it ever the case that the


5 defendant somehow ends up with more leverage


6 against the plaintiff in a negotiation that


7 occurs after a lawsuit is brought?


8       A     It depends on what the lawsuit is


9 relative to what we're talking about.  


10       Q     That's your testimony?


11       A     Yes, that's my testimony.


12       Q     Okay. 


13             I believe you testified that ¦ and


14 this is a variation on the not too low ¦ we're


15 going with the not too high part of the CARP


16 ruling ¦ I believe part of your testimony was


17 that you believe that the prior CARP rate was


18 not too high, or else you would have expected


19 to observe some deals under the statutory


20 rate; correct?


21       A     Yes.


22       Q     Are you aware that Yahoo has
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1 entered into some direct deals with


2 independent labels including the Orchard?


3       A     Yes.  I don't know specifically


4 about the Orchard.  I don't remember


5       Q     Ever heard of the Orchard?


6       A     I've seen the label.  I don't know


7 much about it.


8       Q     Did you take into consideration in


9 connection with any of your testimony the


10 phenomenon or the terms of Yahoo's deals with


11 independent labels?


12       A     I didn't.


13       Q     Wouldn't you want to take into


14 consideration in assessing the marketplace


15 what voluntary arrangements had been entered


16 into between willing sellers that are members


17 of SoundExchange and Yahoo?


18       A     If it's for the statutory service,


19 then I would say it's once again strongly


20 influenced by the existing statutory rate. 


21 That's the rate absent the negotiated outcome,


22 so that has a powerful influence on the rate.
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1       Q     Let me get this right.


2             So in the willing seller-willing


3 buyer market we're supposed to replicate, you


4 don't want to look at deals that are entered


5 into between one of the willing sellers that's


6 a member of SoundExchange, and one of the


7 willing buyers that's operating under the


8 statutory license?


9       A     Not at this point in time, given


10 that there is a rate already there in the


11 market.


12       Q     Not at this point in time given


13 that there are already rates in the market?


14       A     There's already a statutory rate


15 set in the market, so if you want to try to


16 look at a market where there is a government-


17 determined price, and you see that there is


18 some negotiation off of the government-


19 determined price, that's got to be strongly


20 influenced by what that government-determined


21 price was.


22       Q     So even if several record labels
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1 and several services got together and came


2 before this panel and said, we've entered into


3 a series of deals in the market, you would


4 ignore them in favor of your hypothetical


5 market because you believe they would be


6 affected by the existing statutory rate?


7       A     I'd have to know the details of


8 what you are talking about, because it sounds


9 to me you've almost talked about a settlement


10 of the case.  In other words, if a number of


11 the parties got together and came in front of


12 the CARP and said, we will agree to a


13 particular rate, that becomes essentially a


14 settlement of the case.


15       Q     Is that not a willing buyer-


16 willing seller resolution?


17       A     At that point I frankly don't know


18 how I would regard that.  I think that is a


19 legal question I don't think I could answer.


20       Q     But as an economist you would


21 prefer to do your model based on these


22 interactive benchmark services and making the
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1 assumptions and adjustments you do, you would


2 prefer having a rate set based on that than


3 these actual voluntary agreements between


4 people who are within or who are members of


5 SoundExchange, and members of DiMA who are


6 operating under the statutory license;


7 correct?


8       A     Because these are a very small


9 part of the market, because if these contracts


10 include uses of the music for something other


11 than statutory service, it adds complexity to


12 this; because it is not the music of 80


13 percent of the industry; I would not prefer to


14 use that, and I did not use it.


15       Q     Now your model just assumes that


16 the same considerations apply to


17 nonsubscription statutory license services as


18 subscription statutory license services;


19 correct?


20       A     I don't think I used the term,


21 same considerations.  I said I'd recommend


22 that the rate be based on the analysis I did,
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1 which stemmed from the examination of the


2 subscription services.


3       Q     You make no effort to measure the


4 difference in the value proposition to


5 consumers of nonsubscription statutory license


6 webcasting versus subscription statutory


7 license webcasting; correct?


8       A     Because I don't think that's the


9 right basis for setting the rate.


10       Q     Well, and that's because, if I


11 wrote it down correctly, you feel that the


12 sellers should have the ability to capture the


13 rates that the value consumers would be


14 willing to pay; is that it, roughly?


15       A     They should be able to capture the


16 value that consumers place on the music and


17 are willing to pay for the music, rather than


18 have it cannibalized by a different service


19 where, let's say, advertisers ¦ and again,


20 this is at present, advertisers are paying


21 less than consumers do directly.


22       Q     Well, let me do it bit by bit if I
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1 can.


2             You do concede, do you not, that


3 you sought to identify the value to the


4 consumer in the market for statutory license


5 webcast services; correct?


6       A     For the subscription services.


7       Q     Just for the subscription


8 services?


9       A     I used that as the basis of


10 recommending a rate, and I believe that should


11 be applied across the board.


12       Q     And isn't the reason you chose to


13 rely entirely on data from the subscription


14 statutory license webcasters, is that the


15 evidence you wanted to look at to identify the


16 value to the consumer of the statutory license


17 webcast services is the observed price paid by


18 consumers?


19       A     I think I agree with that.  I need


20 to get the exact wording again, if you don't


21 mind.  I'm sorry, it's late.


22             (Question read back.
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1             WITNESS: I would say no, it's not


2 the evidence I want to look at.  That is the


3 evidence in the market of what consumers value


4 the noninteractive webcast.


5             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


6       Q     Well, the only observed prices you


7 had were subscription prices; right?


8       A     That's the only direct observation


9 of what ¦ how consumers value those types of


10 webcasts; correct.


11       Q     So using Dr. Brynjolfsson's 2005


12 statistics of 90 percent of the webcast


13 activities under the statutory license being


14 nonsubscription, and 10 percent being


15 subscription, it's correct, is it not, that


16 you relied on the observations from the 10


17 percent slice of the market in order to


18 generate your conclusions for the entirety of


19 the market?


20       A     Let me first say that 10 percent


21 as subscribers is not 10 percent of the demand


22 for the service.  I did rely on it, as we've
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1 just said.  We ¦ that is where customers value


2 it directly.


3             We don't know what the percentages


4 are going to be over time as far as the


5 relationship between subscription and ad-


6 supported.  There is a lot of expectation in


7 the market, including those from Yahoo and


8 other music services that ad-supported is


9 becoming much more popular and a much greater


10 revenue source.


11             I did not try to come up with a


12 separate estimate of how much could be raised


13 from the ad-supported market.


14             And there are, as I said earlier,


15 also services that get the value through a


16 bundled approach.  So the answer is, I looked


17 where I saw the data, where I saw a


18 measurement, and I applied that across the


19 board, because that is what I believe the


20 willing seller would do in a free market.


21       Q     But again, you went on for some


22 time, the bottom line is, the only prices you
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1 observed were the subscription prices, and you


2 then used those subscription prices and


3 extended them across the whole universe of


4 statutory licensed webcasting for your model;


5 correct?


6       A     I used those prices.  I didn't


7 extend the prices; I extended the rates I got


8 from the prices, either on a per subscriber


9 basis; on a revenue percentage; and on a per


10 play basis, under the assumption of a


11 tremendous number of plays typical of the high


12 end of the subscription services.


13       Q     So there is no question in your


14 mind right now that the vast multitude of


15 streaming activity for statutory license


16 webcasters is through nonsubscription


17 services; correct?


18       A     I wouldn't agree with that


19 characterization.


20       Q     On what do you base any different


21 conclusion?


22       A     Well, as I've said, I've looked at
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1 the Yahoo numbers.  Yahoo is a major service,


2 and I would say possibly the most powerful


3 service in the market, and they have a


4 streaming ratio, as we said earlier, I hate to


5 repeat it, it's confidential, but that's far


6 from being ¦


7       Q     I think ¦


8       A     -- let me complete this ¦ far from


9 being a vast majority.


10             And the other thing, it's where


11 the money is.  If you look at the revenue you


12 get from, let's say, 100 subscribers to the


13 service rather than, at present, what you get


14 from 300 ad supported customers, you're


15 getting much more from the subscription


16 customers, and I don't see why a copyright


17 holder would want to see the profitable part


18 of the market cannibalized.


19       Q     Who's talking about the profitable


20 part of the market being cannibalized here?


21       A     I think that's what is the


22 eventual result if you set a rate for the
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1 market based off of the part of the market


2 where the payment is much less than it is in


3 the subscription market.


4       Q     By the way, your ratio for Yahoo


5 it three to one, right?


6       A     Yes.


7       Q     Seventy five percent of the


8 streaming activity in the way you prefer to


9 look at it is nonsubscription?


10       A     Yes, I think that's three to one,


11 75 percent.  But if you take the money you get


12 from it, it's more from the 25 percent than


13 you get from the 75 percent.


14       Q     Do you have any specific


15 information on which you base that?


16       A     Yes.


17       Q     That's the Yahoo-produced


18 information?


19       A     That's the Yahoo-produced


20 information.


21       Q     We'll get a chance to look at


22 that, okay.
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1             But let me ask you this.  On page


2 55 if you would turn to page 55, do you see


3 where you state on this page that in a free


4 market the owner of the intellectual property,


5 eg. the record companies, could set a fee


6 based on the highest value use of its


7 property, rather than sell at a lower price to


8 an alternative delivery mechanism that would


9 undermine the sales of the higher priced


10 service option.


11             Do you see that?


12       A     Yes.


13       Q     Is this in part why you believe it


14 is warranted to look at just what consumers


15 are paying for the subscription part of


16 statutory licensed webcasting and not look at


17 nonsubscription webcasting?


18       A     This is part of the reason, yes.


19       Q     And I gather the highest value use


20 of property you're talking about is the


21 subscription market; correct?


22       A     Correct.
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1       Q     Compared to the nonsubscription


2 market?


3       A     That's correct.


4       Q     Let me give you this hypothetical,


5 which is going to become familiar.  It's the


6 soda-on-the-beach hypothetical.


7             If you're selling sodas on the


8 beach in 90 degree weather, and you'd have to


9 walk a mile into town to get an alternative


10 source of supply for soda, you'd agree, would


11 you not, that the seller in that transaction


12 is able to extract a higher price for the soda


13 than would be the case if we were in the


14 middle of town, right?


15       A     The seller could?


16       Q     Yes.


17       A     It could extract a higher price


18 based on the transport cost to the beach.


19       Q     Or based on the buyer's unique


20 circumstances and desire in 90 degree weather


21 on the beach to pay five or even ten times the


22 normal price for that can of soda, right?
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1       A     Not if the ability to provide soda


2 on the beach is ¦ can be ¦ is in the hands of


3 many different parties or entrants.


4             In other words, you might be the


5 person trying to sell the soda at $5 a can to


6 me on the beach, and I'd be willing to pay $10


7 for it.  But if somebody else is willing to


8 lug the soda there, and cans of soda there,


9 and charge less, then that's going to start


10 driving the price down.


11       Q     But in the hypothetical where


12 there is one seller, multiple buyers, 90


13 degrees, and a mile to walk, you'd agree that


14 the price you would expect for that can of


15 soda is going to be a heck of a lot higher


16 than it would be if you were buying that same


17 can of soda in town, right?


18       A     If you set up a monopoly right,


19 and you have a greater demand, you're going to


20 see a higher price, I agree.


21       Q     Would you agree with me that in


22 looking at a fair market value for soda, you
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1 would not want to look at just the sliver of


2 the market that would be represented by unique


3 circumstances like a single seller in the soda


4 on the each example that I gave you?


5       A     If that was what I was tasked with


6 doing is looking at the soda market.  Also,


7 you used the term, a fair price.


8       Q     Fair market value.


9       A     Well, fair market value, then, the


10 question is, a fair market value for what?  If


11 it's for soda on the beach, then you'd use the


12 price that was in that market.  If it was soda


13 in general and you wanted to know what the


14 average price of soda sold in the market was,


15 then you would not use that, because that is


16 not the average price of soda sold in the


17 market.


18       Q     Now let's go back to the sliver of


19 the market you're looking at in subscription


20 services as opposed to nonsubscription.


21             You view the subscription services


22 as representing the highest value use of the
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1 sound records as compared to the use of the


2 sound recording by nonsubscription services,


3 correct?


4       A     That's true at present.  To the


5 extent we can measure it.  There's a lot of


6 nonmeasureable benefits to the nonsubscription


7 services.  So throw that into the equation.


8       Q     And as we said before, for the


9 reasons you've articulated, you chose not to


10 make any kind of adjustment in your model to


11 account for the fact that most users are not


12 willing at this time to pay for statutory


13 license webcasting; correct?


14       A     Right, and I think it's very


15 important that what's paid in the market


16 reflects the current statutory rates.  So the


17 statutory rate allows an ad-supported service


18 with relatively limited revenue coming from


19 that to be in the market.


20       Q     Now for the reasons you state in


21 your report, you assume that it is appropriate


22 to generalize from the circumstances of the
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1 highest valued user to the entire statutory


2 license webcasting market, right?


3       A     I think that that is what the


4 willing seller would do if it's setting a


5 single price in all markets.


6             If this soda seller was ¦ had his


7 prices determined by a court, and that's where


8 he could make the money, I would not force him


9 to set a price at the beach that was based on


10 prices off the beach.


11             MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, I'm at


12 an appropriate breaking point, and I have not


13 very much more.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We're reaching


15 a point in cross-examination near the end of


16 the day.


17             We'll recess until 9:30 in the


18 morning.


19             (Whereupon at 4:58 p.m. the


20 hearing in the above-entitled matter was


21 adjourned, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m. the next


22 morning)
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1               P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


2                                        9:35 a.m.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Good morning. 


4 We'll come to order.


5             Mr. Steinthal?


6             MR. STEINTHAL:  Thank you, Your


7 Honor. 


8            CROSS-EXAMINATION (CONT'D)


9             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


10       Q     Good morning, Dr. Pelcovits.  How


11 are you?


12       A     Good morning, Mr. Steinthal.


13       Q     We picked up just for a moment


14 where we left off yesterday on the issue of


15 non-subscription statutory licensed webcasters


16 versus subscription webcasters for a minute.


17             I'd like you to assume, for


18 purposes of my question, that 75 to 90 percent


19 of the universe of unique listeners to


20 statutory licensed webcasting are non-


21 subscription webcasters -- listen to non-


22 subscription webcasters.  Okay?  
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1             And assume as well that a


2 substantial majority of that universe is not


3 and never will be willing to pay for radio. 


4 Okay?


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     Now, you currently make no


7 allowance in your model for the demand


8 represented by those consumers.  Correct?


9       A     Not explicitly, no.


10       Q     And I think you testified


11 yesterday that for purposes of your model, you


12 assumed that all the demand was represented by


13 the higher value users, who are subscription


14 users of statutory licensed webcasting.


15 Correct?


16       A     I wouldn't say I assumed it but I


17 calibrated the model and the estimate of value


18 from the subscription customers, yes.


19       Q     And not taking into consideration


20 that non-subscription universe.  Correct?


21       A     I just repeat the answer I just


22 gave you, which is, I calibrated it that way
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1 and I think I explained the reasons why I


2 believe it should apply across the board.


3       Q     Well, you stated yesterday that


4 one reason that you did not consider non-


5 subscription users was concerns over the non-


6 subscription or low value users cannibalizing


7 the subscription service market.  Correct?


8       A     Well, other than the word


9 consider.  I did consider them but the reason


10 I did not try to -- one of the reasons I did


11 not try to separately value those customers


12 was because of concerns over cannibalization,


13 that's correct.


14       Q     Did you do any study or analysis


15 of the extent to which non-subscription web-


16 cast users currently do or would, in the


17 future, cannibalize subscription statutory


18 licensed webcasting?


19       A     No, I did not.  Let me just add,


20 in order to really to that you'd need sort of


21 an experiment of changing prices for the


22 statutory license and see how the market
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1 reacts.  So, I didn't.


2       Q     Now also yesterday, on your direct


3 testimony in the morning, I believe you


4 testified that, in connection with why you


5 weren't going to make an allowance for non-


6 subscription statutory licensed webcast


7 listeners, you made an analogy to the motion


8 picture market, did you not?


9       A     Well again, I don't use the word


10 didn't make an allowance for, but I did make


11 an analogy to the motion picture industry


12 where for purposes of explaining that, there


13 could be a value to using a form of media in


14 an advertiser supported forum that could


15 potentially cannibalize the revenues from a


16 subscription.


17       Q     Well it's true, is it not, that


18 movie copyright owners license their content


19 both in theatrical release markets and the


20 advertiser supported free television market. 


21 Correct?


22       A     They do but not at the same time
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1 and it depends on the show.  So, yes, they do


2 and they do under their own estimate of how to


3 make profits in their business.


4       Q     Wouldn't you agree that any


5 complete economic analysis of the motion


6 picture business would have to take into


7 consideration the various revenue streams of


8 motion pictures, including theatrical release,


9 home video, pay per view, and advertiser


10 supported free TV?


11       A     My answer is it depends on what it


12 is that you're analyzing.  I would say and, if


13 we're going to draw this analogy, that if the


14 Court here were setting rates for motion


15 picture copyrights and they were to compel the


16 motion picture industry to base its rates for


17 per view off of the advertising paid when a


18 motion picture finally reaches the broadcast


19 TV, they would be under-valuing the value of


20 that copyright.


21       Q     But the reality is that in the


22 motion picture industry it's true, is it not,
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1 that motion picture copyright owners derive


2 different levels of compensation on a per use


3 or per view basis comparing theatrical release


4 to home video release to advertiser supported


5 television, don't they?


6       A     Yes.


7       Q     And they get a heck of a lot more


8 in a theatrical release market per view than


9 they do in the advertiser supported free TV


10 market, don't they?


11       A     They do and add in a very


12 important part of their revenue stream, which


13 is DVDs.


14       Q     And that comes in in the middle. 


15 Right?  I mean, you pay roughly $4 per view


16 for a DVD compared to $10 per view for a


17 theatrical motion picture.  Right?


18       A     What's interesting is that they're


19 getting that 50 percent of the ticket price in


20 a movie theater and 50 percent of the price in


21 a DVD rental.


22       Q     And the advertiser supported
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1 thing, the advertiser supported per view


2 analysis would be a fraction, wouldn't it?


3       A     I don't know.  I've never seen it


4 expressed as a percentage.


5       Q     Now I believe you testified on


6 your direct yesterday, and it's on page 32 of


7 your written testimony as well, you assume for


8 your model, do you not, that the ratio of the


9 consumer price for a subscription music


10 service to the sound recording royalty rate


11 would be the same in both your benchmark


12 market and your target market.  Correct?


13       A     Yes.


14       Q     And that's a key assumption in


15 your analysis?


16       A     It is.


17       Q     And you base this assumption on


18 your opinion, and this is also on page 32, I


19 believe, that the demand elasticity in both


20 the target market and the benchmark market


21 will be very similar, if not the same. 


22 Correct?
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1       A     Yes.


2       Q     And that's based on your


3 comparison, your analysis of the comparison


4 between the benchmark market and the target


5 market.  Correct?


6       A     It's based on the fact that that


7 these are very similar markets, similar types


8 of consumers and also based on general


9 knowledge of elasticity estimates and pricing


10 practices in a variety of industries.


11       Q     But I believe you also testified,


12 based on your conclusion that the supply and


13 demand characteristics in both markets are


14 comparable.  Correct?


15       A     I didn't say comparable.  I think


16 I already just said what I said, which is they


17 have similar buyers and similar sellers. 


18 They're very similar markets.


19       Q     But there were no differences you


20 identified in that respect that would change


21 your opinion with respect to the elasticity


22 issue.  Right?
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1       A     I felt that it was a reasonable


2 assumption that the elasticities were similar


3 and that they were close enough to apply the


4 same percentage in the two markets.  I cannot


5 say they are exactly the same.  It could be


6 somewhat higher, it could be somewhat lower. 


7 It would yield, in my opinion, a result that


8 would be at or close to the one that I


9 recommend.


10       Q     Now your model, looking at page 34


11 of your statement, also assumes, does it not,


12 that any change in the copyright fees can be


13 passed on dollar for dollar to consumers in


14 both the benchmark and the target markets. 


15 Correct?


16       A     In this model, that's correct.


17       Q     And when you're talking about


18 copyright fees, you're talking about the sound


19 recording copyright fees.  Correct?


20       A     Correct.


21       Q     And that's the normal assumption


22 in a competitive market with constant average
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1 and marginal costs, is it not? 


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     But as you testified yesterday,


4 you took this market as it is, without any


5 analysis of whether it's a competitive market. 


6 Correct?


7       A     I used a competitive market model


8 for purposes of estimating and recommending a


9 rate, that's correct.


10       Q     Now, did you do any analysis,


11 going back to the question of whether your


12 assumption that in the target market or the


13 benchmark market, the copyright fees could be


14 passed through to consumers dollar by dollar,


15 did you do any analysis of either the target


16 market or the benchmark market to determine in


17 fact whether statutory licensed webcasting


18 services, for example, would be able to pass


19 off, dollar for dollar, increases in sound


20 recording royalty costs?


21       A     I studied the industry.  I looked


22 at the rapid evolution and entry of many firms
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1 into the industry and it's my belief that in


2 an industry where you see entry taking place


3 relatively easily, the competitive model is a


4 reasonable model used.


5       Q     Let me pause right there.  This


6 notion of rapid entry into the industry, it's


7 true, is it not, sir, that the number of


8 entities engaging in statutory licensed


9 webcasting has shrunk substantially since


10 2001?  Is it not?


11       A     I don't know if that's true, but I


12 know there are many firms that have entered


13 and built new business models in this industry


14 that are brand new and there seemed, from


15 everything I studied, to be no major barriers


16 to entry.


17       Q     Name one entity, sir, that entered


18 the market for statutory licensed webcasting


19 since 2001.


20       A     As far as I know, I think Live365


21 is a, if it's not brand new, it's entire


22 breadth and operation in the market has
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1 developed significantly in the last few years. 


2 I think the entire market has grown quite a


3 lot in the last few years.


4       Q     Let's talk about your testimony


5 just this morning --


6       A     Right.


7       Q     -- about entry into the market. 


8 Live365 I will represent to you participated


9 in the CARP in 2001.  They've been around for


10 a while.  Can you name any entity, any entity,


11 that has come into the market for statutory


12 licensed webcasting since the initial CARP


13 rate was set in 2002?


14       A     I think that any broadcaster, any


15 channel, that has come into the market is


16 brand new.  Live365 has, and constantly


17 advertises, it has thousands and thousands of


18 channels, many of them brought to the market


19 by very small entities.  Anytime you have


20 someone who decides to become a webcaster and


21 use the Live365 platform, they are a new


22 entrant into the market.  They are providing
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1 the music to customers.  There is, the same


2 thing is true of the thousands of channels


3 that are being broadcast to the Rhapsody


4 customers on Radio Pass.  Radio Pass has, I


5 believe, over 3,000 channels.


6             So, I believe any time there is a


7 new webcaster, regardless of exactly the


8 mechanism by which the webcaster delivers a


9 service to the customer, that is entry.


10       Q     Sir, are you suggesting that an


11 individual hobbyist that pays $10 a month to


12 Live365 or whatever it is, to get its signal


13 delivered through Live365 is comparable in


14 circumstances to the statutory licensed


15 circumstances of AOL or Microsoft or Yahoo?


16       A     It is an entrant that leads to the


17 disciplining of prices.  And it's the


18 disciplining of prices that's the hallmark of


19 a competitive model.  In other words, if there


20 is an inferior product or too high priced a


21 product, then other people can come in and


22 provide the music.  It is very easy to lease
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1 capacity band width from Live365 and get on


2 the air.  And if you do that, --


3       Q     Sir --


4       A     -- I'm sorry, let me complete my


5 answer.  And if you do that, in my mind,


6 you're an entrant into this market.  You can


7 be a webcaster.  There are many radio stations


8 that are coming online all the time.  They are


9 being rebroadcast through subscription


10 channels.  So, in my mind, that is and does


11 constitute competitive entry.


12       Q     Now could you answer my question? 


13 Do you view an individual hobbyist who puts


14 his channel up on Live365 as comparable in


15 circumstance economically to AOL, Yahoo, or


16 Microsoft operating their statutory licensed


17 webcasting operations under this license?


18       A     They are no comparable.  They are


19 a competitive factor and they are there to


20 discipline the market.


21       Q     And how do they discipline the


22 market for the licensing of sound recording
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1 performance rights under the compulsory


2 license when they don't pay the sound


3 recording compulsory license fees?


4       A     I'm talking about competition in


5 the market for the delivery and the


6 copyrighted music to the customer, not in


7 terms of the SoundExchange copyright fee. 


8 That's set by the -- was set by the CARP, will


9 be set by this Court.


10       Q     Are you familiar with the fact


11 that the individual broadcasters or hobbyists


12 whose channels are aggregated by Live365 don't


13 pay the sound recording royalty Live365 does?


14       A     They pay to Live365 fees that


15 Live365 then pays to SoundExchange.


16       Q     So the answer is yes, you are


17 familiar with the fact that they don't worry


18 about paying the sound recording royalty fee,


19 they look at what the Live365 fee is to them


20 for getting their channel up.  Right?


21       A     That doesn't mean they don't worry


22 about what the rate is because the rate flows
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1 through to what they have to pay and that then


2 affects the behavior of competition in the


3 marketplace.  It doesn't matter who, whether


4 there's an intermediary that you write the


5 check to, there's still competition in the


6 marketplace.


7       Q     Let's go back to your testimony


8 just this morning, under oath, about the rapid


9 entry into the market.  You've cited


10 individual hobbyists or broadcasters that get


11 their channels up on Live365.  Can you name


12 one other company since 2001 that ha launched


13 and entered into the statutory licensed


14 webcasting market? 


15       A     My regression had a list of 30


16 services.  Do I -- they included Radio IO,


17 Digital Imported, GotRadio, 3WK, Ultimate 80s,


18 Cross Walk, WOLF FM, Howling Oldies and Super


19 70s.  Do I know when they actually entered the


20 market?  No.


21       Q     And even if you knew that they had


22 entered the market before or after, would you
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1 compare any of the economic circumstances of


2 those entities that you just mentioned, to


3 AOL, Yahoo, or Microsoft?


4       A     They are different companies. 


5 They are going to be different.  That doesn't


6 mean there are not competitive factors in the


7 market.


8       Q     Just so it's clear, even though


9 you've testified that there's been rapid entry


10 into the market, you can't identify as a


11 matter of fact that has entered the market


12 under the prior CARP rate.  Correct?


13             MR. HANDZO:  Objection.  That


14 misstates his testimony.


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Sustained.


16             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


17       Q     Can you identify anybody, as a


18 matter of fact?


19             MR. HANDZO:  Objection.  Asked and


20 answered.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I assume the


22 question is other than the ones you've already
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1 identified?


2             MR. STEINTHAL:  Other -- yes.


3             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


4       Q     Other than the ones you've already


5 identified?  Fair enough.


6       A     Can I identify when they've


7 entered?  No.  There has been quite a lot of


8 firms entering into this market, which is a


9 very new market.


10       Q     And on what do you base your


11 testimony that quite a lot of firms have been


12 entering the market?


13       A     On my list of firms and research


14 that was done on who is in the market, how


15 many are in the market, and my knowledge that


16 this business as a whole, as a subscription


17 business, has been developing very rapidly


18 over the last several years.  It's essentially


19 something that's discussed in virtually


20 anything you read about the industry.


21       Q     When you say subscription


22 business, are you talking about your target
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1 market, your benchmark market or both?


2       A     I was talking about the target


3 market.  That's what the -- in order to sort


4 of apply this competitive model, I'm assuming


5 that this is the case in both markets.


6       Q     And about this rapid entry.  Are


7 you familiar with the filings in the copyright


8 office indicating the number of entities that


9 are making, excuse me, the number of entities


10 that are availing themselves of the statutory


11 license under Section 114?


12       A     I don't know of the filings.  I do


13 know who has paid SoundExchange.


14       Q     Well, are you familiar with the


15 fact that if you look at the number of


16 entities actually availing themselves of a


17 Section 114 compulsory license, that number


18 has dropped precipitously since 2001?


19       A     I don't know that it would not be


20 consistent with what I've seen from who is


21 paying SoundExchange in the last three years. 


22 I don't know about 2001.  In my mind, that's
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1 very, that's ancient history in this business,


2 given the rapid development.  So, I think the


3 fact that there have been a large number of


4 firms, a large number of active firms, no


5 obvious barriers to entry, says in my mind,


6 that it's reasonable to model this as a


7 competitive industry.


8             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Excuse me, just


9 for a second.  Could you identify for the


10 record where you were reading from in terms of


11 the list of firms used in your regression?


12             THE WITNESS:  Yes, Judge.  This is


13 just a list, a table that I constructed of the


14 non-interactive services used in the


15 regression, so it's among the different


16 documents that we've prepared and provided in


17 the case.  I don't believe --


18             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Is there a tab


19 that it was --


20             THE WITNESS:  This is not part of


21 the testimony.


22             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Oh, okay. 
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1 Sorry.


2             MR. STEINTHAL:  I actually was


3 going to mark it as an exhibit shortly, Your


4 Honor, so you can see it.


5             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Oh, okay. 


6 Thank you.


7             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


8       Q     Now again, on the subject of the


9 ability to pass along any increase in the


10 royalty rate, dollar for dollar, to the


11 consumer, you testified that, you know, what


12 you did or didn't do with respect to that


13 conclusion.  Are you familiar with the fact


14 that the online music industry still faces


15 competition in terms of consumers from free


16 services, such as Kazaa, and eDunky, and other


17 file sharing services?


18       A     I would say that there might be


19 some competition for how the consumer spends


20 his or her dollar on music, as a whole, but


21 those are services which, as you said, are


22 file transfers.  So, they become downloads and
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1 illegal downloads.


2       Q     Well, you're familiar with the


3 fact that a lot of activity goes on by users


4 using those services in obtaining music, are


5 you not?


6       A     Absolutely.  There is still a lot


7 of piracy taking place.  I agree with that.


8       Q     Did you take into consideration in


9 your assumption that digital music services


10 could pass along, dollar for dollar, increases


11 in sound recording royalties, the competitive


12 impact in pricing by virtue of the existence


13 of those services?


14       A     I think yes.  I think I took


15 account of that.  That's exactly the nature


16 of,  when I talk about a competitive model,


17 the availability of substitute, the legal or


18 illegal effect, what the demand curve looks


19 like, they don't affect the general behavior


20 of firms in a competitive market.  It's -- let


21 me just explain something.  


22             You were trying to say that
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1 competition means you can't pass all of your


2 costs along.  Competition is what requires


3 firms and forces firms to essentially price


4 based on cost.  And as cost changes, price


5 changes.


6       Q     But sir, you assumed, you said it


7 this morning, that in your target market and


8 in your benchmark market, any increase in the


9 sound recording royalty cost could be passed


10 along, dollar for dollar, to the consumer. 


11 Right?  Are you with me so far?


12       A     I said that that's the way in


13 which I analytically structured the model. 


14 Yes, I used a competitive industry model. 


15 Correct.


16       Q     Now, what I'm asking you is


17 whether, in making that assumption, it's a


18 valid assumption if in fact, because of the


19 existence of these free services, digital


20 music companies don't feel as if they can pass


21 on all their costs, dollar for dollar, to the


22 consumer?
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1       A     That's an absolutely valid


2 assumption.  What you're talking about is how


3 much demand will change if costs are passed


4 along.  You're also talking about some things


5 which would affect market equilibrium in the


6 shorter run, rather than what happens when an


7 industry shakes and the affects of costs


8 changes alter the nature and the type of


9 things being provided.  But cost increases get


10 passed along in a competitive industry, cost


11 decreases get passed along in a competitive


12 industry.  These are not perfect models


13 because there's a lot of complexity but as a


14 working hypothesis and a working model, I


15 modeled this as a competitive market. I also


16 modeled it and experimented with this as a


17 oligopolistic model.  And it's a ver complex


18 set of models, but it would not change my


19 underlying conclusions.


20       Q     Well, let me ask you this.  Did


21 you consider whether some of the prices that


22 are currently being offered in your benchmark
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1 market are lower than they ultimately will be


2 because firms are deliberately pricing their


3 products at a low price point to try to build


4 demand for those new music services precisely


5 to compete with the free Kazaas and the


6 eDunkys and the Groksters?


7       A     They might be doing that just as


8 the target market companies might be doing


9 that.  And there is certainly a lot of market


10 building that's going on.  But in terms of


11 what prices are now indicating something to us


12 about consumer value in the market, the prices


13 are what they are.


14       Q     But hypothetically, if in fact


15 your benchmark market companies are pricing


16 deliberately at a price point lower than what


17 they expect the price to be to build demand


18 for the product at a time when there are still


19 free services offering file sharing, you'd


20 agree with me, wouldn't you, that if the price


21 in your benchmark market is under what it


22 economically normally would be, then your
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1 model doesn't capture that difference between


2 the current under-market price and what the


3 market price ultimately will be.  Right?


4       A     It doesn't capture it.  I don't


5 know what that does to the application of the


6 benchmark.  That would depend on a lot of


7 different factors.  I, frankly, haven't worked


8 through all of them.


9       Q     So you didn't -- let me ask you


10 this.  Hypothetically, if in fact companies


11 engaged in your benchmark market have done a


12 short-term price campaign to build demand and


13 a year from now the prices in your benchmark


14 market were 50 percent higher than they


15 currently are as they settle in in a corrected


16 mode, then you would have a different result


17 from your model.  Right?


18       A     We'd have a different result from


19 both the standpoint of the music service and


20 from the standpoint of the music companies. 


21 The -- if we look at the percent of revenue


22 fee charged in my benchmark market, that's
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1 tended to stay in the same range, 40 to 50


2 percent, for quite a long time, and it's


3 applied to services that have a range of


4 different retail prices, though it seems to me


5 as if the basic conclusion that the copyright


6 fees in that range of percent of revenue seems


7 to be pretty robust.


8       Q     Let me put up one of these charts,


9 so I can make this question a little bit more


10 precise.


11             For instance, SoundExchange's demo


12 52.  And you calculate, and we'll come back to


13 this in a little bit, but you calculate the


14 difference between what you call the target


15 market, non-interactive webcaster, and the


16 benchmark market, interactive service, and


17 that's the line three on each of your four


18 examples.  Right?


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     So, if it turns out that the


21 pricing in the benchmark market is


22 deliberately at a under-market number now to
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1 build demand, and that in fact the market


2 price, once it settles, for example 150


3 percent or 200 percent of the numbers you have


4 in your line two, then the ratio is going to


5 shrink.  Correct?


6       A     The ratio would shrink, assuming


7 that the same type of thing is not going on in


8 the target market, there is not the same


9 effort by the same type of companies to build


10 their business in those markets.


11       Q     Now I believe you relied, in your


12 testimony, on the elasticity of demand


13 assumption that I asked you about a few


14 moments ago, on an article by Alexander


15 Belinfante.  Right?


16       A     That is the article that I relied


17 on, but not for that assumption.


18       Q     What did you rely on it for?


19       A     I relied on it as one of the


20 things, one of the pieces of evidence that the


21 demand elasticity for an individual CD is very


22 low.
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1       Q     Okay.  And that study related to


2 demand elasticity as between individual CDs


3 not as between online music services. 


4 Correct?


5       A     Between or for online music


6 service, yes.


7       Q     Indeed, the study was conducted in


8 1977, was it not?


9       A     The study was conducted in 1977. 


10 It's the only article that I am aware of and


11 I talked to Dr. Belinfante, that he's aware


12 of, that's conducted such an estimate.


13       Q     Let me ask you to take a look at


14 Services Exhibit 60.  It's the Belinfante


15 article.  


16 And can you identify this as the Belinfante


17 article upon which you relied?


18       A     Upon which I relied?  Yes.


19                       (Whereupon, the document


20                       referred to as Services


21                       Exhibit No. 60 was marked


22                       for identification.)
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1             MR. STEINTHAL:  I would offer


2 Services Exhibit 60 into evidence.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any objection


4 to the Exhibit?


5             MR. HANDZO:  No objection.


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Without


7 objection, Exhibit 60 is admitted.


8                       (Whereupon, the document


9                       marked as Services


10                       Exhibit No. 60 for


11                       identification was


12                       received into evidence.)


13             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


14       Q     Take a look, if you would, at


15 page, the third page of the document.  That


16 would be page 59, if you look in the upper


17 left-hand corner of the book or periodical


18 from which it was obtained.


19       A     Now, there's a 49.  There's a


20 third sheet, the upper left-hand corner shows


21 a 50.


22       Q     All right.  I thought it was 59. 
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1 50, okay.  It's my eyes.  Sorry.  Only my


2 eyes.  It's the first thing to go.


3       A     There's a paragraph on the bottom


4 left of this page.  It reads, as expected, the


5 variable introduced to measure taste, QS,


6 proved to be the most significant one in the


7 model, as is shown by its T value.  This also


8 indicates the importance of the use of singles


9 as a way of promoting the sales of an album. 


10 The second most significant variable was RC,


11 revealing the importance of radio play and


12 live concerts in giving exposure to a record.


13             Do you have any reason to dispute


14 the validity of that finding?


15       A     Not for the purposes and


16 interpretation of the equation as given by the


17 authors.


18       Q     By the way when you testified


19 earlier that your regression analysis had a 90


20 some-odd percent confidence level, that


21 assumes your inputs and assumptions underlying


22 the model are correct.  Is it not?
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1       A     It assumes that the -- yes, it


2 assumes quite that it's a meaningful


3 regression and that the data is accurate and


4 I've captured and specified the


5 equation properly.  I agree.


6       Q     All right.  Let's go to the


7 regression, if we can.  Let's take a look at


8 the document that you're referring to and see


9 whether I've got the right document.  Copy for


10 the bench so they can see it.


11             Marked as Services Exhibit 61 is a


12 document bearing Bate-stamped number SX113974


13 through 113978.


14             Is this the document you referred


15 to earlier as the document containing the


16 inputs in your regression analysis?


17       A     Yes, it is.


18                       (Whereupon, the document


19                       referred to as Services


20                       Exhibit No. 61 was


21                       marked


22                       for identification.)
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1             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


2       Q     Now, turn to the first page, if


3 you would.  The first couple of pages


4 represent the universe of services you looked


5 at in conducting your regression.  Is that


6 right?


7       A     They are the inputs.  Those are


8 the universe, the population, yes.


9       Q     And this represented the


10 subscription services that were broadly


11 available for purposes of your regression


12 analysis.  Correct?


13       A     Yes.


14       Q     First of all, I want to make sure


15 we understand each other when we talk about


16 what is  statutory licensed webcasting service


17 for purposes of your target market and what


18 isn't.


19             In your written testimony on pages


20 7 to 8 you said, in reference to what is non-


21 interactive webcasting in your target market,


22 --
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1       A     Right.


2       Q     -- you state at the very bottom of


3 page 7, for purposes of this analysis, I have


4 presumed that non-interactive webcasting does


5 not permit any form of user input to customize


6 particular stations.  Correct?


7       A     Right.


8       Q     So I gather, if a station or a


9 service was delivering internet radio that


10 incorporated artist preferences, you would


11 keep that out of your target market analysis?


12       A     Well the target market means the


13 market that is eligible for the statutory


14 license.  So, it would not be eligible for a


15 statutory license.  It does not mean it would


16 not be in the regression.  The regression


17 includes all subscription music services,


18 whether they're in or outside of the statutory


19 license.


20       Q     Okay.  But when you do your


21 comparison of values of target market


22 statutory licensed webcasters to interactive,
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1 you would want to make sure that you were


2 comparing statutory license compliance


3 services to benchmark market services. 


4 Correct?


5       A     Ideally, I would.  But I did


6 include in the regression some that are not


7 purely non-interactive.  That would be true of


8 Launchcast Plus.


9       Q     Well, let's take the ones right up


10 there on your 6.2.  Launchcast Plus, you would


11 acknowledge, would you not, is deemed by the


12 recording industry to be not in compliance


13 with the statutory license.  Right?


14       A     Correct.


15       Q     So, if you look at that $3.99


16 figure that you use for purposes of the ration


17 in your modeling, that $3.99 actually


18 overstates to some degree the value of a


19 statutory license service.  Correct?


20       A     Well, to some degree that I could


21 not measure, yes, I agree.


22       Q     Now, Musicmatch Gold, do you know
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1 how that service works?


2       A     That also, I believe, has some


3 non-statutory features.


4       Q     So again, that $4.95 includes some


5 measure of value outside of the statutory


6 license that you were unable to measure. 


7 Correct?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     And Rhapsody Radio, isn't that a


10 service which enables you to put up to ten


11 artists into your desired preference streams


12 before you get into your stations?


13       A     That I wasn't sure of.  I had --


14 my understanding was that Rhapsody Radio was


15 a statutory service.


16       Q     Well, can you tell us what in fact


17 the features of Rhapsody Radio are?


18       A     The features are primarily, it's a


19 streaming, you know, a streaming service


20 similar to many other non-interactive services


21 in their basic characteristics, which is a


22 programed set of music that's delivered to the
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1 customer.


2       Q     Well, do you know whether it has


3 skipping, for example?


4       A     I believe it might, which I think


5 is sort of a controversial issue on which side


6 of the line skipping is.  Is it non-


7 interactive or not?  I understand that to be


8 an issue that is still not resolved.


9       Q     Is it fair to say that as you sit


10 here today, you don't know whether Rhapsody


11 Radio includes certain consumer influence


12 features that the recording industry believes


13 can render it outside the statutory license?


14       A     I don't recall.


15       Q     All right, let's go to your --


16 Exhibit 61.


17       A     Oh, okay.


18       Q     Live365 VIP, that one's got the


19 big 10,000 station input factor.  Those are


20 the -- that's because it's an aggregator.  Is


21 that right?


22       A     It is a service that provides more
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1 than 10,000 stations.  It's actually more than


2 10,000.


3       Q     But it doesn't program them


4 themselves, it basically aggregates.   I mean,


5 the vast majority of those 10,000 are


6 individual broadcasters or hobbyists whose


7 streams are aggregated and then delivered by


8 Live365.  Correct?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     Now, the entity here at 19 and 20,


11 DI Gold and DI Platinum, --


12       A     Yes.


13       Q     -- do you know what that stands


14 for, what the real name of the service is?


15       A     I believe it's Digital


16 Interactive, but I don't --


17       Q     Digitally Imported ring a bell?


18       A     Oh, I think it does.  Let me --


19 Digitally Imported, yes.  Sorry.


20       Q     Did you know that the price for


21 their subscription service, since the time you


22 did your regression analysis, has been dropped
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1 to $4.95 a month?


2       A     I didn't.  That actually would


3 improve my regression results.


4       Q     Well, it would ultimately result


5 in lowering the average, would it not, of the


6 non-subscription services and thus increasing


7 the disparity between non-interactive services


8 -- I think I misspoke with the word non-


9 subscription.  Let me rephrase it.


10             It's true, is it not that if price


11 was dropped to $4.95, it would increase the


12 ratio between non-interactive services that


13 are under the statutory license and your


14 target market -- I mean, I'm sorry, and your


15 benchmark market.  Correct?


16       A     It might change the ratio, but


17 that doesn't tell you what the regression


18 would do.  I ran regressions without Digitally


19 Imported, without some of the sort of small


20 services.  And, in fact, if you look at -- I'd


21 have to check exactly what was in and outside


22 of this in the last page of the exhibit you
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1 gave me.


2             That is a regression where I


3 dropped eight of the observations from the


4 sample.  Let's see it says -- sorry -- seven


5 of the observations from the sample.  You can


6 tell that by seeing under sort of the top of


7 the page, it says, there's a column that says


8 source and then there's DF.  DF is degrees of


9 freedom and the degrees of freedom have fallen


10 here, so that means there are fewer


11 observations that are being used in the


12 regression.


13             And when I pull out some of the


14 smaller services, if you look farther down


15 under the regression results where the table


16 that says parameter estimates under the


17 variable for on-demand, the parameter estimate


18 is 0.55 and the one from the regression I use


19 in the testimony is 0.60.  So, 0.55 says that


20 the interactive services are worth 55 percent


21 more, rather than 60 percent more.


22       Q     Now, you didn't wait --
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


2 Steinthal, let me interrupt you just a minute.


3             Ten minutes ago, when you


4 testified about the passing along the cost to


5 the consumers and then you went into the same


6 question that has just been asked about the


7 affect of subscription prices to the ratio, I


8 got a little puzzled then and your last


9 question increased my confusion.  So, let me


10 just see if I'm straightened out.


11             If the subscription price goes up,


12 what does that do to the ratio?


13             THE WITNESS:  To the ratio of the


14 fee to price of the service, sir, Your Honor?


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Yes, this


16 ratio.


17             THE WITNESS:  That would depend on


18 whether it's a statutory or non-statutory


19 service.  If it's a statutory service, the fee


20 ratio would go down as the price goes up.  If


21 it's a non-statutory service and there's a


22 percentage of revenue as part of the contract
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1 and that is what governs what is paid, then it


2 would stay the same.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  And if the


4 ratio goes down, your recommended rate in your


5 model goes down?


6             THE WITNESS:  The ratio goes down


7 in the benchmark market and that would be the


8 -- and that indeed is what was reflected in


9 the market and that is indeed what the overall


10 evidence would say.  Yes, it would.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you.


12             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


13       Q     Sir, in doing your regression, and


14 taking in the data from the companies listed


15 on Exhibit 61, you didn't weight the services


16 by any measure such as how frequently users


17 actually used one service against the other. 


18 Correct?


19       A     In the regression, I did not.  But


20 I say that with respect to the overall result,


21 it doesn't seem to matter.


22       Q     And if you turn to the flip side
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1 of the first page, the second page, --


2       A     We're on?


3       Q     -- of your regression?


4       A     The second page, sir?


5       Q     Yes.


6       A     Okay.


7       Q     You included XM Radio Online.  Is


8 that the satellite radio service that offers


9 several of its stations in an online


10 webcasting format?


11       A     That's correct.


12       Q     Now, let's see.  On 6.2, we talked


13 about the issue with respect to Yahoos, Music


14 Matches, and Rhapsodies radio products.  Let


15 me ask you about Radio Free Virgin and Virgin


16 Digital.  


17             Are you familiar with the fact


18 that Virgin Digital is a product that is


19 primarily marketed in the UK and not in the


20 US?


21       A     It is available if you -- it's


22 available in the US.  That part -- that's what
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1 I based this on.  This is a service available


2 in the US.  I don't know where else and how


3 it's marketed and I did not try to measure


4 where the marketing efforts are.


5       Q     Would it surprise you to know that


6 there are less than 1,000 or approximately


7 1,000 Virgin Digital US subscribers?


8       A     No.


9       Q     Now, in doing your comparative


10 analysis to get the ratios that you used for


11 your model, you used the non-interactive


12 services as against the non-portable


13 interactive services.  Right?


14       A     Correct.


15       Q     Now, are you familiar with the


16 fact, sir, that under the statutory license,


17 webcasters operating under the statutory


18 license can deliver their services and it


19 doesn't matter whether the consumer accesses


20 those streams on their computers or portable


21 devices that may be internet enabled?


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     And they pay the same rate, either


2 way.  Correct?


3       A     Yes.


4       Q     Now, wouldn't it be more apples


5 and apples for purposes of calculating your


6 line three ratios to look at the prices for


7 the non-interactive statutory webcasters which


8 are able to deliver to portable devices as


9 compared to subscription interactive on-demand


10 services that are also able to deliver to


11 portable devices?


12       A     If I wanted to, which I didn't,


13 come up with a rate that I said should apply


14 to both portable and non-portable as a


15 recommendation for a statutory rate, then I'd


16 want to use a blend of the portable and non-


17 portable services.  I -- so, I think this is


18 a two-step process, rather than your question


19 implying I should have put them all together.


20       Q     And if you had looked either at a


21 blended price for portable and non-portable or


22 just the portable interactive services, then
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1 the ration would increase, wouldn't it?


2       A     The ratio?


3       Q     The line three ratio on 6.2?


4       A     The ratio would decrease.


5       Q     I'm sorry, the ratio would


6 decrease.  You'd go from one to two, to one to


7 three, or one to four.  Something like that,


8 right?


9       A     Something like that.


10       Q     And you actually have some of the


11 monthly prices for the portable services in


12 your other report.  It's anywhere from $11.99


13 to $14.99, isn't it?


14       A     I would, I would -- yes, I have


15 them.  I could have done it that way.  I could


16 have gotten a lower ratio there.  I could have


17 then applied it to a larger consumer price and


18 also to then applied it to the rates being


19 paid by the, in the interactive contracts for


20 the portable services.  So, all of the ratios


21 and all of the numbers would have been


22 different.  This would have gone down.  It
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1 would have been applied to a larger number,


2 and that then would have been applied to a


3 larger number.  And the number would have been


4 larger.


5       Q     Sir, as I'm looking at attachment


6 Appendix 80, a written report, which is the 17


7 contracts that you used to calculate the


8 benchmark market subscription rate, --


9       A     Right.


10       Q     -- I just want to be sure I'm


11 getting this right.  There are 5 of the 17


12 agreements upon which you rely go back to


13 2002, do they not?


14       A     Yes.  Let me just double check. 


15 One, two, three, four -- one, two, three,


16 four, five.  Yes.


17       Q     And since the exhibit itself


18 doesn't show it -- hold on a second.  


19             It's true, is it not, that if you


20 stratify the 17 agreements by entity that


21 actually negotiated with and entered into


22 licenses with the labels underlying this
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1 appendix, if I do my math right, four are


2 MusicNet.  Correct?


3       A     One, two, three, -- one, two,


4 three -- yes.


5       Q     And four are Musicmatch before it


6 was acquired by Yahoo?


7       A     I'm not sure about the contract


8 from 10/15/04.  I think the acquisition, the


9 close of the acquisition was in that month. 


10 So, it could be right before or right after.


11       Q     And the others are definitely


12 before?


13       A     The others are before the


14 acquisition.  I'm not sure if they're before


15 the announcement of the acquisition.


16       Q     And four from Napster LLC?


17       A     Four from -- one, two, three --


18 four from Napster, correct.


19       Q     Two from Real Networks?


20       A     Two from Real -- Rhapsody Real


21 Networks, yes.


22       Q     And three from MusicNow.  Correct?
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1       A     One, two, three from MusicNow.  Or


2 did we say four?  I didn't --


3       Q     I said three from MusicNow.


4       A     Okay.  I got three.  I was going


5 to have to go back if you said four.


6       Q     And that was MusicNow before it


7 was acquired by AOL very recently.  Correct?


8       A     I believe so.  I believe that's


9 correct, yes.  The acquisition is --


10       Q     Sir, turning to a different


11 subject, substitution and promotion for a


12 minute.  Okay?


13             On page 51 of your statement, you


14 testify, do you not, that you have found no


15 empirical support for either position, meaning


16 the proposition that statutory licensed


17 webcasting is promotional of sound recording


18 sales or that it substitutes for sound


19 recording sales.  Is that a fair statement?


20       A     Again, this is all with respect to


21 the relative substitutability of non-


22 interactive and interactive.  But that's what
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1 I said with respect to that relationship.


2       Q     Well, it's true that you found no


3 empirical support for the proposition that


4 statutory licensed webcasting substitutes for


5 sound recording sales. Correct?


6       A     No.  I said it provided no


7 empirical support that one was more than the


8 other.  If you look at the beginning of the


9 paragraph, it says I have seen no evidence to


10 suggest there is any difference between these


11 two markets with respect to their promotional


12 or substitutional effects.


13       Q     Well, did you find any empirical


14 evidence that in fact statutory licensed


15 webcasting substitutes for sound recording


16 sales?


17       A     I did not.


18       Q     And you looked for it, didn't you?


19       A     I looked for evidence on


20 substitution in general.  I didn't find any


21 measurements of substitution effects.  In


22 particular, as I said, and the point I make in
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1 my testimony which is what's relevant for my


2 modeling is whether there's a difference in


3 the substitution effects for the bench --


4 between the benchmark and the target market.


5       Q     But you were looking for it in


6 both ways.  You were looking for it and found


7 no empirical evidence of substitution. 


8 Correct?


9       A     I was looking something that would


10 let me compare the substitution effects in the


11 benchmark and the target markets.  I found


12 nothing that would allow me to measure that


13 difference.


14       Q     And you found nothing, just to be


15 precise, that enabled you to measure what


16 extent, if at all, statutory licensed


17 webcasting is in fact substitutional sound


18 recording sales.  Correct?


19       A     Nothing that would let me measure


20 it.  That's correct.


21       Q     Now, you testified yesterday that


22 your research materials included Arbitron
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1 publications.  Correct?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     Let mark this as Services Exhibit


4 62, Arbitron Report entitled "Internet 9 The


5 Media and Entertainment World of Online


6 Consumers."


7             Is this, one of the Arbitron


8 reports of the nature that you reviewed in


9 connection with your research?


10       A     Yes.


11                       (Whereupon, the document


12                       referred to as Services


13                       Exhibit No. 62 was


14                       marked


15                       for identification.)


16             MR. STEINTHAL:  I offer Exhibit 62


17 into evidence.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any objection


19 to Exhibit 62?


20             MR. HANDZO:  Well, I would ask for


21 a further foundation.  Mr. Steinthal asked


22 whether it was of the nature that he reviewed. 
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1 I would want tot know whether this is one that


2 he reviewed before we go any further.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


4 Steinthal?


5             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


6       Q     Do you know whether this was or


7 wasn't one of the ones you reviewed?


8       A     I believe it was, there were


9 several years worth of this study.  So, I


10 believe I looked at this one.  I might have


11 focused on the more recent ones.  But I can't


12 say for 100 percent sure I looked at his


13 particular one.  I looked at several of this


14 titled report of different vintages.


15             MR. HANDZO:  No objection.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Without


17 objection, Exhibit 62 is admitted.


18                       (Whereupon, the document


19                       marked as Services


20                       Exhibit No. 62 for


21                       identification was


22                       received into evidence.)
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1             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


2       Q     On the second page of the


3 document, --


4       A     Is that including the cover page


5 or not?


6       Q     Yes.  The overview.


7       A     Okay.


8       Q     It says welcome to the Ninth


9 Arbitron Edison Media Research Study of


10 Consumers Use of Streaming Media and the


11 Internet with brand new data from interviews


12 conducted in July 2002.  We have conducted


13 these studies every six months since August of


14 1998 and our semi-annual reports have become


15 widely used sources of information on


16 streaming media and consumer behavior on the


17 internet.  Is that consistent with your


18 understanding of how the Arbitron reports are


19 generally used in the industry?


20       A     In terms of how they're used, it


21 says they are widely used.  It doesn't tell


22 you how they're used.  And I don't think
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1 Aribtron would know, necessarily what everyone


2 uses them for.


3       Q     But they are widely distributed


4 and used, to your knowledge?


5       A     To my knowledge, they are.


6       Q     Take a look, if you would, at page


7 14, paragraph 25.  People who stream


8 frequently buy significantly more CDs than


9 most Americans.  Some have mistakenly equated


10 the rise of streaming audio with a decrease in


11 record purchases.  However, the data show that


12 the more streamees (those streaming in the


13 last month and last week) were also the group


14 that purchased the greatest number of CDs in


15 the past year.  The average American purchased


16 13 CDs in the past year, while those that have


17 ever streamed have purchased 15 CDs.  Monthly


18 streamees report that they bought an average


19 18 CDs and weekly streamees say they have


20 purchased nearly 21 CDs in the past year.


21             Did you make any reference to this


22 particular finding in the Arbitron reports in
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1 connection with your research?


2       A     I did review this and I think


3 there's a later one that gives somewhat


4 different data.  But I did look at this.  I


5 did take account of it.  And I can tell you


6 why it does not tell me anything that I could


7 use to quantify what I want to quantify.  And


8 there are two reasons for that.  One is, it


9 says streamees.  It's not clear whether this


10 is interactive or non-interactive streamees. 


11 There was nothing in the report that let me


12 come to a conclusion on that.  So, it doesn't


13 help at all.


14             Secondly, even to the extent a


15 report would survey customers who are


16 streamees of a particular type and compare


17 them to other customers.  It does not tell you


18 -- those can be two different types of


19 customers.


20             Suppose it were true that, just to


21 take an example, high income people buy more


22 CDs and it's also true that high income people
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1 tend to be streamees.  Then all you've found


2 is the correlation between the two, you


3 haven't found the fact that streaming is what


4 itself leads to more or fewer purchases of


5 CDs.


6       Q     Sir, this report was done in 2002.


7 Right?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     Do you know how many, if any, of


10 your benchmark market services were actually


11 operating in 2002?


12       A     I don't know.


13       Q     Would it surprise you to know that


14 the earliest licenses that were secured were


15 in 2001 and then in 2002?  And that these


16 services didn't launch commercially available


17 interactive streaming and on-demand services


18 until after the Arbitron report?


19       A     I didn't know that.  


20       Q     Would that affect the conclusion?


21       A     That would affect the issue of


22 whether this report could be used to just deal
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1 with streamees.  I would still be very


2 hesitant to draw any conclusion about


3 different types of streamees, whether they're


4 interactive or non-interactive based on a 2002


5 report.


6             And, finally, and I can say this


7 again very firmly, it is very important when


8 you're doing surveys to try to evaluate


9 things, that you don't mistake correlation


10 with causation.  If you just ask a certain set


11 of people are you of this type and do you do


12 more of this?  That tells you nothing about


13 the influence of the two behaviors you see of


14 one each other.


15       Q     At the end of the day, though, you


16 don't have any reason to dispute the finding


17 here, you just don't know the specific


18 underlying data points. Correct?


19       A     Well, the finding is that people


20 that stream more, that the streamers buy more


21 CDs.  That is not a finding that people that


22 streaming leads to greater CD purchases.  It
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1 doesn't tell you whether they bought more CDs


2 before they were streamers or fewer CDs before


3 they were streamers.  It doesn't relate the


4 streaming to increased purchases of CDs.  It


5 just relates it to people that happen to buy


6 more CDs.


7       Q     It doesn't suggest that people who


8 are streaming are not buying as many CDs as


9 they used to, does it?


10       A     It doesn't suggest anything in


11 terms of what the affect of streaming is on CD


12 purchases.


13       Q     Now, you made an assumption that


14 you testified about yesterday that subscribing


15 to the benchmark on-demand services could to


16 lead to two less CD purchases per year. 


17 Correct?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     And you adjusted for that in the


20 manner that you testified about?


21       A     Right.  And again, this is all


22 relationship, not that it will lead to two CDs
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1 but that versus subscribing to a interactive


2 or non-interactive, would lead to two more CDs


3 being purchased.


4       Q     And the number two, where did the


5 number two come from?


6       A     Actually, I believe it was


7 suggested to me by counsel to see whether,


8 just to test it out in a simulation analysis. 


9 Uhm --


10       Q     Now -- sorry.


11       A     I was just going to say, it seemed


12 like a reasonable assumption to me at the


13 time.


14       Q     Now, from the label's perspective,


15 focusing on your benchmark market on-demand


16 services, they're collecting on average, or


17 the services are collecting, on average $8.29


18 per subscriber.  Right?  That was your


19 finding?


20       A     That was my -- that was the


21 average price I used.  Correct.


22       Q     And based on the greater of
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1 formulation and the 47.7 percent rev share, I


2 think it's fair to say, is it not, that


3 approximately $4 of that $8.29 would be


4 expected to flow through to the labels?


5       A     I'll accept that.


6       Q     At a minimum?


7       A     Well, yes.  It depends exactly how


8 the percentage of revenue applies, but


9 something like that.


10       Q     Okay.  Let's $4 because it's nice


11 and round.


12       A     I'm fine with round numbers.


13       Q     So that means that the labels are


14 getting $48 a year from those people that are


15 now subscribing to these on-demand streaming


16 conditional down-load services.  Right?


17       A     Right.


18       Q     And if all they are losing from a


19 substitutional standpoint is two CDs a year,


20 if you calculate it, they'd be losing a little


21 bit over $10 and $11 in income by virtue of


22 that substitutional effect.  Right?
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1       A     Yes, at $11.20, yes.


2       Q     Now, that would put the labels way


3 ahead, wouldn't it?  I mean, they're getting


4 $48 that they didn't have before by these on-


5 demand, streaming limited download services


6 and, with the two CD assumption, only losing


7 two CDs a year.  So, they're coming away


8 pretty well off by this new form of


9 distribution.  Right?  It's $48 minus $10.50,


10 so they come away with $36 and change more


11 than they had before.  Correct?


12       A     I would expect that to be true and


13 I think that's entirely logical to suggest


14 that's what is going on.  Otherwise, they


15 would not -- if they're not going to make much


16 on these services, they're not going to be


17 very intent to set the price where they do.


18       Q     Well but isn't it true, sir, from


19 an economic perspective, they're ahead of the


20 game, even if those interactive services had


21 a substitutional impact of up to six or seven


22 CDs a year, or more than that?
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1       A     Well I think we -- let's get the


2 numbers right.


3       Q     Well, if they're making $48 they


4 didn't have before, --


5       A     Right.


6       Q     -- and they're losing --


7       A     A little over four CDs would be


8 where they'd -- four times, let's use $12,


9 round the $11.20 --


10       Q     No, no, let's take on an income


11 perspective --


12       A     $11.20.


13       Q     -- you used $5 whatever it was, $5


14 --


15       A     I used $11 -- I'm sorry.  You're


16 right.  $5, you're right, absolutely.


17       Q     So it would be seven or eight CDs


18 --


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     -- that, even if those services


21 caused a substitutional impact of seven or


22 eight CDs, the labels are ahead of the game. 
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1 Right?


2       A     Well, ahead of the game meaning


3 they make money on this service where above


4 and beyond what they were otherwise making,


5 yes.  They're making money from their


6 different and new use of their copyrighted


7 material.


8       Q     Well, my question is really, why


9 two?  Why not consider a higher number


10 associated with the substitutional impact of


11 your benchmark market services, given the fact


12 that the labels are getting that $48 instead


13 of the substituted four CDs?


14       A     Well, I think there are number of


15 reasons for this.  First, if you start to make


16 this number much bigger, and we're doing some


17 rounding here, so I could quarrel with exactly


18 how much of the margin is accounted for by the


19 loss of CD sales, but if you make it too big,


20 you're positing that the record companies are


21 choosing to set a price for use of their music


22 and interactive webcasting which yields them
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1 a very small margin.  And it doesn't make


2 sense that they would be satisfied with a very


3 small margin, if that's what is happening at


4 that price.  They'd try to raise the price and


5 as long as they don't cause a significant, an


6 overwhelming repression of demand, they're


7 going to make more money.  The smaller your


8 margin, the more you're going to want to raise


9 your price because it doesn't cost you that


10 much when you lose customers.  So, that's


11 number one.


12             Number two, two CD sales is a lot. 


13 Even though the Arbitron data you showed me


14 and that I really initially reviewed showed


15 average CD sales of about ten per customer,


16 and higher numbers for certain classes of


17 customers, I think that's a vast overestimate


18 of the actual average annual CD purchases, if


19 you look at shipments of CDs in the United


20 States.


21       Q     The bottom line is you chose two


22 because counsel recommended it --
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1       A     I --


2       Q     -- and there's a big difference


3 between two and whatever number of CDs these


4 labels could afford to have substituted for


5 and still have a margin associated with your


6 benchmark market services.  Correct?


7       A     There is still, I agree there is


8 still a margin.  I agree that there's a good


9 margin.  And I agree that I chose two because


10 counsel suggested it.  I also testify that


11 two, in my mind, is a very large number


12 relative to what we see of CD sales in the


13 country.


14       Q     You are aware, are you not, that


15 record companies are making promotional


16 expenditures to promote air play of their


17 records by webcasters?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     And that indicates to you, does it


20 not, that record company representatives


21 believe that those expenditures will result in


22 an increase in sales of recorded music. 
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1 Correct?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     Now, in your adjustments that you


4 make in connection with your model, you don't


5 seek to capture or make any adjustment for


6 that promotional value of statutory licensed


7 webcasting, do you?


8       A     I -- let's see for a second.  The


9 promotional -- what I addressed in my


10 testimony is what I called net substitution or


11 promotion.  So the two CD difference is an


12 attempt to show through simulation what would


13 be the effect on my recommendation if I had a


14 two CD positive difference which could either


15 be through increased substitution from the


16 benchmark, or could be from increased


17 promotion from the target.  So, it considers


18 both ends of that.  I just want to make sure


19 that's clear.


20       Q     But you didn't consider


21 explicitly, on a standalone basis, what affect


22 that promotional value had on your model or on
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1 the rate setting in this proceeding.  Correct?


2       A     I did not have, and similar to the


3 substitution numbers we were talking about, I


4 did not have any evidence of the extent to


5 which webcasting, in general, promotes the


6 sale of CD records.  I'm not talking about


7 promotion of the particular hit albums, I'm


8 talking about the overall change in CD sales


9 that would be expected by the record company


10 as a result of having more customers


11 subscribing to statutory webcasting services.


12       Q     You'd agree, through, as a matter


13 of just math, that if that relative two CD


14 assumption you made was larger, then that


15 would have an affect on what the rate is that


16 you would recommend to the panel.  Correct?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     And the larger that substitutional


19 differential, the lower the fee.  Correct?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     Turn, if you will, to page 18 of


22 your written testimony.  This is where you
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1 discussed the musical work, the benchmark.


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     First of all, the reference in the


4 first full paragraph on this page, where


5 you're talking about music services providing


6 interactive DATs, license fees for sound


7 recordings in the range that you put in your


8 testimony here, that's a direct reference to


9 your, what we talked about earlier, your


10 benchmark market interactive on-demand


11 streaming services.  Right?


12       A     Yes.


13       Q     And the comparison that you make


14 and that you refer to in your footnote with


15 respect to musical works, that's the musical


16 work rate associated with those on-demand


17 streaming conditional download services and


18 the mechanical music licensing aspects


19 thereof.  Correct?


20       A     The performance and the


21 mechanical, yes.


22       Q     You're familiar with the fact that
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1 there's a difference between the mechanical


2 reproduction rights and the performance


3 rights?


4       A     Yes, I am.  And I think the


5 footnote discusses the dispute over whether a


6 mechanical fee applies or not.


7       Q     Well, you know, don't you, that


8 there's no dispute over the application of the


9 mechanical royalty fee to conditional


10 downloads and permanent downloads?


11       A     I wasn't sure about the


12 conditional downloads.  I'll take your word


13 for it.


14       Q     The dispute that you referred to


15 is whether or not there is a mechanical


16 reproduction in the delivery of an on-demand


17 stream.  Right?


18       A     Of an on-demand stream but then I


19 said here in the footnote, performance and


20 musical works by interactive services.


21       Q     So this discussion here is in


22 relation to the musical work situation as it
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1 pertains to on-demand streaming, conditional


2 download services, and actually permanent


3 download services, too.  Right?


4       A     Which part of the discussion?  The


5 discussion in general is referring to the


6 amounts paid to the musical work copyright


7 holder for interactive services and it, as I


8 said in the footnote, it gives a range


9 depending on different interpretations of the


10 mechanical license fee of somewhere between


11 dispute ranging between 6.9 percent and 14


12 percent.  


13       Q     And that's what you read from this


14 article that you pulled up?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     Now, so it's clear that the whole


17 discussion doesn't deal with the rates that


18 prevail for non-interactive statutory


19 webcasting services.  Correct?


20       A     I'm not exactly sure what your


21 question is.


22       Q     The discussion doesn't relate to
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1 musical work performance fees for non-


2 interactive statutory licensed webcasting. 


3 Correct.


4       A     This is pointing to markers


5 comparing where there are both of them


6 negotiated in the market.  So, at this point


7 in the testimony, I only am referring to the


8 interactive.  That's correct.  Okay.


9       Q     Now, You make a statement on this


10 page that differentiates between the factors


11 of production depending on their scarcity


12 value and then you say, to the extent that


13 popular recording artists are scarcer than


14 musical composers, the returns to the


15 recording artist will be higher.  Do you see


16 that?


17       A     I do.


18       Q     You're familiar with the fact, I


19 think you actually may have testified to it a


20 little bit, that there are many songs that are


21 recorded by multiple people?


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     If I had a song that was recorded


2 by 20 different people and I wanted to have a


3 performance of that song, I could choose from


4 any one of 20 renditions of it.  Correct?


5       A     If I wanted to purchase it as a


6 consumer?  I'm sorry, I know it's a little --


7       Q     Whether you wanted to purchase it


8 as a consumer as a download or whether you


9 want to hear it as an interactive stream, if


10 there are 20 different versions of a song and


11 I'm neutral as to the performance, then which


12 is scarcer, the song or the performed version


13 thereof?


14       A     If you're neutral then it's not


15 very scarce.  If a customer is just as willing


16 to buy a song recorded by you versus Barry


17 Manilow, then, you know, Barry Manilow is not


18 going to get a lot of money for recording


19 music.


20       Q     Well then, as a practical matter,


21 neither musical works nor sound recordings are


22 scarce.  Correct?
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1       A     They are scarce from the


2 standpoint of how they're valued in the


3 market.


4             There is talent and what we're


5 talking about is scarce talent.  It's the same


6 thing that operates in any market where there


7 are anyone can do it but not everyone can do


8 it well.  So, I could play professional


9 basketball just as well as LeBron James but I


10 doubt I would get the same compensation he


11 gets.  So, LeBron James is scarce.


12       Q     You wouldn't get any compensation,


13 would you?  You wouldn't be in that market


14 because you're not in that market.


15       A     If the market is exclusively


16 professional basketball, that's correct, I


17 wouldn't be in it.


18       Q     Now, you then make a reference to


19 screenwriters, actors and directors as a point


20 of your rationale here.  Now, just to be


21 clear, screenwriters, actors and directors are


22 not licensed on a blanket license basis. 
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1 Correct?


2       A     Correct.


3       Q     So, individual negotiations occur


4 between whether it be motion picture or TV


5 companies and individual actors, directors and


6 scriptwriters over their primary compensation. 


7 Correct?


8       A     Yes.  I mean, there's union


9 affects but, in general, I agree with you.


10       Q     I want to ask you some questions


11 about your testimony about the mobile premium.


12             First of all, you'd agree that


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


14 Steinthal, before you go into that, you want


15 to take a recess for now?


16             MR. STEINTHAL:  Sure.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Recess for


18 ten minutes.


19             (Whereupon, the foregoing matter


20 went off the record at 11:02 a.m. and went


21 back on the record at 11:14 a.m.)


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We'll come to
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1 order.


2            CROSS-EXAMINATION (CONT'D)


3             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


4       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, questions about


5 mobile for a moment.  Would you agree with the


6 proposition that the market for delivery


7 through mobile devices of webcast services is


8 a relatively new market?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     Do you know exactly how new?


11       A     Not specifically, no.


12       Q     It's within the last several


13 months, isn't it?


14       A     I believe that's correct.  I was


15 going to say within the last year or so.


16       Q     Now, is it correct that you have


17 to be, as an economist, cautionary about


18 making any broad economic assumptions based on


19 data from an immature market?


20       A     I think there's limits, to some


21 extent, what you can say about it.  I would


22 agree that you want more data and more
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1 information, if possible, in making


2 conclusions, yes.


3       Q     Isn't it true that pricing in new


4 markets can sometimes fluctuate wildly in the


5 first two or three years of a market?


6       A     Yes, it can fluctuate, absolutely,


7 as products are being introduced and brought


8 to market, yes.


9       Q     And is one of the things that can


10 lead to fluctuations in price as more and more


11 companies become engaged in the supply of


12 similar product?


13       A     That's the competition in entry we


14 were talking about earlier.  So, you've come


15 around to my side.


16       Q     So, the answer is yes, is it not?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     And are you familiar with the fact


19 that in the mobile business, in particular,


20 there has been a lot of different products


21 flowing into the market year by year?


22       A     In the mobile market?
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1       Q     Yes.


2       A     You're talking about mobile music


3 or just mobile in general?


4       Q     Mobile telephony product-wise?


5       A     Oh, sure. 


6       Q     And there are competing offerings


7 by mobile companies of different content that


8 people can subscribe to.  Correct?


9       A     Content, varieties of accessing


10 content.  There's a lot of things going on in


11 the market, yes.


12       Q     And a lot of that is emerging as


13 we speak.  Correct?


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     Now, I believe on page 61 of your


16 testimony and then in your direct, you talked


17 about the inadequacy, maybe inadequacy is the


18 wrong word, the lack of a lot of observations


19 of data upon which you could rely.  Correct?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     In your written statement you say


22 the data is not rich enough, those are your
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1 words, and then I think on your direct


2 testimony you said that you didn't have enough


3 observations upon which to make a conclusion


4 about mobile rates relative to other rates. 


5 Correct?


6       A     No.  I said that I did not have


7 enough observations in order to extend the


8 hedonic regression.  It didn't mean I couldn't


9 draw some conclusion that they are priced in


10 the market generally higher than the non-


11 mobile services.


12       Q     Well, I think you said that six


13 observations were what you had for mobile and


14 they're the ones on page 60 of your testimony. 


15 Is that right?


16       A     That's correct.


17       Q     If six observations are not enough


18 for you to do a regression analysis -- is that


19 what I understood you to say?


20       A     It depends.  I mean, you have to


21 try.   We did try the regression analysis and


22 it didn't give anything meaningful.  There was
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1 not enough power in the regression to come up


2 with a significant coefficient estimate.


3       Q     Well, if six observations aren't


4 enough, is there a rule of thumb to any degree


5 of how many observations you need to conduct


6 a regression that you can have any confidence


7 in?


8       A     No.


9       Q     Is it typically more than six?


10       A     It depends on what you're trying


11 to regress.  If you're trying to, you know,


12 look at a time trend for five years of, you


13 know, production of a particular product in a


14 new country, you might be able to do a


15 regression.  You're essentially drawing a


16 straight line.  People do it all the time and


17 they draw conclusions from it.  So, six is not


18 necessarily insufficient.  In this case it


19 was.


20       Q     In this case it was insufficient?


21       A     In order to extend the regrsssion


22 analysis, yes.
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1       Q     Now, the fact is that your


2 regression, as it relates to your benchmark


3 market, involved only seven interactive


4 services.  Correct?


5       A     I think, if you include the


6 portable and non-portable.  I'd have to check


7 how many there were.


8       Q     Well, if you include portable and


9 non-portable and don't double count, in other


10 words, if it's the same entity, it's Napster


11 and Napster to Go portable, and Rhapsody and


12 Rhapsody to Go portable, if you don't double


13 count those, isn't it true that the


14 observations that you used for your


15 regression, that you testified about earlier,


16 involved seven different services?


17       A     I don't call it double counting if


18 they are two different prices available in the


19 market.  There are some prices here that from,


20 for example, Rhapsody Radio and Rhapsody Radio


21 is provided by Rhapsody.  So that is an


22 observation.  As I said, --
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1       Q     So if we don't -- let's get over


2 the semantics about double counting or not. 


3 You'd have ten observations if you included


4 portable and non-portable.  Right?


5       A     Sounds about right, yes, but I'd


6 have to double check.


7       Q     So somewhere between six and ten


8 we have enough observations to go from


9 something that's not reliable to something


10 that is?


11       A     It depends on the data and how the


12 data varies, how easy it is to explain it, how


13 consistent it is across the data.  If you have


14 six observations that are very tightly grouped


15 and consistent across the board in their


16 characteristics, it might be sufficient to


17 draw a conclusion.  You can look at the data


18 and, in fact, I would say that behind any


19 attempt to dig deeper into a regression, let's


20 look at an obvious, what the data says to you.


21             The regression is a technique to


22 work with the data.  The regression is
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1 consistent with what I showed here.  It


2 doesn't take a lot of very fine tuned analysis


3 to see that overall there is a ratio between


4 interactive and non-interactive in the market


5 in this general range that I've talked about,


6 about 55 percent, give or take.  That's not


7 true with respect to the mobile internet radio


8 services where the characteristics are


9 different from the non-mobile services with


10 respect to channels and other features so it's


11 very hard to sort out.  And that's what a


12 regression would need to do and why it would


13 need more data.  It needs to sort out the


14 specific effect of mobility on the price.


15             And that's the goal of the


16 regression and that's what I said by not


17 having enough data.


18       Q     Let's talk about the data you did


19 have, okay?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     The box on page 60.


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     Now, Mobzilla?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     Do you know what Mobzilla is?


4       A     I do.  I tried it out.  It's a --


5 I got it on my sign up and I think I did it as


6 a trial, I don't think I shelled out the


7 money.  And you get to listen to whatever


8 channel, I think it was whatever channel you


9 preselected when you signed up and you listen


10 to it on your cell phone.  I'm not sure how


11 you switch channels, but I'm aware, generally,


12 what it is.


13       Q     Well, who does the consumer pay,


14 the phone company?


15       A     They pay Mobzilla.


16       Q     What is Mobzilla?  Is it a


17 communications company or is it a webcaster?


18       A     I don't know.  It's available in


19 the market.


20       Q     You don't know whether it's a


21 phone company or a webcaster?


22       A     I don't know.  I don't know who is
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1 Mobzilla other than it is available in the


2 market, if you go to the market and try to buy


3 the service.  And I did not buy this through


4 my phone company.  So, whether they are owned


5 or partly owned by a phone company, it doesn't


6 matter to me.  They are something that I, as


7 a subscriber to Verizon Wireless can get by


8 signing up online and paying my $4.


9       Q     And you say the number of stations


10 is 30.  Does that mean you can get 30 stations


11 delivered to your phone or do you choose -- or


12 --


13       A     You can choose which of the 30 you


14 want to listen to.  I don't recall how it sets


15 up, being able to switch channels, whether you


16 can do that.  I think you can do that from


17 your phone.  I don't recall exactly how its'


18 done.


19       Q     Now, MusicChoice, --


20       A     Uh-huh.


21       Q     -- that's the same service that


22 delivers digital music to homes.  Correct?
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1       A     I don't recall.


2       Q     Do you know how the price point


3 here of $5.95 relates to what consumers pay if


4 they pay on an a la carte basis for the


5 MusicChoice service delivered to the home?


6       A     No, I don't.


7       Q     Skip down to Sirius Sprint. 


8 That's the satellite service, is it not, that


9 operates under the SDARS statutory license?


10       A     That is, it's the Sirius part of


11 it, but it's marketed through Sprint, I


12 believe.    Q         Well it's true, is it


13 not, that the channels being delivered there


14 are the same channels available on satellite


15 radio through Sprint, but available here on


16 the webcast market.  Right?


17       A     It's the same programming for 20


18 channels.  You get 20 of the channels. 


19 Obviously, not all of them.


20       Q     Now, The satellite services are


21 delivered to a stationery, -- they're


22 delivered to a device that you can only listen
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1 to in your car.  Correct?  Under the statutory


2 license?


3       A     I know that Sirius and XM, the two


4 satellite providers, are now selling or


5 providing service through other radios.  They


6 don't have to be in your car.


7       Q     Well, you've read about the


8 challenge by the recording industry to those


9 devices, have you not? 


10       A     I have not.


11       Q     You're aware that the recording


12 industry is seeking to have legislation passed


13 that makes sure that the Satellite companies


14 can't take the or sell devices that would


15 enable consumers to capture the streams and


16 then play them back?


17       A     First of all, that isn't what I


18 was talking about.  You said, do you have to


19 listen to it in your car?  You can get a


20 Sirius radio and carry it around with you or


21 put it by your beside.  I was just commenting


22 on what's available in the market.  I'm not
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1 basing or saying anything about what anyone is


2 claiming before Congress or anyplace else.


3       Q     Now, you would agree, however,


4 with the proposition that satellite radio, as


5 delivered through XM and Sirius, is not as


6 portable as delivering music by cell phones. 


7 Right?


8       A     I would say, presently, that's


9 probably the case, given the devices we have


10 now and given not just portability, but just


11 the ubiquity of, at present, of cell phones,


12 rather than satellite receivers.


13       Q     And certainly prior to today, and


14 in the years 2003, 4 and 5, the XM and Sirius


15 services have not been available on as


16 portable a basis as cell phones provide. 


17 Correct?


18       A     Well, portable meaning are they


19 small, can you carry them everywhere, correct. 


20 In terms of being available in your car, they


21 are, I would say, easier to use, in some


22 sense, in that sense, more portable than
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1 trying to hook up a cell phone to your car's


2 audio system.


3       Q     Well --


4       A     I mean, I've tried to listen --


5 I've listened to XM in my car and I've tried


6 to listen to things from my cell phone in my


7 car, and it's a lot easier to listen to XM.


8       Q     In your car?


9       A     In my car.


10       Q     But when you're not in your car,


11 it's a lot easier to listen, that's the whole


12 point of your discussion about mobile service


13 premiums is that you can listen to music


14 anywhere.  Right?


15       A     Anywhere -- yes, virtually


16 anywhere.  It depends on how good your cell


17 phone reception is.


18       Q     Certainly not in my hotel.


19             Now, what I'm trying to understand


20 here is, you say that the data reflects that,


21 and this is on page 60, the new mobile


22 services appear to command a premium in the
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1 marketplace. Right?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     Now, the Sirius service, when it's


4 purchased for the car, costs twice that


5 amount, doesn't it?


6       A     That's about right, yes.


7       Q     So, where we have a situation


8 where when I'm purchasing my subscription to


9 Sirius which, up until now has been limited


10 utility in the car, subject to your testimony,


11 I pay $12 a month, but now, now that I can


12 have it on my mobile phone, I'm going to pay


13 half as much.  Not twice as much, half as


14 much.  Right?


15       A     If you want to just look at price


16 without looking at that other column there,


17 number of channels, 20.  So, you can do any


18 calculation you want.


19             You can say on a per channel


20 basis, you're paying a lot more for Sirius on


21 a Sprint phone than you are for Sirius in your


22 car.
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1       Q     And have you done any study of how


2 many different channels people tend to listen


3 to when they subscribe to Sirius?


4       A     How many they listen to and not


5 how many are available?  No.


6       Q     Okay.  And did you consider, in


7 your testimony that talked about how mobile


8 services typically command a premium, that


9 with respect to one of the services on your


10 chart, in fact the price for the mobile


11 service is half as much of the price of the


12 offline service, if you will, off-mobile


13 service?


14       A     You're just asking with respect to


15 Sirius, to be specific?


16       Q     That's one of the six observations


17 you have here, yes.


18       A     And I would repeat my answer,


19 which is, it's not the same service if you're


20 getting 20 channels rather than over 100


21 channels.


22       Q     Now, with respect to MSpot Radio
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1 and MSpot Music Radio, what are those


2 services?  What is the difference between the


3 two?


4       A     At this point, I don't recall.


5       Q     Are they owned by different


6 companies?


7       A     As I said, I don't recall.


8       Q     Do you they operate statutory


9 license webcasting services or different kinds


10 of webcasting services?


11       A     I don't recall.


12       Q     What about Mobzilla?  Do you know


13 whether they are operating services under the


14 statutory license or not?


15       A     I don't know but the nature of the


16 service, as I have used it, is similar to a


17 statutory land line service in the sense of


18 being a stream of preprogrammed music.


19       Q     You haven't analyzed whether it's


20 within or not the sound recording performance


21 compliment?


22       A     No.  I've looked at this from the
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1 consumer standpoint.


2       Q     Is MSpot Radio sold by a company


3 that is a programmer of webcasting under the


4 statutory license or a telephone company, a


5 mobile company?


6       A     I don't recall.


7       Q     Do you know whether any of the


8 prices include the price of delivery?


9       A     What do you mean by that?


10       Q     It wasn't a very good question. 


11 I'll rephrase it.


12             Are you familiar with the fact


13 that mobile phone providers sell access to a


14 number of things, right?  At this point?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     They sell access to telephone


17 service. Correct?


18       A     They provide telephone service.


19       Q     Right.  And they provide a series


20 of programming options that consumers can


21 choose to buy or not from the cell phone


22 company?
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1       A     I mean, I wouldn't put it that


2 way.  They provide, you know, options of


3 different packages that the customer can get


4 which have a whole set of attributes.


5       Q     Well, I'm trying to figure out


6 whether you know whether, in connection with


7 these services, what the relationship is


8 between the mobile company and the actual


9 provider of the content.  In other words, does


10 to the consumer contract with the phone


11 company to obtain the delivery of the service


12 and then the phone company have a relationship


13 with the service itself?


14       A     In some cases the customer does


15 business with the cell phone company and, in


16 other cases, this is provided independently.


17       Q     Well, in which cases is it that


18 the consumer has the relationship with the


19 cell phone company?


20       A     Sirius Sprint.  I don't know about


21 the others.  I do know that there has been,


22 you know, various, very changing deals offered
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1 by Sprint.  So, I don't know if any of the


2 other cell phone companies have been very


3 active at marketing music services.


4       Q     Do you know whether any of the


5 companies operating under the statutory


6 license are making their webcasts available


7 through cell phone companies today?


8       A     Well, the Rhapsody services, it's


9 the same company that's offering the customer


10 among its various services, the mobile


11 service.


12       Q     Well, do you know whether the


13 Rhapsody service that's available on mobile


14 requires you to contract with the mobile


15 company from whom you get your cell phone


16 reception?


17       A     I don't believe it does.


18       Q     Do you know that one way or the


19 other?


20       A     I'm not certain but I would, quite


21 frankly, I'd expect it's similar to Mobzilla,


22 that they could -- certainly, Rhapsody can set
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1 up a system that customers can connect to


2 without having to purchase or designate that


3 with their cell phone company.  It's certainly


4 technology that's there.  I've used it.  It


5 works.


6       Q     Do you know whether any of that


7 $6.95 that you put down for Rhapsody goes to


8 the cell phone company that enables the


9 delivery to the consumer?


10       A     Not that I know of.


11       Q     You don't know one way or the


12 other?


13       A     I'm not certain but if the service


14 can get that to the customer without the cell


15 phone companies active participation, they


16 don't have to give any to the cell phone


17 company.


18       Q     And do you know whether it's


19 possible to get it to the cell phone user


20 without the active participation of the cell


21 phone company?


22       A     They don't have to agree to it, as
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1 long as they don't block it.  It's a


2 broadband, it's a stream of bits and, if the


3 customer has the right equipment, it can be


4 put over the air and, as any sort of bits are


5 put over the air, and the customer can listen


6 to it.  I mean, I've done it.  I know it


7 works.


8       Q     Now, let me ask you this question. 


9 When a consumer buys a CD at a store, let's


10 call it $16.95 for the sake of argument, you


11 pay just $16.95 for the CD, if that's all


12 you're going to buy, and you walk out.  Are


13 you with me so far, just in terms of --


14       A     Yes.  We've lost our round


15 numbers.


16       Q     Okay.  Yes, well, we're not going


17 to do much math with his.


18       A     Okay.


19       Q     If you're home and you call the


20 store and you say, look, I really want the new


21 CD that came out, will you FedEx it to me and


22 the store says yes, then you would expect,
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1 would you not, that the consumer would pay the


2 $16.95 plus the cost of delivery.  Right?


3       A     If you want it overnight, yes.


4       Q     Now, are you familiar with the


5 fact that there are a number of products being


6 sold by mobile companies where the consumer


7 pays an aggregated fee for the product plus


8 the cost of delivering right there on your


9 mobile phone?


10       A     Yes, ringtones, V CAST type of


11 things, other types of content, yes.


12       Q     If, in the situation where you


13 were buying something that has a market value


14 of X and then you're asking that it be


15 delivered in a particular way, have you heard,


16 in the economic literature, the reference to


17 that situation as being an aggregated price,


18 with some portion of it being for delivery?


19       A     Not in that terminology but there


20 is certainly -- if you're trying to say that


21 something has a cost to be able to listen to


22 it in addition to what you have to pay from
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1 the, let's say the store, or whoever is


2 providing it to you, that is the cost to the


3 customer and the customer is incurring a cost. 


4 So, if a customer has to subscribe and pay


5 more to his cell phone company and pay an


6 extra $4 to be able to have the right to get


7 Mobzilla, then the customer is still paying $4


8 to Mobzilla.  And that's -- those are the


9 prices I'm showing you.  I'm not showing the


10 final cost to the customer.  I'm not including


11 the cost here, I'm not including that in the


12 cost of the equipment needed to play CDs or


13 the computers needed to play webcasts.


14       Q     And you don't know how much of


15 this monthly price listed for the six


16 observations that you've made, consists, if at


17 all, of delivery charges.  Right?


18       A     In some cases, clearly none.  In


19 other cases some.  But in all cases, it's what


20 the customer pays and it's an indication that


21 customers will pay a premium to have music


22 streamed to their cell phones, compared to
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1 just being able to get it on their computers.


2       Q     And is it your testimony that even


3 though the product may be identical and the


4 difference in cost to the consumer may be the


5 cost payable to the phone company for


6 delivering it in the fashion of a mobile


7 device, that the sound recording companies


8 should get an increased royalty merely because


9 there's a delivery component in the cost to


10 the consumer?


11       A     That's too long a question for me


12 to answer.  I'm serious.  I didn't comprehend


13 it.


14       Q     Well, in the hypothetical of a


15 situation where it's the identical music being


16 delivered over the computer and over the cell


17 phone and to the customer, they pay a greater


18 fee of $2 than they would otherwise pay for


19 example, --


20       A     Pays $2 more?


21       Q     Right.


22       A     Okay.
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1       Q     If it subscribes to the service


2 through the mobile company rather than just


3 the internet service, would you attribute the


4 entirety of that $2, which enables you to get


5 the service by mobile as well as by computer,


6 to the revenue base against which a sound


7 recording royalty would apply?


8       A     Not necessarily and I don't think


9 it would matter whether there is a cost, a


10 share of this paid to the cell phone company


11 or there is a cost the customer incurs to get


12 the service.  I'm -- the share of revenue that


13 I think the copyright holders should get


14 should reflect the value to the consumer and


15 a higher price is indicative of a higher value


16 to the consumer.  Part of that might be


17 because it's more expensive to get it to him. 


18 Part of it might be, you know, various other


19 reasons.  But I hope that answers it.  I was


20 struggling.


21       Q     Let me ask you to move to page 57


22 of your report.  Am I correct that in pages 57
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1 up to the top of 58 what you've done is


2 compare the ratio of prices charged by sound


3 recording companies for preprogrammed or non-


4 interactive music as compared to interactive


5 music?


6       A     No.  I both do that comparison and


7 I also present the share of revenue that is


8 received for both types of video, music


9 videos.


10       Q     Well, let's focus on the ratio. 


11 First of all, you've, in your testimony,


12 recommended that when we look at the relative


13 value of a benchmark market on-demand service


14 compared to a target market non-interactive


15 service, we should look at the difference


16 between what the consumer pays for the


17 benchmark market service as compared to what


18 the consumer pays for the non-interactive


19 service.  Right?


20       A     Right.


21       Q     Now, you could look at it the


22 other way.  Right?  You could, if you wanted
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1 to look at ratios of value, look at the


2 difference between what the seller charges for


3 interactive product compared to what the


4 seller charges for non-interactive product. 


5 Right?


6       A     I assume the consumer buys what


7 the seller sells.  So, that's the market


8 price.  I don't know -- I don't understand the


9 distinction that you're trying to draw.


10       Q     Well you have focused, for the


11 model you want to put forward here, on what


12 consumers pay for two different kinds of


13 services, your benchmark market service, which


14 is interactive on-demand streaming, and your


15 non-interactive target market services. 


16 Right?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     Now, that doesn't tell us what the


19 sound recording companies value their


20 copyrights for in terms of the relative value


21 from their perspective, as they sell their


22 product.  Does it?
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1       A     It doesn't.  And primarily, the


2 statutory rate is set in one case and the


3 other is based on a willing buyer and a


4 willing seller.


5       Q     Well, let's focus on the willing


6 sellers because the consumer is not either the


7 willing buyer or the willing seller in the


8 willing buyer/willing seller analysis that the


9 panel has to set.  Right?


10       A     That's correct.


11       Q     So, let's focus on the seller. 


12 You would agree, would you not, that as you


13 discuss here on page 57, when the sound


14 recording sellers sell licenses to music


15 videos for streaming on the internet, they set


16 rates that are differential, typically, from


17 what they charge for on-demand interactive


18 streaming as distinguished from preprogrammed


19 non-interactive streaming.  Right?


20       A     On a per stream basis or a per


21 play basis, yes.  Not on the revenue


22 percentage.
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1       Q     But on a per stream basis, the


2 ratio, I think, you point out, on page 57


3 carrying over to 58, is roughly five to one?


4       A     Right.


5       Q     So that the non-interactive stream


6 is something they charge on a per play basis,


7 one-fifth of the on-demand stream.  Right?


8       A     When that's what's actually paid


9 on the greater of contract, yes.   That


10 characterizes that part of the rate structure.


11       Q     And are you familiar with the fact


12 that,-- 


13             MR. STEINTHAL:  And I'm going to


14 ask this question and ask that the question


15 and answer be restricted, Your Honor, because


16 it reveals information provided by one of the


17 labels on a restricted basis.  So, I'm just


18 assuming that if I were to ask the witness


19 whether he's aware of the particular price


20 point of a particular label, the gentlemen on


21 the other side would request that we have that


22 restricted.  It's just one question and
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1 answer.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Your motion


3 is not sufficiently specific to generate a


4 response.


5             (Whereupon, the foregoing matter


6 went off the record at 11:47 a.m. for a closed


7 session.)
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1             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


2       Q     In doing your comparability


3 analysis, sir, as between the target market


4 and the benchmark market services, you didn't


5 consider the fact that one is subject to


6 statutory licensing and one is not.  Correct?


7       A     In the sense of -- yes, that's


8 underlying my analysis is the facts are what


9 they are in the market.  I did consider it


10 because if it wasn't a statutory rate in one


11 market and it was -- they were both willing


12 buyer and willing seller, we wouldn't have to


13 be here.


14       Q     Okay.  That's a fair answer. 


15 Putting that aside, that we wouldn't have to


16 otherwise be here, did you take into


17 consideration any Congressional intent


18 associated with services operating under the


19 statutory license?


20       A     If you mean legislative history,


21 no.


22       Q     So you didn't consider any factors
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1 that may underlie why the statutory license


2 exists in the first place?  Any legislative


3 history factors, to be clear?


4       A     I did not.


5       Q     Would it affect your analysis at


6 all if you were aware that labels in


7 establishing the prices in your benchmark


8 market in part did so with an intent to


9 establish good precedent for statutory rate


10 setting?


11             MR. HANDZO:  Objection.  I think


12 this was asked and answered yesterday.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


14 Steinthal?


15             MR. STEINTHAL:  I'm pretty


16 confident I didn't ask that question.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  You're asking


18 him to conjecture on the opinion of someone


19 that entered into a contract?


20             MR. STEINTHAL:  I'm asking him


21 whether it would affect his analysis if he had


22 evidence that labels, in establishing prices
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1 in the benchmark market, did so in part to


2 establish precedent for statutory rate


3 setting?


4             MR. HANDZO:  In addition to the


5 Court's concerns, I'm fairly confident that he


6 did ask that question because I can tell you


7 what the answer is.  He can get it again from


8 the witness, but he's already answered it.


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Objection


10 overruled.


11             THE WITNESS:  I frankly don't


12 remember what I said before.  So, I would have


13 to say, would it affect my analysis?  I


14 basically say I can't answer that in the


15 abstract.  I think there's far too much market


16 evidence for me to think that this is being


17 driven by intent to affect the statutory rate.


18             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


19       Q     Now you're aware, are you not,


20 that in 2003, two years before you undertook


21 to conduct the analysis underlying your model,


22 that SoundExchange and its label members
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1 voluntarily agreed to rates for statutory


2 license webcasts under a different framework,


3 correct, a licensee option?


4       A     Right.  There wasn't added option


5 to the 0.007 cent per play.


6       Q     But you're aware that two years


7 before you did your model, there was a


8 voluntary agreement between SoundExchange and


9 the webcasters that established rates, at the


10 licensee's option for subscription services of


11 10.9 cents -- sorry, 10.9 percent with a 27


12 cent per sub minimum or a per usage rate


13 either based on a 0.0007 cents per play or


14 1.17 cents per hour?


15       A     I am aware of that.


16       Q     Now, as of 2003 when that


17 agreement was entered into, the interactive


18 services in your benchmark market already had


19 an established rate structure of the greater


20 of, essentially, 50 percent of revenue, a


21 penny a play, or somewhere between $2.50 and


22 $3 per sub, isn't that right?
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1       A     Yes.


2       Q     If you recall in reference to your


3 testimony about table 6.2, you said that you


4 wanted to have a sanity check on your


5 regression, right?  And that's partially what


6 6.2 was?  


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     Did you do any sanity check of


9 your model's results against what the


10 recording industry voluntarily agreed two


11 years beforehand?


12       A     That would be an insanity check. 


13 I mean, to apply a carry forward of a rate


14 from a previous CARP decision rather than


15 reenter into another litigated situation is


16 not a market.  So, that would not be sane.


17       Q     As an economist you don't presume


18 that actors enter into deals that they don't


19 believe are acceptable for them under the


20 circumstances in the market at the time


21 they're negotiating.  Correct?


22       A     Under the circumstances, the
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1 market including all of the institutional,


2 legal and other factors that are present


3 affecting what they believed they would get if


4 they didn't complete the negotiation.


5       Q     And that's true as to both sides


6 to a negotiation, in your view.  Right?


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     And I gather then that because you


9 felt that it was an insanity check, you didn't


10 seek to conduct any analysis of why it was


11 that your model came out to the results that


12 it came out to so disproportionately to the


13 voluntary agreement that was entered into by


14 SoundExchange in 2003?


15       A     I've already said, I think, that


16 whether it's the original CARP rate or the


17 carry forward that was agreed to, that that


18 was not a market determined rate because it


19 was either set by the CARP or carried forward


20 to avoid another hearing right away.


21       Q     Now, on page 29 to 30 of your


22 written statement and also on your direct
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1 testimony, you pointed out that if you take in


2 isolation just one of the three elements of a


3 greater of formula, either the per sub, the


4 per play, or the percentage, you, in essence,


5 undervalue that element.  Correct?


6       A     I don't know if I used the


7 undervalued but I said it would not take


8 account of the tradeoffs that went into the


9 greater of formulation and would lead to a


10 lower rate than would otherwise be


11 appropriate.


12       Q     If you turned it around, flipped


13 it over, and you were looking at a lesser of


14 or licensee option framework, the same would


15 be true, would it not, in the sense that if


16 you were looking at a lesser of formula and


17 you had a choice of choosing to play on a per


18 play, per hour, or percentage of revenue rate,


19 then looking at any one of those elements on


20 their own, would effectively overestimate the


21 actual amount agreed to.  Correct?


22       A     If you were to adopt that. 
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1 Looking at it and adopting it are two


2 different things.  But if you were to take a


3 three part lesser of structure and just get


4 rid of two of the three options, it would do


5 that.


6             MR. STEINTHAL:  I have no further


7 questions, Your Honor.


8             Oh, one minor thing, Your Honor. 


9 I wanted to move into evidence one of the


10 schedules from the witness, which I think


11 would be helpful to the panel as well.  I'm


12 going to mark as Services Exhibit 63,


13 Attachment A to the witnesses report.


14                       (Whereupon, the above-


15                       referred to document


16                       referred to as Services


17                       Exhibit No. 63 was


18                       marked for


19                       identification.)


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Is this


21 identification for something in the direct


22 statement?
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1             MR. STEINTHAL:  It's not in the


2 actual, the direct statement, but it's


3 referred to.  If it was in, we wouldn't be


4 doing this.  It was produced in discovery. 


5 Let me just ask the witness.


6             BY MR. STEINTHAL: 


7       Q     Is this schedule a schedule of 17


8 agreements and the details about the 17


9 agreements which you testified about


10 underlying the benchmark market?


11       A     Let me check.  Yes.


12             MR. STEINTHAL:  I'd offer Exhibit


13 63 into evidence.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any objection


15 to Exhibit 63?


16             MR. HANDZO:  No, Your Honor.  I


17 would note, however, that it was produced


18 subject to the protective order and,


19 therefore, ask that it be designated as


20 restricted in this record.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  There being


22 no objection, the exhibit is admitted.
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1                       (Whereupon, the document


2                       marked as Services


3                       Exhibit No. 63 for


4                       identification was


5                       received into evidence.)


6             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any objection


7 to submitting the exhibit to the provisions of


8 the protective order?


9             (No response.)


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  With no


11 objection, the motion to submit to the


12 provisions of the protective order is granted.


13             Mr. Steinthal, you are now


14 concluded?


15             MR. STEINTHAL:  Yes.  Thank you,


16 Your Honor.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Joseph,


18 do you wish to begin your cross-examination


19 for a half an hour?


20             MR. JOSEPH:  I do, Your Honor.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.


22             MR. JOSEPH:  Although I would
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1 appreciate about three minutes to do the


2 transfer of places.


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Go right


4 ahead.


5             MR. JOSEPH:  Thank you.


6             THE WITNESS:  Could I use that


7 three minutes to run to the mens' room, Your


8 Honor?


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Certainly.


10             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We'll recess


12 for five minutes.


13             THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Wonderful.  I


14 appreciate it.


15             (Whereupon, the foregoing matter


16 went off the record at 12:02 p.m. and went


17 back on the record at 12:06 p.m.)


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  We will come


19 to order.  Mr. Joseph?


20             MR. JOSEPH:  Thank you, Your


21 Honor.


22             BY MR. JOSEPH
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1       Q     Good afternoon, Mr. Pelcovits.  We


2 met, of course, at your deposition.  Right?


3       A     Good afternoon -- or -- yes, it


4 is.  Good afternoon, Mr. Joseph.


5       Q     I was waiting to see whether I was


6 going to get to say good afternoon or good


7 morning.  But we crossed that.


8             Just to start, to make sure that


9 we're speaking the same language, Dr.


10 Pelcovits, your written testimony uses a


11 couple of terms that we didn't hear yesterday


12 and today.  And I just want to make sure we


13 understand them.


14             I believe one of the terms is


15 interactive DAT and NI-DAT.  Correct?


16       A     Yes.


17       Q     Okay.  And by interactive DAT, in


18 your written testimony, and I think at times


19 in your deposition when we were talking back


20 in early March, you mean interactive digital


21 audio transmission services.  Correct?


22       A     Correct.
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1       Q     And yesterday in your oral


2 testimony and, I think, at times today, you


3 referred to the market for these sound


4 recording performance license for those


5 services as your benchmark market.  Correct?


6       A     Yes.


7       Q     And by NI-DAT, you meant the non-


8 interactive webcasters covered by the


9 statutory license.  Correct?


10       A     Correct.


11       Q     And you referred to the market for


12 sound recording performance licenses for NI-


13 DAT services as your target market.  Correct?


14       A     Correct.


15       Q     Okay.  Now, with respect to each


16 type of service, would it be accurate to say


17 that there are at least two markets?  On the


18 one hand, the market for the sound recording


19 performance license, which is a market where


20 the seller is the licensor or the record


21 companies and the buyers are the services and


22 a market for the services to consumers where
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1 the sellers are the services and the buyers


2 are consumers?


3       A     Yes.


4       Q     Now, a little earlier today when


5 you were talking to Mr. Steinthal and said


6 that you used a competitive market model for


7 the purpose of estimating the rate, you were


8 referring there, I believe, you also testified


9 to your model, assuming that the consumer


10 market for the webcasting services was


11 competitive, not necessarily that the


12 benchmark market for the sound recording


13 licenses was competitive.  Correct?


14       A     That's what I was referring to,


15 yes.


16       Q     Now, in fact in your analysis you


17 didn't make any assumptions about the


18 competitive status of your benchmark market. 


19 You just took that market as it is.  Correct?


20       A     It's fair to say I took the market


21 as it is and I think I said in my testimony,


22 I believe, that there's no monopoly power in
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1 that market, in the market, in the record


2 industry as a whole.  That it's a workably


3 competitive market.


4       Q     And you base that, if I understood


5 your testimony, on the prior CARP decision and


6 then on a review of changes in that market as


7 a result of the Sony-BMG merger and the review


8 of that merger by the Federal Trade Commission


9 and the European Commission.  Correct?


10       A     I based the adoption of using the


11 sellers as they are now based on the previous


12 CARP decision.  It's straight forward


13 application except with respect to the change


14 in the industry from B5 to B4.


15             I based my statement on the market


16 being generally workably competitive, is the


17 term I think I used in my deposition to refer


18 to the record industry as a whole on the


19 findings of the Federal Trade Commission that


20 approved the BMG-Sony joint venture, subject


21 to the anti-trust laws.


22       Q     Now, if you please turn to page 10
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1 of your written statement where there's a


2 paragraph that I believe was referred to


3 yesterday, or a sentence at the end of the


4 first paragraph, where you say the willingness


5 of a seller to offer a service at a particular


6 price is, in large measure, a function of its


7 cost, the effect of sales of one service on


8 sales of other services sold by the same


9 company, and the intensity of competition in


10 the marketplace, both in the large and the


11 short run.


12             It's true, is it not, that you


13 didn't analyze your benchmark market to


14 determine the intensity of competition in that


15 market.  Correct?


16       A     Other than to refer to the federal


17 government's review of the market as a whole,


18 I did not.


19       Q     Now, just to be clear with respect


20 to your reliance on the prior CARP decision,


21 do you understand the CARP in 2001 to have


22 analyzed the licensed, the market for sound
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1 recording licenses for interactive digital


2 audio transmission services to determine


3 whether it was competitive?


4       A     I believe they adopted it and


5 accepted the competition in the market, as it


6 stood at that point.  Exactly how they


7 referred to it, the term competitive, or


8 whatever, I don't recall.


9       Q     Now, when you say they adopted it


10 and referred to the market, I'm referring here


11 specifically to the market for sound recording


12 licenses for interactive digital audio


13 transmission services.  Did you understand the


14 CARP to have analyzed whether or not that


15 market was competitive?


16       A     I don't recall that I made a


17 specific analysis of the term, whether it's


18 competitive or not.  I'd have to go back and


19 look.


20       Q     Do you recall whether they


21 analyzed that particular market at all?


22       A     Well, they used that market for
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1 the basis of determine what a willing seller


2 was.  And they said that the willing sellers


3 were the record companies.


4       Q     So it's your understanding that


5 the CARP used the market for the sale of sound


6 recording licenses to interactive digital


7 audio transmissions services as the basis for


8 its decision?


9       A     I don't know if you can say they


10 used the market.  They used the sellers in the


11 market and they treated those as the willing


12 sellers.


13       Q     But did they analyze that market


14 specifically?


15       A     I don't recall.


16       Q     Well, do you recall your


17 discussion with Mr. Steinthal earlier this


18 morning where it was represented that that


19 market barely had started by 2002?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     So, at the time that the CARP was


22 deciding, there wouldn't have been very much
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1 to analyze with respect to that particular


2 market, would there have been?


3       A     Well, you're looking at a market. 


4 It's one of the many markets in which sound


5 recordings are provided.  And I would say you


6 can't, in terms of any market competition


7 analysis, just say let's look at one piece of


8 the market without looking at the entire


9 behavior and actions of the record companies


10 as an industry in and of itself.  It's an


11 industry that sells in multiple channels.  I


12 would not look at the sale in a particular


13 channel as an analysis of workable


14 competition.


15       Q     So, it's your testimony that when


16 anti-trust authorities review mergers, they


17 don't look at each of the markets in which the


18 sellers participate?


19       A     They might.  They might not.  It


20 depends on the nature of those markets, the


21 firms in the market, and how they go about


22 analyzing it.
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1       Q     Well, do you understand the prior


2 CARP to have actually analyzed whether any


3 market for the licensing of sound recording


4 performance rights was competitive?


5       A     I know they used the working --


6 I'm sorry.  They used existing record


7 companies as the willing sellers.  Exactly how


8 thy referred to competition and what


9 specifically they said about the nature of the


10 competition in the market, I don't recall.  I


11 do recall they looked at the issue of how does


12 a market function and they adopted, as I said,


13 willing sellers as the record companies.  They


14 chose that as the market to look at.


15       Q     But I'm not sure -- I don't


16 believe that answered my question.  My


17 question was, do you know whether the prior


18 CARP actually analyzed whether any market for


19 the licensing of sound recording performance


20 rights was competitive?


21       A     I don't know what they analyzed. 


22 I know there's some statements about
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1 competition in the market.  I don't recall the


2 specific wording or contents.


3       Q     And do you have any understanding


4 of what evidence, if any, was presented to the


5 CARP on the question of whether and to what


6 extent the record companies competed with each


7 other for the licensing of sound recording


8 performance rights?


9       A     I don't believe it.  I believe


10 they looked and compared the option of -- they


11 compared the option of either looking at the


12 copyright holder having the copyright or


13 multiple parties having the same copyright


14 right.  And they said the purpose of using


15 this standard was to look at the actual


16 copyright holder having that right.


17       Q     Sir, once again, I don't -- maybe


18 my question wasn't clear.  Let me try it


19 again.  But I don't think you answered it.


20             I asked whether you had any


21 understanding of what evidence, if any, was


22 presented to the CARP on the question of
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1 whether and to what extent the record


2 companies competed with each other for the


3 licensing of sound recording performance


4 rights?  And do you have any understanding of


5 what evidence, if any, was presented to the


6 CARP on the question of whether and to what


7 extent the record companies compete with each


8 other as sellers in any market?  What


9 evidence?


10       A     Right.  I do not know what


11 evidence was presented to them.


12       Q     And I take it you would agree that


13 the CARP did not evaluate whether any


14 particular agreements negotiated by the


15 existing record companies were negotiated in


16 a competitive market, but instead relied on an


17 agreement between the RIAA collective and


18 Yahoo as its primary benchmark.  Correct?


19       A     That was the benchmark they relied


20 on.  I'll agree with that.


21       Q     Would you -- do you know whether


22 they evaluated whether any particular markets
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1 negotiated by the record companies were


2 negotiated in a competitive market?


3       A     I do not recall.


4       Q     Wold you agree that the market for


5 the sale of physical CDs is a different market


6 than your benchmark market, the market for the


7 sound recording performance right for


8 interactive digital services?


9       A     Can we be precise on terminology? 


10 Do you mean the sale of CDs by the record


11 companies to the retail outlets or the


12 retailing of CDs overall?


13       Q     Sale of CDs to the retail outlets


14 to the record companies.


15       A     And the question is, do I regard -


16 - is that a different market from the market


17 for the sale of or the provision of


18 performance rights to the webcasting services?


19       Q     Well, to the interactive digital


20 services, your benchmark market.


21       A     Right.  Do I think it's a


22 different market?  It is a different market
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1 with very similar characteristics.  With very


2 similar characteristics.


3       Q     Now, I believe yesterday, at one


4 point in your testimony, I think it was on


5 direct, you said that the "market has been


6 found to be competitive."  Can you tell me,


7 first of all, what market you were referring


8 to when you said that?


9       A     I was referring to the record


10 industry as a whole and looking at whether the


11 industry is workably competitive, I think, is


12 generally the term I prefer to use because we


13 don't almost ever see a perfect textbook


14 competition.  But, that's what I was referring


15 to.


16       Q     And again, by found to be


17 competitive, you were referring to the fact


18 that the FTC decided not to challenge the


19 Sony-BMG merger?


20       A     That's what I'm referring to, yes.


21       Q     By the way, in considering that


22 issue, did you also take into account and
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1 review the European Commission decision with


2 respect to the Sony-BMG merger?


3       A     I did.


4       Q     And are you relying on that for


5 your conclusion about the finding to be


6 competitive as well?


7       A     I'm relying on both of those


8 decisions to support a general statement that


9 the record industry is workably competitive,


10 not to try to analyze any specific market in


11 which they participate.


12       Q     Now, considering the Sony-BMG


13 merger to which you have referred, is it your


14 understanding that the Federal Trade


15 Commission would have applied the FTC and


16 Department of Justice merger guidelines in its


17 analysis?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     Did you review the merger


20 guidelines?


21       A     I have many times, yes.


22       Q     And one of the things that the FTC
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1 would have looked at when it was evaluating


2 the merger was the concentration of the sound


3 recording industry. Correct? 


4       A     Yes.


5       Q     And, if anything, the Sony-BMG


6 merger made the sound recording industry more


7 concentrated than it previously was.  Correct?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     Now, it's true, is it not, that


10 the primary measure of concentration used by


11 the Justice Department and by the Federal


12 Trade Commission when it evaluates mergers is


13 something called the Herfindahl-Hirschman


14 index.  Correct?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     And can you explain how the


17 Herfindahl-Hirschman index for an industry is


18 calculated?


19       A     Yes.  It's calculated by taking


20 the market shares of the participants and


21 taking the square of those market shares and


22 then summing it up.
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1       Q     So, if you have one participant in


2 a market, the HHI would be 10,000, which is


3 100 squared.  Right?


4       A     Correct.


5       Q     Now, if you have an atomistic


6 market where each company has a small


7 fractional share of the market, the HHI


8 actually approaches zero.  Right?


9       A     That's mathematically right, yes.


10       Q     So, that's your range.  You go


11 from zero to 10,000.  Right?


12       A     Close to zero to 10,000, yes.


13       Q     Approaching zero.  Would it be


14 correct to say epsilon to 10,000?


15       A     Epsilon, I like that.  Yes.


16       Q     Now, just to give the panel a


17 sense of how the HHI scale works, if you have


18 two companies in a market and each had a 50


19 percent market share, the HHI would be 5,000. 


20 Right?


21       A     Right.


22       Q     That would be 50 times 50, which
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1 is 2,500, twice.  You have to double it. 


2 Right?


3       A     Correct.


4       Q     Because there's two firms?


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     And if you had four companies,


7 each with a 25 percent market share, the HHI


8 would be 2,500.  Right?  25 squared is 1,250,


9 I believe.


10       A     Good, I'm glad you're doing the


11 math for me.


12       Q     Well, I'm going to ask you to do


13 some math in a second, so --


14       A     Oh, okay.  Well, I didn't bring my


15 calculator but I'm ready.


16       Q     But would you agree that at four


17 firms --


18       A     Four firms, 25 times 25 times 4. 


19 So, 2,500.


20       Q     Okay.  And you would agree, would


21 you not that both the DOJ, or the DOJ and the


22 FTC, in the merger guidelines, divide the
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1 spectrum of market concentration as measured


2 by the HHI into three regions that they


3 broadly characterize as unconcentrated,


4 moderately concentrated, and highly


5 concentrated.  Correct?


6       A     That sounds right.  I don't


7 remember the exact terminology.  I'll take


8 your word for it.


9       Q     And it sets the ranges for those -


10 - well, rather than play guessing games, why


11 don't we pass out the merger guidelines so


12 that you can look at it.


13             MR. HANDZO:  If I can just


14 interpose an objection to try and move this


15 along?  Some amount of cross-examination on


16 his assumptions is certainly fair but I would


17 submit that we are well beyond the scope of


18 direct at this point.


19             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Joseph?


20             MR. JOSEPH:  Your Honor, the


21 fundamental conclusion was that, of his direct


22 testimony and on which his entire presentation
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1 has to be based, is that the underlying market


2 that he uses as a benchmark, is workably


3 competitive or is a competitive marketplace. 


4 Especially given the statutory standard in


5 this case, which is that the -- your job is to


6 find the price that would -- most willing


7 buyers would pay willing sellers in a


8 competitive market.


9             And he has testified that he


10 believed, on direct, that it was workably


11 competitive and that it was found to be so by


12 these anti-trust authorities.  


13             It seems to me fundamental to


14 cross-examination to probe the basis for that


15 conclusion, the basis for that understanding,


16 what he relied upon, and indeed whether or not


17 his reliance on the idea that his benchmark


18 market is a workably competitive or


19 competitive market that would be one that you


20 should give any credit to for the purpose of


21 deciding what a willing buyer would pay a


22 willing seller is fundamental to my cross-
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1 examination.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Why aren't


3 those legal arguments?


4             MR. JOSEPH:  They are in part --


5 there's some legal argument but there's a lot


6 of foundation, including what this witness


7 relied on in reaching his conclusion with


8 respect to that marketplace.


9             MR. HANDZO:  If I could just


10 respond, Your Honor?  I think his fundamental


11 conclusion was that the CARP, last time, said


12 the willing sellers are the record companies


13 and that's what he used as his willing


14 sellers.  Beyond that, I think we're getting


15 into the underpinnings of the original CARP


16 decision which I think is water long under the


17 bridge and I just don't see how, with all the


18 other issues we have to deal with, how we can


19 try an anti-trust case in the middle of this


20 case.


21             MR. JOSEPH:  May I, Your Honor? 


22 We're actually not getting into the
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1 underpinnings of the prior decision.  He said,


2 the witness has testified, that he relied on


3 these merger approvals for the competitive


4 nature of his benchmark and that he didn't


5 rely -- he relied on the underlying CARP to


6 define the market, but the question of whether


7 or not that market is competitive and whether


8 he was reasonable in relying on it, goes to


9 the nature of his analysis, the validity of


10 his analysis.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


12 The objection is overruled.


13             BY MR. JOSEPH:


14       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, I've just handed


15 you a document marked as Services Exhibit 64. 


16 Have you seen that document before?


17       A     I have.


18       Q     And that is the Justice


19 Department, FTC merger guidelines.  Correct?


20       A     It is.


21                       (Whereupon, the document


22                       referred to as Services
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1                       Exhibit No. 64 was marked


2                       for identification.)


3             BY MR. JOSEPH:


4       Q     I would ask you, please to since


5 we were talking about ranges, I would ask you


6 please to turn to page 15 of the guidelines,


7 where the ranges of unconcentrated, moderately


8 concentrated and highly concentrated are set


9 out.  Correct?


10       A     Yes.


11       Q     Okay.  And it's correct, is it


12 not, that the guidelines identify an


13 unconcentrated market as below 1,000,


14 moderately concentrated between 1,000 and


15 1,800 and highly concentrated as an HHI above


16 1,800.  Correct?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     Now, do you know what the sound


19 recording industry's HHI is after the Sony-BMG


20 merger?  Have you calculated it?


21       A     I haven't.   It's in the range of


22 -- I don't know.  I'd say it's close, it's in
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1 the range of 2,000 or so.  It might be a


2 little lower, it might be a little higher.  If


3 you had five firms each with 20 percent market


4 share, you'd get that number.  So, here you


5 have some firms a little bigger and you have


6 many other firms, though I haven't calculated


7 the exact number.


8       Q     Let me hand you a document that


9 may facilitate the math.  Give one to opposing


10 counsel, okay?  Now, I'm handing out -- I'm


11 sorry --


12             I've handed out a document that


13 was produced under the protective order by


14 Universal, one of the major labels and we'll


15 see whether, let me see whether the


16 examination is one that we can do without


17 requiring any motion for restriction.  If you


18 would turn to -- and these are excerpts from


19 a PowerPoint presentation that we will have


20 described in greater detail when Mr. Kenswil


21 takes the stand, Your Honor.


22                       (Whereupon, the document
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1                       referred to as Services


2                       Exhibit No. 65 was marked


3                       for identification.)


4             BY MR. JOSEPH:


5       Q     But if you turn to the page that's


6 marked SX76616, there is a graph there, Dr.


7 Pelcovits, marked U.S. Nielsen SoundScan total


8 out in market share first half of 2005 and it


9 gives market shares for each of the four major


10 labels.  Just for the purpose of getting a


11 rough number, I'd ask you to assume that those


12 market shares are accurate and ask you whether


13 it's not correct that the HHI for the


14 recording industry, based on those market


15 shares, is approximately 2,200?  You can do


16 the math or --


17       A     I can do the math or say, yes.  Or


18 we could --


19       Q     Well, -- I'm sorry.


20       A     It's going to be in that range.  I


21 can see that simply from the first two


22 calculations, yet.
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1       Q     So, about 2,200, you agree?


2       A     That makes sense to me.


3             MR. JOSEPH:  Your Honor, I can see


4 now we've approached 12:30.  I'm going to


5 start on an additional line in this same area,


6 but it will take some time.  So, I'm, you


7 know, I would suggest that this is a good time


8 to break, if that's what Your Honor would


9 like.


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  But you're


11 going to continue on this line of questioning


12 about what the -- about the analysis of


13 mergers --


14             MR. JOSEPH:  I'm going to --


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  -- in the


16 Justice Department?


17             MR. JOSEPH:  And the Federal Trade


18 Commission and what they looked at.  Yes, Your


19 Honor.


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


21 We'll recess until 2:00.


22       (Whereupon, at 12:34 p.m., the above-
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1 entitled matter recessed to reconvene at 2:03


2 p.m. the same day.)


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you. 


4 We'll come to order.


5             MR. HANDZO:  Before we begin,


6 SoundExchange has filed its opposition to the


7 motion to strike Ms. Fink's testimony.  I have


8 courtesy copies here, they've already been


9 distributed in the courtroom.  If the Court


10 would like copies, I can give them to you now.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Please.


12             Mr. Joseph?


13             MR. JOSEPH:  Thank you, Your


14 Honor.


15             In an effort to expedite the


16 discussion of the merger approvals, what I'm


17 going to do is actually hand out, let me count


18 the number of documents, six documents that


19 have been marked and try to get a sense or an


20 understanding from the witness of what the


21 witness saw and relied on and what he didn't. 


22 And I think that will help move things along.
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1             BY MR. JOSEPH:


2       Q     Okay now, Dr. Pelcovits, I have


3 handed you Services Exhibits 66, 67, 68, 69,


4 51, because that had already been shown to a


5 witness earlier in the case, and 70.  I ask


6 you -- let's do them one at a time.


7             In reviewing the FTC and European


8 Commission approvals of the Sony-BMG merger,


9 did you review the document marked Services


10 Exhibit 66?


11       A     I did.


12                       (Whereupon, the document


13                       referred to as Services


14                       Exhibit No. 66 was marked


15                       for identification.)


16             BY MR. JOSEPH:


17       Q     Okay.  Did you review the document


18 marked Services Exhibit 67?


19       A     Yes.


20                       (Whereupon, the document


21                       referred to as Services


22                       Exhibit No. 67 was marked
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1                       for identification.)


2             BY MR. JOSEPH:


3       Q     Did you review the document marked


4 68?


5       A     I don't recall reviewing each


6 letter, but it's the same letter.  So, I


7 remember reviewing the letter.


8                       (Whereupon, the document


9                       referred to as Services


10                       Exhibit No. 68 was marked


11                       for identification.)


12             BY MR. JOSEPH:


13       Q     Did you review the document marked


14 Services Exhibit 69?


15       A     Yes.


16                       (Whereupon, the document


17                       referred to as Services


18                       Exhibit No. 69 was marked


19                       for identification.)


20             BY MR. JOSEPH:


21       Q     Okay.  Were these the FTC


22 documents you were referring to when you said
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1 you reviewed the FTC discussion of the Sony-


2 BMG merger and that you relied on in reaching,


3 in part, in reaching your conclusion?


4       A     I relied on these as evidence that


5 the FTC did not block the merger and I


6 inferred, based on my knowledge of merger


7 practice and approval practice that, as I said


8 in my testimony, that the industry and the


9 firms don't have a monopoly power.


10             MR. JOSEPH:  I would offer


11 documents, Services Exhibits 66, 67, 68, and


12 69 on that basis.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


14 objections to 66, 67, 68, and 69?


15             MR. HANDZO:  No, Your Honor.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  No objection. 


17 Each of these exhibits is admitted.


18                       (Whereupon, the documents


19                       marked as Services


20                       Exhibits No. 66 through


21                       69 for identification


22                       were received
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1                       into evidence.)


2             BY MR. JOSEPH:


3       Q     Now I ask you, Dr. Pelcovits, to


4 take a look at Exhibit 51, which purports to


5 be the European Commission Order or Discussion


6 -- Decision in the merger case.  Did you


7 review this document, and is that part of what


8 you relied upon?


9       A     Yes.


10             MR. JOSEPH: I would offer Exhibit


11 51.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any


13 objections to Exhibit 51?


14             MR. HANDZO:  No.


15             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Without


16 objection, Exhibit 51 is admitted.


17                       (Whereupon, the document


18                       marked as Services


19                       Exhibit No. 51 for


20                       identification was 


21                       received into evidence.)


22             BY MR. JOSEPH:
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1       Q     And I would ask you to look at


2 Services Exhibit 70, Dr. Pelcovits.  This


3 appears to be an article by a Susan Manning


4 and Helen -- Eileen Reed that, among other


5 things, on page 8669 discusses the merger and


6 it was identified in an inter -- excuse me. 


7 Withdraw that.


8             This purports to be an article by


9 Ms. Reed and Manning that on page 8669


10 discusses the Sony-BMG merger and it was


11 identified in an interrogatory response as a


12 document that you reviewed in connection with


13 the merger by SoundExchange.  Have you seen


14 this article?


15       A     I have.  I think it actually


16 starts on 8668 and continues to 8669.


17                       (Whereupon, the document


18                       referred to as Services


19                       Exhibit No. 70 was marked


20                       for identification.)


21       Q     That's fine.


22             MR. JOSEPH:  And I would offer
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1 this document, as well.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any objection


3 to Exhibit 70?


4             MR. HANDZO:  No, Your Honor.


5             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Without


6 objection, Exhibit 70 is admitted.


7                       (Whereupon, the document


8                       referred marked for


9                       identification as


10                       Services Exhibit No. 70


11                       was received


12                       into evidence.)


13             BY MR. JOSEPH:


14       Q     Now, I would ask you, Dr.


15 Pelcovits, take a look at document 69, which


16 is the statement of Commissioner Thompson in


17 connection with the merger.  Among other


18 things, at the top of the second paragraph,


19 Commissioner Thompson notes the history of


20 facilitating practices, is the word he uses. 


21 Can you tell us what facilitating practices


22 are?
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1       A     Generally, that's a term used to


2 describe practices that enable or facilitate


3 the practice of coordinated behavior among


4 firms in an industry.


5       Q     And he also refers to practices


6 referring -- ranging from alleged anti-


7 competitive minimum advertising price programs


8 to agreements to fixed prices unlimited


9 advertising.  Let me ask you if you are


10 familiar with the alleged anti-competitive


11 minimum advertised price program that


12 Commissioner Thompson is referring to?


13       A     I might have reviewed it at one


14 point, I don't recall it at this point.


15       Q     Well, let me see if we can refresh


16 your recollection.


17             Do you recall reviewing this


18 document or a document about the subject


19 matter discussed in this document in


20 connection with your review of the sound


21 recording industry?


22                       (Whereupon, the document
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1                       referred to as Services


2                       Exhibit No. 71 was marked


3                       for identification.)


4       A     I do not recall reviewing this.


5       Q     You don't.  Do you recall the


6 subject matter?


7       A     If you give me a minute, please?


8       Q     Sure.  Take your time.


9       A     Does this have a date on it for


10 the --


11       Q     I believe the only date that it


12 has on it is the web, the URL date, which


13 shows September 2000 or 2000/09.


14       A     Okay.  Thank you.


15             I'm sorry, is the question did I,


16 have I relied on this and reviewed this?


17       Q     Have you reviewed that document in


18 connection with your review of the recording


19 industries?


20       A     I have not.


21       Q     Were you aware when you considered


22 whether or not the sound recording industry
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1 was workably competitive that the Federal


2 Trade Commission had filed a complaint in


3 September of 2000 against the major record


4 companies after finding, among other things,


5 that they had engaged in anti-competitive


6 conduct facilitating horizontal collusion in


7 connection with the sale of CDs?


8       A     I was not aware of this specific


9 proceeding.  I am aware that there have been


10 a variety of anti-trust investigations of the


11 record industry.


12       Q     When you say anti-trust


13 investigations, as one who has experience in


14 anti-trust matters, is it your understanding


15 that the issuance of a complaint and the


16 acceptance of a consent decree is the  same as


17 simply an investigation when its pursued by


18 the FTC?


19       A     No.


20       Q     And what's the difference?


21       A     Consent decree is the resolution


22 of a complaint.  So, it obviously is a -- I
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1 would say it provides more basis for believing


2 that the issues raised in the complaint are,


3 have some higher probability of being proven


4 than those where there's purely a complaint


5 without a consent decree.


6       Q     It is true, is it not, that the


7 FTC won't issue a complaint unless they find


8 reason to believe that violations of the anti-


9 trust laws have occurred.  Correct?


10       A     I don't know whether that's their


11 operating standard, whether it's a reason to


12 believe basis or -- I'm not sure.


13       Q     You don't know their operating


14 standard?


15       A     Not for issuing a complaint, I


16 don't know what the operating standard is.


17       Q     By the way, turning back to the


18 letters, Exhibits 67 and 68, to understand


19 formally what the FTC did, it would be correct


20 to say that it decided not to take enforcement


21 action.  Correct?


22       A     That is the formal declaration and
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1 that is essentially the same, it has the same


2 effect as a finding that the merger does not


3 violate anti-trust law.


4       Q     Well it's true, is it not, sir,


5 that the letter says this action is not to be


6 construed as a determination that a violation


7 may not have occurred?


8       A     That's what it says.


9       Q     Now with respect to the European


10 Commission Decision you said you reviewed, did


11 you consider that decision to be a reliable


12 discussion of the relevant markets related to


13 the sound recording industry?


14       A     I considered their finding and


15 their approval of the merger as supportive of


16 the statement that I made in testimony and


17 deposition that the recording industry is


18 workably competitive.  That's the degree to


19 which I relied on it.


20       Q     Did you examine the specific


21 discussion of the online music market?


22       A     I do recall a discussion in the
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1 decision on that.


2       Q     More than -- well, let me hear


3 what my question was again, please.


4             (Question read back.)


5             BY MR. JOSEPH:


6       Q     And did you examine that


7 discussion --


8       A     I wasn't able to hear it, could


9 you please repeat it?


10       Q     Well, let me just ask a question. 


11 Did you examine and rely on the discussion of


12 the online music market in forming your


13 opinion that the industry was workably


14 competitive?


15       A     Not specifically, no.


16       Q     By the way, do you have an


17 understanding of the laws governing European


18 Commission review of mergers, generally?


19       A     I have a -- I can't say that I can


20 recall the exact wording of the laws, but I've


21 lived through merger approval processes in


22 Europe, been there, sat through proceedings --
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1       Q     Would you -- sorry.


2       A     So, I've had -- I know it from


3 experience, not from reading the law.


4       Q     And is it your understanding that


5 the laws of the European Union impose very


6 specific requirements on the commission before


7 it can successfully challenge a merger?


8       A     I don't recall specific


9 requirements.  I recall, from experience, the


10 nature of the way they proceed and how they


11 look at anti-trust issues.  And I'd say it's


12 comparable, if not more aggressive than the


13 U.S. anti-trust authorities.


14       Q     Is it your understanding that the


15 Commission has to develop a cogent and


16 consistent body of evidence that supports each


17 of several specific elements in order to


18 challenge a merger?


19       A     I did not recall that's the exact


20 standard.


21       Q     Do you know whether or not the


22 burden of proof is on the Commission or on the
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1 merging parties in a European Commission


2 proceeding challenging a merger?


3       A     I believe it's on the Commission


4 to prove it.


5       Q     By the way, just so when the Board


6 looks at this decision, could you please turn


7 to page 73 -- I'm sorry, paragraph 73 on page


8 25.  And the Commission speaks about examining


9 whether any price coordination on the basis of


10 a parallelism in average prices could have


11 been reached using certain list prices.  Can


12 you tell -- do you have an understanding of


13 what the term parallelism means in this


14 context? 


15       A     I don't recall specifically what


16 they're referring to.  I'd have to go back and


17 reread more of the decision.


18       Q     Do you have a general


19 understanding in the context of anti-trust


20 analysis what the term pricing parallelism, or


21 what the term parallelism in connection with


22 prices means?
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1       A     Well, I assume it's -- I mean,


2 what I would expect is it's referring to price


3 coordination because that's modifying the


4 first part of the sentence.  The Commission


5 examined whether any price coordination. 


6 There are various ways of looking at price


7 coordination.  You can be looking at the


8 actual data on the prices and one part of the


9 examination is whether the prices are the same


10 over time for the firms that are alleged to be


11 coordinating prices.  I assume that's what


12 it's referring to.  Exactly how they use there


13 and what they said about it, I don't recall.


14             MR. JOSEPH:  And, Your Honor,


15 we're actually on page 25, paragraph 73. 


16             BY MR. JOSEPH: Q.And in the next


17 sentence, there's a reference to the term to


18 determine whether certain discounts were


19 sufficiently transparent in order to allow


20 sufficient monitoring of any price


21 coordination.  Do you have an understanding of


22 what the term transparent means when it's used
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1 in that context?


2       A     Yes.  I think that that's


3 referring to whether the discounts being


4 granted by firm A are known to firm B, so that


5 they can see what the prices, the effect of


6 prices in the market.  I can expand if you


7 want me to.


8       Q     No, I think that's fine.  That's a


9 good basic concept.


10             Are you aware, Dr. Pelcovits, that


11 in its decision, the European Commission


12 determined that the market for online music


13 licenses from the record companies was a


14 distinct market that deserved analysis?


15       A     Yes, they said that.  And I will


16 just add they said that there were to be exact


17 elimination of markets can be left open, the


18 competitive assessment is the same under any


19 market definition considered.  Paragraph 29.


20       Q     Is it not true, Dr. Pelcovits,


21 that that statement actually referred to the


22 question of whether online downloading and
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1 streaming were part of the same market for


2 distribution of online music or whether they


3 formed separate markets?


4       A     Yes.


5       Q     So that doesn't go to the question


6 of whether the markets for wholesale licenses


7 for online distribution is itself a market,


8 does it?


9       A     Not directly.  I think it goes to


10 the general point of careful delineation of


11 these markets is not always the most important


12 part of an anti-trust investigation.


13       Q     But, in this case, if you turn to


14 paragraph 24 on page 8, it's true, is it not


15 that the Commission considered online music is


16 not part of the market for physical recorded


17 music and two different markets must, their


18 words must, be distinguished, one of which was


19 the wholesale market for licenses of online


20 music.  Correct?


21       A     Yes, correct.


22       Q     That's what they found in the
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1 Sony-BMG case.  Correct?


2       A     That's correct.


3       Q     Now let me ask you to turn to page


4 6 of your report -- or I should say, of your


5 written direct testimony.


6       A     I have it.  Thank you.


7       Q     In the only full paragraph on the


8 page, six lines up from the bottom, you say,


9 and this is in  -- well, you say that if the


10 price is too high and, in context, I take it


11 that's the price set by this Board or by the


12 prior CARP.  Correct?


13       A     Correct.


14       Q     Parties can (and indeed are almost


15 certain to) negotiate agreements for rates


16 lower than the statutory standard.  That was


17 your testimony.  Correct?


18       A     Correct.


19       Q     Now, you wouldn't expect the same


20 effect in a market where the sellers sit


21 together and plan a common strategy for


22 pricing in the market, would you?
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1       A     Well, that would, that would


2 depend on the specific circumstances.


3       Q     Well, if the sellers can be


4 affective at maintaining discipline among


5 themselves, you wouldn't expect that same


6 result to obtain, would you?


7       A     It still might.


8       Q     But you would expect a different


9 outcome, wouldn't you?


10       A     A different than if there was not


11 a perfect discipline among the parties.  There


12 would still be an issue whether the industry


13 as a whole would get more revenue by lowering


14 prices.  It might still be the same prices


15 but, if by lowering prices you were to


16 increase demand sufficiently to offset the


17 reduced margin, that would still be a


18 profitable strategy.  And my sense is that,


19 again, we're dealing with an industry where


20 price competition among the different titles


21 of records does not seem to be an important


22 competitive variable.
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1       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, do you remember


2 when I asked you essentially those same


3 questions at your deposition?


4       A     I remember the general topic. 


5 Thank you.


6                       (Whereupon, the document


7                       referred to as Services


8                       Exhibit No. 72 was marked


9                       for identification.)


10             BY MR. JOSEPH:


11       Q     Let's see what your answer was


12 when I asked you then.  Would you please turn


13 to page 71 or pages 71 and 72.  It's actually


14 on page 19 of the four --


15       A     Oh.


16       Q     This format puts four deposition


17 pages together on a page.


18       A     I'm sorry, page 70?


19       Q     71.


20       A     71.


21       Q     It starts on line 24 --


22       A     Okay.
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1       Q     -- where I ask, would you expect


2 the same effect to apply in a market where the


3 sellers sit together to plan a common strategy


4 for pricing in the market.  And you said that


5 if you were in a situation whereas you posited


6 in the question, the sellers are sitting


7 together to set prices, as a general matter,


8 if they can be affective at maintaining


9 discipline among yourselves, you're going to


10 get a different outcome than if they act


11 independently.  It's just the nature of


12 cartels versus competition.


13             That was your answer then. 


14 Correct?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     And that's an accurate answer?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     By the way, let me ask you to


19 assume hypothetically that the members of such


20 a group that was coordinating pricing knew


21 that any agreement that they entered into


22 below the price that they were trying to reach
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1 would become through discovery in a legal


2 proceeding and would be useful as evidence


3 against the goals of setting the common price,


4 that would be a strong disincentive to


5 undercutting the price, wouldn't it?


6       A     I suppose it's possible.


7       Q     Okay, Dr. Pelcovits, let's turn to


8 page -- it's your written report and I would


9 ask if it's correct from page 30 to page 42 of


10 the report where you described how you derived


11 your recommendation for a per subscriber fee


12 for the sound recording license in the non-


13 interactive, in the target market, from the


14 per subscriber fee for the sound recording


15 license in the benchmark market?


16       A     Yes.


17       Q     And I believe, when you were


18 talking with Mr. Steinthal earlier, you


19 testified that the assumption that the ratio


20 of the consumer price to the royalty rate


21 would be the same in both the target and the


22 benchmark markets was a key to your analysis. 
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1 Correct?


2       A     Yes.


3       Q     And I believe you said, on direct,


4 that you believed that that assumption was


5 correct because you believed the demand


6 elasticity in both markets was likely to be


7 similar.  Correct?


8       A     Correct.


9       Q     Okay.  And just so the record is


10 clear, the demand elasticity is the


11 sensitivity of demand to changes in price. 


12 Correct?


13       A     Quantity and demand --


14       Q     As a general statement?


15       A     -- is the change in percentage --


16 change in the quantity of demand with respect


17 to a percentage change in the price.


18       Q     Which is the numerator, which is


19 the denominator, the percentage change in


20 quantity or the percentage change in price?


21       A     The numerator is the quantity, the


22 denominator is the price.  So, I think high
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1 elasticity means that there's a large quantity


2 change in respect to a small price change. 


3 Just so we have the math right, we talk about


4 this in absolute value terms because actually


5 the number is negative.  But conventionally,


6 because price -- as price goes down quantity


7 goes up but the convention is to say larger,


8 smaller, even though we're dealing with a


9 negative number.


10       Q     Thank you.


11       A     I just didn't want to get that


12 confused.


13       Q     So now let's turn to page 33 of


14 your written statement and look at figure one. 


15 This figure describes graphically your


16 discussion of the relationship between the


17 license fee for sound recording rights paid by


18 music services to the retail subscription fee


19 paid by consumers.  Correct?


20       A     Yes, it's illustrating that


21 relationship.


22       Q     Now, your written statement on
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1 pages 32 and 33 calls the line marked DMS, the


2 demand curve for the interactive music


3 services.  Right?


4       A     Correct.


5       Q     But that's not strictly speaking


6 what that line is, is it?


7       A     If we're trying to capture what's


8 going on in the market, no, it's not strictly


9 speaking.  Correct.


10       Q     In fact, you intend the demand


11 curve, line DMS, to be a demand curve facing


12 a single music service.  Correct?


13       A     I know I said that on deposition. 


14 I have to remember now whether it makes a


15 difference whether it's a single music service


16 or whether it's the music service business as


17 a whole.  I don't think it matters.


18       Q     Well, to be more accurate, didn't


19 you describe it -- or is it not, the demand


20 curve, is it not your testimony that it's the


21 demand curve faced by a single music service


22 with respect to the sound recordings of a
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1 single record company?


2       A     Right.  That part is correct. 


3 It's with respect to the sound recordings of


4 a particular record company.


5       Q     Now, the line marked DD you intend


6 to be the derived demand of the service for


7 the sound recording input from a single record


8 company.  Is that correct?


9       A     That's correct.


10       Q     And if that's true, then the point


11 P would represent the portion of a license fee


12 for a music service represented by the sound


13 recordings of a single record company. 


14 Wouldn't it?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     And the point F would represent


17 the license fee paid by the music service to


18 a single record company.  Correct?


19       A     Correct.


20       Q     When you -- is there anywhere in


21 your written testimony that you actually


22 explained the meaning of those lines in terms
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1 of a single record company?


2       A     No.


3       Q     And, in fact, on pages 35 and 36,


4 you describe the points P and F quite


5 differently than you've just described them in


6 this testimony, don't you?


7       A     I apply them differently than how


8 I described them earlier.  I think we went


9 through this in deposition and I distinguished


10 what I was trying to sort of provide by way of


11 explanation and just the graph and what I


12 eventually did and how I applied it.


13       Q     Well, if you would look with me,


14 please, on page 36, in the paragraph at the


15 bottom of the page, second sentence, you're


16 saying as show in table one of Appendix A,


17 which is your list of the contracts, the


18 average per subscriber fee for copyright in


19 the interactive market is $2.97, corresponding


20 to F on figure one.  That's what you said in


21 your testimony.  Right?


22       A     Correct.
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1       Q     But that's not in fact what point


2 F represents, is it?


3       A     That's not what F represents in


4 the picture, in the graph on page 33 and the


5 economics of this still holds.  And I was


6 trying to make it clear.  I, obviously, made


7 it less clear.


8       Q     And you didn't tell the Board that


9 actually the graph didn't represent what you


10 said it represented on page 36, did you?        


11       A     I have not amended testimony. 


12 That's correct.


13       Q     Let's turn to page 34 of your


14 written testimony.  You say that the distance


15 -- excuse me one second.


16             The last full sentence in the


17 text, not in the footnotes, you say the


18 distance between the two demand curves is the


19 amount that would cover the other production


20 costs of the music services including a


21 reasonable profit margin.  Correct?


22       A     Correct.
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1       Q     Now, when you say the two demand


2 curves, you're referring to the demand for the


3 service and the derived demand for the


4 license.  Correct?


5       A     Correct.


6       Q     And those were the lines DMS,


7 which is the demand for the service, and DD,


8 which is the demand for the license.  Correct?


9       A     Correct.


10       Q     And when you say the other


11 production costs, you're referring to the


12 production costs other than the sound


13 recording license.  Correct?


14       A     Correct.


15       Q     And you don't have any reason to


16 believe that the production costs, plus a


17 reasonable profit margin for non-interactive


18 digital music services are any less than the


19 production costs and a reasonable profit


20 margin for interactive music services.  Do


21 you?


22       A     I do not.
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1       Q     And so, if that's true, you would


2 expect the distance between the demand curve


3 facing the music service and the derived


4 demand curve of the music services for


5 licenses to be the same for interactive and


6 non-interactive services.  Correct?


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     Now, on page 34, you say that


9 you've drawn the derived demand curve for


10 sound recordings to be parallel to the demand


11 curve for the music service.  Correct?


12       A     Correct.


13       Q     And you actually give two reasons


14 for doing that.  Correct?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     Okay.  So, let's consider the


17 combined significance of your assumptions. 


18 The distance between the derived demand curve


19 and the service demand curve is equal to


20 production costs plus a reasonable profit. 


21 There's no reason to believe that the


22 production costs plus a reasonable profit for
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1 the interactive services and the non-


2 interactive services differ and the derived


3 demand curve and demand curves are parallel to


4 each other in both markets.  Assuming, as your


5 evidence shows, that the consumer subscription


6 fee for non-interactive services are


7 significantly lower than the consumer


8 subscription fee for interactive services,


9 isn't it true that the ration of the license


10 fee to the subscription fee for non-


11 interactive services must be significantly


12 lower than the ratio of the license fee to the


13 subscription fee for the interactive services?


14       A     As we stand today, or as the


15 evidence in the market is today with the


16 statutory rate, yes.


17       Q     I'm not asking about as we stand


18 with the statutory rate.  I'm asking, based on


19 the assumptions as you have made them in the


20 market and your use of the benchmark and


21 target markets?


22       A     I think I'm confused about the
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1 question then.


2       Q     When you talk about the derived


3 demand curve and the service demand curve for


4 the interactive market and the non-interactive


5 markets, you're not talking, when you're


6 talking about the non-interactive market,


7 about the market that we find under the


8 statutory license, you're talking about your


9 hypothetical target market, aren't you?


10       A     Well, if I'm observing prices


11 today, which is, if you're asking what is the


12 relationship between the license fee and the


13 retail price for interactive services, what's


14 in the market today does not represent what


15 would occur if the license fee I'm proposing


16 were adopted.


17       Q     Well, let me ask the question with


18 -- you're taking your same three assumptions. 


19 If you assume that the consumer subscription


20 fee for non-interactive services are


21 significantly lower than the consumer


22 subscription fee for interactive services,
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1 isn't it true that the ratio of the license


2 fee to the subscription fee for non-


3 interactive services must be significantly


4 lower than the ratio of the license fee to the


5 subscription fee for interactive services?


6       A     Yes.


7       Q     Let's take an example using rough


8 numbers.  Let's assume that in the interactive


9 market, the average per subscriber license fee


10 is $3 and the average consumer subscription


11 fee is $8.  That leaves imputed production


12 costs plus a reasonable profit of $5.  Right?


13       A     Right.


14       Q     Let's assume in the non-


15 interactive market, the average subscription


16 fee is $6, where these are all per month


17 numbers, as you've used throughout, if you


18 assume that the same production costs plus a


19 reasonable profit apply in the non-interactive


20 market and that's the same $5, isn't it true


21 that the appropriate license fee indicated by


22 the non-interactive transmission service
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1 derived demand curve would be $6 minus the $5


2 or $1?


3       A     No.


4       Q     And why not?


5       A     You're assuming that prices --


6 you're taking evidence from what prices are


7 right now and saying what the fee should be


8 without allowing the market to adjust for the


9 higher fee.


10       Q     I wasn't taking any evidence.  I


11 was asking you to assume average subscription


12 fees.  Are you saying that under your model


13 the subscription fee for the non-interactive


14 services would exceed the subscription fee for


15 the interactive services?


16       A     No.


17       Q     So, they're going to be less?


18       A     It depends on demand.  I expect


19 that it would be less, yes.  They are less


20 now.  I'd expect them to continue to be less.


21       Q     Well, didn't your model actually


22 rely on the subscription fees that you
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1 observed in the marketplace?


2       A     In order to measure the value to


3 consumers of interactivity or the difference


4 in value between an interactive and non-


5 interactive.


6       Q     Isn't that exactly what I was


7 doing when I was taking the assumption that


8 the subscription fees -- let me rephrase.


9             Isn't that exactly what I was


10 doing when I was taking the assumption that


11 the price charged to consumers for


12 subscription services was $8 and the price


13 charged to consumers for non-subscription


14 services was $6?  I was just doing the same


15 kind of analysis you were with round numbers.


16       A     No, you weren't.


17       Q     How was I doing something


18 different?


19       A     You were getting a rate based on


20 existing prices in the market.  And the


21 existing prices in the non-interactive market


22 are a function of the rate that was set by the
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1 prior CARP.  And the relationship between the


2 fee and the price in the market is, again,


3 driven by the existing CARP set rate.


4       Q     Was it valid for you, when you


5 looked at the price consumers were willing to


6 pay in the marketplace, to look at the average


7 prices paid by consumers for non-interactive


8 services?


9       A     Yes.


10       Q     And when you did that, you found a


11 number.  Correct?


12       A     Yes.


13       Q     And if you subtract from that


14 number that you found the same reasonable --


15 I'm sorry -- the same production cost plus a


16 reasonable profit number that you found to


17 exist in the interactive services market,


18 isn't it true that you would actually come out


19 with a negative fee?


20       A     Yes.


21       Q     Now on page 34, Dr. Pelcovits, in


22 your assumption that the demand, the derived
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1 demand curves are parallel, you gave two


2 reasons I think I mentioned earlier.  First,


3 you said that sound recordings are a non-


4 substitutable input and second, you said that


5 you assumed that any change in the copyright


6 fee -- I'll withdraw this question actually. 


7 I'm sorry.


8             On page 36 of your testimony you


9 state that it's reasonable to assume that the


10 demand elasticities in the interactive and


11 non-interactive markets would be very close. 


12 That's been talked about before.  But it's


13 true, is it not, that the availability of


14 different substitutes for the two different


15 kinds of services could lead to different


16 demand elasticities in their respective


17 markets?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     And other than what you've


20 described in footnote 14, you did not perform


21 any analysis of the demand elasticity in


22 either the benchmark or the target market, did
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1 you?


2       A     Correct.


3       Q     And it's also true, is it not,


4 that the concept of elasticity of demand for


5 non-subscription services has a very different


6 meaning than the concept of elasticity of


7 demand for subscription services because the


8 customer is not paying the price in the non-


9 subscription model.  Correct?


10       A     It is a different market


11 elasticity.  It doesn't mean the concept does


12 not apply.


13       Q     Well, it's true, is it not, that


14 the term elasticity would have a very


15 different meaning?


16       A     It would have a different


17 application.  Can I say it's a different


18 meaning?  If -- I would still say it's not a


19 different meaning.  It's a different


20 application.  That's quibbling over words, but


21 essentially, I think that's a better way to


22 put it.
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1       Q     Just to be clear, it's true, is it


2 not, that your analysis of the percentage of


3 revenue fee in the non-interactive market,


4 just as your analysis of the per subscriber


5 fee also depends on your assumption that the


6 ratio of the license fee to the subscription


7 price in the hypothetical non-interactive


8 market is the same as the ratio of the license


9 fee to the subscription price in the


10 interactive market?


11       A     I was -- sorry.  I was distracted


12 in the middle of the question.  I apologize.


13       Q     On page 42, if you -- make it


14 easier, I think, if you look at the third


15 sentence, fourth sentence.


16             If, as I have said, the ratio of


17 license fees to subscription price charged to


18 consumers is the same in the interactive and


19 non-interactive markets, the same percentage


20 of revenue fee would be charged in both


21 markets.  I just want it to be clear that that


22 assumption is in fact a key assumption of your
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1 analysis to derive the percentage of revenue


2 rate also, is it not?


3       A     I'm a little confused exactly what


4 the question is different from what I've said


5 here.  But I said that the same relationship


6 between subscription fees and subscription


7 prices follow, the logic follows through from


8 subscription fee recommendation through to the


9 revenue recommendation.


10       Q     Let me ask my original question


11 again, and see if it's easier.


12       A     I'm not trying to be difficult,


13 I'm just having a hard time --


14       Q     I just want to ask if it's true


15 that your analysis of the percentage of


16 revenue fee, like your analysis of the per


17 subscriber fee, depends on your assumption


18 that the ratio of the license fee to the


19 subscription price in the target and the


20 benchmark markets is the same?


21       A     Or should be the same, is what I


22 would say.
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1       Q     Let me ask you to look at pages


2 183 and 184 of your deposition.  Page 47 of


3 the transcript that I've given you.  Now,


4 turning to your --


5             I asked you, at your deposition,


6 turning to your varivation of the percentage


7 of revenue fee, is it true that that


8 determination also depends on the assumption


9 that the ratio of the license fee to the


10 subscription price in the NI-DAT market is the


11 same as in the I-DAT market?  And you said,


12 yes, although to clarify, it's not that it is


13 right now, but that it would be in a market


14 without a statutorily set fee.


15             Is that a correct answer?


16       A     That's correct.


17       Q     Okay.


18       A     That's exactly what I tried to say


19 a minute ago.


20       Q     Okay.  And on page -- let's see. 


21 Turn now to page 43 of your written testimony. 


22 You state that it's your understanding that
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1 under the interactive DAT contracts, under the


2 structure of the agreements that you reviewed,


3 payments are usually not made on the basis of


4 a per play rate.  Correct?


5       A     I recall saying that.  I don't see


6 where you're pointing me to.


7       Q     Okay.  


8             UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  It's in the


9 written testimony.


10             BY MR. JOSEPH:


11       Q     Oh, it's in the written testimony. 


12 I'm sorry.


13       A     Okay.  So, I'm sorry, what page?


14       Q     43.


15       A     Okay, thanks.  Yes.  Now, I see


16 exactly what you're referring to and yes,


17 that's what I said.


18       Q     What was the source of your


19 information for that statement?


20       A     The source is the testimonies of


21 the record company witnesses that I list at


22 the bottom of the paragraph.
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1       Q     Did you actually review the


2 payment history under the interactive


3 agreements?


4       A     No.


5       Q     Let me ask you to turn to page 8


6 of your testimony, written testimony.  And


7 there you say that, toward the bottom, one of


8 the reasons to use your benchmark market, is


9 that there are "statistically meaningful


10 data?"


11       A     Yes, sir.


12       Q     And on page 12 of your testimony


13 you say that information of prices in the


14 candidate market, and I take it by that you


15 mean candidate market to be a benchmark, --


16       A     Correct.


17       Q     -- must be available and


18 statistically valid.


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     Correct?  Now, by statistically


21 valid and meaningful, you mean, do you not,


22 that the dispersion of the data is relatively
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1 small, as measured by such measures as


2 variants or standard deviation?


3       A     I think I mean more than that.  I


4 think it means that the data is clearly


5 representing the nature of marketplace


6 transactions.  And, I would say also it has


7 good statistical properties that to the extent


8 that there is variation, it's either


9 explainable or it's not so great as to make


10 any statistical inferences invalid.


11       Q     But one of the conditions of


12 statistically meaningful or statistically


13 valid data is that the data are -- that the


14 dispersion of the data is relatively small, as


15 measured by statistical measures.  Correct?


16       A     I might have put it that way at


17 one point, but I think it's better to say that


18 it's dispersion is explainable or not so


19 widespread that it makes the inferences


20 invalid.  I'm just trying to be a little more


21 precise.


22       Q     Well, let me ask you to look at
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1 page 126 of your deposition, which is on page


2 33 of the transcript that you've got.  And I


3 ask what you meant by statistically meaningful


4 data and you said then, primarily the


5 dispersion of data as measured by variant or


6 variants, I suspect is what you had said,


7 standard deviation or other measures is


8 relatively small, so you can assign pretty


9 high confidence to the averages or means. 


10 Correct?


11       A     Yes.


12       Q     And that's what you meant, at


13 least, when I was taking your deposition. 


14 Correct?


15       A     I mean it know.  I'm a little


16 fuller here in terms giving a broader


17 explanation.


18       Q     Okay.  It's possible, is it not,


19 that tightly grouped data in prices can be a


20 sign of parallelism and pricing of a kind that


21 can indicate anti-competitive behavior, isn't


22 it?
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1       A     It is possible.


2       Q     And, Dr. Pelcovits, did you


3 perform any analysis of the probability that


4 in a competitive market where prices were set


5 wholly without reference to the other record


6 companies, every one but one of the 17


7 agreements that you looked at would have a per


8 play fee that was exactly the same?


9       A     Is the question am I aware of


10 that?  Yes.


11       Q     No, my --


12       A     I'm sorry.


13       Q     -- question was, did you perform


14 any analysis of the probability --


15       A     Oh, sorry.


16       Q     -- that that would be so in a


17 competitive market where the prices are set


18 wholly without reference to other companies?


19       A     I did not perform any analysis of


20 that.  And I think, as I said, that that's


21 never the price actually paid.  So, my sense


22 is it really is not telling you that much
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1 about issues of parallelism of any sort or --


2       Q     But it is the number that finds


3 its way into 16 of the 17 agreements, is it


4 not?


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     And in the other agreement, there


7 is no per play price.  Correct?


8       A     Correct.


9       Q     Now, Dr. Pelcovits, I would ask


10 you to turn to page 48 of your written


11 statement.  There you say that the claim that


12 radio promotes the sale of sound recordings


13 ignores the impact of radio on the amount of


14 time spent listening to recorded music. 


15 Correct?


16       A     Correct.


17       Q     Did you examine quantitatively or


18 qualitatively the impact of radio listening on


19 the amount of time consumers spend listening


20 to recorded music?


21       A     I did not do it.  I read the


22 studies referred to here by Professor
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1 Liebowitz.  I did not conduct my own analysis.


2       Q     You say the studies.  In fact, you


3 read one paper there, correct?


4       A     I cited one paper.  He's written a


5 variety of papers.  This is, I think, the


6 primary empirical piece that he's done.


7       Q     Did you examine any information


8 about the amount of money that the record


9 companies spend to encourage radio stations to


10 play their recordings?


11       A     I did not do any specific


12 analysis.  I have read about that in various


13 depositions, transcripts.  So, I understand


14 that there is an effort and an expenditure by


15 record companies to get and promote their


16 music at radio stations.


17       Q     And you wouldn't expect record


18 companies to make those expenditures, if they


19 didn't believe those expenditures were


20 valuable to them, did you, would you?


21       A     I would not.


22       Q     Now, on page 49 of your written
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1 testimony, you say that even if one were to


2 assume, and this is at the top of the second


3 full paragraph after third, that over-the-air


4 radio, overall, increased record sales.  It's


5 an enormous unsupported leap to claim that


6 webcasting is promotional.


7             You didn't mean to say, in saying


8 that, that's it's an equally enormous leap to


9 say that internet simulcasts of radio


10 broadcasts to the same audience is


11 promotional, did you?


12       A     I wouldn't say it would be to the


13 same degree a leap, the same size of a leap. 


14 I think it's still something to be considered,


15 but it might not be the same if its customers


16 have a wider choice of stations to choose from


17 when they're on the internet. 


18       Q     That's not something you've


19 considered, though, and certainly wasn't


20 something you considered at the time of your


21 deposition, was it?


22       A     That's -- I didn't consider it one
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1 way or the other in this testimony.


2       Q     Now, you refer to the Liebowitz


3 article.  Do you recall that one of the


4 analysis Profession Liebowitz did, and I think


5 there were two empirical discussions in his


6 paper, was to review the paper surrounding the


7 introduction and growth of the radio industry


8 and its effect on the recording industry?


9       A     That was one of two.  The other


10 was looking at the UK where they started, for


11 the first time, to have a radio station that


12 broadcasts rock music, which was more recent. 


13 But there were two studies, yes.


14       Q     Let's talk about the first one


15 first.


16       A     Sure.


17       Q     The time period he reviewed


18 included the great depression, did it not?


19       A     I recall, it's a long time ago, I


20 think it might very well have included that.


21       Q     It included the introduction of


22 talking motion pictures, did it not?
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1       A     I expect it did, yes.


2       Q     There were major differences in


3 the technology of that time than today, were


4 there not?


5       A     I agree.


6       Q     For example, the acoustic quality


7 of early radio was significantly better than


8 the acoustic quality of early sound


9 recordings.   Do you remember him discussing


10 that?


11       A     I do not recall that.


12       Q     Do you remember that, in the days


13 he was looking at, sound recording lasted for


14 four minutes and then you had to flip the


15 side?


16       A     I even remember those, those vinyl


17 records, yes.


18       Q     And is it not true that Professor


19 Liebowitz himself says that the imprecision in


20 these data, the fluidity of the content and


21 technology, and the changing market


22 conditions, all make it impossible to have a
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1 totally clear-cut test of the impact of radio


2 on the recording industry?


3       A     I don't recall that, but I think


4 that's a reasonable statement, certainly for


5 the first study.


6       Q     And the second study was performed


7 in Great Brittan, which you will agree is a


8 different country with a different culture?


9       A     They are a different country with


10 a different culture but it's more recent and,


11 in fact, I thought it was a very nice of


12 empirical work to look at the UK.


13       Q     And his conclusion, is it not, was


14 that the evidence for any effect is weak?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     Now, Professor Liebowitz examined


17 the overall impact of radio on overall record


18 sales in his discussion, didn't he?


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     But from the standpoint of an


21 individual record company, its concern would


22 be with whether the airplay of its records
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1 increased their sales.  Correct?


2       A     Whether the airplay of -- it could


3 really be two things.  One, would lowering the


4 price of their licenses lead to increased play


5 and second, would increased play lead to


6 greater CD sales?


7       Q     When we're talking about over-the-


8 air radio, we're not talking about the price


9 of licenses


10 are we?


11       A     Correct.


12       Q     Let me ask you to take a look at


13 page 49 to 50 of your testimony where you,


14 starting on page 49 at the bottom, you say


15 time spent listening to non-interactive


16 digital audio transmission services must be


17 coming from one of several alternative uses of


18 time, listening to CDs, listening to


19 interactive digital transmission services,


20 listening to terrestrial radio, or other


21 activities, e.g., watching TV.  That's what


22 you said?
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1       A     Yes.


2       Q     Aware you aware that a substantial


3 amount of the time spent listening to non-


4 interactive webcasting is in the office?


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     So, isn't it possible that a


7 substantial amount of time spent listening to


8 non-interactive webcasting is time that would


9 otherwise be spent listening to nothing, but


10 just working?


11       A     I would say, again, the same type


12 of options would be there, such as listening


13 to interactive DATs or playing CDs or now we


14 have, you know, little MP3 players.  So, there


15 are all sorts of options available at work, at


16 home.


17       Q     Have you done any study or


18 analysis of the extent to which people play


19 CDs or listen to MP3 players in the office?


20       A     I have not done any study, no.


21       Q     Now, in your sensitivity analysis


22 of the affect of a decrease in CD purchases by
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1 two, of a differential decrease in CD


2 purchases of two, you assume that he margin on


3 CDs is about $5.60. Correct?


4       A     Correct.


5       Q     Did that margin include the value


6 of the CD sale to the record company as well


7 as the recording artist, or just to the record


8 company?


9       A     It included just to the record


10 company.


11       Q     Did you consider whether


12 interactive services which consist of


13 downloads may substitute more for permanent


14 digital downloads than non-interactive


15 streaming services in addition to the greater


16 substitution effect on the sale of CDs that


17 you describe in your testimony?


18       A     I did not consider that as a


19 separate affect the two CDs should be, in my


20 mind, considered as a differential whether


21 it's CDs or some combination of CDs and


22 digital downloads.  So, it's some other
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1 purchase of recorded music.


2       Q     You would agree, would you not


3 though, that the margins made by the record


4 companies on digital downloads are greater


5 than the margins made in CD sales?


6       A     On a percentage basis, they are


7 larger.  On an album basis, they are maybe


8 about a dollar or so higher.  And, overall,


9 whether there is a greater margin or not,


10 probably is influenced a lot by how many


11 tracks of an album a customer downloads.  So


12 that if a customer downloads five tracks out


13 of an album, then the margin will be lower


14 from a digital download than buying a CD.


15       Q     To your knowledge, did the $5.60


16 number that you used come from anything other


17 than the sale of physical CDs?


18       A     It did not.


19       Q     Now, at the bottom of page 51, you


20 say that in computing the price difference


21 caused by your assumed substitution difference


22 between interactive and non-interactive
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1 markets, you assumed a linear demand curve. 


2 Correct?


3       A     Yes.


4       Q     And, in fact, the resulting change


5 in price that's half the margin on the CD is


6 a direct result of that.  Correct?


7       A     Correct.


8       Q     Did you perform any analysis to


9 determine the appropriate shape of the demand


10 curve?


11       A     No.


12       Q     In the regression analysis that


13 you spoke with Mr. Steinthal earlier, in


14 figure, in table 6.1 of your testimony on page


15 39, were there any radio simulcasting


16 services, by that I mean radio broadcasters


17 who simulcast their programming on the


18 internet, contained in that regression


19 analysis?


20       A     Not as separate observations. 


21 Some of them, some of the simulcasting is


22 carried by some of the pay services.  So, only
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1 indirect.


2       Q     Do you know the extent to which


3 simulcasts were factored into this analysis?


4       A     No.  I can't measure that.


5       Q     And you didn't take any pure


6 simulcasting services, did you?


7       A     I did not take any pure simulcast


8 because there is no price to the consumer and


9 I based this on the price paid by the


10 consumer.


11       Q     Is that another way of saying


12 simulcasters are non-subscription services?


13       A     Yes, thank you.


14       Q     In your regression analysis, one


15 of your variables, we can go back and look at


16 it if we need to, but I only have one more


17 question on it, so we'll see if we can --


18             MR. JOSEPH:  -- on that, Your


19 Honor, not for the entire cross-examination.


20             BY MR. JOSEPH:


21       Q     You had a variable marked quality


22 and you had a line, most of the services, in
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1 fact as I recall and this is just a memory


2 test, all but one said high and one said


3 medium.  Can you tell me the break point in


4 your analysis between high quality and medium


5 quality?


6       A     I do not recall the breakpoint,


7 no.


8       Q     Let me ask you to turn to page 12


9 of your testimony.  In discussing the common


10 characteristics of the interactive and non-


11 interactive markets, your target and benchmark


12 markets, you identify, as a common


13 characteristic, the similarity of the buyers. 


14 Are there any radio broadcasters in the


15 benchmark marketplace that you examined?


16       A     There are none except, as I said


17 earlier, indirectly through the airage of


18 those stations by the subscription services.


19       Q     And except to the extent that you


20 haven't quantified, and haven't attempted to


21 quantify, you are not aware of any radio


22 simulcasters that were direct purchasers in
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1 the benchmark market, are you?


2       A     Correct.


3       Q     And there certainly were no radio


4 broadcasters in the 17 benchmark agreements


5 that you considered, were there?


6       A     That's correct.


7       Q     On page 14 of your testimony, you


8 say that music services that use the statutory


9 license often, I'm sorry, offer channels


10 targeted to particular generas, themes, or


11 subgeneras of music and that listeners can


12 select from among many subgeneras.  Correct?


13       A     Correct.


14       Q     Now by genres, I take it, you mean


15 the dozen or so types of music that you see


16 categorized in Arbitron and other


17 publications?


18       A     Yes.


19       Q     And by subgeneras, you mean


20 subcategories of those genre?


21       A     Yes.


22       Q     Such as music specific to a time
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1 period or a particular style?


2       A     Yes, a style, time period, all


3 sorts of different ways of categorizing the


4 music that you see on these interactive


5 websites.


6       Q     You did not examine, did you,


7 whether radio stations that simulcast their


8 programming typically provide narrow


9 subgeneras of music or more commonly provide


10 the broad genres such as those listed in


11 Arbitron and similar publications, did you?


12       A     I am aware that radio stations, by


13 and large, are not as narrowly targeted as the


14 options available on the subscription


15 services.


16       Q     On page 13 of your testimony, as


17 one of the similar experiences for the


18 consumer, you identify the ability, I'm sorry,


19 you identify the option to receive commercial


20 free service as important to your comparison


21 of that consumer experience for interactive


22 and non-interactive services.  Correct?
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1       A     That's correct.


2       Q     And, in fact, you believe whether


3 or not a service contained commercials in its


4 streams would be an important consideration


5 for consumers, don't you?


6       A     I do.


7       Q     You also believe that right now


8 it's very hard to assess or measure the


9 advertising market.  Correct?


10       A     I didn't say it's very hard to


11 assess it, I said that it's a very dynamic


12 market and there's -- I did not do an


13 assessment of the advertising market.


14       Q     Let me ask you to look at page 202


15 of your deposition transcript, which is on


16 page 52 of the document you've got there.  And


17 we were talking generally about the difference


18 between subscription services and advertising


19 services.  And in your answer to my question


20 about how, let's see, how those services


21 differ, the differences change over time, you


22 said on line 14, we don't have evidence in the
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1 market of what it's going to look like over


2 the entire next five years, so it's very hard


3 to assess or measure the advertising market


4 right now.


5       A     Yes.


6       Q     And you believed that when you


7 said it?


8       A     I believe it now.  Whether it's --


9 one way or another, I did not assess it.  I


10 think it's hard to assess and measure.  I


11 still believe that now.


12       Q     On recommending a rate for non-


13 subscription services, does your analysis


14 consider how the music quality of those


15 services compare to the music quality of


16 subscription services?


17       A     It does not.  It does not set any


18 different in rate based on the quality of the


19 broadcast that the subscription or non-


20 subscription webcaster would use.


21       Q     And in recommending a rate for


22 non-subscription services, you didn't consider
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1 the number of channels or streams offered by


2 non-subscription services, compared to


3 subscription services, did you?


4       A     That's true.


5       Q     And you'd expect the number of


6 channels or streams to be important to


7 consumers when they value a service, wouldn't


8 you?


9       A     Yes.


10             MR. JOSEPH:  May I have a moment,


11 Your Honor?


12             Thank you, Dr. Pelcovits. Thank


13 you, your Honor, I have no further questions.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Brown,


15 any cross-examination?


16             While we transition, why don't we


17 take a ten minute recess?


18             (Whereupon, the foregoing matter


19 went off the record at 3:18 p.m. and went back


20 on the record at 3:30 p.m.)


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Thank you. 


22 We will come to order.
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1             Ms. Brown?


2             BY MS. BROWN:


3       Q     Good afternoon, Dr. Pelcovits,


4 Kris Brown on behalf of NPR.


5       A     Good afternoon.


6       Q     I'd like to draw your attention to


7 page 5 of your testimony, written testimony. 


8 At the bottom of the page, in the last


9 paragraph, you state I also assume that both


10 the willing buyer and willing seller in this


11 hypothetical marketplace are commercial


12 entities fully motivated to maximize profits. 


13 And then you go on, on page 6 to say thus, 


14 I do not attempt to set separate rates for


15 noncommercial entities or hobbyists that are


16 not seeking to maximize profit or even those


17 small webcasters that may be unable to survive


18 without the benefit of a below market


19 statutory license.


20       A     Yes, I see that.


21       Q     Okay.  So I just want to clarify,


22 you never made any attempt to derive a rate
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1 for noncommercial entities, including National


2 Public Radio in your analysis.  Is that


3 correct?


4       A     I did not try to derive a separate


5 rate for those entities, no.


6       Q     Okay.  But you would agree,


7 wouldn't you, that the statutory standard does


8 not preclude setting a rate for public


9 broadcasting and non-commercial entities,


10 isn't that correct?


11       A     To my best recollection, that's


12 correct.


13       Q     Okay.  And do -- you agree, don't


14 you, that the buyers, the willing buyers, as


15 you conceptualize them, are not comparable as


16 between public broadcasters and commercial


17 webcasters, isn't that correct?


18       A     I'd agree with that.


19       Q     And would you agree that it's


20 possible that a willing seller might have an


21 interest in setting more than one rate if


22 market segmentation of the consumers were
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1 possible?


2       A     If it would be a segmentation that


3 would segment consumers, yes, but not


4 necessarily of producers selling to the same


5 consumers.


6             MS. BROWN:  Okay.  No further


7 questions.


8             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Malone,


9 would you like to inquire?


10             BY MR. MALONE:


11       Q     Good afternoon, Dr. Pelcovits.


12             This morning, Mr. Joseph was


13 asking you in the anti-trust context about


14 interactive licenses and, as I caught it, your


15 testimony was that interactive licenses were


16 "one of the many markets in which sound


17 recordings are provided" and then you went on


18 to say that record companies use multiple


19 channels to distribute these products.  And


20 would you consider these to be examples of


21 market segmentation?


22       A     Not in the sense of the question I
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1 just answered from Ms. Brown.  Market


2 segmentation can mean simply markets that are


3 different based on the characteristics of the


4 supply side and, namely, you can provide


5 something in one channel using a variety of


6 different techniques of delivering it, let's


7 say, how you get it to the car versus how you


8 get it to the home?  It can also be, from a


9 demand side, you're going to try to segment


10 consumers in a way to maximize profits.


11       Q     But -- let's see if I can build on


12 that.  Consider the analogy to private


13 labeling in the grocery store and Dole


14 provides certain fruits under the Dole label


15 and they also provide certain fruits under the


16 Giant label and these sell to the consumer at


17 different prices.  And Dole receives different


18 prices from the grocery store, does it not?


19       A     I don't know that for a fact but -


20 -


21       Q     Well --


22       A     -- I'll carry that forward, carry
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1 the assumption --


2       Q     All right.


3       A     -- forward is fine for me.


4       Q     So, in this case, the hypothesis,


5 the pineapple, fruit, whatever it is, is the


6 same in both the cans and it's merely the


7 wrapping that is different?


8       A     Sure.


9       Q     And so, --


10             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Well, that's


11 another assumption you make.


12             MR. MALONE:  Well, --


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That Dole


14 sells the same fruit under two different


15 labels.


16             MR. MALONE:  Let's ask the witness


17 if he knows.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Well, he's


19 already says he doesn't know.


20             MR. MALONE:  I didn't understand


21 him to indicate that, Your Honor.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Oh, I'm
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1 sorry.


2             THE WITNESS:  I was accepting that


3 as an assumption, --


4             MR. MALONE:  I see.


5             THE WITNESS:  -- quite frankly.  I


6 was not testifying --


7             MR. MALONE:  I see.


8             THE WITNESS:  -- as a pineapple


9 expert.


10             (Laughter.)


11             BY MR. MALONE:


12       Q     But from your experience in the


13 economics business, there are examples of


14 private labeling where the product is


15 precisely the same?


16       A     I'd expect there are.


17       Q     And, but again, the manufacturer


18 in that case is after profit maximization?


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     Looking to page 45 of your


21 testimony, about the middle of the page in the


22 paragraph that begins Live365 reports, you say
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1 that you have assumed an average of 15.5 plays


2 per hour.  I don't find any other discussion


3 of that numerical value elsewhere in your


4 testimony and I'm asking where it comes from?


5       A     I believe I used the conversion


6 ratio that currently converts plays to the


7 hourly fees under the statutory license. 


8 There but -- I would think it comes pretty


9 close to what the number of plays are in a


10 subscription service.


11       Q     All right.  Assuming for a moment


12 that's correct, did you do any analysis or


13 investigation as to whether the 15.5 is


14 applicable across the webcasting industry as


15 a whole?  I mean, what's the range here that


16 we're really working with?


17       A     I would suspect the range, if


18 we're including commercials networks as well


19 as noncommercial networks, that it would be


20 below 15.5 for the commercial networks and


21 15.5 might in fact be about where it is for


22 the subscription networks?
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1       Q     And then you mentioned


2 noncommercial and I didn't understand where


3 you put that.


4       A     I didn't.  I must have been


5 mistaken.  What I meant the distinction


6 between subscription and non-subscription. 


7 So, I expect that the non-subscription


8 commercial by their meaning it has


9 commercials, in non-subscription market, the


10 non-subscription webcasts supported by


11 commercials, that those would tend to have


12 fewer plays than the subscription market which


13 does not have commercials because of the time


14 and the hour that it's being used by the


15 commercials, leaving less time for music.


16       Q     But you didn't make any actual


17 measurements as to noncommercial simulcasts,


18 that is, simulcast by noncommercial


19 broadcasters?


20       A     I did not make an assessment of


21 that, correct.


22       Q     And you have no data then on that
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1 point at all?


2       A     I have not looked at any data on


3 that.


4       Q     And to what extent does this 15.5


5 plays per hour, what's the sensitivity


6 analysis on that figure?


7       A     It's directly -- I mean, it's a


8 direct mathematical relationship if it's -- if


9 the number of plays were higher, and we were


10 to continue with the assumption of 45 hours


11 per month, then, for example, if there were 20


12 plays, you would get 900 plays per month and


13 you'd divide 900 into the monthly fee, the


14 $1.63 and get the resulting per play fee of


15 $1.63 divided by 900.  So --


16       Q     So the only place you use the 15.5


17 is in connection with attributing a per play


18 value based on a subscription service?


19       A     Well, it's based on the


20 assumptions as stated here, which I did -- I


21 was not even trying to capture exactly what's


22 going on in the market because, as I said, the
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1 Live365 claims 32 hours per month and I


2 grossed that up quite a bit.  So, it's an


3 attempt to try to give what I believe is a


4 reasonable and conservative number.  It's not


5 scientifically pegged to a specific type or


6 use of webcasting.


7       Q     But in fact the 32 hours per month


8 may have no particular applicability to


9 certain types of simulcast?


10       A     It might not.


11             MR. MALONE:  I think I have no


12 further questions.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


14 Freundlich, I believe, has left.  He was here


15 earlier.  Have everyone had their opportunity


16 to cross-examine?


17             (No response.)


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right,


19 thank you.  Any redirect Mr. Handzo?


20             MR. HANDZO:  Yes, Your Honor, if I


21 might just have a minute to collect my notes,


22 --
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Certainly.


2             MR. HANDZO:  -- I would appreciate


3 it.


4             MR. JOSEPH:  Your Honor, while Mr.


5 Handzo is collecting, I do have a housekeeping


6 question, actually.  Are we expecting Mr.


7 Simson to come over or are we -- I need to


8 make appropriate arrangements, if we are.  I'm


9 just not sure.


10             MR. HANDZO:  Well, we're actually


11 sort of in email contact as we speak.  When we


12 had -- I guess my sense would be, between the


13 redirect and what I would expect to be


14 recross, I would expect that we would eat up


15 enough of the rest of our small remaining time


16 that it didn't make sense to bring him.


17             MR. JOSEPH:  I don't object to


18 that, Your Honor, I just wanted to know


19 whether I needed to have people come over.


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That seems


21 very unlikely.


22             MR. JOSEPH:  Okay.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Why don't we


2 just go ahead and secure that possibility. 


3 That doesn't make any sense for me to -- it


4 would take you that long to get through


5 security.


6             MR. JOSEPH:  Thank you, Your


7 Honor.


8             (Laughter.)


9               REDIRECT EXAMINATION


10             BY MR. HANDZO:


11       Q     Good afternoon, again, Dr.


12 Pelcovits.


13       A     Good afternoon, Mr. Handzo.


14       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, when you were


15 testifying yesterday, you were asked whether


16 you made an adjustment in your benchmark with


17 respect to tethered downloads.  Do you recall


18 that?


19       A     I do.


20       Q     Okay.  And would you remind us


21 what tethered downloads are?


22       A     Sure.  Tethered downloads that are
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1 obtained from the subscription webcast service


2 by the subscribing customer.  They are


3 downloaded to the computer and they are


4 essentially like a mission impossible kind of


5 tape.  They will magically erase themselves if


6 you end your subscription to the service.  And


7 there's also a mechanism for tracking how many


8 plays are made of the music on the person's


9 computer when they're offline as well as


10 online.


11       Q     Now, as I understand it, under


12 certain circumstances, you know, some services


13 might allow you to transfer that tether


14 download to a portable device.  Is that


15 correct?


16       A     Yes, that's correct, usually at an


17 additional fee.


18       Q     Okay.  And so where there could be


19 a transfer to a portable device, am I right


20 that you didn't include those services when


21 you determined your benchmark?


22       A     When I determined my benchmark and
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1 developed this 0.55 adjustment factor, that's


2 correct.


3       Q     Okay.  So, what we're talking


4 about in terms of adjustment is tethered


5 downloads that cannot be put onto a portable


6 device?


7       A     That's correct.


8       Q     All right.   Now, with respect to


9 those kinds of tethered downloads, do you


10 recall reading the testimony of Mr. Roback of


11 Yahoo with respect to services that Yahoo


12 offers that have both tethered capability and


13 non-tethered capability?


14       A     I don't recall his testimony.  I


15 do know that Yahoo provides, as part of its


16 Yahoo music service, tethered downloads as


17 part and parcel of the music service that it


18 offers on subscription basis.


19       Q     All right.  Let me see if I can


20 refresh your recollection here.  I'm going to


21 mark this as SoundExchange Exhibit 276 DP,


22 just to continue with our number system.
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1                       (Whereupon, the document


2                       referred to as


3                       SoundExchange Exhibit No.


4                       276 DP was marked


5                       for identification.)


6             BY MR. HANDZO:  


7       Q     Have you had a chance to review


8 that?


9       A     I have.


10       Q     And do you see where Mr. Roback


11 says that MusicMatch on-demand has one version


12 where you can get conditional tethered


13 downloads?


14       A     I see that.


15       Q     Okay.  And you see that Yahoo does


16 not charge any more for that capability?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     Does that affect your opinion as


19 to whether you would need to adjust for


20 tethered downloads?


21       A     I think I said earlier there is an


22 implicit adjustment, there's not an
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1 adjustment, but this value to the -- the


2 potential value to the consumer of tethered


3 downloads is included in the overall


4 adjustment I make.  And, specifically with


5 respect to MusicMatch and, I think, across the


6 market, these tethered downloads are becoming,


7 they're at a normal feature of the


8 subscription music services.


9       Q     Okay.  So, it's already been


10 adjusted for, in effect?


11       A     It has already been adjusted for.


12       Q     All right.  Now, you also said


13 that you didn't make a separate adjustment for


14 bit rates or sound quality?


15       A     That's correct.


16       Q     Can you explain to us why you


17 didn't do that? 


18       A     I did not make a separate


19 adjustment for bit quality because there is


20 nothing under the statute that restricts the


21 bit rate for the statutory webcasts to be


22 anything different than what it is for the
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1 interactive services.  It's up to the


2 webcaster what bit rate to provide the service


3 at and, if that's up to the webcaster, then


4 the record labels would expect to charge a


5 single rate rather than make an adjustment


6 based on what webcasters might have done in


7 the past or whatever happens to be in the


8 market right now.


9       Q     You also testified that you didn't


10 make a separate adjustment for the number of


11 channels offered by a given webcaster.  Again,


12 why not?


13       A     For the same reason that it's up


14 to the webcaster what type of service to try


15 to put together and sell in the market.  And


16 under the statutory license, they can provide


17 whatever type of service in terms of number of


18 channels, how narrowly targeted the channels


19 are to consumers and sell that in the market. 


20 And that, I believe, since it's up to the


21 webcaster how to use this music subject to the


22 restrictions in the statute, that it shouldn't
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1 have a separate adjustment between the


2 interactive market and the non-interactive


3 market.


4       Q     Now, you also have some questions


5 about the fact that you used as your benchmark


6 subscription services and whether that sort of


7 model is then applicable to ad supported


8 services.


9             The first question, I guess, is,


10 let's assume for the sake of argument that the


11 revenues for ad supported services were


12 different than the revenues for subscription


13 services.  Would that have any impact on the


14 percentage of revenue component of your


15 proposed fee?


16       A     Well that would, that would not --


17 that would actually lead to less being paid


18 where there is less revenue being collected.


19       Q     So the percentage of revenue fee


20 is in effect, self-adjusting?


21       A     It's self-adjusting where there is


22 no subscription fee or alternatively, where
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1 the per play rate doesn't also come into the


2 market.


3       Q     So, in terms of the application of


4 your model to an ad supported service, the per


5 subscriber rate is not relevant because there


6 are no subscribers.  Correct?


7       A     Right.


8       Q     And the percentage of revenue is,


9 in effect, self-adjusting?


10       A     Correct.


11       Q     And so what we're really talking


12 about here is the per play rate?


13       A     Yes.


14       Q     Now, in your view, Dr. Pelcovits,


15 would record companies be able to


16 differentially price with respect to the per


17 play rate as between ad supported services and


18 subscription supported services?


19       A     Under the statute -- I mean, it


20 depends on how the statutes is actually and


21 how the Court rules.


22       Q     Well, let me put it this way.  I
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1 guess I'm not asking as a legal matter.  Is a


2 willing seller going to want to price


3 differently between the two?


4       A     Not necessarily.  Not without a


5 very compelling evidence that that was going


6 to increase their revenues, rather than


7 decrease their revenues.  So, so long as there


8 is a certain degree of consumer


9 substitutability between non-subscription and


10 subscription services, the record companies


11 would be putting their revenues at risk if


12 they tried to set a lower rate for the


13 subscription services, I'm sorry, for the non-


14 subscription services and the subscription


15 services.


16       Q     And they would be putting their


17 revenues at risk, why?


18       A     Because the lower, the lower


19 price, namely, if the lower prices for non-


20 subscription services would yield a


21 potentially better deal for consumers and


22 consumers would use those rather than
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1 subscription services, so I mean, the term is


2 cannibalization but it's essentially


3 substitutability on the consumption side for


4 the two services and low prices drive out high


5 prices.


6       Q     Now you were asked some questions


7 recently by Mr. Joseph about assuming that


8 there were certain prices in the market for a


9 subscription interactive service and a


10 subscription non-interactive service.  I think


11 the numbers he used were $6 and $8 and then he


12 asked you what would happen if you changed the


13 fee.  Do you recall that?


14             Now, in your view, if the fee


15 charged by the record companies in the non-


16 interactive market changed, would that change


17 the price to consumers?


18       A     I expect it would, yes.


19       Q     Okay.  So, there would simply be a


20 new equilibrium reached there?


21       A     There would be a new equilibrium


22 reached.
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1       Q     Let me ask you to look at page 51


2 of your testimony.  And down towards the


3 bottom, you talked about your assumption of a


4 linear demand curve.  Do you see that?


5       A     I do.


6       Q     And you characterized it as a


7 neutral assumption.  Do you see that?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     Can you tell us why?


10       A     Yes.  It's neutral because the


11 effect of a price change on the quantity


12 demanded can be more pronounced or less


13 pronounced than what is indicated by the


14 linear demand curve.  So, that's why I called


15 it a neutral assumption.  It's a very standard


16 in economics to give you a result where you


17 don't have the wealth of data you would need


18 to try to estimate a specific form of the


19 demand code.


20       Q     In other words, a different


21 assumption might have favored the webcasters?


22       A     It could go either way.
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1       Q     Okay.  You were asked some


2 questions, I think this morning, by Mr.


3 Steinthal, who was positing that the prices


4 charged to consumers in the interactive market


5 might be set artificially low by the


6 webcasters because they wanted to build an


7 audience.  Do you recall that?


8       A     Yes.


9       Q     Okay.  Now, when you derived your


10 rate in this case, you were using a ratio


11 between the fee charged by the record


12 companies and the price charged to consumers. 


13 Do you recall that?                             


14       A     Yes.


15       Q     And that ratio was based on the


16 ratio in the interactive benchmark market.  Is


17 that correct?


18       A     Correct.


19       Q     Okay.  Now, if the price to


20 consumers were to go up such that the


21 percentage of revenue component of the fee


22 became the operative fee, would the increase
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1 in consumer price change the ratio?


2       A     No, it wouldn't.


3       Q     Why is that?


4       A     The nature of percentages that if


5 you're charging, let's say, 40 percent of a


6 price, then the ratio's going to be 0.4.  It


7 doesn't matter where the price is.


8       Q     Okay.  So, if Mr. Steinthal were


9 correct and the consumer price went up, that


10 wouldn't change the ratio on what which you


11 based your analysis?


12       A     No.  It would not change the ratio


13 based on a percentage of revenue portion of


14 the fee structure.


15             MR. STEINTHAL:  Your Honor, I'm


16 not sure what ratio he's referring to.  So, my


17 objection is to the question insofar as I'm


18 not sure what ratio, of all the ratios that


19 have been talked about, the witness is


20 referring to.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Is that a


22 proper objection?
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1             MR. STEINTHAL:  Well, I hope so.


2             (Laughter.)


3             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  I think


4 that's more a question for your next time to


5 examine.


6             MR. STEINTHAL:  Okay.


7             MR. HANDZO:  Let me -- I'm happy


8 to try and clarify it because --


9             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  You may


10 oppose Mr. Handzo.


11             MR. HANDZO:  At this point, I can


12 use all the help I can get.


13             BY MR. HANDZO:


14       Q     The ratio that we were just


15 talking about, is that the ratio between the


16 fee charged by record companies in the


17 interactive market and the price charged to


18 consumers in the interactive market?


19       A     Yes.


20       Q     Okay.


21             MR. STEINTHAL:  I'm glad he


22 clarified that.
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1             BY MR. HANDZO:


2       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, let me ask you to


3 take a look at The Services Exhibit 62, which


4 is the Arbitron study.


5       A     I have that now.


6       Q     Okay.  And I believe Mr. Steinthal


7 directed your attention to paragraph 25 on


8 page 14?


9       A     Yes, I believe.


10       Q     And correct me if I'm wrong, but I


11 think what you indicated there was the fact


12 that there might be a correlation between


13 streaming and CD purchases did not mean that


14 there was a causal effect between the two?


15       A     Yes.


16       Q     Let me ask you to take a look at


17 the next paragraph, paragraph 26.


18       A     I see that.


19       Q     All right.  And do you see that


20 that reports that people who stream see more


21 movies?


22       A     Yes.
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1       Q     What does that -- does that affect


2 your opinion about whether there's a


3 correlation or causation here?


4       A     I think it's a good example of a


5 correlation and --


6       Q     Rather than causation?


7       A     -- it's showing the danger of


8 drawing conclusions about causation from


9 correlations.


10       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, do you have any


11 experience with consumer surveys that attempt


12 to get consumers to either predict or report


13 the level of their consumption of goods or


14 services?


15       A     I do.


16       Q     Tell us what that experience is?


17             MR. STEINTHAL:  Your Honor, this


18 is -- I object.  I believe this is beyond the


19 scope of our cross-examination.  This witness


20 is experienced in surveys.


21             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  On that


22 objection, with the examination involving such
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1 a survey, the subject Exhibit 62 is overruled.


2             THE WITNESS:  I do have experience


3 with quite a lot of surveying that was done in


4 the telecommunications industry.  And I would


5 say that, as a general matter, surveys are not


6 very good at obtaining estimates from


7 consumers of sort of how many things they buy


8 and how much they spend.  And that the


9 industry, the telecommunications industry,


10 certainly relied much more on data that was


11 obtained from customer bills rather than


12 anything from surveys.


13             BY MR. HANDZO:


14       Q     Now, you mentioned in response to


15 one of --


16             MR. JOSEPH:  Just a point of


17 clarification, whose surveys would you be


18 referring to there?  Surveys done by the


19 industry or a wider group of surveys? 


20             THE WITNESS:  This would really be


21 both, that either conducted internally or


22 conducted by an outside party.
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1             MR. JOSEPH:  And including


2 government surveys?


3             THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry, I didn't


4 --


5             MR. JOSEPH:  Including government


6 surveys?


7             THE WITNESS:  I don't have


8 knowledge of surveys by the government asking


9 people how much they spend in specific, very


10 specific, industries.  So, I can't say.


11             MR. JOSEPH:  Okay.  I just wanted


12 to clarify which surveys we were talking


13 about.


14             BY MR. HANDZO:


15       Q     You mentioned in response to one


16 of Mr. Steinthal's questions that you actually


17 looked at the overall shipments of CDs in the


18 U.S.?


19       A     I did.


20       Q     Can you tell us what you found


21 when you did that?


22       A     I did.  I found that the average
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1 number of CDs purchased per person in the


2 United States is far lower than indicated from


3 the survey here.  This indicates an average


4 American purchases 13 CDs in the past year and


5 I recall a later Arbitron study showing ten


6 CDs a year.  If you take CD shipments which


7 are approximately 700,000,000, which is public


8 RIAA data and divide it by, if not the entire


9 population, the populations say of all of a


10 certain age, age ten or so, you're going to


11 get about three and a half CDs as the average


12 number of CDs purchased per person.


13             And that would indicate that


14 customers responding to the survey are


15 overestimating what they're spending or that


16 their survey is not very representative of the


17 population.


18             MR. HANDZO:  May I just have a


19 moment, Your Honor?


20             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That's fine.


21             MR. HANDZO:  I believe that's all


22 I have.
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1             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr.


2 Steinthal, any recross?


3             MR. STEINTHAL:  Just briefly, Your


4 Honor.


5                RECROSS-EXAMINATION


6             BY MR. STEINTHAL:


7       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, first of all, on


8 this issues of subscription, non-subscription


9 and pricing at the higher value use versus not


10 pricing at the higher value use and avoiding


11 cannibalization, that general subject that's


12 come up, let me ask you this question.


13             Assume if you will,


14 hypothetically, that ten percent of the demand


15 in a market is willing to pay nine units per


16 good for a certain good.  Okay?


17       A     Okay.


18       Q     And assume 90 percent of the


19 market demand is not willing to pay, directly


20 or indirectly, more than 1.1 units for the


21 same good.  Wouldn't you agree with me that a


22 profit maximizing seller, if it had to choose
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1 between selling to the highest value user at


2 nine units for ten percent of the demand and


3 the 90 percent of the market willing to pay


4 1.1 unit, they'd be better off selling to the


5 90 percent of the market?


6       A     No, because that presumes.  I can


7 do the math, too.  Your math would show you'd


8 get 90 units of currency from the ten percent


9 versus 99 units of currency from the 90


10 percent of the demand and, therefore, it would


11 appear, based on your example, to suggest that


12 you're better off setting a price of 1.1.  But


13 that assumes that what you observe in the


14 market by a 10 percent/90 percent breakdown is


15 itself going to stay the same.  If you were to


16 only  offer the $9 price.


17       Q     Well, hypothetically, it is going


18 to stay the same.  If that's the assumption


19 and you have no evidence upon which to assume


20 that the consumers are going to change their


21 behavior from that assumption, the profit


22 maximizing seller would sell to the 90 percent
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1 of the market.  Right?


2       A     If you make all of those


3 assumptions, yes.


4       Q     Okay.  Now, the ratio question. 


5       A     Oh, no.


6       Q     I need to put this back up, just


7 to clarify something because now I know why I


8 was confused.  Because I was thinking about a


9 different ratio than the one that you were


10 testifying about.  I just want to confirm


11 that. 


12             Back to 6.2.  Let's focus on line


13 3 of each of those entries on 6.2.  That


14 refers to a ratio, does it not?


15       A     It does.


16       Q     And that's not the ratio you were


17 addressing in responding to Mr. Handzo. 


18 Correct?


19       A     That's correct.


20       Q     And it's true, is it not, and I


21 think we went over this when I asked a


22 question, which is to clarify, if the monthly
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1 price paid by the benchmark market interactive


2 services increased, the ratio would decrease. 


3 So you'd go from a ratio of one to two,


4 perhaps to one to three, or one to four,


5 depending on just how high that price for the


6 benchmark market service went up.  Correct?


7       A     Yes.


8       Q     And hypothetically, the lower


9 those ratios are, the lower the resulting


10 price, in your model.  Correct?  For the non-


11 interactive target market service?


12       A     For the non-interactive target


13 services that I calculated to be $4.56, yes. 


14 That would be a lower number.


15       Q     Okay.  Now the testimony you gave


16 about surveys?


17       A     Yes.


18       Q     First of all, in your experience


19 as an economist, I gather you have relied upon


20 some surveys in your experience?


21       A     I have.


22       Q     And without reviewing the
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1 underlying specifics in terms of who has been


2 surveyed and what the parameters are, I gather


3 you would just be uncomfortable giving any


4 testimony about whether a given survey is a


5 good one or a bad one?


6       A     Unless I knew the organization


7 that performed it.


8       Q     And by the way, you gave some


9 testimony about the CD sales or shipments. 


10 First of all, were you referring to sales or


11 were you referring to shipments?


12       A     I don't recall how the RIAA


13 reports which of the two is reporting.


14       Q     And it's fair to say that what you


15 were testifying to is that you had come across


16 certain data that you were recalling, but it's


17 true that you didn't do any analysis of the


18 sales and shipments data of the recording


19 industry as part of your engagement here?


20       A     I reviewed a lot of statistics.  I


21 did not compute them or examine the underlying


22 data.  That is publicly reported by RIAA every
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1 year and it's reported on their website and


2 downloaded and that's the number I was talking


3 about.


4             MR. STEINTHAL:  One second, Your


5 Honor.  I have no further questions, Your


6 Honor.


7             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Joseph,


8 any further questions?


9             MR. JOSEPH:  No further questions,


10 Your Honor.


11             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Ms. Brown?


12             MS. BROWN:  No further questions,


13 Your Honor.


14             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  And Mr.


15 Malone?


16             MR. MALONE:  Yes, please, Your


17 Honor.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.


19             BY MR. MALONE:


20       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, I was a little bit


21 confused by your arithmetic computations in


22 response to Mr. Steinthal's hypothesis
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1 concerning ten percent of the market being


2 nine units and that 90 percent of the market


3 paying 1.1 unit.  And I understood your answer


4 to be that if the seller priced the 90 percent


5 of the market, he would get 99 percent or 99


6 units.


7             Is it not true, however, that the


8 ten percent of the market would also purchase


9 at the lower price?


10       A     It very well might.


11       Q     So even that event would get 100


12 percent of the market?


13       A     Well, you get 100 percent of the


14 market in either case, once you have a single


15 price.  It's a question of in which price


16 times which quantity gives you more money.


17       Q     All right.  Let me ask the


18 question then a little more carefully.


19             MR. HANDZO:  I'm sorry.  I feel


20 some need to interpose an objection here.  I'm


21 not sure it's appropriate to recross on


22 somebody else's recross.  He can recross on my
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1 redirect, but not Mr. Steinthal's recross.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Well, we'll


3 give Mr. Malone a little leeway.


4             MR. MALONE:  I think we're one


5 question away, Mr. Handzo.


6             MR. HANDZO:  I'm sorry I held it


7 up then.


8             BY MR. MALONE:


9       Q     So, in terms of units, what would


10 the seller in that case be bringing in the


11 door at the lower price?


12       A     Well, can we use -- I'll call the


13 units dollars --


14       Q     You may.


15       A     -- United States dollars.  So, in


16 which case, if you set a price at $1.10 and


17 you sold, previously you were selling ten


18 units in the high end, 90 units in the lower


19 end, you'd now be selling 100 units at $1.10,


20 so you'd get $110.


21       Q     So, the incentive for the lower


22 price would be slightly greater than your
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1 original answer?


2       A     The -- yes, the money you would


3 get is greater than what I previously


4 indicated.  You're right.


5       Q     And the profit maximizing seller


6 would choose the larger number, I take it?


7       A     Well, he'd hopefully do the math


8 right and he'd choose between $110 and $9


9 times however many units would have been sold


10 in the market, should the $9 commodity be the


11 only thing available.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right. 


13 That seems to conclude the examination of Dr.


14 Pelcovits.


15             The parties present couldn't


16 appreciate the phenomena that as soon as we


17 determined, about 15 minutes ago, that we were


18 going to finish earlier than expected, there


19 were, the attitude of this room significantly


20 improved.


21             (Laughter.)


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  That's the
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1 first time I've seen smiles on people's faces


2 in a couple of days.  It's been quite


3 refreshing.


4             That completing the evidence


5 today, anything to address before we adjourn?


6             MR. HANDZO:  Only, Your Honor,


7 that I have just been handed SoundExchange's


8 response to RLI's motion requesting referral


9 of material questions of substantive law,


10 which I understand has been filed.  So again,


11 if the Court would like courtesy copies, I can


12 distribute those.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  No, thank


14 you.


15             MR. HANDZO:  Okay.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.  I


17 have omitted a critical part of our day.  I


18 hope it doesn't affect the mood of the room.


19             Any question from the bench to Dr.


20 Pelcovits?


21             JUDGE ROBERTS:  Mr. Pelcovits, if


22 I'm correct, you testified earlier that, in
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1 your determination, the rate that the CARP set


2 in 2002 was a below market value rate.  Is


3 that correct?


4             THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I said, as we


5 see right now.  I didn't try to judge the


6 market of 2002, but I believe it's below what


7 the willing buyer and willing seller would pay


8 now.


9             JUDGE ROBERTS:  In the current


10 market?


11             THE WITNESS:  In the current


12 market.


13             JUDGE ROBERTS:  And, therefore, I


14 take it that means you did not seek to apply


15 your model to any data from 2001 or 2002 as to


16 whether the CARP got it right at that point in


17 time?


18             THE WITNESS:  That's correct.


19             JUDGE ROBERT:  Do you have any


20 view as to whether the CARP got it right in


21 2002?


22             THE WITNESS:  No, I don't.  I have
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1 not tried to look at it from that perspective.


2             JUDGE ROBERTS:  Thank you.  That's


3 all.


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Judge


5 Wisniewski?


6             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Just a couple


7 of questions.


8             Dr. Pelcovits, we've been talking


9 a lot about demand curves in this proceeding


10 so we haven't really said a whole lot about


11 the supply curves, the underlying supply


12 curves.


13             I wonder if you can tell me what


14 you think the shape of the supply curve is in


15 the ultimate output market here, the consumer


16 market that you talked about?  And then, also,


17 the supply curve or the shape of the supply


18 curve in the input market that you talked


19 about?


20             THE WITNESS:  I'll be happy to


21 address that.  I think in the output market,


22 it is a very elastic supply.  The factors of
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1 production, other than the input we're talking


2 about, the music are readily available, easily


3 reproducible and can accommodate significant


4 increases in supply without an increase in


5 price.  


6             I think with respect to the music,


7 they're really, with respect to the music that


8 is already created, there really is no change


9 in the traditional sense of more of that being


10 recreated.  Essentially, it's a license and


11 actually, from the standpoint of supply of


12 more licenses, if there was no copyright


13 owner, it would be again, infinitely elastic


14 supply.  So, we're really, -- what happens in


15 the market is --


16             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Wait, let me


17 catch up.  What did you say?


18             THE WITNESS:  Infinitely elastic


19 supply.               JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  With


20 respect to?


21             THE WITNESS:  With respect to


22 licenses.  Licenses are, essentially, are just
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1 a permission.  So, if there was multiple


2 competing providers of a copyright license to


3 the same sound recording, I would say it would


4 command a zero price.  And you could provide


5 infinite amounts of it at a zero price.


6             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  So, you're


7 looking at it, the product being supplied, as


8 being a license that is somehow unlimited in


9 terms of what it can deliver.  Is that what


10 you're saying?


11             THE WITNESS:  That's how I'd look


12 at the issue of supply, in a traditional sense


13 of looking at supply.  If what we're


14 considering is the copyrighted music, as the


15 law stands that only the copyright owner can


16 offer more of it, it's really not a


17 traditional supply curve.  It's a profit


18 maximization calculation that the supplier


19 undertakes.  So, it's not as if you can say


20 what the price will be at any particular level


21 of output, because that depends on -- it's not


22 an intersection, strictly speaking, of a
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1 demand and supply curve, it's an intersection


2 of a demand curve and a profit maximization


3 calculation by the supplier.  JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: 


4 Well, if we have a blanket license, doesn't


5 that actually fix the supply over the term of


6 the contract?


7             THE WITNESS:  I don't think I put


8 it that way.   I think the supply might be,


9 the supply here, -- I sort of see the market


10 as, if we're thinking of sort of the quantity


11 as being the number of subscribers to these


12 different services, or the number of times the


13 music is listened to, or something of that


14 nature, there's really no cost associated from


15 the copyright owner's standpoint.  No physical


16 costs.  There are opportunity costs, but there


17 is no actual production costs of having that


18 music played again, again, and again by as


19 many subscribers as possible.


20             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  So then, if I


21 could pursue this just a bit further.  If I


22 can try and understand what you're saying
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1 here.


2             The supply wouldn't be fixed


3 because even though the number of sound


4 recordings might be fixed, the number of times


5 that they could be played is infinitesimal or


6 infinite, I should say?


7             THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Yes.  And also


8 with respect to the number of sound


9 recordings, there are new ones being produced


10 all the time, so there is some supply,


11 traditional sort of supply, curve in that


12 market.


13             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:   So, from an


14 endpoint of view, it's not actually the sound


15 recordings but the number of times that they


16 could be played?


17             THE WITNESS:  That's the way that


18 I've tried to analyze it with respect to this


19 market for the blanket license, yes.


20             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Okay.  I'm just


21 trying to get a handle on that, from your


22 perspective.
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1             The -- I guess part of that, you


2 had, in  your testimony, talked about a change


3 in the copyright fee being passed along to the


4 consumer dollar for dollar.  Does that


5 actually result then in the typical fashion in


6 which you would apply, for example, a tax,


7 which would represent a shift in the supply


8 curve?


9             THE WITNESS:  Yes.


10             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  I guess the


11 last couple of questions that I have here


12 relate back to your regression in table 6.1. 


13 Page 39 of your testimony.


14             THE WITNESS:  Thank you, very


15 much.  I've got it.


16             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  I wonder if you


17 could, at the risk of altering the mood in the


18 room, I wonder if you could take us through


19 each of the arguments in your specification


20 here and tell us a couple of things about


21 them?


22             One, I'll give them to you all in
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1 a lump so that you can -- one is, which of the


2 arguments ultimately proved significant and at


3 what level, at what confidence level?


4             Secondly, if you could tell me


5 what the source data was for each of the


6 variables?


7             And third, if you could tell me,


8 theoretically, as to how they fit together? 


9 Why you chose the variables you chose in this


10 specification as opposed to some other group


11 of variables with respect to this quality


12 estimation?


13             THE WITNESS:  By all means.


14             I think it's appropriate to start


15 with the dependent variable, which is


16 essentially for everyone else here, what we're


17 trying to explain through the regression.  So,


18 at the risk of getting a lot of people in the


19 audience bored, essentially, we're taking the


20 monthly price and taking the logarithm of the


21 monthly subscription price and we have an


22 observation for every one of the 30 services. 
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1 Then, going down the list of variables -- let


2 me back up for a second.


3             The source data in all cases was


4 compiled by my staff, using the web pages of


5 the different music services.  We started by


6 doing a very broad search to try to find all


7 the services that we could and these are the


8 ones that were the subscription services


9 available at the market, at that point in


10 time.  We also attempted, from our own


11 efforts, to count the number of radio


12 stations, to essentially catalogue, we


13 essentially created a database and catalogued


14 the number of radio stations, whether or not


15 it was interactive, which here is meant to be


16 on-demand or not, and the same thing with


17 respect to download and sound quality.  And I


18 apologize, I don't remember what the


19 breakpoints were in sound quality, at what bit


20 rate.  And it was a little hard to determine


21 that, but to the extent the services reported


22 it, we tired to capture that.  So, that's the
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1 source data.


2             And then with respect to the


3 individual variables, there's first the


4 intercept.  And the intercept simply sort of


5 roots the equation at some point, essentially


6 on the vertical axis.  It's just simply a way


7 of fitting an equation.  If you were to think


8 of this again for other members, other court


9 members, if you're thinking of trying to fit


10 a -- can I use a piece of paper here?  Do you


11 mind?


12             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  There's a


13 bulletin board --


14             THE WITNESS:  Okay.  That would be


15 fine.


16             If we were to imagine that we're


17 trying to explain something where we can


18 observe a spatter of data and the data tells


19 us something about the price and something


20 about, let's in this case, we're in two


21 dimensions, whether it's a number of radio


22 stations or whatever the explanatory variable
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1 is, all the intercept does is say, let's draw


2 that line and have it hit this access there. 


3 So, it's just simply telling you where to


4 start the line.  And then all of these others


5 are telling you what the slope of the line is


6 with respect to that variable.  So, that's the


7 intercept.  It's highly significant and it's


8 just simply, that's just the nature of what


9 the data does.


10             The log of number of radio


11 stations and the square of the log of the


12 number of radio stations, we put in two


13 variables there.  First we put it in logs,


14 because it would appear that this has a,


15 should have a percentage relationship between


16 number of radio stations and the price, rather


17 than that going from five to six was the same


18 as going from 200 to 201.  That would -- if


19 you use a linear measure, you're going to make


20 the assumption that five to six is the same as


21 100 to 101, the logarithmic turns it into a


22 percentage relationship.  So, that's the
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1 reason for using a log.


2             The square of the log we tried out


3 just to see if there was some nonlinearity


4 even in the logarithmic form.  We tried


5 various specifications here.  None of them


6 proved to be very significant.  And then, we


7 have interactivity which was a zero/one


8 variable.  In other words, one if it is on-


9 demand, zero if it's not.  And the coefficient


10 estimate is highly significant, T value of


11 4.5, which would give you a greater than 99


12 percent confidence interval.


13             The next variable, download to


14 portable device, is also a zero/one variable,


15 zero where it's not downloaded, one where it


16 is downloadable.  Coefficient 0.48 and T value


17 2.57.  I don't recall where that gives you as


18 far as confidence.  My guess is that it would


19 be over 95 percent, but I'm not sure where


20 exactly it lies.


21             Sound quality was, from an


22 econometric standpoint, not very helpful.  In
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1 fact, it's the wrong sign because it indicates


2 that as sound quality goes up, people would


3 pay less.  So, it's clearly not picking up the


4 true effect of sound quality.  There's only a


5 very limited variation in the sound quality in


6 the sample we chose and I attach no


7 significance to it.


8             I also had, if you'll see in the


9 note, there were some dummy variables for


10 Digital Imported service and Bell South's


11 service.  Those were outliers.  The Digital


12 imported price and was way up there and wasn't


13 explainable by anything else.  And, in fact,


14 I think as Mr. Steinthal pointed out to me,


15 they've dropped the price.  So, we tried


16 various ways to deal with this.  We excluded


17 them from the regression, we put in dummies. 


18 In my opinion it was an aberration in the


19 market and that's how I treated it in the


20 regression.  And I think that's how the market


21 seems to be treating it.


22             And the Bell South we, again, it
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1 was an odd observation.  And again, we tried


2 it with Bell South in and Bell South out.  We


3 tried a lot of specifications and they


4 provided the same results or, as I said, some


5 of them such as sound quality, just didn't


6 give us anything satisfactory.


7             So, I hope that answers your


8 question, Your Honor.


9             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  The values on


10 those two dummies were high.  Right?


11             THE WITNESS:  Yes, they were, I


12 believe.  I can go back and check.


13             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  While you're


14 doing that, one other question on the sound


15 quality variable.  How did you quantify that? 


16 I'm sorry, was it a --


17             THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  We set


18 up a tier.  So, we said, when we originally


19 looked at these services, we said well, let's


20 try to do something about sound quality, and


21 we set up, or my research assistant set up


22 something where he set up,  the right word
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1 here is, sort of groupings.  So, there was


2 from, lets say zero to 28 kilobits per second


3 was low quality, 28 to 56 was medium quality,


4 above 56 was high quality.  And we actually,


5 I think one of the early observations we saw,


6 a little more variation in them when we looked


7 at the sample more carefully and looked at the


8 services more carefully, we found that there


9 was only one observation that turned out to


10 have medium quality.  But all the others, it


11 seems pretty natural as part of being a


12 subscription service, were providing things


13 above a certain, I think it was 56 or 64 --


14             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  I guess the


15 question I had was what numbers did you


16 actually use?


17             THE WITNESS:  I don't recall.  I'd


18 be happy to provide them.


19             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Okay.  Thank


20 you. 


21             And I take it that you did other


22 alternative specifications and tried them out,
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1 is what I heard you say.  Is that --


2             THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.


3             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Is that


4 correct?


5             Did you do an alternative


6 specification that had, that was limited to


7 the variables that you found to be significant


8 here?


9             THE WITNESS:  The ones I have with


10 me here right now, I don't have a regression


11 like that.  I don't know whether we tried it.


12             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Okay.  I was


13 just curious as to whether you did or how that


14 might have come up.


15             I don't think I have any further


16 questions.


17             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Any further


18 questions generated by those posed from the


19 bench?


20             MR. STEINTHAL:  I have one


21 question, Your Honor.


22             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  All right.
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1                RECROSS-EXAMINATION


2             BY MR. STEINTHAL:  


3       Q     Dr. Pelcovits, do I understand


4 from what you just said that the variable as


5 to the number of stations offered by the


6 service was such that you concluded that it,


7 the number of stations offered by the service


8 was not a significant or material aspect in


9 the value proposition?


10       A     That's the regression results.


11             MR. STEINTHAL:  Thank you.


12             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Judge


13 Wisniewski?


14             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Yes, I'm sorry,


15 I did have one further question.  Just as a


16 matter of cleaning up an issue.


17             I believe that you had testified


18 with respect to demand elasticity for a number


19 of these markets.  I was just wondering if you


20 had done any estimates of cross-price


21 elasticity of demand?


22             THE WITNESS:  I did not.
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1             JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:  Thank you.


2             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Mr. Handzo?


3             MR. HANDZO:  Nothing further.


4             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Okay.  Well,


5 then that then completes our examination of


6 Dr. Pelcovits.


7             Any other matters to be addressed


8 before we recess for the day?


9             And our witness, again, in the


10 morning?


11             MR. HANDZO:  I believe the


12 anticipated order is, I think, Brook Simson.


13             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Brook Vinson?


14             MR. HANDZO:  Yes.  I'm sorry, yes. 


15 Fink.  Fink Brook Vinson.


16             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:  Fink Brook?


17             MR. HANDZO:  Yes.


18             CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:   Thank you.


19 We'll recess until 9:30 in the morning.


20             (Whereupon, at 4:38 p.m., the


21 hearing was adjourned, to reconvene at 9:30


22 a.m., Wednesday, May 17, 2006.)
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